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THE BEAUTY OF BIRDS
PRINTS IN LIVING COLOR FROM ORIGINALS BY THE FAMOUS

BIRD ARTISTS ROGER TORY PETERSON AND FRANCIS LEE JAQUES

1. Shovellers on the Mud by Francis Lee Jaques, 22" x
28"—$7.75 postpaid

2. Teal and Willows by Francis Lee Jaques, 22" x 28"
—$7.75 postpaid

3. Autumn Bluebirds by Roger Tory Peterson, 17"x 21"
—$5.25 postpaid

4. Bohemian Waxwing by Roger Tory Peterson, 17" x
21"—$5.25 postpaid

5. Bobolink by Roger Tory Peterson, 17" x 21"

—

$5.25 postpaid

In addition, the following Roger Tory Peterson prints

are available at $5.25 each, size 17" x 21", Cedar Wax-
wing (horizontal), Robin, and Mockingbird (vertical).

Also available at $7.75 each, size 22" x 28" (vertical).

Cardinal, Summer Tanager, Blue Jay, Baltimore Oriole.

Members of the Museum are entitled to a 10% discount.

Please send your check or money order to

tkejHixseiu^kot)
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY. NEW YORK 24, N.Y.
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Reviews
On man the destroyer

Silent SpRI^fc, by Rachel Carson.

Houghton Mifflin Co., S5.00; 367 pp.,

illus. Our Synthetic Environment, by

Lewis Herber. Alfred .4. Knopf, S4.95

;

285 pp.

THE rumpus raised by Miss Carson's

book has largely disregarded the

most important aspect of its message

—

the same as in Mr. Herber's volume

—

that man is still as much a part of nature

as. more than a century ago. Darwin

showed him to be. He boasts of his

adaptability when, in fact, he is probably

less adaptable than the cockroach. It is

his environment that is "adapted." and

man remains a mass of protoplasm that

lives and dies by the same chemical proc-

esses that govern the molecular behavior

of other creatures. "All flesh is grass" is

as true today as in the time of Isaiah.

Man has done many wondrous things

and. alas, many foolish ones. He has

fouled not his own nest but his entire en-

vironment—the air he breathes, the water

he drinks, the soil that produces his food,

the very food itself. He has reduced al-

most infinitely varied nature to the uni-

formity of pure stands of food and fiber

that are even more ideally suited to his

insect enemies than to himself. By abuse

of environment he has. over thousands of

square miles, improved the habitat of

rodent competitors and then tried to ex-

terminate them with poison. He has

spread the sterility of deserts in the

tropics and subtropics from Mexico,

through the Middle East, to India. He
has destroyed more beauty than will ever

be accumulated in all his galleries. Per-

haps his major stupidity has been, to

paraphrase Mr. Herber, to give the most

pernicious laws of the market place

precedence over the most compelling

laws o'f biology.

Man has created, in his cities, ideal

situations for certain diseases. It is,

surely, only semantic inhibition that

keeps us from labeling "epidemic" the

cancers that kill more than a quarter-

million Americans a year and the mental

illnesses that fill half our hospital beds

and condemn thousands more to lives

that are barely tolerable.

It is man's mismanagement of his en-

vironment that is the theme of both these

books. Their documentation of this mis-

management gives them major import-

ance. They are far from saying the last

By William Vogt

word, but they say some of the first things

that should be said and say them well.

Miss Carson concerns herself pri-

marily with the effects of the millions of

pounds of insecticides and herbicides

that man has been scattering, often with

wild recklessness, across the landscape.

She has been accused of being "one-

sided." as though this were a fault. I have

never heard St. Paul criticized for not

giving Satan his due, though he is ob-

viously a devilishly engaging fellow.

Mr. Herber ranges far more widely

than Miss Carson and discusses not only

herbicides and insecticides, but also nu-

trition, chemical fertilizers (he is no

organic gardener), soil structure, food

additives, stresses that result from over-

urbanization, our physical deterioration

from excessive dependence on machines,

and other side effects of civilization.

Both authors approach their subjects

from a basically ecological point of view

though neither, as will be discussed, fol-

lows through to completely logical—or

ecological-conclusions.

The publication in The Neiv Yorker

of about a third of Miss Carson's bril-

liantly written text makes it impossible

to give her the silent treatment accorded

Mr. Herber. whose book was published

three months before hers, and it is to be

hoped that he may now ride into the lime-

light on her coattails.

The justice of the accusations in these

two books will, to a considerable extent,

be established by the behavior of the

defendants: will their answer be a

thorough house cleaning or will it be an

attempt to discredit the charges by self-

serving attack? Silent. Spring could do

for the control of chemical pollution of

our environment what Upton Sinclair's

The Jungle did for the Pure Food and

Drug Act in 1906.

Miss Carson is, alas, all too vulner-

able to attack because of a tendency to

exaggerate and an occasional, uncritical

acceptance of data. "Every human be-

ing," she tells us. " is now subjected to

contact with dangerous chemicals from

the moment of conception until death."

Dr. Vogt. an inlernalionally known^
award-winning scientist, specializes

in both the behavior and the ecology
of birds, in human ecology, and in the

conservation of our natural resources.

Want to relax in the quietness of cool

mountain ranges? Explore exciting foreign

towns and villages or bask on some warm,

sunny beach? Perhaps you know a road

somewhere you'd like to follow to the end.

It's all the same with an Airstream Land

Yacht — a personal highway cruiser out-

fitted down to the smallest luxurious de-

tail for limitless road voyaging . . . good

beds, bathroom, hot and cold water, re-

frigeration, heat and light independent of

outside sources wherever you go — for a

night, a week, or a month. Airstream Land

Yachting means real travel independence

— no time-tables, tickets, packing. You

just tow your Airstream lightly behind your

car and follow your travel whims wherever

they urge you to go. Yes, it's the exciting,

better way to travel here in North America

or anywhere in the world.

Wr/'/e for interesting free boo/(lel

"World At Your Doorstep"

AIRSTREAM INC.
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animal, describing how ihc author,
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in color. At bookstores, S3.95
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This is, uf course, miiiscnse; llinr arc

hundreds ufiiiillii>ii» liting in ihc -till un.

dridctrluprd cuuiitrics of .\»ia. Africa,

and Latin America uhu lia\e thus far

rv«|>cd thc^c blowings of ci\iliiatiun.

\i>l even our K<«>d-(or-Pcacc pru|;rain

u»r (he World llcallli Organi/alion can

liate carried OUT residues lu mure lliaii

a small fraction of the backward peoples.

Her slalislico are sonielimes recrel-

lably inconclusive. "Samples ol body lai

•ollecled from the general popiilolion

iween l«l and 1956." she tells us.

neruned (torn .S.3 lo 7.i parts per mil-

I'li o( UUT . . . such items | in prison

i"iid| as ^lewed (ruil conlaininc 69.6

[•arts per million anti bread conlaininc

UK).9 parts per million of DDT!" Miss

llarson does nut lell us the size of the

-.iniples, how and where ihey were gath-

• red, nor give any indication, such as

I heir standard devialiun. by which we
ran evaluate the "averages." If one has

had even a lillle experience with statis-

tical sampling llic lack of such data leads

one al least lo withhold judgment un

their meaning. This is noi as good evi-

dence as llie Irout in Thorcau's milk.

.Many of her thoroughly researched

citations, tittaling fifly-odd pages, are un-

identifiable because in her bibliographic

appendix she, unlike Mr. Herbcr, refers

only lo pages and noi lo lines.

She quotes a slalcmcnl implying thai

the dog lick (she gives no scientific

names) has increased in the New York

Cily region bccou»c fif growing rcsisi-

ancc lo inseclicides. Nuluralisls in our

area have seen many allcralions in ani-

ma\ numbers over the pa-l three or four

tifcades. The cardinal, opossum, and cer-

r.iiii southern fishes have greatly grown
in numbers. Their increase certainly hu'-

ii'iihing lo do with pe-licides. What evi-

ilince is there ihal ihe lick has not in.

' nuscd for exactly llie same reasons as

liave other animals?

.She quotes a paper by Dr. Joseph J.

Iliikey. of ihc I'niversily of Wisconsin.

• n heavy robin niorlalily—86 lo 88 per

' •nl-as a result of spraying, but does noi

• itr Mickey's observation, in another

I I per. thai when such killing is cnncen-

I rated and large populations of birds live

"iilside the sprayed areas, they will re-

populate em|ity habitats once the loxi-

' .mis disappear, sometimes in a mutter

'( weeks. Comparable recovery in Irout

iHod populations is reported by the Con-

-ervation Foundation after spruce bud-

worm spraying in Maine.

It is distasteful, for an admirer of

Miss Carson and her writings. In have to

point out these sluirlcomings. but <me

can more efTcclively praise her after ad-

mitting her defects.

That both she and Mr. Hcrber hove

written powerful indictments of those

who would short-circuit ecological proc-

esses is incontestable. The fact that ar-

senicals. chlorinated hydrocarbons, and

organic phosphates are dangerous is

clearly indicated by the theoretical "t<d-

erances" that both government and manu-
facturers have set—often to reduce the

limits later or even lo remove the ehemi-

cals from the market. No control has
liren established over their pntsible gen-

etic damage.

That tliey have been broadcast over

millions of acres, without prior consent

of those owning or living on the hind, is

a matter of record. Kven national parks

are not immune— which should cull for

some explanations from Wushiugton.

Thai they have al time failed of their

(Mirpose is <leni<instraled not only by re-

ports of ciim|ielenl scienlint*. but also

by ihe way the U. S. DeparlmenI of

.Agriculture, after repeatedly poisoning

vast tracts in the name of fire anI and
gypsy moth "eradication." has la|>ered

off the spraying cainpuign- though the

insects Ihey were aimed at still K-muin.

That these wholesale poisonings have

caused agonizing death- to very large

numbers uf nun-human living creutures

is undeniable. Miss Carson's doubt of

our moral right to such slaughter would

have high value in a Buddhist society.

Christians are likely to give it -horl

shrift if the poisoning effectively in-

creases profits or comfort. The humane
societies have been conspicuously inac-

tive, as they usually are when their popu-

larity might be jeopardized.

That the chemists and entomologists

didn't know their gun was loaded is made
cleor by report- from both author- of

situations that were fur worse alter the

u-e of chemicals than before. The devi-l-

opmeni of DI)T-re-islant strains of housi-

(lies ond mo-quitoe- is well known: uiu-

larialogists in many ports of the world

are being harassed by the remarkable

genetic adaptability of ,'tntiphrtrs.

Some of the other damage to environ-

ments we share with other form- of life

may show result- more slowly. Iloih au-

thors discuss u subject tliut i- widely

ignored nnd ubout which we ucluully

know very little: the ecohigy of the soil.

Miss Corson's chapter on this is su|>erli.

Her reports of the effect of new chem-

icals on cell iihysiology. with po-sible

genetic and carcinogenic result-, ore

foscinaling and hair-raising— as wi-ll n-

speculative and supposititious. But -lie

and Mr. Hcrber. citing respected scien-

tists, plow deep furrows in which to sow

their seeds of doubt.

Both authors raise issues in such a wuy

that they can scorcely be ignored, par-

ticularly by technicians of the regulatory

bodies. They (especially Mr. Herber I

are sharply critical of the Food and Drug

Administration, which has long—with

juslificotion—pleaded lock of fund- ond

staff: Miss Carson castigates the U. .S.

Department of Agriculture for whot can

only be called irresponsible broadca-i

ing of poisons. The U. S. Public llralil,



Sen'ice. which for decades has dragged

its feet on water pollution, gets off too

easily. Neither writer points out that the

Secretary- of Agriculture is directed, by

laws passed before the development of

the new and diabolic poisons, to "con-

trol" and '"eradicate" insect pests

—

which throws the problem right back

into the lap of the Congress. Or. to put it

another w^ay. to you and to me.

Neither author quite achieves an eco-

logical approach by viewing these prob-

lems as a dynamic structure of depend-

ent variables in which our economy is

embedded. Could we feed 186 million

"guinea pigs" without these poisons (our

pestiferous "surpluses" amount to only

about 5 per cent ) and shall we be able

to feed 3.50 million in the year 1999?

What part do such substances play in

trying to feed three billion world-wide,

adding about another billion each dec-

ade? What would the control or aboli-

tion of such materials, on our approxi-

mately four million farms, do to their

capital and labor input, to their social

structure, and to the cost and availabil-

ity of food? Both authors suggest pos-

sible alternatives, but these are not. on

the whole, practices that would be feas-

ible until after years, or even decades,

of experimentation and adjustment.

Certainly, without chemical aids our

vaunted farm-production-per-man-hour

would drop sharply, and it is dubious

whether we could maintain production-

per-acre at anything like current levels.

The high-producing countries of the pre-

chemical era—Denmark. Holland, and

Japan—depended heavily on natural

manures with relatively low-production-

per-man-hour.

If Miss Carson and Mr. Herber are

substantially correct in their facts and

interpretations, and I believe that on

the whole they are. a return to health

and sanity will probably be roughly as

complex and difhcult as would have been

the establishment of control over num-

bers and use of automobiles forty years

ago. It might conceivably have been pos-

sible, before our society had become so

thoroughly motor-dependent, to prevent

the future hypertrophy and constipation

of our metropolitan areas, the poisoning

of their air. the repeated decimation of

our wildlife, and the killing and maiming
of far more Americans than have yet felt

the icy hand of cumulative poisons. Will

we move fast enough, now. to escape pos-

sible immolation in the metabolic by-

products of a technology gone wild?

Both books end on somewhat hopeful

notes, as is all but required by American
convention, but to this reviewer it seems

like whistling in the dark. If we do es-

cape, our debt to Miss Carson and Mr.

Herber will be substantial.

Silent Spring has been decorated with

elegance by Lois and Louis Darling.

These books cannot be adequately dis-

cussed in such limited space. But I

should like to urge every reader: if you
have time for but two books next year,

read these; if only one. read one of them.

Primitive Song, by C. M. Bowra. World

Publishing Co., $6.50; 303 pp., illus.

IT
probably takes a poet to throw aca-

demic caution and procedure to the

winds, in an academic study, and get

away with it. Sir Maurice Bowra. for five

years Professor of Poetry at Oxford, and

then Vice-Chancellor of that university,

is both a poet and a scholar, and his

latest and absorbing work. Primitive

Song, is at once flagrantly disrespectful

of academic niceties, and a highly stimu-

lating, refreshing work of scholarship.

On the first page of the preface he

boldly states: "I am not an anthropolo-

gist, and, though I have long been inter-

ested in the study of language and lan-

guages, I know next to nothing of those

w^ith which I deal here." His sources are

limited, and vary from the most reliable

and respectable to the most unreliable

and dubious. Bowra treats hearsay with

as much care as he does the clear, im-

peccable, factual information of scholars

such as Schapera—no more, no less. Per-

haps it is his poetic intuition that enables

him to perceive the broad truths that
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cour<r, no longrr rxitHs newt batine

U»n coromilird lo writing: oen llir oral

Iradiliun ha» been lo-l in llie rcniolc

pa>l. Hi* mnbiHl i> lu make a ci>ni|>ara-

livr study o( llir iKiclry o( "the most

primititr |>n>ple« Mill ^univing in the

wiirld." and ihr "nioii primitive" are

tho»e who »till li\e by huntini: and

galhrring. So far 1.0 rimhI, but now rome»

the lirjil inelhoilolo|;ical blunder. The

romiuralive method i« fine so long a»

the material is comparable, but in much

the »ame way thai the cminrni Oxford

anthriipologi-t Kadclifle Brown ccneral-

iied atwiut the structure of human so-

ciety from a somewhat secondhand and

limited knowledge of the .\ndaman Is-

landers. .Vustralian .Xborigines. and

.\merican Indians. »o dtws Bowra gcn-

eralixe about ancient primitive man from

the living Eskimos. Aborigines, and

.\frican Pygmies. However, just as Kad-

clifle Brown produced a few untenublr

iheorirs but provided a siimulus that

set British social anthropology oil on

its truly academic career, so docs Bowra

succeed in providing a stimulus that

should make anthr«po)o|;Ut«, among
other*, aware o( a vital held of informa-

tion still wailing lo be iea|>ed, Bowra
ends with conclusions about early litera-

ture and about primitive man himself,

and the place of poetry, stuig, music, and

dance in hi> life.

The firil part of the b<Mik, however,

kcepi lo his original subject. Me o|iens

by discussing hunters and gatherers in

general, though in all fairness i| must

be said that if his over-all picture i» <il an

unjustihably generalized "hunler and

gatherer," the author is always meticu-

lously careful to keep the particular in

tight, quoting thr group providing thai

spccihc information. Much of the in-

formation is doubtful (such as his

assumption that the "smaller race" dis-

covered by thr Nasamiuiians from Libya,

quoted by Herodotus, arc nrccNsarily

Pygmies I. and some is downright false

(such as the statrmrni that when the

Pygmies were first discovered "these

liotir savages had no means lo protect

themselves against greedy, unscrupu-

lous, and self-righlrous invaders . . .

and were mercilessly destroyed."! He
pn-serves a numU-r of popular myths,

like "silent barter" between Pygmies

and Bantu, and he seems to agree with

llobbrs that the life of primitive man is

"solitary , , , nasty, brutish, and short."

.\part from his general picture of
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hunter* and gallierers, Bowra defines euK-

lotn as thr rinbodimrnt of accumulated

experience and gives some useful point-

ers on its rrlatioiiship to siuig as an

exprrssiiiii of primitive man's ihoughU
and feelings, as well as its possibly dan-

gerous relationship with his social life.

He also suggests that although custom

has prevented much outward change in

his simple nielhods of fiH>d-grlling,

nuHlern primitive man diflers fiom his

Paleolithic forebears by his movenienl

toward an inner complexity. And
through his song. Bowra says, we can

see primitive man as he really is, "and

not through the distorted vision of mur-

derous enemies or misguided well-wish-

ers." In other words, the author is not

only interesled in sung, hut in the man
who makes it- und the most pleasing

characteristic of the rnliie, finely written

btHik is iierhaps this dual exploration.

Following the general introduction

Professor Bowra launches into an analy-

sis of composition und performance,

technique, and manner and method. Bui

each chapter is full of allusions to primi-

tive life in general: the aspirations, joys,

and fears of primitive man. While rccog-

ni/.ing that primitive song is not com-

plete when it is divorced from music

and movrmeni, Bowra says that it can

still take us into "the consciousness of

primitive man at its most excited or

cxallcd or concentrated moment", and

I
it throws

I
a light, which almost nothing

else d«>es, on the movements of his

mind." Here, as un anlhnqiologisl who
has wfirked with snng among hunters

and gatherers. I would enjoin caution,

for the words of songs are not only often

trivial—they are often delibrrolely mis-

leading, and cannot be correctly inter-

preted without a detailed knowledge of

the people and their total society.

In the lost chapters, on priinilivc

imagination, myth, and synibid, and in

his conclusions. Bowra attempts. throii):li

his understanding of song, a reconciliu-

linn <if the world of make-believe with

the world of reality, and if the example-

he quotes arc taken os a series of ecstalii

vignettes they serve an admirable pur-

pose. However, because he uses them to

draw conclusions that arc too generul

to be valid he opens himself lo criti-

cism. ".
. . in the moment of loss

|
primi-

tive peoples
I
find no consolation in thi-

thought of life beyond the grave. . . .

Their reactions to it ore violent, dis-

turbed, and distressed." The Pygnire-.

however, who arc important to U<iwra'»

argument, certainly do not think of lif'-

as being "fragile." "precarious." anil

"uncertain." To them, on the contrary

it is powerful, abundant, and defiiiiti'

The same Pygmies, f*»r whom the worlrl

is rich and good and kind, and lo who
death comes, with regret and grief. In

as naturally as life itself, would probably

howl with laughter at the conclusion
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Bowra draws from a single song sung by

the Pygmies of the Gabon: "The despair

which sounds in some of these songs is

all the more poignant because it reflects

some vaster catastrophe in which primi-

tive men believe themselves to be doomed

to extinction. . . . Such is the dark back-

ground against which primitive life is

passed."

Having seen a whole hunting band of

Pygmies sing and dance lor joy every

night for over a month, for joy that an

old lady, the "mother" of them all. had

"died well" having lived a full and happy

life. I am afraid that this particular con-

clusion makes me suspect that there

must be some "dark background" in

Bowra's own life that leads him to take

such a dismal attitude toward his fellow

poets in remoter parts of the world.

But Primitive Song does not demand

that the reader accept its conclusions,

for Bowra is a poet. Whatever he writes

stirs the imagination to the possibilities

of wider experience and even greater

truths than those expressed in words.

Above all it shows how song enables our

less complex fellows "to absorb experi-

ence with their whole natures and there-

by to fulfill a want which is fully satis-

fied neither by action nor by thought."

COLl^ M. TURMH LL

The Sen'ses of Animals and Men. by

Lorus and Margery Milne. Atlieni'um

Publisliers, S6.95; 305 pp., illus.

MAN has been put in his place by the

Milnes. In the book, Tlie Senses of

Animals and Men, they compare man's

capabilities in sensing his environment

with those of other animals. Man, in

many instances, comes out second best,

and after reading about the ways in

which bats and porpoises echolocate. fish

use electrical fields for detecting prey,

insects respond to the vibrations of other

insects, and animals detect the minutest

changes in temperature, to name a few

examples, he may he forced into a feel-

ing of inadequacy. He may also begin to

give some thought to the changes going

on in his immediate environment —
changes about which he can never be

totally aware.

The book is a collection of the works

of many scientists who are studying

sensory systems, biological clocks, navi-

gation, migration, and related subjects.

It is divided into twenty-one chapters,

and each one deals with a different sen-

sory mechanism, or with some aspect

of animal behavior. The research de-

scribed is recent, and is accurately re-

ported in a typically readable Milnean
style. There are references for each

chapter, there is a good index, and Ken-

neth Gosner's illustrations are fine.

Nevertheless. I have several objections

to the book. First, it contains far too

much information about too many ani-

mals. The general reader, for whom it is
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iiitrndnl. will be ovcrwiirlinrd by the

«lirrr i)iiantily o( faM-inaliiiR infnrma.

lu.ii. Mr MuiiM tlo Mell nut l» iillrni|il

u< irml llir riitirr btHik al uiir aillinc. bill

lalbrr l>" concnuralc on our »ccliiin al

a limr. Srcund, I objri-t lu llic bioad ii-r

t>( ihr word "sriisc." Il would lia»r brrii

b<?llrr lo lm\r krpl to »riiMiry iiirclia-

iii>ni« a» iturli, rallirr lliaii lo dritr into a

diflrtciil u»r o( llic word, a- a n-nsr o(

Mri-iirily--a ii«a|:r llial here IriuU lo . •!

{ii>r ralbrr than lo ilarify. Third, lli' i

Mrrc innuriidws dial I fuiiiid irk«<iiiH

.

parlu-ularly the a»stiin|ili<iii ihal many
aniniaU »cck ferlain lonitorls wilh ad-

\anic knowh-dcr ihal Ihry will lir com-

(orlahic Koiirlli. 1 ohjril lo mixini: (ucl

with ihrory. I know thai many x-irnre

writers abhor the word* "maybe." "pos-

sibly," "|>erha|i»," and similar (jiialitiers.

.Nolwithslaiidih): the arguments in (avor

o( positive siatenienis, 1 think it is im-

portant for the reader to reuli/c thai

srience is only begiiming to know, and

thai (or every qucstiun answered, ten

more are posed.

Despite these drawbaeks. the book

>hoiild provide stimnlalion (or ihe (sen-

erul reader with a biological back-

ground, and (or the advanced high

school or early college student who ba§

observed animaU in the field.

EVKLYN SlIAW

Beyond Yoi n Doohstf.i', by Hal Bor-

land, Alfred A. Knopj. $5.95: tOl pp.

WITH good humor, the modesty of

true wisdom, and the knowledge

gained boili (rom books and from long

personal experience, Hal Borland writes

of the natural scene as he views il from

his hundred acre properly on the banks

of Connecticut's Housalonic River,

His book is, however, more than a

mere recording. It is a sort of primer, a

how-to-obisen'c-nalurc-yourseK volume,

which becomes dull only when the au-

thor descends from the high plane o(

personal experience and observation to

mere condensation of biological field

books and facts. But, as the author points

out, his book is intended to be useful

rather than aulhoritative, so such an ap-

proach is both pard<mablc and helpful.

What Mr. Borland really enjoys, and

what lie want? his readers to enjoy along

with him, is the (ace o( nature and the

bimc and tissue that form it. He is not

a professional biologist, does not pretend

to be, and does not suggest that the

reader become <me. But he docs say that

close observation of nature increases

one's enjoyment of il and, practicing

what he preaches, he carries in his

pocket a magnifying glass, which makes
visible to him (and could to you I the

Lilliputian world of plant and animal

life that is invisible and unknown to

most amateurs. Mr, Borland ap|>lies his

glass to a head of while clover growing

r-
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in his backyard, and finds that: "The

petals are clear, creamy white, and beau-

tifully curved. Staring through the glass,

you seem to hold an e.xotic corsage in

your hands."

In essence, Mr. Borland's book is a

treatise on how to make corsages out of

clover; how to get the most enjoyment

out of our natural world. It is an emi-

nently practical book, in which can be

found information about bats in your

attic, wasps in the closet, etc. But its

main contribution transcends mere prac-

ticality—it is a philosophical approach

to our relations with the natural world.

Mr. Borland is at his best as he drifts

down the Housatonic River of a quiet

summer evening, presumably fishing, but

not caring whether or not he catches

anything. The fishing is merely an ex-

cuse to watch and listen. This is a book

for anyone who has seen nature from

the butt end of a fly rod, from the view of

a bird-feeder, or from a solitary walk in

a pine-needled woodland.

PlETER FOSBURCH

Mammals of Wisconsin, by Hartley

H. T. Jackson. University of Wisconsin

Press, $12.00; 504 pp., illus.

THE literature of mammal studies in

North America has taken several

primary forms; technical articles of

more or less limited scope; large-scale

revisionary works; field books or guides

of general interest; and faunal reports,

which usually concern a local area or

an entire state. The most useful works

to the lay naturalist are the field guides

and the state lists, with the latter being

consulted for more detailed information

than the general guides provide. The or-

ganization and content of state lists

varies greatly. Some, such as The Recent

Mammals of Arizona, by E. Lendell

Cockrum, published in 1960 by the Uni-

versity of Arizona Press, provide only a

basic framework of information, such as

keys for identification of species, recog-

nized scientific names, synonyms, and

known distribution. Hartley Jackson's

Mammals of Wisconsin includes this

same basic data, as well as additional in-

formation on common names, habitat,

population density, breeding, foods, pre-

dators, and the economic importance

of the 72 known species of wild mam-
mals from Wisconsin. Much of this in-

formation is compiled from published
_

studies in states other than Wisconsin;

these sources are usually cited. Such de-

tailed accounts make the book useful to

persons with a general interest in the

natural history of areas outside the state

of Wisconsin alone. The book is amply

and beautifully illustrated with photo-

graphs, maps, and line drawings of study

skins, skulls, burrows, droppings, tracks,

and other features.

Sydney Anderson
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Brown bears customarily seize fish with their teeth, as

at left, although some reports say they use their paws.

When salmon run in July and August, bears gather at the

streams in loose groups, but are solitary for most of year.

Solitary Carnivore
North American brown bear behavior alters during salmon runs

By Milton B. Trautman

OF ALL THE FLESH-EATING land

mammals on earth, the big, or

giant, brown bear (Ursus midden-

dorffi) is reputedly the largest. A huge

male, or boar, weighs in the neighbor-

hood of 1,500 pounds. Its combined

head and body length may be 8 feet;

its height at the shoulders 41/; feet.

Not all brown bears are giants, of

course, for there is much variation in

size—individually in the same area and

among bears from different localities.

These variations appear to be chiefly

the result of the kind and abundance of

the food supply. The largest bears

usually are found on Kodiak Island

and the coastal area of the adjacent

Alaska Peninsula. There, when they

leave their winter quarters in early

spring, they find considerable carrion

—in the form of dead fishes, sea birds,

an occasional seal, walrus, or whale—
and quantities of kelp and other aqua-

tic vegetation. In late spring there is

an abundance of many species of vas-

cular plants, sedges, and grasses, and,

like cattle, the huge beasts are avid

eaters of vegetation. Then, in July and
August, there is a plethora of fat-pro-

ducing, protein food in the form of

five species of salmon. These are either

captured as they ascend streams on

their spawning runs, or later when,

having spawned, they are dead or

dying. In addition, there are usually

many blueberries, bearberries, crow-



KiMii.r BUR. or Miw. r|>ri-,<!-> nimli

lime |>ta\ii)|i xilli her ofl^prinit. She

bcrrip*. eMcrlwrric*. and a variety of

other fruit. \\ hen they enter their dens

to winter over, bears from such fa-

vored localities are not only large but

lhc\ are also excessively fat.

Their fellows in more inland locali-

ties or on other islands do not fare so

well, presumably because of a lack of

an abundant supply of vegetable and

animal food at critical periods. Some
of these l>ears live almost exclusively

upon vej:etation and usually weigh

much less than 1.000 pounds when

they are fully grown.

TvMiMiMISTS differ widely in their

classifications of the brown and

grizzly ll'rsus horrihilisl bears.

Some believe that the two are conspe-

cilic. differing only subspecifically

:

others believe that there are several

specie* and or sul>s|)ecies of each. 1 he

name "brown bear" is something of

a misnomer, for although there arc

l>»-ars of this species whose fur is in-

di-ed brown, others range in color from

a li!:ht yellowish gray to bluish black.

There is possibly some correlation l>c-

tween color of fur and amounts of

rainfall, fog. and cloud cover. Bears

with the lightest fur predominate in

areas — usually inlaml — where annual

rainfall is light and the |)ercenlage of

fi'g an'd cloud cover is low. Thtise with

the darkest fur inhabit coastal areas,

where the annual rainfall may exceed

l-VI inches and where fog and heavy

cloud rover prednminate.

i;l«..>- ! .

food and |ir'i|t-

11. |ir»\i<liiiic iis

wf. It from iiihrrudull».

The range of brown bears in North

America is limited. It extends only

from the northern coast of British

Columbia up along the Alaskan coast

and adjacent island.', including Ko-

diak. to the northern shores of the

.'Maska Peninsula.

This bear is normally solitary, es-

pc<ially in spring and early summer,

when individuals are scattered »»idely

over the mountains, valleys, and sea-

coasts. Vt this (K-riod of the year only

mating indi\iduals and mother bears

I sows I with their cubs are in close

proximity. But during July and Au-

gust, when the vast hordes of salmon

enter the coastal streams and migrate

toward their spawning grounds, the

majority of the bears desert the moun-

tains and valleys for these streams. ,Al

this time they arc inclined to assemble

in loose groups beside the falls and

rapids where salmon are easy prey.

Even then, however, they usually do

not approach within paw-striking dis-

tance of each other. an<l under virtu-

ally all conditions smaller individuals

assiduously avoid larger ones—par-

ticularly old males—when food is

scarce. If a large, hungry l>ear catches

a smaller one it may kill and eat it,

and a sow must constantly protert her

cubs, ."sometimes the sow leaves her

cubs on the bank when she enters

swift, deep water to capture salmon,

but e\rn then keeps an eye on them.

The young of few animals an- more

playful than arc these cubs in their



Two CUBS watch as their mother btandb in torrent on the associations hke this between a sow and her cubs, bears

rugged Alaska Peninsula. Except for mating individuals and seldom come to within paw-striking distance of one another.
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Gulls wait for a chance to pick at the

remains of salmon. These birds, along

"teddybear" stage. When not eating or

sleeping they appear to be constantly

playing, tumbling, or mock-fighting

with one another. Yet. even when play-

ing, cubs usually watch the adults, and

scamper away when approached by

them. Occasionally the young become
so engrossed in their play or in eating

that they do not see the approach of a

larger bear. But the watchful sow is

awai'e of the danger, and, with a warn-

ing woof and the fur on her prominent

shoulder hump standing on end, she

fiercely charges the invader. An
aroused female protecting her young

is a formidable adversary, and one

that other bears will avoid. Not infre-

quently, after a sow has routed an in-

with ravens, magpies, and even bald

eagles, congregate at such fishing sites.

vader she will turn swiftly and cuff her

offspring, presumably because of its

failure to avoid the danger. Such cuffs

are not lightly given but are solid

blows sufficient to send the cub head

over heels. After such a chastisement

the cub temporarily becomes obedient,

whimpering and scurrying to safety

behind its mother. But cubs, like most

young, are too full of mischief to re-

main long subdued, and shortly begin

to play. They eventually get into fur-

ther trouble, which is followed by an-

other reprimand.

Sometimes a cub, attracted by the

splashing or sight of salmon in more

quiet waters, attempts to fish by him-

self. If he chooses a dying or dead

IS
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and would probably lose a contest with a vigorous salmon.

Sow may fish in deeper water, leaving her young in shallows.

salmon he may succeed in dragging it

onto the shore, but if the fish is large

and vigorous, the cub's chances of suc-

cess are slim. Few sights are more ani-

mated or ludicrous than the usually

brief battle between a small cub and a

fresh-run salmon.

Normally, spawning salmon are

readily available in the small tribu-

taries, but the number may be limited.

Under such conditions, bears may be
intolerant of each other's presence in

the competition for food. Occasionally

one animal claims a section of stream

as private fishing territory. When not

fishing, he guards this section from
a vantage point .50 to 100 feet from the

stream, in order to observe any en-

croachment. When another bear at-

tempts to enter these fishing waters,

the "owner" promptly notifies the in-

vader of its presence. On a few occa-

sions I have witnessed a territorial

possessor approach a smaller invader,

whereupon the latter retreated. Once I

saw a larger invader enter the territory

of a smaller possessor, which, rather

judiciously I thought, relinquished its

claim. From the noise of presumed
battles that I have heard but unfor-

tunately never witnessed, it seems
probable that occasionally neither bear

retreats. Roars, woofs, and growls that

emanate from such an encounter are

indeed awesome. I visited one locality

after hearing what was apparently a

battle, expecting to find a dead bear

or at least a gory mess. All I found
were trampled grasses and bushes.

BEARS, like most other animals,

seriously fight only over food or

a mate. Normally they bluff, each at-

tempting thereby to establish a peck

order, or dominance, over the other.

The method of gaining dominance fre-

quently follows the same pattern. Two
bears approach each other on a trail.

When aware of the other's presence,

each rears on its hind legs to its fullest

height—for height appears to be of

great importance in gaining superi-

ority—with the forepaws widely out-

stretched. Each stands still, watching

closely, or paces back and forth paral-

lel to, not in the direction of. the other,

while emitting loud growls, grunts,

and woofs. Eventually one drops on all

four feet and either detours around
the adversary or retreats. Sometimes
both, as if by common consent, drop

to all fours and by-pass each other.

Several published references de-

scribe the way bears capture salmon
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ill thrir frri, ritber by knocking the

!i (rorn ihf water onto ihr bank with

.ipid swing of ihr paw, or b\ strik-

ing it \iulrnllv to int-apacitate it. This

is quite possible. I suppose, but not

one o( several t|ualifie<l observers of

bear behavior whom I have interro-

gated ha5 ever seen such a perform-

ance, nor have I. .Many limes, how-

ever, otherii and I have watched a

walking or standing l>ear that was

seemingly [leering into the water sud-

denly grasp a salmon between its mas-

sive jaws, (k-casitiiiallv, when other-

wise unsuccessful, a bear would rush

rapidly through the water, thereby

frightening the fish so that lhc\ came
within his reach i>r iMiame stranded

in shallow water. I have seen a In-ar

reach under a log with its forepaw,

obviously attempting to herd any

hiding fish into the o|H-n.

Much has been written, especially

by hunters, on the feri>city of the

brown bear and its willingness to at-

tack man. Hut those who have studied

the animal's behavior are agrecil that,

although at limes unpredictable, the

boars have not In-en seen to attack un-

less provoked. However, observers of

the closely related, smaller grizzly be-

lieve that ihcy will attack for no
obvious reason.

III. latllM.N. ..liM i. rurjiur of llir

vrrlrblJIr .'ullrrliull. :>l lllr Oliiu

Male t llivrr>ilt .Mu>ruill. ('uluillbu^

lia» uli^rrvej ihr frrdini; brluviur ul

brutati bear* on hi* trip* la .\la>ka.

Although apparently loath to fight

without cause, a "brownie" does not

hesitate to charge when occasion de-

mands. If you try—OS some ine\i)eri-

eiiced observers have done— to walk

close to a cub to lake its picture, or to

get belwifn a cub and its mother, you

are in for trouble. Wound a In-ar and

it will charge. \\ alk carelessly along a

stream coiilaiiiiiig spawning salmon

and into the priviite rishing territory

of u large bear und it may use its agc-

olil right to dispute pos.-essimi. If you

place bacon, other meat, fish, or vege-

tables in tents, cabins, or automobiles,

a brown bear may claim the territory,

after which ynii bc<ome the invader.

More impressive to me than attocks

on humans is the way in which thes<;

animals respect man and avoid him.

This is especially true when u person

blows a referee's or a policeman's

whistle. I'sually when I blew my
whistle an approaching bear instantly

retreated, sometimes running across

the tundra until I ceased blowing. Act-

ing on the basis of observed bear be-

Imvior, anil iipun seeing a iiotloo-

liirge lieur approach, I use their own
tcvhniiiues. I stretch to my fullest

height, wave my nniis and gun over-

lieail. allernatelv shout and blow iiiy

whistle, und walk back ami forth but

not toward my rival. (Iriliiiarilv the

bear retreats, but if it does not. I do—
slowly and, 1 hope, with digiiitv. If,

unintentionally, I come within a few

feet of one, I do not frighten it into

charging, but instead retreat uilli iiiv

gun—whiih has never been used on ,i

l>ear— at the ready. Once a safe di--

tance away and beside an easily cliiiili-

able lr<-e, I sometimes childishly blow

a whistle blast, if only to assert iimn «

vaunted superiority,

Pliiiiiviil.v l.tHdl pounds of bear r.

spots theuhistlc becausj- iheliirh.

shrill notes hurt its s<-nsitivc cars. This

animal is perhaps not more aggressive

because for centuries, and until the ad-

vent of hunters with their guns, it had

no predat<ir to fear.

All large animals are impressive, hut

for me none has the strength. <lignily,

and beauty id a brown bear. I ho|H- tho

Alaskan coast and islands always con-

tain the.s<- animals and the abundant

supply of salmon on which they «i'-

able to feed for a brief season each ye^ii

.
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Problematic
Conodonts
Origin of toothlike fossils is unknown

By David L. Dineley

ALMOST EVERY KIND of fossil pre-

sents the problem of reconstruct-

ing what it looked like when it was

alive. With many fossils this is soon

solved more or less satisfactorily; it is

not so easy with incomplete and un-

usual fossils; it becomes extremely dif-

ficult with those unlike any known

living organism. This is what the

micropaleontologist faces when deal-

ing with the conodonts—minute, tooth-

like, phosphatic fossils. As they are

generally between .5 and 2.0 mm. long,

these fossils were apparently parts of

a group of small, though by no means

microscopic, animals, yet they do not

seem to be directly comparable with

any modern organisms.

Conodonts were first described in

1856 by C. H. Pander from the

Silurian rocks of the Baltic area of

Russia, where he found them in associ-

ation with the remains of primitive

fishes. Later discoveries have shown

them to be virtually of world-wide dis-

tribution. Up to the present decade,

very many paleontologists have re-

garded them as teeth of early or primi-

tive vertebrates. There are. however,

several reasons why this view must be

questioned. Paradoxically, the fossils

present two features that are appar-

ently mutually exclusive in other or-

ganisms. They are of a phosphatic

composition peculiar to vertebrates,

yet have a morphology closely akin to

that of errant polychaete worm jaw

components. Were they parts of a

wormlike animal? Animal groups

seem to be conservative in their phys-

iology and in the utiHzation of hard

materials, and I favor linking cono-

Silurian and Devonian rocks of North

America and Europe have yielded these

dentate and platform conodonts, which
are between .5 to 3.0 mm. in length.

donts and vertebrates on the basis of

hard-part composition.

Not everyone agrees with this view-

point, and the fossil evidence on either

side is extremely slender. No one has

ever found a complete conodont-
bearing animal in the fossil state, and
usually the conodonts have been found

completely isolated from one another

and with no obvious association with

any other fossilized remains. Between

the time Pander published his ac-

counts and the 1920's little was added

to our knowledge of conodonts. Then
an article by Drs. E. 0. Ulrich and R.

S. Bassler in the Proceedings of the

U.S. National Museum redirected at-

tention to them. Since then they have

received a great deal of notice, and

they are now being studied in paleon-

tological laboratories in North Ameri-

ca and Europe, especially in the

United States and Germany. Some-
what over fifteen hundred species are

known today, but despite many papers

on the subject, no one has yet come
forward with a completely satisfactory

suggestion as to what the conodont-

bearing animal really was.

THE fossils are found in ancient

marine sediments, never in fresh-

water or continental deposits. Shales

and limestones yield most of them.

Since the fossils are composed of cal-

cium phosphate they are. in the lab-

oratory, usually etched from limestone

by acetic or formic acid. Even where

the rock has been metamorphosed to

distort or even to destroy most of the

macrofossils, the conodonts remain

intact, and quite small rock samples

will often yield large numbers of them.

This has made them of great poten-

tial value in subsurface geology, where

drill chippings or drill cores may not

be large enough to provide the macro-

fossils normally used to date the strata.
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Their use in the subsurface geology- of

oil fields in Canada, for example, is

now increasing each year. I sually

two or three pounds of limestone will

yield between twenty an<l five hun-

dred conodonis (or none at all', i. but

instances of quite phenomenally high

yields from this size of sample are

known. From both the Ordo\ician and

the Devonian rocks of the eastern

United States rare hauls of many
thousands of conodonts and other

phosphalic organic fragments have

been taken. Heing relatively heavy

particles, the conodonts may have been

winnowed from the lighter bottom sed-

iment by currents, and collected in hol-

lows as "lag concentrates." .Mthough

the fossils are here in welcome pro-

fusion, the winnowing process has

usually damaged the delicate types.

Conodonts first ap|>ear in beds of

Middle Cambrian age i about .S.SO mil-

lion years oldi. and so arrive on the

scene before many of the major groups

of marine animals. They survived the

Paleozoic era to continue into the L p-

per Triassic in fair numbers, and have

even been reported from Cretaceous

rocks. This gives them a geologic time

range of at least 3.50 million years, a

range (from Middle Cambrian to I'p-

VaBIF.d forms ^how major features of

conodont "p^cnera.** With the exception

of cone-»haped Oiiiodus, all have fangs

and denticles ri»inft from rlniifiale ba»c.

Hl.Vlk. SMM.t. ol Ml^M^>l|lplIlll |if'ri<Ml

yielded thin xprrinien of often romnioii

|>er Triassic i that docs not coincide

exactly with that of any other known
group. In addition, the conodonts have

no known descendants.

TiiK phosphatic composition of

conodonts. falling as it does

within the apatite mineral scries, is es-

sentially similar to that of "bonelike"

fragments that are sometimes found

with the conodonts. and to that <if the

bony armor of Devonian fishes. It is

not a material us<-d to any extent in

the haril part.- of inverlebrates. This

is not to say that various invertebrates

do not use calcium phosphate in their

hard parts, but that this particular

\oTm of phosphate seems to be utilized

only by vertebrates. Indeed. Ie<-lh seem

to be the closest comparable structures

from several points of view. The fangs,

or cusps, are often needle-sharp. At

the bas<' there is often a deeply ex-

cavated cavity, and sometimes a trace

of bony material is found adhering to

the walls. ConoilonI structure is one

i>f successive lamellae of clear or

amber-colored material, for the mosl

part concentric upon the basal cavity.

Professor Walter Cross, a German
authority on early vertebrate tissues,

concluded from a study of cfinodont

histidogy that these fossils could not

have been formed by a cuticula. as

are arthropod skeletons and annelid

jaws, and that they are neither true

teeth nor skin denticles of vertebrates.

He demonstralefl that conodonis had
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Hindeodella imchyiimhi, Stanley. It is

3.0 mm. long and unusually complete.

no pulp or dentine, and grew by outer

addition rather than by secretion from

within. Apart from this, their intri-

cate shapes suggest no kinship with

any known type of vertebrate endo-

skeleton (including teeth)

.

In morphology, the conodonts tend

to fall into a number of broad types,

as shown in the accompanying draw-

ings. Fancifully, one might distinguish

canines and molars among them, but

thev show no signs of having fulfilled

the functions of teeth. A few instances

are known of conodonts that were ap-

parently broken while they were alive

and that subsequently grew new parts.

There is one record of a broken piece

that became rewelded to the main
structure. Some of the "rejuvenated"

parts, however, may be abnormalities

rather than true regenerated portions.

The wide variety of form found in

conodonts might suggest that they are

actually parts of several kinds of struc-

tures, each designed for a different

function. Yet it is possible to distin-

guish an "evolutionary series" of cono-

donts that shows a passage from one

kind of basic form to another. In the

"natural assemblages," segregations,

or "nests" of the fossils described be-

low, widely different conodont shapes

occur together, and are thought to

be the remains of a single animal.

Some years ago, fine black shales

from the Upper Paleozoic of North
America were found to contain cono-

donts gathered into small groups or

concentrations of a fairly uniform
kind. Professor F. H. T. Rhodes found
that these assemblages contained
either an arrangement of three or more
"genera" of conodonts in an antero-

posteriorly extended pattern, or were
made up of many pairs of a single

"genus." Other workers have found

the same sort of thing. Dr. Hermann
Schmidt of Germany reconstructed a

Carboniferous conodont assemblage

and thought it represented mouth and
gill structures in a placoderm fish. A
great deal is known now about the

placoderras and Schmidt's idea has

been dropped. Although most of the

conodonts in these assemblages occur

in pairs, and are either "left-hand" or

"right-hand" components, some pecu-

liar types always occur singly and lie,

presumably, on the median line. A
single animal thus possessed several

types of conodonts.

At this point we may note that Pan-

der and all later workers have given

conodonts generic and specific names
on the basis of their shape ("form-

genera," or, better, "partial-genera"),

yet these fossils are mostly components

of a single type of animal (a "natural

genus" ) . To avoid total confusion, new
taxonomic names have been given to

Identification of "form-genera" was
made from (A); first assemblage to

be accepted was (B); fragments (C)

allowed reconstruction of natural genus.

Duboisella typica



each uf the difTerenl conodont assem-

blages. Some authorities object to this

procedure, however, saying it is su-

perfluous and out of keeping with strict

taxonuniic practice. Discussion uf this

problem of dual classificaliun and

nomenclature still ^oes on. The prob-

lem is, of course, not confinetl to cono-

donis: other fossils pi\e rise to ex-

jiclly the same situation.

.\s seen in the drauinps on page 23,

the cunudonts are \ isualiie<l as (iroup-

ings around or along a central axis,

no doubt a gut, pharynx, or such

cavity, with the fangs directed inward

and perhaps backward. Beds that yield

primarily one kind of conodont sug-

gest that some of the assemblages were

cither s|>ecialiied or primitive in tlint

ihey contained only one type of unit.

No other hard animal parts have ever

lieen found in frci|urMt and undrniuliU-

assuciation nith any of these assem-

blages or faunas, so a (|uesliiin is im-

mediately p<>>e<l.' What was the func-

tion of the conodont battery and what

were the aflinities of these animals?

Signs of abrasion, such as some

LVMM IHI ( 11 HI ..1 ,,,h..n...i.n„ ,.,,„,.,„ri, ..„ 1

1 i^.r- .,r.- lli.il r.-in.ii.i- ..,

1 iiir.il l..i-,,l ..nilv

i> .1,-, ris ui,.l.r-„rf....- .,f unit.

Outline of Sofcnof/.//., l.l.i.l.- n..rrn.illy

is shar]), but here i- ili-(nrm<-<l hy the

-u|.|.r.--,..„.„„l.„l |,„-„lr.-iTnulliof

foiiii! iii.j).». Liiycr-. loo, .ire irregular.

specimens show, do not neccssarlK

mean that the structures were evposrti

to wear and tear in life; post-mortem

damage must ha\c been very freipicnl.

Although sonif students have sug-

gested n todlh funcliiin, it is not cas\

to accept. Kadular leelh in mollusks

have been sugge>lefl as comparable,

but the two types of animals do moI

nivessarily occur together nor d" lbe\

even favor the !-«me environnieiil

llieir ciiemical compositions are i|uil>

difTerenl, and the nundters ami in

rangenienls of the units within lln

ass<'mblages arc <]uile dissimilar. AI-

th<nigh arthropods produce superli-

cially similar ^lru^lurcs, they do mi

in a ililTcrent wa\. and the slrucluir-.

are not composed of calcium plm^-

phate. Scolecodonls. which are lln-

minute teeth of annelid polychaele

worms, are often >ha|M-d like conn-

donts, but they are cliilinous and their

interior structure is ijuitc dilTcrcnt.

IT also has been claimed that i-ono-

donls were internal skeletal sup-

port!;, covered by prote<-live tissue-

possibly a respiratory system. It is.

perhaps, more likely that the as.«<-m-

blages functioned as ingeslive aids on

n prolrusible pharynx. If not actually

u»i-(l for tearing or crushing fooil. ihi-y

would not necessarily show signs of

wear, and (apatite) phosphate is a

relatively hard sub-stancc.

It is worth noting that conodonis

occur in all kinds of marine rockv.

even in those black shales that accumu-

lated under conditions stagnant

enough to exclude the presence of the

usual bottom-dwelling animals. Hence

it is likely that thes<; minute creatures

may have been swimmers (or floaters)

in the surface waters, feeding upon

plankton and other minute organic de-

bris. The bilateral symmetry of the

conodont animal (as seen in the sym-

metry of the assemblages) also sug-

gests that the creature was able to

move about actively. So far, wc have

little knowlc<lge of the microfaunas of

the Paleozoic seas, but they were prob-

ably prolific sources of food, suitable

for the conodont animal.

Of all the arguments put forward to

suggest kinship to the fishes, only that

relating to phosphutic composition has

much weight. The chemical structure

of the material involved seems to be

exclusive to the vertebrates. Gross

showed that conodonts do not belong

to a vertebrate endoskelcton (or a gill

apparatus). Could the animals have

been some form of early and primitive



PLATFORM" CONODONTS

Dr. Dineley is especially interested

in ostracoderms and conodonts. and

is Associate Professor of Biology at

the University of Ottawa, Canada.

lancet-shaped worm or chordate, va-

grant, nektonic, and feeding on micro-

scopic seafood particles? The ability

of the protochordates to produce cal-

cium phosphate has been denied, but

the lowest of the true chordates man-

age it. Modern protochordates, ani-

mals that begin to approach the verte-

brates in their organization, do not

use calcium phosphate for skeletal

parts, but true vertebrates, even the

most primitive fish—both those living

today and those of Paleozoic times-

have employed it.

Whatever the animal was. it was

widespread, as the same partial gen-

era are known in America, Europe,

and Australia. Radiation was rapid

and wide. The oldest conodonts are

those reported from the Cambrian of

Sweden and Germany by Dr. K. J.

Miiller. From Ordovician to Triassic

times they evolved rapidly. Lower

Paleozoic conodonts are generally

rather simple in form and their cones

are most useful stratigraphically.

Many new and important types occur

in the Devonian rocks, and the Devon-

ian was probably the apex of conodont

development. Some conodonts in these

and later rocks are most common in

the vicinity of coral and other types

of reels, and may have been adapted

to this type of environment. There-

after, the Upper Paleozoic rocks yield

new elongate platform types in large

numbers. Triassic conodonts are

known from North America, Ger-

many. Spitsbergen, and the Near East,

but there are noticeable differences be-

tween the faunas of these regions, and

many fewer species are present in the

rocks of this period. Conodonts re-

ported from later rocks, such as those

of the Cretaceous, may, in fact, have

been incorporated as detritus from

previous conodont-bearing sediments;

in any event, a long record is involved

—some 350 million years from Cam-

brian to Triassic!

One day we may find that some un-

usual sort of preservation has left in

the rocks a more complete conodont

animal than we know at present, thus

solving a long-pondered problem.

Paleozoic rocks yield these forms.

At bottom is crose section showing the

epithelial cells that secrete phosphate.

Palmatolepis cross section
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Dense populations seem to be required

for optimum reproduction in these alcids

By Eugene Eisenmann

SOME 240 MILES NORTH of Norway,

well above ihe Arrlic Cirrlc in the

F{arenl5 Sea. rises isolated Bear Island.

Hupped and rocky, fogbound much of

the lime, il is larpely a barren, high

jilaleau. dolled wilh lakes and larns.

and bordered by magnificeni cliffs thai

in places drop over 1.400 feet sheer

to the sea. In this area there are great

26

bird colonies living on the teeming

richness of the ocean, which is most

productive where there is a vigorous

vertical circulation of water.

Of the many sea birds known to

breed on Bear Island, reported by

G. C. I^. Bertram and I). Lack to in-

clude hundreds of thousands of ful-

mars, tens of thousands of gulls (chief-

Iv black-lcggcd killiwakes and plau-

I'uus gulls I. and thousands of eiders,

ihe most conspii'uous are the auks. Six

sperics of auks, or alcids. breed on

Hear Island : by far the most numerous
arc ihc murres. which arc called guille-

mots in Britain. The name murr(-—said

to be derived from the deep murmur
of iheir voices— is applied in the I'nilcd

.States to two medium-sized, somewhat

penguin-like birds, which are caljiii

rcsi>ectively common murre (L'ria

aalpel, and lhlck-billed,or Briinnich's,

murre (I ria lomvial.

Like many other birds of the far

north, the murres have a circumpolar



distribution. Common murres breed

chiefly on islands in colder parts of

both the North Atlantic and North

Pacific oceans, ranging south to Nova
Scotia and northwestern France in the

former, and to central California, in

the latter. The thick-billed murre has

everywhere a more northern breeding

distribution, being chiefly a bird of

arctic waters in both oceans. The two

species occur together in a number of

places, including Bear Island, where

Bertram and Lack found them breed-

ing side by side on the same ledges in-

discriminately, although the common
murres were more numerous. Interest-

ingly enough, it is the more arctic

thick-billed murre that bird watchers

are likely to observe in the vicinity of

New York during cold winters. Prob-

ably this is explained by the freez-

ing of their northern feeding waters,

which forces them to fly southward.

On their breeding grounds, murres

crowd together on cliff ledges and

overflow, at least in the case of the

common murre, over more level pla-

teaus and even low rocky areas. Since

their wings are small, they prefer cliffs

from which they can become airborne

by dropping over the sea, because it is

hard for them to rise aloft from level

ground unless they are facing into a

fairly strong wind. On land, although

usually maintaining a rather erect

posture, murres stand with the tarsus

horizontal on the ground. They move
with a clumsy waddle, scraping along

on the tarsus, rather than on their toes,

as do most birds. In flight they beat

their short, pointed wings in a rapid

whir, and open their webbed feet on
take-off and landing. The diminutive

tail is apparently too short to serve as

a steering mechanism.

R. W. Storer. who has published

an elaborate study of these alcids. has

described their method of locomotion.
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Common mi hhks. Iiiiildlcd nnllicrnrky

oul<-ro|>piiifE». nrc one of lliu six species

of uiiks thai nest in area willi fulmars,

ciders, fculls, und many olhcr sea birds.

ff^ .ind landings.

(!uii>rrv,iii<iii (iihI bird dihlribiiliui

nrr inlrrr>l> u( Mm. KlM.NMlVN. t

l(r>rairll A>><<ri;llr in Till. \.II.III<A>

.Ml SCI m'. l)r|Mrliiirnl <•( Oriiilbtdu|:\

Vi blip llir ftfl are iis<hI in ii |iad>lliji:

niii\rnienl wlien inurr<-> nrc flmilin^

i>r skillcrin^ omt iIic siiifare lo iitliiin

nil llivbl. lilt' I'biinKicrir-lic iiiciIkmI of

iiuAfiiHMil is iinilenvalrr "llifshl." in

wbiiii llie |iuill\ o|H'ii win(!S are rapicl-

l\ "riiwed" and llir feel serve for sletT-

iii;;. .Mi'sl of llie food of inurres c-oii.

sisis of siiiall lisli, iriislareans ( such as

siiiall sbriinpi. aiul soinelimeK sipiid

.siNiired lienealb llie surfare. Il is said

tli:it llie birds di\e lo a depth of nfly

I'll or more ami freipieiilU slay under
xialer for forty or fifty seconds, some-

times considerably lunger.

According to H. A. Juhnnon. ni-silu

colonies of eommoii murres have a

definite structure. In addition to the

liri-eilinf; areas, anil a feeding area al

-ca. there are loafing grounds when-
ii.ifi-brwding birds congregate and
where breeding individuals often land.

The actual lireciliiig sites are ilensc

aggregations of birds, which give the

cohiiiy the appearance of a confedera-

tion of distinct breeding groups. In

each group the central and preferred

position is occupied by pairs that lav

eggs first—presumably olrlcr binls that

arrived early and had bred on the

same site before. The peripheral posi-

tions are more subjeit lo disturbance

from interloping non-breeders and,

doubtless, from |iredalors. Close prox-

imity to other birds seems essential to

succcs.sful inurre reproduction.

Ml KHK cobmics present a scene of

constant and noisy activity. In

dividuals leave an<l arrive; landirj

birds clumsily skid or knock inio then

neighbors. Adjacent birds fence willi

their bills, and there is considerable

wing-flapping, preening, and bowing,

liowing is stimulated when birds arc

<lislurbed. and if one individual starts

I., bow. all in the group sometimes

i"in the performance.

The sexes of murres look alike, and
I 'ih participate fully in the incubatii>n

.iiid care of the young. The single ef."'

is laid on the bare rock. There is ii"

ne.'I. but sometimes a small .stone i^

brought in and jilaced under the cgv

by an incubating bird. Murrc eggs an'

remarkable in several respects: thcv

are very large, weighing about 10, fi

per cent of the weight of the adnll:

they are decidedly pear-shaped, willi



a narrow, almost pointed, small end;

they are extraordinarily variable in

color and markings. Probably no two

eggs are exactly alike. The peculiar

shape is believed to be an adaptation

to reduce the chance of the egg rolling

ofF the narrow cliff ledge, for when it is

moved it is likely to rotate, toplike, on

its side. Johnson suggests that this

shape facilitates incubation, as the

parent holds the egg on the tarsus,

covering it from above with the loose,

bare skin of the incubation patch.

DESPITE the shape, many eggs do

get knocked off cliffs by the con-

stant activity on a crowded nest ledge.

The pattern and color variability of

the eggs has been supposed to facilitate

recognition by a parent of its own egg.

Johnson experimented with common
murres, exchanging eggs from nest

sites some eighteen inches apart. Each

parent moved its own egg back to the

original site and incubated it. He re-

ported seeing birds roll displaced eggs

back to the original location from

distances of one to five yards. On the

other hand, S. M. Uspenski. in his

detailed account of Novaya Zemlya

sea birds, says of the thick-billed

murre: "Egg color . . . plays no part

in the orientation of birds on nesting

ledges. The birds invariably continue

to sit even on eggs of other species,

differing greatly in color, shape, and

size from their own." The difference

in these observations may perhaps de-

pend on the stage of the incubation

cycle or the distance to which the egg

is removed from the nest.

There is no doubt that murres have

the greatest attachment to their exact

nesting sites. The same pair of banded

birds has been found returning in suc-

cessive years to the same site. In a

crowded colony, there seems to be a

shortage of suitable or socially accept-

able sites within a nesting group, and

a large number of birds in breeding

condition remain on the outskirts wait-

ing to take over any vacated space. If

an egg is lost during the first few days

of incubation, most females, according

to Uspenski, will re-lay about sixteen

days later, and a very small proportion

will lay even a third egg as replace-

ment. The incubation period is vari-

able, probably depending on the extent

of disturbance at the nest. It usually

runs between thirty and thirty-five

days, but as many as forty-nine days

have been reported as elapsing be-

tween laying and hatching.

Take-offs can be difficult for these

small-winged birds unless they face a

strong wind, so they become
by dropping from cliffs over

airborne

the sea.
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Pl»ri~ll>:. ,_;..... :.., l..:.uU

to rrilurr ilir rlianrr of ila fulliiiK (rom
Icilcr, as il rolU like a lop on its eidc

White rinc, cxlemliiif! in line liark of

ihe eye. ptives name "ringed niurre" 10

one rolor plla^c of llie common murre.

M finit, ini'ubaliun \» iiiteniiittrnt;

.' birils iiden leaxe the rg^ unallenil-

'. fur cmi-titlertible periuiU. Bui at this

;.ij;e, if a man enters the luluny lie

iiia> stimulate a nias» lli^lil uf the

entire f;ri>up »( nesting liiriU, with the

resultant ll>!^.i »f many ej^ps. I^ter, the

e^^s are inc'ulialeil almost cmistantly

h\ line (ir the other parent, ami during

this jieriiKl a |M-r!>un may touch or

r\ en, on iHiasion, remove an egg from
umler a silling bird.

A remarkable feature uf the thick-

liilletl murre on Novaya Zemlya
in till- Xrilii- (Kean. as reported by

I >pen>ki. is that about .1 per cent of

the eg^s lost- part or all of their cal-

careous shell in the latter stage of the

incubation |H-riod. yet the young com-

plete their embryonic development al-

though proletled only by the tough

membrane that lies inside the shell.

W hen (he ihick halihes, it is cov-

ereil with dense, stiff down that looks

rather like fur. For the first three days

the chick is helpless and is almost con-

tinuously bruodi'd. After that il begins

to move about on the ledge when its

parents are away, and may lake shelter

under the wing of a neighboring sit-

ting bird. I sually such birds are hos-

pitable, and it is not remarkable to

see an a<lull brooding two to four

chicks, or leading a couple of (ledg-

lings in the water. Brooding and feed-

ing uf chicks by the neighboring adults

when parents arc absent is presumably

one of the advantages of densely popu-

lated nesting colonies. When the young

are nearly twenty days old and fully

feathered, but while their wing i|uills

arc still ungrown. their parents cease

to feed them. Finally, hunger, as-

sistecl by the encouragement of call-

ing parents flying near the ledges,

induces the young to fly. With rapidly

beating, only partly grown wings, the

young drop off the clilTs and fall into

the sea or sometimes on to the rocks

below. Adults at the bottom uf the

cliffs may lead chicks from the rocks

to the water. The young follow adults

for some lime. They do not become

sexually mature until the third year,

and probably not all of these secure

nesting sites in the colony. Some
murrcs live at least ten years, judging

by banding returns.

It is not easy to distinguish common

Lnlikf. nio»l liirds. murrcs stand with

tar^u- horizontal on ihe ground: they

aUo walk on tarsus instead of on toes.

from thick-billed murres. In bretrding

dress both are blackish above with

dark brown throats and necks. and w illi

while lower under parls. The thick

billed murre has a whitish line along

the basal edge of the upper mandible.

The common murre is somewhat
smaller, but has a mtire slender, lunger

bill. There is a distinctive color variety

of ihe common murre that is called

"riiige<l murre." a while eye-ring ex-

tends as a line backwards. This ringetl

color phase (which is easy to dislin

guish from the thick-billed muri<"
does not occur in the Pacific popula-

li>ins. and is rare in the southern part

of the Atlantic range, but steadily be-

comes more common northward, until

on lU-ar Island and Novaya /einl\a.

ringed birds are at least half of ihc

common murre population. Bingcd

and unringed birds interbreed freelv

.

.Aside from man. the murres' ihief

predators in most colonies are Ihe

larger gulls, which are prone to lake

exposed eggs, especially if the popula-

tion is nol dense. In some of the larger

islanils arclic foxes take a toll, bul in

most places murres live in areas wliii.

ri'sideni manunalian predators are ah-

senl. The small marine gulls known
as kiltiwakes. which also use did
ledges for nesting, may be somcwhal
competitive for brei-ding sites, bul llir

Russian ornithologists report that in

well-populated murre colonies the

latter oust ihi- kitliwakes and that in

.•M-anlily filli-d imes. the presence of tin

gulls helps to provifle the population

density needed to induce breeding.

IN many areas, colonies have been

destroyed by man's commercial-

izcd or indiscriminate egg-cullecling.

but where the eggs are cruppeil bul

once and at the beginning uf the ni-'l

ing season, the ability to re-lay perniil~

the replenishment of the population.

In Russia, careful biolugical studies

have been made to work out the besi

method uf cropping colonial sea birds

in order to provide food for man and

at the same time to maintain the bird

population indefinitely. Over forty-five

colonics on Novaya Zemlya were in

19.S0 thought to have at least two mil-

lion murrcs. chiefly the thick-billed,

with individual colonics varying in

population from about a thousand to

perhaps four hunrlrcd thousand birds.

Smai.i. f.i lis, the kitliwakce, ncBl on

narrow Indfics above murre colony, and

may rompcle with alrids for nest sites.
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Divine" Leaves

of the Incas
True role of coca use among Andean Indians is still in doubt

By David J. Rogers

COCA MEANS MANY THINGS to differ-

ent people. To some of the early

Spanish padres who first saw coca

leaves used by the Incas (and to some

people today I , it was evil; to ancient

and modern Indians of the high Andes,

it is "divine": to the conquistadors

and their followers, it meant a profit-

able trade and a higher output of labor

from the Indians forced to dig in the

high-altitude gold mines. Today coca

cultivation means a good income for a

few ruling class families who have

"organized" its production and sale.

We cannot make decisions on the

"good" or "evil" of coca use in the

light of present knowledge. Most such

attempts are based on observations

alone, and little controlled experimen-

tal work has been done. We do know
that an extract from the leaves of coca

( Erythroxylon coca Lamarck
) , co-

caine, can be a habit-forming narcotic

when used intemperately, but we do

not know that the leaf itself, when
used as the Indians use it, is habit

forming. There are. to be sure, people

who "habitually" chew the leaves, but

perhaps in the same sense that people

habitually use aspirin for headaches!

Erythroxylaceae is a family of flow-

ering plants found in the tropics of

both hem-ispheres. Of the two genera

in the family, Erythroxylon is by far

the largest, with approximately two

hundred species found in both the Old

and New World tropics. The two

species that may be chewed (E. coca

and E. novogranalense) are found

only in the Western Hemisphere, ex-

cept those that have been transported

and transplanted either to conservato-

Details of coca, one of a number of

species in Erythroxylaceae family, are

shown in a late 18th-century engraving.

ries in Europe or to the Eastern tropics.

Going from west to east over the

high Andes, one passes through the

sierras or by plane over them, and

descending the eastern slopes of this

mighty chain of mountains, one is

struck with the fact that there seems

to be but one predominant cultivation

endeavor. On the sides of steep slopes

or on the brows of ridges, at altitudes

between about 2.000 and 6.000 feet,

large cleared areas can be seen. These

are the beautifully prepared, steplike

terraces of the coca plantations, called

cocales. Nor is this local; the same type

of plantings may be observed all the

way from Bolivia in the south to Col-

ombia and Venezuela in the north of

South America.

The mature plants in the cocales

usually reach a height of 5 to 6 feet,

and may occasionally be taller. The
shrubs appear rather gaunt; if seen

shortly after harvesting, they seem on

the verge of death, having been nearly

defoliated. On many of the plants one

may find a species of reindeer lichen

[Cladonia spp. ), which adds to their

sere appearance. Harvesting may be-

gin when the plants are two to three

years old and continues for about

twenty years. Leaves may be harvested

from three to six times per year, for in

the montana the rate of vegetation

growth is phenomenal. Here clouds

moving westward deposit moisture

drawn up from the vast Amazonian
lowland to the east. The "dry" season

of the montaiia is that period when it

usually rains only once a day.

Methods of cultivating and harvest-

ing the crop have not changed since

prehistoric times. The rather beauti-

fully designed, simple leaves, with

two veins that parallel the midvein on
the undersurface, are picked by hand
when they are mature and about an

inch long, and carried to smooth, flat

drying areas. Formerly these were

made of sun-baked clay, but today they

are usually constructed of concrete.

Great care is taken to protect the dry-

ing leaves from moisture, for damp
leaves would ferment—a process that

would tend to destroy the active prin-

cipals, the alkaloids. After harvesting

and drying, the leaves are placed in a

huge wooden screw press that com-

pacts them for shipment to the mark-
ets. The leaves I saw being pressed

were usually baled in 1- by 3-foot bun-

dles, then wrapped in white cotton cloth

for transport. It seems important that

there be little delay in the steps be-

tween harvesting and marketing, as

there apparently are various volatile

substances in the foliage that escape if

the leaves stand too long before being

used. Although some coca may be con-

sumed by those who raise and harvest

the crop at the lower elevations, the

greatest proportion is transported by
truck, burros, llamas, or on the backs

of the Indians to the high-Andean ceia-

ters of Indian population.

BY far the largest quantity of coca

goes into commerce in the form
of the freshly dried leaves, but some is

diverted to governmentally controlled

extracting factories where the cocaine

is removed. Agricultural statistics for

South America are generally more es-

timated than actual, and those for

areas east of the Andes in the mon-
taiia of Peru are less reliable than

those for coastal zones nearer the large

population center of Lima. However,
the most recent estimates indicated

that about 10 million kilograms of

coca leaves are produced annually in

Peru alone. In this area, about 40,000

acres are cultivated, but this does not

include some more or less abandoned
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tain whu»e pruduclivily hs« fall-

rii brIuM' a point wherr it !» com-

nirn-ially fcaisible to lianrtl. Sutti

eocaley arif allow r»l to rc\crt to liusli.

and the older plants msN |>rrsi«t for a

\«n-^ periiKl lirvund the time when lhe\

'• actively earr«l for. Thi* l\|xr :
I Icullure, with its shifting area!i, h.i-

lilted much ronfusion to liotani^^ts in-

-li^ating the origins of the cultivated

— a. Sur^ivin^ planl.s from the aban-

doned eocalrs n\&\ ^ive the ap|>e;ii

ncr of wild plants, althou^-h they oii'

'

may have been nietirulou!<ly cuili-

vat«l. Nine-tenths of the harvest i»

home con.-tunied and the remaining

tenth i» suflicient to satisfy the needs

of all the rest of the world.

A common sij;ht in the street mar-

kets of La Paz. or other cities

»ith ^reat Indian populations, is an

Indian woman vending" coca leaves, and

nearby another woman sellinp small

grayish cake» of lime (lUf>la> that are

almost universallv used with the ciK-a.

Although varying (|uantilies of cora

leaves ore shipi>ed abroad, where drug

companies extract cocaine, the use of

the whole leaf docs not seem to have

spread far from the areas where the

plants arc prown.

.Many scientists have noted that

primitive societies the world over, sep-

arated from others by mountains,

oceans, or other barriers, have inde-

pendently managed to extract from the

l.or V I SF. AREAS.

rprcad far from uli.

black, have not

' plants arc grown.

Blndlf.s of coca
carried to cities

plant kingdom various materials that

tend I" ease their pains or allow escape

from an overburdcnsomc world of re-

ality. Thus, in the Near and Far East

opium and marijuana were developed

:

in tropical Asia and the nearby islands

betel nut l)ecame prominent: in Mexico

and our own Southwest pcyote. or

mescal, was favored. There arc many
others, all developed long before re-

corded history. Furthermore, in addi-

tion to discoveries of drug-bearing

plants, there have developed proced-

ures fir methods of use (hat are similar

LtAVEs arc Blill loaded on llamas and arc

as shown in cniEravinfE of early 1600's.

in vtiilely separated areas. Vkt in-

stance, in order to idttain the greatest

benefit from ihi' use of coca, the In-

dians add a little lime to the leaves

they chew ( or allow to rest in the

cheek I to assist in the releasi- rd the

active principals. Apparenllv the

chemistry is suih that un alkaline solu-

tion of saliva makes the ilrug sub-

stances more active. Almost identical

in process is that of betel nut ihewing

in Polvnesia and southern India. De-

tails of the actual use varv. but the

basic idea is the same, for here. Ihd,
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Method of wrapping the dried leaves in white cotton cloth

has been essentially unchanged since long before Conquest.

lime is a necessary adjunct. The betel

nut, from a species of palm (Areca),

is wrapped with the lime in leaves of

a vine that is a member of the family

that includes black pepper.

In 1901, W. G. Mortimer published

a monumental work, Peru, History oj

Coca, which is still the definitive study

of the plant. Writing in a semipopular

style, he has done more than anyone
to bring together the early literature

on the "divine" plant of the Incas. In

addition to his own studies (as a medi-

cal doctor) , Mortimer received consid-

erable assistance from Dr. H. H.

Rusby, Curator of Economic Botany

at The New York Botanical Garden,

who spent over a year in the Andean
regions studying both the plant and

the way in which it is used. Both men
were convinced that the manner in

which the Indians used coca was not

harmful, but was actually beneficial

in adjusting to high altitudes.

There is little doubt that coca was

used by the ancestors of the great Inca

civilization in western South America,

although we have no good estimates

as to how long that use predated the

Spanish Conquest. In 1917, W. E. Saf-

ford, an economic botanist for the

United States Department of Agricul-

ture, wrote that along the Peruvian

coast he found mummy bundles—some
dating back two to three thousand

years—in which the dead were buried

with sacks of coca leaves and accom-

panying lime containers. There seem

to be no records to indicate that coca

was used in other areas of the world.

One of the earliest chroniclers for

the Incas after the arrival of Pizarro's
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IlL KocUfN i> J |>ljiil uiuiiuiul<l mid
> Ibr Curjiur ol Kcunuuiir Uul.nt
at Tbr >€«. VurL. lluunir^l i:iirdrn.

baiiil wa* Garcilaso <ie la \ rpa, whose

falhrr uas a Spaiiiaril who arrixrtl

shorlli aflcr ihc C\iiii|uc?.t ami whi'Sc

molhrr »a» an Inca of high birth.

From hi« mother'* side, Garcilaso in-

herited ciH-oles that were first estab-

li»he<l in 1 1'^T ami were lix-atcd on one

of the triliularir» of the Iteni Itiver in

Bolivia. I he earl) com|uistador«. no-

toriou-i for their ignorance of forces

other than arms, at fir»l bannetl the

UM of ciK-a leaNe;- l>eiau>e lhe\ con-

sidered it a pagan practice. Later they

revised their opinions and not only

|icrniilted it. but took control of the

plantations and derived much wealth

from them. The church leaders who

were active in another as()ect of the

pillage <if Peru soon shared in the

profits from the rocalrs.

.\lthough the Spanish were inter-

ested in coca as an item of commerce

and coercion to get more gold from

the mines, they took no apparent in-

terest in the scientific study of the

plants or of the leaves. It remained

for the Swiss botanist Joseph de Jus-

sieu to collect the first samples in the

early l~(XVs. two hundrc<l years after

the first landings in Peru. Jussieu re-

turned the specimens to the Natural

History Museum in Paris, where they

were classified by Lamarck, who gave

the species its name. Jussieu spent

many vears collecting in western South

.\merica and endured considerable

hardship. One of his trips took him to

one of the most famous areas of coca

cultivation — Coroico. Bolivia — where

Rusbv was later to study, and where

I made observations for this article.

OTHER botanists followed Jussieu.

and some made specific studies

of coca, its cultivation, and its use.

Among these were H. A. Weddell and

R. Spruce, who both made contribu-

tions to the botanical knowledge of the

plants. Chemical studies of the active

principals in coca leaves were not

made, however, until the middle of the

nineteenth century, when scientific

interest in plant chemistry began to

develop. A. Niemann discovered an

alkaloid, cocaine, in cina lea\rs in

ULiy. Apparenllv the first medical ap-

lication of the extracted substance was
made b> a Crrman physician. Dr. Carl

Roller, when in 1K8-1 he used cocaine

in e>e surgery.

AKonniNC to analyses made by

^ Kusby in his studies of the leaf,

there are several other alkaloids pres-

ent in the ciM-a leaf that may Ik- more
important than the cmaine. Indeed,

stales Kusby. the Indians prefer leaves

that ore less "bitter," indicating a

lower content of ciM-aine in sonn-

leaves than in others. In spite of these

studies, however, knowledge of the

elTect of the cim-u leaf as used by the

Incas and their descendants in the high

altitudes of the Andes is still clouded

in ignorance. Several hypotheses on

the effett of ri>caine in diminishing

ap|M-tites. in assisting in respiration,

and in other pain-reducing effects arc

available, but there are few supporting

ex|KTimental wcirks.

One erroneous idea that persists to-

ilay is that coco use Iowits the mental-

ity <if those who chew the leaf. It is

dilTicult to ilefend this ty|H- of state-

ment becausK' it does not take into

account the fact that the nutrition of

the users is very poor, that they live

in an atmosphere of reduced oxygen

levels, and that many are forced to

labor under the most adverse- condi-

tions imaginable. The socio-economic

situation of the Indians also plays a

role in these matters.

Another possibl\ erroneous idea is

that coca, as iisril by ihr Intlians. is

a noxious habit. Though there is little

direct evidence that the coca leaf does

not produce a habituating effe<t. sev-

eral observers have noticed that when

Andean Indians move from the high

altitudes to lowland areas, they give

up coca. This would tend to show that

chewing the leaves is not habit

forming, but again it must be empha-

sized that this is tenuous evidence.

On the other hand, the positive state-

ment that the use is habil forming i-

no belter supported.

Thus, it is extremely diflicull to for-

mulate and carry out sound scientific

experiments to determine the real role

of coca in the lives of people who find

some relief in their "divine" plant.

"S^-r-; '-r>">.

-xn^

m^

CcNQlJISTADORs found (hal rora use seemed lo increase the

output of the Incas forced lo mine (told in the Andes. .\n

exhaustive study of 60 years apcn afcrces thai chewing cor.i

apparently does aid the Indians in adjusting to height.
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RHual
A simple interment

By Vladimir Kozak

Dl \TH CAl SKS CIIKAT CONCEKN
anion;: |>ri)|)lc» of all levtls of

ulliirf. Aniiin;; primilivc peoples,

cMxiely alxiul death is csperially keen

l"-tause of Ihe widespread belief lh.it

llie spirit of (he deod person ma\ he

• li^pleased and mtt\ remain in iheeoni-

iiiiinil\ to haunt and disturb the sur-

lisors. (^ins<-(|uenll\. it is extrenii'ly

important to ihe survivors to dispose

of the remains of a dead |>er8on in the

incsirihed manner and to demonstrate

ilii-ir Ioncern for the deieased throu^'h

ihe proper rituals. For this reason, the



Weir is built across a -In.Miii m.-ar the

village after a death. Fen<e is used to

trap many fish needed to feed village

people during the long funeral rituals.

Drugged fish try to i

are netted when they

nd
chutes.

of a Bororo Funeral
ends full month of highly elaborate ceremony and preparation

ritual practices accompanying death

are often among the most elaborate

and impressive ceremonies to be found
in the primitive world. No more spec-

tacular funerary ceremony is known
to ethnology than that of the Bororo

Indians of Brazil.

The Bororo now living on the Sao
Lourengo River in the state of Mato
Grosso call themselves Orarimogo-

dogue—Fish People. Their settlement

consists of a number of large thatched

houses arranged in a circle around an

open dance plaza. Each hut is occupied

by a group of closely related women,
together with their husbands and chil-

dren. One special house, larger than

the others, is built in the center of

the plaza. There the unmarried men
sleep, and married men work and per-

form many of their ceremonies, taking

advantage of the seclusion it provides

from the women and children. All per-

sons in the Bororo village are divided

into two groups, or moieties, mem-
bership in which is hereditary. The

moieties co-operate in work and com-

pete with each other in recreation.

The Bororo were once among the

fiercest tribes of Brazil, and warred

against whites and other Indians alike.

Today the few villages that remain

are pacified and are being affected to

an increasing extent by contact with

Western civilization. But in much of

their ceremonialism these people still

retain their native customs.

When a death occurs among the Bo-

roro, all the members of the society

put aside the activities of their normal

routine for several weeks and together

perform some thirty separate rituals

that constitute their elaborate and pro-

tracted funerary ceremony.

A few years ago, the author, with

the co-operation of the Brazilian In-

dian Service, had an opportunity to

visit the Bororo village of Bayamoga
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i>ii llic >.lii l.oiirciicii linir. ami I"

phiil<i^ra|ili (lie f\i-iils ihat fnlloufd a

death thai hail ju»t iicrurrrcl there.

This slor) gives only the hi^hlij^hts ol

these events—a eomplete repurt wuulil

rei|uire an entire monograph.

When a ISnrnni is gravely ill, with-

•ul hii|>e of re<-i>very. his friends and

relatives decorate him with feather

ornainenls and anoint his liody with

urucu. a brilliant red paint niatle from

the oiK seeils nf a shruh. \s death

nears. the assemhiage begins to rhant

softly . Then, one by one thev approarh

the dying |)crson and pay him their

last res|>eets by briefly placing a hand

on his forehead.

As soon as breathing has sloppeil.

^ the body is quickly covered with

a sleeping mat. for the corpse must not

be seen again by the women or chil-

dren. The mourners, esperiully the

Women, wuil loudly and further ex-

press their grief by cutting thems<'lve»^

so deeplv with shar|iene<l mussel shells

ihal iheir blood runs onto the mat that

covers the corpse.

At sundown the body is wrapped in

the sleeping mat. If the deceased is a

man. his Imw and arrows are wrapped
uilli liim. and the bundle is taken out

1" Ihi- plaza. .Ml the villagers galli.r

After riiing fish, shaman passes it on lo his wife, who
also l>iles it. (>nly then ran rent o( Bororo eat. The rite in
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prercded liy tthiiiiianV hypiiuliziiiK himself inio u Iran

during whirh he is "posucpsed*' hy Fiope, a powerful epiriL



Mr. Kozak.. of Brazil's University

of Parana, has visited many of the

Brazilian Indian tribes. This report
was prepared in collaboration with
Dr. Robert L. Carneiro, .issistant

Curator of South .American Ethnology
at The -A..merica>' Museum, and Dr.
Gertrude E. Dole, a Lecturer in

Anthropology, Ne^v York University.

round the corpse and sing funeral

songs throughout the night to the ac-

:onipaniment of the monotonous and

rhythmical sound of gourd rattles.

The next morning, while a few

young men are busy digging a tem-

porary grave near the men's house,

the kin of the deceased gash them-

selves as before, leaning over the cov-

sred corpse so that the blood will flow

onto it. Laceration of the arms, head,

breasts, and legs is repeated many
times during the subsequent weeks of

funerary rituals. As another gesture

of mourning, the nearest kin tear out

some of their hair, while more remote

relatives cut their hair short. Thence-

forth, the mourners' hair is left uncut

until the mourning period of a year

Dr longer is over.

When the temporary grave has been

dug in the plaza, the body is interred

30 that it lies less than a foot below

the surface of the ground. At fre-

juent intervals, quantities of water are

soured on it to hasten decomposition.

TO sustain themselves during the

ensuing weeks of exhausting rit-

jals, the Bororo lay in large stores of

Food. During the early stages of the

funerary ceremony the men catch

»reat quantities of fish. A lake near

he village supplies them with jau, a

imge member of the catfish family,

ivhich sometimes attains a weight of

1.50 pounds and which the Bororo

ihoot with bows and arrows.

Smaller fish are taken in rivers by

drugging them with timbo, a vegetable

poison obtained by crushing certain

vines. Timbo stupefies or kills fish, but

does not affect the quality of the flesh

for human consumption. (The active

ingredient in timbo is rotenone, now
widely used in this country as an in-

secticide.) For this operation the men
build a weir across a stream. The fish

try to escape the poisoned water

through a chute in the weir. As they

pass through, they are caught in large

nets, then dried and smoked over a low

(ire, furnishing several days' food for

the entire community.

Woman scrapes well in an acitri palm,

above, after top has been chopped off.

Sap seeps upward, and while it collects

a leaf covers the cavity. When well is

full, below, a woman draws off the sap

by using a long reed tube as a pipette.



<I.Mnr.,t.-.l uilli fi-.illi.'r».

iilsliiiiiliiifE liiiiilrr liy tlic

None of ihe fish may be calen. how-

over, until ritually Ireateil liy the

>hanian. or meilicine man. First, he

iiuiuces a seizure i>( tremhlin^. during

which he is thought to be possesseil bv

llnpi: a powerful—and sometimes e\il

—spirit often invoked by the Buroro to

help them locale {;anie and (ish. Shak-

ing with the power of his spirit helper,

the shaman bites into each piece of

(ish. thus driving out evil spirits and

s\ml)olically consecratinj: the fish ti>

Itopr in return for his help in catching

it. When this act is completed, the sha-

man passes the fish to his wife, who

also bites it. Only then can nther mem-
liiTs of the society partake of it.

TiiK liororo believe that deaths are

also caused by llnpe. He is iden-

tified, in their minds, with the jaguar,

and when a death occurs, the Bororo

take revenge for iheir loss by killing

a jaguar. This, too, is surrounded with

ritual. A few days after a rieath. the

shaman determines where a jaguar can

be found by consulting the corpse in

its grave. After the corpse has com-

n)unii'ated the location of a jaguar, the

shaman tells the relatives of the de-

1 casi'd. who then request an outstand-

ing hunter of the opp>isile moiety to

undertake the task of finding and kill-

ing the jaguar. To help him in the

venture, the bereaved family gives the

hunter two presents. The first is a

gourd whistle, the sound of which rep-

resents the voice of the dead man's

soul. The second is a braided cord,
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r.-lalive. of .l.-<'e:iM-il. Hunter nin-l um>

bow to uvcnf^e deuih by killinjc jaftuur.

made from the mourners' hair, which

the hunter wraps around his left wrist

to prevent it from being injured by

the snap of the bowstring.

E\
KN though the shaman has

"learned" the location of a jaguar

from the spirit of the deceased, several

<la)s may pass before the hunter suc-

ceeds in finding one. The ensuing

struggle between hunter an<l hunted is

a feat of great daring and skill. .\s

soon as a jaguar comes within shoot-

ing range, the hunter releases an ar-

row. He then immediatelv lifts his

bow into a horizontal position and

extends it toward the jaguar, pointing

the far tip directly at the beast to

parry its attack ( a single arrow is sel-

dom lethal I . This maneuver must be

accomplished with great speed before

the jaguar pounces. Enraged by pain,

the jaguar leaps at the end of the bow.

clawing and biting it. Eye to eye the

two struggle, the hunter warding olT

the beast with his bow held rigidly in

both hands. When the jaguar recoils to

pounce, the hunter quickly louses a

second arrow and again raises the

bow to protect himself. When the jag-

uar finally falls to the ground, weak-

ened by the wounds, a last arrow is

shot to end the struggle. If the hunter

does not deliver this coup de grace,

he may lose the contest, for the jaguar

may still have enough stri'ngth to at-

tack when thi- hunter least ex|)ects it.

With the help of a companion,

the hunter carries the dead jaguar

^'oouLN KH iK.s, uriuiniciileil willi bird

down and fcatliere, figure prominently



n the ceremonies, as do whistles, and
•attles and trumpets made from gourds.

Black designs are painted on inside

of jaguar skin, above, which is worn
by shaman, below, in ritual dance to

appease spirit of the ceremonial kill.



liaik III llu- \illuj:o. lis iIm\\-i ami Irclli

lire pritnl loose aiul inatle lulu onia

iiieiils III he kepi us ineiiieiilos by lli<

I lose kill iif llie (l.'ioase.l, Tiie liuiilei

is ii'viaiilcil v\illi a lutklare iiiade of

shells ami iiiils, an elahnralely <le<-ii-

rated liow, uiiil arrows. The animal I-

skiiiiieil and the inner surface of llu

[lell is deiiiraleil wilh iihiik |iaiMl

s|ie(iallx |ire|iarril li\ the r.|iainan. Ilii^

is |iresiMiled to the relatives nl llie ilr

leaseil in a series of rituals ihal iiiMiKi-

sin^in;: and danein^.

ihe ni^ht of the kill, one id llu

\ illume leaders rmiduets a danre lo llu

areoni|ianiinenl of son^s addri-ssed I..

the Sjiiril of the jaguar. Willi lIu'

jaguar hide on liis shoulders, a iliirl

r a sluiinan leads the ritual inlemlicl

Ici a|i|ii-asi' the dead jaguar, while tin

|ieii|ile of the x illajie dame. Men. »mn-
en. and rhililreii all |ierfiiriii this

ver\ ini|ii>rlanl ritual, uliiih eoiiliiiues

far inlii llir ni;;hl. At first man) |ieii|ile

MKOiriNE MAN. al the left, holds rallle

as he leads streiiiioiis dame. Men and

women jump, then kneel, to raj

lower palm fronds liel.l hetwei

III u.ii.-r. Tlii- .nii

iikli's ilanrefs iiol li.i-oii- ilisintegralion of

I- llic body. I'ealliiTicI pole is a grave marker.
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join in the dance, which consists of

simple, rhythmical steps or hops. As

the dancers become tired, they drop

out of line one by one, and eventually

the shaman may be left dancing alone.

IN
preparation for the actual burial

festivities- the Bororo ornament

themselves elaborately and with me-

ticulous care. They paint their faces

and bodies with a variety of fantastic

designs in different colors, and may
plaster their hair with the red urucii

paint. Some wear skirts, capes, and

head wreaths made from palm leaves.

Hair that was torn out in mourning

is spun into cords that are braided

and wound around the head in the

fashion of a turban. Other striking

decorations are chest ornaments made

from the claws of the giant armadillo;

bird beaks worn as pendants; neck-

laces of jaguar teeth ; chaplets made of

a beautiful local flower that resembles

our morning glory; and enormous

"sunburst crown" feather headdresses,

which sometimes incorporate the tail

feathers of as many as thirty macaws.

These spectacular headdresses are

highly prized by the Bororo, because

macaws are now scarce in their forests.

They will part with one to an outsider

only in exchange for a gun.

One of the highlights of the Bororo

funeral ceremony is the impersonation

of mythical beasts by men dressed in

various costumes and performing imi-

tative dances. Two such creatures in-

spect the corpse about two weeks after

its interment in the plaza. Disguised

with leaves of the buriti palm, they

circle the grave several times. Finally

they stop and open it to check the state

of the body's decomposition. Their

decision is known in advance : the flesh

has not yet decayed enough to be

removed from the bones. The grave

is closed, and the festivities continue.

ANOTHER mythical creature is repre-

sented by a man whose body is

painted white with clay, and who
wears feathers in his nose. This beast

impersonator runs again and again

around the spot where the corpse is

buried, trying to call the dead person's

soul out of the grave. During this per-

formance, other men in the group
shake split bamboo poles, producing
a sharp clapping sound.

Still another beast impersonator

emerges from behind the huts, and

rushing across the plaza toward the

grave, beats it with a long stick in a

Palm sap, which has been allowed to

ferment slightly, refreshes a dancer

renewed effort to call forth the spirit

of the dead Bororo.

The ritual dances of the Bororo de-

pict in lively and vigorous fashion

many aspects of their relations with

the spirit world. All the dances take

place in the village plaza, and most

of them continue for hours at a time,

requiring tremendous physical endur-

ance. As one by one the dancers be-

come exhausted, they drop out of line.

Weary and covered with perspiration,

each one squats unceremoniously on

the shallow grave, while someone

pours a pot of water over him. These

shower baths have a twofold purpose:

they refresh the dancers and also

moisten the ground, thus hastening de-

composition of the body.

Before the dancers return to stren-

uous activity, they may sip palm

"wine." This weakly fermented bever-

age is prepared from sap of the acuri

palm, a tree that grows in profusion

near the village. To collect the sap, a

man climbs to the top of the tree and

cuts off the uppermost fronds. Next,

his wife ascends and, with a shell,

scrapes the pith from the heart of the

w ho has temporarily dropped out of the

ceremony. His headdress is palm frond.

palm, leaving a deep well in which the

sap collects by upward seepage. She

covers the opening with leaves, and

by the next day the well is full. A num-

ber of women then suck the sap into

reeds, which they use as pipettes.

When a reed is full, they close the top

quickly with a thumb and transfer the

sap to large pots. It is then taken back

to the village and left in the shade for

a day to ferment.

FOR a change of pace from the ritual

dances of the funerary ceremony,

the Bororo engage in an unusual kind

of relay race. Two teams of young

men—each team representing one of

the two moieties of the society—oppose

each other. Men of the two groups cut

stems of buriti palms, trim them to a

uniform length, and tie them into two

huge circular bundles resembling cart

wheels. Each one is about three feet

in diameter and may weigh more than

one hundred pounds. With a "cart

wheel" on his shoulder, a lead-off man
from each team begins running toward

the village. When he tires under his

heavy burden, the bundle is taken over
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Only men take pari in wa.-liint! bones

in swamp near village. Shaman touches

by a teammate, who. a» he in turn

tires, is relieved bv a fresli teammate,

and so on. I he race is so exhausting

that no rituals arc held the next day.

When the rituals arc again resumed,

they continue with undiminished va-

riety and vitality until the repertory

of dances is completed. Then, early

one morning, about a month after the

initial burial, the skeleton of the de-

ceased, now nearly free of flesh, is

disinterred. A few men take the bones

to a nearby swamp, wash them without

r eremony. and carefully remove all the

remaining flesh.

After being washed, ihe skull is set

by a small fire to dry. When thorough-

ly dry, it is put into a basket with the

other bones and carried back to the

village, escorted by a procession to

the accompaniment of cane flutes and

gourd trumpets.

As the procession approaches the

village, it is met by the nearest female

skull in

alt bone
J kind u( buiicdiilion before

arc taken buck to the pluzu.

relative of the deceased, who shoulders

the basket and carries it to the men's

house. As she sits outside the house,

holding the basket in her lap. the other

female kin of the deceased once more

gash their arms and breasts, and allow

their blood to run onto the basket. Tin-

men once again shake their gourd

rattles and sing the songs and lamcntu-

lions they intoned at the time of death.

MK.ANWlllLK, several men begin to

di-corate the skull, which is

[ilaccd on a newly woven mat resting

on the jaguar skin. After smearing it

with resin, they press red. blue, yellow,

and white feathers on the surface in

a traditional pattern. Women mus

witness the decoration of the skull: in

fact, while it is being adorned, they

spill the blood from their fresh mourn-

ing wounds on it.

The other bones arc decorated with

urucii and bands of feathers, and

vvnrnri. v^,-U lll.'ir

I K, drip on skull.
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Ci.FANRD SKI LI, i> [Hit fill a ?pe<'ially

\\o%en mat. then men decorate it ^vith

iliiM- \iii--<l -Ih II placed on mat
used b> mourners to cut their flesh.

Notice cuts on arm of woman at right. Multicolored feathers, held on with surmounted by feather crown. Still on

whose hair is cropped as mourning sign, resin, completely cover skull, which is its mat, skull is put on jaguar skin.
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placed in ihe special basket that is to

lie their final repository. Then the

>kull, still resting on its little mat, i>

|ilui'etl in the basket on top of the othei

bones. The eilf;es of the basket art-

sewed together with a wooden needle

and IiIkt cord, and until its final

burial a few days later, it is hung in

the house of the deceased's relatives.

ON the <lay after the bones have

been decorate*!, some of the men
go into the forest to carve and decorate

a number of bull-roarer*. These arc

Hat, fish-shaped pieces of wood, 3 to

I feet long and .S to 1! inches wide,

which are whirled in the uir by means

of a long cord. As the plet-e of wood

rotates it causes the cord to twist, and

the combined action produces a

strange, moaning whir. The rest of

that day and all of the following niglil

tile bull-roarers arc whirled, and llu-ii

noise is believed to represent the voin-

of the c\ il spirit /Jo;ic. I No w oniiiii

may s»-e the bull-roarers, for the siglil.

it is believed, would kill her. I The

bones are carried to their final resting



place to the accompaniment of the

bull-roarers' whir.

At the swamp, where the final inter-

ment of the bones takes place, a deep

pit is dug, and the basket is lowered

into it. There is no further ritual. Only

a long bamboo pole decorated with

feathers is left to mark the last resting

place of the bones, on the proper dis-

position of which the Bororo have lav-

ished appro.ximately a month of their

time and so much of their energy.

IN
January. 1953, Marshal Candido
M. Rondon, who was a great friend

and protector of the Indians of Brazil,

and the first director of the Brazilian

Indian Service, died. During Rondon's

last visit to the Bororo, he spoke in

the Bororo tongue with Cadete, an old

chief whom he had known for more
than sixty years. After a long conver-

sation, Rondon translated for a com-

panion: "He said that I am old and

have not long to live, and that 1 should

come here to die, for only the Bororo

know how to bury me properly."

is standing in the burial pit, while others in group help

bim in placement of simple bamboo pole to mark the grave.
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SKY REPORTER
Fusion of hydrogen nuclei is the source of the sun's energy

By SiMONE Daro Gossner

I

N POPULAR ASTRONOMICAL LITERATURE, it is common-

place to point out that the sun is an average star that—

were it not for our proximity to it—would be indistinguish-

able from billions of others. Furthermore, it is quite prob-

able, since the sun is so ordinary, that its family of planets

is far from being a unique feature of the universe. If this

makes it seem provincial to devote our 1963 series to a sur-

vey of the solar system, one should bear in mind that the

solar system's components are the only objects of their

kind that we can study in detail. Present astronomical

instruments are not powerful enough, for example, to detect

the existence of planets in other systems, nor can they

disclose the surface features of even the nearest star. Only

through intensive studies of our own sun and planets can

we hope to gain adequate knowledge of the physical condi-

tions that exist elsewhere in the universe.

Until the advent of the telescope in 1609, the sun was

believed to be a sphere of pure fire. This concept followed

the tradition of the Greek philosophers who spoke of the

absolute perfection of everything celestial—a tradition kept

alive for centuries by the disciples of Aristotle. To be sure.

sunspols I dark areas on the sun's surface! are occasionally

visible to the naked eye. and had been sighted now and

then before 1609. In every instance, however, they were

taken for birds in flight or a planet (Mercury or Venus)

in transit across the sun's disk.

By the end of 1611, sunspots had been seen telescopically

by several independent observers, notably Galileo, Father

Christopher Scheiner, S.J., of Ingolstadt, Johann Fabri-

cius, of Wittenberg, and Thomas Harriot, of England.

Galileo assumed rightly that sunspots were features of the

solar surface and used his observations to prove that the

sun rotates on an axis. By an ingenious bit of reasoning he

also deduced that the spots must be brighter than the full

moon and are dark only by contrast with the rest of the solar

surface. This was confirmed by modern measurements.

Early observations of sunspots were only the first step

in the elaborate series of solar studies that spanned the

next 350 years. No other celestial body has been submitted

to a greater number of observing techniques. The variety

of instruments used for this purpose has no match in any

other field of astronomy. Entire observatories have been

built for the sole purpose of studying the sun, and count-

less astronomers specialize in this single subject. The
external features of the sun, either permanent or transient,

are known in minute detail. The constitution of the solar

interior, on the other hand, can only be surmised from

theoretical considerations. Any explanation of the external

features must also be based on theory. But the steady prog-

ress being made in atomic and nuclear physics is con-

tributing much to our understanding of solar processes.

Allegory of solar system comes from Erasmus Francisci's

Eroffnete Lust-Haus, Nuremberg, 1676. At top, symbols of

zodiac flank partial eclipse of sun. Statues depict, from
the left: moon, Mercury, Venus, sun. Mars, Jupiter, Saturn.

The surface of the sun as we see it with the naked eye

is called the photosphere (sphere of light I . Its diameter is

about 864,000 miles, or nearly 110 times the earth's di-

ameter. Surprisingly, it is the sun's deepest region that is

accessible to observation, and not the outermost, as com-
mon sense would suggest. The photosphere is completely

encased in a thin layer, some 10,000 miles high, known
as the chromosphere (sphere of color) . Fainter and much
less dense than the sun's main body, it may be considered

a lower atmosphere. The chromosphere is normally lost

in the sun's glare, but during total eclipses it appears as a

narrow, red ring around the obscured sun. The outer

atmosphere, or corona, is so thin that it is actually emptier

than the most complete laboratory vacuum. Its shape and
dimensions vary periodically, but it is known to extend

several million miles from the sun"s center. The corona
is also too faint to be seen except during eclipses, but its

brighter parts may be observed with a special telescope—

the coronagraph—in which an artificial eclipse is created

by inserting a metal disk in the instrument's focal plane.

The photosphere, the temperature of which is of the

order of 10,000°F., is the site of the well-known sunspots,

which seem dark by contrast because their temperature is a

relatively cool 7000°F. Sunspots are sporadic features re-

lated to the sun's magnetic field. They are often associated

with the appearance of prominences, enormous looped
arches of gas that gradually expand into the corona.

LIKE most other stars, the sun is composed principally of

_ hydrogen, a fair amount of helium, and a sprinkling

of other elements. It does not generate heat by burning
(in the sense that a log burns in the fireplace) , but rather

by the nuclear fusion of hydrogen to produce helium. This
process, in which four hydrogen nuclei are transformed
into a nucleus of helium (see Natural History, March,
1960 1 . is similar to the reactions that take place in a hydro-
gen bomb. Because the helium nucleus is somewhat less

massive than the four hydrogen nuclei, the mass lost in

their fusion is transformed into energy, as predicted by
Einstein's equation E=mc-. The energy, in turn, is eventu-

ally radiated into space. The helium that is produced in

this reaction is an inert ash that remains in the sun as

part of an extremely dense core.

It is currently beHeved that the sun has been producing
energy in this orderly manner for the past five billion

years. Astronomers estimate that the amount of hydrogen
the sun contains is sufficient to keep the same processes

going for another five billion years. By then, however, the
hydrogen content will drop below a critical level. Other
nuclear reactions will begin in the core. The sun will

expand, and most conservative estimates indicate that it

will swell to approximately twenty times its present radius
(a quarter of the way to Mercury ) . For a while it will use
up its energy in spendthrift fashion. Then it will begin to

shrink to a mere fraction of its original size. A dying star,

the sun will cool off gradually and will fade into oblivion.
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I III -k^ IN J \M \lt^

From the Almum

First Quarter

Full Moon
Last Quarti^r

New Moon

January 2. }f:02 P.M.. EST
January 'J, 6:l«! I'.M., EST
January IT, 3:3.i P..M., EST
January 2.S. K:-»2 A.M., EST

In 1963, carlli will b* closest to the sun on January -l.

For the visual obiener:

Mercury will l>e at its greatest eastern elongation on

January ». It will be in the e\enin^ sky until January 2(1,

setting 'Ml nilnulo after the sun January 1 anil one hour

after on January l.i. At inferior conjunction January 20,

it will enter the morning sky on that date. Hy the end of

the month it will rise 'HI minutes before the sun and may
lie found low in the southeastern sky at dawn. In general.

the planet »ill he t.io close to the sun for viewing except

for a few days at the beginning: and end of the month.

Venus, in the niornin;: sky 1—1.2 magnitude i. will be at

its greatest wi-stern elongation on January 22 and shoulil

1m- a conspicuous obji-it throughout the month. It will rise

three and one-half hours before the sun on January 1, three

and one-quorter hours befori- on Januar\ 1"). and three

hours before on January 31.

.Mars, in I.eo I -O.T nia,unitu<le at midmonlh i . will rise in

the northeast twi> and one-half hours after sunset on Jan-

uary I, one and one-half hmirs after on January l.S. and

at sunset i>n January .31. and will pass nearly overhead in

the course of the ni;;lil. The planet will approach opposi-

tion and will brighten perceptibly. Its distance from earth

will dwrcasc from 73 million miles on January 1 to about

62 million miles at the end of the month.

Jupiter, in Ai|uarius ( — 1.7 magnitude i. will be found in

the southwestern sky at dusk. It will set in the west at 1(1:110

P.M.. local time, on January I. 0:00 i'.m. on January l.").

and at 8:(X) P.M. on January 31.

Saturn, in Capricornus (+0.9 magnitude l. will be mtv

low in the southwest after sunset, selling at 7:1.S p.m. on

Januarv 1. and 6:l.i p.m. on January l.S. After that date,

the planet will be too close to the sun for observation.

A brief meteor shower, the Quadrantids. may be ex-

pected on January 3. with a maximum rate (for a single

observer I of forty-five meteors per hour.

Eclipses:

.\ pcnumbral eclipse of the moon will occur on January

9. In such an eclipse only a slight dimming of the lunar disk

is noticeable, without any sharp contacts. In the I nited

States, the moon will rise while the phenomenon is already

in progress. The eclipse will end at !!:3.l p.m.. EST.

.An annular eclipse of the sun. on January 2.i. will be

confined almost entirely to the Southern Hemisphere. The

path of the annular phase will start at sunrise in the Pacific

Ocean, west of southernmost South \merica. After crossing

Chile and .Vrgcntina. it will proceed across the Atlantic

Ocean to the Cape of Good Hope. Barely touching the

southern tip of the Republic of South Africa, it will then

cross Madagascar and end at sunset in the Indian Ocean.

The duration of the annular phase at any one place will be

brief, usually less than a minute. Varying amounts of the

partial phase will be visible from the southern half of South

-America, south and central Africa, and most of Antarctica.

On thr Mrs. (
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Baskiian Dl'NES, carrjing sand lizard

populations, move several feet each
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month toward their ruhps. or peaks, on

ancient lake bed in south California.



Lizard's spotted body, which may be
5 inches long, blends with sand color.

Environment
and a Lizard
Desert history is clue to adaptations

By Kenneth S. Norris

THE American desert in 120° F. of

noontime heat can test any crea-

ture's endurance. Around the edges of

desert valleys one sometimes finds

patches of palms tucked in the hills

where underground water rises to the

surface. As the temperature rises, ani-

mals of all kinds seek the shade. Birds

and bats are sheltered by the fronds

and coyotes bed down in the reeds.

Yet most desert animals live their

entire lives on the rocky bajadas,

among the brown boulders of parched

desert canyons, or on the sandy floor

of the desert itself, far from palms
and water. They survive because they

avoid the desert's extremes in one way
or another. Desert rattlesnakes, for in-

stance, will die in minutes if forced to

stay out in the noonday sun; they are

largely nocturnal, and will seldom

venture abroad until the scorching

sand has cooled. This solution to en-

vironmental rigors is used by hun-
dreds of species, and the desert teems
with life after the sun sets. Many ani-

mals, however, must be active during
the day, facing the desert and some-
how surviving it at its worst. One
such creature is Uma, the fringe-toed

sand lizard. Uma thrives during the

day in perhaps the most rigorous en-

vironment of all—the sand dunes.

In addition to extreme heat and
shifting sand there are violent winds
that may suddenly whip the still sand
into blinding, swiftly moving sheets

that sweep up windward slopes and
cascade in long plumes into the lee.

The lizards meet these problems
with a number of adaptations. First,

the heat is simply avoided. The lizards

do not venture abroad except on balmy
spring and fall days or during the early
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i-lics uniliT sanfl. Fringes on

right, (arilitute loromotion.

morning hours in summer. An ocra-

sional individual may be artive on llie

warmest winter da>!i. I>ut none is to he

found ill the midday summer heal.

All arc buried in cool sand only inches

below the surface. They plunge head-

rir.>it into the dunes and burrow out of

sight « hen heal or sandstorms become

intense or predators threaten. Bur-

rowing is done so rapi<ll) that it has

been termed "sand swimming.''

Just as a man uses snowshoes to

enable him to move in<ire easily, sand

lizards use a series «f elongate valvular

scales, or "fringes." that border their

toes and give them their comm««
name. The scales enable them to at-

tain the remarkable speed of l.S miles

per hour over the dunes.

Fi.viNC sand poses no real problem,

for »ith the first onslaught the

animal turns its tail into the wind and

the grains cascade over its sleek back,

perhaps even burying it. If sand gcl.s

into the lizard's eyes a few blinks

rather the grains into a pellet that is

llicked out with one of the long hind

toes, or popped out by a special mech-

anism within the nictitating membrane
iif the eve. The lizard's nostrils arc

protected from infillering sand by a

pair of elTicient valves.

Sand lizards have long been known

to occur in the harshest parts of the

.North American deserts, from the



•w^.

Lizard at rest has lifted its tail and

:oes off sand's hot surface. This and
other photos show Vnia notata notata,

one of four North American species.

^'^'^^ ^^»^2.J^

southern reaches of Death Valley to

ie barren shores of the northern Gulf

jf California. Rather recently, how-

ever, t^vo odd and primitive forms of

Lma were found living in remote parts

A the Chihuahuan desert of central

VIexico. It seems inconceivable that

lunes were once continuous^ even in-

ermittently. over the hundreds of

niles of mountainous and forested

and that now separate these two North

\merican deserts. There is no geologic

;vidence for such a connection.

No fossil Uma has ever been found,

io any explanation of the origin of

hese two population centers must be

5ased upon knowledge of desert his-

;ory and of the morphology and be-

lavior of the Vma itself.

The first clue to the history of the

jenus comes from the habits of mod-
;rn sand lizards. Each day Vma
emerges and retreats from the sand

n rigid correspondence to its parti-

ular immediate environment. Temper-
iture fluctuations during a typical day
ire wide, and extreme habitat tempera-

ures range from 0° to 189^^ F.. but

hrough its movements Vma secures a

moderate climate. The lizard is active

It a body temperature of from 9-5°

.0 loy F.

This selected environment is geared

intermittent rainfall, or to almost

lone at all. It is without extremes, ex-

;ept of aridity. Observations of other

reptile species suggest that all survive

in various environments, each of

which is far different from the present

desert climate as a whole. Further-

more, two major classes of such spe-

cial environments appear to be sought

by desert lizards; one is the arid-warm

type of the sand lizard and many other

lowland species, and the other is a

moist-cool type of many species now
found on the crest of desert moun-
tains. These two major divisions of

desert reptile fauna originated, in all

probability, with the deserts them-

selves. To understand them we must

go back into the geologic past.

The first trace of aridity is found

in fossils of small, resinous-leaved

plants in rocks of Eocene age laid

down some .50 million years ago in

what is now Wyoming. The climate

suggested by these fossils is far from

what we call desert, but they indicate

that semiarid conditions may have

started that long ago, gradually

spreading and becoming more intense

during the following epochs.

True deserts are so new, however,

that the majority of the lizard's de-

velopment must have taken place un-

der the influence of climates different

from those of today's deserts. It is rea-

sonable to assume, therefore, that the

species and the deserts in which they

lived evolved together.

No one knows what the sand lizard's

ancestors looked like in the early peri-

ods, or where they lived. However,
they may have begun their adjustment

to arid conditions somewhere in the

southwestern United States and north-

ern Mexico—the area that is now des-

ert or arid subtropical scrub forest.

ARIDITY increased during the Mi-

ocene epoch, which began about

2.5 million years after the earliest in-

dications of dryness, but was as yet far

from being of desert intensity. Most
important, vegetation over this region

differentiated into two wefl-defined

floras. One, the Arcto-Tertiary flora,

has its present counterpart in the tem-

perate forests of North America and
Asia. It comprised pines, alders,

beeches, spruces, redwoods, gooseber-

ries, and similar plants, and during

the Miocene spread across North
America in a broad belt, ending at

what is now the southern limit of the

Great Basin region. Most of the rep-

tiles of today's moist, cool, desert

mountain peaks moved and evolved

with this flora.

To the south an entirely different

assemblage—the Madro-Tertiary flora

appeared. Its plants were small-leaved,

drought-resistant species, including

live oaks, grasses, thorn-forest ele-

ments, and chaparral species. Some of

the animals and plants associated with

this early flora were destined to seg-
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\ r//io-likf lUard was very likely

nniiing ihes* pioneer organisms.

This Hicholnniy of a moisl-cool ami

a uarm-arid fauna and flora has per-

sisted. Today, the warm-arid group is

in ascendancy in the deserts, while

llie nioist-i-oul biota persists onl> on

mountaintops and around northern

fringes of the deserts.

Even today it seems likely that in

their avoidance of climatic extremes.

I'ma and many other reptiles are in ef-

fift "selecting" an environment much
like the generalized Madro-Tertiary

one their anci-stors knew in prc-lce

Age times. We can s|«'culate that

the primordial I'ma was dislrihuted

widely through lowland areas of the

moderately arid Madro-Tertiary flora,

and that its population was split into

two major parts by the lava (lows of

the Mexican Sierras, leaving one seg-

ment to occupy central Mexico where

the Chihuahuan desert would one day

develop, and the other to exist in the

regions west of the mountain chain.

THIS prototype of Uma was proba-

bly not yet locked to life on dune

sand, for careful inspection of adapta-

tions in the two central Mexican

species and comparison of these with

the two west coastal species shows that

each geographical group is essentially

different. For example, while all four

species possess elongate scales on the

toes, these "sand shoes" ore different

in each group of species, and proba-

bly arose separately as the two deserts

developed separately. Similarities in

the two groups of lizards also seem to

stem from ancient times before they

were specialized for sand living.

It is probable that major desert

dune masses did not develop until the

middle of the following epoch—the
Pliocene. f?y Middle Pliocene time,

mountains had risen along the borders

• •f the unborn deserts, sharply increas-

ing the aridity. Grasslands spread over

jrcal areas. In the most arid localities

bare soil and intermittent streams must

have combined to develop dune sand.

This demanding new habitat was

probably populated by animals, in-

cluding lizards, that were used to life

along sandy stream-courses or on bar-

ren sand Hats. Old adaptations, such

as those that |>ermilted burrowing at

night and proletlion fron) dust storms,

iHH'anie modified and relimnl into the

exquisite behavior and anatomical

structures of the moilerii sand lizard.

The close of the Pliocene epiM-b.

about a million years ago. was markeil

by the onset of continental glacialion.

Great ice sheets of the Pleistocene did

not invade areas that are now desert.

Iiisteail. the ice forced storms south-

wanl beyond the edges of the glaciers

ami over the present desert areas.

Uainfall increased, and at the some

time cloud-cover reduced evaporation,

permitting \ast inland lakes to ac-

cumulate in the niirthern Cfreal Rosin

area, while harsh wiiuls blowing ofT

the ice induced "sympathetic glocia-

tion" on several higher southern peaks.

TIIKN the climatic cycle swung the

other way. Glaciers melted back

and aridity increased. True deserts ap-

peared for the first time and desert

animals must hove responded by invo-

sum of the new arid areas. Four times

the ice advanced and retreated, and

four times the new desert communities

must hove expanded and contracted.

Because the Pleistocene epoch was

so short and encompassed so many
events, its history is uncomnnuily tan-

gled, and the history of the sand liz-

ard is obscure for five-sixths of the

time. Only for the 17.000 years or so

since the last great ice sheet began to

retreat has a record been left, allow-

ing the story to be pieced together.

Modern sand lizards never leave the

ilunes and must move with them. .So.

since the animals occur over much of

the present western desert on individ-

ual isolated sand deposits, we must as-

sume that the sand dunes themselves

have been in a state of flux since the

lost advance of the ice. Winds sweep-

ing down intermittent desert stream-

courses winnow sand from the dry

beds and pile it against banks, forming

corridors along which the sand lizard

has moved. In some places sand has

been blasted against the faces of moun-

tains or into divides, choking canyons

and burying vegetation. Once again. as

in previous times of retreating ice. the

lizard has moved along the mountain

SciLPTIBEI) DINES in llie virinlly of

Dealh Valley's southern lip reprchcnt

northern limit of lizard's penetration.

passes and entere<l drainage cour.ses,

A broad view of this reinvnsion

process suggests that the sand lizards

withdrew into the great dune tracts of

southeastern ('alifornia and north-

western Sonora during the ice max-
ima. With the retreat of ice, the crea-

tures reentered the Mojave De.sert.

possibly along the borders of the

Colorado Itiver, and spread up two
major drainages along stream-edge

dunes and across low divitles. Thev
maile their wav to the .Amaruosa
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River, which enters Death Valley- but

ivere unable to cross the formidable

Carrier of glittering salt flats that fill

he valley floor. The extensive dunes

It the north end of Death Valley re-

nain unoccupied. Members of the

renus invading the Mojave Desert

jrobablv moved on the most precar-

ous and fleeting of paths. Tiny popu-

ations mav have crept along stream

3anks as winds shifted and moved little

jank-edge dunes along, a few hundred

I'ards at a time. Perhaps only a^ hand-

ful of individuals successfully crossed

some parts of the path. Little pockets

of sand in valleys along the edges of

these major paths sometimes harbor

populations of sand lizards.

MANY of the now-isolated popula-

tions along these old routes dif-

fer slightly from one another. These

differences, which may have been pro-

duced by the chance that the invaders

were slightly dissimilar from the total

originating population, and the short

space of geologic time that has passed

since the invasion began, together sug-

gest that the lizards arrived in the area

in small groups.

Uma is a product of the events that

produced the deserts. Sand lizards

adapted through long ages, and made
their way across remarkably long dis-

tances of desert terrain as climates

changed. Today, that adaptability

allows them to survive as the vagaries

of desert winds force the dunes they

occupy into ever-changing locations.
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NATURE and the CAMERA
Choosing equipment

for use in the field

By David Linton

A>
I iiinv AULAS s|)ri'iul dffiH-r into

'urriiiiiiilin^ ctiunirysiilcs, llir na-

tiirr |i|ii>lo):rupliiT lius lu pi furllicr and
(arllicr afitld In fiiiil nutiire subj^•cl^.

V'ariuu* small crralures ran often lie

seen in a city park, but larger (urnis i>(

life nui>l usually be suuglit far frxm

built-up areas.

Leaving bcliind bigbways and pnwer
Iine> nut only restores llie soul, but also

pr<nide» Ibe sole opportunity (or many
kinds of nature pbotography. And a sub-

ject that is far from "civilization" doe:-

not preclude effective pliotograpliy.

Hatber. a long pliolograpbic field trip

is u good antidote (<ir tbe exaggerated

belief in great quantities of equipment

that is cbronic among photography funs

and even infects some professionals.

In tbe far woods, deserts, and moun-
tains, he who carries tbe least can go

the farlbest and may come back with

tbe ino!.t and best pictures. One develops

an attitude that is at once ascetic and
practical when he is carrying everything

on his back. Back pucker^ do not ask

"What can I lak.-.'" Imi W'bal can I

leave out?" They disdain any item that

can be. u>vd for only tine purpoM*. anci

anything that remains uniiNcd by the ciiil

of a trip will be left behind the next lime.

Tlieir simjile. efledive discipline could

be an example to moKl pboiogru|ihers.

.Many of the best natural subjects arc

in places accessible only on foot, on
horseback, by dogsled. or canoe. To pho^

lograpb them successfully, eipiipnunl

must be rigorously selected for maximum
utility combined with minimum weight

and bulk. Tbe .\ppalacbian Trail Con-

ference suggests u maximum load (or

extended biking of 3.S pounds for a man
and 30 pounds for u woman, I'ay loud for

u burro is 100 pounds, and lor a canoe

about 200 pounds in addition t<i the pud-

dlers (but eunoe loads become biking

luuds when a portage is readied),

MIMMIM personal e(|uipment—sleep-

ing bag, clothing, food and cooking

utensils, and a pock in which to curry

them—will weigh uboul .50 pounds per

person if wisely chosen, more if the trav-

eler is inexperienced. An ordinary gml < 1

ifll.i. rirblrilM

.(,.1 pl,„Iopn,,.l.y



bag with two small cameras, several

lenses, film, filters, accessories, and a

small flash unit weighs about 20 pounds.

If the photographer wants to arrive suf-

ficiently fresh to take pictures, he would

be wise to keep his load well below the

maximum, so simple arithmetic indicates

that something will have to be eliminated

if he is not to be limited to day trips.

Reducing the equipment load is both

possible and good discipline. It teaches

?ne to use the head instead of the back.

A.t home one may use one camera for

;olor and another for black and white;

.n the field a single camera must serve,

-vith film being changed as needed.

A camera for mobile field photography

;hould be sturdy, adaptable, compact,

md light. The necessary accessories and
ilm supply must also meet these require-

nents. This eliminates all cameras that

ise sheet film, because they require film

lolders (an adequate number of which

nay weigh as much as the camera) and

I changing bag in which the holders can

)e reloaded.

On all counts, the 35 mm. camera is

he best choice for this type of work,

t will make 576 exposures on a pound
)f film, and is the lightest practical type,

rhe "subminiature" cameras that use

ilm less than 35 mm. wide are not yet

ufficiently well developed to compete

vith the 35 mm. camera. Among 35 mm.
:ameras. the older and simpler models

ire better for field use than many new
mes. As cameras have become more
nodern they have become heavier, and

the added weight may contribute noth-

ing to the effectiveness of the mechanism.

Cameras with bellows are not as sturdy

as those with solid lens mountings, and

are not good choices because their lenses

are not interchangeable.

If much of the photography is to be

close-up or long-lens work, a single-lens

reflex camera would be best. The range-

finder camera, however, is lighter and is

better for work at medium distances. In

either case, extension tubes should be

carried if any close-ups are planned. The
tubes are more satisfactory than either

auxiliary lenses or extension bellows.

Many of the older rangefinder 35 mm.
cameras had lenses that, with a quarter-

turn to unlock them, could be collapsed

into the body of the camera. These
collapsible-mount lenses are relatively

slow (f/3.5 to f/2) ; but many are of

excellent quality, and larger apertures

are rarely used in the field. Since many
such lenses are now out of production

and out of fashion, prices for used col-

lapsible lenses tend to be low.

CAMERAS of older vintage may be good

choices if they are not too worn

mechanically. Besides being lighter than

current models, they are usually more

compact. An exception to this rule is

the single-lens reflex, which did not

come into its own until a few years ago.

It is worth considering the purchase

of a special camera—simple, sturdy,

and light—exclusively for field work.

Alternatively, one could use the same

t such camps necessitates careful selection of equipment,

he photographer must place a premium on its versatility.

must
a cactus
watch
the birdie?

Yes, if it's a cloudy, windy day as
it was when this mountain succulent's
portrait was made by a Honeywell
Pentax at 1/60 sec, f/16.

You ordinarily don't think of a
flower as a moving target—until you
catch one wavering in your view find-
er. Then you increase shutter speed,
open up the lens, and—oops, there
goes your depth of field! Pretty petal,
poor pistU.

Use a Honeywell Prox-O-Lite on
your camera and you do two things;
(1) stop motion, and (2) permit small-
er apertures for maximum depth of
field. The Prox-O-Lite is an electronic
flash unit which fits right on your lens
mount to surround your subject with
shadowless light.

See the Prox-O-Lite atyour Honey-
well dealer's today. Or write for illus-

-^ trated brochure
^sa \' m». Herb

Mi ^„^: mm Willis (209),

^ — " ^% ^H Honeywell-
C 1 fi^^-M^W Heiland,

Sa^ii^®: Denver 10,^ ^^
Colorado

Honey^veli
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raiiirra Ixxly lur evcr)'ll>ing- liul willi

a lighlrr. rullapsible-nioiinl len« (or u«r

in llir fielil. Willi tlui' Irns altaclinl. llie

camera noiiKI til a snialirr i-asf

.

Tlirre arr even a few loii|;-(otiis Irnsrs

willi rullapsible niuiinlii. They are some-

linie> available in secondhand camera

stores. Lenses do nol wear out ( allliougli

lliey can be dama(;ed I and old ones may
be perfeclly gmid. They niusi |>e ad-

ju-led lo (ocii- properly im the camera

wilh which lliey will be iis<'d. The camera

repair technician who does the adjust-

ing would Iw likely lo uncover any

M-riuus defect in the len-. The checking

and udjustini: should Ih- done during

the "guaranlee" or "free trial" period

Ml that the lens can he returned for a

full cash refund if it is not satisfactory.

No photographic equipment should be

purchased without such a guarantee.

At first glance it would seem that

photographing distant landsca|ies

should require long-focus or telephoto

lenses. This is not necessarily so. Many
long views owe their impressive sweep

lo a "wide screen" efletl. Therefore, a

wide-angle lens, which will include more

of the s<-ene, is often better for land-

s<-apes than a long lens, which would

i-idate a smaller segment and render it

larger on the film.

No photograph can capture the full

elTcct of a scene us it is experienced

firsthand by a viewer. There is no |diotu-

graphic technique that can record land-

scapes quite as they appear lo the eyes.

The human optical system combines an

cvtrcniely wide angle of view, variable

focal length, and full-color stereo vision

with a built-in com|icnsating system un-

cqualed by any computer.

The photograph is dilleienl from llic

actual scene. It lias boundaries and it

is Hat. The photographer's problem is

lo create something new williin this

frame—not a re|iroduclion of the land-

scape (which would be impossible I. but

a thing of beauty in its own right.

Full photographing wildlife, long len-

ses are generally required. Tlicy are

unavoidably heavy, because optical glass

is dense and quite a lot of it is used

in most liMig lenses. Slower lenses (those

with relatively small maximum aper-

tures) are smallrr, liglili-r. and Ics ex-

pensive than last leiise- o( the .ume focal

length and work well in good light.

I.cnses with barrels made of aluminum
alloys instead of nickel-plated brass arc

materially lighter. They are hard tu keep
steadv when hand-held, but arc satia-



Zoo:\r LE^"s is useful for folio vements of subject.

factory at high shutter speeds or when
the camera is used on a firm support.

There are also a few "convertible'' long-

focus lenses, which come apart so that

the separate components can be used

singly or in combination to yield two

or three different focal lengths from one

lens. All of them are slow lenses.

A reduction in weight and a great

increase in convenience are provided

by the new "zoom" or variable focal-

length lenses for the single-lens reflex

cameras. The best have automatic dia-

phragms, stay focused on a given spot

when the focal length is changed, and

are comparable in quahty to fixed focal-

length lenses. Although zoom lenses are

long and heavy, they are lighter than

the four or five individual lenses that

might otherwise be needed to cover the

same range of focal lengths, and they

are easier to use. The photographer who
is on top of a mountain peak cannot move
in for a closer view or back for a wider

one; he must change lenses or change
the focal length of a variable lens.

ARTIFICIAL light sources are ordinarily

not considered for field work be-

cause of their weight, but some special

situations may require them. For photo-

graphing nocturnal subjects or cave

interiors, miniature flash bulbs give the

most light per ounce. It should be re-

membered that a single artificial light

source rarely produces satisfying pic-

tures, so equipment should he available

to introduce back and side light as well

as front light.

When high speeds are needed to stop

motion, electronic flash is the only

answer. "Strobe" units have been greatly

improved in recent years, and tliere are

now battery-powered units that are truly

portable and give a great deal of light.

Some of the increased light output has

been obtained by lengthening the flash

duration, which reduces its ability to

itop motion. Therefore a unit should be

tested to insure that its speed is suf-

ficient for the intended use before it is

taken into the field. Another point that

should be checked is the number of

flashes that can be expected from one

set of batteries. If spare batteries are

required, their weight must be added to

that of the unit in comparing it with

others. Manufacturers' claims regarding

battery life should be verified by test.

FOR producing enormous quantities of

light, nothing can surpass old-fash-

ioned flash powder. It is still being made,

although suppliers who stock it may he

hard to find. It must be handled with

great care because of the danger of ex-

plosion, and it should not be used in

confined spaces because it produces

enough smoke to make a second ex-

posure impossible. Flash powder does

not synchronize with the camera shutter

as electrical flashes do, but the blast

can be delayed by means of a fuse to give

the photographer time to get back to the

camera and open the shutter.

If a continuous light source is required

rather than a flash, there are still ways of

providing one far from electric power
lines. Gasoline pressure lanterns or auto-

mobile headlights will do. and portable

battery-powered movie lights are avail-

able. Like flash units, such sources must
usually be used with reflectors or addi-

tional back and side lights to overcome

excessive contrast and give an effect of

"roundness" or "depth" to the picture.

However, these are desperate mea-

sures, to be taken only when artificial

light is absolutely necessary. Tlie most

satisfactory light, as always, is daylight,

which can be controlled adequately with

little or no special equipment. A leafy

tree branch can serve as a shade, and a

white shirt or towel may be used as a

reflector. (A colored shirt or towel can

be a reflector in black-and-white photo-

graphy, but not for color, as it will tint

the light reflected from it. ) Small, bright

reflectors can also be made from alumi-

num foil. I have even used the inside of

a camp frying pan, and with good results.

For close-ups, little mirrors like those

supplied with ladies' handbags will sub-

stitute for spotlights. Army-type metal

mirrors are a bit larger, lighter, and less

subject to breakage.

automatic 35mm reflex

Unique 'tri-way' finder shows three

separate focusing systems at a glance
— rangefinder, microscreen, ground
glass—for lop accuracy in any light.

Other features include fl.8 Auto-Yash-
inon 55mm lens, automatic diaphragm
and mirror, 1-1/lOOOth sec. shutter,

X and FP synch, single-stroke advance.

See the excitingly priced Pentamatic S,

the popular Pentamatic and tfie new
economy Penta J at your photo dealer,

or write for more information: dept. d

(DVASHrCA INC., 50-17 Ouiins BM, WooOslOe 77, B. •

USED AND APPROVED

BY LEADING UNIVERSITIES!
Model RV-6

6-INCH

DYNASCOPE
^^ Reflecting

"^ Telescope

pri.

these fine fea
to Vs wave • 3 matched eyepieces (75X. 150X,
343X) • 6x30 Achromr " " '

duty mount with settin;
eyepiece hoMer • Sturdy lijrhtweipht tripod,

CRITERION MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. NH-31, 331 Church St.. Hartford 1, Conn,

FREE FACTS! MAIL COUPON!
1

Criterion Manufacturing Company
Dept. NH-31. 331 Church St.. Hartford I, Conn.

SCOPE. My pa.vinen[ of Sli)4.!i5 is enclosed!
n Please send FREE LITERATURE on tlie RV-6

DynascopE and your oUier i" to 16" DTNA-
SCOPES that will meet any budget or re-
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in the World?

...you mil find il m Folknjys' catalof

ol over 600 Lonf Pitying authentic Folk

records from almost every country, cul-

ture or ethnic (roup in the world. Also

Science, )»n. literature and Childrens

series. Write for complete tree catalog.

FOLKWAYS RECORDS
171 *ViSI 47IH StStil. H r, 36. N. 1.

liRON/i: .\(>i:

W EAl'ONS . . .

IKOM .iSCIi:\r IR.ISf
OINUINI B'lKiI' Arr<>wh«idl, SpXit-
ii«odt. DoQQrfi & Slabbing Swords

3 Jit,

3tS C. .» B C ond
0»#«n poll

'd°plc"
'"

fine

Eoch liond.

witil« gift A pordimvnt
Authenticity oecomponii
o/> Eoch of tl^rtf collvc

j« Shippvd

eSONZC ARROWHEADS: Icngllii 2 -
3 :; . jc'onwo, 3 -7 . S5.

DONZE Sf>EARS ft KNIFE BLADES:
« i: 515 S.I

m.n, 12 20 . S23
BRONZE DACGEBS
SWOilDS: Irn,:"-! 9
S.l.<ttd Sp-<™"> 12

Sp..

STABBING
S

• 535 S50:
) S75 SIOO.

inmmsEsnm

ond gift gi»il Wtil> todor (or your FIIEE colorful

cotolog & Antiquity li»l».

ALADDIN HOUSE
Dept. N-l • 520 Filth Ave. • N.Y. 36. N.Y.

CATCH THEM ALIVE AND UNHURT!

HAVAHART, 158-J Water Street, Ossining, N.Y.
PIUM Mn<] m« FREE new 48-pao« Quido and price list.

N«fn« ._ — .

RROW
CANOE TRIPS

30 hny.. !«.. .le. ;- -I U-It. Buc
e«i7ip. 'Th^ llir<-hi-.' . Ic.i'.H .n Gmnd L«ke,
MAINE. Jl.»t r«.torti e.mp In U.S.-Sup«rior
fithine. Quaker Icitdrnthip.

I.LA(;A.SH trip for old»r
r WORK CAMP.

AMILV r\N()E TRIPS OFFERED
fir: Ceanrr >. Ilarro. Fr»(raiii DIrrrlor
'. f>>kw..d Seh.ol. P<,a(hkrep.le. Tt. Y.
Phaoei 4S4-234I (Area Cade 914)

l.x liiir 11.,. j|.|ir.irrJ

uiitirr plt<>l,>i:r4|ili. ill jII ilir njliuii'>

Irjcliiic iii:i|;aiinr>. IIU ranirra ruliiiun
i> frjlurrd rrnubrly on llirhf pacrt.

Tlili'uu> aic l.ktU I.. U- Itulkv. Inn

llicy arc wortli carrying if lliry have

convfiiicnt c»nlriil>. Many rriTiil niudrls

arr ii( lii:lit. >lriiiiK alUiV". and are slmri-

er when folded and more rigid when
opened llian older types. No tripod

>liiMild lie ronfidered if it does not have

an "elevalor." or movable center post.

These nui only make il easy lo raise and
lower the lamera. but they can also be

inverted Iti position llie camera below
the apex of the tripod when pholograph-

ing flowers and other small subjects al

or near ground level.

.\ camera clamp should always be

1 arried. even when a tripod is taken. The
<'lamp must have a universal ball-and-

-ockel joint and a -crew lo fit the tripod

socket on llie camera. The smaller

clamps will fii easily into a pocket, but

may not have wide enough jaws to grip

.t>nie potential supptirls. With a clamp.
I he camera can be mounted on any con-

^cnienl object. .A walking slick makes
.1 good iinipod. and several poles can be

lashed together to improvise a tripod.

.Allaching llie camera lo u tree sounds

like a good idea, but it isn't. Trees sway
in the wind and only the lower trunk of

a large tree is relatively motionless. Il

is better to drive a slake into the ground
and damp the camera to it.

There are two schools of thought as

to how cameras should be carried. One
contends that cameras should always be

ready to shoot in an instant. The shutter

speed and aperture should be set for the

average of prevailing light conditions

and the lens focused at the hypcrfocal

distance (see orticle on focus. Natural
History. November. 19601. The camera
should be carried, if not in the hand, al

least slung around the neck so tliat the

photographer can raise il to his eye and
shoot with one quick motion.

Evthf.mi.sTS among this "quick-draw"

croup disdain the use of cases and
even of lens caps. The latest fashion is

lo keep a filler always attached to the

lens lo protect it.

There are no reliable statistics on the

incidence of camera repairs among this

group, but an informal survey by the

author suggests that few good picture*

are waiting to jump out al the photog-

rapher. An unprotected camera carried

all day on dusty trails or snowy slopes

is likely to develop trnuble. and the

nearest repair shop may be far away. In

carrying an open camera one also risks

burning a hole in a focal-plane shutter.

The lens ads as u burning glass, con-

centrating the sun's rays on one spot on

the shutter curtain, which is usually

made uf njbberi<ed cloth, until il burns
through. Using u lens cap eliininiilc*

this danger, and a camera case providc-

addilional protection against dust and
accidental damage.
The opposite school of camera-carry-

ing claims that good pictures almost
always require planning, and that pro-

tecting the camera from diisl, dampness,
beat, and hard knocks is more important
than having it ready lor instant use.

Evireniisis of this school wrap llieir

cameras in spare clothing and stow them
in the middle of a pack or diillel bag.
This results in many hist picture oppor-
tunities when gelling at the camera i~

just loo much trouble.

Pf.iiiiAPS a middle road is best. The
camera, in its case, could be carried

in the lop of a pack when picture taking
is not imminent, and «r«und the photog-
rapher's neck between shots. When
several people arc hiking logether. il is

easier for llie photographer to reach his

camera if il is in someone else's pack
rather than his own. This also lightens
the photographer's load. It is a good idea
to keep the camera ond film in tightly

closed plasiic bag*. Excellent bags for

this purpose are available on the surplus
market, labeled "Cover. Waterproof,
I'isKd or Personal EITecls." If properly
lied they will withstand dusi and rain
and even a short dunking while fording
a stream or loading a canoe. They will

not protect a camera from hard knocks.
When the camera is carried "at the

ready" il should be hung around the
neck at chesi level, and secured against
swinging with a snap that engages a
ring on the camera case. The snap is

attached by a lanyard lo the photog-
rapher's belt or between the shoulder
strops of his pock. Fancy rigs of this type
use lanyards of elastic shock cord. Ac-
cessories should be carried in a pack or
saddlebag, since conventional gadget
bags arc iioi suitable for rough travel.

Nothing can spoil o trip to the wilds
as quickly as an overload, but ample
film is worib its weight. And nolhing can
add so much lo the enjoyment of a trip,

both during and afterword, as making a
p..rlfoli., „f evrcllrni pholoLTa|.|lv

This list details the photographer, artist,

or other source of illuslralinns. by page.

COVER-Fted Baldnin 38-49-Vlidlmlr Koa'k

3-Jo«pllSedKC.
50-A(i«NHArchW«i

1019-Svcn Glllliter ,, ., .. „
S2-53-Sky hflap alter

20-25 -David I. OIneley Henry M. Neely

26.31-Fred Baldwin 54-55-John S. Shellon

32-New York Public except 55-ljol,. Kennclti
Library S. Norrli

34-37-AMNH Archi.ei 56-57-Kennelti S. Not.
eicepi 34-bot

.

Handbook of South
American Indians
issued by The Smithsonian

!icept Se-bot., AMNH

58-59-John S. Shellon

6O.63-0<vid Union
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Johnny isn't watching the late show tonight

The shadows that shiver and shake on the TV screen are shivering and shaking in

mebody else's living room tonight. Johnny has discovered something new.

He's traded the fleeting, flickering "thrills" of the 24 inch screen for the

neless excitement and majesty of the night sky.

He's traded the nervous rattle of the private eye's gun for a ringside seat at

e stupendous nightly fireworks in the heavens.

He has. in short, discovered astronomy.

Nothing better could happen than what happened to Johnny. And it happened simply

icause someone took the trouble to awaken, nourish and satisfy a lifetime of curiosity

Johnny by making him the gift of a fine telescope.

Someone, not so long ago, gave Johnny a Unitron.

nd for Unil

. Guide
5, 50'page
Catolog 21-X UN/Tf^ON

Johnny abandoned his 24 si n •

for this 2.4" Unilron rertactof,

complete with its handy, handsom

ONLY $125.00

This is a close-up o( the Umli

Johnny is using. It's 6 eyepieci

in one. an exclusive with Umli

One of a complete line of acces

to multiply your viewing pleasL

Itf.



Over 1,000 bird paintings

from John James Audubon's

priceless original

ELEPHANT FOLIO

OF COURSE yon luivc heard much about Oic \vorlcl-reno«Ticd Elephant

Folio l>y |ohn Jaim-. Audulwn . . . his orii-inal i>orlfolio of liaiul-made color

prints of over 1,(XX) American birds. AllhouKh Audulwn made these pictures

130 years aRO, they remain unchallenged today as the world's outstanding

collection of bird prints. Now, throut-h the mar\-els of modem color

printiuK, we can bring you the entire collection of Audubon bird pictures,

in \ivid reproductions that capture evcr>' subtle line, ever)' nuance of

shading, every delicate hue that came from Auduljon's brush! The

prints have been gathered into one giant, cye-rdling volume for you to

examine and enjoy for 10 days, free of cliargel

THE BIRDS OF AMERICA
Original Bird Prints by John James Audubon

435 plates picture over 1,000 American birds, all in their full glorious color.

Over 460 pages-giant page size, 9" x 12".

Here are over 1.000 spccJcs-walcr birds and

land liifds-from the mo*t familiar to the rarcit

<>f uprctincns. Starlinei, Hawks. Biintinct. Sand-
pipcrt. Diicki. Hiimmine birdt. Orinle

, Oul5. Flycatthc , Gnalcalchcr
Oy»trr'catchrr«. Flamineof. Culls. Herons.

Petrels. Terns. Sheanvaien. Ph.ilarope». Snipes.

Plm-ers. Cormorants. Pelicans. Vireoi. Fiimns.

Sparrows. Tanacers. Auks. Jaegers. The list

Any American bird you can think of!

Richt ab.ni: with r.ub lolnr plntc you find a

KrtKiw Lit by Willuim Voct. dr.»n of omilhol-

o=i*ls and formrr ttlitor of ihr Xatioii.i1 Audn-
Ixin Society's ofTidnl publication. Bird Lore.

Mr. Voct provides fascinalini: facts about c.ich

bird-where it ean 1m* found, its breedinR range,

b diitat. means of identification, nestinc habits,

voice and foods.

In .dtvirbinc narrative, he tells about John
James Audubon himself, and the history of the

Elcph-int Folio. Audiibon's oss-n notes on each

nf the prints aie also included, and a ver>' full

indei cuides yoti to just about any An
bird sou can think of in a matter of seconds

The b*x.k itM H n d.i//Iing . . . with over -

Riant paKcs, 9" x 12" in size, brilliantly printed

on eleRant book paper to make ever>' pnuc
Kteam like a jewel. TTie handsome bindins is

reinforced to support the exceptional size and

wciKht of the IxH.k.

10 days' free examination

If you ever have l>ccn stirred by the lovely

flashes of color as Nature's w-inRcd creatures

move swiftly from tree to tree, this ([iant vol-

ume is sure to become one of your most trea-

sured possessions. And if there are children in

your home, THE BIRDS OF AMERICA will

provide a fountain of inspiration and knowl-

cdKP about wildlife-and cuidc them to an ap-

preciation for beautiful paintings.

There's no need to send any money—Jtist the

coupon below, to receive THE BIRDS OF
AMERICA for frcr examination. After 10 da)-*,

if you do not find these prints truly irresistible,

return the book and pay nothinR. Otherwise we
will bill you just S3.95 plus a few cents ship-

pinc-then two additional monthly payments of

$•1.00 each, to complete your payment. Mail

coupon to your bookseller or: The Mncmillan

Company. Dcpt. 170-132. GO Fifth Avnnie.

New York 1 1

.

To your bookseller or:

The Macmillan Company, Dcpt. 470-132, 60 Fifth Avenue, New York 1

1

.

Please send a copy of THE BIRDS OF AMERICA for free examination.

Altrr 10 days I may return the l>ook and ossc nothinR-or keep it and

remit fust $3.95 plus a few cents shippinR. then two more monthly pay-

ments of $4.00 each, to complete payment. NH-4

Cify Zone .... State

SAVE SHIPPINOI Enciosc tllH with coupon and WE pay all postace and
h>ndllr.s rr,\U. Eamr 10-da>- return prlvileitt If not cntlrfly pl«j«I.

A lovely

FREE GIFT for you!

Mail coupon immediately, and we

include as a free nifl, a supply of

Andulmn nnle paper, with a lovely

full-color bird painting on each note

and an equal number of envelopes

. . . yours to keep even if you return

the book. Mail nowl
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AH OPEN AND SHUT CASE OF UNITRON SUPERIORITY ^J/m:^
TW

All this telescope

in one

compact
lightweig.

traveling

case!

>
/

The ;> .t.u.'. t.4 altazimuth refractor shown here is now packaged in a new, specially

designed, lighter, more compact carrying case that's much easier to carry, much thriftier on trunk

space when you're traveling by car. (Weight: just 25 lbs.)

But portability is only the second most important feature of this fine instrument.

The first most important feature of the Unitron 2.4" altazimuth refractor continues to be Its

downright value and upright optical excellence.

Excellence and value — these are enduring qualities, common to every Unitron sold. The best

possible proof: Unitron is the largest selling refractor in the world.

UA//r/?oN

Whit yM'll nnd IniUi thi new Unitron urryini uu
|

Model 114 — complete with »\\»iin\ulh mrju'iinpj

an6 llow-motton conlroli tor both altitude ^ : '

muth. Incxxl. SilSmm vicwfmdcr, stand :i'^

and pinion mpchaniim, 4 oyepiecei. UNIn* '

star diagonal and orccting prism S)ritom, ^i.
.

dewcap, dustcap, tniiructioni. JJ25

INSTRUMENT COMPANY • TELESCOPE SALES DIV.-66 NEEOHAM ST.. NEWTON HIGHUNDS 61, MA3S.

SEflO FOfl tJJiiIRO't S fftEE, :)» PACE OBSERVERS GUIDE AND CATALOG 21-Z



THE AMERICAN HERITAGE JUNIOR LIBRARY
into America's pastinvites your boy ^•^-iMti or g'rl to embark J|^|^ on a new kind of journey ,|^

-filled with marvelous ^d^^'-^ stories of battles and ,^^gt>^^{j ^ exploration, heroes *^^ heroines
_^

and scoundrels\l^ machines s^tcer:. and circuses 1^.~'"\hiL'h drama*,*]'- ';^and splendid discoveries.

A TRIAL ENROLLMENT ENTITLES YOU TO

These Three Fine Books
$100

FOR
ONLY1 EACH

THESE true stories of America's past can
be as exciting as any taies of fiction. The

American Heritage junior library books
are filled with real adventure: ships at sea,

the screech of war parties, the songs of cow-
boys, the clash of sabers ( and ideas ) . Heroes
have flaws. Villains have virtues. The cav-

alry doesn't always arrive in time. For this is

the H-ay it was.

Colorful, Exciting, Pictorial

The coupon at right, returned with reason-
able promptness, reserves all three of the

junior library bonus books pictured here.

They are yours for just one dollar each (re-

tail price, $3,95 each) when you accept a
six-volume trial membership for your young
reader. Each junior library book is rich

with fine historical pictures, many in color.

Each is designed to make American history
come alive for young people to a degree
often sought by educators and parents but
seldom achieved,

JUNIOR library was created by the pub-
lishers of American Heritage, the distin-
guished hard-cover magazine of history for
adults. The books are for young readers
from fifth grade through high school — and
for parents who consider a sense of history
an attribute worth encouraging. For here
is an exciting way to discover the full flavor
of America's past.

From Columbus to Kitty Hawk . .

.

Each junior library book focuses on a
key subject in our history — Indians, pio-
neers, famous heroes and battles, real cow-
boys, river steamboats, inventors, explorers.
Each is written in lively, unpreachy lan-
guage by an outstanding author of juveniles,
carefully checked for accuracy by an emi-
nent historian, and backed by the incom-

parable historical research facilities of
American Heritage magazine.
The books measure 7-by-lO inches, con-

tain over 150 pages and more than 25,000
words. They are excellently printed, bound
in bright, sturdy covers. Unlike most his-

tory books above the nine-year level, they
are generously illustrated with as many as

150 pictures from the period covered—maps,
prints, photographs — a third in full color.

Reviewers have applauded the series;

"When the past was the present, it was full-

colored as well as full-bodied . , . youngsters
can not always be made to believe this.

But now they no longer have an excuse —
not with books such as these," So said a
New York Times Book Review. ".

. . lav-

ishly illustrated , . ."—St, Louis Post Dis-
patch. ".

. . stimulating, accurate history . .

."

—Christian Science Monitor.

Two Weeks' Free Examination

Fill in and mail the coupon now, and we
will send you the first regular title, Lexing-
ton. Concord and Bunker Hill. You'll have
two weeks to decide whether you like
junior library; if not, return the book and
your order is cancelled. If you keep this first

title, each month for five months we'll send
you another new junior library volume.
After each of the six, you'll receive a bill

for only $2,95, plus a small shipping charge;
that's almost a $l-a-book saving. And of
course with your six-book membership in

junior library, you'll immediately be en-
titled to own the three bonus books above
(each also priced $3.95 retail) for only $1
each.

Let your youngster's interest and pleas-
ure be the guide to whether or not you con-
tinue. Most likely, he will agree with Donald
A. Hughes, Jr. (Age 10) of Norwalk, Con-

(RETAIL PRICE, $3,95 EACH)
necticut: "I never knew history could be so
much fun," But junior library books have
a way of going out of print. Good idea to
return the coupon now.

AMERICAN HERITAGE JUNIOR LIBRARY
336 West Center Street, Marian, Ohio
Please enroll me in the American Heritage
JUNIOR LIBRARY and scnd me Lexington. Con-
cord and Bunlier Hill as the first of six

nlhly . lill I ! for
ucceeding book
ate of $2,95 - a dollar

below retail price — plus a
small shipping charge, (If
Bunker Hill does not match
my expectations, I may re-
turn it within two weeics to
cancel the order,)

My six-volume junior li-
membership also en-

titles me to own D-Day. Pil-
and Cowboys {retail

price. $3,95 each) for only
$1 per book.

ne)

Street

City Zone, ,, State.

Adult's Name

n Bill me $2.95,
plus shipping, for
Bunker Hill, I will
send the S3 for my
three bonus books

cept this
first regular title.

P-5515-L
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COVER: Much ihal is now uiikncmn abnut Far Eastern arl may one day be

clarified through study of a group nf bronzes from Shib-cbai-sban. a burial site

in south China. Decorating the lid of one of the vessels are these two-inch-bigh

men and women with animals — figures ibal show certain cultural affinities wilh

peoples far beyond China. In the article by Dr. John Ilaskins, which begins on

page 30. some of the materials from this unique archeological excavation arc

discussed for the first time in an English language periodical. Both the cover and

inside illustrations were done by Hans Guggenheim from Chinese publication^

The American Museum is open to the public without charge every day

during the year. Your support, through membership and contributions,

helps make this possible. The .Museum is equally in need of support

for all of its work in the fields of research, education, and exhibition.
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IMJ^ invites you to join one of the most

rewarding programs ever designed for

FAMILY READING PLEASURE AND EDUCATION

NATURE LIBRARY
To introduce you and your family to an

exceptional new service for readers, LIFE

invites you to accept THE SEA, the first

volume of the LIFE NATURE LIBRARY,

on approval for 10 days, without cost or

obligation to buy it.

When you receive your copy of this

beautiful book, you will see some of the

most dramatic and unusual science photo-

graphs and paintings ever published—

microphotographs of the sea's basic food

plants . a yellow-fin grouper changing

its color in fright . a whaling "factory

ship" in action. In all, 60 pages of this

190-page book are in full color!

You will discover what the sea is really

like—learn its history and see for yourself

the world's highest mountain, deepest

canyon and widest plain, all of which lie

within its domain. You will take in some

of the most exquisite forms the hand of

nature ever wrought. You will follow

the intriguing course of evolution, from

simple one-celled bacteria to the largest

mammal in existence.

Imagine how a book like this—and

others in the series—can help your chil-

dren in their school work. Imagine the

hours of sheer reading pleasure you your-

self will get. These are handsome, deluxe

volumes you will be proud to own. They

are authoritative reference works you and

your family will turn to again and again

for information in the years ahead.

To start your trial subscription to the

LIFE NATURE LIBRARY, mail coupon

for a 10-day free-trial copy ofTHE SEA.

HERE'S HOW THIS

SENSIBLE PLAN WORKS:
•When you mail the coupon below, you re-

ceive the first book for free examination.

You may keep it and pay only $3.95 (plus

shipping and handling), or return it and

owe nothing. (In that case, no more books

will be shipped.)

• Ifyou decide to continue, a new volume

will be sent every 2 months for Free Ex-

amination. After seeing each book, you

decide whether to return it, or pay the

same low price of $3.95.

• You make no commitments, promise to

buy nothing, and may cancel your sub-

scription at any time.

TO: TIME INC. BOOKS
540 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1 1, Illinois

Please enroll mc as a subscriber to the LIFE NATURE LIBRARY and send me Volume I

(THE SEA) for a 10-day Trial Examination. If at the end of that time 1 decide not to con-

tinue the series, I will return the book, canceling my subscription. If I keep the book, I

will pay S3.95 (plus shipping and handling). I understand that future volumes will be

issued on approval at two-month intervals, at the same price of S3.95. The 10-day Free

Examination privilege applies to all volumes in the LIBRARY, and I may cancel my sub-

scription at any time.

NAME_

ADDRESS^

CITY



//; science —
a notable variety

SARTON ON THE
HISTORY OF
SCIKNC'K
Essays by George Sarton
RolleiMini: Sarton's concept
thill the history of science is

a core of truth unifying nil

knowledKPthisfascinatini; col-

lection rani;es from chapters
on "Leonardo da Vinci" and
"Mainionides"to"Iconofrraph-
ic Honesty" and "notes on the
reviewinp of Learned Books."
Editor, Dorothy Stimsoii.

$7.50

THE DISCOVERY
OF NEPTINE
/)(/ Morton (n-osser

Thi- dramatic scientific history
of two remarkable prediction.s,

independently arrived at by
Levcrrier. a French astron-
omer, and Adams, a mathema-
tician at Cambridge and the
international furor they
touched off. S1.95

ESSAY OX
CLASSIFICATION
by Louis Agassiz
Published two years before the
Origin of Species Ajrassiz'
Essaij gave classical biolopy
its most articulate expression
in the 19th century. Editor,
Eduard Liirir. John Har\-ard,
Library. Belknap. $5.00

THE CONCEPTS
AND THEORIES
OF .MODERN
PHYSICS
by J. R. Stallo

Propounding the relativity of
knowledge, this I'.lth century
prophet denied the validity of
all absolute concepts. Editor,
P. W. Bridgman. John Har-
vard Librar>'. Belknap. $4.75

ask iiour bookfcllcr

H

eViews
Books on ethnic art

for both scholar and dilettante

By Harry Bober

1 NIVKRSITY TRESS
iimbr.dKc .1«.

MaA.nchusetts

Larodssk ENCYCLoPEniA OF Prkiiis-

TORic AND A.NcrKNT Aht. cdilcd by Kenc
Huyplic. I'roinrtkeiis I'rrss. $IT.<)S: 414
pp.. illus. Tilt: HoKi/oN IkioK ok Lost
WoBLiis. edited by Marshall B. David-
son, lexi by Lfiinard Coiirell. .Imrrican
Heritage I'ulilishing Co.. $17.'1^: 431

pp.. iittis.

IK the stream of bonks in the sphere
of arclieiilogy is any true indication,

there is a llnurisliini; and insatiable ap-

lietite anionn the general public lor ac-

counts of the histories and mysteries of

civilizations long past and far away. The
lure is universal and up'-old. but the

accelerated publication in this field, with-

in the last do/.en years alone, is most
extraordinar>'. It i- soinethin;: of a phe-

nomenon worthy of tliou^iitfiil exam-
ination for what it may tell about
oursclvo and our age. However, our
inimrdiate pur|iose is to review two new
specimens of the myriad seasonal pro-

ductions in thi^ area. Both are directed

to a non-professional audience and it is

especially instructive to consider them
together, lor both are serious and ambi-
tious cHorts from opposite exiremes in

the scale of popularization. Each is so

completely typical of its sponsoring

press that to name the publishers is to

hoist the banner of their essential pecu-

liarities and method.

The Larousse work is indeed encyclo-

pedic. It is of the good old Larousse
tradition in its academically systematic

plan, soliil execution, and didactic expo-

sition. Lost ITorlds is a Horizon book;
as smart, lavish, and linislicd in its way
as the best of Hollywood or .Madison

Avenue. It flashes glamour from every

facet, tells its story with romantic confi-

dence and colorful dramalizalitm. Each
is a highly successful performance of its

kind, and there would be little point in

comparing them qualitatively since they

serve utterly different needs, interests,

and purposes. .Still, they must be dis-

played descriptively and analytically *o

that the reader may know what to ex-

pect. The juxtaposition of this pair is

particularly instructive, for the contrast

between them sharpens the focus on their

separate natures.

The l.nroiissr Encyclopedia is soundly
French, like the French schools where
you go to work and l.i learn. The aim of

this book, the eilitor tells us, i» not "to

pander to idle curiosity" but to summar-
ize and synthesize- the proeiit >Iale o(

knowledge and >chidarsliip in prehistor-

ic and ancient art. Facts, presented as

completely and concisely as pos>il)le,

coupled with e*>ays giving on over-ull

view of each area or period, form the
core of the text. The divisions in the con-

tents of this book follow the acudenn.'

canon of current history of art. ran; i

from prehistory through Homan tiiTi

including primitive art and that ol ;iii'

cient Asia. The main articles are written

by twenty-five first-line specialists of in-

ternational re|iutaliim. each hewing to

his assignment to giroduce a concentrat-

ed, detailed |>anorania of his field in

clear and unpretentious style. A service

crew of seven wcll-(pialified researchers

contributes pithy historical suminaric-

to each essay, giving basic chronologi, J

and geographical data, tables, and oiIm i

relevant background information. Hen.

Huyghe has prefaced each article willi

a short essay on "Art Forms and S"
ciely" as it applies to the separate areas.

Whatever his views, and they are conven-

tional and debatable in fundamental
respects, his introductions provide a

thread of structural unity, without in-

truding upon individual views expressed

by his ti-am of scholars. Even the illus-

trations in the book arc subordinated

to serve the text as instructive and
abundant auxiliaries, of adequate Imt

sensibly small size. The color plali-

while occasitmally very good, arc equally

often verv' |ioor. but they constitute a

small and "detachable" liors-trxte group

that leaves the book imafTccled.

Oinipared with l.nsi ITorlds. the sim-

pli- and attractive Larousse volume will

seem ordinary if not plain. Lost K'orld.t

Dli. MonKli i> ;in url liirlori.nn uilli

\eu York I nivL-rsily's Ini'litnlr of

Finn Arts and is diklinf!uii>lied for hi-

contributionM to the studies of hntli

111.- mrdi.<v;d ;ind lirimiliv.- .in fnrm-.



0§er No. 1: an $81.00 value for $24.95

THE COLTVCIL OF EUROPE SERIES— Three
iiugnificeni volumes, each a publishtni; work of

art. at a saving of more than 69''r. This is the

extraordinary scries originating in the great i

national :

. . . _

cultural history. The Rococo Ace. 394 pages, 316
Dlustrauons. 46 color plates. "A majestic piece of
publishing." The Reporter. Romantic Art, 240
pages, 166 g^a^ure plates, 64 color plates. "As pre-

'i provocative, as clear as it is scholarly,"

'." Albert Chrisi-Janer, Saturday Review
Each volume is 10(6"x 13!^". All three volume;
(Combined price $75.00) and a one-year trial sub
scripiioh to the Collector's Quarterly Report (Prict

S6.00) are offered to Charter Members for S24.95

O^er No. 2: a $64.50 value for $24.95

"THE FOUR SEASONS"— a Porlfolio of 12

full-size reproductions of macniricenl dry-brush

painlint^s by Andrew Wycth; plus a hand.'iome de-

world of nature, and of man's relation to nature,

filled with emotion deeper than the seemingly com-
monplace moiif. By realizing intensely the poetry of

[he particular he achieves the universality of the

work of art which finds a response in all of us."

The Instant Frame, designed by Robert Kulicke, has

mat takes a wide range of other print sizes. The
Wyeih Portfolio and the Instant Frame (Combined
price S58-50) and a one-year trial subscription to

the Collector's Quarterly Report (Price S6.00) are

No. 3: a $61.00 value for $24.95

THE (I

TURl

Scu , the

nlargcd edition of the authoritative

work in the field, is an illuminating survey of all

phases of Greek sculpture. The superb photographs
of genuine Greek originals give the clearest possi-

ble cumulative picture without the inevitable dis-

tortion that results from inclusion of Roman copies

of Greek prototypes. Each photograph in this hand-
some volume is accompanied by detailed analytical

fered to Charter Members for S24.95.

To those people who take uncommon pleasure in

good hooksy music, and other works of art...

three uncommon offers

You ARE INVITED lo become a Charter Member of the

Collector's Book Society by accepting any one of the

Sodety's introductory offers illustrated on this page.

Each of these offers includes a one-year trial subscrip-

tion to a new periodical, the Collector's Quarterly Re-

port, priced at S6.00. Each of them represents an

enormous total saving—as much as S56.05. Collec-

tively, they demonstrate the service the Society can

provide for you in connection with today's most im-

pressive cultural products.

The Collector's Quarterly Report, a unique cultural

information service covering all the arts, is sent to

members four times a year. In it, the Society provides

a careful and critical compilation of recent projects

and products that merit special attention. Books and

series of books, original print editions, records, and

sculpture—all of these come within its compass. And
all are available for purchase through the Society,

often at substantial savings.

In format, the Report is a handsome. 36-page maga-

zine with a wealth of color illusiratio

range is considerable. Forthcoming is

tain articles on collecting, the shifting i

fakes, and the recent mass excavati

bronze weapons, as well as reports c

Its editorial

jes will con-

of ancient

little-known

recordings of baroque music, and a series of chil-

dren's books printed today from woodblocks cut in

1870. Major fine arts publications of the preceding

three months will be described and often illustrated.

The Quarterly Choice. Each issue of the Quarterly

Report will highlight one product which is felt to be

of special interest to members of the Society. Most

often, this Quarterly Choice will be a book or a series

of books relating to art. Members have the option of

receiving the Quarterly Choice for examination with-

out any obligation. They may return it within ten days

if it fails to meet with their approval.

No Minimum Purchase Requirements. At no time are

members obliged to make any purchases. They may
order what they want—and when—often at sizable

savings, and almost always with bonus credit which

may be applied to additional acquisitions.

Initial supplies of books and other merchandise

illustrated here are limited. To take advantage of one

of these three Charter Membership offers, simply fill

out the membership coupon at the right and indicate

which offer you wish to receive. You may elect to pay

now and receive the special gift book or, if you wish,

the Society will bill you.
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M a stunning production and brars the

slanip of Marshall Da\id>un's wit and
laslr. Indeed, llir prudurliun of the book
doniiiiair'- its enlirr rliaractrr. ExrrllenI

paper and piaies. atiraclive binding, in-

venli»e layuuls. inceniuuA combinations

of color Willi black-and-wliiie illuMra-

lions make it an unllaggingly arresting

panorama. The clioice of Leonard Cot-

trell to write ibe book proves, for this

purpose, excellent: it gives a texinral

and stylistic continuity in fluent and
energetic prose. The lengthy and well-

comiHtsed legends for the illustrations

make this a book that one may pick up
at any point and read with interest.

That a single author could write this

entire text, covering some nine differ-

ent "early worlds." is a (eat indeed. It

-eenis even incredible when we note that

Lost H otitis is not a history of ancient

art. Instead, it tackles the totality of

each cultural complex, embracing tlicm

entire, from archeology, philosophy, and
religion to daily life, manners, and cus-

loms. The works of art reproduced serve

to provide graphic documentary illustra-

tions for this approach. It is a remark-
able tour dc force that many readers will

doubtless relish and in which they will

find stimulus to broader interests.

How do we explain this phenomenon
of an author who can deal, singlehanded.

with more matter than a score of profes-

sional scholars? Ii is claimed that "this

superb word-and-picliire documentary is

a magnificent original history." The on-

swcr is that where it is original it is not

history, and where it is history it is not

original. The author's skill and achieve-

ment should not Ih- confused with

scholarship, least of all "first-rate schol-

arship." as advertised. Where scholarly

disciplines are concerned, journalism

can only be a bridge, however excellent,

but the best of bridges is still not the

solid land that it joins. It should be

sufficient to acknowledge a man's gift

for assimilating and processing scholar-

ship with a high degree of literary com-
petence. Unkind indeed would that schol-

ar be who venlured to examine and
analyze Lost Worlds as a scholarly work.

Or the two books it might be said that

they differ as docs an old-fashioned

dinner (from soup to fruit and cheese I

from cocktails and canapes. This is nei-

ther bad nor good unless you offer one
(or the other. For the serious non-pro-

fessiunal student or (or the small li-

brary, the Larousse Enrycloprdia will

prove useful for inlroduclory Instruction

and (or a wide range of reference in the

spheres of ancient art. For the consci-

entious dilctlante. Horizon's l^ost Worlds
will provide exceptionally good intel-

lectual snacks. The one is a working
book for the study: the other will pro-

vide a superinr rnffrc table asset.

Primitivk .\kt. 6.V Paul S. Wingerl. Ox-
lord I'nitrrsily Press, $7.50; 4'Jl pp.,
illtis. PiilMlTlvi: .Art, by Douglas Fraser.

Uoubledo) & Co., $7.S0; 320 pp., illus.

PAL'L WiNCERT considers his book an
introduction to "one of mankind's

great artistic achievements. . .
." As an

art book, it is traditional in both form
and scope. Space requirements have not

permitted a full treatment of the major
aesthetic sections of the cultures he
covers, and he has omitted music, dance,
and folklore. Of the visual arl.s. plastic

art (primarily sculpture I is described.

In his survey of llie West .African and
Congo curving areas, the author analyzes
selected masterpieces from the "style

centers." black-and-white ilhislrations

accompanying the text. Later, in dealing
with Oceania, he repeats the process with

.Melunesiun and Polynesian materials.

Lack o( space again forces him to con-

sider only part of the total area. In

this section, the sparse carving produc-
tion of Polynesia proni|>ts him to add
other types of art to even up the picture.

Olher authors have described weapons
and tapa riolh designs. Wingerl adds
architecture to the list. His last descrip-

tive unit is a brief survey of North .Amer-
icon Indian art. Here, the style-center

concept is least rewarding, since it is

dilTicult to compare grou|>s that work
in such totally different mediums: pot-

tery, basketry, masks, and paini (for

buffalo robes).

Parlly because of a lack of sparkle in

llie plioiographs. Wingerl's Primitive
.In produces an impression of studious-
ncss that dulls the excitement and im-
pact of the art.

Primiiivr Art. by Douglas Fraser. is

wrillen with a dramatically different

view and method. While limited to ihe

visual arts—sculpture primarily-tlic

author's eye Is on far horizons both In

time and space as be searches for "new
relationships." African carving is here
grouped under a single main head in-

stead o( under the tribal styles that have
become so familiar. Based on a well-

known linguistic analysis, Fraser posits

a generalized megalithic style featuring

a heart-shaped face. In the Pacific, he
refuses the traditional Micronesia-
Mclanesla-Polynesia-area framework as

"unsatisfactory." and proposes eight

layers of prehistoric culture contact that

have flooded out at various times Into the

Pacific from the Asian mainland. ,A

section treating the archeological and
ethnological material of the Americas Is

likewise rich In continued .Asiatic con-
tacts. ".Scholars who believe that pre-

Columbian advances took place in

isolation must explain why such develop,

ments occurred In precisely the Oriental
sequence. . .

." be says.

Art Is apparently always carried or

borrowed, in this view, and Is never de-

veloped or refined. Evidence Is presrni.

ed lor contact between Scandinavia and
the Solomon Islands. Thailand and New
Ireland, .N'ew Zealand and Taiwan, and
between India and Tahiti. The author
.says that this last contact arrived in

Tahiti by way of Luzon, in the Philip-

pine Islands, and uses as "proof" a
uiiodrii figure whose nailed arm can be
raised to produce a typical Indian ges-

ture of obeisance. Illustrations, many of

them in brilliant color, are used with the
text to make his visual evidence clear.

This book gives the impression of a net-

work of lines of possible eiuitact spread
over the globe, beneath which cultures

and artists arc but dimly seen.

CoiM:inKNTAI.t.Y, the books of Imth

art historians, on the same subject

and selling for Ihe same price, have ap-

peared at the same lime. Iloth men .ire

inslriictors in the same department at

Columbia University. Since both used
comparable collections of source ma-
lerial. It Is instructive to compare their

remarks and divergent points of view:

Wingerl: "Primitive art refers to the
artistic luitput of literally thousands of

often small, areal cultures, each of which
developed and nurtured Its own art tra-

dition . . . inextricably associated with

such major cultural facets as religion,

society, economy, and politics ... an
understanding of primitive cultures is

surely a prerequisite to a more complete
appreciation of their art."

"It is essential to recognize these

highly unusual shapi-s (or what they arc:

the expressions of deeply rooted art

traditions. . .
."

Fraser: "To assume that a style ha-;

no past and is entirely a local phenom-
enon . . . condemns art objects to .soli-

tary confinement in an artistic limbo. We
will try to correct this distortion."

"We must not make the mi.stake, how-
ever, o( insisting on linguistic or cultural

support (or artistic connections. Art
changes (aster and travels (urtbcr than

culture. . .
."

"The most Interesting connections of

all. of course, are those that are far

away In lime as well as in space."

It Is a truism that any ethnic factor

—such as a mask or a carved figure-

can only be appreciated in its total situ-

ation. Stripped of costume, motion, and
the reaction of an aroused audienre. a

mask can hold only a fraction of its real

meaning. Combining such partial Irutli

with Western aesthetic analysis is a weak
broth for an anthropologist or for the

art entliusiast. Wingcrt's hook treats no

single culture In depth. To search (or

artistic insights, as Fraser does, by com-
paring exotic cultural (ragmenis (or

possible resemblances is to be sall-hcd

with very little. One might as well cut

the seasoning and throw the roast away.

Philip C. Cihohd
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3ace 1racks
Bioelectronics extends its frontiers

By DwAiN W. Warner

iN
THE FEW YEARS that have passed

since the mid-Twentieth Century,

we have come to the realization that

technology has developed both the

power and the tools to enable us to

' :e more completely earth, space,

uui iiiooh, and even nearby planets.

These explorations, which at present

fall almost entirely in the realm of the

physical sciences and engineering, are

proceeding at a rate few can grasp.

Meanwhile, biologists, and especially

those concerned with the studies of the

natural environment and its faunal and

floral elements, have noted the marvel-

ous accomplishments with mixed feel-

ings. Particularly they have envied the

new tools for making numerous meas-

urements, which, in turn, have led to

the accumulation of vast amounts of

information—as, for example, during

the recent International Geophysical

Year. It has, after all, been only very

recently that instrumentation, more

sensitive and comprehensive than the

human senses, has been developed for

the acquisition of these data.

The field biologist, unfortunately,

still depends largely on sight and hear-

ing for his information and, as a re-

sult, often obtains data' too discontin-

uous and incomplete for reliable statis-

tical analyses and interpretation. Yet

the same biologist also recognizes that,

except almost peripherally, the infor-

mation and measurements that have

been collected by the physical scien-

tists, who have always been considered

to be in a discipline apart, have been

but little concerned with life of the
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earth on which we live. Interdisci-

plinary research between biologists,

physical scientists, and engineers in

studies of our natural environment has

been slow and pursued w ith relurlance.

MORE than ihirty years ago the

conflict was expressed by the

pioneer ecologist Dr. Royal Chapman
who, in 1929, wrote: "Ecology is

bound to become quantitative. Many
of us are observing this inevitable

tendency with regret. There is a feel-

ing that llie wonders of observational

natural history are to be brushed aside

by the cold, dry calculations of a

mechanistic mathematics. . .
.'' But he

added: "The urgent needs are, first,

more accurate measurements of en-

vironmental factors and the popula-

tions which make up the natural asso-

ciations, and, in the second place,

better methods of evaluating the meas-

urements of the factors."

A brief review of one aspect of

man's efforts in these directions may
help lo put into better perspective the

need for expanding interdisciplinary

research and the real potential of mod-

ern instrumentation as applied to the

biological sciences.

Watching and listening to the pas-

sage of animals in their seasonal mi-

grations has been a necessary and tra-

ditional behavior pattern of man since

he began to evolve as a flesh eater. In-

creasing curiosity about bird migra-

tions led to the first markings of in-

dividual birds several hundred years

ago. and the usefulness of this tech-

nique was well recognized by the early

1900's. As a result, several million

birds and many other animals have

been tagged with numbered metal

bands or with various color morkers.

But this method has told us only a little

of on animal's movements, for band

recoveries represent a relatively small

percentage of the marked animals.

I'sually. all we have available as an

end result are two points on a map—
the banding and recovery sites—with a

known time interval, but an unknown

distance of travel, between. This in-

formation has served many purposes.

but has contributed little or nothing

lo understanding the animal's orienta-

tion, navigation, or relationship and

responses to its envir<inment.

Now. observations of an animal's

motility arc of utmost significance.

Since the environment apparently fur-

nishes or modifies the stimuli that

trigger basic responses, the ability to

follow an animal's movements con^

linuously and lo attempt to correlate

these movements with environmcnlal

factors seems essential to advances in

cvology. Nearly all animals are at soniei

time motile, and since the causal fac-

tors of tliis motivation are not ade-

quately understood, major emphaj-is

must be given to a continuous rerord-

ing of animal movements correlaliil

with other environmental events.

For instance, various re.seariliris

have gathered data indicating a rela-

tionship between the distribution and

abundance of animal populations and

the biotic and physical forces of llirir

natural cnvironmctils. However, only

a few quantitative studies on un in-

ilividual unimal's motile responses to

environmental factors have been at-

tempted iiiidrr nnliiral coiulilinn.'i. In

addition, relatively few studies have

been concerned with accurate meas-

urements of the effi-cls animals have

on their immeiliale microclimates and

the relation of these alterations to the

animal itself and to its habitat.

In order to describe a total energy

balance of an environment, the follow-

ing physical properties mu.st be meas-

ured: absorbed and reflected solar and

infrared radiations, air and soil icm-
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jeratures, relative and absolute hu-

nidities. precipitation, and barometric

jressures. Current advances in instru-

nentation give hope for truly accurate

neasurements of these and many other

variables. Movement studies have pre-

viously been based almost entirely on

(isual obser\'ation. recapture of pre-

dously trapped and marked individ-

tals, and on the appearance in study

ireas of species intermittently cap-

ured by various sampling methods.

From these studies have come current

nterpretations of an animal's response

;o environmental change, the area of

its "home range." its migration and

lispersal. population structure, and

;ven conclusions on systematics. evo-

lution, and biogeography. Lnder con-

iitions of adversity, an animal adjusts

physiologically (for example, by
changing heart, respiratory, and met-

abolic rates 1. It may shift its position

In its normal home area; it may mi

^rate: it may die. If we use the prob

lem of animal movements and environ

mental stimuli as a basis for interdis

ciplinary research among engineers,

physical scientists, and biologists

what can we present as a feasible tech

nique to give us results of an impor
tance equal to those being obtained by

researchers in the physical sciences?

Of course, the development of radar

during World World II enabled us to

"see" movements of birds both day

and night on the radarscope and on

film, and also to see weather and the

responses of the birds to it. It now
allows us to measure, within the ra-

dar s range, the magnitude and speed

of the migration, altitudes of flight,

and direction. But we cannot very

accurately identify the birds as species

nor can we distinguish between indi-

viduals and flocks. The use of radar

by biologists evolved slowly—partly as

a result of wartime security measures

and partly because of the reluctance

of many scientists to recognize that

nearly all "angels" seen on radar were

really birds. (See NATUR.4L History,

October. 1961.)

WITHIN the last three or four years,

the availability of transistors

and other miniature and now micro-

miniature electronic components has

given us another major breakthrough

in the study of animal movements in

their natural environment. Tiny radio

transmitters, which, together with bat-

teries, weigh less than an ounce and

which can transmit a signal for weeks,

have been placed on or in animals. To
date, ruffed grouse, cottontail rabbits,

woodchucks, porcupines, skunks, and

other animals have been located inter-

mittently by portable receivers carried

in the field. Some of the results ob-

tained have been both surprising and

dramatic. The transmitted signal was

sometimes altered by the behavior of

the animal and by one or more body

functions. Changes in the signal have

distinguished between a resting and a

flying bird, and analyses of signals

recorded on paper have given accurate

measurements of rates of respiration

and wingbeats of a mallard duck.

Information on relatively sedentary

animals and their environments may
become known by telemetering data

to ground stations over short dis-

tances. But radio signals do not curve,

as does the earth's surface, so signals

traveling along the ground are largely

lost over any considerable distance.

Thus, tracking long migratory move-

ments would require either numerous

receiving antennas on ground towers

or planes equipped with receivers—

a

tremendous expenditure in equipment

and manpower.

Is there any way we could obtain

line-of-sight radio signals from nu-



merous animals that may be moving

over vast dislanct^ in all three of ihe

earth's niediunu? How can we finil out

where the penguins of Antarctica go

after muling season : the routes of the

wandering albatross or the Caribbean

turtle; the forces governing caribou

movements: the track of the Canada

goose? One tool in common current

use by physical scientists and engi-

neers could answer all these ami many
more. That is the artificial satellite.

SATELLITES carrying various instru-

ments have already reiaveil back

III earth vast amounts of ilatu in the

lields of geophysics, radiation, and
• ither aspects of space studies. Most

instruments for making these meas-

urements and the radio transmitters

for semling the data back to earth are

very small in size and light in weight.

What equipment would be needed to

locate animals on various parts of the

globe and to transmit the information

back to earth? To obtain the nivessary

calculations. I went to my oillcague,

William W. {A>chran. l)irc<-tor of the

Bioeleclronics Laboratory in the Min-

nesota Museum of Natural History. His

experience in designing and building

both satellite- and animal-borne radio

transmitters and receivers places the

following instrumentation plan be-

yond the realm of mere speculation.

.\ satellite could be instrumented

to receive anil relay to ground stations

the signals obtained from many trans-

mitter-carrying animals in various

parts of the world. Initially, we might

s<-ek onl\ the migration track of each

animal. Clouil patterns and perhaps

oilier meteorological and geophysical

data that might aHect animal move-

ments might be available from iiieas-

uremcnts made by nther projects

(such as the I'iros satellites) for areas

of the earth over which birds would

fly or swim. These data could provide

information on such phenomena as

<lisorientation of birds under condi-

tions of overcast. Success<-s in track-

ing animals on a world-wiile basis by

the usi- of a satellite would, it is hoped,

provide guides for further instrumen-

tation to telemeter one or two physio-

logical or environmental factors con-

currently with migratory movements.

Species that could be tracked by

tliis method, and for which prototype

transmitters have already been <lf

signed and tested, are larger birds siuh

as geese, swans, cranes, penguins, and

albatrosses. Among manmials the c^ii i-

bou could be tracked in its luigralions.

Species in these groups are large

enough to carry currently available

transmitters and power supply. Tlicir

modes and regions of travel and ihrir

pliNsical eiivironnienis arc su ililTi rent

that numerous tests of the insli uiiiiiila'

tion could be pro\ ided eflectivcly. lor

example, Canada, blue, and snow
gee.se. which could be tagged with

railio transmitters, pass over nunh of

continental North America, inovini

mostly in long, din-cl flights. The long

est nonstop flight is probably front

James Hav. the southern extension of

Hu.lson l!av. to the Culf Coast of

l.ouisijiiia and cast Texas.

Instrumentation to track these and

other animals on a global basis could 1

be relatively simple. Each animal :

could carry a transmitter and power

supply weighing approximati'ly 20

to 60 grams. The satellite. Iravcliti^

Ift.OOO miles an hour (approxiin;il' K

^ miles per second), at an allilmlc -(

200 mile* above the earth in u |i.il;ir

orbit, would rro.ss over both North

and South Poles once about every lO.i

minutes. In the .satellite would be a

rei-eiver and transmitter weighing a

few pounds — or possibly even Ic-ss —
and occupying perhaps half of one

cubic foot of space. Power supplv. of

course, would require additional

weight and space, but might be sup-

plied by solar cells, which would cx-

tciid the period of tracking ami would

weigh less than batteries.

IN
order to receive the signals from

the satellite at all times in its fliglil,

Iwentv-four optimum-located receiv-

ing stations would cover the earth. A
tape recorder at each of the ground

stations would record the signal that

had been receive<l in the satellite from

an animal-borne transmitter and then

rclransmillcil to earth. This tape

would then be run through an audio-

spectrometer. The spectrograph would

be displayed and used—together with

the known positions of the satellite in

its passes within the line-of-sight range

of each animal— to locale the animals

at various limes of day and night.

Tbansistoh carrying case, at rlfiht,

above, iti uround nerk of fEoo»e at left.

Size of inslrunicnt is apparent, below.



Some of the details of this tracking

method might be of interest. The tiny

radio transmitters, each with its bat-

tery pack, would be no larger than the

first joint of a thumb. It would be

attached to a simple harness ivith the

antenna forming one of the harness

loops around the body of the animal.

It has already been found that animals

adjust relatiyely easily to harnesses

that do not inconyenience their habits.

The entire unit would weigh some two

ounces or less, depending on the num-
ber of batteries. The transmitter sig-

nals would be intermittent pulses, each

at a slightly difEerent frequency and,

therefore, distinguishable from others

in the same part of the earth.

To help determine just how far a

signal from these small instru-

ments could be receiyed. we attached

half-ounce transmitters to high-alti-

tude balloons used for research by the

Uniyersity of Minnesota Department

of Physics. With radiated power of

much less than one microwatt—far less

than that anticipated for satellite track-

ing—we receiyed the signal from 270

miles away when the balloon was 25

miles aboye the earth. And this was in

a region of considerable radio inter-

ference. The test adequately demon-

strated the feasibility of long-range

line-of-sight transmission.

The proposed satellite would con-

tain a receiyer and an antenna tuned

to that band of frequencies occupied

by the transmitters. Satellite trans-

mitter power should be at .500 micro-

watts to assure a satisfactory signal

(distinguishable from all types of in-

terference I at the ground receiving

sites. A lower power could be used at

the expense of adding or utilizing more
ground receiving sites.

Signals from the satellite could be

received by a ground station at a dis-

tance of about 1,200 miles. The satel-

lite could receive signals from the ani-

mals up to about 800 miles. Thus, the

effective coverage area for one receiv-

ing station for tracking animals is

about 4.000 miles across. Therefore,

one station near the center of North

America could conceivably cover most

of the United States and Canada. A
few stations in the Pacific islands

could cover the whole Pacific area.

J

In instrument tests, a balloon with
a half-ounce transmitter sent signals

for 270 miles from a 2.5-mile altitude.

13



EACH urbil uf the satellite "scans"

a ^uath about 1.600 miles across,

.1- illuslratetl on pages 10 and 11.

I lie overlap in successive orbits de-

(HMuls upon the latitude. No overlap

would occur at the Kquator and a 100

(KT cent overlap would iKcur at the

Poles. Thus, in equatorial zones, two

liK-ations, or fixes, a da\ are possible.

Ill temperate latitudes, four fixes daily

.ire |M^ssible, and in arctic latitudes

.iliout 11 I the number of orbits |H-r

il;iv I . Of cours<-. to j;et a fix the sjitel-

lite must 1h- in range of both the re-

.eixer and the tag on the animal, so

the maximum number of fixes is ob-

liiiiie«l only if ideal rtveivcr distribu-

tion is u*e<l— that is. at least one re-

ceiver must l>e .so located as to cover

any point in the area concerned. I his

means that receivers can l>e s|iaced

somewhat less than 1.200 miles apart,

de|>ending on the area covereil. where-

as for computing coverage, a radius

• if about 2.000 miles from the ground

-tation can 1m- ust-d. For example, on

I 'ass No. 1 of the satellite both ground

-tation receiver and tag Iransmiller

,ire in range of the satellite: but on

I'ass No. 2 only the tag is in its range.

Thus, if we consider the number of

fixes as the number of limes the satel-

lite is in tag range, we must provide

receiver coverage to insure satellite

contact. This means an overlap of re-

ceiver circles, each 1.200 mili-s across.

But if we are only interested in com-

plete coverage and not in the maximum
number of fixes possible each day. we

can use overlapping 2.00fl-mile circles.

This is of importance at low latitudes,

where lagged animals could be missed.

\^'e have said thai if a satellite is

2IH1 miles high it will cross over both

the North and South Poles once every

10.3 minutes, or every one hour and

1.3 minutes. (Its orbit can be thought

• if as fixed in space, for although pre-

cession occurs, it is very gradual.! If

the satellite passes northward over

point A on the Kquator at noon, it will

pass southward over the Equator .SI ' o

minutes later, approximately on the

opposite side of the earth. About 103

minutes later it will return, but this

time it v»ill pass over the Equator about

1.600 miles east of point A. which is

the distance earth ( and point A 1 has

rotated during the salellile's orbit. The

next orbit will be about 3.200 miles

east of point A, and se\en orbits after

crossing A the first time, the satellite

will pass over the Equator about

11,.500 miles east of A. goins north.

Since 11,300 miles is about one half

the circumference of the earth, point

.\ will set? the sjitellite coming south

on its seventh orbit.

In each ground receiving system

would be one F.\! receiver and associ-

ale<l antenna tuned to the frequency of

the satellite transmitter, one two-chan-

nel tape recortler, and one highly ac-

curate clock to emit sound signals that

could be recorded as time intervals.

E(|uipnu-nt of this ty|H- is available and

relatively simple to o|H-rate.

Each lime the satellite passed within

the 1.200-mile maximum range, u re-

cording would be made of the modula-

tion of the sjitellite trunsmilter and. on

the ta|H''s other recorder channel, of

time times accurate to one second ( the

satellite travels at five miles per s<'C-

ond I . The-se recordings are prcs<Tved

for analysis. The signals from the

transmitters may or may not be heard

through the interference, depending

on the distance between the sati-llite

and the tagged animals. Much of the

time llie\ will be inaudible. The tapes

will be run through an audiospectro-

meler with a rt-solution of 10 cycles

per second, or K-ss: the narrow band

width of the .spectrometer will reduce

the interference to a point at which the

signals are discernible.

When these signals are plotted on

paper as radio frequency versus time,

they form an S-sha|H-d curve. This

curve is a result of the Doppler effect

between the satellite receiver and the

signals coming to it from the trans-

mitter on the animal. This curve, plus

accurate time, plus the satellite's path

would enable us to locate the animal

in a circle .50 miles or less across.

Paradoxically, extracting these data

from a single tape may take some 1.500

limes as long (about four continuous

days I as the four minutes or so re-

quired to reiord it initially, although

the time could be reduced by using au-

diospectrometers with higher capacity.

The complexity of analyzing the

tapes suggests the creati<in and use

of analysis centers. And here still

another field is introduced into this co-

operative scientific venture—ihe ade-

quate utilization of computers whose

programing could be jointly under-

taken by physical and biological scien-

tists. The information ihat could con-

ceivably be transmitted by. say. a

goose cquipjied with a transmitter, is

almost limitless, at least theoretically.

The speed, altitude, and direction of

flight are only a few examples. Wing-

beat and respiration rates could be

sent to the satellite, as could Icinpcia-

tures of the individual animals. TIk-sc

factors could be examined by one of

the new biological computers, wliiili

haveljeen specially designed to exiiaci

desired informalion from tain's that

might be cluttered with various kinds

of interference. Ijititudeund longitiule

calculations to liHote the animals could

also be determined to accuracies of

about 20 miles. de|)ending on the par-

ticular electronic system utilizcil.

WITH knowledge of long-dislaiice

movements of only a few kimls

id animals in various parts of (lie

world, we could begin to obtain ilala

on environmental and physiological

factors, and with these to work with,

answers could be found t<i such <picf

tions as: does the wandering albatross

really waniler. or docs il fidlow routes

prescribed by environmental farlois?

To plan wavs in which to us«- natural

resources properly and to expand basic

knowledge of Ihe earth's ecologies,

more extensive informalion on the bio-

logical and physical factors of the nat-

ural environment is obviously essen-

tial. It is also L-ssential that such infor-

mation be acquired at a rapid enough (

pace to bridge the gap that now exists i

in data ac<|uisition between the phys-

ical and the biological sciences. If

biologists arc ever to participate in the

application, to their own disciplines,

of measurement programs such as i

those demonstrated during the I.G.Y.,

thev must be ready to understand and

to use a<lvance<l instrumenlation when-

ever it is expedient.

On Ihe last day of October. 1962,

seven Canada geese, each wearing one

of our transmitters, were monitored

at iheir mid-continent stopover before

the last leg of their fall migration (light

from the Arctic to Texas. For twelve

days previously they had done little

living—they ale. preened, walked, or

swam. At thai time we could determine

the location of each goose and what

each was doing by the signals from

ihi-ir Iransmilters. During those twelve

days we learned much about goose be-

havior at a stopover area. When they

left on that last long flight, and dis-

appeared over the horizrin, their sig-

nals were lost to us on the ground. Hut

those signals were still being sent out

into space where, if a satellite had been

"listening." il might have been able to

tell us infinitely more than we know

now about the mysteries of migration.
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INFORMATION CHAIN

High environmental conditions

could bi sent to a ground

station by weather
These could includ-

cloud patterns, cyclonic
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Lo.ow environmental conditions
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rom ground weather
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Success Story

of the Opossum
High reproductive rate and low predation favor this marsupial

ro
THOSE OF US LIVING in the north-

ern states, the opossum was a

iritv until the past few decades. Since

le early 1920's, this unusual beast has

Ktended its range rapidly, emigrat-

ig into areas where it was unknown

1 the past. Now it is firmly established

om southern New England to south-

rn Minnesota. More at home in milder

limates, the creature occupies a vari-

ty of habitats, but seems to prefer

parsely wooded areas associated with

reeks and swamps. It is an adept

limber and frequently takes to a tree

or fruits or to escape an enemy- but

ts usual haunts are on the ground.

The ancestral history of the opos-

um is long. A fragmentary skull and

3wer jaw have been recovered from

he Upper Cretaceous of Montana, in

ssociation with dinosaur remains,

^hese 'possum traces match rather

losely the corresponding parts of our

iresent-day beast, thus placing the

possum among the most primitive of

:nown mammals. Not only is it primi-

ive in structure and mode of repro-

luction. but it also presumably lacks

he intelligence of the placental mam-

nals that now occupy the world. There

s a great disparity, for instance.

)etween the brain volumes of a cat and

in opossum, although the animals are

)f comparable size. This can be readily

lemonstrated by filling the brain cavi-

ies of the two with corn meal and then

;omparing the resulting piles; the

jpossum has a brain volume scarcely

jne-fifth that of the cat. If we examine

;he two brains, we see that the frontal

obes, usually associated with intelli-

gence, are small and undeveloped in

Opossum youngster, eighty days old,

peers from mother's pouch. Young may
remain in pouch until fourteenth week.

By William J. Hamilton, Jr.

the opossum, whereas they are large

and much convoluted in the cat. The

term intelligence, as applied to most

wild animals, merely connotes their

ability to solve the pressing problems

of Kving. The marsupial brain, despite

its small size, seems to be sufficient

for these purposes. In fact, the opos-

sum is an animal, little changed in

millions of years, that has maintained

itself and has been remarkably suc-

cessful where more advanced mam-

mals, presumably better endowed,

have failed to meet changing environ-

ments and have become extinct.

For the opossum is, indeed, success-

ful. Beset by few predators and having

a high reproductive potential uncom-

mon in an animal of its size, it has a

tenacity of life unmatched by other

mammals. Injuries that would spell

death to most mammals are of no

great concern to the opossum, and an

examination of a series of opossum

skeletons will very often bring to light

the evidence of countless fractures in

which the bones have knitted.

KNOWN to the explorers of the New
World in 1.500. and later to the

. colonists of North America, the opos-

sum continued to be the subject of

fanciful legends for more than four

centuries. This folklore is considered

by many to be fact, and perhaps no

other American mammal has been the

subject of so much misinformation

regarding the manner of birth. Yet its

mode of reproduction, elucidated by

careful, direct observation, has been

faithfully recorded in scientific jour-

nals. The legends of the 'possum's mat-

Prehensile tail supports female and

young on back. Opossums rarely dangle

by tails, and can do so only briefly.

ing and birth are presumably based on

anatomical features of both sexes. One

widespread myth is that opossums

copulate through the nose, and after

a lapse of time, the minute fetuses are

blown into the pouch. This story prob-

ably stems from the fact that the 'pos-

sum's penis is bifurcated. The forked

ends enter paired vaginal canals,

which join the female's two uteri. Thus
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le reproductive organs are different

om those of other mammals, which

unknown to most observers. The

aly double openings in the female s

adv that are easily seen are the nos-

ils. Moreover, just prior to parturi-

on. the expectant mother will spend

)me time licking out the pouch to

repare it to receive the young. Thus

e have an apparently logical basis

jr a totally erroneous belief.

rHE naked, scaly tail also played

a part in the fanciful drawings and

yths of early naturalists. To be sure,

us prehensile appendage acts as a

ifetv device when the animal is pass-

ig through branches of a tree and

le tip is momentarily curled about a

mb. Dr. Richard Harlan, an early

merican naturalist, gave a good ac-

)unt of the opossum, but originated

)me beliefs now known to be falla-

ous. Harlan stated that the prehen-

le tail of the possum enabled the

eature to suspend itself from a limb

cid thus fall upon and seize its prey,

ieutenant DuMont de Montigny, of

16 Compagnie des Indes, ascribed a

ifierent use to the tail. Writing more

lan two centuries ago. the officer re-

tes that the Louisiana opossum, after

apturing and killing a small bird,

laces it in a clearing beneath a tree.

; then climbs the tree and, hanging

y its tail above the lure, waits for a

redaceous bird to seize the morsel,

hen the opossum releases its grip,

rops on the predatory bird, and

ikes it and its intended victim.

At an even earlier date, the painter

Maria Sybilla Merian (Natural His-

tory, December, 1962) drew a brood

of young opossums riding on the

mother's back, their tails twisted about

her own. This picture, with some em-

bellishments, was copied by later

illustrators, even as recently as 1913.

The photographs that accompany

this article illustrate beautifully cer-

tain phases of the early life of the

'possum. Most of our information on

the embryonic period, manner of

birth, and pouch life has been docu-

mented only in the past forty years.

Today the life cycle of the common
opossum, Didelphis m-arsupialis, is

better known than that of any other

marsupial, notwithstanding the exist-

ence in Australia alone of more than

150 species of pouched mammals.

The gestation periods of most mam-
mals are related, generally, to adult

size and to the degree of development

at birth. Thus many species of mice

and rats have a period of three weeks;

rabbits and hares, thirty to thirty-

eight days: cats and dogs, sixty-one to

sixty-three days; sheep and goats,

twenty-one weeks: and the cow, nine

months. Guinea pigs, which are born

in an advanced state, well furred and

with open eyes, have a gestation simi-

lar to the dogs. These are placental

mammals, with fetuses that receive

nourishment and eliminate wastes

through a vascular placenta attached

to the uterine wall.

Quite a different situation obtains

with the pouched mammals, or mar-

supials. Lacking placentae, their de-

veloping young are nourished during

fetal life by intimate contact with the

folds of the uterus. We may liken the

wall of the uterus to a tennis ball cut

in two and filled loosely with soft

tissue. The fetus is embedded in the

folds formed by the tissue. It cannot

tarry long in this haven. Indeed, only

thirteen days elapse from conception

to a 'possum's birth. This is the short-

est gestation known among mammals,

although it is possible that the mouse-

sized pigmy 'possums of Australia may
have an even shorter uterine life.

AT birth the diminutive opossum,

having all the appearance of an

embryo, weighs only 0.16 gram. Ap-

proximately 170 such tiny 'possums

weigh one ounce. Thus the weight ratio

of a newborn young to a four-pound

mother is roughly 1 : 107.50. The young

are so small that two dozen can be

accommodated in a teaspoon. The ap-

pearance of a newborn opossum is

indeed striking. The hind limbs are

veritable embryonic buds. A circular

mouth opening (the lips do not fully

form until the young are seven to nine

weeks old I serves only to grasp the

teat. Yet one structure is well de-

veloped in these mites. The forelimbs

are muscular, and the hands have well-

developed claws. These appendages en-

able the young to make their perilous

and unaided journey to the pouch. As

the young opossum emerges into the

world, it is swathed in embryonic en-

velopes. Clothed in the fetal mem-

Jacks of young, above, at seven weeks, are darkened by

1 bluish cast, signifying that the pigmented hairs that are

still beneath the skin will soon erupt. As the young grow

larger, female's marsupium stretches to accommodate them.
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branes, the amnion and rhurion, it is

thus hHd in a sac of fluid. It larks

^ufl'Hie•nl strength to fr«r itself from

ihrsr embracing sal's ami will quickly

(Iroun if hrl|i is nut provided. Help

comes friini the mother, who licks the

membranes free and laps up the am-
niotic lluid. Now the new burn is ready

to undertake its first journey.

M\NY conjectural theories about

this pro};ress were advanced by

early naturalists. Some believed that

the mother transported the young

directly into the pouch with her lips,

others that the birth cunul was brought

in contact with the pouch o|R-ning so

that the young 'po^^*"" need only

grasp a nipple to secure it.self. These

fallacies were ini<l to ri'st on February

(>. l"»2(i. when Dr. Carl C. Hartman,

then al the L nivcrsily of Texas, ob-

served the journey to the pouch for

the first time. He wrote: "Then sud-

denly a tiny bit of (lesh appeared at

the vulva and .tampered on over the

entanglement of hair into the pouch

to join the other fetuses which now
could be seen to have made the trip

without one having been able to ob-

serve them. I nerringly the embryo
traveled bv its own efforts. Without

any effort on the mother's part, other

than to free it of liquid on its first

emergence into the world, this twelve

and three-quarler-da\ -old embryo, in

p|K-arance more like a worm than a

mammal, is able, immediatelv upon

its release from its liquid medium, to

crawl a full three inches over iliHicult

terrain. Inileed, it can do more; after

it has arrived ut the pouch, it is able

to find a nipple amid a fnrest of hair.

This it must find or [wrish."

Rirth is rapid. Harold C. Reynolds

saw one opossum deliver fuur young

in eight minutes, anuther bear fifteen

\oung in two ami a half minutes, and

a thirtl produce twenty-five in le-ss

than five minutes. The spi-ed with

which these young move is remark-

able. One is on reiord as having trav-

eled from the vaginal orifice to the

pouch in sixteen and one-half seconds.

Rtrause of the female's position at the

time of parturition, the distance each

young must travel is equal to three or

four times its own length.

I'nlc.ss the young start in the right

dirixlion. they are often doomed. Fre-

quently several emerge together, grab

one another, oml fall to the ground.

Of fifty-seven young born to four

females. HevnnMs niilcd that only 60

per cent manage<l to reach the pouch.

The mother has prepared the pouch
VNcll fur the riveptiun of ihe youi

A thorough cleaning of the marsupiuni

enables them to grasp the liny nipples

easily. The nip|iles lengthen and v\\-

large in the circular mouth openings,

A firm allacbnicnl results, insuring

the growing vuungslers of both susle^

nance and anchors that resist strong

efforts to remove them from thi'ir

haven. To detach a young op<issuni

from the pouch, without damage to

itself or the teat, requires slow and
careful twisting. It seems unlikely,

therefore, that a young animal can

be lost li\ other than unnatural means
during its early pouch life.

During this early postnatal life, the

youngster uses its strong cheek mus-

cles to draw in milk, which. lontrary

to popular belief, is not forced into

the youngster. Nor do the tongue and

cheeks grow fast to the nipple. The
opossum nurses In the same fashion

as do other mannnals.

The pouch undergoes marked chang-

es during its occupation. In a virgin
i

At tvvki.vk vvkkks. these oposRunit. arc

totally incli'iieniliMil of ninllier'it pouch
and wuil in lair while hlic >..-<'ks Unul.
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female, the chamber is lined with soft,

cottonv. white fur and tiny white

teats. The pouch of a female that has

produced young has scant, rusty-col-

ored fur and enlarged teats. There are

usually thirteen teats, occasionally

more, sometimes less. I have examined

individuals with fourteen teats, each

of which was occupied by a baby. The

nipples are arranged in a horseshoe

pattern, the odd teat occurring in the

center of the pouch. It is evident that

when the litter outnumbers the teats,

which is usual, all but thirteen young

die. Often, not all teats are occupied.

GROWTH progresses slowly. Two
months will pass before the

mouse-sized babies can open wide

their mouths and eyes. Even before

this, the young may have left the

pouch, but they are still anchored to

it by greatly elongated nipples. Con-

siderable variation in development

occurs among litter mates, thus no

hard and fast rule can be laid down as

to the growth sequence. As the young

increase in size, the pouch stretches to

Ghaebing loose fur, young ride on

mother's back when she forages. Large

litter may make walking hard for her.

An adept climber, opossum mounts a

tree while bearing young on back. The
animal it, usually eartlibouiid, however,

climbing solely for food or sanctuary.



.iioimiHiiilale llic greater burilen. Pro-

videil with a pruiniiirnt sphiiiclrr mus-

cle, the iiiuulh of the puuch can be

cIuscmI or opened at the will of the

inulher. When the mouth of the pouch

is close<l, one may woniler how the

younf!Sler* can sur\ive in the foul

chamber. But they do thrive, although

the carbon dioxide concentration may
reach 6 (irr cent.

When the) are ten weeks old, the

Noungsters, now the size of small rats,

are able to run and climb with agility.

They leave the pouch while the mother

sleeps in the den, to huddle against one

another or drows«- ali>ne. During the

mother's n<K-turnal journe>s. the

young may clamber on her back. se<ur-

ing a purchase in the loose fur, or they

may repair to the pouch until they are

twelve weeks old. If the mother is

burdened with a large litter at this

|H'riod. she is rendered almost incapa-

ble of walking. Wcaniii'j i« aic-om-

plishetl between the thirteenth and the

fourteenth weeks. The young opossum,
now the size of a Norway rat, is ready

for an independent life.

MOST females produce two litters

in a season: indeed, a brood

may occupy the pouch within two

weeks after it has been freed of on

earlier litter. One wonders how the

enormously enlarged teats, still dis-

tended and drawn out from a previous

nursing, can serve the tiny mouths of

a fresh brood. But regre.ssii>n has taken

place in the size of the nipple tip. and
it fits well into the newborn's maw.

In their new world of forest, swale,

and brushland, the youngsters lead a

solitary existence, sleeping in a de-

.serled burrow, drain tile, or stump

during the da\ and venturing forth as

the evening shadows lengthen. In these

retreats, a bulky nest of dried leaves

is prepared. Tliis bedding is collected

in singular fashion. Cliillicring up a

mouthful of leaves, the opossum passes

it back under the arched body with its

forefeet. The tail is curved beneath

the body and the nuiteriul pushed into

the resultant crook, where it is (irmly

packed by alternate thrusts of the hind

feet. About six or eight mouthfuls arc

hanilleil in this way, and the action is

Ml rapid that the leaves are in iilinost

constant motion from the time they

are picked up from the grcnuid until

they are secured in the coiled tail. 'I'lic

opossum then carries them off to use

as lining for its lair.

The tail nuiy also act as a nftli hand
while the animal crawls among vines

anil tree limbs. The tail tip curls

looselv about ihcm. then releases llicni

as the animal mi>\i-s along. Il lliu^ aiis

as a safeguard should tin- opossum Iom-

its fooling, momentarily checking; ,i

possible fall until a secure hold is i.

gaincil. Ilo\M-vcr. it is most umiMi.il

YOUNC STAY KF
on their own. O



Naked tail and ears of opossum are quite susceptible to

frostbite. Strangely, these frozen regions do not develop

infections, and losing the tips of the ears and a portion

of tail does not appear to affect the animal functionally.

to see an opossum hang by its tail ; this

position can be maintained for only a

very limited time.

OPOSSUMS do not wander far from

their nests. The home range of

an individual may encompass an area

not exceeding ten or fifteen acres. By

following the distinctive tracks in the

snow, we know that some individuals

are content with a home range of six

or seven acres, while others may wan-

der far more widely. Males occupy a

larger territory than do the females.

In the northern part of their range,

opossums may sleep away the severest

winter spells of sub-zero weather. The

opossum is not a hibernator like the

woodchuck and does not have the abil-

ity to fast for prolonged spells, as do

the skunk and raccoon, when severe

weather approaches. It is thus abroad

in frigid spells, and this exposure can

mean frostbite to the naked ears and

tail. As a result, many animals lose

their ear tips and the distal portion of

the tail. The partial loss of these struc-

tures does not appear to harm the

animal and presumably has no basic-

ally damaging effect.

The opossum has often been labeled

a scavenger, an opprobrious creature

that subsists largely on garbage. This

notion has been fostered by the fre-

quency of the opossum's appearance

near human habitations. But stomach

analysis of many hundreds of these

animals discloses that the opossum's

feeding habits are not unlike those of

other predatory animals of compara-

ble size. Securing natural foods, par-

ticularly during cold months, is dif-
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ficult, but with the approach of warm
weather a varied menu becomes avail-

able. Late summer and fall are the

perio<ls uf glultuny, for there is an

abundance of j;rasshop|>ers, rriikels,

ripened fruits, and a suarmin,:: horde

"f small vertebrate*. Like many other

.inimal:), the 'possum takes the food

ihni is most available, showing little

predileclion for specific items.

E.WMlNATlo.N of 461 stomachs of

New York opossums indicated

llicir diet throughout the year. Insi-cls

and small niummids. principally field

mice and shrews, each oc<urrcd in

more than two-fifths of the slomaclis.

while green vegetation and fruits both

had been taken by more than a third

of (he animals. Karlhworms and am-

phibians were calcn by one-fourlli of

the opossums thol were examined. Sur-

prisingly, 10 per cent of the stomaclis

contained toad remains. This am-
phibian possesses large toxic parotid

glands, distasteful to some animals,

but not a deterrent to the opossum.

Birds, snails, reptiles, grains, and
small arthropods other than insects

are also ealen.

As their first winter approaches, the

young opossums develop a substantial

layer of fat. To be sure, they vary in

size, for some were weaned in May,
while those of a second litter did not

start an independent life until late

September. None will breed during

the natal year, since sexual maturity

is not attained until a year after birth.

Opossums are short-lived creatures,

few surviving beyond two years (the

life span of most mammals is generally

in propurtion to their size I. There-

fore, a high reproductive potential is

essential to maintain the 'possum pop-

ulation. Tbis is refleiled in the large

number born in a single season. The
winter population consists of six or

seven young opossums to one adult.

The well-known habit of "playing

'possum" is by no means restricted to

tbe opossum. Foxes, wild dogs, and

oilier mammals share this trail, as do

insecls. loads, lizards, and many other

creatures. .'\ classic example is the

harmless spreading adder, or hog-

nosed snake. We have often set-n this

reptile, come upon suddenly and

touched with a slick, dip over on its

back, open its jaws, an<l lie immobile

for several minutes until the threat

has pas.sed. The opossum exhibits this

trait to a high degree, although not all

the individuals assume the deathlike

trance. The animal lies on its side, the

eyes closed and the lolling tongue ex-

truded between half-open jaws. It will

maintain this attitude for several min-

utes. While some believe this cata-

leptic slate can be attributed to fear,

the reactions to a sudden stimulus are

so rapid that it seems unlikely ihcy

are controlled by conscious emotions.

Dr. Harlman. our greatest authority

on the opossum, believes the condition

is mediated l)v the nervous svstem and

OrossiM BKACTs lo ihrcal by LillinK

into a Icniporary ralalcptir jilale that

la>t* for i-eVL-ral niiiiuli^. Many olhc

living creatures aUo "play 'possum.

is a result of changes in the luaiii ^ind

ventral ganglia. He proposes lliiil in

the nerve centers iheie are cerl;iin

labile substances thai are harndess in

themselves but thai serve as pn-cuisois

lo substances lliat paralyze. Harlman
believes that the stimulus of a touch

causes nerve impulses to act like per-

cussion caps selling off a charge. The
resullaiil new substances so slinuil ilc

the inoli.r nerve fibers that all .if lli.-

muscles on both sides of the juiiiS

contract, causing a stiffening of llie

limbs. As the paralyzing subslami's

are diffusetl from ihe nerve cells, llic

paraly/.e<l animal recovers. ('erIaiiiK

dealh-feigning has survival value, arul

it is surprising Ihal this trail di>cs not

occur more frcipicnlly in wild anini:ils

IN
a.sse.ssing the e<-onomic vmijiIi u

a wild animal, one must c\plni(

many facets of its life. The relation of

the animal lo man and lo other ani-

mals, ils value as a fur bearer, its rule

in the transmission of disease, and a

number of other factors determine iIh-

economic role il plays. Some prcdal'i-

are of considerable value when llir\

occur on wild lands, for there they pro-

vide fur and flesh for man, act in a

measure as a cmilrol over species in-

jurious to agriculture, and have cer-

tain intangible values, not the least of

which is an aeslhelic one. On the other

hand, eflorls must be made lo cnnlrol

a species that preys on live.stock an<l

transmits disease to man and beasl.

The economic value of the opo.ssum

til man is not easily measured. It has

relatively few valuable (|ualilii's. yet

il is certainly mil ihe major pesi ihal

>porl.smen and some agriculturists ccm-

-ider it lo be. Il seldom takes poultry,

iHir arc game species an impurlant

item in ils menu. The prime pell is

used lo trim clulh <'oals. and thousands

of skins are exported lo ihe European

market, where ihey are maile into

whole coals. As f<ir the famed " 'p'"^

-iim and sweel 'lalers." my ad\ i

ifler eating several of these beasls. i-

I'l thriiw away the 'possum and cat

I lie 'lalers. In any case, the opossum,

.1 biological curiosity, provides an in-

liTcsting subject for anatomical, physi-

cilogical. and behavioral research for

the naturalist. We are indeed fortu-

nate lo have il in our native fauna.

WiiF.N roRNERF.n, opoBBum barcH teeth,

bhowing ilH large ranineft. Relatively

few predators thrcalen this animal.
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3y Dunvmg
and Bouj

ater movements, stick charts, and

agic help natives stay on course 'J^
By John H. Brandt

Ihe young boy lying in the bottom

of the outrigger canoe seemed

p in thought. His eyes were closed

it. An old man with wrinkled brown

I and a flower over one ear squatted

he bow and watched him intently,

ther said a word. Suddenly the boy

the canoe rock in a slightly dif-

;nt fashion and whispered to the

man that the course bearing should

more to starboard. Several adjust-

its in direction followed during the

t few hours. Always the course was

ed on the feel of the wave pattern,

in the ocean lapped against the bow

ti a new sound. The boy^ still lying

his back and staring up at the clear

Dical sky, smiled and triumphantly

i, "We've made it." They both

Dd up and soon the first coconut

m fronds appeared on the horizon,

other ten miles and they stepped

ore on the white sand of an isolated

rshall Island atoll,

rhey were not castaways, since the

man. a Marshallese navigation in-

jctor, had knbwn all along where

d was to be found. For the boy it

3 the first field trial to determine

,v well he had learned his navigation

5ons. This test of skill, many miles

m sight of land, would be repeated

eral times. Variations would be de-

ed, and some tests would be on

rk, starless nights. The training

uld be thorough, since the lives of

rxRiccER CANOE nins with wind near

monuito Atoll, in Caroline Islands.

the navigator and his shipmates would

depend on it. These lessons are still

taught, in this day of the compass and

navigation chart, to many Marshallese

boys on lonely South Pacific atolls.

Many forms of navigation are

known to the Marshallese, and al-

though some are insufficiently based

in fact and are often fallible, it sur-

prises researchers how often the small

island canoes reach their destinations.

Navigation was a well-developed art

in the Micronesia of old and still is

today. The small boy, who may never

sail to a place of any consequence,

knows the names of the stars, can tell

weather signs, and reads the many

illusive messages of the sea.

The Marshallese have devised a sys-

tem of instruction based on a chart

made of sticks bound with cord in an

apparently abstract crisscross fashion

and dotted with cowrie shells at stra-

tegic locations. The sticks are cut from

roots of the pandanus tree and are

known as okar or kenaj. They are

tied with string of hibiscus bark,

aramai, and may be straight or curved.

The finished chart is called a metlo

if it covers a group of islands, and

rebelib if it comprises the whole arch-

ipelago. Such charts have been made

of the entire Ratak and Ralik chains

in the Marshall Island Archipelago.

Basic instruction is given on a sim-

plified, geometrically balanced chart

called a mettang. On it the student

learns the names of all the major

waves, currents, and ocean swells. In

early times the atolls of Namorik and

Navigational chart of sticks, called

rebelib, uses cowries to mark islands.

Ebon were noted for their navigators,

and the Leadakdak clan became known

for its talents in this field.

In the Marshall Islands, the strong-

est ocean swell, or dunung, is called

no-en-rear. It comes from the east-

northeast. Opposing swells are identi-

fied by other points of the compass.

The weakest is the western dunung,

also called the kaelib, or kaletakrilik,

which can be felt and identified by

only the most skilled navigators. In

the southern Marshalls a powerful

south or southeast swell, the bundock-

erik, is recognized. The northern dun-

ung, or bundockeing, is evident only

in the northernmost islands.

AS these waves approach an island,

^ they bend or fold around the

land mass. Since the opposing wave

will do the same thing, a wave ridge

is built up at the point where the two

meet. This is known as bouj and is the

nodal point upon which the atoll

dwellers depend to lead them to land.

By being constantly alert and watch-

ing the pattern of the clashing dunung

the navigator can proceed toward the

point that has caused this phenomenon.

The small cowries tied to the melto

usually indicate these places. Such

curving of waves may be caused by

shallow or submerged reefs. Conse-

quently, in strange waters, a navigator

can be misled. The Marshallese say

that when the first wave ridge is found,

one need only follow it as one follows

the roots of a pandanus tree, until it

leads to the main trunk. This system
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*p in..<pcrli^ bow of ranoc

f on sailing Irip. Only in

he cenlrai Caroline Islands are sailing

canoes still used for lengthy voyages.

is iiuleril known ns okar, tile 1..11

wliii-h will Irail toward the islnncl.

Waves also bounce back from ii

islanil, anil nt various poiiils tlicv li,i\

names. I'lies.- pr.i.lucr smaller /...»,

which a lcsslhaii-c\prrl na\ij.!alor iiki-

misinlcrprcl and follow. In less -..u,

fortune brings the canoe within sij;li

"f the palms, the islan<l may be mi».-i

<-nlirel\. Kully cognizant of tlie sh.nl

lomin^s of these systems, the Mar>lijl

lese rely much on ma^ic.

In the central Caroline Islamls

navigators carry special arm \ui\i!

woven of sennit cord, with a snial

charm of seeds and leaves allarli.ii ii

enable the men to retain ihe inliiiii'

lies of marine navi^alion. When llii

ba^ is left al home, the charm ir- .il-

lached to the navigator's wrist as in-

surance that studies of past years will

not be forgotten in lime of need.

The Micronesians of the W..l.;ii

area in the central Carolines and llie

adjacent islands wood-earve an iilol

with two heails and legs made of sling

ray tails. Alwavs faced with the pos-

sibility of encountering savage lropi( al

storms while al sea in frail canm-s.

the navigators have created the charm
as a form of storm insurance. Thry
also sing chants to appease the sloini

gods and to request that in case of luul

weather the canoe he spared. It srcnis

that a navigator's prayer invari.iMv

begins and ends with the words. '"iCu

are so great and I am so small." and

so must the crew of a small sailing

canoe often feel when far from land.

Ti>fi\Y Microncsian marine naviga-

lion in canoes is practiced on a

siMMifnanl srale only in the islands

liilwcrn Truk and ^'ap. Elsewhere the

iiali\cs rely on larger boats and copra

ships for transportation. Although llie

Marshallese are still expert in wave
interpretation and the meltanp is vital

lo their inslruclion. they thcmselv

MOW sail in ketihes and the day of the

ocean-going canoe is a memory.
Central Caroline Islanders, in the

liuge red and black outriggers, how-

i-vcr, will sail hundreds of miles to gel

ligarelles. to attend a ceremony,

just to visit friends. One concession

ihey make to modern science is their

.iireptance of the compass, often oh-

I.lined from Japanese or American
lircraft downed in World War II.

Navigation lore has always been a

losely guarded secret. The full story

of Marshallese stick charts will |m"--

sibly never be known, since the M.u
shallese navigators— in rare cases \>



'—will not divulge all of their

?ts. Stick charts ^\"ere often devised

y to refresh a person's memory.

lev were not maps in the truest

3. Great variations occur, since

navisators of the same school

it devise two dissimilar stick charts

he same route, because each would

to remind himself of different

cts of the course.

IIDE is another important factor

n withholding navigation secrets

1 outsiders. The person who can

r vast distances on the open sea

small canoe and deliver his crew

y is granted considerable prestige

in his community. At times, while

traveling in the Marshall Islands, one

sees canoes that are obviously lost at

sea. Any suggestion that the craft be

"rescued" or taken in tow is construed

as an insuh to the navigator, who seems

to work on the assumption that his

island destination may be lost, but he

certainly is not.

Canoes usually travel in pairs in

case accident befalls one or the other.

It is often said that as long as the canoe

holds together and the outrigger is not

damaged, any storm can be survived.

When waves are sufficiently powerful

to cause concern for the outrigger, the

canoe is allowed to fill with water.

Then, floating awash, it can ride out

the worst storms, with the six- to ten-

man crew tied to the craft or clinging

to it until the storm subsides.

WHEN the danger is past, the sail

is hoisted and wind pressure

forces the canoe to plane to the surface.

Everyone bails frantically until the

canoe is dry, or at least as dry as a

seagoing canoe can be. Then, confi-

dently following the age-old teachings

of the navigator, the crew sets sail,

following the waves, the stars, and the

sea birds. Chants are sung and magic

is made. Surely the island they seek is

just over the horizon, and usually it is.

r|irisingly heavy but eleven persons are visible aboard the outrigger canoe

I >ix 10 ten men. shown here. For safety, canoes make long voyages in pairs.
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it Stone -fortress-hill
3n may help to explain obscurities in Far Eastern history

By John F. Haskins Illustrations by Hans Guggenheim

JROPEAN GEOGRAPHERS of the Second century A.D.

showed two major realms on their maps of the extreme

. One was the silk-producing land of the Seres, which

'd be reached only after a long and arduous journey

ss the Eurasian steppe and through Central Asia. The

r was Sinum (or Thinum I , inhabited by the Sines.

:h was reached by sea through the Indian Ocean, the

of Bengal, and the Gulf of Tonkin. Nearly a millen-

n and a half were to pass before Europeans realized

the two regions were actually the northern and south-

parts of the same country—China,

his concept of two Chinas was not. however, exclusively

Hern in origin; Chinese themselves made the distinc-

. For centuries northern Chinese regarded that part

he empire south of the Yangtze River as "foreign."

'his feeling persisted even after the country's unifica-

under its first emperor, Ch'in Shih Huang-ti. in the

d century B.C., and its later expansion under the early

1, in the third and second centuries B.C. Among the

fs and peoples acquired through expansion in the latter

iod was the kingdom of Tien, whose chieftain was

jng the most powerful in the southwest, and whose
ital was K'un-ming. still the capital of Yunnan Province.

Western literature abounds with stories of the travels

idventurers who set out for the Far East and returned

Europe with tales of the wonderful and the strange.

nese, whose adventures are no less remarkable, and

who traveled from China to the West, are not so well

known in the Occident. One of them, however, is still very

famous in China. His name was Chang Ch'ien, and he was

said to have "pierced the void." for he traveled from what

is today Sian in Shensi Province, to the kingdom of Bactria

(modern Afghanistan), an air distance of about 2,700

miles. Chang Ch'ien was a nobleman who, about 137 B.C.,

left the court of the Han emperor "Wu-Ti (140—87 B.C.)

and traveled westward to find allies to aid in a war against

a Hunnish tribe that was ravaging the frontiers of north-

ern China. He failed in this, but instead carried to his

emperor news of a possible southern trade route through

India to the Western world. Emperor Wu-Ti agreed to

Chang Ch'ien's proposal that an attempt be made to find

this route, and, according to Ssu-ma Ch'ien. father of

Chinese history, "ordered ambassadors to go forth to the

barbarians in the west and in the southwest to find the

way to the kingdom of India." As the traveling party

entered the province of Yunnan, they were met by Ch'ang

Ch'iang, king of Tien, who invited them to remain in his

capital while he himself sent out a mission to continue the

search. The route to India was not found, but after spend-

ing more than a year in Tien, the party returned to Wu-Ti

with high praise for the country's greatness, and advised

"friendship and annexation." The Emperor listened, and

eventually bent his efforts toward expanding his empire.

The period of annexation by the Han was one of war and
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ri-lx-llitiii, anil by UW B.C. ihe il>nasly had conqueretl must

• •f si.ulhern China. Many of the suulhern leaders were mas-

-.iirtrti and ihr rt^t ll<K-ki>d to ihr Han hannrr. Only Ch'an"

t'h'iang withheld his surrender. The Emperor mastsed his

.irniii-s against the Tien and c\idenlly forced (Ti'an^ to

make i)eaie. The outcome was recorded about 99 B.C. by

Ssuina Ch'ien in the Shih Chi (The Hook oj History >.

". . . The Kin,L' of the Tien fCh'an;: Ch'ianj;] mende<l his

wavs and was nut |)uiiishi-<l. Ho was separateil from his

allii-s and his realm brought to submission. The Kin;; was

^i\en a golilen seal and allowed to govern his people as

in-fore. . . . Thus, the villa;:os of Tien continue to enjoy the

highest favor from the Son of Heaven. . .
."

OM.V re«-ently has evidence of that once-powerful kin;;-

dom of Tien l>een brought to light. .\ scries of excava-

tions, begun in 1952. wascarrie<l out by the Yunnan branch

of the Chinese Academy of Science, through its Institute

of .Vrcheologicnl Research. Hemains of Tien were found

bv excavating a cemetery at Shih-chai-shan ("stune-fort-

ress-hiir'l, thirty miles south-southwest of K'un-ming. The

site is on a fortress-like bluff on the shore of Lake Tien-

ch"ih. the largest bixly of water in southwest China.

This (lis<-over\ may be one of the most important in

China since the excavation at An-yang in 192it. which

supplied evidence of the Shang dynasty ica. 1766 to 1122

B.C. I . Cerlninlv it is one of the most spectacular. Materials

from tombs at Shih-chai-shan are unlike anything else

ever found in C^hina. anil they may eventually do much to

explain both the art of the early Han dynasty ica. 206 n.c.

— A.D. 9 1 and the Dong-so'n culture of Vietnam.

Modern studies and archeological investigations postu-

late six basic backgrounds or cultural groups that were

very strong factors in the development of Chinese culture:

the northern, or "proto-Tungusic": the northwestern, or

"proto-Turkic"; the western, or "proto-Tibelan''; and

three more cultures in the south, grouped together as

"proto-Thai." Evidences of many of these influences were

found at Shih-chai-shan. The proto-Thai cultures were

also called the Yiieh. and included a people that occupied

southeast China during the late Chuu period ica. 480—

China, tltsr Its eipanslon undtr the Han dynasty.

Is shown in shades ol gray. The Great Wall made up
part ol the northern boundary of North China (Seres),

which contained the Han capital of Sian. Yangtze

River formed the Iwundary with South China (SInum).

221 B.C.I. The Yiieh were maritime and (lu\ial. willi In

donesian and oceanic aflinities. They held boat rare;

I which survive in the later Chinese "Dragon-boat l'i>li

vals"i, had dragon-myths, worshiped serpents (pos^illl)

derived from the s<'rpcnt water spirits of pre-Vedic India I

and venerated sacred mountains (another important char-

acteristic of later China!. The southern or Yiieh inllui-iict

was characterized by wcl rice agriculture (the "rice cali-rs'

of the south are always dislinguislicd (rum ihc "wheal

eaters" of the north I , irrigation and slope terracing, an

cestor worship, pig sacrifices, and the domestication ol

the water buffalo. In fact, a great deal that today sccmt

t\pically Chinese may be traced to the peoples of ihc

southeast, who were not actually part of the culture

today associated with China |)er se. The impurtaiuc oil



of these atypical characteristics may be seen in the

ze art from the tomhs excavated at Shih-chai-shan.

)rth of the Yiieh people, along the Yangtze Valley and

lying most of what is today Anhui. Hunan, and Hupei

inces, was the powerful state of Ch'u. Its brilliant

. art, which included lacquer ware, metal work in

le, gold and silver, excellent ceramics, and the oldest

tainting in China, is well known from many excava-

, some of which are recent. Traces of the Ch'u were

found at Shih-chai-shan, especially in some types of

ons. This is not surprising, for a Ch'u general, Chuang
10—himself a descendant of the Ch'u royal family—

ied a long line of Tien kings, one of whom was Ch'ang

ing. It is quite likely that the necropolis at Shih-chai-

may be their royal burial ground.

Some characteristics of the Tien materials seem, how-

ever, to link the site with the nomads of Central Asia, and
still others show affinities with the bronze culture of Dong-
so'n in central Vietnam, a type site uncovered at the turn

of this century. Dong-so'n was characterized by the pres-

ence of many bronze drums of a distinctive pinch-waisted

shape, which were later found at other locations through-

out Asia, and which are known as the Dong-so'n type. Some
of the drums from Shih-chai-shan are similar to those from
Dong-so'n in both shape and incised decor. At least one

such drum had previously been reported from Yunnan.
Among the wealth of influences embodied in Tien art,

yet another remains to be mentioned—the bronze animal

style decorations that distinguish the plaques, the belt

buckles, dress ornaments, and so on that were used by
these people. It is a flat style, in which the form of an ani-

mal is forced into the shape of the object it decorates.

The animal style of art that appears on some plaques from
Shih-chai-shan ranges from vivid realism, through decora-

tive abstraction, to the nearly comic. Many pieces show
animals in combat, and bring to mind the famous "animal

style" art of the Eurasian steppe district as seen in the

"gold treasure of Peter the Great." now in the State Her-

mitage Museum, Leningrad (see Natural History, Oc-

tober. 1960). All of the bronzes from Shih-chai-shan,

particularly those in the realistic style, are even more life-

like than are their Siberian counterparts. However, it is

just possible that tribes from the Tibeto-Central Asian

borders of China may have wandered down into the south-

west, bringing with them an art style that influenced the

native products. Here, too. are traces of Indian art.

During their years of work, the excavators opened

twenty graves at the site, and numbered them M-3 through

M-22. It is believed that all of the tombs belong to the

Western Han period (ca. 206 B.C.—a.d. 9) , although some
objects found in them might reflect styles of preceding

periods. Some graves were "poor"' in materials, while

others were "rich." Date of burial and rank of the person

entombed may have some bearing on this situation, but the

earlier tombs tended to be smaller. However, the real basis

for a chronology was provided by seals (one of gold, all

four women pirouette with outstretched arms
ight, men in pointer! raps -sway to rhythm.



llie othrrs of bronze I of known historical figures or r\ inl

Chinese coins bearing dales of ihe reign-years of Ihi

emperors, Han-lype mirrors with insi-riplions, Chim-;

weapons, ami other objeets of Chinese manufai'tnii'. ii

of which eoulil be ihitetl by comparison with nrtirli-> i

the same type from other areas.

TiiK tombs

r..un.l to

i.nwv

thos«-

I he II

bs fell into four stylistic categories

fit three major chronological 9uli(li\i>

of Type 1 were early tea. 206-176 li.t:. I . «liil

f T\pe l\' are bclicvcil to be lute {ca. Hit-Ill') ii.

iilillc grou)). Type II ( co. I76-II!! Il.c. I . with ill

largest number of graves, uiul Tvpe III U-n. I.iO li.c.

couhl, liowever, be elated with more precision, since grave

of Ty|H' II contained coins that ranged in date from lli

fifth year of Han Wcii-ti (176 u.c. I, to the fidh

YiianShou (lUi ii.c. • , of Han Vi'u-Ti. uikUt whom CI

Ch'ieii served. The duiaslic histories of (!hiiia rword ilia

the region fell to the linn during the last decaili- of lli.

second century li.c;. Ua. 109 li.i;. I, and nothing fouii

the necropolis seem* to indicate that any of the gi

postdate the Han coiu]uest. The complex, then, (

llirough the entire second century before tin- liiilh of Christ

Some bronzes are easily explained. I hat llic toiiil» proh

ably represent a "royal" graveyard i-- lias<'(l on llic iIIm

L:Mil>clli>li.'.l ^haflio): on u

bronze uxheud bus ubslruci spiral design

and waterfowl supported by serpents.

DciT i> allarkcd. perhupr. by

wild dons, and the group it united

by snake on this small plaque.



erx in one tomb of a gold seal, inscribed in Chinese charac-

ters with the phrase: "King of Tien." This is a third style

grave ica. 150—109 B.C.), and the seal may be that men-

tioned in The Book of History as having been presented

to the Tien king Ch"ang Ch"iang by Han Wu-Ti in 109 B.C.

However, many weapons, vessels, and drums are enig-

matic both in form and in the meaning of their decoration.

Much of the material seems to confirm a theory, once

proposed by Dr. Robert Heine-Geldern, that a connection

existed between southwest China, southeast Asia, and the

Transcaucasian (or even more remote) west. If his theory

is correct, this link occurred about the turn of the first

millennium B.C., before the period of the Tien material.

Aside from the complex outside influences already men-

tioned, the art from Shih-chai-shan exhibited a vigorous

native style. This was characterized by representations

of human sacrifice, some form of snake worship, bull

fights, and possibly bull worship, all presented in graphic

form in a series of skillfully cast pieces of most unusual

design. These particular bronzes may prove to be among
the earliest in China that were made by the cire-perdu, or

"lost wax" process, as it is improbable that the more com-

plex objects could have been cast in piece molds. It also

seems sure that no barbarian culture would have realisti-

cally rendered scenes of human sacrifice, such as those on

ceremonial vessels. Some of the objects may have been the

work of Tien artisans, but there must have been a strong

artistic pressure from a higher culture to have made them
possible. The closest one, of course, was the empire of

Han. That some trade existed is obvious from the amount
of Chinese material in the tombs.

Among the animal motifs that appear most often in the

bronzes is the bull, whose significance in Tien culture is

not yet understood. One of the most striking examples of

its use is on a ten-inch-high vessel (pp. 36-37). Four bulls

march around the rim, and a rider seems to be trying to

bed them down for the night. The scene looks like some-

thing from the American "Wild West" of the 18o0"s, an

effect heightened by the long horns on the cattle. Similar

"animal parades" that are just as puzzling decorate

bronzes taken from the Hi River district in the northern

T ien-shan, a mountain range of Soviet Central Asia.

Another and possibly more significant appearance of

the bulls is on a pair of small plaques, each about three

and a half inches long, with scenes that would be more
appropriate to Carmen than to a Chinese bronze. In both

cases a bull is entering a ring while an audience apparently

cheers the "matador." There are many references to "bull

fighters" in Han literature, and the bull ritual, as depicted

on Honan reliefs of the period, has been studied.

Significance of the bull in Tien culture is unknown,
although it appears often on the bronzes. Here,

accompanied by human figures and snake, it is led to an altar.
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The snake is another recurriiij; mo-

tif, and may indicate serpent worship

—perhaps the refle«lion of un inOii-

enoe from Dravidian India. One rep-

tile motif is that of a deer lieing

attacked by wild Iwasls l |HTluips wild

do'isl , while the whole composition of

struggling animals is united hy a

lwiste<l pair of snakes biting victor

and victim alike. This detailed plaque,

which wa.s perhaps an ornament de-

signetl to be worn on clothing, is about

six and a half inches long and five

and a quarter inches high. Another

plaque about six inches in diameter

has an arabes<]ue of snakes and three

|K'acocks. all cast in openwork, while

still another depicts what is probably

a prisoner being devuurcd by large

serjwnts before the tribal chieftainess

I or a statue of a goddes* I . The snake

symbol probably represented some

phase of a local cult, and further in-

dicotes the importance of the serpent

as the prototy|)e of the southern

"Kragon-boat Festival."

Action scenes ap|H'ar often on the

bronzes. One of the liveliest is a

plaque of lw<i armed men dancing and

beating cymbals while a huge, two-

headed snake nips at their feet ( p. 32)

.

The dancing men arc explained by ref-

erences to the "wild songs and dances

of the guerilla fighters from the south-

ern state of Pa." Ian ancient name
for Ch'ung-kingt that occur in early

Chjneso literature. Bronzes such as

this, with human figure*, have histori-

cal importance, and will provide a

subjcrt for anthropological and ethno-

logical studies for many years.

SnMK of the human figures are less

easy to identify. One plaque shows

a group of musicians swaying in a

dance and wearing tall, pointed caps.

Pirouetting girls blowing on instru-

ments made from gourds decorate

several miniature bronzes, each about

three inches tall. (Gourd-shaped

whistles of bronze were also found in

some tombs. I Perhaps the most un-

usual of the human figures are a group

of full-round bronzes that depict kneel-

ing servant women, of whom the larg-

est is about two feet tall and holds in

both hands a parasol that rises another

fool above her I p. •'501. Some figures

in this group hold staves, and each of

the faces is given distinct character.

Each lady has a different hair style,

and none looks particularly Chinese.

Other objects are even more unu-

sual. One, described as: "a bronze ves-

^-^r--^ .;••-



sel with a pinched waist, claw feet, and
two handles in the form of tigers," is

of Type II (ca. 176—163 B.C. ) . It was

found half-filled with cowrie shells,

which were used as money in ancient

China. The lid of the vessel—about

thirteen inches in diameter—forms a

stage for a miniature human sacrifice,

involving scores of human figures and

animals (p. 39 ) . The vessel is no more
than eighteen inches high, and each

of the human figures is about two

inches tall. Even so, details of facial

expression, clothing, and hairdo are

rendered with surprising faithfulness

to life. In addition to animals and
humans there are two large drums of

the Dong-so'n type, eighteen smaller

drums, household utensils, and other

paraphernalia. The sacrificial scene

takes place in front of an open-sided

shed with what appears to be a bam-
boo roof—an interesting detail in the

light of controversial theories that have

been advanced in the past about the

origin of the "piecrust" Chinese roof.

SEVERAL other vessels filled— or

nearly filled—with cowrie shells

were fitted with covers of the same
naturalistic, or anecdotal, style. At
least one other shows a human sacri-

fice on an open plain. In another, two-

inch figures depict a fight between

cavalry and infantry, and may bear

out statements in The Histories of Han
about the people of Szechwan who.

acting in a private capacity, crossed

the Yunnan borders on slave-raiding

expeditions. This bronze, shaped like

a Dong-so'n double drum, is about

twenty inches high, and has a cover

about fourteen inches in diameter

(p. 38) . Again, the human figures are

some two inches tall, and the details

of their armor, weapons, and facial

expressions are remarkably lifelike.

The same grave yielded a bronze

vessel of similar type. It is about ten

inches high and drum-shaped. In the

center of the lid, which is about twelve

inches across, is a sculptured land-

scape setting, similar to those on the

Han "hill-jars," or censers. Around
its outer edge is a row of seventeen

human figures, a big-tailed sheep, a

water buffalo, a bull, and a horse, all

in exacting detail. The human figures,

each only two inches high, show an

amazing variety of costume and facial

type. To Judge by the packs on the

backs of some figures, this may be a

piece of genre art—a market scene, or

something of that order. However, at

Breadth of artistic form
in Shih-chai-shan material can be
seen on these pages. Scabbard
of sword, far left, has

an abstract design that is

almost Celtic. Tiger and
insect on blade, above, are incised.

Armed horseman and bulls

on vessel, center, are examples
of three-dimensional sculpture.



Uultit* 8reiie on li<l of a rowrie »liull

y rcfor In 8luvc-rui<ling t'xpcdilioiih in

n liy iifopic from Szriliwun Province.

least one of the fipures has a full, long beard—a cliaractcr-

islic of hairy northern peoples—and he and a companion

are turned to face the audieni-e. so the scene may have

some ceremonial significance. This possibility is further

enhanced by the fact that four bulls are cast in high relief

around the base of the vessel. A recent Chinese periodical

has suggested that these figures (shown on the cover)

represent tribes and clans subject to the Tien.

TiiK.N there are the large bronze drums, some identical

in shape and style of decoration with those of the

Dong-son type site, while others are unique. One of these

is a drum about three an<l a half feet in circumference. It

shows a ceremonial procession in which three elderly peo-

ple (one of whom seems to be a woman I are carried in

boat-shaped open litters of a basket weave (pp. 30-311.

Each litter is supported by four men at either end of

T-shaped carrying poles. Following in a parade are men
and women carrying baskets on their heads and accom-

panied by large dogs, while overhead a group of long-

necked birds, probably cranes, fly in the opposite direction.

This scene may be proof of historical statements that some
southwest peoples carried their dead from tribe to tribe

in litters before burial. Facial types, costumes, and every-

thing else on the drum would be less surprising had the

object been discovered in South America, for these details

are unlike any ever seen in Chinese art. The shape of the

drum itself, of course, and the abstract decoration around

the lower border of the illustration are typical of Dong-so'n.

Weapons have always proved to he one of the best means
of dating a newly discovered archeological site, and the

armor and arms at Shih-chai-shan are no exception. Many,
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like the "dagger-ax." or ko. wliiili iippcar frequently, arc

Chinese, and can be coniparc<l with olhcr known exumpirs

of the same type. Furthermore, several examples have

waved blades, and may |)rove that the origin of the kris.

or typical serpentine-bladed Malay fighting knife, was the

Chinisr hafled weapon.

Of till' swords, some are short like the Roman pladius

or the IVrso-Scythian akinakes. while others have long,

straight, double-edged blades. Many swords have gold

scabbards covered with striking abstract designs based on

an almost Celtic type of spiral de<-oralion (p. 36 1. Other

weapons that have no Chinese proloty|H-s include several

broad-lilnded daggers, nearly triangular in shape, the hills

of which represent snakes" heads or stylized human figures.

Fighting picks resembling the sapari.s. which were so typi-

cal of some Bronze and Iron Age finds in .'Liberia, are deco-

rated in many cases with full-round nnimul sculjiture, anri,

in at least one case, with a human figure. The blades of

most of these weapons are covered with incised decora-

tions. One shows a man fighting a tiger while a monkey
bites the tiger's tail. Another shows an insect pursuing a

tiger (p. 37 1 . While thesi- scenes may have had some ritual

significance, it would seem that a strong sense of humor
was the keynote in some representations.

Despite all that is not known about the finds from Shih-

chai-shan. this appealing art reveals much about the ancient

Tien. Their royal house came from the ruling families of

the State of ('h'u in Hunan, but their art had affinities with

other styles that spread throughout the Malay Archipelago

and into southern mainland China. Another people, once

lost to all but obscure sources, has been made to live again

through the careful efforts of an archeological expedition.



Elaborate setting showing human sacrifice,

as on this vessel, may indicate an influence from higher

culture than Tien. Drums on lid are Dong-so'n type.
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Naturalists* Notebook

MT. WASHINGTON
Many species of arctic and boreal plants thrive on



FLORAS
wind-swept slopes

•**•»*"'

Flower-covered fell-field, lefl, is on

one of the shoulders of Mt. Washington.

THE White Mountains of New
Hampshire, which are part of the

larger Appalachian system, occupy

most of the north-central portion of

the state. One range—the Presidential

—is located in the White Mountain

National Forest, and from it towers

6,288-foot Mt. Washington, the state's

highest peak.

While western mountains are, of

course, considerably higher, various

aspects of Mt. Washington make it par-

ticularly interesting to scientists.

The Laurentide Ice Sheet, which

covered some five million square miles

during the Pleistocene epoch, moved

over the White Mountains and south

into New York. Comparatively little

is known about the thickness of that

great glacier, but boulders have been

found on the top of Mt. Washington

that are not indigenous to the region,

but are composed of a granite found

Aromatic, lavender mats of Lapland

rosebay hug the rocky mountain slopes.

only to the north. Various geologists

have decided that the ice sheet passed

over the top of the mountain, although

so great a thickness has also been dis-

puted. In addition, glacial striae have

been found on Mt. Washington's sum-

mit and in adjacent areas, and these

seem to show that the glacier was about

a mile deep at that point.

Ecologists and botanists have de-

voted considerable time to the study

of the flora of the region, which pre-

sent some remarkable characteristics.

For instance, timber line on Mt. Wash-

ington is at about 4,000 feet, while in

the Rockies it is at about 10.000 feet.

One reason for this arrest in the vege-

tation is the prevalence of extraordi-

narily high winds, frequently recorded

in excess of 100 miles per hour.

Temperature on the mountain is low

arctic; at sea level, equivalent temper-

atures are not found south of Labra-
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A Mi.MitKR of row family, Polentilla

Robbinsiana Oakes was named after
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J. W. Rohl.ins. who (li»rovcrc<l plant

liirinn the middle nineteen hundreds.

dor. Fmiucnl and licavy frosts in bolli

Sjirin^ and fail, ronsislt-iilly cool sum
miTs. anil llu- lii^-li winds all roiilrilinl.'

to llu- i-\isl<'iu<- of till- alpine flora,

wliii'h iiicludt's some uniipie speiie>.

In llie I'residriilial Kan^e, (lie aljiiiii'

region exlenils for a lenj;lli of seven

or ei^lit miles aloii.: the crests, al

lieifilils varying from MMM) to over

.S.(HK) fivt. ilere frost featliers can lie

found liotli summer and winter, anil

here the hhuk spruee. firs, and other

coniferous trees lliat ^row normally

on the lower slopes have liit-ome dis-

torted and slunled li\ the winds. Aliove

this point there is n notieealile ililler-

cine between the plants that (irow in

relatively protected and those in un-

protected areas. The spots most sub-

ject to attack by the violent winds nrr.

iici-essarily,dry and heteprowdwarfed
shrubs, sedpes and some (;rass»-s.

lichens, nnil various nuisses. The more
sheltered areas are wetter and. as a

re.sult. are able to support a more con-

glomerate community of heath plants

and meadow flowers.

THESE two environments support

both arctic and boreal species —
some 6.S of the former and about 12-^

of the latter. A^ain a comparison can

be made to Labrador, for in the num-
ber anil types of spi-cies there are fireat

similarities between those of Ml. Wash-
ington and lhos<- of the cold land that

lies about .".00 miles to its north. Ib.w-

ever. the arctic plants are not confined

to the fairly limited alpine zone, but

occasionally are found below it.

On one shoulder of Ml. Washinplon

is a typical, sheltered alpine fell-field,

where the picturi'S on these papes were

taken. It is above the timl>er line and

strewn with rocks. Here is found the

driisciv cluslered Ihttjionsia lapponicii

I,., with its healhlike foliapc. clinpinp

to the rock terraces. Here also is /'«

tfiitilla /iohhinsiana Oakes, a cint|ue-

foi! that prows only on While Moun-
tain heiphts. often on "striped pround.'"

This is a peolopical phenomenon
eau.'ied by frosi action, durinp which

various sizes and types of small rock

fragments and pebbles arc separated

into alternating rows.

Tbi-se and many other species In the

rupped repion are found durinp June

and July when the winds abate and

the alpine sprinp reaches its heipht.

BEi.i.-siiArEn flowers are of Cassiopr

hypnoiflcs, member of Ericaceae family.
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Phylogenetic

Riddle
faxonomic studies indicate olive warbler

oerhaps was misclassified a century ago

By William G. George

rHE OLIVE WARBLER (Peucedramus

laeniatus) is an inhabitant of

)ine-fir forests on mountaintops from

Nicaragua northward through Hon-

luras. Guatemala, western Mexico,

ind southern Arizona. For over a cen-

ury it has been classified in the Paru-

idae. the American songbird family

aiown as the wood warblers. The allo-

:ation now appears questionable; the

)ird may prove to be not a wood
varbler after all.

Until the latter part of the. nine-

eenth century, the bird was included

n the genus Dendroica. Members of

his largest subgroup in the family are

ermed true wood warblers, and in-

lude other pine-loving species such

IS the Audubon's and Grace's war-

blers, with which the olive warbler

iccurs in breeding season. For minor

easons it was moved from this genus.

Of the approximately 8,700 contem-

)orary bird species, about 4,000 are

Jscines, or songbirds. They comprise

I suborder of the last avian order

arise in evolution—order Passeri-

ormes. or the perching birds, which

jossess an elaborate vocal organ. De-

pite their comparatively recent ori-

dn. they have colonized every sizable

and area on earth except Antarctica,

ind have invaded and exploited nearly

:very terrestrial environment. Even
nany small islands far from the con-

inental masses now contain them, and
hese endemic populations, such as the

7aiapagos finches and the Hawaiian

Urely photographed olive warbler
eeds young in nest lined with fibrous

mattress" stripped from living leaves.

honeycreepers, often pose very diffi-

cult systematic questions. Although

they undoubtedly stemmed from main-

land birds of the past, the evidence

of that relationship was apparently

erased when the original pioneering

birds acquired new adaptations or

when the mainland progenitors them-

selves either became much modified or

became extinct.

The equivalents of oceanic islands

also occur on the continents. An ex-

ample of this, if the relationship of

the olive warbler to the wood warblers

can indeed be doubted, is the conifer-

ous forests of mountaintops, where

the olive warbler is confined. As al-

ready stated. Peucedramus looks like

a wood warbler. But of greater signi-

ficance perhaps, it is a "nine-prima-

ried" bird. That is, its outermost

flight feather, the tenth primary, is

vestigial and so obscure that only nine

flight feathers show in the wing. This

is a relatively exceptional condition

among the songbirds, but in North.

Central, and South America there are

about nine hundred nine-primaried

species, most of which are considered

to be offshoots of a common nine-

primaried ancestor. Together, they

are called the American nine-prima-

ried Oscines. and include principally

the wood warblers, honeycreepers,

tanagers. blackbirds, and orioles, plus

the sparrows, buntings, cardinal gros-

beaks, and finches.

Ornithologists agree that the wood
warblers, tanagers, and honeycreepers

are very near kin. Besides being nine-

primaried, they are mostly Neotropi-

cal (that is, they occur chiefly south

of southern Mexico) and have inter-

grading bill and plumage features.

Also, the plumages of the olive war-

bler fit rather well into the over-all

plumage spectrum of the warbler-

honeycreeper-tanager assemblage.

Neither the gray-yellow-green tones of

the female and the first-year male, nor

the tawny coloration of the head and
breast and the black face mask of the

full adult male, introduces a novel ele-

ment. Therefore, it was thought that

the birds were correctly classified.

CLASSIFICATION is a complex pro-

cedure, in which anatomy, be-

havior, and biochemistry all plav a

part. It is study of these criteria that

suggests that the olive warbler may not

be a member of any other group in the

American nine-primaried Oscines.

First let us look at the bird's anatomy.

Bones: Associated with the tongue

of birds are eight small interconnected

bones that form a single Y-shaped

structure called the hyoid apparatus.

The forks of the Y embrace the under-

side of the skull; the other bones ex-

tend into the mouth between the lower

jaws. The tongue is attached to the

front pair of bones, the paraglossalia.

.lust behind these is an important bone

called the basihyale. The basihyale is

of interest because in shape it varies

practically not at all among related

songbirds. In wood warblers, honey-

creepers. tanagers, blackbirds, orioles,

and in all American nine-primaried

finch-billed types, it takes the form of

a knife blade. Only the olive warbler

is the exception ; its basihyale is shaped

like an ice pick.

Muscles: The hyoid apparatus is

strung with muscles that move the ap-
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Hyoid of ihe t)rpiral wood warblir ia ai Icfi. In olivo
worhirr .inil kin|ilrt«. Ktylnhyniilnm iiiu«rlr i* aliiirlinl

paraltis and thus the tongue. One such
niiis<lr i» tin- slyliihyniileus. ntlaclieil

111 ihi- basiliyalc. Frimi the hasihyale
it eMends bark li« the posterior lip of

the K>tter jaw in all the American
nine-primarieil ()K-ines except one
honeycreeper (the banana quill, and
Ihe oli\e \varl)ler. It extends to the

>iile of the skull I squamosal bone I in

the former bird and to the base of the

-kull ihasitemporal platei in the latter.

The jaw mu.^cles of the son<;birds

^iiry in the arrangement of their con-

-liluent fd)ers: different jaw muscle
(lalterns result from this variation,

.ind related birds share a particular

pattern. The olive warbler's pattern

• iilTers greatly from those of all the

-tudied Wood warblers, honevcreepers.

I.inagers, and allied species.

BEII.WIORALLY. too. some signifi-

canl variations are apparent. The
female olive warbler builds the nest

with no a.-isistance from the male. Like
most songbirds she constructs a cup
nest: ordinarily she selects a crotch

among the terminal needles of a branch
in a pine or a fir as a nest site. She
then gathers rootlets from the forest

floor and spider webs from the trees

and combines them to form a scanty

nest framework. Next, she strips ofT.

with her bill, white fibrous material

from the underside of the living leaves

• if the silver-leafed oak: this she uses

I" line the nest's inner wall, in effect

placing a thick mattress atop springs

of rootlets. Finally she decorates the

outside of the framework with dozens
of brownish bracts from the needles

of the yellow pine. No other known
songbird uses pine bracts and the

living fibers of the silver-leafe<l oak
in the construction of its nesL
So far as is known, the wood war-

blers and their near allies maintain
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spotlessly clean nests and nest sites

throughout the period of raising

young. Olive warblers do not. The out-

sides of their nests are found to be
soiled with excrement after the \oung
have departed. The soiling apparentl)

occurs during the final day or two that

the young spend in and about the nest.

In addition, the call note of the olive

warbler is a silvery descending whistle,

somewhat reminiscent of the "phew"'

call of the western bluebird, and seem-
ingly none of the wood warblers has

a similar call note.

Biochemical indications of the dif-

ference between the olive warbler and
the other species can be found in a

comparison of their egg white proteins.

Proteins are large molecules composed
of chains of amino acids. It is known
that the amino acids become arranged
into chains at the direction of the

genes: the protein structures of ani-

mals thus are inherited characteristics.

Particular proteins characterize every

species of animal, and closely related

animals have similar protein "pat-

terns." Study shows that egg white pro-

teins of the olive warbler are unlike

those of otherspccies in the assemblage.

As the above demonstrates, the olive

warbler differs on many points from
its supposed nearest relatives and al-

lies, and therein lies the riddle. Is it a

primitive wood warbler that has re-

tained the primitive anatomical, be-

havioral, and biochemical features of

its ancestors— features that seem to us,

from our narrow vantage point at the

edge of the evolutionary past, aber-

rant? Or is it in fact a modern wood
warbler that has diverged from its con-

temporary relatives in some ways but

not in others? It may. of course, be
another kind of bird altogether, one
that has been mistaken for a wood
warbler because of the nature of its

distribution, its ecology, and its ex-

ternal morphological characteristics.

Infortunalely. it is impossible to

determine beyond (hiubl which of these

hypotheses is correct. Few traces of

the primitive songbirds appear in the
fossil record, and contemporary song-

birds lack the gradation of treni-hant

anatomical or other "conservative"'

variations that wouhl enable ornilli.il

ogisis to plot tin- course of their e\

tion. I The reason that variations

jaw muscles and hyoidean sirucliir.

may not he "conservative" is disci"

later. I Thus it is diflicult to kn.iu

which characteristics of the li>ing

forms are "primitive"" and which arc

"recent."" We know scarcely more
about the primitive songbirds than

that they underwent adoptive radiation ;

throughout the world, evolving even

lually into the present types.

^et. one important aspei't of the

matter is clear enough: birds of only

distant relationship but of very sim-

ilar attributes emerged from the evo-

lutionary process. In most parts of the

world, for example, small, thin-billed,

insectivorous birds, which we call

warblers, arose. The N<-w World pro-

duced warblers with only nine visible

primaries, the Old World priuluccd

warblers with ten. I'ntil recentK. war-

blers dill not seem to be otherwise

well (lifTcrcntialeil. Now it is known
that they differ in jaw muscles, hy-

oidean features, and egg while pro-

teins. The olive warbler. thouL-h it is a

ninc-primaried bird and rlisplavs cer-

tain plumage marks typical of wimd
warblers, has the hyoidean disliniiions

and jaw musculature of ihe Old World
warblers, and its egg white protein

"formula." too. seems close to those of

certain Old World species.

Ornithologists have emphasized the

taxonomic importance of the relative



ase of skull (1): in wood warblers it fastens to tip of the

jwer jaw (2). Olive warbler's tenth primary (3) is much
shorter than kinglets' (4), hut its plumage (5) is very
like that of Madeira Island kinglet, the firecrest (6).

ength of the tenth primary in their

'Sorts to divide songbirds into natural

amilies. The tenth primary, unlike

he bill, tongue, plumage colors, plum-

|ige patterns, and leg scales, varies

little within and between closely re-

lated groups, and because it is an ex-

ernal structure it can be readily

ixamined in study skins. Studies of

'''^al structures, on the other hand,

j-elatively difficult and time-con-

^aing and require the use of specially

^ared specimens. These usually are

_. Available except at larger museums.

fhe attention accorded to the tenth

immary reflects this situation, in part.

Like any structure, the tenth pri-

nary is subject to change through

latural selection, and a change in its

ength certainly may take place toward

he direction demanded by flight needs.

The birds of nearest relationship to

the songbirds—that is, the primitive

perching birds, such as the tyrant fly-

catchers—generally have a long tenth

primary, while most songbirds show

a tendency to develop a short tenth.

This has led to the conclusion that the

nine-primaried condition represents a

late evolutionary step toward speciali-

zation and that the nine-primaried

species are the most "advanced" song-

birds. However that may be, inde-

pendent lines of the advanced species

have arisen in songbird evolution.

Larks, swallows, pipits, starlings—and

other groups as well—none closely re-

lated to any of the American nine-

primaried Oscines or to each other,

contain nine-primaried species. More-

over, several songbird genera contain

both nine- and ten-primaried birds, a

fair indication that the length of the

outer flight feather is not always a

reliable clue even to a bird's generic

aflinity, hence is not necessarily diag-

nostic of family relationship.

It is true, on the other hand, that

the non-Parulid characteristics of the

olive warbler may qualify no better

than the reduced tenth primary as

reliable evidence of family relation-

ship. Consider the hyoidean structures

and jaw muscles. They constitute an

important part of a bird's feeding

equipment. As a rule, the feeding

structures (the bill and the tongue,

for example I are highly adaptive, and

birds with similar dietary habits tend

to have similar dietary equipment, re-

gardless of their ancestry. The fact

that the hyoidean structures and jaw

muscles of the olive warbler are unlike

those of the wood warblers could be a

mere reflection of differences in the

feeding habits of the species, although

no such differences have yet been

noted. Like the wood warblers, the

olive warbler is insectivorous, and in

its foraging behavior it often has been

compared to the pine warbler. Why,

then, does it possess dietary structures

that deviate radically from those of

its supposed near relatives?

A wide variety of feeding types and

a corresponding diversity in

bill and tongue shapes occur in the

wood warbler - honeycreeper - tanager

assemblage. Most of the species take

insects at least part of the time, some

feed largely on fruits, others on seeds,

and still others on nectar. Yet. in spite

of this dietary divergence, their hy-

oidean structures and jaw muscles are

essentially similar. Accordingly, it is

difficult to explain away the excep-

tional morphology of the hyoidean

structures and jaw muscles in the olive

warbler. It may be, however, that the

bird has evolved unorthodox or spe-

cialized feeding traits that do not

appear in the gross maneuvers of food-

getting, but instead find expression in

the delicate refinements of the internal

dietary structures.

Little can be stated at present about

egg white proteins and behavioral

traits as sources of dependable, higher

level taxonomic evidence, as both

studies are in their infancy. In any

case, nest construction, nest sanitation,

call note, and egg white proteins of

the olive warbler are atypical of the

Parulidae and their allies, which lends

weight to the possibility that the bird

is indeed misclassified.

One question, of course, follows:

What kind of bird may the olive war-

bler be, if it is not a wood warbler

or a wood warbler relative? No en-

tirely satisfactory answer has yet been

proposed. Over-all, the species has

more characteristics in common with

the kinglets I genus Regulus ) than

with other American birds. The king-

lets, of which there are two species in

America and two in the Old World,

presently are classified in the family

of Old World warblers, for they have

ten visible primaries. But their tenth

primary is short. Their hyoidean fea-

tures and jaw muscles are almost iden-

tical with those of the olive warbler.

Additionally, the kinglets share with

the olive warbler obvious distinctions

in respect to nest construction, plum-

age, and bill shape. One kinglet, that

of Madeira Island off the west coast

of North Africa, is markedly close to

the olive warbler in bill shape and in

plumage. Another kinglet, the golden-

crowned of America, occupies the

same fir forests of southern Arizona,

central Mexico, and Guatemala as does

the olive warbler.

Quite possibly the olive warbler is

a nine-primaried kinglet; at the very

least, it is a bird that presents a typical

example of the phylogenetic riddles

that are presented by the songbirds.
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SKY REPORTER
Medieval astronomers erred in describing

By SiMONE Daro Gossner

lercury and Venu!

IN
Ptolemmc astronomy, llif solar system was believed

to ciinsist of seven planets traveling around the earth.

In order of their inereasing distance from earth, the planets

were: the moon. Mercury. \ enus. the sun. Mars. Jupiter,

and Saturn. According to this scheme. Mercury and Venus
were called inferior plancU because their distances from us

were thought to remain always shorter than the sun's. Mars,

Jupiter, and Saturn were called superior planets for the

opposite reason. These terms arc still used occasionally,

although the acceptance of the Copernican system has ren-

dered them meaningless. We know now that planets travel

around the sun. instead of around the earth: Mercury and

\ enus are alternately closer to or farther from us than is

the sun: and. at its close approaches, Mars can come within

less than half the sun's distance from earth.

Only the telcsco|>c assisted by photography and spectro-

scopy could reveal the physical nature of planets. Before

these methods were developed, planets were described in

fanciful terms, mostly parroted from Aristotle. A textbook

published in 1.S82 said of Venus that "it is humid and

moderately warm." and of Mercury that "it remains close

to Venus and imitates its nature." The dearth of scientific

information was often compensated by exhaustive discus-

sions of the planets' astrological influences. Illustrations

also reflected this trend: like those reproduced on these

pages, they combined mythological attributes with zodiacal
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signs traditionally associalcil wilii larli iilaiiul (\'iigo am
Gemini for Mercury. Taurus and Libra for Venus 1.

In the light of modern studies, it is very plain that nic

dieval astronomers could not have erred more in l>i-lir\ in;

that Mercury and Venus are similar in nature. Ilu'v linil

are terrestrial planets— that is. they are solid anil uf mod
crate size, but the similarity ends there.

Excluding asteroids. Mercury is the smallest plaiirl. li

fact, with its 2.90f)-mile diameter, it is even smaller lli.iii

the largest satellites of Jupiter and Saturn. It travels arminil

the SUM at an average distance of 'Mi million miles. 1 cpin-

plcting one orbit in <!8 days. By observing its surface mark-

ings, it has been found that Mercury always keeps thi' same

face turned toward the sun. It is probable that this |ieruliar-

ity makes it at once the hottest anrl the coldest plai e in

the solar system. The sunlit side has a temperature in cm ess

of 600 'F.. whereas the hemisphere that remains in per-

petual darkness may be close to the absolute zero of the

temperature scale ( —459T. 1

.

One consequence of such extremes of heat and cold is

that Mercury is probably devoid of an atmosphere. If it

ever had one. its gases would have been driven away by

the intense heat on one side and frozen to the planet's sur-

face on the other. It was suggesti-d recently that Mercury

might have retained a tenuous atmosphere of the heavy gas

argon. Unfortunately, observational data to confirm or clis-



Tove this theory cannot be obtained by conventional means,

lecause argon does not emit spectral lines in the visible

ange. Its lines occur in the far ultraviolet and are blocked

.ff bv the earth's atmosphere. They could, however, be

ibserved from an artificial satelKte. and one may hope that

uitable experiments will be performed eventually.

Although we are as yet unable to sample Mercury's sur-

ace. the manner in which it reflects light suggests that it

5 similar to the surface of the moon in appearance and

omposition. This would imply a rocky, arid land, possibly

overed by a layer of dust. According to recent investiga-

ions. however, the average density of Mercury is higher

han that of the moon. It would seem, therefore, that the

imilaritv between the two is only skin-deep.

A T periodic intervals- Venus comes closer to the earth

"A than any other major planet. In spite of such advan-

ageous proximity, it remains almost as much of an enigma

odav as it was three centuries ago. Its rotation period, the

lature and appearance of its crust, and even its surface

emperature are unknown or highly uncertain, because the

ilanet is cloaked in a deep and very dense atmosphere.

The rotation period of a planet— that is, the length of

ts day—is usually measured by timing the successive re-

.ppearances of one of its surface features. Such attempts

lave failed in the case of Venus, because its visible mark-

ngs usually turn out to be clouds in its atmosphere. These

louds wander about and eventually dissipate, thus foiling

attempts to time their reappearance. Estimates of Venus'

otation period that have been derived from other methods

range anywhere from two weeks to 22.5 days— the length

of its revolution around the sun. There is accumulating

evidence in favor of the 22.5-day value.

As to Venus' temperature, it is difficult to measure be-

cause conventional methods yield values corresponding to

its visible surface, which is. in fact, the top layer of its

atmosphere. It had long been thought that Venus might

have an ideally balmy climate, thanks to the thickness of

its atmosphere, which might shield it from strong sun rays.

Such wishful speculations came to naught a few years ago

when observations with radio telescopes (which penetrate

atmospheric layers ) revealed crust temperatures in excess

of 600°F. These findings were so unexpected that they were

treated at first with considerable reserve even by the as-

tronomers who had obtained them. But they were confirmed

by later experiments. The only remaining doubt concerns

the various depths at which these temperatures are reached.

It could possibly be an intermediate atmospheric layer

rather than Venus' actual solid surface. As this is being

written, a United States interplanetary probe is speeding

toward Venus, and it is hoped that its instrument package

will yield valuable information on problems such as these.

Even with moderate temperatures, Venus would be far

from an idyllic abode for life as we know it. Spectroscopic

observations have failed to reveal the presence of oxygen

in its atmosphere, which seems to consist mainly of carbon

dioxide. Although Venus is a near twin of the earth in size

and density, and it lies within the region of the solar system

where life could be sustained, it does not appear to be the

promised land of possible human migrations of the future.

Mythological influence is seen in depiction of planet Venus.
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Fi-bruarv 1. 3:50 A.M.. EST
Fflirunrv 8, 9:52 A.M.. EST
February 16. 12:.H9 P.M.. EST
Fflinmrv 23. <»:t)6 P.M.. EST

Mil ^K\

From ihe AIiiihikic:

First Quarter

Full Mouii

[j»l OuarliT

Nftt Moon

fitr ihe fisual observer:

.Mrrcury. at its pTcatesI wrstcrii oltingaliuii on February
1.1. will Ik- iiitisl suitably plaird for obsrrvalion during; the

(irst half ..f tlu- imnilh ( — (t.2 magnitude at miclinoiilhl

.

The planet uill be visible low above the soutlienslerii hor-

iion l>efore sunrise, it will rise about seventy-five minutes
before the sun on February 1 anil l.i. and one hour before
on February 2Jf. .Mereurv will hv about one de-iree south
of Saturn in the morning of Feliruarv 211.

Venus, in the morning sky I —3.8 magnitude i. will rise

a|>|iro\in)ately three hours before the sun on February 1

and l.S. two and one-half hours before on February 28,
and will be in the southeastern .sky at sunrise.

Mars. l>olween Leo and Caneer I —0.9 ma^'nitude i . will

beat its shorti-st dislanee from earth — just over 02 million

miles— at 10:(MJ p.m.. E.ST, on February 2. These near ap-

proaches of the planet occur once every twenty-six months,
but the shortest distance attained varies greatly from one
lap 111 another, the minimum possible being about 35 mil-

lion miles. On February 2. Mars will rise al sunset, will

pass nearly overhead at midnight, and will still be in the

northwestern sky at dawn. Its ruddy color should help
identify it. Mars will lie visible all night throughout Febru-
ary, except for an hour before sunrise during the last week.

Jupiter, in Aquarius 1—1.6 magnitudel. will be low in

the western sky al dusk. It will set three hours after the sun
February 1. and two hours after on February 15. By llie

end of the month it will be too close to the sun lo observe.

Saturn, in Capricornus 1+0.0 magnitudel. will be in

conjunction with the sun and lost in its glare im February 3.

Accordingly, the planet will be unfavorably placed for ob-

servation during February. In the last few davs of the montli

it might be seen low in Ihe southeastern skv just before
sunrise, but even on February 2.'! it will rise only about
an hour before the sun. On that date it will appear very
close lo Mercury I see above \ . The two planets may be dis-

tinguished if one bears in mind that Saturn will be fainter

than Mercury at that time.

Double and Mli.tiple Stars

A surprisingly large proportion of all stars seem to be
double or multiple systems. Within a radius of fifteen light-

years from the sun. astronomers count seventeen single

star.s. ten doubles, and two triple systems. Irregularities in

the motions of some of these nearby stars suggest the pres-
ence'of at least two more invisible companions, which could
be massive planets. Among the thirty brightest "stars" in

the sky. fifteen are observed to be single, nine double, two
triple, three quadruple K^apella. Alpha Crueis. and Regu-
lusl. and one sextuple (Castor I. for an actual total of fifty-

seven stars. Of this total, more than two-thirds are members
of double or multiple systems. There is little doubt that this

ratio will become higher when improved i-quipTucnl allows
^1 -iMnh for even fainter companion-.

On ll

1963 -rrit

>.i(!c. MR^ GossNrR pr
(iin.'itrf) rrvii

--rnl- Ik- .

Iip

•rornl

ol;,r -U-m.
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illf; Sliced lengthwise and cut at 55 cm. showo piiiiiiiiuii<->l iliaiij;L-» m iiaiiac oi

intervals, the deep-sea core at the left sediment. Research ship Vema is above.

Time's Traces

in Sediment
Ocean bottom is probed for knowledge

By David B. Ericson and Goesta Wollin

SINCE 1872, when H.M.S. Challenger

set out on the world's first ocean-

ographic expedition, many samples of

sediment have been raised from the

floors of the oceans, particularly from

the bottom of the North Atlantic.

Between 1925 and 1927 the German

research ship Meteor took a series of

short cores about a meter long in the

equatorial Atlantic. The coring ap-

paratus was of the simplest kind; a

tube with a lead weight to drive it into

the sediment. W. Schott, the investiga-

tor of these cores, found that most of

them included two layers, an upper

one roughly twenty-four centimeters

thick containing shells, or tests, of

foraminifera now living in the equa-

torial Atlantic, and a lower one with

tests of species now living in middle

and high latitudes. Schott surmised

that the lower layer had been deposit-

ed during the last Ice Age. This meant

that about twenty-four centimeters of

sediment had accumulated in this part

of the Atlantic since the climatic

change that caused the continental ice

sheets to recede.

A new era in marine geology was

initiated about fifteen years ago when

the KuUenberg piston corer was first

used to take samplings of deep-sea sed-

iments. Essentially, the apparatus con-

sists of a steel pipe with a mass of lead

at the upper end and a sharp cutting

edge at the lower end. Inside the pipe

there is a freely moving piston to

which the lowering wire is attached.

When lowered from the ship, the ap-

paratus hangs from a releasing device

attached to a point some distance up

on the lowering wire, so that there is

a slack loop of wire between it and the

piston at the bottom of the pipe. The

S3
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NO coring appurutus is

larkle aboard the yema.
Visible at right arc the coring tube,
heavy lead weight, and the guide fins.

rckasinj; device is ucluuled by a sc

rale wire and weight thai haii^ abi

five meters below the lower end of

pipe. When this weight touches the ;

floor, the releasing device is Iripp

and the apparatus drops freelv ui

the cutting edge reaches the srdim'

surface, by which time the loop

slack wire has become taut. From H
point on. the piston is held .slalionii

by the taut lowering wire as the pi|

is forced into the sediment by the
|

nclic energy of the mass of lead at i

top of the pipe. The piston |)uts hydl

static pressure to work to force

ment into the tube, overcoming
friction between the sediment am
inner wall of the tube. Experience w
coring tubes without pistons sho
that rapid buildup of friction prevei

the enlranie of sediment after the ci

ing tube has penetrated into it (

about three meters. With the pist

device, cores twenty-five meters io

have been taken. Presumably. Ii>ng

cores could be taken if it were feasil

to handle coring tubes with he

lead weights on shipboard.

The piston coring tube was first us

by scientists on the Swedish ore

ograpiiic ship Albatross during

cruis<' around the world in I'X-T, Sii

then it has been adopted by all o(i-,

ographic institutions that laki-

active part in the study of dicii-s-

sediments. Research vessels of the L

mont Geological Observatory of C
lumliia University have collected abo
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lOO long cores—the largest collection

the Western world—during thirty

seditions under the leadership of Dr.

lurice Ewing, Director at Lament.

)NE reason for such extensive cor-

ing has been to discover a com-

!te climatic history of the Pleisto-

le-the geologic period of the ice

3S—as recorded by shifts in popu-

ions of planktonic foraminifera.

ese single-celled animals build tests

calcium carbonate, which they dis-

rd when they reproduce. It would

;m that such a record could be found

any single core from some point

11 out in the Atlantic, but the study

thousands of cores has shown that

! problem is not nearly so simple,

cording to the older conception of

ep-sea sedimentation, once the dis-

rded shell of a planktonic foramini-

had come to rest on the ocean floor,

-emained there during geologic time

til, through drastic reorganization

the earth's crust, that part of the sea

or might be uplifted and subjected

subaerial erosion. No submarine
jcess was known that could inter-

e with the accumulation of fine min-
il particles and the hard parts of

nktonic organisms as they slowly

ned down.

From study of the many cores in

Lamont collection we have learned

t almost catastrophic redistribu-

ti of sediment over large areas of

!an floor may take place fairly fre-

Sections of one core show layers of or microscopic study is necessary to
sediment that look similar except for interpret sedimentation processes in
calcareous sand al top. right. Chemical samples that appear to be homogeneous.

LOCATIONS OF CORES

•8
•• •/
.. • • .1. ^ .

'•s^..

LEGEND
• Cores with sand and silt layers •

Cores without sand or silt layers

Cores with sediments older than Pleistocene
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queiilly because of turbidity currtiils.

Probably these submariiu- torrt^iils are

gfiicrali'd ill several \\ii\s. One almost
certain cause is the slumping of masses
of setlimeni that have accumulated on
slo|x-s. Presumablv. as the mass of

sediment moves rapidly doun llie

slojK-* it betdines a com|>lelel\ fluid

mixture of sitliment and water that

travels at a hi^li veliK-ity aiul nia\

cover preat distances. The ellot upon
tlic sedimentary record in its path is

disastrous. At one place tin' mass nui\

remove sediment jusi as a stream on
land erodes its bed; where the slo|><-

decreases, it may deposit <|uantilies of

seiliment in onlv a few hours.

To avoid these disturbing: ellects

we turiieil our attentinn to cores

taken on isolated rises that could not

be reached In turbidity currents, but

here ivc eiicounlered another source
of confusion. We compared the verti-

cal sequences of chaiif;es in various

specii-s of foraminifera in different

cores, and found lliey ilid not match,
even when the cores were from points

only a few tens of miles apart.

Apparently, sections of sediment
had been lost by slumping, no doubt
tripyered by occasional earth tremors.

However, each core of Pleistocene

sediment was vcrlicalK uniform in

color and consistency, so we were un-

able to distinguish cores from which
sections had been removed by slump-
ing from other cores that ina\ havi-

included complete sections. In the

meantime, we continued studying the

fossil foraminifera in the many new
cores brought back to the laboratory.

We eventually found cores from dif-

ferent parts of the Atlantic Ocean
where there were zones containing the

same kinds of foraminifera. The zones
were distinguishable from others con-

taining different foraminifera. That
the foraminiferal zones can be traced

from the equatorial Atlantic into the

Caribbean Sea and the (Julf of Mexico
and northward to the Azores is proof,

we believe, that the sediment sections

are complete. Correlation of these

zones was confirmed by a coiling ratio

method described later.

It is mainly through the study of

foraminifera in (lcep-s<-a sediment that

we will be able to decipher the com-
plete record of Pleistocene stratig-

raphy and climatic history. Over the

years, a wealth of information on all

aspirts of foraminifera lias an ui

hited, and most of it is readiK av

able. For example, all older dcsci

tions of genera and species have bi

brought together in an eiioniK

catalogue b> Dr. Brooks I'. i:i

Chairman and Curator of the Dcpi
iiient of Micr.ipaleoiilology at I

American Miiseiini, and .Angelina

Messina, Associate (Curator. Since i

catalogue's first publication by i

Museum in P'M). it has expanded ui

now it comprises sixty-nine voluiii

and it is constantly growing.

In view of the facile adaplaliilily

the foraminifera and their long lii>lt

of <-voluti<in. whieli bi-gan in llii- Ca
brian some (p(HI inillion \eais ago,

is not surprising that a reallv eni

nious number of species are kiio'

and thai iiian\ more are added eo

year b\ tin- hundreds of investigali

in all parts of the world who slud> tl

remarkably useful group of organist

Their usefulness depends upon a co

plex of attributes, among which is I

abilit) to evolve rapidl)i . Thus, siiij

species or even assemblages <dtcii r«

resent relatively short spans of gc

logic lime. In addition, the aiiiina

sensitivity to the loral enviioniiK

and their small size iiiaki- lln-ni re

tivelv easv to study. A ihinilijiful

PutLlNC PIPE bark over rod extrudes
core onto wrapper on deck of the renin.
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iment often contains thousands of

is, thus permitting the application

statistical methods to the analysis

imall samples of assemblages found

jil wells or on the ocean floor. Most

cies can be easily recognized with

>w-power binocular microscope.

Vlmost all species of foraminifera

marine, and most live on the ocean

jr. About twenty-five species, how-

r, are planktonic: that is. they float,

ried by general oceanic circula-

as, at a shallow depth beneath the

face within reach of light, where

y feed on diatoms and other photo-

[thesizing organisms. The plank-

ic foraminifera—particularly those

t are sensitive to temperature and

ose geographical distributions are

ited to the ^varm waters of middle

tudes or to the cold waters of high

tudes—are important to the investi-

or of past climates,

n the geologic past, slow accumu-

on of the calcareous shells of plank-

ic foraminifera on the sea floor has

ulted in thick deposits of chalk,

day, large areas of the bottoms of

world's oceans are receiving a slow

; constant rain of discarded tests of

nktonic foraminifera. In such areas

tests of foraminifera make up from

to 50 per cent of the sediment.

In L\mont LAiioRMoEn. ihf ilccii-sca

core is split lengtii\vise and prejjaretl

IN deciphering the deep-sea record of

climatic changes by studying foram-

inifera, we follow the principle that

the present is the key to an understand-

ing of the past. The first question, then,

concerns the present : how are the com-

mon planktonic species distributed in

today's oceans? Thanks to the collec-

tion of living specimens from plankton

nets that have been towed in various

lor sarii]p|iiif; anil sLuily. Core is also

pliolographed to obtain lasting record.

parts of the oceans and, particularly,

thanks to the many widely scattered

samples of the uppermost layer of sedi-

ment, we have a good general picture

of the distribution of these species in

the North Atlantic, and a somewhat

less exact picture for the other oceans.

We know from these distribution data

that no species is completely cosmo-

politan, and that some are rather

LDEST SEDIMENT sample ever taken rests on its wrapper
loard the Vema. Oldest part of the core, dating back 100

million years, is at the left. Light-colored sediment at the
right, near the core's top, built up in the last 10,000 years.
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SiAHMiAiKD disrouslcrs, (ifcoir, have Tlii-y orrur in cores below level llmt
been exiinrt about one million yeurs. murk* PliorenePleislor.ne l.oun.liirv.

Oi.DF.R nisroisTFRs conn- froiii :i Imwr
lewl of ,-ore iIkiI >i,-l,l,.,l „„•; .,i i,,,,.

Hi-,.

I'll...

.f .li-..,,i.|.-,

-.|^,.^ IiHmi.

FoRAMiMFF.BA in -..inipje..^ of ilecp-!^eu

sedimcnl provide oceanographcrs with

58

in,li,;,li..n. of 111,- , hronolon i„„l ill,,-

cjimali.- hi^l«^y of I'l.-i.|or.-iie ,-porli.

s<-verely liiiiiled in llu-ii r<-.;i„iiH|

liiiuiliiin. In general, llie Ixmiidi

of ^e<i^iii|i|iit'iil nin^es of llic spi

lieiul east nnil wesl. suf;^cslin-

Icnipeniliire, hs ..iif nf llu- i-i'..|,i.

(-oiidiliuns. is llie inosi iinpurlaiit

tor liinilin^ llieir run^i-s.

TIIK shells of niosl |)liiiikl.iiiic

riiininifi'rn are superliiiallv 1

il:ir I., sii;iil shells: \\w\ , ,.il 1,,

ri;:lil .ir I,, lli.- lefl. In s,,iii,- ^pe,

alini.st all liuliNiduuls cull In ilu- si

(lireelion. In others, doininaiue
ri);hl or left coiling varies uiih
region. Thus, in the Sar;;ass,i Sea e

inf; of the species (ilohornliiliii n
raliilinoiilcs is domiiiantly l>i the I

The same speeies in the Cai ililii-an i

ally roils to the rifthl.

The eoilinp ratio method we devi

lan lie put to edeclive use in imre
iiif: foramiiiiferal zoni-s and iiieasui

relative rates of accumulation. Thf>'

cumulation rate, in turn, permits
|

cise I'orrelations from core to C(

thr,>u;;li which processes of deposit!

can he studied.

Coin"; hack in time hy determine

coilinp ratios in fossil .sampli-s tali

every ten centimeters in cures. \\r t

that the pattern of dislrilml
clian;;!-,! ralhi-r suddenly from limi

lime during the late I'leisl,icene. Ftl

ill,- lurves of CInhorolalia lriiiici\

linoiilrs. it is evident that l.-fl-c-oili|

,I..Miinancc was exceptional during
iaie Pleistocene. Carhon-M dating

also shown that a central province
left coilinp has come into existci

Wiirin;; the last 10,0(M) years.

We have found additional cvidei

f..r chanpe in oceanic circulation d

in;: the late Pleistocene in con-s fr.

the flanks of a s<'amount. Fine clav a

lime parliclc-s that are swept from I

top of a seamount hy deep iiiiri

si-.iur come to rest on the lee llaiik-l

side away from the direction of I

current's flow. Alternations of ca
and fine lawTS in a core fruiii t

northeastern flank of the Muir .Si

mount, in the western North Atlant

show that the deep current now swei

iiii; till- uppi-r part of the mouiil mi
have clian;;cd its ilireclion from til

1,1 lime iluriii;.' the late Pleisloce

anil ihal the ihaiifies were sMiihl

nizcil with climatic chanties that i

companied the advances and n-lrei

of conlininlal glaciers. We belie\i- th

additional evi<lenie of this kind f

chanfies in oceanic circulation mayi
timalcly resolve the prohlems of pi



Ily ho-\\' the ice ages were caused.

1 the study of pre-Pleistocene sedi-

[ts, discoasters — organisms that

s been extinct for perhaps a miUion

rs_are very useful guide fossils.

cannot be sure whether the dis-

iiters were plants or animals, or

ither they belonged to the Protista

iat catchall group into which it is

venient to put those organisms that

iess the attributes of both plants

animals. We are fairly sure, how-

j-, that they were planktonic in

jit, or drifted at or near the ocean

''ace. In older sediments from fairly

3 stations in the North Atlantic

' occur in enormous numbers. It

ns that no animals living on the

;om could have proliferated on

1 a scale, because they could not

sibly have found enough nourish-

it there. But for planktonic organ-

s living at or near the surface,

ndant nourishment could be pro-

'A by photosynthesis. Furthermore,

various forms, or "species," of

coasters are of world-wide distri-

ion, a characteristic of planktonic

anisms. and one that enhances their

le as stratigraphic markers. Their

ence from Pleistocene sediments

ws that they were unable to cope

ti changing environment and be-

le extinct. Their distribution with

Dect to latitude hints that they were

sitive to temperature. Recently we

nd that the discoasters are reliable

icators of the important transition

ween the Pliocene and the Pleisto-

e, because of a gradational extinc-

1 of species within the upper

ocene period. Thus the discoasters

ped to identify reliably, and for

first time, the base of the Pleisto-

e period. The rapid though grada-

nal change in foraminiferal zones

1, in particular, the extinction of

discoasters indicate a correspond-

;ly rapid and drastic alteration in

)lojncal conditions.

Extensive analysis of the Lamont

J collection of cores has led to three

jor conclusions:

1 1

)

The ocean bottom is much more

ve than has been believed hereto-

e, and the bottom changes over the

irs nearly as radically as do the

rfaces of land masses under the in-

ences of geologic processes.

12) Studies of cores that contain

rnplete and continuous sedimentary

lords indicate that the last Ice Age

^an about 60,000 years ago and

Diatoms display a striking variety of given area that their fossils produce

form. So many of them may occur in a fairly thick .l.i p -. .i M<linient layers.

Most prominent of the phytoplankton, abundance, they may not be present in

diatoms are unicellular algae. Despite regions where index fossil is needed.

In photomicrograph are foraminifera used as climatic indicators in arctic

Globigerina pachyderma, which can be and subarctic bottom sediment cores.
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ings from studies of these cores in-

te that Bermuda is the only known

I in the Atlantic Ocean that has

ained in a stable position for more

1 100 million years,

ome of the cores brought up from

ocean bottom at a depth of about

10 meters off Bermuda contain

se-grained volcanic rock, which

irs when molten lava has had time

3ol graduallv. Smooth-grained vol-

ic rock indicates that the lava

ed quickly, as in sea water,

rom this it can be concluded that

original volcanic island must in

outh have attained a considerable

:ht above sea level. Subsequently,

mountainous island, with coarse-

med igneous rock at its core, was

jced by subaerial and wave ero-

1 to a broad platform close to the

1 of the sea.

ine of the two cores from record

th (7,955 meters) in the Puerto

Trench is three meters long, and

other is four meters. Both of these

;s have three graded layers of sand.

: most startling find is that the

ds contain organic remains of a

;n alga known as Halimeda, indi-

ng that the material composing the

ds is of shallow-water origin, be-

se Halimeda needs sunlight, and

sunlight can pierce through a depth

',955 meters of water. The presence

lalimeda and the remains of other

anisms known to live only in shal-

water in the sand layers indicate

t the sands must have been trans-

led from shallow water off Puerto

:o to the bottom of the trench by

bidity currents.

loNTlKUED progress in oceanogra-

^ phic research is essential to our

derstanding the world in which we

;. and as a basis for the use of

tapped resources of the oceans—im-

nse reservoirs of material wealth

it will be available to man.

For instance, if high-grade steel

itinues to be the basic metal in our

lustrial civilization, manganese, es-

itial for its manufacture, may

intually be recovered from sub-

irine deposits. It has been estimated

it 200 billion tons of manganese

ide occur on the bottom of the cen-

il part of the southeastern Pacific.

That the oceans are great reservoirs

minerals, power, food, and various

ganic products is clear. Gradually,

[we learn more and improve our

fhnology, these riches will be tapped.
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Generalized climatic curve of late

Pleistocene is related to the average

deep Atlantic sediment thickness, at

left. Same curve is shown at right in

relation to time, dating interglacial

J

and glacial periods. Greatest average

rate of sedimentation occurred during

periods of glaciation. Data indicate

average rate of 10 cm. per 1,000 years,

not 1 cm., as was previously believed.
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NATURE IN

ROCK & MINERAL

':e avocation of the rock and min-

eral collector overlaps to some ex-

;
that of his more specialized brother,

I

amateur lapidary. The lapidary

ds his leisure hours with the dia-

d saw and various oils, abrasives,

polishing powders, cutting and

lihing the semiprecious stones un-

red by the rockhound in his ram-

gs. However, the rockhound himself

1 dabbles in the stonecutting art, and

work of both these hobbyists not in-

uently equals or surpasses in gen-

excellence that of the professional

cutters,

ne of the powders used in the gem-

ing operation—the final polishing

ess that achieves an admired mirror-

finish on curve and facet— is an

e of one of the so-called rare eart!is.

um. The use of the adjective "so-

;d" is deliberate, for cerium is

her an "earth" nor especially rare.

;tually belongs to the group of metals

occupy positions 57 through 71

lussian chemist Dmitri Mendeleev's

brated periodic scheme of the natural

oents. familiar from the days of high

3ol chemistry and physics. The term

re earth." which dates from the ear-

days of elemental chemistry, is no

5er much used; modern practice has

5tituted the more accurate phrase

Paul Mason Tilden

"rare element." (Element numbers 21,

scandium, and 39. yttrium, are sometimes

included among the rare elements on the

basis of similar physical and chemical

properties. It might also be noted that

element 61, promethium, occupies a rung

of instability on the ladder of the ele-

ments; for practical purposes it is non-

existent in nature.)

We have said that cerium is not an

especially rare element, and it is not,

although it constitutes only an estimated

.00155 per cent of the earth's crustal

material. Even in this tiny proportion,

however, it is more plentiful than such

"common" elements as mercury, cadmi-

um, tin. bismuth, or tungsten. On the

other hand, a number of the rare ele-

ments are truly rare; europium, for ex-

ample, whose relative abundance in the

earth's outer crust is placed at .00001

per cent—one atom out of every hundred

thousand of other elements.

UNTIL the past few years the rare

elements or their compounds—with
the exception of cerium—have been little

more than laboratory curiosities. Cerium

oxide, in combination with thorium ox-

ide, has been used for many decades in

the manufacture of gas mantles— first for

the old-fashioned gas street lamps, later

for the gasoline-fueled lanterns that are

lly are well represented in Euxenite, which has a brilliant luster.

DO YOUR
EAGLE WATCHING

WITH A
HONEYWELL
PENTAX!

The purposeful stare of an
Olympian bird has nothing on the

eagle-eye of a Pentax camera. Its

sharp lens captures every photo
for you in exact detail—whether
you are using a standard 55 mm
lens or another in the Pentax sys-

tem of thirteen interchangeable
lenses.

Remember that the Pentax
"eye" sees on film exactly what
you see in the viewfinder, because
you actually focus and compose
your picture through the taking
lens. Until you've tried this your-
self, it's hard to visualize how
much a Pentax can help your
photography.

So please ask your Honey-
well Photo Products dealer for a
demonstration very soon. He'll

show you the H-1 at $149.50 and
the H-3 at $199.50. And if you
would like to become better ac-

quainted with those lenses, send 20^
in coin to Herb Willis, HoneyweU-

Heiland,

Honeyivell
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eiock Hilli. eig Horn Mini . Vellowllone. Teloni.

Hole, Madieinc ftow Mini, Eilrs Poik.
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Climbing, Fiihing. Phologrophy, Nolura Studiat;-
011 luparb. A tip.lop trip, mamorobia foravar.

4. 13 doyi, Sapt. 7 to 31. Colorful Colorodo, o
ligiog thru Iha Highail Rockiri ond Iha Conlinanlol
Di.ida from North la Ma.o Varda in Iha South $493
par parion Eitai Pork, Rocky MIn Noll Pork, Ridga
HIghwoy, Barthoud Poll, Winlar Pork, Lovalond
Poll, Voil Poll, Collagiota Ronga, Ovroy, Comp
Bird, Clifl Owallingi ot Maio Varda Noll. Pork. A
ipactoculor, intimola viaw of Colorado, lorgaly

pmen prov id«d; pock t, tenti, down-filled
bOQl air mairr«ti«i uloniilt, food (end

slut 1 hff know-how. now-whcre, r«ipon.
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Many ottwri

KENMOBE STAMP CO,
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,*lill sit ciininKinly \t-eA liy fiiiniiTs

c-ani|iKr!.. Tlifii il wa« iliMimnil
an all.ty .,.iii|.„sf,l ..f all lli.- riirc

mfiil.s. plus a small pfrccnlacf nf

MTVfd ailmiralily as llif lljiil in t

and riiiarvllc liglilcrs. priidiiiinc a

cadi- iif >|iarks wlion siiildiiily .ilifi

by a roiit-lienfd sici-l wlici'i. \ I

aniiiiinl nf this allny. known lit llii-

1

as misfli nu-lal, is iisi-d i-vcry yivii It;

naliiin's smiikcrs, Sinn- llic rarf clfni

arc invariably rlosr a««orinlos in nal

analysis of a liglili-r flinl wmilil •.jinw

clement rcriiini well in llie li'ari i|Ui

tativcly. fojliiwi'd-liiil not viry el

liy nciidymiiim. lanllianiim. ily-|ir(i«

samarium, yllerliium. and llie lial

of the rarc-elcmeni suite.

For several decades ihc optical

makers of ihe nation have been cX|(

mcniing wilh the rare clcmei
lanthanum in particular, in leiis-^

manufacture. Kare-elemenI glass

used considerably iluring World Wa
in such instruments as aerial lami
and pun sights. The rarc-elemcnl con-

iicnls of the glass facilitaled prnduc
"f liigh-a|icrture lenses of relati'

simple design. During llie "peace" t

has liecn maintained so precitrioi

since that war. the increased product

and use of rare-element glasses nf h

refractive index and low liglit dispers

has placed "higli-speeil" iin-i-^ ;il

dis|>osal of millions of camera fans, c

those who are in the most humble
nnancial circumstances,

FfBTIIER uses for Ihe rare elcmc

have l>een found in the steilmak

industry, where misch metal has hi

widely applied to the improvement
ductility and impact properties of sl

castings. The steel industry alone

counts for the yearly use of more tl

a million pounds of rare-element c<

pounds. Fabricators of magnesium I

aluminum have found the high-temp

ature characteristics of their |irodu

benefited by small doses of tin- ra

clement metals as alloys. Even more
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ly the isotopes of at leB^F-t^Co of

rare elements—samarium and \tter-

—have been emplo>ed as radiation

ces in portable X-ray machines de-

ed for operation in areas where elec-

is not available. While the

ation produced by these elements is

rled to be only 1 per cent or so of

produced in conventional X-ray

ces. pictures are at least readable,

the words of their developers

ter than nothing in emergencies."

le use of cerium oxide as a superior

hing agent in the gem-cutting trade

hobby has been mentioned; com-

ially. large quantities of this rare-

lent oxide are used in both the

-glass and ophthalmic-glass indus-

for polishing purposes. It might be

tioned that there is an interesting

naly connected with the use of ceri-

oxide as a polishing agent for both

? and many gemstones; its merit is

iestioned. but science has yet to ex-

1 the reason for its efficiency. Ceri-

oxide is an impalpably fine, soft

der—but then, so is talcum powder!

tie number of minerals in which the

elements are either constituents or

ssories is surprisingly large. Most

lem occur, however, only sparingly.

it few localities, and thus the col-

ons of even the most knowledgeable

Paul Masox Tilden. editor of tht

National Parks Magazine, began ihi;

column on the staff of Natur.
Magazine and is continuing it here

rockhounds arc likely tn lack all l)Ut the

few most "common." Among the latter

are the minerals of the microlite-pyro-

chlore series—complex tantalates and

columbates of sodium and calcium—that

are probably a little more common in

some of the nation's granite pegmatite

localities than is generally thought, es-

pecially in those areas that show a li-

thium-mineral phase or possess extensive

segregations of high-sodium feldspars

like cleavelandite. It is quite likely that

both these rare-element minerals are fre-

quently overlooked by collectors in the

lithium pegmatite districts of such states

as Maine, New Hampshire. Connecticut,

South Dakota, or California because of

their ordinarily minute crystal sizes and

rather undistinguished colors.

Others of the "commoner"' rare-ele-

ment minerals are fergusonite, an oxide

of yttrium, erbium, columbium, and tan-

talum ; samarskite, a columbate-tanta-

late of the rare elements and calcium,

iron, uranium, thorium, and a half-score

or so of other heavy elements; euxenite,

a titanate-columbate of the rare elements

and uranium and thorium; and mona/Jle

and bastnasite, which will be mentioned

again below. Perhaps one of the reasons

that the rare-element minerals are so

poorly represented in many amateur col-

lections is tlieir general lack of eye-

catching coloration. Colors run largely

toward nondescript dark reds, yellow-

ish reds, various undistinguished shades

of brown, and on into dull black. A
better field clue to suspected rare-ele-

ment minerals would perhaps be specific

gravity, which runs from fairly high to

very high, as might be expected in such

combinations of the heavy elements.

IN
the United States the rare elements

of commerce are almost entirely de-

rived from the minerals monazite and

bastnasite; small contributions have

been made from time to time by the

mineral euxenite, found in the placer

districts of Boise County, Idaho.

Monazite is essentially a phosphate

of the rare elements cerium and lan-

thanum, with the usual suite of less abun-

dant rare elements. It is primarily a

mineral of intrusive granites and ordi-

narily occurs as tiny, formless grains of

yellowish-brown or reddish-brown tints

scattered sparingly throughout such

rocks. (It has been found in very large

crystals and masses, however, in some

>OUTH AFRICA
.see ityourself! :

re in our great game reserves, you can

ly at close range a myriad of animals and

is in the setting nature gave them.

sn there are great cities and charming re-

ts, ancient tribal cultures, diamond and

d mines, magnificent mountains, remote

an beaches—all to explore and delight in

s coupon will bring you colorful literature

ur Travel Agent has a

rid of fascinating facts

comfortable, secure

ith African travel.

-SOUTH AFRICAN
TOURIST CORPORATION

NEW YORK 20, N. Y.-Rockefeller Center, 610 Fiflh Ave

BEVERLY HILLS, CAL.-946J Wilshire Blvd.

Pleas€ send literature to:

NAME
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CITY ZONE STATE
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LAND

YACHTING
. . . the fun way

to travel

Want to explore exciting (oreign towns and
villages? Roam inviting mountain ranges
or just bask on some warm sunny beach?
Perhaps you know a road somewhere
you'd like to follow to the end. Its all the
same with an Airslream Land Yacht — a
personal highway cruiser outfitted down
to the smallest luxurious detail for limit-

less road voyaging , . . good beds, bath-
room, hot and cold water, refrigeration,

heat and light independent of outside
sources wherever you go — for a night, i
week, or a month. Airstream Land Yacht-
ing means real travel independence — no
time-tables, tickets, packing. You just tow
your Airstream lightly behind your car and
follow your travel whims wherever they
urge you to go. Yes. its the exciting, bet-
ter way to travel here in North America or
anywhere in the world

trrllt tor Infernllng rret bookltl
"World At Your Doortltp"

AIRSTREAM INC.
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I |><-|:iiialilr<i or "giaiil" |i|ij,i-. ni -raiiiiu-

iiiIrusioii>; nuliiblr in tliiii rfsjiecl is the
-I'-iulIrd llardiiii; iirjimalilc in north-
rrn .New .\le.\ico"s Hio .Arriba County,
wlitre hirgf unci wrll-furnird brick-red
t r>st«N are not uncommon. I

In ibr sontbeasifrn I'nilfd States vari-

•MIS forirs of erosion, operating in a rela-

tively warm i-limalr. have eaten deeply
into till- ^ranilii- rocks of the .Appalarh-
iaii hijililonds, dissolvin;: lliose rock con-
-liluciiK soluble in natural acids and
• irryini; insoluble mineral grains sea-

>.ird. Thus the .Allunlic coastal plain
iHim Virginia to Florida has, over the
i^es. accunuiluird a vast volume of rela-
lucly inilestructihic granitic minerals as
licacb iind cimlincnlal shelf sands-
• luurl/.. magncliie. unil ilnienite. pre-

diiniinanlly, and. in smaller proportion,
/.ircon and the rare-element mineral
nionazile. The beach sands of the south-
eastern slates have become, through
weathering of the hinterlands, a great
ore-bank for two minerals that are grow-
ing in importance to the jet and atomic
age: ilnienite, which furnishes titanium
for high-temperature machinery, and
monazite, whose rare elements will most
certainly play a vital role in the tech-
nology of the future.

WiiKiiKVER there are granitic rocks
ilii-re is likely to he monazite, even

if in minute quantity. But consider the
occurrence of the mineral baslnasite,
the fluocarbonale of cerium, lanthanum,
neodymium. and dysprosium. Uastnasilc,
the only other important source of the
rare elements in this country, has been
reported from only eleven localities in

the world-a really scarce mineral. Ten
of the localities arc commercially un-
important, and have produced baslnasite
only as a niincralogical curiosity.

The eleventh locality, in the arid
Mountain Pass district of southern Cali-

fornia's Mescal Range, some sixty miles
southwest of Las Vegas. Nevada, has on
the other band been characterized by
geologists as "the greatest concent ration
of rare earths known in any type of rock
or district in the world." Here is an esti-

mated potential reserve of some ten bil-

lions of pounds of rare-element oxides,
largely represented by the mineral basl-

nasite. and to a smaller extent by mon-
azite and parisite. (This lallcr is a lliio-

carhonale of calcium and a member of
the rare-element suite.)

Like a number of the mining districts

of the nation, the .Mountain I'ass area
went Ihroiigh several phases of activity

before Hnally blossoming into a position
of national significance.

Shortly after the War between the
Stales, the orea was prospected and
worked for silver, copper, lead, and gold,

and continued in active production for

thirty-odd years. Then, after a lajise of

twenly more years. World War I s|iiirreil
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Thii S<orob Jewolry ii o.oilobic In lleilini
or UK. Cold.

Sl«r. Silver Pendont $l<.e». in UK. Cold
Sl.t. Silver Eorring. 22 79; in UK Gold
Sler, Silver Chorn, 12 89, in UK Cold
Pricei intludr lo> 4 poilon.- Gi<l l.o.cd wl-

ond gilt oiv^il Wril,. (or FREE rolo.lc

Ai,.\i)i)iN iiorsi:
Oepl. AN-2 • 530 Fidh Ave . N Y

GEMS
Now il on ideal lime lo begin o lo
of cut gemi (rem oil over the world. SPECI
OFFER-Seven 7, genu.ne bond tul Pr,

ond Semi pretiou. gemi for 510 00 lox
and poll po.d. Ihcie ore fine I'.onei
con be u^vd m jewelry or pul into yo«
lettion. Soli. foci on guoronleed tim of
itonei ond mineral iprc.meni uvailubl

Lawrence H. Conklin
31 Wo«t 47tl, St . NY 36. NY.



L Hastings Magnifier
:;itandard for scientific study

i the field or working inside, if you're Interested

-ral history the standard tool for wide-view, color

ed magnification Is the famous B & L Hastings,

-size, available in 7x to 20x, these magnifiers are

imate in quality for all types of general scientific

l.ation. 10% Hastings, S12.50. Order direct or ask

'ealer. Send for free complete magnifier booklet.

&Lomb, 993 Lomb Park, Rochester, N.Y.

USCH & LOMBW

NATURALISTS
NATURE LOVERS

ILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHERS

)ol. or horseback, or "four-wheel-drive",
1 Ihe Elk in spring migration to the
r moiinlaijis from iheir winter refuge.
Bear. Moose. Badger, Coyotes, Deer,
r Beaver colonies. Mountain Sheep,
ipeler Swans, Sandhill Cranes, Bird lite

i and abundant. Adjacent to Elk and
I refuses, and to Grand Teton National
Wriie lor Bird List.

1 all year, -WINTER SPORTS, and
TEK ELK FEEDING ON THE
CH.

NEW MODERN CABINS
Excellent Meals — Reasonable Rates.

JEAVER VALLEY RANCH
frank and Kalherine Foster

551-A Jackson, Wyoming

the district into renewed production,

this time for copper, lead, and zinc.

-After the war. activity slumped again.

In 1933 the increased price of gold

brought a new flurry of prospecting, and

the district produced some of that metal

hefore slipping once more into obscurity.

In 1949 a small group of prospectors

combed the area with a Geiger counter,

and finding intense radioactivity (prob-

ably emanating from the thorium mineral

thorite, which is associated with the rare

element ores of Mountain Pass) they

brought out samples of a heavy, brown-

ish mineral that they were unable to

identify in the field. A technician of the

U.S. Bureau of Mines analyzed the sam-

ples and declared them to be bastnasite.

Further investigation revealed vein

after vein of the mineral over an area

measuring at least 6 by iy2 miles. As
word of the find spread, prospectors

moved into the district in force. Mining

engineers and representatives of large

metal-producing companies also moved
in with offers for the richest claims;

today this rare-element bonanza is oper-

ated by one of the dozen or so domestic

firms that cater to the nation's ever-

increasing demand for the rare elements.

THE RARE ELEMENTS

Atomic Atomic
No. Element Symbol Weight

21 Scandium* So 44.96

39 Yttrium* Y 88.92

.57 Lanthanum La 138.92

58 Cerium Ce 140.13

59 Praseodymium Pr 140.92

60 Neodymium Nd 144.27

61 Promethium Pm 145+
62 .Samarium Sm 150.35

63 Europium Eu 1,52.0

64 Gadolinium Gd 1.57.26

65 Terbium Tb 158.93

66 Dysporsium Dy 162.51

67 Holmium Ho 164.94

68 Erbium Er 167.27

69 Thulium Tm 168.9

70 Ytterbium Yb 173.04

71 Lutetium Lu 174.99

*Sometimes considered as rare elements
on the basis of similar properties and
associated occurrences.

fConfiguration unstable: non-existent in

nature. Atomic weight value indicates

mass of the most stable known isotope.

This list details the photographer, artist,

or other source of illustrations, by page.

COVER-Hans Guggenheit
4-Joseph Sedacca
8-15-Helmut Wimmer
except 12-13-
Dwain W. Warner
16.25-Oscar Greenleaf
26.29-John H. Brandt
30-39-Hans Guggenheim

:ept 32-33-Map.
AMNH
40-43-David Linton

44.45-Eliot Porter

46-47-AMNH
48-49-AMNH Archives
50-51-Sky Map, after
Henry M. Neely

54-right, Bermuda News
Bureau
54-55-top, Lamont Geo-
logical Observatory, ex-
cept 55-bot ,

AMNH after
Lamont Geological Obs.
55-57-Bermuda News
Bureau except 57-top,
Lamont Geological Obs.
58.59-Roman Vishniac
60-61-AMNH after Lamont
Geological Obs.
63-64-AMNH
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STATUS
SYMBOL

Photographers of prominence are distin-

guished by their equipment as well as
their professionalism . . . and no camera
accessory is more impressive, more highly
prized by this group—as well as by gifted

amateurs— than the incredibly efficient

GOSSEN Lunasix; the most sensitive,
widest range exposure meter ever made!

The GOSSEN Lunasix measures the ex-

tremes of light from brilliant sun to the
threshold of complete darkness, with con-
sistent accuracy. It's the most-prized ex-

posure meter in the world!

HERE'S WHr THE LUNASIX HAS WON PRAISES FROM

STILL AND MOVIE PHOTOGRAPHERS EVERYWHERE!

Measures reflected and incident light with built-in

hemispheric diffuser • 30° light acceptance angle •
Two-button brightness range system • Automatic

needle lock • Built-in battery tester • External zero

adjustment • Smooth one-hand operation • Com-

puter range: ASA 6/1° to 12,000/12°-, f/1 to f/90;

1/4,aaQth sec. to 8 hours; Cine: S to 128 frames per

sec, EV—9 to EV-l-22; .014 to 14,000 foot-candles •
Weight 7 ounces.

Another famous GOSSEN meter

O' ^ ' ^ ^^INSTANUY Shows
«3*nUt-*-C-CAtC^t?color temperature of

color temperature meter lis*i* source (in de-

grees Kelvin) and filter

required for correct

color balance . . . with

ANY type of color film.

Calibrated in "deca-

mired" filter scale

adapted by leading
camera and filter man-

ufacturers. Complete
with leather ever-

ready case and gold-

metal chain.

and filter indicator

I-IIia-C* PHOTO CORPORATION
257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH. NEW YORK 10. N. Y.
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Jmam
a fun hobby that reveals

the wonders of the body
Authentic, m exact scale to the human
body ... so amazingly accurate it is indis-

pensable (or premed students, biology

classes, etc. Assembling it is a thrilling

experience and an education as the won-
ders of nature unfold before your eyes.

Reveals bone structure, all vital organs,
respiratory and vascular systems. The
finished model is an awe-inspiring dis-

play. Kit includes easy fo-follow

instructions and handbook by
medical authority. $498

Other Renwal kits includt
Iht Visible Woman (with
optional prtgnancy
(•Jiure) and Visible

Head, Dog, Horse, plu:

Insect and Rcptil
and Human Sktietoi

fj^L

HS^'
. Hew York—OBpt. HM-6

;
copy of "Cetlmf

About the Authors
.\ nrw and frriilr artra o( c-u-uperaliiiii

lirlwrrn lerhnnlcigy und builugical sci-

riuc is explurrd liy I)li. Dw ai.n \V.

\\ AHMii ill llir urliclr lH-t;inniii|: mi papc
8. Dr. Warner is .\s».KiaIc I'rolessor uf

Ornillioloj-y ul llir I'nivcr.sily of Min-
nesota, und lir is also Curator o( Orni-

iluilo|:y 111 ilic Minnesota .Musfiim of

Natural History. Mr and .\lr. William
('orliran. Dirertor of llic lliorlri-tronics

l^lioralury at llial niuscuni, liu>e bi'en

wnrkin); for some lime on the develop-

niiMil of instruments to aid investi|;ation

of liird ini^zrations.

Slrancer-tlian-nnion facts are pre-

sented and some misi-onceptions arc

punctured in "Success Story of the

Opossum." by Dn. WiLLi.AM J. Hamil-
ton. Jr.. Professor in the OcparlnienI of

Conser^alion. New York Stale College of

.-Vpricullure at Cornell University. Dr.

Ilamillon has made exhaustive studies •<[

the animal and of its hahils.

Three years of living and sailing wilh

Micronesians led to Mb. John Hkmiv
Brandt's observations on llieir naviga-

tion methods, starling on page 26. .Mr.

lirandt. a graduate of Tulane University,

conducted an expedition into cent nil

New Guinea in 1959. He lives novs' m
Songkhla. Thailand, while on a lour <>f

duty with the U.S. Public Health Scni. .

.

lie also spent six years among Indi^in

tribes of the southwestern United Stale-.

Ob. John F. Haskins. author of the

irticle about artifacts of the second cen-

tury B.C. in the Chinese kingdom of

Tien, is Assistant Professor of Art His-

tory in the Deparlment of Archeology
and Kn History at Cidumbia University.

Dr. Haskins has traveled through Rus-

sia. Siberia, and Central Asia, and was
in China during Vlorld War H.

\ Research Fellow in TliK .American
Miskhm's Department of Ornithology,

Dr. William G. George is now in Peru,

pursuing his studies in avian anatomy
and ta.Yonomy. The color picture that

appears with his discussion of the rarely

photographed olive warbler was made
by Dr. Eliot Porter, well known as a

photographer of many aspects of nature.

He is also in Peru at present, photo-

^Taphing birds.

Messrs. David B. Ericson and Coesta
WoLLiN. co-authors of "Time's Traces
in Sediment." are, respectively, a geol-

ogist with the Lamont Geological Ob-
ser^atory and a research consultant at

the observatory. Mr. Ericson has studied

sediment cores extensively and has been
with the obscnatoi-)- since it was founded
in 19-19. Mr. Wollin's vocations include
deep-scu research and work as a con-

sultant to the National Council on Crime
and Delinquency.

< IlKIM 1A.\ Oil. LAMPS.
IRUSK A.\ill.\l HALLSIIM

lecenlll, ocovoMd: GENUINE Torio Co
lamoi l< 7 Csnl A D ' Found in co.l, C

ond gift oi...l Wrile (or FREE <olo>(ul
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Oi.pt AN-JA . 550 FKll, Av. . N V 1
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Blf Birialn Calalof. other cicilinc oft"
(rtt (.jminjtion Stna lOc lor miillni ,-,|.r.
Double jrour moniy back if not (Jelijfiledl

lameilown Slampi 0ipl.C2}NM. Umeilown, I
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CANOE TRIPS
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Canadian U>rdcr. ALLAGA.SH TRIP fnr
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The Ann Arbor Science Library is a "distinguished series . . . highly recommended."— L\briity Journal

X ~l~ 1 — 1^ The University of Michigan Press announces the addition of two new titles to its

Ann Arbor Science Library-The Evolution of Man and Space Chemistry. Written by scientists for the general reader

and for the scientist who wants to explore fields outside his own, the 12 volumes are available in clothbound or

quality paperback editions.

THE SENSES THF SIJX
Buddeiihrock By Karl Kicpcnhciicrm

ff/ia^e

By Oskar and Katharina Heuiroth

American Scientist: ". . . ranging from how

birds communicate with each other, to eating

habits, growth, orientation during migration,

and to the mental powers of birds . . . The

book is... a trustworthy and accurate account

of the material it represents."

176 pages 91 illz.s. A«S 505 d ?5.00 ph$1.95

Ebb and Flow
The Tides of Earth, Air, and Water

By Albert Defant

Natural History: "Will certainly answer any

questions a non-hydrographer is ever apt to

ask aljout the tides."

Iupases SiilUis. AAS 506 cl 54.00 pll$1.95

By Adolf Porhnann

Jerold Lanes, Associate Editor, Natural History

Magazine: ". . . could hardly be bettered."

iiipages loiillus. AAS 507 cl $4.50 ph51.95

PLANET
EARTH

By Karl Stmnpff

Astronautics: "Designed to provide us with a

broader understanding of the planet on which

we live... is deserving of a place in anyone's

library."

igz pases 57 ./(as. AAS 508 cl 55.00 pb$1.95

THE STARS
By W. Krtisc ayid W. Bicckvoss

Natural History-. "An excellent little book...

Along with such stellar matters as direction,

brightness and color, there are discussions of

variable stars, novae, stellar temperatures and

composition, giants and dwarfs."

208 pages loGilliis. AAS 501 cl $5.00 pb$1.95

the ants
By Wilhehn Goetsch

The New Yorker: "...says, with perfect clar-

ity, pretty nearly everything there is to say

about ants and their ways... full of fascinat-

ing information."

176 pases 85 illiis. AAS 502 tl 54.50 ph51.95

By Wolfgang von Biiddenhrock

Science Magazine; "The presentation is sim-

ple, informal, and lively. .

."

1 6S pages 55 illiis. AAS 503 cl 54.00 pb51.95

light
Visible and Invisible

By Eduard Ruechardt

Science Progress: "...presented with... just

the right amount of precision and scientific

rigour."

20S pages lijillas. AAS 504 cl $4.50 ph$1.95

VIRUS
ByWolfhardWcidcl
Emilio Weiss, Naval Medical Research Insti-

tute: "It is refreshing to find a little book,

such as this one, which depicts the science

as one which investigates and can decipher

some of the innermost secrets of life. This

book is well written, fluent, and witty."

160 rages 27 'I'iA. AAS 509 cl $4.50 pbS1.95

Science News Letter-. "Concise account for

the serious reader of what Is known about the

sun, 'the only star whose shape and surface

can be observed.'
"

160 rages 76illns. AAS 510 cl $5.00 pb $1.95

THE EVOLUTION OF MAN
By G.Ii.R. von KocnigswaJd

Ashley Montagu: "...an admirably succinct

account of the origin and evolution of man by

one of the most eminent contributors to that

history."

l6o rages Sy illus. AAS 511 cl $5.00 pb $1.95

SPACE
CHEMISTRY

By Paul W. Merrill

Leo Goldberg: "...a refreshing and informa-

tive study. Dr. Merrill handles an enormous

subject with agility and interest."

:c,2 panes S: nius. AAS 512 cl 55.00 pb 51.95

You May Order Individual Titles or Complete Sets—In Clothbound or In Qual-

ity Paperbacks. "Everything is plain and that is what makes it so beautiful."

To your bookseller, or to nh.io

The University of Michigan Press Science Department

615 East University, Ann Arbor, Michigan

• Please send me sets of all 12 titles in quality paperback editions at

$23.40 per set .

• Please send me the quality paperback editions as I have indicated below, at $1.95 per title :

AAS501 AAS502 AAS503 AAS504 AttSsn-; AASSflK

AAS507 AAS508 AAS509 AAS510 AAS5U AAS512

. sets of all 12 titles In clothbound reference editions at• Please send me
$56.00 per set.

• Please send me the clothbound reference editions as I have indicated below:

AAS501 AAS502 AAS503 AAS504 AAS505 ^
AAS507 AAS508 AAS509 AAS510 AAS511 _

n I have enclosed payment, saving myself postage and handling charges.

im not completely satisfied, I inay return ttie boolis wittiin 10 days and receive a full refund.)

L_

D THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN PRESS • Ann Arbor



Tomorrow's Farm Problem:
How can we grow enough to feed
twice as many people?

Within the next fifty yeors, the nation's farmers are going to

hove twice as mony mouths to feed. During the same period,

the land avoilable for agriculture in this country will de-

crease by about fifty million acres. Modern science is already
developing remarkable new techniques for food production,

but tomorrow's farmers must apply them with high efficiency

to grow the right foods in the right quantities to meet future

demands. How will they do it?

One answer moy lie in the use of a new agricultural

fool -the electronic computer. IBM computers ore being

used by o growing number of larger farms and are serving

thousands of other farmers through the extension service;

of several state agricultural colleges. Computers give farm

ers better information about crop rotation, labor and equip

ment costs, soil fertility, and the hundreds of other vorioblc:

that affect a farm's production. They also are helping tc

level out areas of surplus and shortage for certain crops by

providing a clearer picture of actual market demand.

Computers promise to do for the farmer what they now
do for the scientist and businessman: en-

obie him to moke better decisions based

on better, more complete information.

MCI WIIUI iiity MUW

IBM
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The sweetest
"money" in history

Can sentiment co<xist with practicality in business? We
think so . . . especially in regard to a company's feelings

toward its very first product. Monsanlo's was saccharin.

Frankly, we have a ."wntimenlal fondness for paiising on
any unusual stories about it many have come to our

attention since we sold our first pound in 1902.

One of our favorites is the story of how Monsanto
saccharin was once used as money.

Universally popular as a table condiment and for special

dietary purposes, "Saccharin Monsanto" became a staple

in pre-communist China, where low-cost transport added
extra importance to the compound's super sweetening

power (4.50 limes that of sugar). As the story goes, the

Chinese regarded Saccharin Monsanto so highly that

they used one-pound tins as actual money during the

country's wild inflationary period.

60 years after Mon.santo became the first U. S. producer

of saccharin, we're also very practical about the product.

Not only is Monsanto now the world's leading producer

of saccharin, but also we are
currently e.xpanding produc-
tion facilities 50 percent.
That means more of the world's

most popular synthetic sweet-

ener . . . today one of more than
500 M„„--;i?!io pro-!l|r(>.-.

MONSANTO CHEMICAL COMPANY
800 No. Lindbergh Blvd. • St. Louis 66, Mo.

Monsanto



(g) THE SCIENCE STUDY SERIES
Described as "a landmark in science edu-
cation" when introduced three years ago.

the Science Study Series now includes 30
titles in the physical and life sciences. Pre-
pared by the Physical Science Study Com-
mittee.

Just published:

S-30 KNOWLEDGE AND WONDER: The
Natural World as Man Knows it. Vic-
tor F. Weisskopf, M. 1. T. One of the

world's most distinguished physicists

brilliantly summarizes all that modern
man has learned about himself and his

environment. Professor Weisskopf,
using two of the most important con-

cepts of modern physics—quantum
mechanics and molecular structure —
shows the interrelationships of biology,
genetics, evolution. Winner of the 1962
Edison Award for The Best Science

Book for Youth. 10 photos; 57 line

drawings: index. $1.45.

S-31 LADY LUCK: The Theory of Prob-
ability. Warren Weaver. An engaging
discussion of the probability theory in

science, business, games, and everyday
life by one of the leading mathema-
ticians of our time. Dr. Weaver traces

the history of the concepts and appli-

cations of statistics and probability

—

the ideas, technical and mathematical
content, application, and cultural in-

fluence of a theory used continually in

every modern scientific discipline. 49
line drawings; index. $1.45

S-1 THE NEUTRON STORY. Donald J.

Hughes. 158 pp., 39 line drawings, index.
95(-

S-2 MAGNETS: The Education of a Physi-
cist. Francis Bitter, M. I. T. "A master-
piece. This combination of autobiography
and popular science exposition is very rare
and extraordinarily effective." — B. AL-
DEN THRESHER. Former Chairman,
CEEB. 155 pp., 27 line drawings, index.
95^-

5-3 SOAP BUBBLES AND THE FORCES
WHICH MOULD THEM. Sir Charles Vernon
Boys. "A superb classic . . . can capture
the imagination of the young (and the
old).'—DEREK J. de SOLLA PRICE.
"i'ale University. 156 pp., 69 line draw-
ings. 95<-

S-4 ECHOES OF BATS AND MEN. Donald
R. Griffin, Harvard University. "Authori-
tative and thoroughly scientific, but
more fascinating than most novels."

—

GEORGE GAYLORD SIMPSON. 156
pp.. 15 line drawings, bibliog., index. 95(?

S-5 HOW OLD IS THE EARTH? Patrick M.
Hurley, M. I. T. 160 pp., 27 drawings, 8

photos, index. 95i^

S-7 CRYSTALS AND CRYSTAL GROWING,
Alan Holden, Bell Telephone Labora-
tories, and Phylis Singer. 320 pp., 150 line
drawings, 56 photos (13 color), append-
ices, research suggestions, bibliog., index.
$1.45

S-8 THE PHYSICS OF TELEVISION. Donald
G. Fink. Phiico Corp., and David M, Liil-
yens. 160 pp., 44 diagrams, 4 photos, in-
dex. 95('

S-9 WAVES AND THE EAR. Willem A. van
Bergeijk, John R. Pierce and Edward E.
David, Jr.. Bell Telephone Laboratories.
235 pp., 65 line cuts, 5 photos, bibliog.,
index. 95(;

S-10 THE BIRTH OF A NEW PHYSICS. /.

Bernard Cohen, Harvard University. "The
development from Copernicus to Newton
of the single most important idea in

physics—the dynamics of motion ... an
outstanding book"

—

Scientific American.
200 pp.. 34 line drawings, 8 photos, bib-

liog., index. 95<-

S-11 HORNS, STRINGS, AND HARMONY.
Arthur H. Benade, Case Institute of Tech-
nology. 271 pp.. 68 line drawings, 8

photos, bibliog.. index. 95(f

S-1 2 THE RESTLESS ATOM. Alfred Roiner,
St. Lawrence University. 198 pp., 31

drawings and diagrams, appendices, in-

dex. 95«5

S-13 MICHELSON AND THE SPEED OF
LIGHT. Bernard Jaffe. 197 pp., 14 draw-
ings, 4 photos, bibliog., index. 950

S-14 THE UNIVERSE AT LARGE. Hermann
Bondi. University of London. "The author
. . . can be bracketed with George Gamow
as having special ability to put difficult

ideas into simple language."

—

Bulletin of
the Atotnic Scientists. 154 pp., 52 draw-
ings, 12 photos, index. 95(^

S-1 5 PASTEUR AND MODERN SCIENCE:
Rene Duhos, Rockefeller Institute. 159
pp.. index. 95('

S-16 THE WATERSHED: A Biography of Jo-
hannes Kepler. Arthur Kocsller. 280 pp.,
17 illus.. index. 95('-

S-17 ACCELERATORS: Machines of Nuclear
Physics. Robert R. Wilson and Raphael
Littauer, Cornell Univ. From the earliest

X-ray tube to the atom smashers of today—"A fine example of the excellence of
the series."

—

Science. 196 pp., 16 photos,
36 drawings, appendices, index. 95('-

S-1 8 WATER: The Mirror of Science. Ken-
neth S. Davis and John Arthur Day, Lin-

field College. A discussion of the
properties of water as seen by various
branches of science. "One of the best:

sound and informative."

—

N. Y. Herald
Tribune. 195 pp.. 22 drawings and dia-

grams. 4 photos, index. 95t'-

S-19 THE NATURE OF VIOLENT STORMS.
Louis J. Battan, Univ. of Arizona. 158 pp.,
22 diagrams and maps. 17 photos, bib-

liog.. index. 95c-

S-20 NEAR ZERO: The Physics of Low Tem-
perature. D. K. C. MacDonald, National
Research Council of Canada. 116 pp., 8

photos, 12 line drawings. 95(^-

S-21 SHAPE AND FLOW: The Fluid Dy-
namics of Drag. A.scher H. Shapiro,
M. /. T. A visually and scientifically excit-

ing exploration of the phenomena of fluid

dynamics. 186 pp., 93 photos, index. 95t'

S-22 GRAVITY. George Gamow, Univ. of
Colorado. From Galileo to the concepts
of Newton and Einstein, an eminent sci-

entist examines the nature of gravity. 157
pp., 29 line drawings, index. 95(f

S-23 LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE: A Scientific

Discussion. Michael W. Ovenden, Univ. of
Glasgow. An examination of such basic
questions as what distinguishes living mat-
ter from non-living matter; and what
might exist on other planets. 160 pp., 23
line drawings, index. 95(*

S-24 RADAR OBSERVES THE WEATHER.
Louis J. Battan, Univ. of Arizona. How
radar is revolutionizing the science of
meteorology through its ability to detect
everything from a raindrop to the forma-
tion of hurricanes. 158 pp., 16 photos, 20
line drawings, index, appendices. 95(J

S-25 NERVES AND MUSCLES. Robert Ga-
lambos, Yale Univ. A splendid introduc-
tion to the field of biophysics in this

engaging description of the incredible
electrical networks of the human body.
158 pp., 30 line drawings, index. 95^
S-26 THE ORIGIN OF RADAR. Robert Mor-
ris Page, U. S. Naval Laboratory. 196 pp.,
12 photos, chronology, index. 95*/-

S-27 HEAT ENGINES: Thermodynamics in
Theory and Practice. John F, Sandfort.
South Dakota State College. 292 pp., 56
drawings, index, appendix. 95*'

S-28 COUNT RUMFORD: Physicist Extraor-
dinary, Sanborn C. Brown, M. /. T. The
fascinating life of the notorious eighteenth
century soldier of fortune who was also
an inventive physicist and prolific in-

ventor. 200 pp., 12 photos, bibliog., index.
95(1

S-29 CLOUD PHYSICS AND CLOUD SEED-
ING. Louis J. Ballon, Univ. of Arizona.
The structure and growth of clouds, and a
lucid analysis of man's attempts to modify
the weather. 160 pp., 26 linecuts, 16
photos, appendix, index. 95<i

THE NATURAL HISTORY
LIBRARY

Published in cooperation with The American
Museum of Natural History, this outstanding
series of books on the study of man and the
world around him now includes 32 Utles. Just
published in the series;

N-32 A NATURALIST IN ALASKA. Adolph
Mitrie. The author, a field biologist for the
National Park Service, spent years in Alaska,
the last area in the United States where the
life cycles of animals are completely uninter-
rupted by man. His book is a fascinating ac-

count of the Grizzly Bear, Uie Wolf, Uie
Lynx, the Arctic Fox. and others, tracing the
delicate balance between prey and predator.
With 8 pages of photographs; index. $1.45

N-31 HOW TO MAKE A TELESCOPE. Jean
Texereiiu. A practical, step-by-step guide that
permits even the most inexperienced person
to plan, design, and build a telescope suit-

able for lunar and planetary observation.
Every operation is covered in detail, including
those elements of optical theory necessary for
a complete understanding and greater appre-
ciation of the telescope. 24 halftones; 20 line-

cuts; index. $1.45

N-29 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR. John Paul Scolt.

A simply written, authoritative study of what
animals do and why—blending understanding
from the fields of biology and psychology. 16
halftones; 36 black and white linecuts; index.
$1.45

Availoble at your bookstore or from

I
DOUBLEDAY & CO.

1
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Announcing

The Natural Science Book Club
AN EXCITING NEW WAY FOR YOUR FAMILY TO UNDERSTAND AND
ENJOY THE WORLD OF NATURE AND THE CONQUEST OF SPACE...

As a Demonstration,
You May Accept This

00'25^ VALUE FREE with trial

membership

START MEMBERSHIP WITH ANY ONE
OF THESE 6 FINE SELECTIONS

1. HUNTING rN AFRICA, by Frank C. Hibben.

True, robust tales of adventurous safaris

through jungles, deserts, plains and moun-
tains. , .stalking the world's most danger-

ous animals! 32 pages of photographs.
List Price $5.00

Member's Price S3.95

2. UNDER THE MOUNTAIN WALL, by Peter Mal-

Ihieisen. Vivid Story of life and war among
the "lost" Kurelu tribe of New Guinea . .

.

one of the last stone-age peoples. 32 pages

of photographs. List Price $7.50

Member's Price $5.50

3. SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN BOOK OF PROJECTS
FOR THE AMATEUR SCIENTIST, by C. L. Slong.

How to build inexpensive equipment for

experiments in 11 fields of science.

Illustrated. List Price $5.95

Member's Price $4.95

4. EXPLORING THE SECRETS OF THE SEA, by
William J. Cromie. Intriguing story of great
seas and teeming life, of exciting expedi-

i tions on and under the surface.

\ List Price $5.95

Member's Price $4.95

5. EXPRESS TO THE STARS, by Homer E.

Newell, All about modern rocketry in terms
everyone can understand. From problems
of liquid fuel to the achievements of Pro-
ject Mercury, Over 70 illustrations

List Price $5 75
Member s Price $4 75

6. ABOMINABLE SNOWMEN, by Ivan T San
denon. Startling, yet completely scientific

report on the four kinds of this mysterious
creature now prowling the earth!

Illustrated. List Price $7 50
Member's Price $5 50

THE ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY
OF THE NATURAL SCIENCES

Four volumes, Boxed—3042 Pages—3000 Colorful Pictures

Sponsored hy The American Museum of Natural History, THE ILLUSTRATED
LIBRARY gives you instant reference to thousands of facts in every field of Natural
Science. More than one million words by 165 eminent contributors! Articles so clear

and fascinating you'll read them for sheer enjoyment! And this treasure house of

information is yours-FREE-as an introduction to the many benefits of the Natural
Science Book Club.

Now your family can explore the world of Nature . . . and its secrets beyond
the space frontier. The new Natural Science Book Club invites you to enjoy,
at tremendous savings, the best books on Science and Nature by top author-
ities. .. picked to provide a feast of educational adventure for adults and
youngsters to share.

Amazing Introductory Offer Brings $25.00 Gift witli Trial Merrtbership

When you accept this offer, you'll receive the $25.00 Library FREE with
your first Club Selection. Then, each month, you'll receive a complimentary
copy of Naliiral Science Newsleller, which describes the current selections
from which members may choose. But you need NOT take a book every
month... or\\y as few as three more during the next year... a// at savings up
to 40% ! Thereafter you may resign at any time. But if you continue, with
every fourth Selection you buy you will receive a valuable Bonus Book
FREE!

Join Arctic Treks and Jungle Safaris... Wildlife

Expeditions and Flights into Space

Each month you'll be invited to embark on a new and different reading
adventure. One month you may live among Eskimos or savages, or explore
the ocean depths. Another time you'll stalk big game, search for lost civiliza-

tions. You'll learn the habits of animals and insects... probe the little-known
secrets of living things. Your whole family will learn facts far stranger than
fiction... enjoy high adventure with noted experts.

SEND NO MONEY-10-DAY TRIAl

To get your ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY free, choose any one of the six
fine books shown at left, and indicate it on the coupon as your first Club
Selection. You'll be billed only at the reduced member's price shown, plus
shipping. Your only obligation will be to accept three additional Selections
at reduced prices during the next 12 months. Mail coupon today to: THE
NATURAL SCIENCE BOOK CLUB, 59 Park Avenue South, N. Y. 3.

THIS COUPON IS WORTH $25.00 TO YOU I

Send my FREE 4-volume ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY (a $25.00 value) and enroll
me as a member. Also send my first Club Selection circled below, and bill me the
reduced member's price plus shipping. As a member I need take only three more
Selections during the next 12 months and may resign any time thereafter. But with
every fourth Selection I buy, I will receive a valuable Bonus Book FREE.
10-DAY TRIAL GUARANTEE: If, after examining my FREE Set and first Club Selec-
tion, I am not fully delighted, 1 may return all books within 10 days and my mem-
bership will be canceled. I will owe nothing.

CIRCLE SELECTION YOU WANT: 1 2 3 4 5 6

pay shipping. Same 10-day i n-for-refund guaranteed.



Soperbly told by one

of the world's great

astronomers—

a dramatic illustrated

history of man's 6,000

year exploration of space

ASTRONOMY
A History of Man's

Invcstigadoa of the Universe

"^'
HOYIE

A complclc
history of as-

t r o n o m y,

from 4.000
B.C. 10 the

fcicts which may emerge to-

morrow — with 400 dramatic

photos and crystal-clear dia-

grams. Prof. Hoyle introduces

all the great discoveries, and
the men w ho made them, from
Ptolemy to Einstein, and in-

cludes an entertaining, inform-

ative "short course" in the

basic concepts of physics and
mathematics.

"It would be hard to find a

better account, for the general

reader, of what present-day

astronomy is. and how it de-

veloped . . . The author is one
of the greats of present-day

astronomy and has a happy
facility with language. He can
write well and explain abstruse

things in terms understandable

to the layman . . . Particularly

notable arc the beautiful illus-

trations — some 400 of them,
photographs and diagrams —
with more than a quarter in

color. They include many of
the latest color photographs
of nebulae and galaxies made
with the 200-inch Hale tele-

scope at Mt. Palomar. as well
as many unusual pictures from
older sources."—JAMi;s stok-
LEY, N. y. Herald Tribune

in.95 nl all booksellers
tSprcial bated deluxe edtlion. SI4.9Si

DOUBLEDAY

Reviews
Four men who helped

to win the West

By Norman D. Newell

(.111 VT .•»! Il\l\>ul TIIK AMt.HUAN W f.ST,

liy Rielmrd A. Uarilell. L'niversily of

Oklahoma Press, $7.95; 408 pp.. illus.

Tin disciivrry uf i:i>ld in California

iipur llif niiddli- of ihr pa>l criitury

prcvlpitalcd cine ii( thr prfulcst ma«s

iiiigralion'i >( niudcrn liino. and the piih-

lie demand for kimwledcr of the wotern
wildcnu-ss of tin- Inilrd Stales i-ouUI

not long l>c denied. The i:overnnifiil hud

already sent M-veral small exiilorin^

parlies into llic W'esl under Lewis and

tMark. Zebulon Pifce. Stephen H. I.onp.

John C. Fremont, and others. M the

some lime. JeUerson Davis, then Seere-

lary of War. aiu-d lhrou):li the .Army

Engineers and enrouragi'd u number of

railway surveys aimed at finding the best

routes across the rnntinent. These early

surveys were not co-ordinated, had very

limited objeetives. and served mainly to

emphasize the haze of ignoranec and

mysiery lliol then blanketed the West.

Following the Civil War. a great new
wave of emigrants headed westward

from the I'roirie Stales into a vast land

known to the general public muinly

through grossly exaggerated and roman-

tic accounts by untrained observers. The
crucial need for accurate and detailed

knowledge about the western two-fiftlis

of the nation lying beyond the one

hundredth meridian soon resulted in a

crash program for exploration of the

West. Four elaborate geographical and

geological surveys were sponsored by the

federal government between 1867 and

1879. These "great surveys" concen-

trated their efforts on the Rocky Moun-

tain region and the Great Basin. F'or

the first lime they provided accurate in-

formatiim of this mountain and desert

wilderness at a bargain rate of less than

two million dollars. The findings added

greatly to .\merican prestige in the

world of science and provided the im-

petus for c*donization of the West.

The four remarkable men who con-

ceived, organized, and led the great

surveys were Ferdinand Vandeveer Hay-

den. Clarence King. John Wesley Powell,

and George .Montagnc Wheeler. These

were the real heroes of the old West. Yet

their names are scarcely known today to

a public fascinated by the glamorized

and imaginory exploits of early desper-

adoes and lawmen. Indeed, few histor-

ians have understood the massive con-

tributions ma<le to the welfare "l the

United Stales by these men and their

separate organizations.

.\ow. the story of ihe Hayden. King,

Powell, and W heeler organizations and
their role in the winning of the West
has at lust been brought together by a

eoin|ietent historian and in a single vol-

ume. In Richard .\. Dartlelt's Creal

Sunrys of llir American U est, the story

is lidd with outstanding perceptitui and
sehidarshi|i in the fine tradition of

Bernard Ue Voto and Wallace Stegner.

There is un abundance of romantic ad-

venture and excitement of scientific dis-

covery told, in part, in the words of the

explorers. Of deeper meaning, however,

is the light this book sheds on the men
and llie manner in which they advanced
basic science and made known the wil-

derness with their accurate maps and
painstaking observations. Through llieir

expert knowledge, they recognized the

need for careful, long-range planning in

land management and conservation of

natural resources—grasslands, timber,

soils, minerals, and. especially, water.

During the 1870's. many of the lead-

ing .American and a few European bio|.

ogisls. paleontologists, and gecdogistii

were directly or indirectly involved with

the work of these four surveys, and a

listing of their names is a "Who's Who"
of American science of the period. West-

ern flora and fauna, geology, paleimtol-

ogy. and Indian cultures were discussed

in admirable re|>orts. which tft this day

form the foundation of knowledgi' about

these mountainous and desert regions.

For eleven years, from 1867 through

187y. Hayden and his men cxphired,

mapiied. collected, and classified, laying

the foundations for much of our scien-

tific knowledge of Nebraska. Wyoming,
and (^dorado. The work of the Hayden
.Survey was brought to the general public

through popular articles and magnificent

wet-plate photographs by W. T. Jackson

and oil paintings by Thomas .Moran.

Hayden's recommendation to set aside

the ^'ellowstone rejjion in Wyoming,
\|..„|;hk,. .in.l I.IjI... for .1 nalional park

Dr. Nkwem., (Jiairman and Cunitor,

The Amehi(;a> Musr.i m Department
of Fossil Invcrtchralch. is a KroloeiKl.

He i- rurrenllv murh inler.-le.l in

niiiny prold.ni. of uoimril exlinnion.



spark your child's natural
curiosity about science

a most thoughtful gift for 12 to 16-year-olds

RIDER EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE SERIES
Hundreds of fascinating, safe experiments using ordinary household materials

make it fun to learn electricity, electronics, biology, chemistry and physics.

Imagrine—Archimedes' Law made easily understandable in a fascinating experiment using just these materials: 4 moth*
balls, vinegar, bicarbonate of soda, a water glass. This is only one of nearly 400 experiments in the Rider experimental sci-

ence SERIES that make it fun to explore—electricity, electronics, chemistry, biology and physics.

These books help your children get a better grasp of these subjects through experiments that relate scientific facts to prac-
tical, everyday experiences. And, the ingenuity of the authors has made it possible for your son or daughter to do these
experiments with ordinary, safe household materials—paper cups, bicarbonate of soda, pieces of glass and metal, etc. Where
additional materials are needed, they are inexpensive and readily available.

EXCITING EXPERIMENTS LIKE THESE STIMULATE YOUR CHILD'S INTEREST IN SCIENCE!
Newton's Laws, the principles of jet and rocket pro- through the steps of each experiment.
pulsion, magnetism and countless other scientific Here are a few of nearly 400 experiments that make
facts come alive before your child's eyes as he goes science so fascinating, so clearly understandable

,
From
EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRICITY

Experiment: Ek-ctroplate
an iron or steel object.

Materials: Glass j.ir, key.
coppersulphate. 2 dry cell

batteri

From EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY

Experiment: Extract chloro-
phyll from spinach to deter-

mine cause of plant color.

Material*: Spinach, mason
jar, alcohol, petroleum ether,

pot, glass.

From EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY

Experiment: Illustrate a prin-
ciple Koverning the propul-
sion of jets and rockets.

Materials: Baking soda, vine-
Kar, paraffine candle, water,

From EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRONICS

Experiment: Construct a
power supply.

Material: Filter network
chassis, transforr
2 selenium rect
light, switch. 2 terminal strips.

lot

5 books— each helps your child understand a basic area of science
No detail has been overlooked in making each book i

EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE Ser;
helpful aid to your child. Hundreds of illust

special

offer save

$2.30
The Rider

Experimental
Science Books
are available

individually at $3.45

apiece. However,
if you want to

provide your child

with a complete view
of all the basic

sciences, the 5 book
series—Electricity,

Electronics,

Chemistry, Biology
and Physics—is

available direct from
the publisher for

only $14.9.5—

a

saving of $2.30.

e each experiment easy
EXPERIMENTAL ELEC-
TRICITT FOR BOYS by
Willard Daan. 66 ex-
periments unmask the

tism and electricity by
showing your child
how to build a com-

. telegraph sys-

oth(
a Tesla coil, and

r exciting electri-

items. (1(222 128
$3.45

follow, easy to ii

EXPERIMENTAL ELEC-
TRONICS FOR YOUNG
PEOPLE b!/ Harveu
Pollack (Physics In-
atructor. Forest Hills.

N.Y., H.S.) 49 Exper-

— a power supply,
transistor radio an
an audio amplifiei
11239, 136 pp., J3.45.

peopli

easy readability,
n by an authority

better und
EXPERIMENTAL CHEMIS-
TRY FOR BOYS by
MorriB Goran Ph.D.
(Prof. Physical Sci-
ences, Roosevelt Univ.)
80 experiments—mak-
ing a heat insulating
mixture, detecting vit-

amin C. changing
sugar into alcohol, —
bring to life the world
of chemistry, J285, 144

pp., $3.45.

EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY
FOR BOYS b,l Morris
Goran. Ph.D. 104 ex-

jman physiology,
ology, genetics, evo-
tion make these sub-
cts exciting and fully
iderstandable. #284,
4 pp., $3.45.

: H.S.,) 100 exper.

physics as applied to
optics, magnets, elec-
tric currents, dry cells,

ctc.j|(263, 120pp.,$3.45,

MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

FUN FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

FIND YOUR SCIENCE I.Q.

«r . Bobert L. Gantcrt. M.A.
(Alex. Hamilton Jr. H.S.)
You don't have to be a
scientific wizard to enjoy
this fascinating book.
Delves into 30 separate
areas of science. 700

matchinpr and fill-in questions stimulate your
child's interest in science. Helps Mom and
Dad keep pace with today's science-minded
ch d. i?290, 138 pp., $3.45.

FREE EXAMINATION ORDER FORM
John F. Rider Pub., Inc., div. of Hayden Pub. Co., 118 W. 14 St,. N. Y. 11

Please rush me the books checked for 10-day free examination. After
that time, I will either remit payment plus postage or return the
books and owe nothing.

SAVE $2.30 D Complete 5 book EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE Series
(Electricity • Electronics • Chemistry • Biology • Physics) $14.95.

Also Available Individually n Electricity, $3.45. G Chemistry, $3.45.

D Biology, $3.45. D Electronics, $3.45. Q Physics, $3.45.

n Find your Science I.Q., $3.45.

G SAVE. Check here if you enclose payment now — we'll pay postage
& handling. 10-day return privilege, with full refund guaranteed.

Name .
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FRESIIWAIER

FISHES of

llic WORLD
l,% (.mith.r ^t.il.;.

rr;iii.l;il.-.l ;in.l l{.vi iil l.v

l).ii>r. W . 1 ii.kir

This comprehensive book on game and
aquarium fish is ihc lirsi major handbook
on ihis subject in Eniilish. Filled wiih

maierj.ll nol readily available elsewhere,

it covers ideniilicaiion. bioloty. and care

o( IJCH) species, mosi of which arc illus-

trated, with over UH) of them in color,

it includes species and ijcnera. even whole

families and orders not recorded else-

where. In addition to the color and black

and white photographs, there are over

NKI line drawings, distribution maps, and
analoniic.ll ligures lo aid the hobbyist,

siudenl. and teacher of ichthyology in hU
iJcntilication of the species discussed.

$15.00

THE VIKING PRESS
625 Madison Ave, N. Y. 22

T/ir tiltrrly caplivaliiip

(itlvenlitres «/ u tinted

(ri'rinan zoi>li>^ist in

exitlir Thnilantl

The REALM

of the

GREEN RIDDHA
liy Liidui^ K<^«ll-I^<•lll>u^f:

Readers who have followed the animal-

collecting expeditions of Gerald Durrcll
will be delighted to make the acquaintance
of another lighl-hcarlcd naturalist, Ludwig
Koch-isenburg, whose adventures are now
lirst published in America. Whether he
is collecting cobras, black panthers, sing-

ing frogs, or tropical birds, the author's

humor and enthusiasm give this record of
his experiences a rare enchanlmcni. Not
only animal lovers but armchair travelers

will have a wonderful lime in the realm
of the green Buddha. Illutiraied $5.95

was imni«lialely ailoptrd by an rnllius-

iastic and i-o-ojieralivc Connres'..

Clarence king liad (lie grant] and

logiral idea lo survey a slrip one liiindred

miles wide lliroiigh some of llie niusl in-

liuspilable eoiinlry in Norlli .\nieriia,

sirelcliing across llie Kocky Mouiilains

and Great liasin along lite (ortielli par-

allel and including llie routes of llie

L'nion Pacific and Central Railways. The
area covered parts of the present states

of Colorado, \\'yoniing, llali, and .Nev-

ada. The Mirscy operatetl from 18fi7 lo

I8T8 and resulted in seven (|uarlo vol-

umes of scientific data.

The Powell Suncy. 1870-1879, vas

concerned mainly with the liltle-knnwn

plateau country of .\rizona and Itult,

and he emerged as one of the foremost

scientific leaders of the nation. He tried

hard to break down popular misconcep-

tions about the West, und he sought

legislation that would insure sensible

utilization of its desert and mountain re-

gions. He and his men classified the ter-

rain that they surveyed as mineral, coal,

timber, pasturage, or irrigable lands,

and he showed thai each of these would

reipiire difTerent laws. He originated a

general scheme of land classification,

reclamation, and water conservation that

has influenced federal legislation down
to the present time.

.After the Civil War, when the army
again turned its attention to exploration,

the generals discovered that civilian sur-

vey- had moved into the vacuum left by

the army's withdrawal from this activity.

Willi the objectives of re-establishing

ils primacy in geographic studies essen-

tial for mililary strategy, the War De-

partment, in 1871. established a survey

under the command of Lieutenant

Wheeler. The King Survey was also sup-

ported by the War Department, but was

wholly independent of the army.

Between 1871 and 1879. Wheeler and

his men studied and mapped a vast

desert wilderness in California. Nevada,

I'lah. and .Arizona, including consider-

able parts of the areas under study by

the competing civilian surveys. He ascer-

tained, "as far as practicable," every-

thing relating to physical features,

climate, mineral and agricultural re-

sources of the country. He also made ob-

servations on the Indians, then a primary

responsibility of the army, but topo.

graphic mapping was his chief activity.

Wheeler had hoped to complete the

exploration and rough mapping of all of

the states and territories west of the one

hundredth meridian within a period of

fifteen years at a cost of not more than

two million dollars. He did not. however,

accomplish this Herculean task, which

even today, has not been finished.

This was a period of trial and error

in governmental support and administra-

tion of science. The waste and duplica-

tion of efForl inherent in competing gov-

ernmental agencies could nol continue

for long. In response to persuasion from

I'owell and other members of the scien-

tific community. Congress investigated

the situation, disbanded the three re-

maining surveys in 1897 (King had al.

ready finished his work), and cslab-

li-hed the I'liited Stales Geological

Survey as an agency of the Depurtiiient

of the Interior, The ideas expressed by

the four farsighled men are only llo^^',

when it is almost Imi late, gaining gen-

eral acceptance, after more than eighty

years of abuse of the land. Anyone who
wishes to understand ihe nature and

problems of the .American West will

surely benefit from reading Greiil Snr-

I'eyj o/ the Amrrirnn Writ.

TiiK Polks, by Willy \jey. Time Inc.,

$.1.05; I'JJ PI,., illus.

MtiiiK than a nature book, Tlir I'oirs

covers not only the natural hi-lory

of man's impact on these regions but,

conversely, the impact of the polar re-

gions on man. The text by Willy Ley is

well written and the photographs are

magnificent, llnfortunutely. the picture

stories inserted here and there through-

out the book are typical /.I'/e produclionn

and leave a good deal to be desired by the

thinking reader. Indeed, some of them

seem quite inappropriate to the major

part of the text. Pictures of school chil-
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Ordinary binoculo

dren in Anchorage and homesteaders in

well-forested country hardly add to one's

appreciation of the polar regions.

The organization of the rest of the text

is most satisfying, as it gives a clear,

succinct picture of the various aspects

of the polar regions: opening with a

description of these areas as we now
know them and moving on through a

history of man's attempts to reach the

poles. Excellent descriptions of Arctic

and Antarctic flora, fauna, and geology

are included. The text ends on a note of

speculation and prediction regarding the

future of these regions as man's inex-

orable drive for expansion continues.

T. K. Sharpless

The Amazon, photographs by Emil

Schulthess; text hy Emil Egli. Simon
and Schuster, S15.00; 208 pp., illus.

THIS beautifully illustrated book (with

two maps and 83 black-and-white

photographs plus 79 in color) of 53 un-

numbered pages of text, presents a vol

(Toiseau—a. colorful account of a vast

region of northern and central South

America—translated into English under

the incomplete title The Amazon.

The title is misleading, for the great

river is supposed to be a common de-

nominator to all the places and people

dealt with, yet some portions of the

book have little, if anything, to do with

the Amazon. For instance, neither La Paz

nor BraslUa is in the Amazon Basin.

In the preface are all the common-
places about the "green hell." These

comments inevitably bring to mind the

words of Gordon MacCreagh. who said

in his wonderful South American travel

book. White IFaters and Black, that ad-

venture is in the man. not in the event.

Although the photographs are really

magnificent, and the aspects chosen are

largely unhackneyed, the large map is

grossly inaccurate. The limits of the

Amazon Basin as depicted do not cor-

respond with fact. The towns and settle-

ments shown are not necessarily the larg-

est or most important, as one would think

from the caption, but are those either

referred to in the text or used as subjects

of photographs. The concept of "dry

forest.'' as we deduce from the map. does

not agree with either the scientific or the

popular one. and other geographical lo-

cations are only crudely located.

The text is rather good, with most of

the Spanish and Portuguese names rend-

ered correctly, but it is not well bal-

anced. Some subjects are treated with a

detail that is inconsistent with other

portions. For example, in the discussion

of the origin of the Amazon Basin and
the buildup of the Andes, the treatment

is too general to be accurate and too

long to be popular. In some instances, it

i^ impossible to tell if a discussion
(I'fKrrns an over-all viewpoint or a par-
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licular example, as in the srrlion run-

rrrnini; the migration of man acro!i.« the

BrrinR Strait and subscqurntly to South

America. 1( \\\e rxanipir rrfcrs to one

particular rvrnt, it is not made clear; if

it is supposed to show ihc general

phenomenon, the time scale is 20.000

years nut of phase.

The reader who is not perfectly famil-

iar with each region is confronted with a

tangle of references to weapons, habits,

and names of trilies, and may not be able

to distinguish among litem.

Besides some minor factual mistakes—

Manaus was not the first town in South

.America to have electricity; it was

Campos—the bonk contains a great deal

of useful, up-to-date, and accurate in-

formation about that part of the world.

FutNANDO Plliw

Whose Woods These .\re. by Michael

Fronic. Doublrday & Co., S5.W; .?60 pp.

EVERY once in a while you come across

a book that ought lu l>e good, but

isn't. The subject matter is interesting

and important; the author has obviously

done painstaking research; but somehow

the book as a whole doesn't jell.

But suppose, in spite of a rather pomp-

ous title, this reader plunges into ihc

book and finds: "The .National Forests

encompass 14.000.(K)0 glorious acres of

wilderness, a large kingdom of the out-

doors located in scattered segments.

Roads, logging and the comforts of home
are not permitted . .

." and then, in the

next paragraph: "The National Forests

arc much related to the national econ-

omy. Hundreds of communities depend

on their timber resources to keep saw-

mills going. In the sale of timber to pri-

vate loggers, the Forest Service earns

SI 10.000.000 a year for the government."

And wlial. indeed, is a .National For-

est':* The book includes no definition, so

the reader must make up his own mind

—

and may be wrong.

All this is loo bad. There is a great

deal of interesting and valuable infor-

mation in this book—about Gilford Pin-

chol and the two conservationist Roose-

veils, for example, and about the various

forests themselves, as the author, a

former newspaper writer, tours ihein

from coast to coast. Here facts abiuind,

and the mining of them obviously re-

(|uired considerable research. But the

facts are not well organized, and the in-

lerspersion of philosophical and poetic

ruminations doesn't make them more di-

gestible or convincing.

.\s Frome points out, the National For-

ests comprise uboul one-tenth of our

total land area. The author has appar-

ently done a creditable job of exploring

this area, but unfortunately he has not

ably reported what he has wen.
I'ieteh Fosiu'iicii

SeaIUIUIS in Sot'TIIEKN Wateiis. by

Prince Philip. Duke of F.dinburgh. Har-

per & Row. $3.'>5; o:' pp.. illus.

DriiiNC the past several years. Great

Britain's Prince Philip has taken

two long cruises in southern waters in

the royal yacht Britannia. The log of

these trips shovis visits to such out of

the way locatiiuis as Gougli Island or

Graham Land in Antarctica. One needs

a hiddiy when traversing hundreds of

miles of rough sea in a small boat, and
the Prince found one— photographing
birds. Indeed, he become so entranced

by the penguins, albatrosses, boobies,

and other seafowl that he wished to cap-

lure his pleasure permanently in this

book. The engaging and informal text

tells not only <if the birds, but of the

people, the geography, and the history of

the islands visited. There is a sort of

appendix with descriptions of the birds

by Caplain C S. Tuck and drawings of

them by Commander A. .M. Hughes.

Thus the book can serve as an intro-

duction to at least the more common
birds of the southern seas. The photo-

graphs, while they are attractive and well

captioned, are all in black and wliite.

The seabirds of Antarctica arc fortunate

to have found a royal champion.

Dean Amadoi«
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Gray seal on its back, at left, ends a

power stroke of left flipper. Planing

with its front feet, above, and rolling

its body, seal turns sharply to right.

Locomotion
in Pinnipeds
Swimming methods relate to food liabits

By Carleton Ray

THE "true" seals, eared seals, and

walruses comprise three distinct

families of the suborder Pinnipedia,

which is in the order Carnivora. In

plainer language, these marine mam-

mals are set apart from the rest of the

Carnivora as a group of species that

have evolved for life in the water and

are characterized by having the limbs

reduced and modified for swimming.

The rear flippers are wide and paddle-

like; the foreflippers are usually tap-

ered and pointed. Although the digits

and nails, or claws, are still present

in most pinnipeds, and although

handlike grasping is still clumsily pos-

sible, these mammals behave like fish

in that they swim with the extremities,

steer with flippers and body, and catch

food primarily with the mouth. They

come on land or ice to whelp and rest,

but "walk" only clumsily.



Neck of ftmy seal is telescoped, and
body hernmes rompaci.ehorlened,and

Ior|ivdo-i<hupcd for bpecd. The ;iniiii.il

is stvimminK upside down in il> l:ink.

TiiKRE are other marine niammal?

Iir.-idi-s the pinnipeds. The whales

.in- lir>t-kni>wn and most fishlikc in

that they look and act very much like

lar^'e fish and never leave the water.

The dugongs and manatees arc spc-

' iaiized creatures of trnpicai and suh-

tropica! coasts and rivers. Sea otters

and the extinct sea mink arc (or were

i

more closely related to weasels than

are the pinnipeds. None of these could

he confused with the pinnipeds if the

entire hody were seen, hut at sea the

little doglike faces of the sea otters

oiuld perhaps be mistaken for those of

the seals. However, this article is not

meant to describe all marine mammals
systematically; it is a discussion of

pinnipeds as they appear structurally,

of how they move on land, and also

of (he manner in which they move in

their most natural habitat—under the

water, where their grace and beauty

can be best appreciated.

There is considerable confusion be-

t»veen the names "seal" and "sea lion.

'

The true seals are properly pinnipeds

of the family Phocidae, and are the

pinni|)eds with no external ears. They

have doglike faces and rear flippers

that cannot be turned forward. The

of)ening of the ear. or external audi-

tory meatus, is simply a hole located

a little behind the eye, and within it

are valves that apparently open auto-

matically when the head is out of wate.r

and close when the seal submerges.

Bi-causc the rear flippers cannot be

turned forward, the animals cannot

use them for locomotion on land. In

fact, all that shows of the rear limb is

till' foot and ankle: (he femur, tibia,

and fibula of the hind leg are incor-

porated in the torpedo-shaped body.

On land a true seal moves cither with

or without the aid of the stubby, rel-

atively small, clawed foreflippers by

a hunching, inchworm forward move-

ment, which can be quite rapid. Or.

frequently, locomotion is accom-
plished simply by repeatedly rolling

over sideways. Therefore, a pinniped

that cannot "walk" is a true seal, a

phocid. There are eighteen full species

of them, or seventeen, if the extremely

rare West Indian monk seal Monachiis

Iropicalis has actually been extermin-

ated. Members of the various species

are found in all seas from the Arctic

Ocean through the tropics and into the

Antarctic. The largest are the clephanl

seals, Miroiinpa leonina, and M.

nnjiustiroslris, which mav reaih three

tons in weight and over fifteen feel in

length, and the smallest is the ringed

seal Phoca (Pusa) hhp'ula. which may
be longer than five feet and more than

two hundred pounds. A relative of the

latter, the Baikal seal Phtiin i Puna I

sibirica. is the only species of pinniped

confined to fresh waters.

The lack of external cars, loss of

efficient locomotion by means of the

rear limbs on land, the method of loco-

^
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Whk.n bkc.i.nm.nc. 10 turn, seaU iiio\

dorsully. Occasionally ihcy ran read



As IT COASTS through the water, gray

seal's feet are relaxed. Along length

of its body can be seen skin ripples-

turbulence folds induced by the speed.

[mrstd of speed to eighteen miles an
honr, but this is not long sustained.

motion in water, and the fact that they

are the most numerous and widespread

of pinnipeds, leads scientists to be-

lieve that phocids are the most highly

specialized of the pinnipeds.

WHAT we usually call "seals" in

circuses and zoos are generally

eared seals or, to name the most com-

mon species, California sea lions,

Zalophus californianus. We are all

familiar with the ball-balancing act

of the circus "seal." the familiar gut-

tural bark, the long-necked, erect

posture, and the peculiar, loping run

or walk in which the animal uses all

four limbs. The California sea lion is

even more doglike than are the true

seals. It even sounds and looks some-

what like a dog. In this species and its

relatives, there is a small external ear,

or pinna, and for this reason the eared

seals are called by the family name
of Otariidae. The clawless foreflippers

of otariids are long and pointed,

rather like penguin wings, while the

rear flippers are free to rotate forward

under the body and are thus of use in

land locomotion. Otariids are found

most commonly in the temperate

zones, but a few of the twelve species

straggle into the tropics and the colder

waters of the Arctic and Antarctic.

Most of them breed in harems in the

warm months, and the big bulls are

two to three times the weight of the

females. The largest otariid is the

13



Ska liu.s's fruiil lli|i|icrn urv uliuut reduced Ly exiidliiiit during lliv di\e.

lo begin power »lrokc. Buoyancy is (Nole bubbles strcaniinp from moulli.)

Like i.ray seals, ihc sea linn rolU lo

left as it lurn». The spread flippers

will lie broufihl down forcibly for a

stroke: the feel always trail behind.

northern, or Slellcr's, sen lion, Eumc-

lopias jiihata, i>! the west cciasl of

North America anil the Berinj; Sea;

the males may weiph a Imi.

PKRllAl's the most peculiar pinni-

peds an- the walruses, which are in

a family of their own, Odohenidae.

They are hujie, tusked, and muslachcd,

and are intermediate in some respect*

between the true and eared seals as

follows: ihev have no external ears,

but they do have powers of loc<imotion

on land after the manner of eared

seals since the rear flippers can rotate

under the bo<ly. They "walk" on land,

but in a blubbery, clumsier way than

sea lions, as bi-fils their size anil loose-

ness of structure. Furlher. the fore-

limbs are wide and stout and much

larper proporti<inately than in seals,

but bear only small nails. Lastly, they

swim in a manner sujigestivc of both

phocids and otariids.

There are f<iur girincipal popula-

tions of walruses that formerly were

divided into two species, the Atlantic

and Pacific. Now scientists recopnize

a sinpic species. Odohcnus rosmarus,

with two subspecies. The population!

'4



Two PHASES in the sea lion's power
stroke are shown, above. At rear, the

flippers are beginning to close down,
while in foreground stroke is ending.

are all found on the southern ice

fringe, in the subarctic in winter and

the Arctic in summer as the ice melts

and moves north. One population,

comprised of the smallest walruses

with the least-developed tusks, lives in

eastern Canada and western Green-

land. Males reach perhaps three

thousand pounds and have tusks that

rarely exceed twenty inches exposed.

Two other populations, a little larger

in size and tusk length, are found in

the north of Europe and central Si-

beria. The fourth is a Bering Sea and

Arctic Ocean group, and males of these

reach at least 3,700 pounds with up to

thirty inches of tusk exposed.

One factor that might explain the

large size of walruses is their habit

of bottom-feeding, mainly on shell-

fish. They do not have to be sleek and

fast, but they must be powerful and

enduring divers to "graze" on the bot-

tom of shallow Arctic and subarctic

seas. Most species of true seals and

eared seals, on the other hand, are fish

or squid eaters primarily (although

some eat planktonic shrimp or bottom

mollusks and crustaceans), so speed

and maneuverability are important.

Power stroke has been completed
and animal planes through the water

with its feet held like airplane aileron

to assist in its rolling to the side.
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Walrus uses foreflippers in much the

same way as does eared seal, but with

less precision. Loose structure shows,

left and above, as rear stroke begins.

The history of pinnipeds is a con-

siderable mystery. The earliest fos-

sils are of the early Miocene, some

thirty-five million years ago. By then,

the three families were discrete and

there is little to indicate their origins.

Studies of both fossil and living spe-

cies present many questions, and some

scientists believe that the phocids

were derived from a different source

than were the otariids and odobenids.

Till-: eared seals have the simplest

method of underwater locomotion,

although they are far speedier than the

others. They employ only the long

foreflippers for propulsion, rushing

through the water in much the same

manner as penguins, auks, or puffins.

That is, the flippers are raised and then

brought sharply down to their sides.

The rear flippers trail behind, resting

in such a position as to form a ventrally

pointing V and, as such, probably have

the effect of a rear stabilizer. Between

powerful strokes of the foreflippers,

the eared seal coasts with its flippers

to the sides, forming a streamlined

shape with little water resistance.

With this type of locomotion, the

eared seals are able to attain at least

fifteen and possibly seventeen or eight-

een miles per hour, but such bursts

of speed do not last long. The animal

appears to be built for sprinting rather

than for endurance.

True seals and walruses sometimes

move bv flapping the foreflippers, like

the eared seals, but the true seals never

do so for long periods of time. Fre-

quently, they will "push off" by one

or several foreflipper strokes; then the

rear flippers take over in a fishlike

fashion, while the foreflippers are

folded against the sides for stream-

lining. The right and left rear flippers

are used alternately, the left for strokes

to the right, and the right for strokes

to the left. The power stroke is against

the "palm" of the flipper. This is simi-

lar to hand strokes by the human
swimmer—the palm stroke is used for

power, the return stroke is with the

hand collapsed to offer minimum re-

sistance to the water. The photographs

on page 19 clearly demonstrate this

side-to-side motion.

True seals are faster than walruses,

yet I do not believe the fastest seal

can travel much more than ten or

twelve miles an hour, and most of the

ten species I have observed average

perhaps eight miles per hour or less

while swimming in tanks at top speed.

Both large and small walruses at the

New York Aquarium have been

clocked repeatedly. Two miles per

hour or less is cruising speed, and

four, or perhaps five, is possible for

very short periods. If these speeds ap-

pear to be slow, it is well to remember

that no aquatic animal is really fast.

17



J
Re«r flipper of this half-grown walrus is about two feet

from lop to bottom anil will increase in size as the animal,

i8

whirh here weighs about 1.2(10 pounds, attains its full

growth. Flipper action, while loose, is extremely powerful.]



It requires a great deal more power to

travel through the dense medium of

water than through air. as both fric-

tion and water resistance must he

overcome. Furthermore, the fish prey

of most true seals and eared seals are

even slower, few species attaining five

miles per hour.

DURING sustained travel, the seals

and walruses are notable for one

other difference from the eared seals.

The neck, especially in true seals, is

telescoped and the vertebrae assume

an S-shaped configuration. The body

becomes compact, shortened, and tor-

pedo-shaped. At times the true seals

mav be seen to extend their necks to

look about or to strike at a fish, but

this is usually quick and occasional,

since the motion reduces speed by al-

tering the streamlined torpedo shape

and increasing surface drag.

The major difference between seal

and walrus swimming methods lies in

precision and variability. The walrus

is, as noted previously, a very loosely

constructed animal. Its rear flipper

motions are less compact and refined

than are those of the true seal.

Further, the true seal's transition from

one rear flipper stroke to the next is

neat and rapid. The walrus is more

liable to spread the rear flippers widely

duiing change-over between strokes.

Lastlv. the walrus is more given to

travel by means of foreflipper move-

ments than are eared seals. Under

water, particularly when grubbing

about on the bottom, the foreflippers

are also used extensively. A seal does

not often do this, as its foreflippers are

relativelv small and powerless in the

water. In sum, the eared seal uses

the foreflippers exclusively for pro-

pulsion power. The true seal uses the

rear flippers most of the time, although

the foreflippers are used to push off.

The walrus swims with variations on

both methods, perhaps preponderantly

like a true seal, but with considerably

less of the latter's precision.

The walruses do not seem to swim

for extended periods of time, prefer-

ring not to stray far from the southern

edge of the sea ice pack where they

rest. Certain herds, mostly males, haul

out on rocky shores in summer and use

these as resting places. It appears that

walruses must come out of the water

rather frequently to rest. Some true

seals, however, are pelagic for parts

of the year. This is true of the harp

seal, Phoca (Pagophilus) groenland-

While swimming on back, entire rear

section of walrus swings to the right

as the right flijiper lii'jiiri-^ tn open

and take over from the left flipper.

Left flipper is i

and riglit flipper 1

iolded. above.

In stroke to left.

Movement is completed, below, and

body has begun to >wiiig to the left.



Ukuad fukkklippcrs are beiEiiiniiiK tu

tprruil wills as wulniA cxfriili-s turn

ica. a s|H;cifs nf tlu- icf pack in llif

iiiMrr inuiillis ami nf ll\e iipi-ii soa in

siimnuT. All oared seal, iho fur seal,

C.aUarhinus iirsinus, is also pelagic

during the eold munths. Nevertheless,

mcisl true seals are animals of either

ice pack nr shore. Most eared seals

inhahil roikv coasts and islets.

,\ll the pinniiK-ds make sharp turns

in mui'h the same way. It is primarily

a matter of dorsal flexion with the

forellippcrs extended and some "body

to ilii rifthl. These onimuU oeidom
»\vini for exicndril prriodii nf time.

Lnglish" tossed in. If a pinniped

wishes to turn right, it twists the body
to the right, extends the forellippcrs,

arches the back, and turns. In short,

the head takes the lead, pointing in

the ilirection of travel, and the body
follows. Increased planing surface is

offered by the foredipiM-rs. The rear

flippers act primarily as stabilizers.

This is similar to the turning of a
soaring bird, a plane, or an under-

water swimmer. If a pinniped wishes

Larckly a bottom feeder, walrus has

no need for sleekness and speed as do
fii^h* and sr|utd-catinf( Kcals and sea

lions, hut requires power for diving.

to proceed downward or \entrally.
i

turns over, arches the back, spread

the flippers, and dcsiciuls upsiilc dow
-a motion similar io the "peeling oil

of a dive bomber. Ventral llexion ii

pinnipeils is rare, but does occui

particularly at slower spifds when th

animals are mo\ing at random am
nosing about looking for fooil.

ALMOST everyone who <ibserws pir

nipeds at an aipiarium notes ihn

thev spend most of their timi' s» ini

ming on their backs. Due logical e«

planalion for this behavior might b

that since pinnipeds breathe air. i

would be of advantage for llicni t

travel at or close to the surface. Y<

their eyes are placed on the top of th

head, pointing more dorsallv tha:

vcntrall\. On the surface, upward

pointing eyes are of advantage, a

they can be used above water wit

little of the head cxposeil. However

if a pinniped swam near the suifan

but at the same time obsi'ivcij lli

water bi'low. its best position would b

upsi<Ie down. In fact, harp seals i

their breathing holes in the ice poiri

the nose straight up to breulhi-. bii

look down at the underwater worbl bj

bending the necks back, eves down anl

chin up. Captive seols breathing on til

surface fre(|uenlly do the same tliinj

/Mthough pinnipeds are aniciiig tl

best of .swimmers, they are not !m

that way. Pups are ilumsy in the wali

and have to toy with swinmiiiig fi

some time before they are able Io

a fish or ilivc skillfully. The young nm

even use their rear flippers incllecti

ally in a surprisingly awkward

scissor-like movi'ment.

I would hope that the future wi

more unilcrwaliT observation of pinn

peds. wherein man will learn to appr^

ciale more fully these and othi

aquatic animals as thi-y really arc. I

the case of pinnipeds, understanding

cerlainlv nc-eded, for perhaps no olhc

group id mammals or marine speiit

is so little understood or so greati

persecuted, with the po.ssibje ixccptio

of the whales. The advent of skiiidi'

ing has made possible some liniilc

underwater observation of piiinipet

in nature. Locomotion in tanks is on

thing, but vi-l to be answereil are man

(|ue«lions of how these animals behav

when in their natural realm of the sci

Nostrils, cyc», and sometimes the eai

are above water as gray seal relaxe





^fadaijasrar Loimirs
Insularity permitted their varied development

Lk^ii r. prinurily arboreal, rrourlics

in a tree on the ii^lanil of Madagascar.

By J. J. Petter

TiiK i.KMl'RS, or 5/r<!/)ji>r/ii/ii, con-

>lilutc a primitive proiip of pri-

ninli-s lliat oiicf t-xistod in various

places thrnu^lioul the world. During

tlie I.iiwi'r Kmenr periml. sniiill forms

nf prosiniiaiis a|>peare<l mi a vast

l)link of the boreal (•oiitiiietit. which

inelu<1e<l wi-slern Luroiw and North

\nieriia. During: the Middle Eocene,

after the rupture of tin- laTiil inniu'c-

lions between ibes*' conliiMiils. the

prosiniians developed indepenilently.

Their size increased and the forms

bi-oanie more diversified. At the end

'•I the I'pper Eocene they disapiwared

first from North America and then

frnm Europe, and at present arc dis-

tributed only in certain parts of Af-

rica, in tropical Asia, and in Madagas-

car. I liere is an immi'nse time pap

between the fossils of the end of the

r.oci'ne and the subfossil remains

found in recent projects in Madagas-

car. No fossil has yet been bmnil in

Europe, in Africa, or in Madagascar

that would allow us to cunnecl the fos-

sil prosimians with the Maclagas<'ar

lemurs that exist at the present time.

The present Sln-psirrliiiii are usu-

ally divided intu two suborders:

the lorisoirls. which inhabit Africa

and Asia, and the lemuroids. which

live in Madagascar. The group of

Madagascar lemurs is characterizi'd

by great diversity. Thanks to their

early isolation in this territory, these

animals were able to develop freely

without being subject to the competi-

tion that the appearance of the higher

primates probably presented on other

continents. As a result of these condi-

tions, a great wealth of species and
a large variety of forms were able

to develop. Many intermediate forms

I'xist. from the Microci-hus murinus,

warccly larger than a mouse, to the

Inilri. which, with its arms raised,

may !» as tall as a man.

The lemurs of the genus Propilhe-

riis are among the most extraordinary

of animals. Their coats, which are

usually light in color, arc their chief

a



Isolated Primates

Light-colored coat marked with dark
areas is a characteristic of lemurs of

the genus Propithecus. Their behavior
gives rise to anthropomorphic legends.
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Ji'MPlNC i.F.Mi'R can rover a ilUtanr

of more thun ten yards. Wcuk tuil i^

u-L'l(.'>^ (liiriiif; Icjp untl hljys rcluxod.

itlt-ii(if\iii^ cliaracleristic aiitl make
them visible from some distance. In

the south of Madagascar, where the

vcpetation is not particularly dense,

ihi-se larpe animals are spectacular

as the sunlight catches them while they

jump through the lonp. thi>rny. flexi-

hie branches of the Ditlierea. They
are primarily arboreal, as are the

other lemurs, but their vertical pos-

ture, their size—which can reach that

of a three-year-old child—and their

manner of moving almost exclusively

by jumping, set them apart from re-

lated species. The ease with which

they jump is remarkable. They can

actually spring up into the air from

any position. It is not rare to see them
throw themselves backward and then,

while in the air. twist to an upright

position before landing.

Lemurs of this genus live in almost

all the forests of Madagascar, together

with various other genera of lemurs.

There are two species—Propitliecus

verrcauxi. with white fur that is spot-

ted with black or reddish brown and
which lives in the forests of the west

and south: and I'ropilhecus diadema,

which live? in the island's eastern for-

ests and usually has a gray coat washed

with yellow and spolli-d in black. They
live in little family groups made up of

from three to five individuals.

Unlike several other lemurs, these

are unable to locate |)ermanent natural

shelters. They are loo large to find
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adequate holes in trees, and they do

not make nests of any kind. They
spend the night perched on a branch

of a tree, and when it is cohl they

squeeze lightly against one another for

warmth. They are active in the day,

and their activity, which seems to be

related to temperature, occurs pri-

marily in the morning. In summer,

they begin to move around before

six, while in winter they may not "get

up" before seven or eight o'clock.

Apparently they particularly enjoy the

first rays of the sun.

THEY have a very special stance and

means of locomotion. Their

bodies are almost constantly vertical,

whether they are in repose or about

to move. In either case, they are

crouched, their tails often rolled up

between their thighs, and they arc al-

ways rea<ly to leap up, activated by a

brisk thrust of the hind legs. They

usually move by jumping from tree

trunk to tree trunk, and these jumps

may cover a distance of more than

thirty-three feet. During the big

jumps, their bodies are horizontal, hut

when they land, the back paws always

touch support first. The tail, which is

poorly muscled, is relaxed and com-

pletely useless during the jump.

They prefer to eat during specific

hours of the day: between eight and

ten o'clock in the morning and be-

tween two and four in the afternoon.

Their diet, although

clusively vegetable and i

buds, young shouts, leav

fruits. While the hands

draw a branch or a fruit

aried, is

s made u

es. bark,

are usim

toward ll

p o^

nn('



lemurs do not pluck the food, but take

it with the mouth.

Thev mate from January to March.

Gestation lasts about five months, and

one young is born between May and

August. The newborn is covered with

down, its eyes are open, and it knows

how to hold to its mother's coat. At

first, the young clings transversely

across the mother's stomach ; at about

one month it begins to hold on to her

back, a pattern that persists until it is

about six months old. They nurse for

three to four months, but also begin

to eat adult food when they are ap-

proximately two months old.

The cries of an individual are

chiefly composed of growls and va-

rious cooing noises, but sometimes the

animals of a group emit a kind of bay-

ing in unison. We have heard their

cries, for example, at the approach of

a bird of prey. One of the lemurs of

the group begins and is immediately

imitated by the others. Suddenly the

cries are synchronized and often can

be heard for great distances. The ani

mals also possess a means of olfaC'

tory intercommunication. The adui

males have a cutaneous gland th;

runs vertically along the throat. Fre^

quently the animals can be seen smell

ing trees and then rubbing their

throats on the trunks to leave their

own particular "trade-mark." It would

seem that this behavior is somewhat

more frequent during the period of

reproduction, but we have observed

it at all times of the year.

The family groups usually consist

of three or four animals—a male and

a female adult and one or two young.

Occasionally a group is larger, prob-

ably because of the temporary fusion

of two smaller groups. When the group

leaves its "home," it is generally the

female who leads. These groups, how-

ever, rarely stray from certain estab-

lished forest areas, which seem to be

determined by the availability of food.

Thus, where vegetation is sparse,

groups are smaller; where the forest

is thick, population density is greater.

THE young leaves the parents at

about two years of age, at which

time it is approaching or has reached

sexual maturity. A young male often

competes with the dominant male of

the community and is chased out of

the group if there is a dispute. Several

times we have found a young one of

about this age completely alone in the

forest. It is probable that the young

males excluded from the groups even-

tually join with the young females to

found new groups, which are inte-

grated little by little within any group

that has suffered losses, although we
have not been able to verify this by
our observations.

Here a question arises: do these

living areas correspond to true ter-

ritories? If indigenous observers are

to be believed, the answer is yes;

they say the animals are occasionally

given to furious fights, apparently

territorial, in which males (and some-

times even females) over two years

old emerge with battle scars. There

are other indications of limitations

beyond which a group does not will-

ingly go. For instance, a pursued

animal will suddenly stop as if con-

fronted by an actual barrier, change

direction, and turn back in spite of the

danger behind him. Nothing visible

marks the spot at which he turned. The
boundary may be only the space be-

tween two trees; a simple jump could

clear it. One can sometimes observe

different groups on each side of this

invisible barrier. The animals look

each other over and are ready to chase

any intruders who seem to want to

cross over. If a member of one group

'4^
^i1

•s .y$'-^

..^<u^£MF''^^ .ft\H
Unusual agility allows the lemur to in mid-air. to land facing the direction

take off backward, above, then twist of leap, with rear paws touching first.
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clears the boundary, ihc other group

repeU it, most often by silent intim-

idation—a menacing, tense posture,

a tixetl stare, aiul a partly open mouth

—but sometimes by a few growls.

Lemurs seldom leave their "homes,"

or territories, which are comparatively

small. Some move no more than six

hundred \ ards a day. They usually

move slow!) and at random while eat-

ing, motivated by the warmth of the

sun or by ri|>e fruit on lree.s. Aniinnis

of the same group generally stay to-

gether and kei'p three or four feet

apart. Fl\cepti<inally. and then only

briefly, they come into contact. Inlikf

other primates, lemurs seldom indulge

in re<ipriH-al cleaning .sesisions, al-

though head- and neck-licking wca-
sionally take phuc helween male and

female adults, most often during the

IK-riiul of courl.-ihip. Parents also lick

the young rather often, and sometimes

juveniles lick each other, but this be-

havior never lasts for long.

UNFORTUNATELY, ihcsc charming

animals arc defen.selcss against

man. The noise of guns does not make
ihcm run, even when one of their num-
lier is winmded. Their resemblance to

man. however, often protects them

from hunters. The natives in more

primitive regions still rcspi-<l the an-

I lent shibboleths that prohibited kill-

ing them, and when one is foun<l dead

it is buried with the same rites that

arc attendant on human burial. Some

people of Madagascar are sure that

when a female lemur puts her off-

spring on her back and faces a hunter

whii hits surpiised her, it is solely to

proltvt her \oung. Others claim that

an attacked animal can retrieve a

badly uinietl stone or arrow and hurl

it back at the human adversary. Some
even aihl that when lliey are hurt,

lemurs make poultices of chewed

leaves to heal wounds. Thes*- are, of

course, only legends, but lemur be-

havior almost forces primitive hunters

into anthropomorphic allitiides. They
desi-ribe the reproaihful look that the

dying beast fixes on it.s killer, the jerky

arm movements reminiscent of a

dying man. an<l similar analogies.

Not only primitive people are sen-

sitive to the death of one of these

animals. Few European hunters who
have killed a Propilhecus will repeat

the exploit. It is interesting to cite the

words of Raymonil Decary. a Mada-

gascar administrator: "At the begin-

ning of my stay in Madagascar, it hap-

|K-ne(l that 1 killed a female ... in a

band that was playing in the middle

of simie tamarinds. . . . One of these

animals crouched motionless on a

branch, looking at me. I fired a re-

volver at it. Ihe animal, pierced

through by the bullet, held fast to the

branch for a moment with one hand,

then tumbled to my feet with a soft

noise. It was a mother with hiT little

offspring. The bullet thai killed her

had struck the thighs of the young

one^scareely larger than a fist- «lni

she carried on her buck and wlii< li

had not seen. When she fell, the \ muh

which had not suffered from llir I.

il.vlf, let out groans of lanu-iil.ih.i

It went from the body of its ni<'ili

to me. and in spite of it.s bleidir

wound tried to climb up my leg. iln

went back to cling to its motherV fi

as if to search for one last phi> r

protection. . . . Never again, sinic ili

moment, have I fired at a lemur."

EVKlivoNK. however, is not so -.•

silive. The inhabitants of M^i.l

gas<ar have been overtaken b

civilization that has driven awa

many of the old legends. At the -m

time, they are in desperate nrril

protein in their diet, and thos<' in ll

south of the island, espe<'iall\. ai

forccil to hunt the animals for ('"

Nevertheless, it is not hunting llii

presents the gravest danger to lli

lemurs. It is by indirection that ni.in

eliminating them, by invading llic

domain. During the la.st fifty \>'.ir

man's tools and fire have deslr>>\r

a considerable part of the Mailagas<a

forest. I'ropilheciis and the other spc

cies, as well as the larger portion

the precious fauna of Madagascar, ai

located entirely in the forest. If lli

present rhythm of destruction imil

ues, in ten years there will !)<• v

tuully no lemurs, and an inheritaru

of immense scientific and aeslhi-ti

interest will have disappearc<l forevci

TwO'YE.vn-OLD young, near or already

at sexual maturity, leave the parents.

SpRAVVLiNn with all pawH on ground

is un :il\pli'al |iiibiiii>ii fur tin- leniiir.
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Nursing lasts three to four months, leaves, and bark at about two months,
but young begins adult diet of fruit, However, it stays close to its mother.
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Two Fossil Floras

of the Negev Desert
Makhtesh Ramon, an Israeli site, yields relics of Jurassic plants

IF
ONE LOOKS at the course of the

thirty-first parallel north, as it en-

circles the globe, one cannot fail to

notice that a great part of the parallel

runs through deserts of the subtropical

high-pressure belt. In North America,

it skirts Arizona and New Mexico, and

in the Old World it cuts through Al-

geria, Libya, Egypt, and Israel. In

Israel, it goes straight across the south-

ern desert, the Negev. which extends

over about half the area of the coun-

try. For a country as small as Israel,

so much desert is really too much
desert. But for the paleontologist, a

By Jacob Lorch

desert may be a veritable storehouse

of treasure, and the Negev certainly

is just such a storehouse.

Amateur and professional paleontol-

ogists who have toured the Negev in

recent years have discovered a wealth

of fossils—skulls and skeletons of fos-

sil reptiles, frogs, and tortoises, scales

of fishes, and imprints of insects

wings, as well as plants—not to men-

tion a variety of marine fossils, which

are sometimes extremely abundant.

Many more will surely be found, for

collecting in a desert is quite different

from collecting in more humid regions.

When looking for fossil plants in

Yorkshire, England, some years ago,

we were obliged to travel long dis-

tances to reach rock exposures that

were not too badly weathered. Else-

where, the land was covered by soil,

and even quarries that relatively re-

cently had yielded good fossil plants

had filled up. to turn into swamps or

pastures, forever hiding their riches.

On one mountain we had to remove a

layer of snow to unearth the almost

tropical vegetation that had thrived

there in the Jurassic period. In the Ne-

gev. rocks that have been dug up can

n

SSIL PERN imprint shows a fraction

sterile leaf of Phlebopteris branneri.

Main site of the Jurassic fossil floras

found at Makhtesh Ramon, in Negev,

is seen from northeast. Dark-colored

Cycle Formation slopes to foreground.
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Description of columnar section from base of Triassic to Lower Cretaceous

y-.^r

\ * 1

i:2L

Period

Lower Cretaceous

Upper Jurassic (?)

Upper Jurassic

Upper Jurassic (?)

Middle Jurassic (?)

Upper Triassic

Middle Triassic

Lower Triassic

Description

Sandstone (partly marine)

Upper Nubian Sandstone (terrestrial)

Upper Marine Series (marine)
Main Nubian Sandstone (terrestrial)

Lower Marine Series (marine)

Gypseous Series (lagoonal)

Dolomite Series (marine)
Sandy Shale Series (marine)

Thickness

105.0 ni.

51.4 m.
46.4 m.

320.0 m.
73.5 m,

174.4 m.
170.1 m.
151.5 m.

Sll.tDED \M.\ oil map, in Ncgev Ue^crl,

indiratcs loralion of Makhtcnh Ramon.
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..11.11 I..- lift f..r \<-iirs. allli..u-li

wliiil Mill.' r;iin there is will sl.iwly

.r...!.- llie iiii|iriiils of tlie pliiiil.'-. Tile

>uii eventually eiiuses splilliii;; uf

llie I'orks hy raisin;: their surfaee tern-

|iernlure to ns hi^h as 170°F., whieh

is then fnllnHeil liy a severe (Imp in

lemperiiliire nf (>ll^ or mure at iii^ht.

The iihundant sunshine and llie sear-

eil\ of ruin aceounl for the scorehcd

aspect of .Makhlesh Kamon. the part of

the Ne^ev where I eolleeled two fos-

sil floras. .At present, vcpetalion is

\ery scarce there. An cxcliisi\e and

highly adapted ^roup of perennials is

mainly cunflned to runnels and wadics,

although in spring the rains may call

1.1 life an ainindancc of very shorl-

iivi-d annual plants.

During the Triassic and Jurassic

periods various deposits were formed

in the Negcv, and the clay and sand

cover skeletons, shells, and plants in

.me area or another. In all. there are

aliout .i(MI 111. of Triassic deposits, ond

a similar thickness of Jurassic rocks,

liv the Miocene, some forty million

\ears ago. there had formed several

major folds, technically known as anti-

clines. Thus, in the area of Makhlesh

Itumon, layers of rock had hecn

warped into a dome. Other tectonic

iiiovrments of the same period pro-

duced the Hift Valley, which includes

the Dead .'^ea—the lowest point on

.arth—as well as Lake Victoria, in Af-

rica. The movements also seem to have

f.irmed the Arava Valley. Israel's

.astern hordcr. toward Jordan.

CUM KS produced in the hard layers

.if rock that formed the roof of

llie .Makhlesh Ramon dome provided

the obvious cour.«e for new streams

thai drained the dome's surface. The
streams, in turn, hcgan excavating

the central part of the dome, cutting

iheir way into deeper and deeper

layers. This process of erosion has

been unrelentingly active ever since,

although rainfall must have varied a

great deal. .\l picsciil ll leads I., a

gradual filling up of the Maklilcsli.

with rather rare cUiudliursIs pro\ i.l-

ing the water.

Today, layers ranging from the Tri-

assic to the I'pper Cretaceous ore

exposed in Maklitesh Haiiion. A col-

umnar section from the liase of the

Triassic to the i.ower Cretaceous dis-

plays general divisions and thiikncsset 1

(in meters) that arc illustrated in the

chart on ihis page, above.

('oniiiig into the Makhtcsh from lli.-

west, one descends a sleep slope ..f

about 400 ni. of Lower Cretaceous

rocks. Continuing eastward across the

wide expanse of the Makhlesh. one

successively cros-^^es rock deposits of

the Jurassic and, farther cast, of

the Triassic. The schematic diagram

presents both the chronology and the

structure of Makhlesh Komon.
The two floras described below i

i-onii' from the "Lower Marine .Series"

and from the "I'pper Nubian .Sand-

stone." both of the Jura.ssic. They arc

separated by strata wilh a total ihiik-

ness of more than .31111 111. These are

sloping strata, and coiisequenllv the

actual levels at which the two floras
,

occur are only about 100 m. apart,

in spile of their ilifTerences in age.

I'arallc! to tin- western escarpment

.)f Makhlesh Uamon. aerial photo-

graphs show several bands of dark

brown rock separated by narrow

bands of lighter clay or sand. The
dark bands are layers of very hard

rock, which—by offering increased

resistance lo erosion—naturally lend

to produce coherent platforms, and

each cycle of dark rock and light clay

represents a cycle of transgression and

recession of the sea. The periodic

movement of the sea had led lo cyclical

depiisilion of sediment, the so-called

Cycle Formation.

Poorly preserved plant impressions

abound on the surface of the brown,

sun-baked rock. Only occasionally

docs one chance upon impressions



good enough for proper study. In the

spring of 1962 we discovered the first

Israeli fossils of Equisetum, the horse-

tail genus. The fossil plants were much
larger in diameter than are contem-

porary representatives of the genus.

THE surface of the Cycle Formation

also yielded a variety of leaves.

Most of these belong to the Ben-

nettitales, an extinct group of gymno-

sperms that looked much like the

present-day cycads. Their stems, too,

have been found in many lands, in-

cluding the United States. The leaves,

variously preserved, are more or less

frequent in Jurassic deposits all over

the world. They are pinnate, that is. ar-

ranged on opposite sides of a common
stem, like those of the fossil cycads,

and can only be reliably distin-

guished from cycad leaves by a micro-

scopic study of the stomata, as first

shown by Professor R. Florin of Stock-

holm. In the Cycle Formation no

cuticles at all are preserved, and there-

fore one does not have the opportunity

to study the anatomy of the leaves.

Proof that at least some leaves con-

cerned belong to the Bennettitales

derives from the discovery of some
Impressions of narrow-leafed conifer

branches are just above. A male cone
(arrow, top left) has microsporophylh
on axis. Female cone is at lop right.

..S^P^

Topographic map of Makhtesh Ramon illustrates geologic
features of the area. Strata of the Cretaceous, Jurassic, and

The Conifer Flora

Triassic periods have been uncovered. Circles on the map
mark levels at which two Jurassic floras were discovered.
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U illiainsoiiia fossils ihal arr heart-

shaptti aiul two i>r ihrcr iiu-lies lonj:.

They are known lo have several char-

arterislirs in common with llie blos-

soms of rtt-ent flouering plants, anil

some scientists have even suggested

that they are the ancestors of the

latter. A fossilizeil closed (lower is

sliown on page 3.S, top ri/ihl. hut more

material is needed fur analvsis of its

basic structure. The challenge, of

course, is to finil out w hich leaves were

borne on any one stem, and which

flowers were associated with ihcin.

ON the large expanse of the Cycle

Formation, an a.ssocintc who
..n.i- worked with a bulldozer cxca-

\iiting kaolin for the Israeli ceramics

industry discoverc<l an area of no

more than four square yards where

the plant impressions were more deli-

cate than elsewhere. Tlicy had re-

tained just enough carbonized matter

lo make them stand out. proilucing

lovciv black etchings on the red clay in

which the plants were embedded.

\ssisted by Dr. Herman Becker, of

The New York Botanical Garden, I

Ff.«tile leaf, below, of P. branneri

ban two rows of sori on lower side of

each leaflet. SIar^haped >nn. riiiht. arc

Kruiip, of «•^eral ^porall(!ia (\1U0).

began excavations in the area in 1O60.

Since then, our little <|uarrN has

yielded very valuable material. Be-

cause the rock matrix in which the

fossils occur consists of extremely

hard, line-graine<l clay, unusually de-

tailed impressions have been obtained.

Thus, in many cases it is possible to as-

certain whether the epidermal cells

of a plant were smooth or rough. At

the same time, the extreme hardness of

the rock prevented easy obliteration

of the impressions.

The search for a variety of impres-

sions is but a preliminary stage in the

effort to rironslruct entire plants. For

example. <ine siHties of conifer was

represented by hundreds of branch-

lets, but only one sptxinicn > ielded a

male cone. This was still attached lo

a typical branchlct. so there could bo

no doubt about its allinily. Finally I

dis<-overed the impression of two fe-

male cones of the same species. A sec-

ond species of conifer has so far

vielded nothing but its branchlels. A
single leaf, also illustrate<l. presum-

ably is a representative of another ex-

tinct genus of conifers.

Ferns arc the ilominani group in the

Cycle Formation flora. Their study in-

volves some unique difTiculties. which

add consider.Tblv to their interest.

-^

First, ordinary leaves—so-called ster-

ile leaves—may be present to the cx-l

elusion of fertile ones, whiili bear'

sporangia, the ferns' spore-producing

organs. .Second, the fertile leavi'^. al-

though they may closely resciMble

sterile leaves in shape, are quite dif-

ferent in some groups. If they arc

found detached from each other, it ia
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very difficult to discover which fer-

tile leaf is related to any given species

of sterile ones. Third, fern leaves vary

greatly in shape depending on their

age. Moreover—as a close look at many
recent forms will show—different parts

of the same frond may appear quite

dissimilar. Phlebopteris , seen in sev-

eral illustrations, is a good example.

Among hundreds of impressions of the

leaves of Phlebopteris branneri. only

about a dozen bore sporangia on the

lower side. These fertile leaves corres-

ponded in size and shape to the ster-

ile ones. Some had become embedded
in the Jurassic clay before they had

had time to open and release the

spores. The illustrations, below, show

Leaf imi-rint, probably of deciduous

conifer, shows venation very clearly.

the impressions of a part of a fertile

leaf and of some sporangia. These are

arranged in circular groups, or sori,

of about a dozen sporangia. The disk-

shaped sporangia are arranged radi-

ally, and their thick-walled cells (the

annuli) show very well. The perfect
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Si'ORK I'RoDi CIN(; pinnule.- of a fiTii, n/iorc. |)iM<i%cry iil fUv niiiy lie ^lr^^

Onycliiopsis, arc preserved as a fossil, find of llie genus in Jurussic deposits.

Sterile leaves of Onycliiopsis appear leaflet on a tperiniun that In

different from fertile leaves. Sterile organs allowed rorrclation f

d fertile

f fossils.

preservation of llir imprejiiiioii imiile if

possible to idcnlify this, the must

aluindiinl fern, lis n iiu-inlit-r uf tlu

Miiloiiiaceiif. A >liiiix of llif |iii>.| his

tory of this fainily is piiilinihuly

retviirdiii^, for in the Jurassii- ami lht<

Cretaceous it was wiilespreail, when-as

today it is a refujiee from rliinallr

• han^i- and roinpelition. roiiriiicil to

a rather small urea, iiieludiiig pari- ol

Malaya, Uonieu, and New Cuinea,

My fossil spm-ies is unique in that its

sporan^lia entirely lack llio protective

covering that is prevalent in recciil

mcinliers of the Matoniaccae.

I
accidentally discovcrc<I the mi-oihI

Horn (I shall refer lo it a> lh<

conifer Ooral in I'KiH while foMu»in;;

u rou^li truck that was not marked

on maps and seemed to U-ad nowlicrei

After some miles it endeil ahruplly at

the entrance lo what proved to he ar-

experlniciilal luniiel that was heiu).!

excavah-(l for thi' niiiiin;; of Hint clay

—an exceedingly pure clay that is thi<

raw material for srluimnllt; the lirei

resistant tiles used, for example, ii

bakers' ovens. At the edge of llie lip

heap was a large, almost black slonei

At the firsi slmkc of thi' hummer i

broki' apart, revealing two siirfacei

densely covered with small blaci

twigs. None of the many stones I liavi

split open since has yielded as goo(<

a crop. I'^videiitly. the (lint ila\ de<

posits, produced soon after tile enii

of the Triassic (marked in Maklilesb

Ramon by gypsum deposits!, wer

locally covered by a small swampj

which graduallv filled up with inor

-

clav and willi the trunk-, brandilit-

and cones rif cdiiifcis that grew lilliel

nearby or in the swamp itself. Wheij

removing the dark gray "conifer"

ferrous stones from the roof of the lun

nel. I was actually digging dowi

through the swamp with its cnibci

plant remains.

The swamp apparently su(Tere«

from poor aeration, for only thus cai

one explain the sometimes exiellen

preservaliim of the cuticles, or plan

skins, u variety of cells, and the ver;

delicate pollen grains. A crusi o

pyrilc. or "fool's gold" (FeSi. hai

formed over some cell surfaces, lend

ing them a golden lusler. The crust

liieii there for millions of \ears.

a few months In the open air oblilei

nt.il most of it by accelerated oxida

lion. .\i\ odd collection of bits am

pieces was obtained when the chunk

of hard clay were split open and whei
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the soft pieces were slowly w ashed in a

sieve. These pieces included fractions

of trunks, up to 20 cm. wide: numer-

ous isolated leaflets: a multitude of

small to very small twigs, mostly 1-5

mm. wide; and—most precious of all-

complete cones and isolated scales.

As mentioned above, a find itself,

no matter how exciting, is only the

beginning. Slow and laborious anal-

ysis must follow-, and work being done

on this conifer flora is typical.

The different species present in the

melange must be identified. With

the trunks, this can only be done by

obsen ing the anatomy of the woody
stem, w'hich consists of tracheids and

medullary rays. The characteristics

to be noted are the same as those

studied by ^vood anatomists who wish

to find out, for example, whether or

not a pencil factory has been sold pine

instead of the pencil-cedar. Lihocedrus

decuTTens. The tracheids are elongate

cells with rather heavy walls, which

millions of years ago, as now, were

responsible for the transport of water

in the stems and branches of conifers.

Adjacent tracheids are linked by elab-

orate openings in the cell walls, the

so-called bordered pits. The size and

density of the pits provide some fea-

tures for a comparison of different

specimens. In fossil as in living forms

the oits are confined to the radial walls

and may be arranged either in two

rows, as in present-day Araucariaceae,

Dr in a single row, as in Pinus. The
former arrangement is generally con-

sidered to be the more primitive, but

both types occur in the conifer flora.

M°
ORE difficult, and more important,

is the examination of the med-
jllary. or vascular, rays to discover

heir height, uniformity (homogenous

/3. heterogenous), and, in particular,

he nature of the "cross-fields." for

rvherever a tracheid crosses a medul-

ary ray, there appear areas with char-

jcteristic pitting. Up to twelve pits per

;ross-field occur in one of my spe-

;ies; in another only five to six.

Like the stems, the leafy twigs in

he fossils are badly compressed. As
ill the species seem to be small-leaved

;onifers. more or less reminiscent of

^huja or Cupressus twigs, rather care-

ul observation is necessary to recog-

lize the various leaves and their

wrangement on the stem. Examina-

'ion of gross morphology is comple-

nented by studying the cuticles of the

jranchlets, that is, the outer "skin" of

Closed fi.owt.r. fop. of If illi

belongs to the Bennettitales, an extinct

roil]) ()[' KsptTMis. This fossil was
und on Cycle Formation.

TuBERCLED MIDRIB of this Otozamttes,

presumably the leaf of another member
of the Bennettitales, bears narrow and
tapering leaflets at the left and right.
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the cell?. By clearing and macerating

the twigs anrl rarcfully opening up the

very brittle cuticles, it is possible to

obtain microscopic preparations suit-

able for study by transmitted light.

Although the cuticles consist of very

resistant carbohydrates, they do not

escape the loolh of time as well as

one might wish, and often many must

be prepared before a really good study

cuticle is found. Suitable specimens

can then be drawn and photographed,

and iheir thickness, which is highly

variable, can be measured. The epi-

dermal cells, which may be smooth or

with a more or less prominent papilla,

will show up clearly in relatively

regular rows, but above all. attention

must be paid to what botanists usually

call the stomatal apparatus. The stoma

36

proper is an essential plant organ.

It consists of two guard cells, which

|>ermil. and ul the same lime regulate,

gaseous exchange between the atmos-

phere anil ibe interior of the plant.

The guard cells are frei|uenll\ lost

in fossil cuticles, but the surround-

ing epidermal cells, which form the

slomalal apparatus, tend to be pre-

serveil and show evireme dilTi-rences

in structure. They nia> be ibiii-walled

and located at the level of the leaf

surface: they may be sunken and ihiik-

walled, and have prominent papillae

projciling over a central pit: or they

may exhibit other variations. The
numbers of cells comprising the slom-

alal apparatus also show characteristic

difTcrenci-s. Various atlempls have

been made lo relate the structure of

the sloma lo ibe natural environment

tif llic particular species.

A^ludy of recent plants has shown

that species growing in dry envi-

ronmi'iils li-nd lo have slomala in pits

that often have elaborate slruclures-

such as hairs, scales, or papillat

—

which produce a more congenial

microclimale in the vicinity <d the

slomalii. On ihe other hand, plants

from humid environments often have

slomala al ihe general level of the

|ilanl surface, showing no thickened

cell walls, no papillae or other pro-

Icclive structures. Although no abso-

lute reliance can be place<l on three

interpretations. 1 think one might

reasonably suppose that the stomatal

apparatus shown on page .17. lower

riphi, represents a species that is much
less suited to dry conditions than is

the species illustrated lo its left.

The next step in the conifer flora

analysis was a study of the cones.

Again, gross morphology came first,

followed by a study of the cuticles that

were oblaini'd from the cone scales.

There wi-re three flistincl species of

male cones represented in the conifer

flora, some of which yielded pollen

grains that proved to resemble each

other rather closely. Only isolated

scales of female cones were found.

Then, as now. conifers had separate

male and female cones. So far, I have

not found any seeds.

When all is said and done, one is

left with an arrav of trunks from un-

known trees, leafy twigs from un-

known trunks, and isolated cones, all

of unknown affinity. It is al this point

that the real challenge begins. Al-

though there is a system of classifi-

cation (or isolated twigs, as well as

for cones or trunks stripped of their

bark and branches. paleid>olanisls are

above all lured b> ihe prospect of

being able lo piece together an entire

plant of bygone ages, jusi as ('uvier,

in the early years of the last century,

reconslrucled the first fossil verte-

brates. At thai lime he wrote that he

fell "like a man standing in a charnel

house, while all around him were frag-

ments of hundreds of skeletons, wail-

ing lo bi- reassembled."

To illuslrale such reassembling by

means of rulicle analysis, let us take

an isolali'<l male cone— the beaulifidly

pre.siTved fragment on page M. (opl

ri'g/i/. The cleared cuticle shows a slom-

alal apparatus made up of cells Hush

with ihe surface of the scale. K.acli of

Ihe f<iur cells looks as if it had Ix-cn

cut olT from an ordinary epidermal

cell b\ a curving cell wall, and each

bears a large. Iiluni papilla proje< lin;

slightly outward. Next, studying the

various spti'ics of loose branchlets

of the same flora, only one specii's is

found to be al all similar to ihe cones

il is ('.iiprffsinoclailiis ramoiirmix

However, (iiiprf.ssiiiorladiif consis-

tently has decussate leaflets— thai is,

the leaflets are in pairs, with each pair

at right angles to the one abov<'

below. The cone under invesligalion

has scales arranged spirally. Oeiussa-

lion is a way of life: plants with decus

sate leaves definilely lend lo show 1

decussate arrangcnUMil of iheir fcrlili

organs, loo. Vel there are exri-pliims

such as the sunflower, which has di'

cussalc leaves, but also has flowers se

in spirals. In any case, il is reasonabli

to refrain from ascribing a cone will-

spiral scales to a species thai ha^

branchlets with decussate leavi-s. I"

justify a differenl decision, il shonlii

1)1" pointed out that C.upressinorlmlu-

rnmoncnsis is ihe species of brarirh-

lets ihal oc<urs most frequi'iitlv in

the conifiT flora, and the cimi's de

scribed are far more abundant ihaii all

othiTs taken together. And in paleon-

tology, association of organs is gener-

ally accepted as implying an indica-

tion of aflinily.

IT
is aliiiost a truism lo say ihal in

science, as in nearly everv olhci

aspect of human life, one discovery

leads lo another. Thus the work Ihal

has been done al Makhlesh Kanion

may he considered a cliapler in a slorv

of the past that will gradually be

read in the vaslness of the Negcv.
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:

jLEARED BRANCHLET of C. ramonensis with decussate leaves Male cone frakment, C. ramonensis, is at the left. Cuticle

s at the left. A cuticle with stomata appears at the right. with stoniata, at right, looks like first cuticle on this page.

XTiri.E of Brachyphyllum, right, has stomata that seem Thin-walled cells around stomata of Dactylethrophyllum
inrlirate adaptation to aridity. A branchlet is at left. may reflect an adaptation to high humidity in undergrowth.
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Priini(i\(\s ol Japan

A Loiiar\ in CJavo
Sculpture served living and dead in pre-Buddhist period

By Seiroku Noma

JAPAN IS CONSIDERED throughout the world to have

achievwi a very high level of aesthetic develop-

iiu'iil. hut this repulalion is due primarily to arts that

» .lived after the introductiim of Buddhism from the

Asiatic continent in the sixth century and which, as

a rule, betray the strtm;; influence of cimlinenlal

art. Several thousand \ears hefure the arrival of

Ituddhism. however, the inhabitants of the Japanese

islands created an art of clay in which their native

sense of Iwauty was expressed in its purest form.

The oldest artistic remains found in the islands

arc earthen vessels of a type called Jomon. which

means "cord marked." the name deriving from the

Dklicatk HkAD OF CIBL. made during; first millennium

A.D., i» ronsidered to be exrcllenl piece of hnniun .irt.

potters' U-chnique of shaping vessels by pressing on

them with wooden clubs wrapped with straw ropt^

Jomon has given its name to a cultural period sub-

divided on the basis of families of pottery types into

Earl>. Middle, and Late Jomon.
No one knows exactly when human beings first in-

habite<l Japan, but it seems to have been at least ten

millenniums ago. Carbon radiation tcsLs indicate that

the earliest Jimion pottery dates from about five oi

six thousand \ears before Christ. Cord-marked pot

tery continued lo be produced for about six thousan(

years. The early vessels were simple, with poinlec

bases and little ornamentation. Those of thi' Middli

period were more complicated in form, with surfaci

decorations that were apt to be more three-diincn

sional. The pie<es from tlir Late Jomon show tin

widest variety in shape, but their surface |llllll•rn^

lend once again to become flat. Aesthetically. Jomoi

ware of the Middle period is the most interesling|

The people whfi made Jomon pottery lived b;

means of hunting and fishing, and their ware is some-

times decorated with pictures <if brave hunters am
fishermen in action. All the vessels seem lo have bepi

ma<le for actual use in cooking or caling. Thi-se earl;

potters clearly possessed a love for and mastery o

curved lines, and their inventions arc often similat

to the abstract art of our own day-

In the Middle Jomon period the experience gainct

in molding practical utensils gave birth lo the evce

more interesting art of (/ogii—Japan's first rea

sculpture. Dopii, literally "clay images," were house

hold figurines, and are found mostly in central ant

northeast Honshu. .Since specimens from the fi.jin.

area are the most original and varied of all. il -'' n

likely that tlopii originated there. This is hardU -m

prising when one considers that much of the bet

Jomon-type pottery was produced in the same region

No one knows the purpose id the (lo/iu or w hal the;

represented, but it is not dlDicull to imagine ihu

they had some religious meaning. In form they rcscm

ble people or animals, but they were most proli.ibb

intended to represent gods or spirits with super

human powers. Many of them arc similar to the carti

goddesses of other primitive peoples.

The making of (lo(:ii spread from central Japan ti

the east, but in the process the figurines gradual];

lost in imaginativeness, becoming flatter and leti
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Grotesque figurine is dogu, from Japan's Middle
omon period, about the third millennium B.C. An

image for household use, it may have represented a

god. The huge eyes were perhaps to improve vision.
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Visor and pi.imf. holder were parl!< of metal helmets

of Tomb period, a culture Iwniua lias helped explain.

intereslinp. Farlhor to the nurlhrasi the forms ol

ilopii b«-anir stereotype*!, with inrpe, popple-like ryes,

small arms, aiul larpe leps plaiitetl wide apart (p. H')).

Despite formalization, howexer. ttH-hniques im-

proved. The fipures were now mosth hollow, nnil the

curved patterns forminp the surface d(Voration> «<ie

complex. They show that the same uetiNe imapiniilion

displayeil in the desipns on Jomon-type pottery ilrove

the makers of ilopu to fill every blank space on the

fipuriiies in the Siime way.

With the popularization of ilopii, the fipuiines

prew simpler. Instead of the whole body, the face

alone wnuld be reprt-sented (p. 'Wi. ripht, /»;• ami

hollom I , and often the fipures were reduceil lo the

form of eur\e<l patterns inscribed on flul talilrls.

•At the same time, there appeared i/ofiij in the form

of bears, monkeys, boars, whales, and other animals.

but few of these have sur\ ived.

IN
its late centuries Jtinmn pottery bcpan lo piM-

way III a new ware, smoollied on a wheel and ilis-

tinpuished by much simpler surface pattern- and

preali-r clarity of f<irm. This pottery, known as Yinoi

after a type site in Tokyo, flourishcil from rouplily the

second century li.c. to the third century A.l). The nanu

Yayoi, like Jomon, is a pottery classification that ha»

been applied to a period. Itcmains of the ware ar<

founil mainh in ihc wi-slcrn half of Japan. This re-

pion. which is rclali\cly clusi- to ihi- cnnlincnl ami

enjoys a mild climate, turned to wct-pailily rice cul-

tivation at a relatively early date. With the ado|ilior

of farminp as the chief means of livelihood, met

developed the practice of workinp topcther in proupi

to open up new lands and ward off natural disasters

The community life, fixed doinicilrs. and scasono

work in apriculture meant preater social and psycho^j

lopical stability, and this is evident in Yayoi pot>|

tcry, whose forms became more refined and stereo

typed. Vessels prew thinner, and their surface linisl

look on a new smoothness as the wheel was used morr

extensively. Althouph this ware lacks the fancifulncs:

of the old. its repular proportions and curves leslif;

to a hiph depree of aesthetic sensibility within tht

farminp communities.

Ilavinp developed community life. th<' aiicicn

Japanese bepan to feel the need for community lead

ers. There pradually appeared a society in wliid

control was in the hands of powerful families, am

by about the third century A.li. this society look oi

some aspects of a true nation. The Icadinp iloni

formed the custom of ercclinp for their dead lor<l:

hupe burial mounds, or tombs, fitted out to insure thi

deceased the same case in death as in life. Duriiip tin

Yavoi period the artistic foundations were laid fo

haniwa, or "clay cylinders."' They appeared in thi

Tomb period, which bepan about the first century A.D

Haniwa were apparently created to be set up on o

around these burial mounds, anrl are. for the inos

part, exacllv what their name indicates— simple c\lin

ders. A number of ihcm were topped with reprcsi-nia

tional sculpture of a distinctive type. These piece

have captured the attention of modern artists am

historians and have pivcn us a wealth of informatioi

on the daily life of the Japanese in ancient limes
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Woman seated on a chair is sophisticated example of

haniwa. Details of formal dress, hat, beads on the neck.

wrists, and ankles, and the small bag and belled mirror
hanging from belt may indicate a high social position.
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Crl'OE bit expressive male dancer wiih mouth open
in Rong hui little detail, but cur\'ed por^itions of arms

and the flarinfE ekirlg hclow rope coil at waint •

a seniic of rhythm. Iltinitva figure is 22 '^ inchc
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ioLiD FIGURINE is 10-inch high dogu. Features of its

lat face, or mask, are feline and may represent a deity.

The cylindrical haniwa, which are found around

van the earliest mounds, seem originally to have

leen variants on jars containing grave offerings.

"hey were set up in fence fashion around the mound,
nd were widely used, it seems, in part because they

lelped to prevent the earth on the slopes of the mound
rom slipping. The practice of fashioning earthen

mages of various offerings to the deceased and
nounting them on the cylinders was doubtless a

elatively late development, although the history of

he haniwa is still too uncertain to permit attempts

i date them precisely.

rHE process of making these images was simple.

The clay was kneaded into long strands, cut into

;ngths, and piled up in spiral coils to form the rough
hape. Then the figures were smoothed by hand and
ired. .Since the inner surfaces of the statues were not

moolhed. the coils of clay are visible. It might have

leen easier for the artists to model solid statues, but

loUow ones offered two advantages—they required

3SS clay, and they could easily be fired. These fea-

ures no doubt had a special appeal, since it was
isually necessary to make a large number of haniwa
n a short time, sometimes hundreds or even thou-

iands for a single mound. The figures were usually

pproximately twenty to thirty-nine inches high, but

n image of a man found in the Tokyo region

Clay mask made in Middle Jomon period is related

to dogu, and probably had religious significance.

Over-all design and carved eyes in large sockets on
a piece from same period show range of technique.
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»illi lolliiiic luniiiii'. .Ni-rk lifll (li'iintt's iloiiiL^licatiun.

^(>^^l. :irt' ainiiiig mu^l luinirroii.'- of htiniuu aniiiiuU

Ur(*]il) imnrlird eyes help ^ive hen lifrhki- iippriiruiice

measures nearly forly-nine inches—an extraordinary

height fonsitlerinp llie nielhod employed.

In ancient ('hina there was a similar custom of

placing; earthen fifiures inside the tomhs of leaders,

and stone imapcs of human beings and animals were
often erected before the graves. The idea of lianiua,

then, may have come from China, as did many other

elements of Yayoi culture, but the l«hni(|ues used

in makin;: them and the manner of placing them
about the tombs were peculiar to Japan.

.Mthough haniwa were first made in the area

around modern Kyoto and Nara. which were centers

of contemporary culture, relatively few were pro-

duced there, and these display little varielv. More-

over, the art appears to have been blotted out by

waves of new culture from the continent about the

fourth century. To the cast, however, in the unde-

veloped Kanto area I around modern Tokyo!, the

situation was different. This was a vital frontier

area, and warriors of the leading families were sent

there from the central district to guard it. Some of

these soldiers settled down and became the leaders

of the Kanto region. They. too. raised large burial

mounds and decked them out with hnniwa. The local

inhabitants, exposed for the first time to the high

level of culture the lianiwa represented, quickly look

to the new art. Although the images they produced

are not so highly polished as those of the Kyoto dis-

trict, they are more lively and vigorous (p. 421.

There. Iinniun remained plentiful and varied, and its

development continued until the seventh century,

when the spread of the Buddhist practice of crema-

tion put an enil to a long history of mound burialfil

Among many lianiwa forms are those of buildingi

which serve as a guide to prehistoric Japanese im li

lecture and show how well it has been prcMiv

in Shinto shrines today. Lrnbrellas and weapoii> m
also represented. Mere again, the idea was doublleh

that the deceased would still re(|uire alter drat
i

those things he had reijuired in life. The most in

teresting haniiia of all. however, arc those that poi'

Iray human beings or animals.

TiiK human figures include men unci wonirn frop

all walks of life. Many arc warriors larrsin

swords or shields: some are musicians or darners

some appear to be dignified ofncials. .Some wear bead

and finery (p. 41 1 : others are barely clotheil. Oespil

the simplicity of the modeling, a wide range of huinai

emoliims is evident: grief through anger to mirth

The animal most commonly ilepiited is the horsc

no doubt because it was one of the most valuakl

possessions a man of this period could have. Othc

domesticated animals include dogs and rhickeni

above, waterfowl, wild animals, boars, monkevs. o

deer. The forms, although ingenuous, catch the es

sential characteristics of each animal with a kcenncs

of observation remarkable even today.

With the development of Buddhist sculpture, th

art of lianiwa gradually declined and disappeared

The ra<-e that hail made the images remained, how

ever, and the same instinctive .sense of form tha

hanitva reveal appears again and again under diffct

ent guises through the later history of Japanese art
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Mother with baby on her back may have been
depicted going about daily chores, symbolized by

jar on head, indicating she is not of a high social

position. Vertical striations are common on haniwa.
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Land of Silence,

^ Fascination

and Beauty

11 ttfif''^^^'
'j*.*"' "trjj

D,r. Lauge Koch, in his preface to Arctic Riviera, which is

Swiss photographer Ernst Hofer's tribute to a land of contrasts,

says: "Whoever has once experienced the Arctic, will never
cease to be overcome with nostalgia for the midnight sun,

the unspoilt beauty of this remote world, in spite of the hardships
and austerity that are inseparable from a stay in Greenland."
The book includes geologist Koch's notes on expeditions that

he has led to the great island, is a product of the

Swiss geographical publishers, Kummerly and Frey, of Berne,

and is distributed in this country by Rand McNally. The
pictures and text on these pages have all been excerpted from
the unusual and beautiful volume, which deals specifically

with the fjord country of northeast Greenland.

Conditions change so rapidly lliat even tlie

most experienced captain may find iiis sltip to be
icebound off tlie East Greenland coast.

A last primitive place of iiuman liabitation,

the settlement of South Cape consists of only a few
wooden huts surrounded by turf briclc.



Niinalaks is the name given ;.' ;/.< nnlu:.

llial rise above the icecap. A veragc mean len

this colli country is about — 7S° Fahrenheit.
T,„

iiriiiip^ lit p^euilovolcanocs are fnrmeil when ground
water attempts to penetrate the permafrost, then freezes

ami heaves the earth above it into mounds.

- he oilier coast of Greenland was first visited

about 130 years ago hy l:nglish expeditions.

I'ifty years later (iermans spent the winter in

East Greenland and brought back the lirst

accounts of snow, ice. and climatic conditions of

that season. In IV26 a new epoch of

exploration began, and it continues to this

day under Danish auspices. Kast Greenland, betweci

Danniarks Fjord in the north and Kangerdlugsuak

in the south, forms a geosynclinc, or

narrow trough, which has filled with deposits in

the course of long geological ages, and

contains large quantities of animal ami plant

fossils. In various places there are

lowland regions, otherwise rare in Greenland, and

there are also three areas with rugged

mountains—some arc over 9,000 feet high

—

making the region topographically interesting.

Between two of the largest glacier streams in

eastern Greenland rises a grim massif of hewilderingly

complex structure on which no man has yet set foot.





^M^f ?®

Looking weirdly like the /eel vj .sonte preht\i'

reptile, these glacier tongues creep toward the vi//-
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•e photograph of the still-unnamed ice sheets

'S taken over the innermost section of Rhedin Fjord.
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In winter, the ice in the fjords extends
from the interior branches to the

outer coast. In the region of Ella Island.

in Kong Oscars Fjord, it forms from
November onward and. until the beginning of May,
Is a compact, continuous expanse of ice.

The itv first begins to thaw in the branches
of the fjords. Thawing advances steadily toward
the coast, so that it is possible for a plane

to land between the tenth and the fifteenth of July.

Occasionally, the ice remains like a

broad barrier right across the mouth of

the fjords. When this remaining "bolt" of ice melts

depends on the weather in May and June, which
in turn is determined by the breadth of the belt

of drift ice. A narrow band of such ice

permits moist Atlantic air to shield the land

from the sun. and melting is delayed, sometimes
until the first week in August. Summer and
winter alike, a constant ocean stream carries

large masses of the drift ice from the Polar Basin

southward along the east coast of Greenland.

Ttrniiiuil far,' iif ilu\ i;lmier i\ utniinl ihrcc

iiiilfi III hreailili. A.\ lilt- ice i/iu.i.u'A are sleadily pushed
toward open water they break oQ and form icebergs.

Abstract design is the maze of the Schiicberl River

watercourses, whose islands of drifting sand continually

shift toward the fjord and change patterns constantly.

Canyon-like valley has been cut deep in this fjord,

which has been sounded at a depth of about 3,000 feet.

The great icebergs come from miles inland.
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T„he Ice bell ofl one section of East

Greenland probably allains an average breadth

of nearly I'JO miles. It may be densely or

loosely packed, and its character may often change

In the later part of the year, the ice floes are

si.t to ten feet thick on an average, and in

spring they may be several miles long, but in the

course of the summer their size decreases steadily.

In the belt of drift ice one is usually able to

navigate sjtfcly. as the ice masses ordinarily move,

even in a severe storm, in the direction of the wind.

Slimmer warmlh carves and mulds the ice ml"
fanlaslic forms thai often fall apart within a few days.

For only a brief time can Eskimos use their kayaks.

I lie moon rises over the iteherf<-\lrewn water.

Now the period of the midnight sun is drawing to a rh

and the long, long polar night is fast approaching.
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SKY REPORTER
Waxing or waning, the moon has always interested mai

By SiMONE Daro Gossner

THE STARTLING OBSERVATIONS made with Carl) Iclu-

scopes caused as much interest in the universe in the

seventeenth century as the first launchings of man-made
satellites a few years ago. Popular descriptions were written

to satisfy the curiosity of educated laymen. Illustrations

were copied from the observers' scholarly accounts and,

depending on the engraver's skill, readers could get a more
or less accurate idea of the latest discoveries. A favorite
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iliiii m;is IIiMJiu.-' tcles<.opic map of tlic moon I 1647

It is show n. above, as it appeared in a German compcndiu

that was published in 1676.

The theories of Copernicus had demoted the moon fro

the rank of planet to that of mere salellile, or companio

of the earth. Galileo's telescopic discovery of the first to

satellites of Jupiter reduced the moon's status further I

showing that it is not the only object of its kind in the >ol



On these pages Mrs. Gossner presents the third in her

1963 series—a co-ordinated review of the solar system.

stem. However, the moon still boasts one unique distinc-

m: it is the largest satellite relative to the parent planet.

)r this reason, modern astronomers often call the earth-

oon system a double planet.

Popular interest in the moon has never faded entirely

ice Galileo made his first crude sketches. This is doubt-

is one of the reasons why the public was readily taken in

the historical moon hoax perpetrated by The New York

m in August. 183.5. Pretending to quote from a non-

istent scientific journal, the paper published fantastic

counts of lunar discoveries by Sir John Herschel, who
IS then at the Cape of Good Hope. By using an enormous

escope and a new observing technique, the articles said,

"rschel had achieved tremendous magnification. Lunar

habitants, odd-shaped animals, and temples studded with

ecious gems were revealed in minute detail. A sensation

New York, the story was soon carried by the foreign

ess and the hoax became general. When truth prevailed

'ew weeks later, it was discovered that the author (R. A.

eke, editor of the newspaper I had merely intended at

St to ridicule the sensational popular writers of his day.

s readers' gullibility had turned the matter into a hoax.

I IRLESS, waterless, rocky, and barren, the moon cannot

\ sustain life. Astronomers have little doubt that it has

permanent atmosphere because during its crescent

ases there is no halo of twilight along the dark edge;

idows cast by its moimtains are sharp and black, not

irred by air scattering as shadows are on earth: and

len the moon passes in front of a star, the latter dis-

oears abruptly, without the progressive fading that would

;ur if a transparent gas were to move past first. It has

3n suggested recently that the moon may have a transient

nosphere of helium and argon. But it would be so

luous that, in comparison, the air we breathe would be

1 million million times as dense. The helium and argon

uld be the products of radioactive decay of rocks on the

lar surface. The moon's low surface gravity—only one-

th that of the earth—would be insufficient to retain these

5es permanently. \l they are present at all, they must

itinually escape into space while new gas atoms are re-

sed from the rocks.

In the absence of an atmosphere, and hence of weather-

;, there is very little erosion on the moon. Its surface

ars the permanent scars of events that took place billions

years ago, side by side with recent features. The entire

lar history could be reconstructed if only these markings

jld be interpreted correctly. At present, astronomers can

iw some general conclusions, but they must wait until

;ual samples of surface materials are obtained before a

finite theory can be advanced.

Through a powerful telescope, the moon's face appears

ted by innumerable craters, one next to the other, often

erlapping, and decreasing in size to the limit of visibility.

ime large plains, misnamed maria ( Latin for "seas" ) by
rly selenographers. have the appearance of lava flows.

It are probably "oceans" of dust. Most remarkable of all

i: the mountain chains, which, for lack of erosion, have

mained strikingly jagged. Judging from the length of

sir shadows, many are nearly as high as the tallest moun-
ins that are found on the earth.

The origin of lunar craters is as yet an unresolved

problem. Their superficial resemblance to extinct volcanoes

suggests a possible volcanic origin. However, it is not cer

tain whether or not the moon was ever in a molten state

Some internal heat could be generated by radioactive ele

ments in its core, but it is unlikely that this could accoun

for the multitude of known craters. A few years ago. ob

servers in Russia and England noted traces of residual

volcanic activity in the form of gas escaping in the vicinity

of a crater. Thus the volcanic theory should not be con-

sidered entirely unacceptable.

A more promising theory, which probably does explain

the majority of the craters, attributes their origin to me-

teoric impacts. A strong argument in favor of this theory

is the overlapping of many of the craters. One might

wonder why such features are so numerous on the moon,

whereas they are relatively scarce on the earth. It must

be remembered, however, that continuous erosion would

have obliterated all but the most recent terrestrial craters.

In addition, the heat generated by the braking effect of the

earth's atmosphere consumes the small meteorites and often

disrupts the larger ones in mid-air. Meteorites or fragments

thereof reach the ground at appreciably reduced speed, thus

lessening the impact. On the moon, conditions are the exact

opposite. Since there is no atmosphere, all approaching

meteorites reach the surface intact and at full speed, and,

without erosion, the collision scars are preserved forever.

Only 59 per cent of the lunar surface has been mapped
in detail, although crude pictures of the moon s far side

were obtained by Lunik III. The moon's rotation period is

exactly equal to the period of its revolution around the

Mythological representation of moon, published in 1569

in Cologne, is taken from Poeticon Astronomicon of Aratus.

earth. Consequently, it always keeps the same face turned

toward us. We are able to see somewhat more than half of

its surface from terrestrial observatories because of the

effect called libration. The moons axis of rotation is tilted

to the plane of its orbit and since it always remains parallel

to itself, we alternately see slightly beyond the moon's north

and south poles. This oscillation is the libration in latitude.

Additionally, although both rotation and revolution are

completed in the same time, the rotation occurs at constant

speed, whereas the speed of revolution varies according

to Keplers law of areas. Accordingly, the rotation alter-

nately lags and gains during the revolution, thereby allow-

ing us occasional glimpses of the east and west sides of

the moon's disk. This is called the libration in longitude.
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* -0.1 and brii
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h 2. 12:17 P.M.. EST
h 10. 2:49 «.M.. EST
h 18. 7:08 *.ii.. EST
h 25. 7:10 ».M.. EST
h 31. 10:15 P.M.. EST

For the visual obsorvrr:
Mercury, in the morning sl<y, will be suitably located for

observation only during the first few days of the month. On
March 1 it will rise one hour before the sun and may be seen
low in the southeastern sky before sunrise. By March 15 it

will rise only thirty minutes before the sun. In superior con-
junction on March 30. it will enter the evening sky.

Venus (—3.6 magnitude) will rise in the morning sky
roughly two hours before the sun throughout the month and
will be found low above the southeastern horizon at sunrise.

On March 20 it will be about one degree north of Saturn.
Mars, which reached its nearest approach to earth last

month, is now receding rapidly. Its distance from us at the
end of March will be ninety million miles—nearly as great as
the earth's distance from the sun. Concurrently. Mars' appar-
ent brightness will fade from —0.5 magnitude March 1 to

-f0.2 March 31. Mars will be high in the eastern sky at dusk
March 1. setting in the northwest about an hour before sun-
rise. By March 15 and for the rest of the month, it will be
nearly overhead after sunset, setting ninety minutes before
sunrise March 15 and two hours before on March 31.

Jupiter, in Pisces (—1.6 magnitude), will be in conjuncti
with the sun on March 16. It will thus be lost in sunlight exceL
for a few days at the beginning and at the end of the montl
The planet will set about an hour after the sun on March 7

It will enter the morning sky after conjunction and will rll

forty-five minutes before the sun on March 31. i

Saturn, in Capricornus (-1-1.0 magnitude), will be in tl^

morning sky. It will rise in the east about an hour before t

sun on March 1, ninety minutes before on March 15, and tv..

hours before on March 31.
The vernal equinox will occur on March 21 at 3:20 A.n

EST, marking the start of spring in the Northern Hemispher
On clear, dark nights, observers situated far from the haz

of city lights may have a chance to see the zodiacal ligh

After their eyes have become accustomed to the darknes
they should inspect their western horizon immediately afti

evening twilight. The zodiacal light is a faint glow about <

bright as the Milky Way. It is broadest at the horizon ar

stretches along the zodiac, becoming narrower as the angulc

distance from the horizon increases. It is sunlight reflecte

by dust particles scattered throughout the solar systen^



NATURE and the

MICROSCOPE
Study slide preparation

By Julian D. Corrington

rHE COMPOUND MICROSCOPE IS a won-

derful instrument that makes pos-

ble the study of cells and tissues in

irmal cytology and histology as well as

cells in abnormal conditions resulting

om disease. It also permits analysis of

7Stal structure in chemicals, rocks,

inerals and metals, and the determina-

on of product purity in foods and drugs,

)smetics and condiments, paints and

imishes. leather, rubber, paper, and

xtiles. The industrial microscopist in-

jects milk for bacteria, canned toma-

es for molds, steel bars for content and

-oper amalgamation of such additives

. carbon, chromium, or nickel, and

jnples of wool for adulterants. The

ientific crime detective scans finger-

-ints, counterfeit money, spurious sig-

tures, bullet scratches, and bloodstains,

ne microscope is truly the king of in-

ruments. Yet by itself it is merely a

eans to an end. Observation is what

lunts. and obviously the operator must

ive something to observe. This "some-

ing" is known in microscopy as the

)ject, regardless of its nature.

In general, there are two classes of

)jects: the whole object prepared with-

it sectioning, as indicated by the old

rm "in toto mount." now usually called

whole mount, and sections, made by

icing the whole into thin segments.

Material destined for microscopic exam-

ation is normally mounted on micro-

ope slides, which are usually thin

ass rectangles, three inches by one.

he glass is special quality, free from

nations or air bubbles. The edges are

round to prevent cutting the operator's

'igers when the slide is handled, the

surfaces are polished, and the slides

are packed in regulation boxes contain-

ing half a gross. Sales of boxes of blank

slides are in the millions annually and

each supply house features its own brand.

At times observations of animals,

such as hydra, are made while the living

specimens are in water in watch glasses.

One can examine ring settings of gem-

stones, luminescent numerals on the face

of a wrist watch, firing pin marks on

cartridge cases, or textiles, paper money,

engravings, photographs, or maps with-

out mounting the objects on slides. But

most studies are made with slides.

AFTER the object is processed it is

capped with a cover glass. This is a

very thin sheet of fine quality glass, ob-

tainable in several thicknesses (0, 1. and

2, with the thinnest) ; in three shapes

(circles, squares, rectangles) ; and in

numerous sizes, with dimensions given

either in fractions of an inch or milli-

meters. Cover glasses are sold in boxes

in half-ounce units.

Whole mounts must be processed

with regard to the type of illumination

that will be used. Most slide prepara-

tions are designed for study by trans-

mitted light — the illumination coming

from below, directed up through the ob-

ject by the substage mirror, and thence

through the optical system of the instru-

ment to the eye of the observer. Obvi-

ously, such objects must be thin and

either transparent or translucent, like in-

sect wings, postage stamps, or smears of

bacteria. Light rays coming through the

object are refracted or diffracted by the

fine detail and are focused by the optical

[NE CLASS RODS support the cover glass

keep it from crushing the insect in a

whole mount. If the slide is to be kept a

long lime, insect must first be preserved.

LAND
YACHTING

. . . the fun way
to travel

Want to explore exciting foreign towns and
villages? Roam inviting mountain ranges

or just bask on some warm sunny beach?

Perhaps you know a road somewhere
you'd like to follow to the end. It's all the

same with an Airstream Land Yacht — a

personal highway cruiser outfitted down
to the smallest luxurious detail for limit-

less road voyaging . . . good beds, bath-

room, hot and cold water, refrigeration,

heat and light independent of outside
sources wherever you go — for a night, £

week, or a month. Airstream Land '(Yacht-

ing means real travel independence — no

time-tables, tickets, packing. You just tow
your Airstream lightly behind your car and
follow your travel whims wherever they
urge you to go. Yes. it's the exciting, bet-

ter way to travel here in North America or

anywhere in the world.

write for interesting free booidel

''World At Your Doorstep"

AIRSTREAM INC.
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Her eyes tell you why...
I'cri.'cpinv;. iiuciiiiicnt. serious — sociycr

lo learn. A lilllc love and u lilllc help

would make a big dilTerence in the lite of

this American Indian child.

For Cecilia Bright Eagle's parents arc

vcr)' poor. They have no money with

which to replace her shabby clothing, lo

buy her personal books, or give her a

cash allowance and other things she

needs so much lo attend the olT-reserva-

lion school. So, when her non-Indian

classmates gather to share some exciting

little girl secret, or talk of a class-party or

trip, Cecilia goes oil by herself to hope,

to dream, that one day she might share

such fun and feel like one of them.

You, your school, your organization

can help make a dream come true for

Cecilia, or some other Indian girl or boy.

Just a SIO monthly contribution provides

one Indian child with suitable clothing,

personal books and a cash allowance for

school activities. It is an act of love that

will bring you a heart-warming reward.

A photograph, the story and letters from
the child you help will start off a warm
person-to-person relationship. Please
give one Indian youngster an even break
— and the sense of belonging to the wider
world around him.

SCF
Save The Children Federation. Norwallc. Conncciicut

I wish to contribute $120.00 annually to help an
American Indian girl G boy Q Enclosed is my first

payment:

SlO.OOamonih D $ 60.00 semi-annually Q
S30.00 a quarter D S120.00 annually D
I cannot sponsor a child. Enclosed is contribution

of $

Nlinr

Ad/lrr«

n.y
Contributioni arc income lix deductible. NH 3 3

elemrnls of the mii-rusr«p« to form an
enlarged imaer of llie original, VChrii

wp liHik llirougli llie cycpin-r we ntrver

«<• tlir real object but ralbrr an uplical

illii>iiin—an enlarged replica, wliicb is

implied by the term 'iinagc,"

The dllier method uf illiiniiiiation is

called iiiciilrni light, the Miurce of wliirli

i- a lump uliuve llie stage. Light rays pass

downward lo llie object and arc then

rellected back up ihrougli the IiiIh- lo

ibc eye. This niriliod is usetl lo examine
such opaijiie objects as die castings,

cuius, must entire insects, small skulls,

and seeds. Objects too dark or thick to

traiismil light are studied this way.

Si/F. is a limiting factor for slide

mounts. Certainly an entire lorgc

liccilr is unsuitable for microscopic

I'saniination, except to scan some super-

(itiul features by incident light. A large

organ, such us the human brain, is not

ordinarily studied ibis way, allbougb

speciali-ls have prepared huge sections

of entire brains and mmuited them on
very large glass s|idi>. Mure often, ihin

sections of small parts of ibc broin arc

niounled on regulation slides, and the

bruin is studied piecemeal.

Whole mounts are o( two main classes.

The first includes all objects that arc

visible macrosropically—embryos, para-

sites, small insects or olher invertebrates,

small crystals, and fingerprints. These
arc whole mounts in ihe usual sense of

the term. The other class is that known
us smears, which comprise entire micro-

scopic objects of an organic nature. This

category includes smears of blood, sperm
cells, bacteria, proto/oa. algae, pollen

grains, and soils.

Scdions may be cut in any of three

planes when the specimen is a bilateral

animal or a multicellular plant. Take the

case of a smull fish, (or example. A
longitudinal section through Ihe entire

fish, bisecting it into right and left halves
— that is. a median longitudinal section

in the plane of bilatcrulity— is a sagittal

section: if to one side of the median
plane, it is a parasagittal section. The
cut may be longitudinal, but parallel to

the dorsal and ventral surfaces, thus

dividing the animal into buck and belly

portions. This is a frontal, or hori/.cmtul,

section. The commonest cut is the trans-

verse, or cross section, which runs ocross

the Ixidy at right angles to each of the

preceding sections described.

In u tree stem, which has radial sym-

metry, there may be cross sections and
two sorts of longitudinal sections. One
is parallel to a tangent to the stem and
is called a tangential section; the other

is along a radius and is a radial section.

With any of the multicellular organisms,

a section perpendicular lo the surface is

a vertical section. On microscope slide

labels, the .sections arc commonly ab-

breviated by their initials: c.s., I.8., or

V.8., for example.

SECTIONS may be cut freehand.

an old-fashioned raitor or a ^.i

razor blade in a holder. Such section.

rarely true or of uniform ihickiii'.'

is diflicull lo avoid culling wedt;r!

lo obtain sections that are thin iim

for study. Kor |)rreisc work a niui liiii

employed. Thi> is the niiemtomc, »l

may be hando|ierated and siiii|ilc

automatic and fairly complex,

simple one- are well mierolomc.

which the nuileriul lo be cut is endicil

in u well or cavity, such as the liol

uf a lube. .\t ihe liollom of ihe \\r\

a screw, wliicli. when turneil. cl.

the lloor ami |iuslies the object ii|'u^

After each turn a section is cut wit

razor and removed (or moiniting:

screw is lurned again and anoihri

lion is cut. This insures uniformly i

flat sections.

There are several types of mail

microtome. One, the freezing microlo

can be ctuinected to a pressure laid

carbon dioxide. When the oprriilni

leases a jet of gas frimi the lank, it fie

the object and embedding mcdi
around it. permitting fast proci.'

Frec/.ing microtomes arc used in In

lals, where a quick tissue diagno-.is

be vital. Others are the sliding mi

tome, in which the knife travels aim

trough: the rocking microtimii'. in wl

the tissue block rocks up and il

across the knife edge: and the m
microtome, wliicli has a wheel ir;

turned by the operator, that uctiiali

mechanism that advances the tissue u

the knife with each rotation. .Ml of ll

cut very thin, uniform sections.

Just us smears form a special cutej

of whole mounts, so grinding mell

comprise a special class of sections. S

hard objects as bone, teeth, hard »e

fossils, rocks, minerals, and mcials

not be cut with a razor. Therefore

thin a section us possible is rut wii

hack saw and then ground ilown

abrasives, such as carborundum wb
and emery paper, until it will Iran*

light and is the desired thickness.

With any object a scries of step

required to prepare it for examina
and. if the object is perishable, for

muncnt preservation. The stci>s, \Aur

the intricacies of sectioning, consti

the important adjunct science of mi

technique. One may examine fresh

lerial. but lo prepare a slide that

last limg, sequences arc necessary.

Microicchnical procedure is foun

on a number of generalizations. Kirs

is a substitution program. The organ

or tissue is originally infiltrated

water, for example, but lalir steps

for Ihc complete elimination of wa

which would otherwise cause ihe orgi

material lo rot. So .something else n

be substituted for the water. .Second

order lo effect such changes, one n

learn about miscibilily—a term that
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•EHAND SECTION of a plant stem is cut

h razor blade, at top left. Transverse

tion of basswood stem is illustrated in

the photomicrograph. A liomt

microtome, in top and cutaway
is used for cutting

made well

.„ ._, side views,

ily thick sections.

lly means "mixability"— of reagents,

e microscopist must be aware that

ter and alcohol are miscible, but that

ter and xylene are not, whereas pure

ohol and xylene may be mixed. Thus,

go from water to xylene, it is first

;essary to pass through alcohol in a

)Stitution series. Replacing water with

'e alcohol sets up violent diffusion cur-

ils, since the two compounds mix too

)idly: pure alcohol has a very strong

?mical affinity for water. Consequently,

s customary to go through a graded

ies of alcohol strengths to make the

'nsilion less abrupt.

'n the classical agenda, material is

'^sed from water through 35. 50, 70,

' 95. and 100 per cent strengths of

ohol. and thence into xylene. This is

'led "going up the alcohol ladder." At
er times it is essential to hydrate the

I'Ue and reverse this procedure, to "go
Wn the alcohol ladder." In college and
iustrial laboratories ethyl (grain)

(ohol may be used, but strict govem-
'nt regulations prevent private in-

Hduals from obtaining it easily. The
Ming substitute for ethyl alcohol is iso-

fepyl alcohol, obtainable without re-

jction since it is not potable. The anhy-

(•us grade, 100 per cent, is preferred.

THE stages of microtechnique for whole

mounts of such subjects as hydra or

planaria include killing, fixing, washing

staining, washing, dehydrating, clearing,

and mounting. With sections, after step

three (the primary washing) come de

hydrating. clearing, infiltration, embed
ding, and sectioning. This is followed by

spreading the sections on slides and de

paraffinizing them, hydrating, primary

staining, washing or destaining, dehy

drating, counterstaining, washing, cum
pleting dehydration, clearing, and
mounting. The procedure is complicated,

and calculated to imbue the owner of a

finished slide with respect for all the

time and effort that had to be invested

in its preparation.

An example or two will serve to clarify

these generalities. Let us suppose the

operator wishes to obtain finished slides

of a cross section of basswood stem—

a

very widely used slide type in general

botany. A young, green stem is selected

and a half-inch piece cut from it with a

sharp knife or razor. This is placed in

a fixer, a chemical compound that will

kill the living cells of the stem and pre-

serve them against post-mortem changes.

This takes care of two steps at once-
killing and fixing. There are many form-
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iilas (ur lixiiii; agiriil>, and ocry Iccli-

nician has his favuriirs, but amung tliuse

iiiiisl wiilrly cinpKiycti is F..\..\.. a mix-

Hire iif (ttrinulii). ai-rlir acid, and ali'iiluil.

riir >Irm srcniriil is placrd in alioiil uni:

hundrrd limrs its own volunir iif

i-'..\..\., and Irll in il ovrrniglil or lonKfr,

sincr the tinif dnraliiin in this hxrr is

iininipnrtant. Thr M-gnirnt is thru trans-

fcrrrd < 50.\ (50 per cent alculiol. or

half water and fialf ptire alcohol I, and
subsequently to 70.\,82.\.95.\,and 100.\.

It remains about half an hour in each.

Tlie-e substitution steps remove all water

in the cell> of the -tein by replucini; each

water molecule with one of alcohtil.

Now a half-and-half mixture of abso.

lute alcohol (100 per cent) and xylene

i- u-ed. followed by two chances, for

thirty minutes each, in |iure xylene.

Xylene ( xylid is the (M-rniun cipiivalent

)

is a colorless, oily hydrocarbon, a coal

tar derivative, and it ii< used in this in-

stance because it is miscible with both

pure alcohol and puralTin. The stem piece

is now placed in a mixture of half-and-

half xylene and melted [lurallin. then into

three paraffin baths in succession, in a

low-temperature oven, to embed the ma-

terial in pure imrafnn without traces of

the xylene: ihirly minutei* are needed in

each of llie lirsi two paraffin baths, but

the third may be longer. The process is

inhlterinp. The lust step is embedding.

A
low-melting-point paraffin is rc-

ijuired. and the commercial prod-

III I iililainable from gasoline companies

is commonly used, although a more re-

cent supply house product, called Tissue-

mat, is now popular. The cooled paraffin

block containing the segment of bass-

wood .stem is trimmed and mounted on

the carrying block of the microtome, and

sections are cranked off at any desired

thickncs,s—ten or twenty microns, for

example fa micron is .001 mm.). Clean

slides are albuminized and sections cut

from the parallin ribbon, as it comes off

the knife, are floated on water on the

slides. Gentle heat evaporates the woter,

and the paraffin sections are drawn down
into the thin smear of albumin afTixative

on the slides until they adhere firmly.

The slides are now allowed to dry

thoroughly. This is called "spreading the

sections." since they expand and flatten

white drying, eliminating wrinkles.

The paralTin is dissolved off with xy-

lene and each section slide is run down
the alcohol ladder to water, thirty sec-

onds per step, then placed in safranin.

a red dye that will stain the xylcm of the

vascular bundles (see .Natural History.

October. 1962 I . The sections should be

purposely overstained. from overnight to

twenty-four hours. Washing must be

speedy when safranin is userl. as it is

rapidly extracted. The slides arc dipped

in water and then in each of the ascend-

ing scries of alcohols for half a minute

or less, until they ore in 95.\. when th

are counterstained with fast green K(

for thirty seconds. This stains the phloi

and remaining tissues. Now the slide

passed rapidly through fresh ").'i.\

wash the green, then through 100 A, I'

changes of xylene, and then is mount
in balsam or u commercial synllie

neutral mountain, such as I'erinoui

The sliile is kepi Hut until dry, then il

cleaned, labeled, and stored or used.

A
section of a cut's intestine would
similarly processed, but /oologii

prefer different reagents. One of tli(

favorite fixers is liuuin's fluid, a inixlu

of (ucric acid, acetic acid, and formal

This material cannot overfix, so the I

sue may be further processed at o

at any desired later time. It is wash,

in 70.\. stained in buffered Delulieh

hematoxylin until the nuclei in ihe

are a good blue, washed in 70.\. dch

drated to 95.\. counterstained in

V for thirty seconds, washed in 9.').\. tin

in I00.'\. xylene, and mounted. A pi

of picric acid crystals or of lilhiu

carbonate is added to each of the i

agents when Bouin's fluid is used.

W hole mounts of hydra, worms, ]i

silcs. embryos, and other organisms

treated similarly, except that a si;

stain is usually preferred, such as one

the carmines. After fixing and washii

the organism is stained, then washi

dehydrated, cleared, and mounted,

its second usage, xylene is miscible wi

both the alcohol and the mountanl. I

it does something else, loo: il oils

material and thus renders it trunsluce

preventing an opacity that would

objectionable in a finished slide pr<

aralion. Hence xylene is classeil as

clearer, and it is listed among the

other clearing agents.

Instead of the somewhat tedious all

hoi series for hydrating and dchydralir

the technician may shorten the proci

by using cither Dioxan or Cellosob

agenLs that are miscible with water, aU
hoi, or xylene.

We shall have more to say abo

smears and grinding operations in lali

installments, but enough informati<

has been presented here to give a ge

eral outline of the steps involved in pt

paring a finished microscope slide.

This list details the photographer, arlii

or other source <if illustrations, by pag
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"^resenting — UNITRON's Neiv 2.4-inch Equatorial

Refractor — the telescope you have always wanted
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UNlTRON^s New 2.4" Equatorial Refractor, Model 128, now offers

tting circles to help you Find those difficult celestial objects that are

faint to be seen easily in a viewfinder. Once you hove located a

jror planet, merely turn a flexible coble control and the equatorial

hunting will keep the object centered in the field of view. Or, better

II, choose the motorized Model 128C and let the synchronous clock

ive follow the celestial motions for you.

Model 128 is priced at ony $225 compete with everything needed

moke the most of the time you devote to observing. Included in

controls for right
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double ei
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motion
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five eyepieces. Achromatic Amplifier (barlow-type) to
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bove features plus the clock drive.
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Johnny isn't watching the late show tonight..

^jh*!.tw*******-

The shadows that shiver and shake on the TV screen are shivering and shaking in

somebody else's living room tonight. Johnny has discovered something new.

He's traded the fleeting, flickering "thrills" of the 24 inch screen for the

timeless excitement and majesty of the night sky.

He's traded the nervous rattle of the private eye's gun for a ringside seat at

the stupendous nightly fireworks in the heavens.

He has, in short, discovered astronomy.

Nothing better could happen than what happened to Johnny. And it happened simply

because someone took the trouble to awaken, nourish and satisfy a lifetime of curiosity

in Johnny by making him the gift of a fine telescope.

Someone, not so long ago. gave Johnny a Unitro-

lrt<. 50-pas*
nd Catalog 2 IK UNlTt^ON

iohnny abjndoned hit 24' scfctn

fof lht$ 2A' Unilron reffjclor.

compteic wplh 111 h»nd». hindwrnc,

caiiljr Dotiiblp cirrying

ONLY $125.00

This is a closeup ol the Unihti

Johnny is usinf. It's 6 C)repieccs

in on«. jn ciclutive with Unilton.

One of 4 complelo (me ol Kccuotn
to mulltrly your virmns pleasure.
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Reviews
Old Snowman myth melts;

glacier fallacies compounded

High in the Thin Cold Air, by Sir

Edmund Hillary and Desmond Doig.

Doubleday & Co., S6.95 : 254 pp., illus.

The Great White Mantle, by David

0. Woodbury. Viking Press, S4.95 : 214

pp., illus. Antarctica, by Roger A.

Caras. Chilton Co., S6.00 ; 209 pp., illus.

ACCOUNTS of high mountains, moun-

. tain people—both abominable and

real— glaciers, and startling climatic

changes during the Ice .Ages are always

captivating, and they appeal to a wide

audience. In the past, much that was

written on these subjects strayed into

the realm of science fiction to explain

some of the bizarre phenomena that ex-

plorers and scientists had uncovered.

But now major research efforts, such as

the recent International Geophysical

\ear. are providing information that

generally rules out the more fanciful

solutions and substitutes less dramatic

explanations. The three books reviewed

here relate accounts of present-day scien-

tific attacks on little-known areas and.

with varying degrees of success, bring

the findings of modern explorer and

scientist to the lay world.

In 1960-61. .Sir Edmund Hillary (who
must know the Himalayas as well as the

back of his hand ) led another expedi-

tion High in the Thin Cold Air of Nepal.

His expressed aim was twofold: to find

the .Abominable Snowman and to study

the physiology of human acclimatization

to extreme altitudes.

The first half of the book is written

by Desmond Doig. assistant editor of the

Calcutta Statesman. He gives an interest-

ing and very readable account of track-

ing down bits of evidence usually cited

as support for the existence of the Abom-
inable Snowman of the high Himalayas.
There are actually three types of Snow-
men reported by the Sherpas who live in

the region (and various western explor-

ers). They are known collectively as

Yeh-teh, and include the large, shaggy,

broVn, cattle-eating Dzu-teh, common
at 1.5.000 feet; the man-eating, apelike

Mih-teh with black or red fur. a high

conical scalp, and reversed feet found
above 16.000 feet: and the small, ginger-

colored Thrlina found in forests below
snow line. Doig is fluent in the Sherpa
language and goes directly to sources

By William R. Farrand

to examine the supposed evidence. In

the company of Hillary and a number
of well-known zoologists, he finds that

the Yeh-teh footprints are. in all the

cases examined, hoofprints or pawprints

of bears, goats, or snow leopards. The
prints have been melted into grotesque

forms by the warm Himalayan sun, and
when traced into a shadowed area and
examined, they are found to have recog-

nizable proportions and shapes. Other

important bits of evidence are Yeh-teh

skins and scalps, generally owned by
lamaseries. The skins turn out to be

those of the rather uncommon Hima-
layan blue hear, and the scalps have

been artificially fashioned from the hide

of a goatlike animal, the serow. Only the

high-pitched call of the Yeh-teh was not

examined—or even heard—by the expe-

dition during several months in the heart

of Yeh-teh country.

One of the strongest reasons for per-

sistent belief in the Yeh-teh has been

the absolute faith of the Sherpas in the

creature's existence, even when shown
the sun-melted tracks and the blue bear

hides. However, there now seems to be

little room left for a rational belief in

an Abominable Snowman. Doig has done
an admirable job of reporting his obser-

vations, but he seems a little regretful

when he is forced to reach his conclusion

that the Yeh-teh must be relegated to

the "sphere of fantasy."

The second part is written by Hillary

himself, who once again proves to be as

colorful a writer as he is a person. The
prime purpose of this expedition was
to take a relatively large number of men
who were accustomed to sea level condi-

tions to altitudes of 16.000 to 19.000 feet

for nine months to test their ability to

adjust to thin, cold air without the use

of supplemental oxygen. Although ap-

petites fell off, and lack of oxygen
limited physical activity, the men held

on relatively well until the final test—

the ascent of Makalu. the world's fifth

highest peak—without oxygen. In the

Himalayas, this 27,790-foot mountain is

not an extremely difficult climb, but

several mistakes, coupled with the gen-

erally weakened condition of the men,
terminated the assault just four hundred
feet below the summit. Hillary reluct-

antly concludes that sea level man cannot

"Deserves national acclaim

.

It has significance for

every resident of America
and every visitor to our

shores." — Stewart L. Udall,
Secretary of the Interior

FACE OF

NORTH AMERICA
The Natural History

OF A Continent

By PETER FARB
Here is the fascinating story of

the formation of North America
and its diverse, constantly chang-
ing landscapes. Region by region,
Peter Farb describes and explains
our mountains and seacoasts, our
rivers and waterfalls, our forests

and grasslands, our deserts and
deltas — as they were yesterday,
are today, and will be tomorrow.

Here, too, are the plants and wild-

life — and everywhere man's im-
print, for good and evil. It is a
book to read, to refer to, and.
above all, to enjoy — at home or
out of doors,

"Admirable. . . , There is far more
in this book than facts: there are
beautiful imaginative descriptions,

worthy of its magnificent subject,"

- Gilbert Highet

"There should be a copy carried in

every cor. Surely we can get more
out of life if we learn to under-
stand and appreciate the forces

that formed this world."— Mars-
TON Bates in the Introduction

With 90 striking drawings and
photographs; appendix listing
national parks and forests and
suggested places to visit.

Book-of-the-Month Club Selection

At all bookstores • $6.50
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The record of vanished civilizations
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a quarterly magazine which features

the most recent discoveries made in

all ports of the world. Articles are

written by experts and presented in

non-technicol language with a

wealth of illustration.

Forthcoming issues will feature spec-

tacular finds in Turkey, underwater

discoveries in Guotemolo, exploro-

tion in Italy, Isroel, China and else-

where.

of any mogozino

I magnificvnl ochic

J5.00 o yeof. Some rott for foreign mailing.
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ABCHAEOIOGY. Dopl. N13

5 Woihingron Squore l^onh. N. Y. 3, N. Y.

Sond A8CHAEOIOGY lor yeor(s) lo.

'Publithtd by Itie Arctiacological Inilllula

acclimalc. v\en o\er a period <if iiinr

monllis above 16,000 (eel, and thai it is

impossible sucre«>(ully lo climb llie bi|;h

llimdidyas wilboul an oxygen ^i|||>ply.

Tlii» very readable book it bigbly rrc-

oinnirndrd for its covrrage of llie IV/i-

leh, liuinun adaplalion, climbing ex-

ploitk, and (or its warm iniiiglil into Ibr

lives uf llic llimulayan Slierpan.

Tlie otiirr two bonks are of raucli less

merit. Bolli inisre|iresenl llicir subjeols

to some dc(!rec, and one wonders i( this

unhappy situation can be allribulrd to

llie fad ibal the authors arc reporlcrs

rather ihan scientists.

In The Creal II hite Mantle, David

Woodbury begins with contemplation of

"\\ hitey." a large, erratic boulder on llie

cnust of Maine. From this point of de'

[larture, he looks at tlie life cycle of

continental ice sheets lelocopcd into one

grand "year." In chapter nine we arc

hnally introduced t<i sonic real (acts

ahoul glaciulion on a realistic time scale.

The evolution of man. the origin of the

Great Lukes, and the methods of dating

Ice .Age events arc discussed as a back-

ground to a treatment of some of the

causes of glucialion.

The outline is tine, but Woodbury lias

done a very uneven job of Tilling in the

skeleton. Some of the treatment is up lo

ilate. but in other areas recent studies

arc neglected. Furlhcrmorc. the author's

rumbling style avoids a discussion of

glaciulion. while at the same time throw-

ing in an entire course in geology, much
of whiih is not necessary (or understand-

ing the book. In addition, he spends

un entire chupter developing an irrele-

vant concept of telescoping geidogic

lime. The unfathomable lengths of geo-

logic time arc unfathomable, which is

perplexing, lo be sure, but Woodbury
i> in danger of misleading thi- general

reader when he says thai geologists are

more comfortable when they arc dealing

with millions of years.

.\ long list o( errors, niisslalcnienls.

and misconceptions clearly demonstrates

the author's luck of familiarity with his

subject. An example is his naive and

completely erroneous concejilion of the

mechanics of glacier movement. Also,

hi' retains the now-discarded reconstruc-

tion of Neanderthal man as a crude,

gorilla-like creature. .Any value this bonk

may have is ovcrshadov>cd by the numer-

ous fallacious ideas that are included.

Roger Caras' Antarctica is more
palatable, but is marred by poor organi-

7.alion and some uninteresting, repetitive

writing. Some sections are excellent and

move at a <piick and exciting pace. Espc-

r iaily good is Caras' treatment of the

history of exploration in the Antarctic.

Also, the two chapters devoted to whales

and penguins of the Antarctic Ocean are

informative. But one has the impression,

upon completion of the book, that he has

-kipped a chapter. Where does the

aulliur describe ibe great ice sheet ih.i

covers W per cent o( the eonlincni

.

.\buiidunt published inlormation li.i

been available since the InlernatiuiM

Geophysical Yeor, but we find no -\-

tematic presentation o( it here, and "iil\

bits and pieces are scattered ibrougli lli<

hook, mostly in the lust cliapler, whi< I

discusses "llnsoKed .Mysteries. . .

.'

.\boiit forty (luges are devoted to a|>

pendixes. which include the text of iln

.Antarctic agreemrnl, ploce nunic-, c\.

peditions, philately, and even how ic

care for a camera in such u cold clinwile

However, uneven treatment of Aiilan iii

subject matter detracts from the b>M>k

The most disturbing fuel about li"tl

these latter volumes is the unnece-sji\

exaggeration and emotionnlisin tliiil i>

apparently cni|iloyed lo inlere-t the l.i\

reader, hut only succeeds in drawing: .

lolully iinreali-lic picture of a woikiiii

-cicnii-l's world.

/Jr. FarranJ is Assistant Prolessiir o

I'Iristarenr (ieotoftyat Coliinihia. lie nht

is with l.iimont (ieoiogiral Oltsert iit

.•s^sri.MAilc. l)li;rioNAIcY cii .\Iam\ml

III Tin: WuiiLii, by .Maurice lliirinn

Thomas Y. Crnwe'll Co.. S7..W: .10

/;/<„ illiis.

TIIKIIK is a great need for a honk ilia

will bring together in one pluii- i "i

cisc. uccurute, nnd up-todute sumniaiic

of whul is known of all mammals of tli

world. Although the book jacket c

Burton's .SystmKiiic Dictionary of Man
nials of the World claims that, "In llii

concise but comprehensive huiidlMHil-

practically all the world's mammals ar

described in detail." the truth is that ih

book is incoinplcle. frequently inacci.

rate, and often out-of-dale. In the inlri

duction, the author excuses these slmrl

comings on the grounds of unavailahilil

of information for many species and lac

of space to deal with information that i

available; he also admits that the hull

of the book was prepared ten yeurs ag'

and has not completely been updalet

Inasmuch as more than l.'j,000 scienlifi

papers and book- on the mammals of ili-

world have ajipi-arcd in these ten yiir-

it is not surprising that Mr, Burlnn'

book is found lacking in many regaril~

Each species is presumably deolt will

under the headings of general churaner

islics, habits, habitat, food and feedini

habits, breeding, pre-enl statu-, riiii;:c

longevity, and additional data, lloivitei

these categories arc used for fewer iliai

half of the species of mammals of I hi

world, while Ihe remainder receive pil-

ing mcniion. if any. This is not for wan

of information, either, as evidenced h

only five lines devoted lo the Americai

black bear, five lines lo the gray fox

three lines (or some sixteen specie- o



The first

popular history of the

world's greatest living tree

The cobrful story of Sequoia by a
Fellow of tfie N. Y. Academy of Sd-
ences and author of many books on

botanical subjects. Dr. Toylor de-

scribes the characteristics of these

magnificent trees and relates the

lively history of their ruthless ex-

ploitotion for profit and their ulti-

eaufifully illustri -ith

Ageless Relicts
The Story of Sequoia

by NORMAN TAYLOR

, ST MARTIN'S $3.95
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OF AMERICA

Sound, color photographs anri

text are combined to identify

24 Familiar songbirds. Produced

by the Cornell Laboratory of

Ornithology. .?6.95

BIRD SONGS
IN YOUR
GARDEN

A guide to 25 birds commonly
heard in Eastern Gardens. Pro-

duced by the Cornell Laboratory

of Ornithology. S6.9.5

Houghton Mifflin Company

ORDER FROM
YOUR BOOKSTORE

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN CO.
2 Park Street, Boston, Mass.

western United States chipmunks (and
no mention of the Asian ones), and six

lines for the bobcat. Space is used most
uneconomically in the book, and perhaps
one-fourth more information could have

been included with a different arrange-

ment of data.

The ranges given for many North
American mammals, for which the most
accurate ranges are known, are higlily

inadequate. The range of the American
opossum (wliicli is given an outdated

scientific name ) is shown as no farther

south than Mexico (it ranges to Argen-
tina), among other errors. The book's

orientation is mostly British, neglecting

other areas. South American mammals,
especially, receive scant attention.

In sum. then. Burton's hook cannot be
recommended because of its dubious
information and incompleteness.

Richard G. Van Gelder

The Earth, by Arthur Beiser. Time,

Inc., $3.95; 195pp.,illus.

A glance through this book cannot

fail to impress the reader with the

pictorial beauty of the earth, the skies

above it. and its setting in space. As a

professional geologist. I expected the

book's value to stop there. I was gratified

to find, however, that within the limita-

tions imposed by space, the volume goes

well beyond a satisfying artistic presen-

tation. The abundant photographs, many
in color, are intelligently chosen to illus-

trate pertinent facts and important con-

cepts. The text is lucid, judicious, and in

many areas goes straight to the heart of

the intellectual problems presented by
geology and meteorology. In short, a

reader desiring a capsule summary of

tliis field can, with a minimum of eye-

strain, profitably read this book.

John Imisrie

Handbook of North American Birds:

Vol. I. Loons Through Flamingos.
Edited by Ralph S. Palmer. Yale Univer-

sity Pre.'is, SI5.00; 567 pp., illus.

OF the myriad books on birds pub-

lished each year, possibly one or two

rank as truly outstanding and valuable

additions to the bird watcher's ever-

expanding library. The appearance of

this first volume of a projected series es-

tablishes a landmark in North American
ornithology that is equaled in signifi-

cance by only three other publication

dates: 1886. the first edition of the

Clieck-List of North American Birds

;

1901. the first volume of Ridgway's

Birds of North and Middle America;

and 1919. the first volume of Bent's Life

Histories of North American Birds.

The Handbook, a multivolume endeav-

or sponsored by the American Ornitholo-

gist's Union and the New York State

Museum and Science Service, is de-

NOW IN OPERATION:

Buried deep under the

Polar icecap, a complete

nuclear- powered city!

photographs.

THIS is the authentic picture-documented
account of one of the boldest scientific ex-

periments in history—a modern adventure in
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an entire city built deep inside the Greenland
icecap, staffed with hundreds of technicians

and military personnel and provided with heat,

light and power solely from nuclear energy. The
most exciting purpose of this experiment : to

test the survival of men and equipment in an

alien and hostile environment, in order to open
new areas for human habitation and to prepare
men for life in space stations and for explora-

tion on the moon !

Camp Century, the "city under the ice", has
actually been constructed from snow itself

!

Located at the northernmost reaches of Green-
land, it is a scant few minutes from the North
Pole by air. Science writer Charles Michael
Daugherty, who actually lived at Camp Cen-
tury, describes the momentous experiments now
being conducted there. He provides detailed ac-

counts of how the city is built and the pioneer

conditions under which its "citizens" must live.

The text is illustrated with nearly 100 fascinat-

ing photo.t'rapbs. maps ami iliagrams.

10 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION
No remittance is required now—just the

coupon below, for you to see and enjoy City
Under the Ice without obligation. After 10

days you may return the book and pay nothing.

Otherwise we will bill you just $6.95 plus ship-

ping as payment in full. Mail coupon to your
bookseller or : The Macmillan Company, Dept.
400-059, Riverside, N. J.

EXAMINE BOOK FREE!
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me for $6.95 plus shipping
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Lost City Recovered

Glunvillc Downey, who look
part in ihc drunuillc arch:ico-

lojiicul Jigs ul Aniioch, brings
lo lllc Ihc "HW-ycar hislory of
ihc ancicnl ruling cily which
sheltered Byzanlinc. Greek.
Semitic and Christian tra-

dition. A lavishly illustrated

condensation of his own mon-
umental "scholar's history."

Ancient
Antioch

Glanviilc Downey
S7.50 at all bookstores

Princeton University Press fZ[|&
Princeton. New Jersey E?Sj

THE MOUNTAIN
GORILLA
George fl. Schaller.

Every facet of the corilln's life

from birth to death, 24 hours a day,
is vividly detailed in this pioneerinc
study based on two years of first-

hand observation in Africa. Dis-
proving the long-held belief that the
Rorilla is a ferocious, unapproach-
able beast. Dr. Schaller discusses
every possible aspect of gorilla be-
havior from eating and drinking to
nesting, mating, emotion and modes
of communication. 30 pages of ex-
citing photographs. $10.00

•133:-
UNIVERSITY OF
CHICAGO PRESS ->„;^
:T''' F.ll.. Ave.. Chirac,. 37, 111.

:;;Tird lo provide concise, autliuritative

.-.Hint* o( our knowlrd^r of over l.<>00

I <-cir» and s»li>perics of birds thai oc-

iir in .Niirlli .\nierira north n( Mexico.

I'i>4«ihly ten volumes will lie rei|uirrd lo

.ii-rnniplisli iliis llrrculraii task.

T»enty-»ix eontriliiitors have digested

.iiid summarized « vast amount n( pub-

li-.|ird malerial for this first volume, and
the extensive bibliojjrapliy may well

prove lo lie the most useful feature of the

lltinilltooli. The series also serves as a

place fur publication of oricinal data.

The style is telegraphic for the most purl,

uitli the Usual lack of uniformity inlier-

lilt in sueli eo.o|ieralive works.

Covered in lliis first volume arc those

birds li-led up lo the waterfowl in Wet-
iiiore's elussifieation. There are brief

iliagnoses of orders, families, and genera

liiirliiding the fossil record I. Each spe-

lies arciiiinl consists of a diagnostic de-

scription I using the Villalobos color sys-

tem I . plumages and molts ( following the

li-rminology of Humphrey and Parkes).

iiieasiiremenls. geographical variation.

Ill-Id identification, voice, habitat, dislri-

liiition and migration, banding data,

habits, egg profiles and measurements,

and fiHxI. The range maps, often a full

page in si/.e. are generally well done and.

if read as intended, constitute a useful

feature of the species' accounts.

The species entries are variable in

length, though the coverage is in greater

detail than that of the Handbook of llril-

isli Birds. Only one-half page Is devoted

to the least frigate-bird. o( which there is

one record based on photographs taken

in Maine and published while this vol-

ume was in press. The common loon and
a few others are given up to fifteen pages

"f text while most species receive from

fue to ten pages.

The editor's adoption of the nomen-
rlature for plumages and molls, as sug-

gested by Miimphrey and Parkes us

recently us 1959. is perhaps the most

controversial feature of the new series.

This dramatic departure from tradition

has been viewed by some as nothing short

of ealastrophic and calamitous for the

science. .Should ihe new system become
more generally accepted with the test of

time, as I predict that it will. Palmer will

he acclaimed for his vision and service.

.Meanwhile, there is a conversion lablc

for ilissenlcrs and skeptics.

I offer one constructive criticism of

this first Miliime. For the most purl, the

contributors have been reluctant lo admit

to the gaps in our knowledge. It is to

be hoped that contributors to future vol-

umes will freely indicate, indeed stress,

areas where more dala are needed or

where none exist. This is potentially om-

of the greatest services of such a series,

and would benefit students, researchers,

und amateurs alike.

May the editor have the patience and
fortilude to carry this project through

LOST TRIBES
AND SUNKEN
CONTINENTS
.\ltiil,s / M.ihml 111 Ihe
Sludu ofAmerican Indiana.

ISli Robert W'ancliope. An
entertaining report on the
feud between the "Phuddy
Duddies"-thc anthropolo-
gist IMi.D.'s - and the
"cruckpots" who favor
popular und fantastic theo-
ries. /f.'>,v. $3.05

lul Among a
a M oitn tai u

EXCESS AND
RESTRAINT
Soeu,l
A'clr 1

I'eo,,le

Bii liumild M. Uerndl. An
important study relevant
to emerging self-govern-
ment in this and similar
ureas. Jlliis. $8.96
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PATH TO
ENCHANTMENT

> by William J. Schaldach

[ An enchanting book about
\ an enchanted land-

t The grandeur, wonder, and mys-

1 icry of the vast Sonoran Desert

S portrayed hy a noted orlist and
i writer who has long lived and

;, traveled there. His close-ups of

the exotic flora and fauna, the

people-Mexican and Indian-thc

rugged beauty of a region long

feared and little known will de-

light the naturalist and enhance

the pleasure of the visitor. With
176 original drawings and waicr-

colors. $10.00
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THE SKY OBSERVER'S GUIDE

by Mayall, Wyckoff, Polgreen

A clear, concise text illustrated with 163
paintings, photographs, diagrams, and
maps makes this an excellent handbook
for the amateur astronomer. Tells how

ets, comets, meteors and nebulae with

the unaided eye, binoculars and tele-

scope. SPECIAL SALE-50% off regular

price. Book being discontinued. Order
now while still available, $2.10 ppd. (no

members discount aUowed)

STARS AND GALAXIES

edited by Thornton Page

Birth, ageing, and death in tile universe.

Based on a symposium by the American
Astronomical Society and the Frontiers

of Science Foundation of Oklahoma. 163
pages, illustrated, soft cover. $2.20 ppd.
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to completion, and as quickly as possible.

The Handbook series is destined to be-

come a work horse of professional orni-

thologists throughout the world and of

all amateur bird watchers who do their

"watching" in North America.

Wf.slf.y E. Lanvon

A Field Guide to Western Bird Son'gs

(three 12-inch L.P. records) $12.95.

Songbirds of America (934-inch L.P.)

and Bird Songs in Your Garden (9%-
inch L.P.) $4.95 each. Colored photo-

graphs and text by Arthur A. Allen and

Peter P. Kellogg. Records published by

Cornell University Records.

Some time ago the Laboratory of Orni-

thology at Cornell University issued

records to accompany Roger Peterson's

well-known Field Guide to the Birds oj

Eastern North America. These records

made for rather hard listening; they con-

sisted of a repetition of the numerous

names of the birds and the page on which

they appear in the Field Guide, followed

by an often very brief snatch of song or

voice. While it seemed dubious as to just

how useful such an approach would be.

apparently the venture was well enough

received to suggest doing the same for

Peterson's revised Field Guide to W est-

ern Birds, and the results are before us.

The records have been made a little less

monotonous by grouping the renditions

in sections of about ten pages each, thus

eliminating the need of continually re-

ferring to a page. Nevertheless. I find

the records unsatisfactory. No one is

really going to learn the songs by listen-

ing to these brief fragments. Further-

more, the Cornell Laboratory may justly

be proud of its scientific achievement in

amassing large numbers of recordings,

but merely because someone has taped

the squeaks of all the half-dozen or so

hummingbirds of southern Arizona, it

does not mean that they should be in-

flicted upon the purchaser of a popular

record. Many of the other recordings are

equally meaningless for general pur-

poses—for example, a barely audible

clucking noise is attributed, of all things,

to a golden eagle! Easily one-third of

the recordings could have been elimi-

nated as contributing little or nothing to

a knowledge of bird songs.

Another one-third might have been

eliminated because they belong to east-

ern birds, such as the great-crested fly-

catcher, the black duck, the blue jay and
literally dozens of others. While it may
have been necessary to include all these

species in the Field Guide to Western

Birds (although I would be happy to

argue the point), there is certainly no

need to repeat them on the two sets of

records. Thus cut down, the chore could

have been handled on two. rather than

three, records and there would still have

been ample time for a proper statement
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Choose the camera that

=es nature

MIRANDA DR f1.9
AUTOMATIC 35mm SINGLE LENS REFLEX
. -.i'. f .shibpor-quiet . . . completely dopendati:'

Miranda OR is your natural choice. You focus more quickly a'

accurately with its now split-grid prism view/rangefindor, ovi

in poor light. The super-sharp, automatic f1 9 Miranda-Solicj'

Ions interchanges with a full lino of superb lonsos from 38r<i

to 400mm . . . plus lonsos of mo
other 35mm cameras. Precision a,

cossories help you master ovi .

typo of picture easily. No wondc
value-wise experts prefer Ivlirand.i

Less than $170* at your dealc

MIRANDA DR ft.9

G£TS THE PICTURE
EVERYWHERE...
EVERY TIME

ALLIED IMPEX CORPORATION
]M Paib A». Soulh. NoK Yorii 10. N. Y.

Ch.cago IS • DjIUs 7 • Los Angalcs 16

Your Doalor Ocloimmot E»cl Price

as 111 wlial »< an- lii-uriii):. fnllnui'd liy a

rea!M>nal)l<* amount nf racli bird siiii):.

It is a pli-asiirf In turn tii tlif two

smalliT but bcltcr-cnncciu'd rcmrds.

liotli itf wbirh arc c^>entially inlnulur-

lions In many of the cnnimnner and

bfller-known custorn sonp birds. Tbc
standard of recording has now improved

lo tbe point at wbirb even difficult, high-

pitched sonps ore clear when played on

a record player of moderate quality

withoiil hi-fi equipment. There is little

choice biTtvseen the two: the approach

is somewhat different and one may listen

lo both of ihem and decide for himself.

Personally. I prefer the Bird Songs in

Your Gartifn album in which, on the re-

verse side of llie record, llie simps are

played without any voice commentary.

Dk\n .VviAnoN

TiiK rMVKKSE. by David Bergamini.

rime. Inc.. S3.9.i: 192 pp.. illus.

THIS volume in the "Life Nature

Library Series" is a richly illustrated

review of modern astronomy and the uni-

verse. In very lively prose and in colorful

and dramatic pictures. The i'niirrse

presents a panorama of astronomy from

the earliest myths and legends to the

latest problems of cosmology.

Each of the eight major divisions of

the book tells its story in two forms, first

in rlramatic narrative style, supported

by simple line sketches, and second in

the form of thoroughly captioned pic-

lure essays. The subjects covered are:

Ihe background nf astronomy, the

methods and equipment of astronomy.

the members of the solar system, the

Mructure and evolution of the sun. the

stars and nebulae of the Milky Way. the

origin and evolution of the stars, the uni-

verse of cxieriiir galaxies, the origin and

structure of the cosmos in space and

lime. The le.\l and picture es-ay dealing

with the sun are especially well done.

The prose narrative and picture essay

arrangement in this hauk make it par-

ticularly attractive lor the casual us<'r

who may scan it for a few hours or per-

haps for shorter periods several times

over. Its appearance and impact are en-

hanced by the large number of vivid,

full-color illustrations, including many
color photographs of celestial objects.

The more thorough reader, who goes

through the book carefully from cover

lo cover, may be disturbed by the repeti-

tion of subject, phrasing, description,

and explanation in the parallel forms.

From the manner in which some terms

an- used and explained several limes in

the same way. <mc suspects the book was

not meant lo he read at one sitting.

.\everlhcles-. The I'niiene is a beauti-

ful book. Its illuslralions are lavish, well

chosen, and largely well reproduced. The
text is exciling and gives lucid descrip-

tions and explanations of some of the

most difficull and interesting work in

modern astronomy. I hoiie. however, that

readers will not spend too much time

looking for the comets described in the

table on page 70 as "hcsl-known comets

visible to the naked eye from earth."

Some of these are among the faintest

known—much too faint to be observed

by the naked eye.

Thomas Nicholson

Birrs and \^'oods. by W.B. Yapp. Oxford
Vniirrsily Press, $5.f>0: -308 pp.. illus.

A readable, stimulating account of

British woodlands and the birds

inhabiting them is here pri'scntcd by

W.B. ^app. Historical factors arc con-

sidered along with the dynamics of

present-day avian pnpulalioii'-. He poiiil',

out that some 9.500 years ago Great

Britain was connected with Europe and

covered by glacial ice (except for tuniira

in some parts nf the soulh and west). An
the ice began to recede, first tundra,

then coniferous fore-ts. and finally de-

ciduous forest reached the region. The
subse(|uent rise in sea level, as deglaciu-

lion continued, cut the heavily forested

peninsula ofT from Europe. .According

lo Vapp. the wooils today are highly

modified remains or copies of the pre-

historic woodlands, and England today

has hut 4.6 per cent of ihe woodlands

that were present as late as Roman
limes. In view of such sweeping changes

and the intensive regulations of existing

woods. ^ app is occasionally misleading

in his discussion of "natural" and "un-

natural" (i.(^. man-modified I conditions.

Obviously all the woodlands he speaks

of are in some degree "unnatural."

.Attention is paid to the zonal distribu-

tion of birds in the woods, density-

dependent and non-density-dependent

factors influencing populalion si/e. the

functions of bird song, peck order, and

an array of topics relating lo woodland

bird comnuinilies. The presentation is

well integrated, and llic view- expressr-d

are generally sound, except for certain

points concerning subject* with which

the author has not dealt in hi- own in-

vestigations, such as specialion and

flocking behavior. In his evaluation of

various factors that limit the distrihiition

and numbers of Hrili«h woodlaml bird-.

he concludes that wiather. fond -iippK,

and ihe presence of suitable habilal arc

of primary importance, while nlhers—

such as predatinn—arc unimpnrlant. In-

cluded are many example-, nf ili-irihii-

tinnal prnblems. amnng which i- the

amusing similarity between the dislrihu-



3n of the cirl bunting (Emberiza cirlus)

id that of health resorts in England!

minor point of annoyance is the

ithor"s rejection of all schemes of bird

assification. An alphabetical arrange-

ent of species, genera, and families

used in both the systematic list (cov-

ing the final quarter of the book) and

the many tables scattered through the

lok. This hampers comparison of in-

rmation presented for related forms.

The book contains a number of photo-

aphs of the woodlands considered,

awings of various woodland birds,

aps. and tables. Although it deals with

It one area, those interested in wood-

od birds will profit from this book.

L. L. Short, Jr.

iN.4>.'D THESuN.by Jacquetta Hawkes.

jndom House, $5.00; 277 pp.

"^ HE beginning point of Jacquetta

. Hawkes' Man and the Sun is an ac-

unt of the creation of the sun itself,

er which the author steers a nicely

ective course through astronomy, pa-

mtology. and human history without

;r being either diffuse or skimpy. As
3 tells the story, the sun gave birth to

; physical form of our earth and sta-

ized it in space, then inspired life

on it. Life became conscious, and in

human subdivision grew an aware-

ness, intellectual as well as intuitive, of

dependence upon the sun. This sense of

necessity developed into the great early

religions. But then, as man's intellectu-

ality increased, he abandoned worship

and launched into investigation. Today
he is himself able to create small suns

—bombs—which give him tremendous

powers of self-destruction. It is, as Miss

Hawkes says, a "most curious cycle''

and. so phrased, a terrifying one.

In presenting this synoptic view of the

sun's life span. Miss Hawkes uses the

most recent theories and sources. I, for

one. regret losing the apocalyptic glories

of our old vision of the earth's begin-

ning as a superheated mass of material,

rent by volcanic action as it cooled. On
the other hand. I am fascinated to learn

what astronomers now surmise actually

did happen, and what they think about

the appalling events due to take place

5.000 million years from now. We will

never know whether they are right on

either score. With Miss Hawkes' accounts

of early Europe, Mesopotamia, Egypt,

pre-Columbian America, and Asia, we
have a better chance. A distinguished

archeologist in her own right, she is on

firm ground here. No one can have writ-

ten better about the personality of that

most mysterious Pharaoh Akhenaton;
and the sketch of Western sun worship,

from the Bronze Age Indo-Europeans to

Mithras, is a brilliant feat of compres-
sion. It is refreshing, too, to encounter a

writer whose humanity extends to an un-

ashamedly moral view of the distant or

exotic past. It is expressed here in a vivid

account of the sickening rites of the

Aztec "Sun of Death."

And so to modern times and the real

point of the book, which is intended to

be much more than popularized scientific

history. Man and the Sun is really a

deeply felt, philosophical, even semire-

ligious work, with haunting overtones of

one of the greatest world views of the

past: the conception of the universe as

macrocosm and microcosm, complement-
ing and echoing each other. A scientist

by training and long-practiced disci-

pline, Miss Hawkes also avows her ad-

herence to vitalism and teleology. Unless

I misread her badly, she is advocating—

or at least hopefully heralding—a return

to some new religious feeling. She speaks

of the "Sun of Life"—as Akhenaton knew
it—as its leading emblem. Well, perhaps.

Many, probably most, of her readers will

not be able to follow her in this. But it

should not impair anyone's pleasure in

the closely packed riches they can find

here, even if they read the book only as

a magnificent blend of erudition and
speculation in the tradition of Sir

Thomas Browne's Urne-Buriall.

Douglas NewtoiN

We embarked on the Questar project in 1946,
with tlie conviction that the classical astronomical
telescope could be made far more convenient to
use, to handle and to store in modern dwellings.
We had spent 8 years and a quarter-million
dollars trying various types and sizes by the time
this revolutionary design reached the market
in 1954.

Our Goddess here demonstrates the result of
these extended exertions; the 3.5-inch. 7-pound
portable Questar. We had started with a 5-inch,
but settled on 3.5 inches of aperture because
the greatest number of favorable factors came
together at that size, weight and cost. This design
has proven so successful that no changes are
contemplated even now, except in details, which
we constantly improve.
As you can see, the observer can now sit,

relaxed in luxurious comfort, facing the southern
sky, while the electrically driven Questar follows
a chosen object hour after hour. We had learned
that a person's eyesight can remain keen only as
long as his body is unfatigued. This sealed posture
has certainly spoiled us for all other telescopes.

We like to sprawl about, leaning in utter comfort
on that table top. No more pains in the neck.
No more weight-lifting, assembly or storage
problems. And we can take the elegant little jewel
with us wherever we go.

Questars nowadays have no trouble beating
optical theory and telescopes of considerably
larger apertures. We simply reject each set of
optics that is not of superfine quality.

Questar still costs only $995. May we send you
our 32-page booklet with the whole story?

TAR
iOX 60 NEW HOPE, PENNSYLVANIA





Qualifications for

\dulthood
fiwi invoke the power of a yam

By Jane C. Goodale

[.\ 1912 Sir Baldwin Spencer, a professor of biology at

the University of Melbourne, visited Melville Island, in

he Timor Sea. There he observed a Tiwi tribal ceremony in

rhich a number of voung boys and girls participated in the

itual preparation of a species of yam the Tiwi called

Mama. Spencer wrote of this ceremony, "initiation of

oung men [and women] on Melville Island is intimately

ssociated with what is known as a yam ceremony.'' This

tatement is particularlv noteworthy, for. in 1954. when I

isited the Tiwi for the first time and witnessed the annual

iulama ceremony, no initiates took part. The ceremony,

owever. was still being performed with no significant

hanges in the complex ritual procedures that Spencer had

escribed more than forty years before.

That the Kulama ceremony can and does take place with-

ut initiates does not mean that Spencer was wrong to con-

Ider it an important part of initiation into adult life. It

oes mean that manv of the new generation of Tiwi believe

lat such participation cannot prepare them adequately

Dr a wav of life that has been radically changed by contact

ith Western culture during the past fifty years.

In order to understand what this ceremony means to

rose who still perform it. one must first understand what

le Tiwi consider to be adulthood. The Tiwi. now about a

lousand in number, have lived for untold centuries on Mel-

ille and Bathurst Islands, which are situated thirty miles

orth of Darwin, the capital city of Australia's Northern

erritory. The islands and surrounding waters are well

jpplied with food, and fresh water is plentiful. Eco-

omically and technically the Tiwi have been remarkably

onservative. They came to the islands as hunters and gath-

irers of vvild food, using crude chipped stone axes, dig-

ing sticks, simple wooden spears, and hunting dogs, and

iund that little else was needed to exploit the natural re-

aurces and to provide themselves with a stable, varied,

nd adequate diet. With the exception of the wallaby, the

md animals of the two islands were small and nocturnal

nd could simply be collected during the day with little

hysical effort or skill. The few skills that were necessary

ere identifying tracks to find game and chopping out or

igging up the sleeping animals. Young boys and girls were

lught these techniques, since there was no essential sexual

ivision of labor in food-collecting. Boys, however, re-

iwi NATIVE on Melville Island expresses a grievance in an
riginal song during the annual three-day Kulama ceremony.

Shark dance is among traditional, imitative figures that are

performed during ritual preparation of toxic Kulama yams.

ceived additional instruction in spear-fishing and birding,

while girls were taught more intensively to locate and
identify edible plants. The children, as a result, were gen-

erally independent economically in their early teens, by
which time the girls were already married. Young males
contributed to their parents' larder and to other house-

holds, but did not marry and acquire households until they

were more than thirty years old. Even now, this late mar-
riage age obtains in theory, but not always in practice.

THUS, to the Tiwi, economic independence and/or mar-
riage did not alone signify adulthood. The Tiwi adult

was intellectually, rather than physiologically, a mature
individual who was expected to join actively in the non-eco-

nomic affairs of the community. An adult was also expected

to be almost entirely responsible for his own health, wealth,

and future prospects. This included attaining success in

hunting and in war and, for the men, in wife-collecting.

If an adult became ill or was injured or, as a Tiwi would
say, was unlucky in the pursuit of life's benefits, he alone

was responsible for not behaving as an adult should.

The annual Kulama ceremony, held by each community
in April at the end of the rainy season, was a most impor-
tant event to insure individual success. Although a collec-



Ukfuhe diucinc yams, iIic ritual parliripaiits dip Iiaii(l» into

\«liitt' puiiil uiiil put it arouiitl eye^ to injure ucuttf vii^ton.

tfRKMoMM. BIN<. i? pr<-|iari-il liy rltMrinp cromiil of prasa,

slirks, uiiil .'Inni'... I'arlii'ipuniK uill ^ing ami ilaiire tliL-re.

live, conimuiiily ceremony, lis benefits accrued onl

indiviilual participants, and llicn iml) tn tlmse ulm
followed tlif complex procedures corrcclK. Thus il

vitally imporlunl to every Tiwi iiKJividuul. male or feiiiali

to receive instruction in the Kulnmii ritual before licin

considered u fully adult member of the trihe. The in>lru

tion period lasted six years, durin;: which (he iniliali'

amon^' other rci|uirements. had to participate acli\<'\ i

six Kiilama rituals. Fidlowin^' this training, the indiviiliiul

were considered responsible udults by other mcndicr

the tribe, but only through continued participation in ih

ritual could that condition be maintained.

TiiDAY the ritual is still perbirmed by those who bcjii'V

ill il. and it will probably continue until the last

lialcd Tiwi dii's. or until the uiidcrlvin^ meaning is to

lost and is replaced b\ ideas of how to be suci-essful tha

have their orifiiiis in Western thought.

The ceremonv itself lakes three days to complete am
centers on ihe preparation of a toxic variety of yam. th

KuUtma. To make this >am edible, il nmst first be soaked

Il is then bukeil. mashed, and a^'aiii soaked for a time ii

fresh water. Lvcn after the poisons have been removed h

this elaborate process, an extremely bitter taste reiiii

The Tiwi sa> they never eat the \ani except at the comlu

sion of the Kiilamn ceremony. Those who believe in th'

ritual su\ the \am has Iremeridous power for cuusin;:
}.

or evil, and thus one must handle the vam carerull) durin;

the preparation, speak to il softly, siiii; to it at times,

alwavs Ireat it with respect. The individual absorbs ih'

power of the jam bv touching it. by rubbing the body will

it, and finally by eating il. All these steps arc ritualized

S|>ecial digging sticks are made. and. contrary to the usun

praitice of having the women gather plants, only iiiei



RuBni.\(; P4INT into the hair is Fiii)i>0!ipcl to piv\eiil illiipss,

and daubing it on the arin^ and lei:< ^\ardh oil hrokeii bones.

re allowed to dig the yam. A special dance area, or cere-

lonial ring, is cleared on the ground and a special cook-

ig fire is built in its center. On each of the three ceremonial

ays the participants paint themselves in specified ways

ith ocher. During the evening of each day, while the yams
re soaking or cooking, the male participants, singly or

)gether, walk slowly counterclockwise around the cere-

lonial fire, beating sticks together as an accompaniment
I specially composed songs. At times the wives, who re-

lain outside the ring, sing with the men, or they may join

leir husbands in traditional dances that imitate various

Bpects of the natural world around them.

The songs are a vital part of the ritual. They must be

ewly composed for the occasion and may relate to any

vent or abstract idea the composer chooses. The songs

ften deal with injustices the singer has experienced in the

ast year, about which he wishes to register an "official"

omplaint:

"There was a funeral,

You went first, I came after.

Old people came in first.

I was late because I had a Kulama,

Why didn't you wait for me?"
or

"When Dory have baby girl

The old man said, 'That's for you.'

Dory, my mother-in-law. she burns me.

Dory doesn't know the old people way.

I would like to kill her.
"

thers may be in the nature of news reports, in which the

steners are informed of anything interesting that may
ave happened to the singer during the preceding year,

or instance, the composer of the following song had just

Stakes are set in the center of cleared area to hold mound
of sticks and pieces of anthill that will be burned later.

13



ri'luriied fnnii Brisbane, wlion- he and a proup of ciplit

other ahoripincs had performed dances in honor of Queen

Elizabeth's 19.1-1 visit to Australia:

"The Queen was talking in England.

| would like to see a blackfellow dance.'

When I was in Brisbane, the Queen said,

| uoulil like to meet a black boy!'

And I went up.

King Philip, he had a good look at me.

He was watching a lot as I danced.

I was singing into a loud-speaker."

Some songs are historic in nature, retelling an event that

must be kept alive according to the traditions of the tribe.

One such composition recalls the Japanese attack on Dar-

win during World War II

:

"An enemy plane flies low over Melville Island.

The men on the ground, at the word 'Standby,'

Shoot it down with a cannon."

The children of the singer are often song subjects. This

first example describes how the children behaved in one of

their father's dreams.

".My children have gone to the other side

of the island.

But they must come back as thc\ are hard up

for tobacco.

My children have now come back.

I know this for they have taken the tobacco

which I have held in my hand."

or

".M\ children will wear clothes and shoes.

They will go to s<hool and learn to write."

;MI the songs have the same chanting tune, which is as-

sociated with the Kiilama ceremony, and the composer must

fit his words to the set meter of the chant, in many cases

this requires using archaic words that arc no longer a

part of Tiwi speech. Poetic license in pronunciation .m

syllabification often occurs. The Tiwi have high riL.n

for the linguistic ability needed to beconn' a good I m

composer and singer, anil instruilion in the art of ^..n

composition and delivery is given to the initiates. Each in

tiate must perform in the Kulniiui before he can be i -i.

ered a "graduate." According to my Tiwi informants, ili

requirement is the hardest of all. and it is also the rc;i-'

for there being no set age for inilialioii. The old pcopN- n

said to watch the young, and when the observers coom.I.

them mature enough, they swoop down upon their cIimi. •

"like chicken hawks, without warning"—as the Tiwi ^.i^

and start the initiates along the path to adulthood.

A;
far as I know, the Ktilaina ceremony has no parill

el.sewhere in Australia. And there are many iiilcn

ing questions that come to mind concerning the origin '

the Kiiliima as it exists today. For instance, why is in-Uu

tion in the preparation of a poisonous yam that is not |i.i

of the dailv diet considered so important for initiation ml

adulthood? What is the origin of the i<lea that a yarn li

power over good and evil, and hrallb and sickness? \\ I

is such prominence accorded a yam in what is principull

a hunting and gathering society 'i

Anv answers to these questions must be highly speruli

live, for the origin of the ceremony and its developmci

lie in the unrecorded history of the Tiwi. However, I b

lieve the following statements may well be valid.

lnslru( lion in the natural resources of the land was i

sidered vital to becoming an adult. Because the Kiiliim

yam is poisonous and is not widely dislribule<l. it wi

never part of the regular dii't. but it could be used in cc

nomic emergencies if properly prepared. Instruction in i

preparation was therefore extremely important as a potei

tial survival measure. However, since the Tiwi live

favorable environment, it is highly probable that sue

emergencies were very rare, so it was considereil cxpediet

to hold annual instruction periods. Because knowledge (
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jaked by placing them atop pieces of anthill heated to a Man lights fire beneath chunks of anthill. When the pieces
slow by wood fire, then covering the yams with hot earth. are red-hot, burning wood below them will be brushed away.

ATHKR PAINTS CIRL to show how it would he llilil.- il ,1]|-

ere to be initiated. Although no children ol group were
considered ready, ceremony was held to maint;
thought to accrue to the Tiwi who had undergone

n benefits

initiation.

IS



Hot i:\rtii ovrr bukril Ktilanw yaiii» is rciiioveil. Yunis lliul

-irr lo l»r rairn at rnfl of riliial I1HI^( bf resoaknl in water.

lilt- lt^'liiiii|ui- liad lt> l>t- iiia>lf ini-aiiiii^ftil to tlu- iiiiti.i

llif lifi-sa\iii^ ijiKililies of litis fiiiititie food wt-ir i'\|iliii

us lieallli-^ixiii^' powfrs. A r»'renioii> ac<'oiii|iaiii('il lis «

ami tiaiirc uas ••'rtaiiilx u ilraiiialir anil elTiiii\c iiicaii'

iiiiprfssiii^ till- iiiitialfs in |irr|>aialioii inclliods. Tlie ill

siTM-il aiiolliiT |iiir|ioS(> as wfll: liitaiisf tia\cliii^ i-

ilillKull iluriii^ llif rainy s<-asiin. racli Iioum'IioIiI is

lalt-il from the otiicrs. Tlif Kiiliiiiiii ritual follows litis

riod, anil it is naliiral lo f\|><'<i a ri-uniim lo bt' an oi

slon lo ftii-ban^r m-ws. s«'lllr ililTrrriift'S, aitd tell slo

or sin^ songs llial kfc)) traditions alive.

Mt I It harder lo arcouni for is the Tiwi idea of adnll

hood. 'Iltat every adult is solely respoiisible fm lii

d,-p,„,|.

Mf > Ri R \i \sii nn linrlif. In in-iir<- lifjllh. llu-n ilo *o lo llic

uninilialcd >nunfc. \%hoo(: hralih i» pul*Tnul rr>pnn»ihiiily.

i6

own health and weullh. and that suree^s in life

entirely on personal Ix'havior and iniluslry. are idi .lI>

strangely similar to those that umlerlie the Ameriian »

of life, despite the great gulf helwern the aiiorigina! rulli

and our own. liul it is not at all surprising that the I i

have a great sympathy for mueli of Western civilizalion

Man\ hold the same views as the Kiilama singer ipmii

earlier in this artiele who saw his rhililren wearing cloiln

and shi'es and going lo school to li-arn to write, for llii- i-

ihu riwi"s contemporaneous i<lea of success in a wa\

life introduced to them only a few short years ago.

Early in the summer of 1962 I revisited the Tiwi in

two wi-cks. \llhi>ugli 1 knew that the Tiwi desireil si li....

iiig ari<l training in Kuropran wa\s of life and wouiil "]/

an\ such opportuiiilv afTordi'd ihcm. I was hardly prcpai>'

for the tremendous changes that had taken place during lln

eight years that had elapsed since my first visit.

Three months after the Kutiimn ceremony of lO.'il.

government school was opened. Now all the Tiwi c hilili

go lo school, and some who have finished the six-year |ii

gram in the government school have received 9ul)se<|U'

training as leaching or nursing assistants. Some oilii

have had "on-the-jidj" training in various activities i"

nccted with a large-scale foreslrv project that has Immi

started on Melville Island. In fact, all the abie-lioili^

Tiwi men and women are currently employed, and llici

tasks bear little or no relation lo their old life in the bu^h

It is perhaps significant—but to me not at all surpri

— ihal I iliil not hear a single n-al complaint from the 1 1«

regarding their new manner of li\ing. They seem to Ilk-

it and are anticipating bigger and belter things I in tli'

Western si-nsel for their children. Hunting has beci

a week-end diversion and the children receive lillle or w
real instruction in that traditional skill.

SiiviF. aspects of Tiwi life are slow to die. however. Mn
of the old taboos, the observance of which was lo

sidered necessary in the past in order to insure health anr

wealth, are still observed, although at least one Ici-n-agei

expressed doubt that the taboos had any actual i-flccl

the outcome of one's life. Western medicine aii<l puMii

health practices are fast replacing belief in the K ultima

During the past eight years only three men have begun tli'

six years of training for Kulama initiation, and some of ihi

older men no longer participate in the ceremony. Ilowi

as long as even a small number of 'I'iwi believe in the Aw
lama, the ritual will survive, but I doubt that it will for long

NnH KMi of Kiiliintfi cereiiuiny. pfrfiiriiicr. jiiin

unil lired. n^l^l continue lo .-ill): until hue in
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A MARVEL of delicacy is the

banded coral shrimp, found in

the nooks of coral colonies.

Squilla, or mantis shrimp, is

an emerald green; it usually

lives in the crevices of coral.

Beauty and Science
Nature's form and color delight the seeker after knowledge

By Meredith L. Jones

OBVIOUSLY, THE ABILITY to perceive objectively is an

integral part of any scientist's approach to his sub-

ject. The popular conception of the professional biologist

clothes him in an immaculate white laboratory coat, gives

him a cold, perceptive eye, and endows him with an effi-

cient, objective mind. To a great extent, this is an accu-

rate picture. But the cheerless, dispassionate outlook

implied by this unapproachable image is often tempered
and humanized by a hidden fascination and appreciation

for the pure beauty exhibited by the various plant and
animal groups. Of course, this cannot be admitted, for the

world might question the motives and capabilities of a

scientist who rhapsodized about the construction of a

tamen, the graceful soaring of a hawk or vulture, or the

brilliant flashings of iridescence from the elytra of a beetle;

for in a discipline of objectivity, subjectivity is suspect.

Consider, then, the dilemma: to work with miracles of

olor and form and yet to have to maintain a proper aloof-

ness and impassivity, and deny that one is moved by the

pecimens one examines and by the very fact of life, itself.

But [here is an out. Like James Thurber's Walter Mitty,

of us have our secret lives, no less the professional

liologist: and one of these is given over to the examina-
on and re-examination of the perfection of the spiral of

i snail shell, the simplicity and aptness of the markings
Jn the carapace of a crab, the grace of the plume of a

feather-duster worm, the stark symmetry of a sea star, the

texture of a beaver pelt, the subtle color shadings of a

flower, and the myriad other things of beauty that we see,

but must not mention, except in cold, academic verbiage.

So the biologist keeps private—and even denies aloud—
his aesthetic tangents, re-examines them only in the

unobserved seclusion of his mind, and leaves it to such

an unassailable colleague as the outstanding entomologist

William Morton Wheeler to be spokesman for all. For, in

speaking of what he referred to as the "dry rot" of aca-

demic biology, Dr. Wheeler said:

"We [biologists] should all be happier if we were less

completely obsessed by problems and somewhat more ac-

cessible to the esthetic and emotional appeal of our ma-
terials, and it is doubtful whether, in the end, the growth of

biological science would be appreciably retarded.

"It quite saddens me to think that when I cross the Styx,

I may find myself among . . . many professional biologists

. . . trying to solve problems, and that Pluto, or whoever

is in charge down there now, may condemn me to sit for-

ever trying to identify specimens from my own specific and
generic diagnoses, while the amateur entomologists, who
have not been damned professors, are permitted to roam at

will among the fragrant asphodels of the Elysian meadows,
netting gorgeous, ghostly butterflies until the end of time."
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While-splaslieil iiiiliiio

is ihc coloring

of ihi!* ^ymlllclricalIy

bcautiful pclugic nu*libranch.

Blue-and-gold »ea sIuk

is a benlhonic nudibranch.

whirh here lifl^ its head
above the ^ub!*l^at(^

iiiuy lurk ui) |lili^K^

in waters of both the

tropica and (•ubtr(>pit>.

Maroon mantle cavity

of the flame scallop

is bordered by tenlarlcs

of Iranolurent white.
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Nondescript gray color

of an elbow crab

is an adaptation for

almost total invisibility.
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Climatic complexity of Himalayas is At an altitude of 15,500 feet Allardia

reason for variety of vegetation zones. glabra bloom in Himalayas in October.

Ecoloĝy
of the Heights
High peaks modify their own climate

By Lawrence W. Swan

AMONG THE VOLCANIC ROCKS and

^ sand on the slopes of Citlaltepetl,

the Aztec "star mountain," there are a

few bunches of grass growing at an al-

titude of 15,200 feet. This plant species,

Calamagrostis schiedeana, occupies

the most elevated habitat for flowering

plants in North America. Among the

granite boulders on the northern

slopes of Makalu, in the Himalayas,

there are a few plants growing at an

altitude of 20,100 feet. (One of these

species, Slellaria decumbens, which

was collected at 20.130 feet, probably

represents the most elevated green

plant on earth, see page 24.) Nearly a

vertical mile separates these altitudes

and the question arises as to why such

a difference should exist. It is espe-

cially curious because Citlaltepetl, the

Pico de Orizaba of the Mexicans, is

due east of Mexico City at Lat. 19

degrees N., and Makalu is at Lat. 28

degrees N.. a parallel that crosses

southern Texas and is approximately

600 miles north of the Mexican peak.

It is well known that the snow line

and its approximate equivalent, the

"plant line," rise in altitude from the

polar regions toward the Equator. On
Mount McKinley, in Alaska, the high-

est flowering plants are found at 7,000

feet. On Mount Rainier, in Washing-

ton, the plants reach 11.000 feet, and

on Mount Whitney, in California, the

peak at 14,495 feet is apparently just

below the line of permanent snow, and

plants grow on the summit. An exten-

sion to Citlaltepetl at 15,200 feet and to

the equatorial Andes at about 17.000

feet appears to verify the assumption

of a rising snow line or plant line.

Indeed, some of the atlases, geography

texts, and ecological studies seem to

make this inference, and they corre-

late latitude with the height of the

snow line around the world. It seems

logical, but it is not true. In the Boli-

vian Andes, far south of the Equator,

plants ascend above 18,000 feet, and

in Argentina, at Lat. 25 degrees S.,

they reach to nearly 19,000 feet.

Beyond that the snow line and the plant

line descend rapidly along the narrow-
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MAXIMUM
ALTITUDES
OF GREEN
PLANTS

MAKALU 20,130 FT

ellarla d«cumb«nft

CITlALTEPrrL 15.300 FT | :*^..
; f^ Jj

->N

LAT. 0"

ing marilimc cnrl of South America
anil rcarli sra li-vtl nil ihi- Aiilarctic

out infill iMUrli mure aliruptly than in

northern Arctic regions.

IT
ina> lie seiMi in ihe diagram on

page 27 that the ahitudinal cxten-

>ion of planl» in the Ande* is dupii-

caU'd and exceeded in the Himalayan

mountain s\$leni so that in the Kara-

koram Range, at Lai. .36 degrees N.,

equivalent to Mount Whitney, in Cali-

fornia, plants grow at over I'J.tXM)

feci. 1 1 is apparent thai the highest

snow line and the highest extension

of flowering plants are to he found

some distance north and south of the

Equator. The question aris«'S again,

why is this so?

The answer is obscure. There are

undouhtedly many climatic and geo-

graphic conditions that cause the

anomaly, but ime inference seems

most obvious: the Himalayas and the

Andes are the largest mountain sys-

tems and their size must play an im-

portant role. The phenomenon of

"mountain mass" is often mentioned

as a factor that greatly influences

I'limate. hut explanations of this at-

tribute are rather vague. Perhaps it

may be better stated that the larger

the mountain system, the less the

mountains are affeeled bv the prevail-

ing temperatures of ihi- latitude. A
more detailed and meaningful answer
is wanted, and a study of the high-

altilude plants and climate in Mexico
and the Himalayas may reveal one.

CitlalteiM'tl. rising lo IJ',.701 feet,

is ihe third highest mountain in North
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America. It is essentially an isolated

peak overlooking ihe Oulf of Mexico.

At Lai. 19 degrees \. the sun is over-

head between June and August (see

illustration on opposite page). In the

spring and autumn months, when the

southern slope is more directly ex-

posed to the sun. the snow line assumes

a striking, slanted appearance. It is

above I7.l)0() feet on the south slope

and below l.i.OOO feet on the north

slope. One might expect the snow line

to ascend on the north slope during

the summer but it does not. In summer
the wet ocean air condenses over the

peak in massive clouds so that periods

of sunshine are brief. .Snow falls fre-

(|uently and instead of a warming
season during the summer there is

an interruption of plant growth at

the higher levels. On Citlaltepetl, as on

most tropical mountains, the seasons

are not well developed. There is no

prolonged cold period followed by an

extended warmer period, and snow

may fall as low as the tri-e line in sum-

mer as well as in winter. Furthermore,

Citlaltepetl, which was an active vol-

cano in the sixtei-nth century, is

covered with porous sand. Melting

snow and rain water sink rapidly into

the ground to emerge as springs along

strata of impervious rock far down the

mountain side. The whole alpine re-

gion of the mountain harbors onlv two

small permanent streams, which eman-

ate from the incipient glaciers of the

northern slope. It seems that when the

highest plants are not covered with

snow they are without water. The

mountain sets a handicap for the alti-

tudinal dislribuliun of phiiits. which

can be estimated if the line that joins

till' jilaiit limits of Canada and the

I nited .Stales is cMende.l over Me\i, ,i

I diagram, page 27 1, On this basis it

would appear that (^illallepetl should

have plants at 17,(HH) feet al least.

In the llinialavas the factors ele-

vating the snow line ami plant line

are perhaps more subtle. It is some-

thing of an enigma to view the llinia-

lavas from the south, for the gn-al

vista of giant |H-aks is chiil in simw

and ice that descend lo an altitude

between l.'i.lHHIand Id.lMHI fe.1. If llie

Himalayas comprised no more than

these southern peaks with their slopes

e\pos4-d to the monsoon there wouM
Ik' few plants that could e\i'<-eil Ui.tKUl

fe.-t. There would be no ele\ated

"hump" in the global plant line, for

ibis altitude would conform willi llie

North American and Luropean i-\-

teiision of the plant line and almost

compare to the deprivated upper

slopi-s of Citlaltepell. Mut the llinia-

lavas have depth: beyond the first

peaks there is another array of great

mountains, and still another, until

along the cresllim-. tin- massifs of

Everest.Lhol.se. Makalu.Ch.i 0>u. and

Cyachung Kang create a wall that di-

vides thi' atmosphere. In the fonlliills

the rainfall may be 2(111 inches per

vear I in the Khasi Hills it sonielinies

reaches more than ')()() iiiclii>!i,

whereas within Km miles it drops be-

low 20 inches, liehind the first sno

peaks, in a space of perhaps l.S or 20

mill's, the snow line ascends from

I.i.OOO feet to over 20.001) feet I illus-

tration on page 29 1

.

IT
would appear that up to a point

increasing aridity is an inipnrlant

factor influencing the snow line and

the maxinuini altitudinal limits of

flowering plants: and it is perhaps a

characteristic of "ileiith" or "breadth"

rather than simply "mass" that is most

significant in creating a gradient of

aridity. The inner valleys are not

blanketed with snow, and plants can

grow from earl) spring until the ad-

vent of winter. The sun shines even

during the monsoon, which acts as an

equable, moister phasi' in a long grow-

ing season. At higher altitudes the air

leni|KTatures ari' colder, especially al

night, but the temperature difference

between winter and summer seasons

decreases. However, temperatures on

ground surfaces in the sun may actu-

ally increase with altitude under some



circumstances, and critical conditions

for growth become more closely re-

lated to sun and wind than to shade

air temperatures. The innermost Him-

alayas do not witness the grip of a con-

tinental winter, which bequeaths an

extended icy aftermath into the spring

months. At 20.000 feet in winter the

air temperatures are probably milder

than they are during an average

winter in New York City. Snow dis-

appears more rapidly at high alti-

tudes; the greater intensity of the sun

and the reduced atmospheric pressure

cause it to sublimate as much as it

melts. Dry winds from the great

plateau of Tibet help sweep away the

winter and monsoon snows and per-

mit the hot sun to warm the ground,

and there is also the general warming

effect of the tropical ocean air of the

monsoon. The air loses its enormous

quantity of water vapor and gains

heat from its condensation—a physical

phenomenon that partly compensates

for the loss of heat that accompanies

the expansion of air as it rises over

the mountains. In effect, one of the

greatest masses of moving air meets

the greatest physical obstacle on earth.

NEVERTHELESS, in spite of the gen-

eral aridity of the Tibetan bor-

derland of the inner Himalayas, the

highest peaks reach above their neigh-

bors and catch the moisture of the

highest stratum of the monsoon. They
accumulate snow, and the glaciers and

ice falls descending from these great

snow fields reach downwards through

the arid lands below the snow line to

act as sources of water for plants and

animals. Thus, small quantities of

drainage water from snow are pre-

sent in the highest Himalayas, but

are absent on Citlaltepetl. When the

altitude is 20,000 feet and the ground
is not covered with ice, the existence

of plants is governed by the avail-

ability of water. Despite a host of

complex climatic differences that sepa-

rate the Himalayas from Mexico, the

final reason for plant survival at the

highest altitudes in both areas may be

essentially similar and applies, per-

haps, to all mountains on which the

snow line exceeds the upper limits of

green plant growth.

The brevity of a summer season be-

tween the remnants of one winter and
the storms that precede the following

cold season is an important limiting

factor in the success of the alpine

plants of northern temperate moun-
tains. The short growing season of al-

pine North America, Europe, and Arc-

CITLALTEPETL

March 21
& Sept. 23

June 3
& Aug. 9

ALT. FT.

19,000

Snow line March to May and Sept. to Nov.

Snow line Dec. to Feb.

Snow hne June to Aug,

CONIFER AND
DECIDUOUS
OAK FOREST

UROADLEAF
DLXIDUOUS
I CREST

BROADLEAF
rVERGREEN
fOREST
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tic lanils is an at-t-eptnl «.-olu^ieal

phfiioiiirnuri, bul it shuultl nut he con-

siderptl as a charai-teristic of the alpine

regiuns of the i«lu>le tvorlti. In the

Himalayas, at 15,IKM) feel, plants may
Ih> found in bloom lielween llie fin-t

ueek of April and tlie end of Oetuber,

a period of about 2tK> ilays. Small gen-

tians start tile paraile of lloners, fol-

lowctl b> primulas; then fields of

pul\;:onuins prifede the llowers of

dwarf rbododendrons. New groups of

flowers sueceetl eaeli other llirou;;li the

monsoon months. Summer primulas

and the flowers of other moisture-

loving plants bloom and disappear be-

fore .S'plember. only to be followed In

a new burst of (lowers in the October

sun. (ienlians of dilTerent s|>e(-ies a^ain

lead this shorter autumnal "season."

and on the edpe of winter ill late Oelo-

bcr, flowers surh as those of Allnnlin

ulahra are still fresh anil attraelivc to

inse<ls. \bo\e 2(MMMI f.-el. flowers of

I'arrya lanupiiiosa. I'egaeophyton

scapijioruiii. and Genliana iirniila

bloom by May 27: on October IT the

umbels of Sflinum corlioiiles. anil the

blue-spurred flowers of Delphinium

lirunoninnum are still intact ut liJ.OlM)

feet. It is curious that some plants

appear to respond directly to the en-

vironment, growing and flowering in

accord with temperature and avail-

able water, whereas other plants, such

as the various sirtIi-s of rhododen-

dron, delay their flowering and hurry

their irtIikI of fruiting as if they were

growing on the mountains of North

America or (^hina.

The climatic peculiarities and in-

tricacies of the Himalayas set the

stage for a variety of vegetalional

rones. The lower slo|>es below ,'i,lXKl

feet, essentially tropical, harbor plants

of the lower monsoon forest that have

imiii\ alliiiities with ihe vegelallon of

India, lielw.-en j.tHMl and Jt.lKHI fwt

or more, the middle and upper mon-

soon forests of e»ergreeii Irtvs have

afliiiitii-^ with Kuriiia and South

Ohina. Khoilodenilroii and de<'iduiiu>

forests predominate between it.lMKI

and Kl.lKR) feel, and above thai llic

rhoilodriidron trees and conifers form

mived forests up to tree line. TIicm-

zones have aflinities with We^^t Ohiiiii

l.Sikang and Szeehwant. as do llii-

lower rhododendroii-ilominaleil pin-

lions of the alpine zone abo\e ihe Inr

line. Throughoul this wide altiludiiiai

range, crops are raised, bul extensiM-

deforestation and widespread agricul-

ture are primarily restricted to levels

below It.OlM) feet. It is surprising I,.

find potato fields at IMHMI feet, and

in places near Tibet a few crops, such

as turnips, are grown at 16.0(M) feel.

Tilt: alpine zone extends from the

limit of trees in the vicinity of

1.1,(M«) feel to over 20.000 feet, at the

level of the highest green plants. It is

the most extensive alpine region in the

world. It is petuliarly complex, and

whereas many alpine zones may be

subdivided into various communlt\

categories, the eastern Himalayan

alpine zone can be divided into major

belts of vegelalioii. In the western

Himalayas birch trees extend above

the conifers to form a subalpine zone

of trees, but in the eastern Himalayas

the firs (Abies speclahilisi match the

birch trees in altitude, and a new. ilis-

liiict shrub zone— truly alpine in

LAT. 80' 70' 60'

nature—develops above the trees.

Thickets, composed primarily of

bushi's of Hhiiiloileiulron campanula-

mm less ihaii () fiel high, cover the

slopes for perhaps .")(«l feet above ihe

Irei-s and ihen give way to a disliiict

and dominating growth of dwarf rho-

dodendron I /v. ai\lliopof,on and A'.

selosumi ami junipers scarcely a foot

high. Rliodoilentlrnii aiillinpnuoii may
be found as low as I2,(KH) feet and

above 17,000 feet, but its primary level

lies belweeii ll.()()0 and l.i.OOO feel.

Above the major growths of dwarf

shrubs there develops a zone of cush-

Tkmi'KKMI rks on llic

in the sun may increa

anil growth is related



Highest extensions of flowering plants (green line) are some
distance north and south of the Equator. In the Rarakoram

Range of the Himalayas, plants grow at over 19,000 feet,

and in Argentina they ascend to about the same altitude.

ion and prostrate plants mixed with

low grasses and sedges. This zone can

be noted at 1.5.000 feet and may ex-

tend in favored spots to over 19,000

feet. It exists at too high a level to

appear on the southern exposure of the

mountains where the snow line meets

directly with the dwarf shrub forma-

tion. Toward Tibet it alters into a re-

lated desert vegetation of scattered

prostrate plants. This zone of cushion

and prostrate plants of the Himalayan

alpine region contains many Arctic

plants and species related to northern

Eurasia, and it is akin to the typical

timdra areas of the far north.

ABOVE the zone of cushions, plants

are virtually confined to the

bases of rocks. This form of growth

is actually widespread, and its incip-

ient beginnings can be noted at much
lower elevations. But on the dry scree

slopes above 18,000 feet, a discrete

zone develops where, except for occa-

sional mats of plants growing on flat,

sandy areas whei-e snow drainage

water has accumulated, the only green

plants are the scattered and hidden

growths at the bases of rocks. It ap-

pears that some plants may be entirely

restricted to this highest level, where

snow sublimates rapidly and water, if

it forms, is available only beneath the

surface. The exposed rocks are heated

by the hot sun, and if the occasional

temporary snow is present some water

from melting drips down to be trapped

by the rock base before it evaporates.

Without snow the rock surface is too

dry to support visible lichens. The

rock bases also trap quantities of

wind-blown organic debris as well as

seeds, and in this way the potential-

ities for growth are enhanced.

Beyond the rock base plants, in

those areas where permanent snow is

not found, insects such as springtails

still survive. Presumably they feed

entirely upon wind-blown organic de-

bris. Salticid spiders feed on the

springtails. and together with bacteria,

fungi, and other simple living things

another biome, which is distinct from

the alpine, can be recognized. This

is the aeolian zone. It can be con-

ceived at its widest extension in the

Himalayas, but with variations it can

perhaps be extended to include most

mountain ranges with permanent

snow, as well as the polar regions. The

aeolian zone is based on wind-blown

debris, and whenever green plants are

not in evidence the scavenging insects

and saprophytic plants can be con-

sidered as part of the aeolian system.

Machilid thysanurans (glacier fleas),

existing on the barren rubble covering

the glacier, fit into this category as do

the phyllopod crustaceans and midges

that live in the dirty pools of water

that collect on the glacier. Indeed, the

huge populations of stoneflies and may-

flies that swarm in glacial torrents as

they emerge from the ice would appear

to depend on the organic debris of the

glacier, which had its origins as wind-

blown matter. The algal growths that

color the snow must also rely on this

debris for essential nitrates. The algae

bring green plants into the aeolian

circle of life and also further unite the

aeolian zones of mountains and poles.

It appears that the Himalayas exag-

gerate the high zones of life and, by

magnification, permit identification of

this new zone. Its integrity in the

Himalayas can perhaps support its dis-

tinction as a separate and widespread

phenomenon in all the frigid portions

of the earth's surface.

The most striking differences be-

tween the appearance of vegetation on

Citlaltepetl and on the Himalayas near

Makalu are found in the alpine zone.

It is as if a host of climatic factors

combine and are operative above tree

line, for instead of 7,000 feet of al-

pine vegetation with the many alpine

subdivisions of the eastern Himalayas,

the Mexican slope above tree line is

a brief 2.000 feet of grassy fields.

Many minor plant communities based

on soil, exposure, and moisture do de-

velop, but the whole formation is

scarcely equivalent to the Himalayan
zone of dwarf rhododendrons. The
highest grasses, together with a few

plants such as the Indian paint brush

(Castilleja sp.
)

, do assume a rock base

type of growth, but the brevity and
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Unal character o( this form of protec-

lidii al the highest level can hardly he

c«iinpare«l with the protractetl ami dis-

crete zone of riH-k hase plants in the

flimalayas. Al slii;htl> lower eleva-

tions some Mexican plants hide at the

base of the hardier grasses and. in

general, the way some plants utilize

other hardier plants for prottvtion or

for better moisture or soil condition is

far more evident on Citlaltepetl.

TiiK tree line in the eastern Mima-

lu\as c\lend^ to I.V.VHI feet on

(av'ired sIo|h-s of the inner lliinnlayan

\:dlcvs. but remains near 12.tHH> feet

iii-ar the summit of exposed ridgi-s. On
('.illalte|K-tl the altilutie of tr«- line is

virtually identical and stress<-s above

all other vegetational features that the

llimalayan-.VIexican climatic differ-

iiices accrue above this level. It sug-

gi-sls again that the clouds that tower

over the |H-ak above the line of trees—

a distinctive feature of the summer

months—are the primary mediators of

llie alpine bionic. Furthermore, if it

were simply a matter of the lesser

"inounlaiM mass" of Citlaltepetl, it

would s<fm that the total range of

vegetation would be condensed and

similarly abbreviated. A comparison

of tlie vegetation bells below tree line

on r.illalle|)cll and the eastern Hima-

layas indicates, with the exception of

the peculiar rhododendron (lora of

the Himalayas, a remarkable simi-

larity in the general tyiM-s of vegetation

and their altitudinal distribution

( drawing, opposite page I . The highest

trees on CitlalteiM-'tl are pure stands of

conifers I Finns harlneiiii i . which mix

with firs and spruces at roughly 11..SIX)

feet. .-Vl about lO.lKX) feet deciduous

trees such as oaks are evident in the

• ..nifcr forest and in some places re-

kice it entirely. Below 8.000 feet

• ultivation is extensive and cornfields

predominate until the level of the

plateau is reached. On the eastern

slo|)es the mountain sweeps down into

the wet tropical forests of \'era Cruz

and in a single day of walking one can

leave the equivalent of .Arctic snow,

pass through the Hudsonian and Cana-

dian ty|K-s of forests until, with the

sight of robins in the cornfields, one

is reminded of the midwestern L nited

States. L.ower down, broadleaf ever-

green trees with epiphytes replace the

deciduous trees, and the land is remi-

niscent of the warm temperate forests

"f Louisiana and northern Florida,

shortly below 3,000 feet, heavy lianas
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and strange trees introduce the tropics.

But here the tropical mammals ami

birds are relale<l to South America.

Various species of parrots si'ream n re-

minder that a crossing has been made
from the Nearctic into the .Neotropical

region. In the Himalavas. perhaps the

only other place on the earth where

altituile similarly separates two major

zoogeographical regions, the transi-

tion is made between the I'alearctic

and the Oriental regions. However, it

is dinibtful whether the altitudinal

changes in any mountain range are as

abrupt anddramatic as the\ arc on the

great eastern sIo|k- of Citlaltepetl. It is

one of the mo.si fasi-inating biological

areas on earth, and it is surprising

that onl\ a handful of biologists has

seen this spirtaiular region and that

probably none has studiisl it in ilelail.

In summary, it nun be inferred that

the alpine zones of the mountains of

the worUl differ in their basic cli-

matic characteristics. There are per-

haps three major types: (Al equa-

torial alpine regions as evidenci-d by

tropical mountains and. in part, by

isolated peaks such as Citlaltepetl;

iBl low-latitude alpine regions as

found in the Himalayas ami the

Andes: and iCl the high-laliluile al-

pine regions such as those of North

America and Eurasia. The latter merge

with the /Vrctic regions and carry

with them many of the seasonal and

biotic characteristics of the polar

areas. These alpine regions have been

studied most extensively and the con-

cept of alpine life has mirrored this

research. Indeed, the term "tundra."

with its Arctic connotations, may be

suitable for high-latitude mountains,

but it is less appropriate when it en-

compass<'s the whole alpine biome as

the tropics are approached.

In the tropics seasonal differences

in climate are reduced, .^now falls at

relatively low altitudes throughout the

year, and it is not possible for flow-

ering plants to develop at the- high-

est levels. The snow docs not re<cde

for a long enough season to permit

successful growth, and above l.S.OOO

or 16.000 feet it is as if there were but

one prolonged mild season—a winter

season. The high-latitude mountains

of Europe and America experience

long, severe winters that leave a heavy

blanket of snow, which, by its delayed

melting, reduces the growing season

for plants at the highest levels. The

growth of plants reflects the heavy

blankets of snow, and forms such as

the A'riiHiHi/io/-— the elfin timber at

trtv lini—epitomize the northern al-

pine regions, but are exceptional at

lower latitudes. The short season ilii

iiig which moisture is generalK iw.ul-

able from melting snow also promote

the growth of lichens, and these plants

are abundant at the highest levels in

northern alpine regions. Thev .li

scarcely cviilent al high levels in I lie

dry alpine zones of low-latilioi

mountains. In the low-latitude mom
tains exemplified by the Hinialina

heavy proipilalion on the slopo i\

posed to Ihe mon.soon acts to rednc

the level of plant growth ill a manner

that is churacleristic of more norlli-

ern mountains. However, the iiiiiii

shclti-red valleys riM'eive h-ss siiov

and. being at a higher altitude, tin-

iniieused elbnls of insolation

subliniali<iii raise the snow line lo

ver> high allitudes, Furthcrmori-. al

these altitudes the winters are iiol

.st-vere. Without snow the soil

warmed, aixl the growing si'ason

husl<-ned in spring and prolongi-d in

tbi- autumn. Instead of a single, biief

growing season there are perhaps

three phases of a long growing period.

Water availability becomes critical ai

the highest levels are approa<hccl. and

at 20.IIM) feel-in the abs<-nce of per-

manent snow—evaporation, sublinia-

lion, and limited sources of nmislur

are determining factors in growth.

ZONKS of vegetation become ex

tended and amplified in the widi

alpine zone of the Himalayas. On
tropical peak such as ("illallc'|iel

the alpine zone is simple ami le

than a third in altitudinal i-vlenl

However, the tree lines of the l«i

areas coincide remarkably, and In-low

the alpine zone there is a broad >iii

larity. From this fact it would a|i|M-ai

that the climalic factors thai dc

mine the height of the snow line and

restrict the upper limit of plani

operate primarily in the alpine zone,

and except on some truly e<|ualorlal

peaks do not involve the lower Icveh

of the mountains. These climalic fac-

tors arc related more directly to loi-al

cloudiness, aridilv. length of season,

and insolation ihaii to Ihe prevailing

climate of the latitude al sea level. Il

is curious how high mountains In-

ffuence and modify their own dimali

to the extent that assumptions made on

the plains are nol appropriate wher

applied to the high lands of thin aii

that lie considerably closer to the sun.
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Beneficent

Cannibalism
Praying mantis aids in control of insects

By Edwin Way Teale

IT
M vKES NO SOUND: it IS voiceless.

It turns its pointed face this way

and that: it i:f^ the onl\ insect that can

turn its head like a man. It merpcs

\i\lh the foliage of its background:

its body is camouflaged in greens and

browns. It remains for long periods

with forearms uplifted as though in

supplication: it is (bus (hat it awaits

the approach of its victims. This crea-

ture of curious attributes is the pray-

ing mantis, known in various localities

as the Soothsoyer. the Nun, or the

Devil's Rearhorse.

The winged adult insects, almost as

long as your hand, seem to make their

appearance suddenly late in summer.

Many people think they have come as a

flock of migrants. In truth, they have

Ix^n here all the time. So well camou-

flaged is the mantis, so silent its ways,
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that il is rarely noticed until it reaches

its full size, develops wings, and begins

ti> fly about. Hie males, slenderer and

more active than the females, some-

times rise high in the air and cover

considerable distances. Nearly a hun-

dred of these ins<;cts. in a single week,

landed on the observation tower of the

world's tallest structure—the Empire

State Building in New York City.

In the I'nitcd Stales there are four

species of praying manlises. One. Slap-

momaiilis Carolina, is native and is

found thoughout the South and as far

west as California. Mantis rclipiosa.

the European mantis, reached our

shores from France about the time

of the .Spanish-American War. It prob-

ably came in the form of an egg case

Si'i.NED FORF.i.i:c,s of the adult insect are

used to catch and hold various victims.







Swallowtail butterfly is seized by
mantis, v.hich is as long as human hand.

Green-and-brown coloration permits

high degree of camouflage in foliage.

Voiceless mantis is the only insect

able to turn its head in manner of man.
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Mating ends in rannibalisni as fcniult-

imprison* male and hf-ein^ to Itilf rvrk.

Dr.CAi-ITkTF.n male^ nfifn .in- .iMi- in

nio\c: ?<onielinit*!< ihev c\cn Iry in (1\,

Kk^hle han^s head down from a Iwig

and produces an e|;g*fillc<l frolh case.

allachrd In packin;: material used In

prutet-l nursery slock, and made its

fin-l apiM-araiU'e in a nurser\ near

Rotheslrr. New York. Al ainiosi the

>anie lime anullier immi^ranl instil.

llu-Drienlal mantis, TfiiiHlera sinensii,

.i|i|><Mr<-<l nn shruhs in another nurserv

near Pliiladt-lpliia. IVnnsxIvania. It

had lomr from I'hina. V fourth .<|k'-

lies. Trnoilrro <iiij;ii-<'i;k"/""-<. also

Oriental, was found later in the Phila-

<lel|iliia region. This latter species has

narrower win(:s than T. sinensis and

produii-* an ej;^ case that is entirely

.lill.l.lil in ll- foinl.

TiiF. Hurupean mantis has worked

its way west and north across the

l!anudian line and now is cslalilislud

in southern Ontario. The original Oii-

ental mantis. 7'. sinensis, is ctminioii

through New Jersey and southern New
York and has found its way to Ohio

anil oilier slates lieyond llie .Mle(;l»ii-

irs. The s<vond Oriental siHiies. T.

iinfiiistipi-nnis, is also increasing its

ran^e. Il\ l')4-l it had reachml Lon^

Island. In llie spring of that year I

found the first T. >iii^'ii.i/ijii'/i/ii.< e^^

lasi-s to he lepiirled from thai area.

'riie\ weie .illai lied l<> lwii;> on a wild
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chern- tree near the toivn of Baldwin.

The praying mantises have vora-

cious appetites for insect prey and are

virtually the only insects introduced

accidentally into America that have

proved beneficial to agriculture. A
mantis will attack anything within

reach that moves. Its main diet con-

sists of a succession of beetles, bugs,

caterpillars, and other insects. But it

will catch a hornet or a bumblebee just

as readily as it will a squash bug or a

housefly. I have found a mantis with

a captured swallowtail butterfly and
another with a large green darner

dragonfly. There are records of these

predatory insects capturing humming-
birds, Cecropia moths, mice, and De
Kay garter snakes. I once watched an

immature mantis, hardly two inches

long, attack a full-grown tomato worm
t^^•enty times its bulk, .although it was

unable to hold its prey, it put it to

flight. A mantis will rear and box with

a kitten or hold its own with a pugna-

cious English sparrow, yet it is com-

pletely harmless to man.

Each autumn, ^vhen the full-grown

insects begin to appear in the region

of New York City, such institutions

as the Bronx Zoo and The American
Museum of Natural History receive a

flood of inquiries. They come in by

telephone and by mail. The inquirers

want to know what the strange insect

\v'ith the spiked forelegs is and whether

it is dangerous or not. Few other in-

sects attract as much attention.

I-\

Times Square, a mantis reared up

on a fireplug always is surrounded

by a crowd of curious spectators. In

a middle western city, a few years ago,

traffic stopped on a main street while

the motorists watched a pitched battle

between a sparrow and a mantis. The
sparrow, incidentally, was the one that

first gave ground. In the house, a man-
tis makes a docile pet. It will eat prof-

fered insects and even bits of corned

beef or hamburgers, and will remain
in one position on a plant for hours at

a time. In at least one large biological

laboratory, the praying mantis is sub-

stituting for the guinea pig as the sub-

ject in various tests.

The story and life habits of all the

species of these insects are much the

same. That of the commonest mantis
of the eastern United States, T. sinen-

sis, begins in the warmth of the late

spring. All winter the rounded, walnut-
sized egg case has remained attached
to a twig or weed stem.

In L.4TE SPRING, young in membranous
shells emerge from the softened cases.

This marvelously wrought mass of

hardened froth was produced by the

female of a previous generation and
attached, the autumn before, to its

present support. In a central compart-
ment, enclosed within a tough wall,

are the elongated eggs. From 12.5 to

300 of them are ranged together like

cordwood within each egg case.

The hazards of winter are numerous.
Sometimes mice gnaw into the egg
cases and reach the central compart-
ment. Sometimes woodpeckers drive

their chisel bills into them and con-

sume the eggs inside. Sometimes grass

fires consume the weeds to which the

cases are attached. But in spite of these

hazards, most of the. egg cases sun'ive

until spring. As the warmer days
lengthen, the balls of hardened froth

become softer and more spongy. Then
one morning, usually between eight

and ten o'clock, hatching begins.

Down the front of each egg case is

a narrow strip of overlapping plates,

suggesting a vertical row of tiles placed

one above the other, between which
the hatching insects wriggle out. Each
is honey yellow and is enclosed in a

membranous sac. Dangling head down-
ward from a silken thread, which ex-

tends from the rear of the sac into the

interior of the egg case, the insect

pushes and struggles from time to

lT/
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Freeing themselves from their shells
{

young mantises crawl up vertical twig
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lime. Aruunil it are scures and Some-

times huiiilrr«ls uf other y»uii^ man-

(ises lian^lin^ in exactlx tlir sanir

manner. It is at this time that the

|>ra\ in;: mantis pas.<M» throu;:h one of

its most (luii;2erous (wriwis. The newly

hatilietl ins«vts are soft, (lefenseles,*.

and xuhirrahle to attack, purticuhirly

b\ ants and hirds. When the mantis

uurks free from the sac, it elimhs to

the to|) of the egg ca.se or onto the

supporting twig. Here its chitin shell

hardens and darkens, and a quarter of

an hour later its honey yellow has

I hanged to light hrowii.

EKCit mantis searches for its own
foml and should one of its kind

come itithin reach of its spiked fore-

legs, it snaps at it as (|uickly as at an\

other prey. When an egg case hatches

within a closed cage, the numher of

young insects rapidly decreases

through cannibalism. Probably the

first food of these hunting insects are

plant lice and similar six-legged

minutiae. As the mantis grows larger

by successive molt.*, it takes on larger

and larger prey, which it always cap-

lures in the same manner. With lis

folded forelegs lifted, it remains mo.

lionless among the leaves — or moves

cautiously forward like a stalking cat

—until its \iclim is within reach. Then

the forelcg.s. with the spikes facing

each other, clamp shut over the haik

In .\i ti mn, uflL-r the finul moll, fijuzy

wings appear anil insert is full-fErown.
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of the prey, which is imprisuned as

though in a toothed steel trap. Whether
it has caught a wasp, a butterlly, or a

grasshop|>er, it begins by biting into

the back id the insect's nei-k, ijuickly

severing the main nerve ganglia. Once
I cume upon a praying mantis with a

shrew grip|HHl in its forelegs. The

shrew may have lu-en drop|H'd i>\ u

cat or it nniv have been captured by

the mantis. At any rate, its body was

still warm, and the mantis was attack-

ing this huge and abnormal \ ictin) just

as it would attack a I1\ or a bcc~li\

biting its way into the back of the

animals neck.

Nothing seems to affect the digestive

systems of these predators. They have

eaten green paint, daubed on insivts

for purpo.ses of identificalion. They

have devoured insii-ts that have been

taken directly from ammonia, from

cyanide killing jars, from wood alco-

hol. I have seen a mantis eating the

spiny hairs of a caterpillar.

In the region of New York City,

the insect is ready for its final molt b\

the end of August. At that time, its

slender, gauzy wings appear and it is

full-grown. In the air. it Hies on its

four llultering wings with its neck out-

stretched in the manner of a wild

goose. Favorite hunting spots of these

insects are butterfly bushes, goldenroil

clusters, and wild cherry trees — es-

pecially when they form bushy clumps

a few feet high.

Indian summer finds the life of the

adult mantis in its concluding weeks.

It is in the autumn that mating, and

that strange feast that often follows it.

takes place. The female desours the

male, sometimes in the midst of ihc

nulling. In fact, one female mav de-

vour more than one male, and Fabre

cites an instance in which a female

mantis consumed eight of her suitors.

The males are more active than the

females: they can easily escape; yet

thi^y hardly struggle.

THE female begins by clamping her

forelegs over the back of the male

and biting through the armor on the

back of his neck. Even after the male

is headless, he can raise his wings,

walk, and even attempt to fly. It is an

eerie sight to observe a decapitated

insect lift its wings or. as it is falling

through the air. reach out with a leg

and catch a branch and then pull

itself up on this support. The nerve

centers of the mantis are located in

various parts of its body: the unaf-

fetteil ones go on functioning even

after the head is gone.

The female mantis, hanging head

downward from a twig or stem, pro-

duces one or more froth cases packeil

with eggs, a process thai ina\ take ihe

better part of Iwo hours. W liile. frolhy

material appears from the lip td her

tail and is carefiillv worked arnuml

the foundation. Then ihe lip of the tall

begins moving slowl\. in a gradnalK

expanding circle, luiilding up the ina~-

of f.olh. When in..sl .>f Ihe froth Is ii.

po^iliuii ;iiul li.is liren formed iiilo llir

desired shape, the tail pauses, moves to

the center of the foam mass, buries

it.self there, and for a time changes its

position bill Utile. Then starts a pump-
ing motion, viliicli produces rhythmi-

cal pulsations along the insei-t's ab-

domen. Tile eggs are being placed

within Ihe ball of froth. Next the lip

id the tail begins its ylow revolutions

again, building up llii' liollom of the

case. When compieled. the frolli is

sticky and resembles the beaten while

of an egg. As days go by. the while of

the egg case darkens to yellow, then l<i

brown. It liei'omes lougii and llie wall

of the inner coniparlment. williin

which ihe I'ggs are housed, takes on a

lcMlher\ hardness. In midwinter, a

safely razor blade will hardly cut il

To the attacks of one curious lilll.

eiienn. which preys on some spe-

cies !•{ manlises. 7'. sincn.sis appears In

be imnuine. This parasite hides be-

ncalh the base of the wing of a female

mantis unlil case-making begins, then

creeps backward along ihe larger in-

sect's abdornin until il comes to the

very lip id the tail. Here it clings, and

when the pumping motion begins the

insect deposits its own almost invisible

eggs on those of the mantis. Within the

case, the parasites hatch and feed on

the larger eggs.

With the end (d the mating season,

and the completion of the egg cases,

the climax of life is over for the pray-

ing mantis. In northern slates, il is a

creature of a single sumnuT. Thi- enil

of warm weather is the end of ils adult

life. Even when a mantis is brouglil

indoors and fed on plump crickets ami

other fare, even w lien il is kepi warmed

dav and night, it lives only a few days

—or weeks at most—beyond the span

of what wouhl be its normal cxistem e.

Mantis is among very few introduced

inserts that urtually aid ugrirullure.
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,-) Ihrechl Diirer depiclfd the sun,

III Itli. ill his i\<itulciil oj the

Apocoiypse. That at ihe right is

keystone of an arch of Berne Minster.

M.an has busied mind and hand with the sun

over the millenniums: he has carved and

incised it in stone, has chased and hammered

and engraved it in metal, has cut it in

wood, has drawn and painted it on rocks, on

parchment, paper, and canvas. He has

made it a god. has worshiped it as the

embodiment of natural and supernatural powers,

has given it a place in every sphere of his

earthly activity. At all times, under

all skies, the profound relationship of man

and sun has persisted, and is still giving

birth to new symbols, new images. . . .

These are the words of Walter Herdeg of Graphis Press,

Zurich. Switzerland, which recently published

the handsome and unusual book entitled The Sun in An,

available directly from the Press. Through

Mr. Herdeg's generous co-operation. Natural History

is able to present on these pages some of the

text and illustrations that appear in the book.

thesun





Solai- symbols oii-dlo tlie work

Biiiidhisi depiction of sun is part

of the i^oUlen ceilini; in the

Golden Temple at Amriisar, India.
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Underside of an Etruscan oil Uu.

possibly of 7lh century B.C.,

shows sun and mythological syn



JLhe capacity of the sun emblem for graphic

metamorphosis seems unlimited. According to

the needs of the draftsman, it is now a circle,

now a spiral or a wheel; it merges with the eye,

with a wing or a sickle-shaped horn: it takes on

the form of objects and beasts, is a boat or a

carriage, a dragon, a fish, or a bird. For being

the chief source of the earth's and man"s energy,

the sun is not necessarily beneficent but may
equally well embody forces of destruction, as

exemplified by drought and desert, by the pests

and endemic diseases of sunny climates. It is

precisely this duality of the sun, its ambiguous

nature of light and darkness, that predestined

it from the earliest times for the role of a god-

head; for how should a god be worthy of the

name if it is not capable of inspiring fear? Chris-

tianity and European mysticism have, in the

course of a laborious process of assimilation,

transformed the old sun cult and the worship of

the lights of the heavens into a spiritual experi-

ence. The halo, the gloriole, are no longer solar

symbols, but the expression of a luminous vision

of light, and as such are not merely external but

also indicate an inner energy, a fount of life.

I
'

pper portion of Guatemalan

stela dramatizes sun god; the lower

part may be sacrificial scene.
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_L he oldest proofs of the close connection be-

tween sun worship and fertility, sun and king-

ship are furnished by the ancient hieratic city

of HeliojHilis in L'pper Eg>pt. «hicli flourished

from the fifth dynasty onward [cii. 2580 ii.c\ ).

Here the belief arose that the royal line was
descended from the sun god Re or Ra. that the

living Pharaoh was identical with Horus, the

late-born son of Osiris. The huge stone pc>inters

we know as the pyramids are not merely burial

sites but solar monuments, astral sanctuaries,

with which the Pharaohs remonstrated against

the ideas of transcience. And long before the

great solar cultures we find the monogram of

the sun inscribed in the rock caves of prehis-

toric Spain and France. Light is only jK-rceived

against darkness, and we are accordingly not

surprised to tind the earliest sun-signs in gloomy
underground passages and shadowy rock

shelicr>. Here for the first time wc discover the

disk with emerging rays, perhaps an attempt

to capture the sun and to take possession of it.

^"W^^^



SiiJi surrounded by strange

celestial phenomena, at

right, is from a broadsheet

of the 16th century.

se from Cyclades, at left,

>ws sun, sea, and

1 designs typical of era

m 2500 to 1100 B.C.

Ra, Egyptian sun god,

rides in a solar boat, below.

Detail is from a papyrus

of the 19th dynasty.

!nc*!r»«M«»W
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Mnemonic lor Peruvian

calendar is called a quipu.

The solar year is shown

by wealth of rays, inovemeni

of the sun by the S
inscribed al the center.

Sun is in the sif;n of

Leo, llie Lion (July-August),

logeilier with philosopher,

li'jt. on page of Arabic

manuscript, tlial wight date

from the 16th century.

Portrayal of antique sun

(Sol) can he seen on

a Cliristicn relief made
for the 7th-cenlury

Church of Santa Maria in

the Spanish town of Burgos.
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Sii>iis ill parts of Europe
often portray the sun.

This one, painted in casein

colors, also carries the

arms of Toggenhurg.

It was made about 1702,



Goilitc niiniolurc .v/n" ^•.tnhnts

incliitliiig those for Sol anj Luiui, center.

I he sun rises; the sun sets. It pursues its paili

across the small stage of our planet, although in

reality we know that it is we who move. The een-

tral figure of our solar system, once worshiped

as a god. has been relegated to the status of a

mere spark, a smallish star among the imuimer-

able stars of the universe. The nuulern cosmo-

naut, conquering space in a capsule, desecrates

the moon by photographing its far side and may
soon indulge in similar photographic famil-

iarities with the once awesome and venerable

light-giver, the sun. We have lost the cosmos,

says a poet, and have made the sun utilitarian.

Types of sundials were portrayed in a

woodcut from cm early astronomical work.

Detail from Arabic astrological treatise

shows the sun in the signs of Scorpio and Virgo.
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ill iiii;hest ranking playing card in I'cisian

pack, Sim watches conflict of a lion and a dragon.
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Familiar Shore Birds

TIIK SHORE BIRKS OF J^PAX tire in

iiiaii\ rtTijxvIs cuiiiparable with

llio!* i«f one of our nortllPUsUTii

• iiaslal !i|a(c$. In each region one
would find Iwo or lliree species of nesl-

ins; |ilo\er-i. one each of ivoodoiH-k and
•iii|>e. a I'oninion small rixer sand-

|iipi-r. and perhaps one or two other

nesting species. Tlien there would he
a host of migrants—some common.

s>iine rare tir accidental. Many mi-

grants extend down into thi' Southern

Hemisphere — Australia. Patagonia,

and South Africa— in winter. For such

long-distance travelers, Bering Strait

is relative!) narrow. It is no surprise,

therefore, to find si'veral of the species

migrating along the coasts of Japan,
of Kngland, or of Long Island! .Among
these are tlie sanderling, knot, black-

bellied plover, red phalarupe,

gray phalarope. In other species, llie

New and OhI World populations ilif-

fer slightly in size or ctdor and are

hence called geographical races or

subsiHfies. These include the turn-

stones, whimbrcis, and tattlers. In a

third group, the New and Old W.irld

representatives are spii-ificallv ilis

tinct— for example, the golden |)lnvcis

Smufumn, bnlleMlMped sho



Ill Japan
he spotted and common sandpipers,

md the semipalmated and ringed

Dlovers. There are also, of course,

Bany species that are peculiar either to

lUrasia or North America. Among
lie more distinctive and exclusively

Did World groups that are represented

n Japan as migrants or residents,

here are included the lapwing plovers,

he painted snipes, and the charming

Many are common in New World

By Dean Amadon

little spoon-billed sandpipers.

The sanderling shown on page 50 is

one of the world's most widespread

sandpipers. It breeds in the high Arc-

tic—Greenland, Novaya Zemlya, and

the like. On migration it does not hesi-

tate to cross wide, watery expanses. I

myself have seen one at Haleakala,

Hawaii. It is the sandpiper most often

seen rushing up and down sandy

beaches, following each retreating

wave. In the nesting season, its plum-

age is patterned with bright, rusty

brown; winter garb is more somber.

The ruddy turnstone, or "calico

snipe," is one of the easiest shore birds

to identify. It, too, is a great wan-

derer. Last June I saw a dozen or so

on the tidal flats of a key in the Great

Barrier Reef off Queensland, Aus-

r
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tralia. Some were in bree<ling plum-
age, and shuulH have been nesting in

the far nurlh at that season.

As with other shore birds, non-
brertlin^ indixiduaU often linjicr in

the far south. I recall a missionary
from Southern Chile who presenleil a

learneil paper before the .American
Ornithologists' I'nion on the subjei-t.

He ha.l seen knots, bla.kbellied plov-

ers, unil other shore birds every month
of the >ear on enaslal islands of that

country and inferred that they nested
there. Plausible but. alas, untrue!

AUTlc knots, if such they are.

which appear in silhouette on
pp. U!-19. 9hi>w well Ihe plump, mus-
cular bodies and lonp, pointed winps
that enable them and other sandpipers
to ran;;e sn far over hind and sea. Kinp
l^anule. after wlmni the common
"kiml." Ciiniitiis riiliis. was named, ale

liflivM of ihem as ap|H-tizers before a
stale buni|ucl. but .said he felt no less

hungry than when he began! No
wonder that thi-sc and such shore
birds as the golden jdover. Eskimo
curlew, and Hudsunian godwit were
threatened wilh extinction, once the

modern shotgun had been deveIo|ied.

-My firsthand experiences wilh Jap-
an's beautiful shore birds are ex-

tremely limited, I recall, however, ar-

riving in Kushiro, on the northern
island of Hokkaido, tired and stiff

after a long train ride. It was June,
the days were long, and we walked out

a mile or Iw.. for a look along a marsh
and ridge beyi.nd. In the distance, a
marsh harrier Hew heavily from one
clump of birches to another: nearer at

huM<l someone detected a \on
."vhrenck's ree<l warbler. Then a La-
tham's snijie arose from the marsh,
loitlered anxiuusly . circled about, and
lit on a telephone p.ile. ."Purely it had
eggs or young nearby, for only then
I'r when courting will one of its kind
seek an elevated perch. This spivies is.

I believe, the only shore bird restricted

in its nesting to Japan, lit winters in

.\uslralia.l It gave us a fine intro-

duction to the marsh birds of Hok-
kaido, whose noblest s|>ecies—the Jap-
anese, or Manchurian. crane—we were
to see the following day.

Another very local species is Nord-
mann's greenshank, which has been
found nesting only on Sakhalin, just

to Ihe north of Ilokkai.Io. The disco
er> was made b\ a Japanese ornillml
ogisl. but since World War II llii,

entire island has transferred allegi.i.

lo the l.S.S.U. He that as it mm
Nordmann's greenshank surely i

vacate .Sakhalin in the winter. N.\,i
,

theless. lhc\ have been seen onl\

very few times in Japan just l.i llie

south, but are known lo winter in ihe

Philippine Islands.

It slill is a niool ipicslion Hliellu-r

migrating shore birds alight on llie

<«ean lo rest. Several species ihe

golden plover, brisllc-lliighed ciiilcw

and. as mentioned abovi-, sanderling

migrate every year from Alii>kj lo

the Hawaiian Islands. Ibis is n liop

of over two ihoiisand miles, and nukes
the gap separating Japan from iiiiiiii-

land .Asia seem small by comparison.
The latest refcriwce Work lists fifty

.seven s|M-cies of shore birds from
Japan. Some of llw.sc. to l»' sure.

rare stragglers, bul on the oilier liaiiil

spe<iesnol yet listed may turn up from
time to lime. Surely, then, bird wiili 1|.

ers wilh whom Ihe shore birds

favorites will find a ri'ul challenge

Ihe marshc-s aiul the sh.ircs of Japan.

One of worlds he^l-known saniipipere is the sonderlinc,
above, which mi|:ratcs from breeding grounds in far north.

SO

RlDDY TIHNSTONES. n>/i(, SO called heruusc they flip Htones
over in hunting for food, have a distinctive chest putlern.







Root Growth Claims

Soil from Sea
Mangrove spreads by unique adaptation

By Virgil N. Argo

THE RED MANGROVE (Rhizophora

mangle) has long been a subject

of study among biologists. The tree's

peculiar habits of root growth, seed

production, and dispersal, as seen in

the three closely related species that

make up the genus, are unique in the

plant kingdom. Even a small amount

of informal investigation will reveal

that here is an individual that has

evolved some of the most remarkable

patterns of structure and behavior to

be found among the land plants.

Rhizophora mangle is found along

the coastline of southwestern Florida

and the Keys, where there i^ shallow

water not subjected to the full beat

of heavy surf and the erosive swirl

of rapid tidal currents. It is also

widespread along the tropical shallow-

water shores of the West Indies. Mex-

ico, Central and South America. A
second species, R. conjugala, is in

tropical Asia, while a third, R. macro-

nata, is along the coasts of Japan,

Australia, and East Africa.

There are a number of other trees

and shrubs that grow in the same sa-

line, littoral association, which are

also called mangroves. Our most

widely known examples of these are

the button mangrove (Conocarpus

erectus), white mangrove (Laguncu-

laria racemosa) , and the black man-

grove (Avicennia nitida). Of these,

the black mangrove, which belongs to

an entirely different botanical family,

is second only to the red mangrove in

reclaiming of land from the sea.

Flowers of the red mangrove are

small but are produced abundantly

Red mancrove off islet's shores will

help to extend the margins of the land.

all through the year. The plant begins

to bloom when quite young, and iso-

lated plants no more than four feet

high have been seen to produce large

numbers of flowers, fruits, and seeds.

When the precocious development of

the seed embryo within the fruit is

added to this, one realizes that even

though the plant cannot live removed

from the vicinity of shallow salt or

brackish sea water, its index of dis-

persal efficiency is high.

The fruit, which develops after the

flower petals fall, is a brown, rough-

surfaced, conical structure about an

inch long. One seed forms in each

fruit, and very early the root tip of

the seed's embryo emerges from the

summit of the fruit. When it first ap-

pears it is narrow in diameter, but it

increases in size as it continues to

elongate until it may be a foot long

and a half-inch thick at the tip. The

lower part of this pendent, peglike

structure is the root of a new plant.

The upper portion, near the fruit, is

morphologically the stem. At the

stem's upper end, and within the fruit,

the cotyledons are attached.

These embryonic seedling leaves,

which look much like those in the

halves of a bean or peanut seed, ap-

parently do not store food, but instead

their function is to transmit it from

the parent plant to the embryo. When
the projecting root and stem have

come close to maximum development,

the cotyledons elongate and the stem

is pushed forward out of the fruit until

an eighth of an inch or more of the

cotyledon base is exposed. Between

the cotyledons lies the tapering,

slender plumule of embryonic leaves.

Shortly after this stage, a layer of split-

ting, or abscission, tissue is formed

Production of flowers throughout the

year allows plant to multiply rapidly.

between the cotyledon bases and the

stem. Once this is produced, the pull

of gravity or the slightest shake of the

branch will be sufficient to dislodge

the embryo seedling from the fruit.

WHAT happens next depends on

the environment. If the seed-

ling hangs above mud it may fall and

plant itself there, taking root imme-
diately. This procedure is the most

widely publicized and certainly does

occur under some conditions. But

what happens if there is not enough

mud to hold the seedling in a vertical

position? For the most part, those

that drop into the water of the lagoons

near Key West strike a hard bottom

of limy deposit, so the seedling rises

to the surface and floats horizontally.

After a period of buoyancy, during

which it may be carried far from its

point of origin by wind and tidal cur-

rents, the root end becomes water-

logged until, in time, the seedling

floats in a vertical position with little

more than the plumule exposed. It

continues to drift in this way until the

tip of the root touches bottom in shal-

low water and the structure goes

aground. Then ordinary braiifhing

S3.



fruit until abci!^»ioii allows it tu full.

LoNCITl'DIN M. SFrTiov shows fruit and
sccillinu I.L'fnr.lli,-. c.lylicloiis eloniialc.

After separation from the fruit, left,

seedling, right, is ready to lake root.
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r.iols form ra|>iill> . and the yoiini;

I'iiint is firmly anohurt-d. At the sjinu-

time, the plumule elon»ate!< into a stem

\> ilh foliage leaves, ftillowed by rapidly

pniduied side branrhes.

B\
the lime ihe plant has prmluieil

;i few small branehes, llie pmp
r'Mit- start appearing:. They sproul ad-

Miililiiiusly (mm the stem abi)ve the

water line and ^row horizontally until

they bend ilowii in response lo ^ravit\.

As ihes ilroop, they also send out roots

that ;;row out and up at an an^le of

forty -five dcprees or more. Before this

second root tip touches the water it.

too. produces one or more upward and
outward ^rowiii^ brnnrhi-s that re-

peat the process. Each of these l\\ in^

butlressi-s may have a clear span of

two or more feet, and if the water

remains shallow, the root system may
c\len(l a nuniber of feet beyond the

cirrumfercnce of the leafy branches.

Soon the limbs of the tree start

sendinj: vertical adventitious roots

down to the water below, and shortly

a maze of stems and roots is formed

under the branches. These obscure the

actual number of separate plants in-

volved, but a small island usually can

be reco":nized as having had its origin

in a sinpic plant.

One has to see the tangle of roots

and stems of a mangrove island to be-

lieve it! Even the prop roots alon;; the

edpe of a small islet present a most

baffling barrier lo human locomotion.

There are stories, possibly apocryphal,

told by people in Key West concerning

l -boat saboteurs who attempted to

make secret night landings along a

mangrove-fringed shore and had to be

extricated from their humiliating pre-

dicament by daylight.

Mangroves may be seen all along

the west coast of Florida, but north of

the Ten Thousand Islands they ra-

pidly become smaller and less abun-

dant, presumably ow ing to the slightly

lower temperatures above this point.

They are small but common about the

islands offshore from Homosassa
.'springs and Crystal River, but above

that latitude they quickly disappear.

.Mong the shore lines of Indian River,

on the east coast of Florida, they ex-

lend north about the same distance.

The black mangrove. Avicennia ni-

lida. is less spectacular in its growth

habits than is the red mangrove, but

nonetheless it deserves some special

words of recognition. For one thing,

its flowers secrete abundant nectar.

which is sought after b\ bees, In com-
mon with the ntilar >A the water

tu^H'lo, it furnishes an abuiidunl soune
of delicious honey that has a high
levulose content. The levulose retards

crystallization iimeh longer than is the

ease in other varieties of lione\. The
tw.i mangroves oeeup\ the sami- range

in Floritla. although the black iKCurs

farther north along the east coast.

Its methods of dispersal are not so

inunediatelv apparent as are those of

Khizopliora. The Hat. oval fruit, about

the size and shape of an unshelled

almond, contains one seed. The seed

drops into the water while the seedling

is still developing anil eventually roots

in slialloH water in tin' same environ-

ment that is favored by the red man-
grove. V.wn while thi-y are small
seedlings, little more than a foot high,

they send out horizontal roots in all

directions on the bottom of the shal-

lows. From the roots there ri.se ver-

tically, well above the high tide level,

a number of slender, pencil-sized [meu-

matophores reminiscent of cvpress

knees. These continue lo be produced
in ever increasing numbers until the

space, under arul bevond the sprcj

of Ihe tree, brislli-s with these clos, i

placed respiratory rools. \Vh\ ih

plant should need so many to absorb

sufllcient oxNgen for its below-waler

tissue is not apparent, but their abun-

dance is of great importance in land

reclamation. Added to the maze of

Rliiznphara prop rools. they aid in pro-

ducing a barrier to the slow, sill-laden

tidal currents and permit suspended

particles lo settle.

THIS process soon causes the bot-

tom lo rise until the new land, as

we can now call it. is up to the high

tide level. Falling leaves, droppings of

roosting birds, and floating organic

debris will in a short time produce a

soil on which olhi-r haloph\tic plants

can gain a foothold. In no lime at nil.

when compared lo the limelablc cl

geologic emergence, new land will a)i-

pear. continue lo build itself above

water level, and extend its margins

into the shallows. .Small islands will

grow together, more and more species

of woodv plants will colonize, and

eventually there will be a region fit to

be preserved as a wildlife refuge or as

a recreation area. And all the while

the advancing wave of entangled man-

groves protects the islaml against any

counteratlacks the sea might make in

an effort lo reclaim what it has lost.



Adventitious roots sprout, like this

one,from limbs and grow down to water.

Repeated branching of prop i

and out from one another may i

dense system that real lies lieyonil range

of foliage, if water is shallow enough.

iF"
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Young island of multiplying mangroves may have had its

origin in a single plant. By blocking tidal currents, which
deposit oriianic debris

accumulation of soil, a nd
ong ror

a new
Is. plants 1

land area

ause a gradual

s slowly built.
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Mars observations l)y Ilnoke and Cassiiii were plll>li^llell in 1666.

SKY REPORTER
Life may exist on lars, but mistranslation made the "canals"

By SiMONE Daro Gossner

TIIK i'I.\m;t Maus. iianH<l fur llie Koniaii god of war
perhaps because of its ruddy color, scarcely lives up to

its mytholojrical reputation. It is so small that earlv tele-

scopic observers could barely make out its principal fea-

tures. The oldest known observation, by Francisco Fontana,

published anonymously in 16-l.'l. depicted it as a triangular

rr>ck (Natiral History. June-July. 1961 1. One cannot

decide in retrospect whether the poor optics of his telescope

distorted the planet's disk into a triangle or whether Fon-

tana mistook Mars' most prominent dark marking—now

S6

called .Syrlis .Major— fur the planet iImK. Later in the

century, Hooke and Cassini. who had better instruments,

published the first drawings hinting at the markings (pic-

ture, ahoiei . The '"barbell design that appears in some of

them is probably the group of features stretching from

Syrtis Major to Marc Erythraeum. another of the promi-

nent dark markings on the surface of the planet.

Mars' two satellites are also very small. They were dis-

covered by the U.S. Naval Observatory in August, 1877.

A page of the observing book Isec illustration at right)



On the;e pase: Mrs. Gossner presents the fuu

11163 series-a co-ordinated review of the sol;

nlier
stem.

reveals that the larger of the two was first taken for a small,

unidentified star near Mars. Its behavior in the next five

davs revealed its true nature. The second one was found

a few da\s later. They were given the martial names of

Phobos and Deimos I Greek for "fear"" and '"panic" I

.

Both satellites are less than ten miles across. Phobos,

3,700 miles above Mars" surface, travels around it once

ever)- seven hours and thirty-nine minutes. Deimos, 8,800

miles farther away, does it in thirty hours and eighteen

minutes. Because of their small size, their nature is un-

know-n. In fact, they can be seen only when Mars is rela-

tively close to earth and e\en then a fairly large telescope

must be used. These elusive objects have served at least one

scientific purpose: from an accurate determination of their

orbits, astronomers have derived a reliable value for the

mass of Mars. Satellites provide the only direct means of

calculating a planet"s mass.

Mars' diameter is 4.200 miles, or slightly more than

half that of the earth and about twice that of the moon.

Its total mass, however, is only about one-tenth the earth s

mass, because Mars' interior probably contains fewer heavy

metals. Its day lasts twenty-four hours and thirty-seven

minutes and its year has 687 days. Because its polar axis

is tilted to its orbit. Mars has seasons as does earth—except

thev last nearly twice as long, since the planet takes almost

two earth years to go once around the sun.

Seasonal variations are among the most thoroughly

observed and discussed phenomena of the Martian surface,

which has been mapped in great detail. Most conspicuous,

even with small telescopes, is the polar ice. which alternately

blankets Mars" north and south poles. The icecaps must be

very thin, perhaps no more than an inch thick, because they

melt rapidlv. It was once thought that they might be frozen

carbon dioxide (dry icel but later analysis confirmed that

they are ordinary ice crystals.

When an icecap melts, the surrounding area takes on a

darker shade, probably from moisture soaking into the

ground. During Martian summer, some surface markings

turn from gray to greenish blue. The same features turn

brown in autumn before resuming their winter gray. Many
astronomers see this as an indication of some kind of

vegetation on Mars. Others have rebutted that chemical

changes induced in the soil by alternating moisture and

dryness could cause such color variations. Recently, how-

ever, spectroscopic observations in the infrared range have

shown the presence of hydrocarbon in regions that exhibit

seasonal color changes. Since hydrocarbon is a primary

constituent of organic matter, it seems increasingly prob-

able that life exists on Mars. But corroborating evidence

from other observations limits the possibility to tiny organ-

isms such as algae and lichens.

Astronomers of the late nineteenth centurv showed much
less restraint in their theories of life on Mars. In 1877,

the Italian astronomer Schiaparelli discovered that vast

areas, believed to be deserts, seemed crisscrossed by a net-

work of dark lines. He called them canali (Italian for

"channels '
) . This word proved to be an unfortunate choice.

Overenthusiastic translators rendered it in English as

canals, implying artificial waterways. A lively controversy

ensued between those who were convinced that these canals

were part of an artificial irrigation system and skeptics

who held otherwise. Ironically, the man who had unwit-

tingly started it all took no part in the controversy.

Modern astronomers do not question the evidence of the

features that their predecessors interpreted as canals.

Rather, they point out that these markings are almost at the

limit of visibility even in large instruments. They are so

faint that they cannot be properly photographed. Thus one

must rely on drawings made at the telescope. In the case

of such faint objects, the eye tends to integrate what it sees,

and the observer may introduce in his sketch regularities

that simply are not there.

Now, artificial irrigation would imply the presence of an

organized society on a planet barely capable of sustaining

life. Although there is convincing evidence that organic

matter is present on Mars, it is very unlikely that any but

the lowest forms of life can exist there. Its tenuous atmos-

phere contains nitrogen, carbon dioxide, a small amount

of argon, and. at most, some traces of oxygen and water.

Temperatures in the tropics range from about 8.5°F. at

noon to below —9.5°F. at night. Even though a creature

resembling a human being or other warm-blooded animal

could adapt to such extremes of heat and cold- the low

atmospheric pressure would cause its blood to boil.

Tantalizingly close, yet still beyond our grasp. Mars will

be one of the principal targets of space explorations within

the next decade. Most interesting is the U.S. project slated

for completion in 1967. A piece of string would be ejected

from a probe and allowed to drag on Mars' surface. Pulled

back into the probe, the string would be nurtured in a

laboratory broth, the culture analyzed to ascertain or-

ganic content, and the results telemetered back to the earth.

GREAT EQUATOltlAL.
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First sighting of a Mars satellite was logged on this page.
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IN APRIL
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n April a 7:57 p.m.. EST
irter April 16. 9:53 p.m.. EST
on April 23. 3:29 p.m.. EST

First Quarter April 30, 10:08 A.M., EST

For the visual observer:
Mercury, in the evening sity, will be at its greatest eastern

elongation on April 25 and will be favorably placed for obser-

vation during the second half of the month. The planet will

be too near the sun to be seen during the first half. However,
it will set one hour after the sun by April 15, and ninety

minutes after on April 30. On April 28, Mercury will be less

than one degree from Jupiter. The pair may be distinguished

if one remembers that Mercury is the fainter of the two.

Venus, in the morning sky (—3.4 magnitude), will rise ninety

minutes before the sun on April 1 and 15 and one hour
before on April 30. It wilt still be low in the east at sunrise.

Mars, in Cancer (+0.4 magnitude), will be nearly overhead

at dusk and will set in the northwest at approximately 3:15
A.M., local standard time, on April 1, at 2:30 a.m. on April 15,

and at 1:45 a.m. on April 30.

Jupiter, in Pisces (—1.6 magnitude), will be drowned in the

sun's brilliance during the early part of April. It will rise

forty-five minutes before the sun on April 15 and ninety

minutes before on April 30. but will be seen only by observers

who can secure a clear view of the eastern horizon.

TIMETABLE
April 1 10:00 P.M.
April 15 9:00 P.M.
April 30 8:00 P.M.

Saturn, in Capricornus (+1.0 magnitude), will rise two
hours before the sun on April 1, two and one-half hours before

on April 15, three hours before on April 30, and will be found
in the southeastern sky at dawn.

The Lyrid meteor shower is expected to occur on April 22.

In past years, its maximum rate has been of the order of ten

meteors per hour (as seen by a single observer). Observing

conditions will be favorable because there will be no moon-
light on that date. Although all meteors of a given shower
enter the earth's atmosphere in essentially parallel paths,

an effect of perspective makes them seem to radiate from
a point on the celestial sphere, called the "radiant" of the

shower. A familiar example of this illusion occurs on high-

ways: the parallel roadsides seem to diverge from a point on
the horizon. Most showers are named for the constellation

in which their radiant lies. Lyrids, for example, radiate from

a point in Lyra. The maximum rate is attained when the radi-

ant is overhead. Far fewer meteors must be expected when the

radiant is low in the sky. Visual observations may be recorded

on a sky map by locating the point where each meteor was
first seen, then drawing the direction and length of its trail.
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FAR AND NEAR
Border cultures affected Thai society

By Tim Spierings

On<:f. paiitially afloat on punionns.

its largest cdifici-s built nn piles

beside interlacing canals, tropical Bang-

kok in Thailand, though it has changed

with time, still remains the capital city

of the only Buddhist kingdom in Asia,

or. indeed, in the world.

More than three hundred Buddhist

temples, exotic with their brilliantly col-

ored tile roofs and gilded spires, are

scattered throughout the city, making

modern Bangkok seem, lo ihc fresh eye,

an ancient, ancient city. In fact, it is

yonnger than New York or Philadelphia.

Bangkok was built by King Kama I of

the Chakkri dynasty. In the late eight-

eenth century Thailand suffered one of

its frequent invasions by the Burmese,

who. after a long siege, plundered and

then razed the Thai's wealthy commer-

cial capital and holy temple city,

Ayuthia. the ruins of which ore still

visible. Most famous of all the many
large and tiny temples that the Thais

were to build in the new capital lity of

Bangkok after this war is Vial Pbra

Kaeo. fabled temple of the emerald

Buddha. The temple is set in the

royal palace erected by Kama I. wliirli

is a spectacle of ascending gilded spires

and towers that are protected by sur-

rounding white walls.

I found that the palace, today, houses

two strikingly unrelated worlds: one

spiritual, the other mundane. The olde

section of the palace witli its pagoda

temples, is a repository for the art of

religion, legend, and culture, while the

newer buildings are the seat of the mod-

ern royal government.
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)LD-HELMETED Yuhs repel mythical spirits.

The old palace, of course, was the

ief concern of this tourist, who found
to be opened to visitors during certain

:ekday hours — but for a fuller and
easanter excursion, I decided to go

to the palace on a feast day, for then

e populace of Bangkok would enter.

From afar, I viewed the numerous
ining towers and stupas above the wall,

iteringthroughthe main gates—a privi-

je accorded only to feast day crowds
L moved among the lighthearted Thais,

me carried flowers, others had bought

e birds at the gates. Soon they set the

rds free inside the palace grounds, a

sture that helped the grantor of their

lerly to move a step nearer his personal

rvana, the final spiritual emancipation

r the Buddhist as well as for the Hindu.

ISIDE the white walls, I was baffled

by the complex of temples, stupas,

mes, pagodas, the glitter of gilded

lis, marvelous tile mosaics, and intri-

:ely detailed murals. It was such an

jrwhelming first impression that I

rdly knew where to begin looking.

But perhaps the quiet of the palace

buildings was the most strange and im-

pressive aspect of the area. In spite of

the feast day crowd, there was an aura

of solitude in which I could confront

the stormy colors and seek out the

smallest details of the epic tales por-

trayed in paintings and statuary.

As if enforcing this respectful silence,

enormous statues of Yak guardsmen
stood everywhere beside doors and in

halls, glaring fiercely down at the feast

day crowds. They looked like demons
with their fixed, grim expressions and

snarling mouths. In Thai mythology, the

Yaks guard holy sites against evil spirits,

mischief-bent intruders, and thieves, and

they are most efficient sentries, I am sure.

Satisfied that this visitor had no evil

intent, the Yaks allowed me free passage

to the mausoleum of the old kings.

The mausoleum was flanked by ornate,

gilded pagodas. Tiers of demons from

the Ramayana, the Hindu epic of Rama,
decorated the gilded pagodas. The more

elaborate the pagoda, the fiercer seemeil

the ornamental demons. Their back--

were braced as though to support the full

weight of the stupa, and their modeled

faces appeared to be irritable because

of the burden. Gilded female sculptures

adorned entrances and walls. Most were

ladies-in-waiting of the former royal

court in attitudes of obeisance. Although

some had tails and animal hoofs, they

were extremely feminine and dignified.

I moved on to the library where myriad

sacred books and scriptures of Buddhism

were preserved. The library's facade was

richly invested with sculpture and inlaid

with mosaic tile tableaux. Small bells

dangled from the eaves and tinkled in

the wind, soothing the evil spirits.

Guarding the library were two fero-

cious, helmeted Yaks, with an entourage

of dragons lining the railings. In Thai-

land I saw Chinese, Ceylonese, and

Burmese influences. The Thais, histori-

cally at a crossroads and an active trad-

ing country, borrowed traits from

invading neighbors and from all with

whom they carried on commerce. They

enliven their passive Buddhist religion

with festivals, dances, and games. Un-

like many Asian cultures, they actively

desire a prosperous way of life, and

readily employ the animals, agronomy,

and commerce needed to attain pros-

perity. Their art and iconography some-

times seems eclectic, with liberal bor-

rowing of the forms and symbols they

appreciated in neighboring cultures.

The smaller temples in the palace area

were adorned with flowers of all colors.

The area encompassed by this palace,

located at the center of the city, is a

very challenging square mile to cover.

I learned that the main stupa was used

to keep relics of Gautama Buddha, but,

of course, these were not all authentic.

In Asia, there seemed to be as many or
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DYNASCOPES^ 4~ Storfing at $49.95

Picliing a telescope to fit your needs and your
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DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories. Prices begin as low as S49.95. and
your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund viarranlv.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREEI
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fore buying any telescope. Mail
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[ City Stale

more allrgrd relics us (here are pieces of

llie true cross for sale to tourists in

Jerusalem. Naliirally. every ellorl was
made to house only Iriir relics of

Ciaiilunia liiiildiia in the main siiipu.

I

was deeply impressed by tlir llironc

room, umbrella llircme, and sculp-

ted eli-pliauls. (In Thailand. eU-phanl-

wcre once sacred, and today appear on

the .•tiunlry"* iifliciul seal. It wu~ illccal

111 hunt or kill ihcni. althniiitli llicy wm-
used lor labor in the (uresis. I lieliind

the throne was a model uf .\ii{:kor W'al.

a temple cily in Cambodia where the

Klimcrs once lived, and when- their de-

sccndents live today. The Thai ra/.ed

this cily when ihey migrated south .S.OOO

years aco to occupy Thailand.

.Much o( ihe old history o( southeast

.\-ia sccni> to suggest the history of ihc

classical little world of the Mediterra-

nean, with conslani wars between neigh-

bors and the pcrva-iion uf one super-
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MBLAZONED spires IJki

ice dotted skyline of

rially similar culture, with elements

mtributed by all. I was struck by a

agnificent mural painting on the walls

the palace gallery, and discovered that

was a depiction of the Ramayana, the

mous Hindu "Odyssey." Rama, with

5 wife Sita. wandered through this

orld much as Odysseus moved through

s Mediterranean counterpart, and
ese murals are said to be the only place

Asia, or the world, where the whole

ngth of the Ramayana is portrayed. If

is is true, it should be fully photo-

aphed now for posterity, because much
badly damaged and in alarming

ages of decomposition.

DUTSIDE. under the gallery roof, I

stared again at the busy, conflicting

•rms and colors everywhere, still with

y initial sense of naivete and wonder

this elaborately sophisticated world,

hen I walked to the famous main temple

the Wat Phra Kaeo. temple of the

ibled emerald Buddha.
Palm trees screening the facade and a

gure reposing beneath a lotus flower en-

anced the cla.ssic serenity that marked
le temple. The lovely Oriental lady be-

eath the lotus blossom was allegedly

wan Yin. or the Japanese Kwannon, the

oddess of mercy.

Said to be Ceylonese in origin, the

uddha was an astounding thirty-one

iches tall, carved from a single emer-

Id, and dressed in garments that

hanged with the seasons. Unfortunately,

was not permitted to take pictures.

I left this last and especially holy

;mp!e by the same side door I had come
1. The main doors are only for royalty.
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material. Slie lo4ik tlie |ilioto|:ra|ilis thai

accom|iaiiy the artiele. including the

dramatic study on the cover of this issue.

Inder tlie title "Beauty and Science."

Uh. Mr.iiKiiiTit L. JciNKS presents a scien.

list's appreciation of aesthetic pleasures

that greet the naturalist. Dr. Jones is

Assistant Curator of TitK .^mkhican

Museum's Department of Living Inver-

tebrates. The photographs of marine

creatures were made by Mr. Douglas

Faulkner, a photographer who is keenly

uware of the beauty in nature.

Dn. LwviiKNCK W. Swan, Associate

Professor of Biology at San Francisco

Slate College, discusses ecology at high

altitudes in the article beginning on page

22. Dr. Swan's profound knowledge of

his lofty subject stems, in part, from

participation in the ,\merican Mima,

layan Expedition of 1954 and in the

Himalayan Scientific and Mountaineer,

ing Expedition in 1960. Of the latter he

says. "I walked across those mountains,

up and down and on and on. for a full

thousand miles." Mr. Frank Haines

based drawings on Dr. Swan's material.

The praying mantis is the subject of

"Beneficent Cannibalism." by Mr. En-

WIN Way Tkalk. noted naturalist and

author. The article was excerpted from

Mr. Tealc's recent book. The Slrange

Lives of Familiar Insects, published by

Dodd. Mead & Company. Mr. Tcale. an

adept nature photographer, took the pic.

lures that appear with his article.

.\ survey of Japanese shore birds by

Dr. Dean A.madon discloses the uncx.

pected fact that several species are also

encountered thousands of miles from

Japan, in the New World. Dr. Amadon
is Lamont Curator of Birds at The
American Museim and Chairman of

the Museum's Department of Ornithol.

ogy. His scientific specialties include

avian taxonomy and bird evolution.

The growth of mangroves is dc.

scribed by Dr. Virgil .N. Anco, who

recently retired as Associate Professor

of Biolog>- at The City College of New
York. For twenty years Dr. Arpo has

done illustrative photography in the bio.

logical field, concentrating on botanical

subjects. He has made five trips to

Mexico and five trips to Europe and

North Africa, spending two sabbatical

leaves in the Mediterranean region,

where the botany and agriculture hold

particularly strong interest for him.

Wildwood Nature Camp

Audubon Socioly

Soyi ond Gir/s

9.(4 yoo'i 4
Dovid > Minor. Dii.doi

Cooks Canyon Wildlife Sanctuary
I}] Soulh Sli.el Bor... MoK

•Arz/'.s

birthday

anniversary

promotion

housewarming

thank you

The list is long (the above being

but a Irnucaled enumeration), anil

inspiration is so often short ic/icii

it comes lo choosinu a gift that is

jnsi right. A subscription lo

S'ATVUAL HlSTOIiY makes an
admirable expression of your
thoughtfulness and good wishes in

marking a memorable occasion.

Though modest in cost, NATURAL
HISTORY is a big gift, a j/ear-

round cornucopia, each issue brim-

ming uilh out -of -the -ordinary

word and picture excursions
through the realm of the natural

sciences.

In addition to a succession of
stimulating intellectual and aes-

thetic experiences, your gift of

NATURAL HISTORY also be-

stows the benefits of Associate

Membership in The American
Museum of Xatural History.

If you have a gift-giving occasion

approaching soon, delight someone
wilh a truly distinctive present

that will be warmly appreciated.

Just fill out and mail the coupon

to ,\ATUrt.lL

A ddrctM .

Cilv JTo

Si»n aifl '"i Irom^

<^\



MATURE and the CAMERA
How to select the

right" camera

iy David Linton

lIature photographs can be made

\| with almost any kind of equipment,

jt some types are more convenient

lan others. The choice should depend

1 the field of nature photography that

est interests the photographer. And it

lould be remembered that an expen-

ve camera is not a better choice than

1 inexpensive one unless the features

lat make it expensive are used.

The late Alfred Stieglitz, eminent

raerican photographer and proponent

: photography as a fine art, is said to

ave remarked that no one had ex- •

austed the creative possibilities of the

3x camera. Whether or not he said it,

is a sound observation. Generally, an

expensive camera that you know how
» use is better than an expensive one of

hich you are unsure. There is a wide-

:)read belief among neophytes that ex-

ensive cameras are complicated while

[expensive ones are simple. This idea

robably stems from comparisons of box

imeras with cameras on which the shut-

;r speed and aperture can be changed,

nd lives on because it is comforting

) believe that something one cannot af-

3rd has great disadvantages. Actually,

ood equipment, whether expensive or

ot, is simple to use. although the me-

hanism inside may be complex.

Rapidity of opera.tion is one of the

2W ways in which the type of camera

sed has any relevance to the results

chieved. Consider this example. In the

ingle-lens reflex class of cameras, de-

ned below, the better models have auto-

latic diaphragms and mirrors. With

such cameras the change from viewing

condition to picture-taking condition and

back again is accomplished by one

squeeze of the release button. With
many less expensive single-lens reflexes

the diaphragm must be closed by turn-

ing a ring on the lens mount before the

picture is taken. It must be reopened

after the exposure by turning the ring

back again, and the mirror must be re-

turned to viewing position by winding

the film advance. The sequence of opera-

tion is time-consuming.

The automatic features of the more
expensive single-lens reflex make it

capable of photographing events that

happen too quickly to be caught by the

manually operated camera. A range-

finder camera would, in turn, be faster

to focus than one with a ground glass.

The inexperienced photographers, to

judge by those I have met. are more
likely to have too many features on their

cameras than too few. The most common
waste of money is on fast lenses. Manu-
facturers have found that the public

thinks fast lenses are better than slow

ones, and they have done nothing to

correct this misapprehension. In reality,

a high-speed lens, like any other fea-

ture, is valuable only if you need it. It

is a liability if you don't, because some-

thing has to be compromised in the lens

design to achieve the high speed. Usually

it is the sharpness at small apertures that

suffers. One of the first high-speed lenses

for 35 mm. cameras was made so that it

could not be stopped down beyond f/11

because in preproduction tests the im-

;^Si»

LAND
YACHTING
. . . ihe exciting

way to travel

Want to escape to quiet, sunny deserts?

Explore primitive native villages in Old

Mexico or just relax beside some inviting

stream? Perhaps you know a road some-
where you'd like to follow to the end. It's

all the same with an Airstream Land Yacht
— a personal highway cruiser outfitted

down to the smallest luxurious detail for

limitless road voyaging . . . good beds,

bathroom, hot and cold water, refrigera-

tion, heat and light independent of out-

side sources wherever you go — for a

night, a week, or a month. Airstream Land

Yachting means real travel independence
— no time-tabies. tickets, packing. You
just tow your Airstream lightly behind your

car and follow your travel whims wherever
they urge you to go. Yes, it's the exciting.

better way to travel here in North America
or anywhere in the world.

write for interesting free booklet

"World At Your Doorstep"

AIRSTREAM INC.
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SPECIMENS TAKE OH

A NEW LIGHT WHEH

SEEH THROUGH

THE ILLUMINATED

10X CODDINGTON

^ MAGNIFIER

t| Diusch A: Lombs lUuminitcd
' Mit^nihcr permits you to examine

specimens under illumination ac

tm timej their ictual sizc.ind it's

2S convenient u carrying a pencil.

This lightweight magnifier is oper-

ated with pcniight batteries and is

equipped with a pen clip. Priced

at just 57.50 (without batteries).

For information on all magnifiers

just write Bausch & Lomb. 993
Lomh Park. Rochester 2. New York.

BAUSCH & LOMB

MOUNT ROBSON RANCH
and BERG LAKE CHALET

An outftltinit and Kuidmn ranch at tne Soutfi Face of

the Canadian Rockies tiiKhest peak, we operate an

alpine chalet across Berfi Lake trom (he North Face.

Pack trips (nio the hills for summer campms. spring

or fall hunlmjt. and to Berg Lake, accessible only to

le«t. hooves, or winnt.

Reservation! are advisable. Write for (older lo:

Mount Robson Ranch, via Red Pass. B. C. Canada

k
ADIRONQACK
WOODCRAfT c;>

llDK. FomtrT. rlQrT7. QjhloK. Totorlnx.
uri<i. utfa jtu. Iknkltt.

WIlllAM H. ABBOTT
eo< IMl ' foyilKvilli. H r

i

age fell aparl al »iiiallrr apcrlurc*. Ad-
vamo in lens Jr^ign and manufacture
sim-e World War II lia\e brouglil ini-

l>n>trnirnl» in spet-d, ^lla^pnes^'. and
variuu> optieai rorreclions so llial some
fast lenses are now belter than some slow

ones, simply because they benefit from
modern terbniques.

If you have been lakini; pictures for

some time, there is a simple test to see

if you need a faster lens. Kstimate the

iwrcenlacc of pictures you have taken

at the maximum aperture of your present

lens. Then estimate the i>erccnlage of

pictures (nr which you would have used

a larger aperture hud one iR'en available.

If either ligure is large enough to notice,

your ex|HTicncc is exceptional and the

purchase of a faster lens is justified.

How should one go abfiut choosing a

camera':' By deciding first where his

photographic interests lie and then

selecting the camera that will do such

wcirk lic>i from among the cameras he

can ulTord. .Most cameras can do most

types of work acceptably, hut one that

is properly chosen for the job may be

so much mure convenient that it in-

creases the range of possible pictures.

C\MKI1AS can he classified by ibc

-hape of film they use or by their

sysieni of focusing. Film comes in sheets,

in short rolls with a paper backing, or

"roll film," and in longer rolls without

backing paper, for which there is no

convenient generic name. The last type

is usually encountered in (he form of

.3.S mm. film, although some specialized

cameras use the same sort of film in 70

mm. or other widths.

\'arious types of film differ in more
than shape. The emulsions of difTi-rcnl-

sized films of the same brand are often

dissimilar—even when they have the

same name—and so is the base, or sup-

porting material. There exists a hybrid

stock called film pack, which is roll film

cut into sheets and attached to short

strips of backing paper. It is inconven-

ient to shoot, process, and print from.

In my opinion, the advantages once

claimed for large film sizes have been

eliminated by modern emulsions, which

make it ipiile possible to obtain any de-

sired negative characteristic on any size

of film. Film size, therefore, is not a con.

sideralion in itself. Other factors, such

as the availability of certain emulsions

or the ease with which certain manipula-

tions can be performed may. however,

point to one or another size for certain

uses. For example. High .Speed Infra-

Red film is not available in sheet sizes,

or orlhof-liromatic material in rolls. Only

continuous films, such as .3.1 mm. or 70

mm. stock, are practical wiien a large

number of pictures are to be taken by a

remotely controlled or automatic, un-

attended camera. Polaroid "instant

image" film is very useful in making lest

exposures for immediate cxaininuliu<

before the final picture is made. Tlii- filr

can be substituted for the regular fill

only in sheet film cameras for whic

adapter backs are available. For s'ini

kinds of Wftrk. obviously invidving ^ul

jects that do not move, the availuliilil

of this material is a compelling coii-il'

ation in favor of the large camera.

Characteristics of the camera «'
may make it more appropriate for ic

tain types of work. Only the view rair

era has adjustments, called "swings an

tills." for rendering parallel lint>

parallel and controlling perspecli\e s

that accurate size determinations may ]i

made from the pbtftograplis. It is ror

secpiently the first choice for architecture

photography and some technical U'-c

.Among the view camera's other uoicpi

attributes is the ability lo change it

apparent viewpoint without ailuall

being moved: that is. within limits it ca

take a picture that appears to lia\c Im-c

taken from a point higher, lower, o

more lo either side than the arlual

camera location. These special tpialitie

recommend the view camera for land

scapes wherever its size and weight ar

not loo disadvantageous.

This is the one type of camera tlia

can be u.«ed successfully to solve ih'

common problem of photographing

building or tree from ground level. Ii

I) vim I.IVTON-. I.v.lin,- li;i. .11 red
unil.r r.li'.I..Br:,pl.- in ;ill lb.- .l;ilion-B

l,-.uliMp m:,p:,ziru-. Mi- r<,m,r:, . olumn
i^ :i ri'cular leuluri' on lhi'r.e |iuge».
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J

lient for covering subject of med:

moderate distance from th

der to get the top of the subject in the

dure, a photographer using any ma-

ijne other than a view camera must

p the camera upward. But when he

jes so the subject appears to lean

ickward. The correct solution is pos-

ble only with a camera on which the

ont and back can be "swung" (rotated

1 horizontal or vertical axes I or "slid"

moved laterally or up and down),

hese movements, once the photographer

arns to use them, give the view camera
real accuracy as a recording instru-

lent and great flexibility as a tool of

reative potential.

Of course, for these controls to be

sed. the camera must be mounted on

fixed support, usually a tripod, and it

lUst have a ground glass on which the

hotographer can see the entire image,

ionsequently. this type of camera is

sally practical only for large film sizes

-4x5 and up — in which the available

Ims are in sheet form. These factors

ombine to make the view camera large,

eavy, and slow to operate. The view

amera also requires many accessories

tripods, film holders, and so on), but

; provides unmatched image control.

Cameras that use sheet film but do
tot have swings and tilts no longer

irovide any advantages and are fast

lecoming obsolete. The "press camera"
lelongs to a bygone era. It was designed

o meet two needs: to provide fast

hutter speeds at a time when the

'window blind" type of focal-plane

ihutter was the only way of achieving

Ihem, and to use the first flashbulb,

vhich was the size of a 100-watt bulb.

Today even press photographers have

largely abandoned the press camera for

lighter and more adaptable equipment.

The one advantage of the press cam-

era is its sturdiness. There isn't much
mechanism to go out of order. The "min-

iature press camera." smaller than 4x5,
is as useful as a miniature printing press.

There are some cameras in a limbo

between the press and view categories.

It is usually claimed that they are both,

but they have the advantages of neither.

A camera cannot function like a view

camera if it is enclosed in a press cam-

era's rigid box—the box obstructs the

swings. The only notable advantage of

such cameras is that. like press cam-

eras, they are sturdy.

The cameras we have discussed are

designed to use sheet film, although

adapters permit the use of roll film in

some of them. Some also have range-

finders, but the primary method of fo-

cusing is by a ground-glass screen

mounted in the film plane and examined

directly, sometimes with the aid of a

small magnifier. After the image is in

focus the ground glass is moved out of

the way and is replaced by the film,

encased in a holder. This system of

focusing is generally impractical in

small sizes because the photographer

cannot see a small image clearly enough

to focus precisely. It is used, however,

with a magnifier in some copying devices

that use small film.

Smaller cameras use reflex or range-

finder focusing. There are, of course,

cameras with no built-in focusing system

at all. Good pictures can be made with

them, but their usefulness is limited.

REFLEX focusing uses a ground glass

that, instead of being in the same

place later occupied by the film, is at

exactly the same distance from the lens

as the film, but in a different position.

In the single-lens reflex camera, a mov-

able mirror diverts the image from the

film plane to the ground glass. The
twin-lens reflex uses one lens to take the

picture and another to project an image

on the ground glass.

The rangefinder camera has a separate

optical device to measure the distance

from camera to subject and uses this in-

formation to focus the camera througli

a mechanical coupling to the lens. The

rangefinder works by juxtaposing images

seen through two windows a few inches

apart. The apparatus is adjusted until

the two images coincide; then the angle

between the two lines of sight indicates

the distance to the subject. This is basic-

ally the same mechanism that gives

depth perception to humans and other

animals with binocular vision, but more

factors are involved in depth perception.

Some reflex cameras have a prismatic

"rangefinder spot" in the ground glass,

on which the image appears split or

OVERSEAS NATURE TOURS-1963
EUROPE: North witli Uk- Siiriiit; from the Mt-Ultcr-

ranean Lo llie ArcUc. SUrl In May In Southern France,

move north with bird nesting and spring flowers through

Italy. Switzerland, Germany, Holland, England. Or

Blart In late June In Scotland, continue north through

Scandinavia to Lapland and North Cape. Either lour,

31 days, all-expense from Xew York, 51295. AFRICA:
Leave X.Y. August 3 for 5-week circuit of foremoat

bird and animal spots of West, South and East Africa,

ASIA: October In llUle-vlslted hlrd localllles of India,

Nepal. Siam, Malaya. Borneo; round-lhc-world Iraris-

NATURE TOURS, Box 2247-a, Wastiington 13, D.C.

PRIMITIVE ART

Carvings and Curios from N

Guinea. South Africa, M. crones

etc. -All originals, from $5.-up.

SEVEN SEAS ARTS, Bdx 2314, Cleveland 10, Ohi[

WHALE TEETH
Natural sperm whale ivory. Small (3") S2.50, Medium

(4") S3.95; Large (5") S6.50; Jumbo (6") S8.95.

POLISHED, double. Sperm Whale Oiler, $1.25 (2 for

S2) Marine Fossil Kit (inc. 10 shart teeth) S3.50.

Postpaid. Also Scrimshaw & Eskimo Crafts. Free

Remit to: PETER B. DIRLAM
49 LEBANON HILL SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS.

VACATION IN THE ROCKIES

Relax, refresh and explore the wonders of nature

at our small, secluded mountain ranch nestled

high in the grandeur of the Colorado Rockies.

SNOWMASS LODGE

BOX He02 • ASPEN, COLORADO

On Grand Lake, Maine ^
CANOE

:rrow trips

Lake-Machiai

IMP (luakei ks

BURIED TREASURES RELICS

OPE lo-

BOOKS on -
MUSHROOIVIS

WILD FLOWERS
DRIFTWOOD

SHELLS

For free list write to: LEW'S
2510 VAN NESS AVE., SAN FRANCISCO 9, CALIF.

CATCH THEM ALIVE AND UNHURT

. ithout in]uri titraj ing pets poultry released
^n.,v tYi iiup— onen ends give animal confidence Xo jaws or

Galvanized Sizes for all needs. FREE
illustrated nractical guide with trapping secrets

HAVAHART, 158-P Water Street, Ossining, N. Y.

Please send me FREE new 48 page guide and price list.
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'un|;efin4l

disrupted when it is out of focus, be-
diming whole und well defined when
the focus is sharp. This is not really a
rangcfinder. hut rather a niagnilied dc-
Mic to show easily when the ground-
glass image is in focus. It is sometimes
u-efni. hill usually le-s so than the pur-
chasers of the cameras expect. The spot
often "hlacks out" at low light levels,

when used with slow or very long lenses,
or when making extreme close-ups. The
latter two situations arc precisely those
for which the single-lens reflex camera
i~ hcst adapted, so the rangchnder spot
should not be taken too seriously as a
selling point. It is certainly desirable for

a camera that has one to have provision
for suh-tiliiting a plain ground glass for

tlie one with the spot. There is. inci-

dcnl.illy. one camera on the market that

"In.l, ,n.,! U l,Ku,-cJ .ohI u|,v,.,1.J f.,.1,

and i« ui,uall> liighlcr than other cameras.

has a genuine rangelindcr in addition to,

hut completely separate from, its regular
reflex viewing system. It succeeds in pre-

serving most virtues of both systems.

AUVANTACES and disadvantages of the
three types of small cameras may

he summarized as follows:

The twin-lens reflex is the best choice
for the beginner. It is the camera to

buy if you photograph a variety of sub-

jects and can have only one camera and
no extra lenses. The viewing system
makes it very easy lo sec what is in-

cluded in the picture, but it does not

show the cflect of changes in the depth
of field. Also, the image on the ground
glass is reversed from left lo right, which
may be quite disturbing when trying to

follow a moving subject. Accessory eye-

The Fortunate Island

level viewers may be allaolied lo somi
iwin-leiis reflexes and will pro\i.lc

unreversed image. The twin-lens r.-llc)

is convenient at moderate distance- an
for mediuin-si/.ed subjects, such «

people. It is not a good choice for c:

irenie close-ups because of the difleieucj
in liewpoint between the viewing ami
taking lenses. Ilecause there are Iv

lenses mupled together, it is not reallj

practical to change lenses <ui lliis iv|ie

t>f camera. In fact, it is impossible in do
so with all twin-lens reflexes hut one.

Single-lens reflexes arc best for use
with long lenses (as when photograph-
ing wild animals) or for extreme closi

ups (phoiographing flowers, for c:

ample I. hut they are not so convciiiinti
lo use at moderate distances. Singlch-ns
reflexes will accept a wide range of
lenses, but extreme wide-angle lenses
may be diflicull lo use because some ex-
lend so far into th{ ramera that lliey

liUnk mirror movement, preventing use
of the reflex focusingiystem. It may also
he didiciilt to judge focus willi lenses
that arc short, slow, or both. A rcllcx

with fully uulomatic diaphragm and
mirror is much more convenient to use
than one wilhoiit these features.

THK rangcfinder camera is usually
lighter in weight, can be operated

faster than any other type, and is ihe

easiest to focus in dim light. Since the

rangcfinder is optically indepcnd.nl of

the lens, it is equally accurate and
equally bright for all len.ses, fast or
slow, long or short. Focusing is easy hut'

seeing exactly what is included in the
frame may be a bit difficult with olhcr
than normal lenses. Sometimes an ac-

cessory view finder is required, which
means that the eye must be shifted from
one winilow In another. The rangcfinder
cannot be used with very long lenses

for extreme close-ups. but the camera
may be used with an occcssory rcfli-x

viewing device, which, in effect, converts
il into a single-lens reflex.

With these points firmly in mind, llic

photogra|)her should be able lo analyze
his interests and make an enlightened
choice based on his actual needs, thus

preparing himself for the "moment of

truth" when he faces a camera saicsmi

This list details the photographer, artist,

or other source of illustrations, by page.

THE ISLAND INN, BOX HA, MONHEGAN ISLAND, MAINE

COVER-Jane C. Goodale

3-JDseph Sedacca
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I8-21-Dou8lai Faulkner
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24-29-Frank Haines
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Trivet The expert na-

tive craftsmen of India

made these attractive

shesham wood trivets.

The border design is

achieved by inlaid brass

wire . . . $2.95 postpaid

DISTINCTIVE CARVINGS

Bali Masks . . . Made of bentawas wood stained a rich dark brown,

these masks make an exciting wall decoration for the home or

office. Individually carved by native Balinese craftsmen . . . Male
mask about 6x10 inches . . . Female mask about 7x9 inches . . .

$10.00 each postpaid

Leaf Tray . . . Polished walnut tray—a practical

serving piece or unusual wall plaque. Hand
carved in Kashmir. A fine example of a tradi-

tional native art. Approximately 11" wide...
$3.50 postpaid

illed lo a 10% di>

tfteyMjASCM^pkcp o( Natural History, New York 24, New York



Watch b«il do not pKoleo'Aph
locil Navsjo 6*nce*. Indian ^ 4^,
tehgion leibtdi piclwtei. _^^^^^I^H '

Tho Clill Pal> I ol Meia V«(ls'iMESAVERDE
where you discover the people time forgot

If you've ever dreamed of being a

great explorer and discovering a "lost

civilization," drive to Mesa Verde

National Park in Colorado and start

looking. America's first greot civiliza-

tion vanished here 200 years before

Columbus; you might help orcheolo-

gists piece its history together.

Actually, there were three cultures:

the prehistoric Hunter-folk, the Basket

Makers of 700

A.D., and the

''Ancient
Ones" whose

cliff-dwellings

still perch like

fantastic swal-

lows' nests on

the canyon
walls. Each is

pictured in the

museum dio-

ramas which

trace their de-

v e I o p m e n t

from savage

nomads to a high culture that built

200-room opartment houses, grew

corn in irrigated fields and traded for

solt ond jewels. Their pottery, jewelry

and textiles, displayed here, ore

fabulous.

J^>^

old p<tl«rni mrt sill

in by (oday'» Indian

lomt link changed
igh Iha ccniuriri.

But no museum is as exciting as an

actual visit to their homes, dug into

the earth of the Mesa, or, like the Cliff

Palace, built on the cliff faces. As you

go past room after room, you half ex-

pect to meet one of the women who

ground corn here, or the child whose

handprint you see on the wall. In ihe

kivos or ceremonial rooms, which were

built underground to be near Ihe Corn

Goddess, you can almost hear the

prayers for rain.

No rains come; by thick or thin rings

on the "tree calendar," scientists know

that a long drought began in 1 276,

and in a generation, this civilization

withered and died. But its grandeur

remains and even today, more of its

history is being revealed by

Ihe Notional Gcogrophic •»

Society working with No-

tional Pork orcheologisls.

Otiail from diorama tliowing

M«a Vordo at il >at 11S0-

12S0A.O.

.,
^!(55-.

^

Within a day's drive of Mesa Verde

ore other historic and scenic wonders

— Aztec Ruins and Choco Canyon in

New Mexico, Arches and Natural

Bridges in Utah, the Petrified Forest

and Canyon de Chelly in Arizona.

Come and enjoy these treasures of our

natural heritage set aside by patriotic

conservationists for Ihe enjoyment of

oil Americans.

FREE-Socroolioncil Gu.do ond Vocolion Plan-

ning Map ol Nolionol Pofli-' Who! /o Sot.

Whal 10 Do. How to En/o^ Your Nohonol Parli."

liili poinfi of unutual iconic ond hiiforic infor-

osf, occommodolioni, lacillliat and rocroofionof

acKvilioi in Nolionol Parkt and Moni/menli.

Wnio Sinclair for your Iroo copy.

FREE TOUR SERVICE -lol Sinclair holp plan

your trip lo Moio Vordo or olhof Nolionol Porlrl,

or anywhtm in Iho U. S., Canada, Mexico.

VVrilo Tour Suroou, Sincloir Oil Building, 600

Fillh Avtnua, New fork 20. Now york.

Sinclain
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Why is

Great Smol^

our

most popular

National Park?

Every year, more than five million

visitors come to Great Smoky
Mountains National Park. Few
hove ever seen all its wonders.

In Great Smoky's half-million

acres are fifty-three peaks more
fhon a mile high. Its virgin forest

grows so dense its moisture keeps

a smoky, hazy cloud on the hills,

hence the name.

To create these mountains,

Nature has raised and leveled

mony great ranges. The present.

Great Smoky, is probably the

oldest on earth. Durings eons of

evolution, she has grown a thou-

sand species of flowering plants,

with some rhododendrons twenty

feet high, acres of different col-

ored azaleas, and magnolias

with foot-wide blossoms.

I Irom Cl.ng

You can often see bear and
deer. In the hills, you may heor

wild turkey gobbles. More than

two hundred birds have been

identified.

At Cades Cove, there's a pio-

neer village to visit. Indians, too.

At nearby Cherokee Village, you

can watch blanket weavers, or

tribal ceremonials unchanged in

centuries.

conservationists, have set this

land aside to be enjoyed by our

people . . . forever to offer them

Nature's inspiration and blessing.

Not far away, TVA power
dams hove created lakes unri-

valed for water sports. The
world's first and finest atomic

museum is at Oak Ridge.

But it is Great Smoky that fills

your mind with memories. And
stirs pride in your heart for this

natural heritage. Future genero-

tions, too, will know this pride,

for the actions of Congress and

of North Carolina and Tennessee

statesmen, aided by gifts of wise

FREE-Recreal/oiia/ Guide and Voco-

llon Planning Map ol Notional Porks—
"Whol to See, What to Do, How >o

Enjoy Your Notional Parks." Includes

points of unusual scenic and historic

interest, accommodations, locililies

and rccreotionot activities. Write

Sinclair for your free copy.

FREE TOUR SERVICE - let Sinclair

help plan your trip to Groot Smoky
Mountains or other National Parks, or

anywhere in the U S , Canada, Mex-
ico. Write: Tour Bureau, Sinclair Oil

BIdg., 600 Filth Ave , N. Y. 20, N. Y.

KSinclairi

A GREAT NAME IN OIL

Another In Sinclair's Conservation Series to foster appreciation of our national heritage



AN INVITATION
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... to Join a Select Group

of Travelers in an exciting

21 day Archeological Tour

of Mexico and Central and

South America. Personally

conducted by Dr. J. Alden

Mason, Curator Emeritus,

The University Museum,

University of Pennsylvania,

and Editor of publications,

Brigham Young University

New World Archaeologi-

;al Foundation. Under the expert guidance of Dr. Mason,

1 noted anthropologist long famihar with the area, you will

/isit 14 famous archeological sites and museums in Peru,

juatemala, and Mexico. Among the trip highlights: the

A'onders of ancient Cuzco, Machu Picchu, Tikal, and

Chichen Itza, which stand today as eloquent testimony

to the unique and splendid civilizations that flourished

long ago under the Incas, and Mayas; modern Lima and

Mexico City, truly cosmopolitan and up-to-date centers

jf Latin America reflecting the richness of Spanish heri-

:age and offering a wide variety of interests.

The tour departs, via Pan American and Panagra jets,

October 26 (you may leave from N.Y. or Miami) and

returns November 16. Complete arrangements will be

made by Lindblad Travel, Inc., 1 East 53 Street, N.Y.C.

The all-inclusive price of $1,345.00 from New York or

$1,242.00 from Miami includes transportation, sightsee-

ing, first-class hotel accommodations, tips and most meals.

The size of this travel group must necessarily be limited.

To avoid disappointment, early reservations are advised.

Just fill in and mail the coupon below and a complete

itinerary, together with detailed information will be

rushed to you.

Dr. J. Alden Mason
Suite 801
1 East 53rd Street
New York 22, New York

Please send me full particulars and detailed Itinerary

of your forthcoming Archaeological Tour.
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COVER: This extraordinarily convolulcd animal is Nereis virens, a marine worm
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mussels on pilings, under rocks, or in muddy sand, and is known by a varicly

of common names. This species of nercid is found in Norway and on llic ca-i

coast of North America. It ranges in length from one In three feet, its body

has 173 or more segments, and ils diameter at (he widest point is up I"

one and three-quarter inches. This and other illustrations accompanying the

article that begins on page 10 are from British Annelids, by W. C. .\liln|ii>.li.
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INTERPRETER
Slide rules and petticoats . . . what a combination! Incongruous? Yet this home
economist, who is employed by the Frigidaire Division of General Motors, is involved

with each. She wears many "hats" . . . tester, designer, writer, demonstrator. She con-

ducts classes in home economics in schools and companies— teaches how to get the

most out of new GM-built household appliances.

She and her counterparts spend full time interpreting the desires, needs and habits

of American women in the kitchen and laundry room. Her department, for example,

will bake enough cakes to make a stack 125 feet high just in testing a single oven design!

In checkmg a new washer design, thirty tons of clothes are washed. In fact, she's

"the voice of women" to the men who engineer and manufacture these appliances.

She's one more important member of the GM team— a team that includes more than

600,000 employes and a million-plus shareholders— as well as thousands of suppliers.

Together they represent GM's greatest asset

—

people.

GENEML MOTORS IS PEOPLE . .

.

Making Better Things ForYou



Reviews

LAND
YACHTING
. . . the fun way

to travel

Want to relax in the quietness of cool

mountain ranges? Explore exciting foreign

towns and villages or bask on some warm,
sunny beach? Perhaps you know a road

somewhere you'd like to follow to the end.

It's all the same with an Airstream Land

Yacht — a personal highway cruiser out-

fitted down to the smallest luxurious de-

tail for limitless road voyaging . . . good
beds, bathroom, hot and cold water, re-

frigeration, heat and light independent of

outside sources wherever you go — for a

night, a week, or a month. Airstream Land
Yachting means real travel independence
— no time-tables, tickets, packing. You
just tow your Airstream lightly behind your

car and follow your travel whims wherever

they urge you to go. Yes, its the exciting,

better way to travel here in North America

or anywhere in the world.

AIRSTREAM INC.

A collection of facts

and of controversy

By Ronald Singer

The OniciN ok Races, by Carlcton S.

C.>on. Alfred A. Knopl. $10.00; 724 pi,.,

illiis.

Fim miirc llian tweiily years, Carlcton

Cmin rullecled data in pri-paration

fiirlliis nuigmim opus. Tho rontral lln-ini'

i>( llif Ijoiik is "lo (lisi-nviT how Imij; upi

llie anre>Ii>rs of llic liunian snl)>pfi-ii.>

parlrd i-onipany." It is a niooi point

whether or not its 724 pages have salis-

raclorily soivi-d ihis problem.

The imprcssivi- list of rnntenls indi-

lales ihe prcal diversity of approach and
the vast mine of informalion explored
lo unfold the mysteries of human pre-

history. In that this appears to be the

first lime surh an eneyclopedie array of

fruilfiil knowledge has been bound to-

;;elher in the United Stales. Coon has

(lone science a service. On the other

hand, be has done himself an occasional

disservice by inflalinf; scanty data lo

bubbles of fad. Sound f:cncrali/.uliuns

;ire admirable, but one must be war>' not

to be swept away by them.

In the first three chapters—"The Prob-

lem of Racial Origins." "Evolution

Through Environmental .-\daplalion."

and "Evolution Through .Social Adajila-

tion"—he often skates on thin ice and
now and then be slips through. It will

be practicable lo list only a few examples

of such cracks in the book's structure, as

the statement: "A strong flow of blood

through that hole |lhe infraorbital fora-

men] helps keep the cheeks of the

Greenland Eskimo warm. Similarly the

size of the mental foramen . . . affects the

amount of warm blood that reaches the

chin." This displays a romanticism that

tyriified anthropology some tliirly years

ago. There is no experimental or other

factual basis for such conclusions, and
it is a pity that the author did not spot

these as well as other flaws.

After presenting a series of facts con-

cerning cold adaptation of Lapps. Aus-

tralians, and Kalahari Bushmen, be then

slales: "It also confirms my belief that

the Bushmen and the Negroes, although

they share a continent, arc not closely

related." This does not follow from

the preceding paragraphs (where the

Negroes arc not mentioned I and furlber-

morc is not substantiated, because it is

coiiirary to ihe results obtained by tin

blood groups-ibe only accurate gem
markers available at present. Coon alw

refers lo ibe Ziniiinlhropui site: "Who
is iniporlani here is thai crude slum

implenienis as well us boni's wliici

showed signs of being ibe remains ui

animals eaten on the -pol were scallereil

there," I would be most inleresled («

learn what these "signs" are. In the samii

paragraph, there is also loose ihcori/inti

that the fauna indicated thai Ziiijafiiliroi

pus "had only begun lo hum " \gain{

by slating that children with sickle-cell

anemia "may die of oxygen starvation.'

he highlights only an intracellular phasi

of ibc whole genetic sequence, whici

may mislead the reader.

This reviewer, whose special interesi

is .Africa, regrets ibal Dr. Coon bus seen

fit to revive Broom's Capoids, a term tha>

many have tried to forget and lo ex

elude from the morass of confusing ler

minology already in use. Kurlherinorc-!

the term suggests that somewhere therii

were "Capians"-who'/ where':' when':"

It is not very clear al whom ibis vol
{

ume is aimed. It is certainly loo technica
I

bir Ihe average layman, and yet is loi-i

scanty in some parts and loo dranializci

in others for the graduate student, ab

though both layman and scholar can fino

some mealy i)ages.

In summary, although this book con'

tains some glaring errors (even lo in-

accuracies in spelling and references I

and idle speculalions. there is also a

mass of varied and useful data. It is easy

lo track down the errors and to (piery

the interpretations, but few could have

done belter than Carlcton Coon in leli-

scoping vital ideas from many-some
even rather unrelated— fields of inlercsl.

Despite the criticisms expressed above

and many others, which neither space

nor discretiim permit. 1 enjoyed reading

Ihe book. It undoubtedly constitutes a

valuable and slimiilallng core of knowl-

edge thai should be read by all inleresled

in man's pn*-! ami ihe origin of races.

Illl. > M.M,, >,Im, i- : -1 .111.1

-MfT.if III.- 1 oiv<-r-it> Ml I lii..i|:...



The

BIRDS
of

NOVA
SCOTIA

by Robie W. Tufts

Illustrated by

ROGER TORY PETERSON
and JOHN CROSBY

Line Drawings by JOHN H. DICK

481 PAGES
40 COLOURED PLATES

Available from Retail Booksellers or

Nova Scotia Museum, Spring Garden

Road, Halifax, Nova Scotia

$7,50

God's vanishing

creations—and man's

fight to preserve them
An engrossing study of the

problems of preserving animal
wildlife, and the measures man
has taken to halt wholesale
extinction. Documented with

dramatic true accounts— the

two men who braved a Siber-

ian wilderness to bring back
the last wild horses of two
continents; an ingenious ex-

periment in breeding animals

back to the prototypes of their

extinct ancestors; and many
more. Photos of rare animals
in their natural environment.

VAKISHIE ANIMALS
by Philip Street

$4.50 at all bookstores

DlTTfl\

Mankind Evolving, by Theodosius Dob-

zhansky. Yale University Press. $7.50;

.381 pp.

Adistinguished geneticist, who up to

now has focused his attention main-

ly on the fruit fly. Dobzhansky here

turns to man. Witlr the insights gained

from population genetics, he has ex-

amined man as an evolving biological

organism. But man's evolution is pecul-

iar in that it involves his culture as well

as his physical environment. This has

necessarily led Professor Dobzhansky to

explore the anthropological backgrounds

of his subject, which he does with con-

siderable skill and judgment.

In the course of the book, Dobzhansky
touches on an extraordinary variety of

problems and facets of his main theme:

human evolution. Genetics, nature-nur-

ture, health and disease, intelligence,

race and culture as a selective agent—to
name a few—are dealt with. To all of

them he brings a sharp, incisive mind
and. in most cases, leaves the subjects

in sharper focus than he found them.

If here and there the anthropological

background is thin, it must be remem-
bered that the point of view is primarily

genetic, that the range is amazingly

broad, and that space is limited. It is a

bravura performance that anyone will

find stimulating and exciting to read.

Harry L. Shapiro

Incidents of Travel in Yucatan, by

John Lloyd Stephens. University of Okla-

Itoma Press. S15.00; 2 vols., illus.

JOHN Lloyd Stephens actually lived

the romantic dream of archeology.

In fact, his writings are probably re-

sponsible in part for the dream itself,

for he was a great pioneer in American

archeology and had those experiences

that so many imagine is the usual lot of

the archeologist. Stephens traveled twice

to the then unknown regions of Central

America and southern Mexico, where he

endured many hardships and dangers,

but where he literally discovered the

ancient civilization of the Maya. Push-

ing through the overgrown jungles, he

found scores of forgotten, partially pre-

served ruins into which he could walk

to explore their mysterious rooms and

passageways. Moreover, he came back

to New York after each of his journeys

and wrote books that were eminently

successful and quickly sold a large num-

ber of editions.

This was back in the early 1840's.

Several Maya ruins had become known

through the work of earlier travelers,

but it was Stephens and his remark-

ably talented artist-companion. Frederick

Catherwood. who found a good portion

of the important sites. These they de-

scribed and illustrated with a facility

and accuracy that has seldom been

Excitement

top 5^£ri

apmcuaip .j**™^

hunteps,

liistopians,

natupalisis new
NIGERIANS

ELEPHANT
II I I rif The dramatic unusual
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VflLLL I Game and Tsetse Fly

Supervisor of a 4,000 square mile area in

Rhodesia, as told to the author. Emphasizes

the search for the tsetse fly; the plight of

the Tonga people by the building of the

Kariba Dam; and thrilling wild animal hunts.

Photographs. $4.95. by Elizabeth Balneaves.

SAFARI
From bagging rare

antelope to witch doc-

tors' wizardry, this on-

the-spot journey takes you through the wilds

of Africa. The author, a noted big-game

hunter, captures all the excitement and

danger of the hunt, and first-hand observa-

tions of the African interior and its tribes.

Photographs. $4.95. by Hans-Otto Mcissner,

translated by Robert Noble.

NEW

NI6ERIANS
usual school that gave commando-style lead-

ership training to young African men and

boys on the seacoast of the Cameroons."

— Publishers' Weekly

"Nothing short of inspiring ..." — Virginia

Kirkus. 68 handsome prints by the author.

$4.95. by Mora Dickson.

at all bookstores

RAND M'NALLY& COMPANY
/^^^\ P-O. Box 7600, Chicago 80, Illinois

yjTy} If Canada; Thomas Allen Ltd.

^'<c:jy 266 King St. West, Toronto, Ontario

"Excellent,
cheerful . . .

about an un-



No feathers ruffled when you

"zoom" in for closeups with the

TeleVar on your single lens reflex camera. Only

TeleVar gives your focal plane shutter camera
350mm'E50mm in one compact unit. Quick,

accurate front focusing. Crisp results, 12 feet to

infinity. Doubles as a fine monocular.

TeleVar. with soft leather pouch. $59.50.

30-day trial, 20year guarantee. For "extra"

high power. 750mm-3000mm, ask for the

Bushnell Spacemaster, $110.00.

See your dealer or write for details and
somplr rolrr rrprt^dtictionx.

OOB^shnell
Depi. N-44 Bushnell BIdg., Pasadena. California

In Canada: 1310 West Siilh Ave., Vancouver, B.C.

'>|iialrd ill .\nirrii-aii urclirulugv. Tlial

iifv li\cd in a roiiiaiilic age is appart*nt

II llirir work, lull llieir basically si-irii-

Mc allilude« and nirlliiids arr evidrnrrd

> llir farl llial llieir books remain

Hiirlliy of t'onsiillalion by today's art-lie-

nlocisi. .\ few of llie ruins lliey visited

lune yd lo Ik- described more i-oni|>lelely.

Tliis finely prinlcd new edition of

Slepliens' second book on llie Maya is

most welcome, for copies ot the original

ire now diflicult lo lind. His earlier work.

hiriilfiiis «l Tritiel in Central Aiurrica,

( hiaiuts, onJ Yiiraltin, lias also been re-

printed as recently as 1949 by the Rut-

gers University Press.

Only minor clianges from llie original

,ire present in tliis edition. Some spell-

ings have been nioderni/ed. and there

.lie u few new lilies at the tops of the

IMges. hnl the text and .Stephens' ap-

pendixes are intact. .Ml of the original

ingravings are handsomely reproduced

:ind give evidence again of how im-

portant Catheru'iMid's illustrations were

to the success and significance of

Stephens' books. Unlike other artists of

his lime. Catlierwmid realized that .Maya

art was iini(pic and was able to repro-

duce what he saw. Receptive lo "modern"

nu-thods. he used a camera lucida. and

oil this second trip, a daguerreotype ap-

paratus I although il is not stated how
successfully he used the latter method to

record images that could later be used

bv the engraver).

\ irior W olfgang von llagen. who edits

iliis edition of Yiiratdn, lias wrillen fuU-

l< iiglli biographies of both Stephens and

Cillicrwood and he provides a helpful

introduction lo the book. His footnotes,

-catlercd sparsely through the two vol-

umes, are of far less value. Much has

subsequently been learned of the Maya
lilies of Yucatan, many of which are

now reached by paved highways and are

\isiled by thousands of tourists every

%.ar. Here, von Hagen had an opporlnn-

ily lo relate Stephens' travels to the

modern scene and to make llie book more

significant lo the present-day reader. As

it is. there is only a meager allcmpt in

Ibis direction and even the map. labeled

as being redrawn from Stephens' orig-

inal, is inadequate for proper orientation.

Like most archeologisl-travelers. Ste-

phens brought home a collection of

antiquities from the Maya country and

a few of Ihese-large stone sculptures

from Uxmal and Kabah—now form an

iniporlani part of the collections ex-

hibited in the hall of Ancient Civili/a-

lions of Mexico and Central America in

The .American Museum of Natural His-

tory. Forliinutely. they arrived late in

.New ^ ork and escaped a fire that de-

stroyed everything else he collecle.l. This

was twenty-seven years before the Mu-

seum was founded, and the pieces,

known os the ".Stephens Sculptures."

somehow found their way to an artificial

y4/i histonvally intercstlnSy

Ji/ie hotel 071

NANTUCKET
ISLAND

laii'JLcffin ^hoiLsc

Far at sea on this wonderfully pre-
served island you will find a world all

its own. This gracious liolrl has long
been a part of that world, its great whal-
ing days, and the enchanting spirit of
N.intuckct, its people, and \\\ wa\-s.

Now completely restored lo its original
1845 character, with auiheniic interiors

and furnishings, the hotel offers superb
accommodations, fine dining, lap room,
lounge, open the year 'round. For infor-

mation and brochure, please write:

J.ARKD Coffin Horsi:

.Nantucket Island, M.nssacliusctts

RESTORED BY
A'./ATfCA'ir IIISTORIC.il TRUST

^
/.* ,
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Share me mis
01 Exploring

outer space •
AM DVNASCOPES. InclulllnE

superb RV'6, 6'lnch avail

on easy terms!

Now its easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs who have discovered the excitement

of explorine our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment beRJns riRht from the start, yet the

challenges and rewardi Ro on for years! And
it's 3 hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Cliooso from a Full Range Of
DVNASCOPES^ 4 " Starling al $49.95

Pickine a telescope to tit your needs and your

pocketbook is simple when you select a

DVNASCOPE — the same instruments used by

more than 150 schools, cotlcRes and observ-

atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and
your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREEI

Read these v.ilu,ible lads be-

tore buyinR any telescope, filail

coupon Of postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

Criterion Manufaclurlni Co.

331 Church St., Hartford I, Conn.

s 7M Registered US, Pat. Offic

[^CRITERION MSNUFACIURINC CO.

I
Dcpt. NH-34. 331 Church St.. Hartford 1, Conn

\

Please send your free Telescope Guide. I

Address.

City



-uin on Cruger"; Island in the Hudson

River, from ivhich they were recovered

by the Museum in 1920. (This event is

recorded by H.J. Spinden in Natural

History. Sept.-Oct.. 1920. 1 Being an

ardent New Yorker, and a real scientist

it heart, it is probable that Stephens

would not have desired a Iwtter resting

place for the things he laboriously trans-

ported from Yucatan. One must believe.

100. that Stephens and Catherwood

jlayed an important role in shaping the

iocial and intellectual trends of the mid-

lineteenth century that led to the found-

ng of institutions such as the Museum.

These are but a few of the thoughts

hat a rereading of Stephens" famous

.fork has prompted. For those who find

m interest in archeology and the men
md events that brought it into being as

pne of the great intellectual pursuits of

Inodern times, this book will be a riclt

Imd rewarding experience.

Gordon F. Ekholm

!1n Wildness Is the Preservation of

iCHE World," selections from Henry

David Thoreau: photographs by Eliot

'"•orter. Sierra Club, S25.00; 72 pp., illus.

rHREE years before Henry Thoreau

built his hut beside Walden Pond, he

loted in his journal: "Books of natural

listory make the most cheerful winter

eading.'" The same cheer that he felt

nore than a century ago will be found

)y modern readers in turning the

jages of this magnificent volume. With

rhoreau supplying the text. Eliot Porter

he illustrations, and the Sierra Club—

I non-profit organization devoted to con-

iervation—publishing the result with the

lid of a grant, "In Wildness Is the

^reservation of the World" is predictably

1 superb volume.

Essentially it is Porter's book. The

large size of the pages gives ample dis-

play to the artistic and technical ex-

cellence of his color photographs. If

there was ever any doubt that Eliot

Porter ranks among the world's great

artists with a camera, it is dispelled by

this volume. Many of the pictures are

breath-taking in their beauty. Perhaps

the favorite will be the frontispiece,

catching., as it does, the richly tinted

waters of a stream tumbling over rocks.

But close behind are many others. The

plate of two luna moths clinging to

bracken ferns is one of the most deli-

cately beautiful insect photographs ever

made. Few of the pictures depend on

artificial illumination. The magic of na-

ture's own lighting glows on pond water

or filters down through forest leaves.

Each plate is faced with a quotation

from the writings of Thoreau. These are

usually brief. Documentary photographs

have not been attempted. Rather the

spirit of Thoreau's thought has been

recorded in the pictures. As Josiph
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Permanently Embedded in Custogla.s

MAKE YOUR OWN NATURE TILES
Coasters, trays, wall plaques, bookends, lamp
bases and many other distinctive accessories. This
is a fascinating way to make some wonderful
things for your home, for gifts and to raise funds
for your church or club and for yourself, too.
Easily-cleaned Castoglas also makes an excellent
heat- and acid-resistant glass-like finish for tables
and kitchen countertops.

Easy To Do Al Lifile Cost
Pours like honey and hardens like glass. No heat
or pressure required, no equipment, no tools. A
4 X 4-inch tile costs less than 10c to make. For
illustrated booklet with complete directions, mail

25C to Dept. 91-E.

THE CASTOLITE COMPANY
Woodstock, Illinoi*.

Completely Revised and Up-Dated

Second Edition of

J. R. NORMAN'S
A HISTORY OF

FISHES
lievised by P. II, Greemvood

Profusely illustrated by W. P. C. Tenison

How do fish move. feed, breathe, reproduce? What
migrations do they undertake? How do their senses com-

pare with ours? Are all fish good parents? What is their

social life? These and hundreds of other questions are

answered in this new and completely up-to-date edition

of the most authoritative one-volume work in the field.

It includes a completely new section on the classification

of fish—and much other new material incorporated into

20 fascinating and informative chapters covering every

conceivable aspect of fish life. 150 illustrations. Se.Q.S

EXAMINE IT FOR 10 DAYS FREE

Please send me A HISTORY OF FISHES for 10 days free examination.

At the end of 10 days I will remit $6,95 plus postage and tiandlmg

charges or return the booh and owe nothing.



THE MLSCOPE TEN

For the first time, due to a manufacturing
breakthrouRh. ..a quality telescope for only

?9.i>51 Ideal instrument for all kinds of na-

ture study, for vacations, for all outdoors.

No clumsy draw tube— focus with a sintric

turn of the eyepiece. Only 10'«' long, and
weighs just 9 ounces. Belt holster accessory

at 98/. See it at optical, photographic and

sporting goods dealers. Made to American I

standards of quality by America's most
|

respected optical craftsmen, Bausch& Lomb I

Incorporated. Rochester 2. Now York.

BAUSCH & LOMB^
Wnoil Krulcli points nul in his thought-

ful inlrndui'liiin. Porlrr has presenled

"through the medium <>( a new art that

\fry wt>rld (tf American Nature which

Thiireau. practicing one of the <ilde-t of

jrls. taught us In see belter than anynnc
ever had befnre." If Eliot Porter's photo-

graphic artistry leads more readers to

turn to Thnreau's own writings — to

ITd/i/cn. The Mninr Woods, and espe-

lially to his multivnlumed yourna/— this

hook will prove an important as well as

a beautiful milestone in America's at-

titude toward nature.

EontN Way Teale

The Complete Book of Nature Piio-

TOCRAPiiv. by Russ Kinne. ,(. 5. Barnes

and Co., Inc., $7.50; 191 pp., illus.

THIS kind of bonk makes one wish thol

publishers look their trade more se-

riously. As a beginning they might stop

railing such books "The Complete. . .
."

If there were a complete book <m such an

expanding subject as photography, it

would be incomplete by the time it came
"IT the press. This one can lay no claim

t>i being even comprehensive.

I suppose there is room for doubt

whether there actually is any organized

body of information that could be called

"nature photography." Nature is all-

enveloping, and photographing it in-

volves virtually all of photography.

Many nature photographers are inter-

ested only in one or another special field

( birds or underwater pictures I . and they

tend to be more interested in the subjects

than they are in the photographs. In

extreme cases this leads to the develop-

ment of ridiculous "rules" (both feel of

a bird must be visible: an animal must
always have its head up I that are fatal

to -crious nature photography, just as

the "laws of composition" have been to

pictorial work. It would be a good thing

if more serious photographers were en-

couraged to study and phoKigraph na-

ture with iipen minds: there is much to

be learned from it.

In trying to cover everything, this book
emerges as a miscellaneous collection of

handy hints, some of which are very use-

ful indeed. Vi'e learn that amphibians can

be made sluggi-h and tractable by eonl-

ing them in a refrigerator; that insects

can be anesthetized with carbon dioxide;

that a common mousetrap can be bent

into a remote-control device for tripping

the shutter of a camera. The author is an

accomplished "gadgetecr." and the text

is enlivened with descriptions and pho-

tographs of numerous ingenious marvels

he has made from tin cans, cellulose

tape, paper clips, and plastic. In fact, it

is on this level that the book can be
sincerely recommended.

In an introduction. Roger Tory Peter-

son says he [)lans to take this book "to

the ends of the earth" as an essential

part of his field pack. .Apparently the

publishers, too. consider the book valu-

able for reference, yet they have not

bothered to provide an index. This irre-

sponsible attitude pervades the entire

book. It appears that the publishers

could not decide what sort of bonk it was
to be— a collection of fine nature pic-

tures or a manual of practical informa-

tinn. By trying to do both, they succeeded
in doing neither.

In fact, the bonk bi-ars all the car-

marks nf having been thrown together in

a hurry. Surely an intelligent editor

would have caught such nonsense as the

statement that "Color transparencies

fnr projection should be a shade darker

than those for reproduction, and vice

versa . .
." or the description of some

bu'-hes that stand hip-high to u rarilxui i

as "tundra." .\ bit more experience
|

would have been necessary f<ir an editor '

to question the author's unqualified en-

dorsement of certain nf the ehi-aper '

cameras and lenses, ones thai ninsi pro- !

fessionals consider less than adequate,

or to notice that in his enthusiasm for

the 3.5 mm. single-lens reflex lie has
|

failed to mentinn -nme of its disadvan-
|

lages and has forgotten to cite some of |

the reasons why other cameras, such a»i

the view camera, may be a better choice '

for some types of work. Editors with the
I

requisite experience do exist— in fact,
|

they exist within the same publishing
i

house that issued this book, where they

produce an authoritative magazine. I'op-

iilar Photography.

If the book had been soundly con-

ceived and edited, half of the photo-

graphs wnuld have been eliminated or

replaced. It mntains 140 photographs

( 17 of which are pictures of the author

looking intrepid in various gelujisi. but

it is printed by such a cheap grade ol

photo.olTsel ihal the qualities dis(U>->ed

in the text arc unrecognizable in the

illustrations. One plate described an

"The delicate beauty of Indian Pipe . .

looks like an ,\-ray. Some of the pictures

are excellent, marred only by the poor

reproduction. Others arc lerrible. Among
the worst are three blurred flash pictures

of deer, taken by a ramero trap. They
illustrate nothing but that a la'^l .liulter

speed is not sulficicnt to stop a running
deer. A caption stales that electronic

flash would have slopped the motion,

but curiously there is no picture to sup-

port the osscrlion.

Toward the end of the book there is

a full-page picture of a pyrile crystal,

marred by multiple reflections in the

supporting glass. The caption says that



ifctions could have been spotted

liriiruihed out, yet the author did not

e enough respect for his readers to

so or. better yet, to reshoot the pic-

re properly without the reflections.

Obviously, no one photographer can

; expected to have good pictures of

erything. Therefore, common sense

;ests that a picture book be a col-

ction of the best examples of work in

fferent fields of nature by different

lotographers and printed to preserve

e excellence of the pictures.

If, on the other hand, it is meant to

^ a practical handbook, a few of the

St pictures would be sufficient for

ustration. Charts and diagrams would

more informative than photographs

L many subjects. Such a book should

: designed for use. not contemplation.

The hybrid nature of this large book

id its fairly high price are to be re-

etted. because there is a need for a

I
odestly priced, pocket-sized guide to

lotography in the field. This manu-
ript could have provided one had it

en prepared and presented with care.

David Linton

ii'OLUTlON, by Ruth Moore. Time, Inc.,

1.95; 192 pp., illus.

Hhis splendid book on the central

L theme of biology alternates eight

lapters by Miss Moore with =trikin!i

illustrative sections prepared by tlie edi-

tors of Life. Early chapters outline the

development of Darwin's ideas that re-

sulted from observations made on the

voyage of the Beagle, and the way in

whicli his investigations eventually were
drawn together in The Origin oj Species

is presented informatively and well. The
field of genetics, a subject imknown to

Darwin but which has since proved vital

to his theory, is discussed next, followed

by a disproportionately brief section on

fossils other than those of primates, in

which the giant dinosaurs are given their

customary overemphasis (40 per cent of

the available pages ) . The remaining

chapters are concerned with primate

evolution and the origin of man. the

latter a subject to which Darwin devoted

but a single sentence in Tke Origin of

Species, but later dealt with in The De-

scent of Man. The evidence that has led

to general recognition of most of Dar-

win's theory as fact is largely the product

of the present century, not Darwin's, and

I cannot help imagining how much Dar-

win would have appreciated the abun-

dant modern documentation so ably dis-

played by this hook. The bibliography

is up to date, the index useful, and the

illustrations and their captions hand-

some and truly informative. The book is

a beautiful as well as a thought-provok-

ing addition to anyone's library.

M\r.roi.M C. McKenn.4

A vacationer's

comprehensive guide

to

mMj.

by FREEMAN TILDEN
Written in warm, human terms, this

compendium supplies detailed in-

formation on more than 185 of the

most important state parks: loca-

tion, size, seasonal features, par-

ticular merits, and chief points of

interest.

"Tilden brings to his writing a

knowledge of history, botany, geol-

ogy, and stirs these ingredients to-

gether in chatty and delightful

style." — Marion L. Starkev,

Boston Globe

Illustrated with 80 photographs
and S maps. ' $5.50

At better bookstores

ALFRED -A- KNOPF, Publisher

501 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

We embarked on the Questar project in 1946.
with the conviction that the classical astronomical
telescope could be made far more convenient to

use, to handle and to store in modern dwellings.

We had spent 8 years and a quarter-million
dollars trying various types and sizes by the time
this revolutionary design reached the market
in 1954.

Our Goddess here demonstrates the result of
these extended exertions; the 3.5-inch. 7-pound
portable Questar. We had started with a 5-inch,

but settled on 3.5 inches of aperture because
the greatest number of favorable factors came
together at that size, weight and cost. This design
has proven so successful that no changes are
contemplated even now, except in details, which
we constantly improve.
As you can see. the observer can now sit.

relaxed in luxurious comfort, facing the southern
sky. while the electrically driven Questar follows
a chosen object hour after hour. We had learned
that a person's eyesight can remain keen only as
long as his body is unfatigued. This seated posture
has certainly spoiled us for all other telescopes.

We like to sprawl about, leaning in utter comfort
on that table top. No more pains in the neck.
No more weight-lifting, assembly or storage
problems. And we can take the elegant little jewel
with us wherever we go.

Questars nowadays have no trouble beating
optical theory and telescopes of considerably
larger apertures. We simply reject each set of
optics that is not of superfine quality.

Questar still costs only S995. May we send you
our 32-page booklet with the whole story?

TAR
(OX 60 NEW HOPE, PENNSYLVANIA



Coiiiploxities \n (he

By Meredith L. Jones

IT
IS \M\zi.NC hnw little one sees even when one looks.

At the shore, for example, an observer can see the surf

running up the smooth sand of a beach: he can see holes

and rones on the surface of a sand flat or a mud flat at

low tide. But he may be totally oblivious to the tremendous

numbers of animals livinj; out their kinds of lives beneath

the coverinp layer of the substrate. A frame of window
screening, a small quantity of apparently lifeless mud.

and a gentle sieving will sulTice to open up a vast new
world. A single quart of bottom material may lontain as

many as forty or fifty species of animals, and these may
represent more than half of the recognized animal phyla.

Even without the aid of a lens or a microscope, it is im-

mediately obvious that one type of animal predominates,

not necessarily in size, but certainly in the numbers and

kinds of individuals. For the soft mud bottom is the habi-

tat to which the marine worms are best adapted and in

which they have evolved to lake advantage of nearly all

lO

of the many possible microhabitals that are available.

Apart from the basic vermiform shape, niorpholngiral

dilTerences among the marine worms reflect their spi-cific

ways of life. The forms that move about over the surfaii- of

the bottom are well provided with anterior sensory struc-

tures and prominent lateral appendages: those that burrow

through the substrate, where protruding structures mi;jht

be a handicap, have a much simpler head region and rallirr

insignificant lateral appendages; and those that \'i\v in

lubes and do not forage extensively for their food have a

head region that larks sense organs but may be provided

with a complex food-gathering organ. The primarily carni-

vorous marine worms are equipped MJlli hciuy jaws: ihoso

thai feed upon the substrate in which lhe\ live have a bag-

like extension of their alimentary tract thai is provided

with papillae to which food and sand jiarticles stick; those

that derive their nutriment from ibe surrounding sea water

have highly specialized filtering organs; and those that

feed on particles of organic debris from the surface of llie

sea bottom have tentacles that select individual bits of food.

In spile of the great diversification of structure among



^-.-. pw r^-i-Y»o-i-i2k Diversity of marine worms
reflects many ways of life

Terebellid, above, is a sedentary worm with short, dark,

anterior appendages that are respiratory branchiae. Longer

appendages are tentacles used for feeding and tube-building.

Also sedentary is Chaetopterus, shown out of tube, left.

Tentacles are at mouth, behind which are winglike, mucus-

secreting membranes. Modified parapodia are in mid-area.

Ihe marine worms, they are united by a number of morpho-

'ogical characteristics. Basically, they are all classified in

he phylum Annelida, which is comprised of a number of

vormlike animals, all of which exliibit a pronounced seg-

nentation of their bodies and possess a ventrally located

lerve cord. The phylum can be separated into five classes;

he three most familiar of which are the earthworms I class

Dligochaeta), the leeches (class Hirudinea ) . and the ma-

rine u orras ( class Polychaeta ) . The latter are particularly

distinguished by having separate sexes.

IN
order to understand the functions of the diverse struc-

tures of the marine worms, we must first understand

the construction of the animal and something of how
various species fit into the biological hierarchy.

In essence, a worm is a fluid-filled, double-walled cyl-

inder. The outer wall consists of an external cuticle and

internal muscles, circular and longitudinal. The inner wall

is comprised of still more musculature surrounding the

alimentary tract, which begins with a mouth and termi-

nates with an anus. The space between the two cylindrical

layers is the coelom. a cavity that can be traced back to an

early stage in the development of the worm. In most of the

other coelomate groups, this cavity is not nearly so well

developed as in the annelids, where it is perhaps the most

important morphological feature. It is the major support-

ing system of the worm and is basic to locomotion. It func-

tions as part of the excretory and reproductive systems,

and in most cases it plays a part in the feeding process. It

also frequently doubles as part of the circulatory system.

In short, it is the central structure about which nearly all

annelid evolution has taken place.

The coelom is divided into a large number of small com-

partments, or segments, each sealed off from its neighbor

by transverse septa. With the exception of those in the

most anterior and most posterior regions, each segment is

identical to all others. Certain internal structures pass

along the length of the worm, but in each segment there are

lateral branches of the dorsal and ventral blood vessels,

which are the major circulatory structures and lateral

branches of the nerve cord, as well as ganglia, or concen-

trations of nerve cells. Each segment may also contain



paired iicphridia. whiih arc the excretory ur osmore^u-

latorv ur^an-i, rrproduclive structures, and a complete set

of muscles—longitudinal for shortening: the segment, cir-

cular for conslriclinp. transverse for narrowing, and

obli<|ue for Hattening. Finally, externally, each segment

almost always has bristle bundles that aid U>comotion.

The repetitive pattern of the middle segments is lust in

the anterior regions. Here, as in other bilateral animals,

there is a tendency toward the formation of a head, a

structure in which there is an o|HMiing to the alimentary

tract and a concentration of sensory elements. The mouth
opening is usually associated with a prolrusible organ,

the proboscis, which can be extruded by the hydrostatic

pressure of coelomic fluid conipres.sed by certain muscles.

Contraction of oilier must-les retracts the everted proboscis,

which may be smooth, glandular, or provided with various

kinds of teeth, ranging from tiny denticles to heavy jaws.

Sense organs and the "brain"—which represents the fu-

sion of several ganglia—are located in the prostoniium,

a Hap of tissue that lies in front of the mouth o|)ening.

In contrast to the relatively smooth scries of segments

that characterises the i)ody of earthworms, the segments

of marine worms usually have lateral extensions of the coc-

lom. In their most generalized form, these consist of two

pairs of lobes, one dorsal and one ventral, on each segment.

These appendages are the parapodia. or "side feet," and
their primary function is that of locomotion. Secondarily,

they increase the respiratory surface of the worm. While

they themselves are somewhat paddle-shaped, their loco-

motory efficiency is increased b\ the stiltlike use of bundles

of bristles called setae, or chaclae. which project from

their lateral margins. The shape of a given parapodium
is maintained by internal tissues and the hydrostatic

pressure of the coelomic fluid, but its movement, forward

«r backward, up or down, and in or out. is effected bv a

series of muscles that originate on the relativelv stable

body wall. These muscles converge, lenllike. on the internal

end of a very stout rod. whose outer end is embedded in the

tissue of the parapodium's margin. These, the acicula. are

of the same material as the setae—each aciculum might be
said to represent an extremely large seta.

THE setae, which contribute to the name of the class,

are numerous, not only in numbers per parapodium,
but also in their varieties of shape, size, and type. Indeed,

the presence or absence of certain setae are almost always
familial characteristics. Simple setae are single structures,

long and slender, tapering to a point. They are also called

capillary setae because of their shape and size. More
complex setae may be jointed near the tip, and the terminal

portion may be attenuated or short and sickle-shaped.

In many of the free-living polychaeles, setae arc confined
111 bundles at the tips of the parapodia, but in the tubico-

liius and most burrowing forms, they are arranged in a sin-

gle row and. in extreme cases, may completely encircle

the body. Many of the tube-dwelling worms have setae that

are relatively short and do not project far beyond the body
-urface. They are used to maintain the worm's position in

ihe lube, as they are strongly hooked or have been modified
.IS a series of hooks. With proper muscular manipulation,

these modified setae, called uncini. can be protruded and
the hooks set into the inner walls of the tube. This makes
it impossible to dislodge the worm, and its forced with-

drawal inevitably results in breakage. As mentioned above.

Fan worms are dislinfiuished by their fcuther-likr jiiiin

Serpuliil. nhoir, builds u culrurenus lube, and suliell

rinlil, Ikivc niendiraniiUK lulii'i-. Mugeloniil. bfloit, npiii

lo be rehileii to Chiiettiiilrrii^. Il^ i-loniialcd pulph iiiiiy

used fur feeding and are [imliuliiy aim clienioret'ciiinrK

thin, spalulale-lype pro-loniiuni is iiihiplaliun for iliggi



the tubicolous forms do not possess well-developed parapo-

dia: rather, the setae (uncini and "hooks," in this case)

are located on segmentally arranged, padlike swellings, the

tori. Each uncinus may have a single large tooth with a

series of smaller teeth, and is called an avicular uncinus,

owing to the resemblance to the profile of a bird. Some

carry one or several rows of teeth of approximately equal

size, and are called pectinate uncini. because of the comb-

shaped tooth area (see draivinji, p. 16).

THE setae, because of their tremendous variations, are

valuable aids to the taxonomist. Presence or absence of

a setal type operates at the familial and generic level, and

consistent differences in the relative size and number of

teeth, for example, might serve to separate species.

It should also be pointed out that certain setal types

are only found in adult polychaetes. In one family, the

SyUidae. i-\lriin.'K long capillary setae develop as the

males and Iniialr- l.rcome reproductive, while in the Nerei-

dae, compiiuii.l srlac with flattened, paddle-shaped tips are

found. Both of these types are adaptations that allow the

mature worms to leave their normal habitat, in or on the

bottom, and congregate at the sea surface in large swarms.

At the proper time, the females release their eggs and the

males their sperm, either through formed genital ducts or

merely by the rupturing of the body wall. Almost invaria-

bly the genital products are thus shed freely into the sea

water, for there is virtually no internal fertilization among

the polychaetes. While suspended in the water, the ferti-

lized egg undergoes a development similar to that of

certain mollusks and ultimately gives rise to a larval

form known as a trochophore. This, as well as the presence

of a coelomic cavity, indicates a rather close relationship

to the mollusks, where similar trochophore larvae are

found. The polychaete trochophore undergoes elongation

and segmentation and ultimately descends to the bottom,

where it continues its growth and differentiation.

Not all polychaete reproduction is sexual. In certain

groups, notably the syllids. an adult worm may develop

an incipient head in its mid-region. After a time, a new in-

dividual differentiates from the posterior portion of the

original worm and moves along in tandem (see drawing, p.

15J. Further differentiation may take place, so that ulti-

mately as many as four or five individuals might be ob-

served, each attached to its fellows, the whole group

moving like a train for a few weeks until the individuals

separate. In other syllids, there may be a lateral budding

off of single individuals, while in other families, an adult

mio'ht fragment into several pieces and a new individual

develop from each of the fragments. Indeed, there are in-

stances where a single segment has been observed to form

a complete new worm.

As mentioned above, the morphological differences

between polychaete families are so great that one is hard-

pressed, in most cases, to relate them. In general, the

differences appear to be adaptations for survival in spe-

cialized habitats, for the obtaining of specific food mate-

rials, for locomotion, or for protection.

The Syllidae. for instance, are often very small poly-

chaetes, and in some species mature adults may be as short

as 2 to 3 mm. in length. Frequently, they are brightly col-

ored and many are provided with a dainty filigree of dor-

sal processes. Here, the prostomial appendages and the

dorsal cirri—tenlacle-like extensions of the dorsal margin

13



uf ihc piiriipiulia— liaM> llie apponrnnoc of miiuitr siniih

of beads. The sxlliils usually live in llie malcrial on llu-

surfai-i* of llif stra bulltim. wliotlu-r il In* an al^ial inal. tliirk

c-dloiiifs of ascidlaiis nr liryo/naiis. or uiuoiisoliilali-il

debris. Often, as in ibe ease of Haplusyllis sponiiicolii

mend>ers of tbe Syllidae are found in great numbers in llie

canals and ebannels of various sponges. It is in tbis group

that asexual reproduction lias been most higbly developed.

k-Jt,

TllK. \ereidae. because some species are used as fish

bait, are among tbe most familiar polycbaetes known
to tbe non-biologist. Depending on tbe locality, tbey are

culled "rag worms." "piling worms." "sand worms."

"muss<'l worms. ' or "clam worms." I be ncreid proslomi-

urn is pro\i(led witb a pair of palps (probably cbcmore-

ccptors), a pair of smaller, centrally located tentacles

(probably tactile riteptorsl. and two pairs of eyes. Tbe
segment to wbicb tbe prostomium is atlai'bcd also bears I

tbe moulb opening ami. tbus. is llie perislomium. I lie

protrusible ncreid proboscis is armed witb a pair of stout

jaws ibal fasten u|>on tbe food material and draw il back i

into tbe alimentary tract as tbe probosi-is is uitbdrawn.

Often the surface of tbe proboscis is strewn witb smaller

denticles, so-called paragnatbs. llial may aid in sbrcdiling

the food. Keproduction among tbe nereids is usually

sexual, altbougb one species. ,V<tci.« UmiiUoln, is known i

to be a self-fertilizing bermapbroditic form, wliicli re-

tains tbe developing eggs in its coelomic cavity. When tbe

young arc liiieraled. ibcy pass ibrougb tbe ruptured body

wall of the adult anil are spawned alive. In other neri'ids a

most amazing example of redifTercntiation may Ix- seen.

Here, the sexes arc separate, and both males and fenudes,

as tbev reach sexual maturity, undergo modificalion^ that

are so different from the non-mature adults that they were,

at one time, thought to represent a new genus. Hfler-

oncreis. Now il is known that these forms represent stagegi

in the life cycle of l^crcis. and the term "heteronereis" is

reserved for these .sexual phases. In the development of a

heteronereis. in adclilion to the rapid formation of mature

eggs and sperm in the coelomic cavity of the middle and

posterior regions, the prostomial eyes and antennae be-

come much larger. The parapodia of the anterior region

remain unchanged, but the remaining parapodia become

flattene<l and foliaccous. The dorsal cirri be<!ome elongated

and develop vibration receptors, and the usual sickle-

shaped compound setae are shed and arc rcplaci'il by

special paddle-like compound setae. Internally, the ali-

mentary trad, the si'pta. and tbe mu.sculature of the body

wall all undergo a cellular breakdown, resulting in the con-

version of the middle and posterior segments into a Single

cavity that is filled with eggs or sperm. Subse<|uenl to the

completion of this sexual metamorphosis, some unknown

factor or factors, probably correlated with the intensity

of moonlight and the phase of the moon, initiates swarming

of tbe heteronereis forms, and they leave their burrows

and galleries to sw im to the surface of the water. aidi'<l by

the modified parapodia and setae. They orient to one

another—by tbe vibration receptors of the cirri, and per-

haps by the ehemoreceptors of the prostomial appendages

—congregate, and eggs and sperm are liberated by the rup-

Muci's-SECRETINC papillae are almost visible on digging

proboscis of Arcnicoln. Branchiae appear on sides us tufts.



turing of the thinned body wall. The fertilized eggs de-

velop further, floating as a part of the plankton, while the

dults sink back to the bottom, where they either regen-

erate new posterior regions or die.

A final point to he made concerning the Nereidae, is

their success in penetrating into fresh water. More than

fifty species are described from fresh water and diluted sea

water. One of these was collected from a fresh-water stream

in the Sierra Lagunas. Baja California, at an altitude of

7,000 feet above sea level! Further, seven species of "ter-

restrial' nereids are reported from the humid islands that

comprise Indonesia.

Another polychaete family best-known as fish bait is

Glyceridae. These, the bloodworms, are usually found

in a mud environment, through which they move with the

aid of the rather long proboscis (drawing, p. 17). This is

everted, and its movement causes the sediment particles to

f become suspended in the interstitial water. When its move-

ment stops, the particles, in effect, settle, and the substrate

becomes firm. Then, when the proboscis retractor muscles

are contracted, the body of the glycerid is pulled forward.

In addition to its locomotory function, the proboscis of

these slender, attenuated worms also acts as a food-getting

organ, and the four large jaws at its tip function in the

same way as those of the nereids. The general red color that

gives these polychaetes their common name is due to the

hemoglobin of the coelomic fluid. There is no "blood,"

per se. in this case, for there are no formed circulatory ves-

sels. The internal fluid of the glycerids acts as a respir-

atory liquid. Its circulation is entirely random and is ac-

complished by the general body movements of the animal.

The prostomium of the glycerids is elongate and its only

appendages are four minute tentacles at the tip.

^EVER.\L other polychaete families live out their lives

(^ moving through the mud and sand of their environ-

ment. For the most part these are not carnivorous like the

glycerids, but feed in the same manner as the familiar

earthworms. These, the deposit feeders, ingest great quanti-

ties of the substrate through which they burrow and utilize

the bacterial film and interstitial organic detritus or debris

mixed with mud and sand particles. The Arenicolidae have

rather poorly developed prostomia; palps, antennae, and

tentacles are entirely lacking. Arenicola, the lugworm
(shown on p. 14), lives in a semipermanent burrow, which

is open at times to the surface of the sand or mud flat in

which it lives. Most of the time Arenicola is to be found

at a depth of from six to twelve inches below the surface,

"eating" its way through the substrate. Its proboscis is

provided with mucus-secreting papillae to which substrate

particles adhere, and ingestion takes place as the proboscis

is withdrawn. Obviously, most of the material taken in by

the worm is indigestible, and at approximately half-hour

intervals Arenicola backs up its tube, evacuates the undi-

gested material as a continuous casting, and then uses the

last bit of casting to plug up the opening of the burrow.

The worm then returns to the lower level of its burrow to

begin feeding again. As it feeds in the same general area,

a space is continually hollowed out and, ultimately, the

overlying material slumps down, providing more food.

In asexual reproduction of Autolytus, new individuals are

formed along mid-section, swim in tandem, then separate.

•^ .%
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l.f l.-.-ll, I ii:lil iilciiiif) species.

Thus. Irtiiicola's presence can be determined by coiled
castings and a conical slump area a short distance away.
\ number of other polychaete families also feed on or-

sanii- detritus, but in these cases the food material is

-uspeniled in the sea water. In order to utilize this, various
methods of filtration have evolved. Chactoplenis (draw-
inp. p. 10) lives in sand in a U-shaped tube that has nar-
row openings at each end. both of which communicate with
the overlying water. The dorsal part of the middle region
of this polychaete is modified as a series of pumping and
filtering structures. Near the head, a pair of parapodia are
modified as elongate, mucus-secreting organs. These struc-
tures are long enough to meet dorsally when they are
pressed against the side of the tube. Mucus is sirreted on
the inside of the winglike appendages and is pulled pos-
teriorly along a ciliated groove to form a long bag. The
groove terminates in a small, ciliated, cuplike structure
that rolls the end of the bag into a mucous ball. Posterior
to the ciliated cup. three pairs of parapodia arc fused
medially to form dorsal, fanlike structures, whose rhythmic
beating creates a flow of water in the tube. Fresh, unfiltercd
water passes in through one of the lube openings, is filtered

against the mucous bag. anri passes out the other opening.
The filler produced by Chaelopterus is extremely fine: it

has been demonstrated that large proteins may be retained
by it. and it has been estimated that the mesh openings
must be about 40 angstrom units in diameter ( 1 millime-
ter = 10.0(X).(X)0 angstrom units).

I wo .ilher poluhaele families that filter suspcndei
ilelrilal material are the Snbcllidae and the .Serpulidaf
-Species of both of these groups live in blind lubes, upei
at one end, and project from the open end while feeling
Thev are provide.1 with n so-called branchial fan. or . r..v,i,

which is made up of a number .d branchiae. en«li »
ciliali-.! lateral appendages along its length. The Ih il

the cilia is such that a water current is maintained ai i.>»

the branchiae ami suspended particles are caught l)\ tin

cilia. There apjjears to be no initial selection of the iii.ile

rial trapped by the cilia, but il has been shown that, al 1.

in the case i.f the .Sabellidae. there actually is a sclc. iIm
nuihaniMu built into the basi<- structure of the bramliia
crown. The finer material goes dirirtly to the mouth nli.r<

it is utilized as food. Me.liunisizcil material is carric

a pair of ventral sacs near lln' mouth, where it is s|,.ie(i

until il is used in the construction of the lube. dmrsiM
material is discarded. Probably a similar mivhanism n
crnploNcd by the serpuliils.

Although the pres<-nce of the branchial fan in b.itli

the Sabellidae and the Serpulidac makes for a simihiiitN

of ap|K-arance I see pp. 12. I.I. lop I. there are a miiiil>c-i

of dilTerenccs that separate llicm as distinct groups, .iik

of which is habitat. The s«-rpulids require a hard substrate
for the alta.hmenl of their tub.-, but the sabellids can live

on a siifl mud butlum or in crevices between rocks.

A;
the last example in our cursory consideration of the

morphological diversity of polychaetes—bear In nn'nd

there are approximately sixty more families-we find llial

the Tercbcllidae (drawini:, p. 101 are also detritus feeders
Their source of food, however, is the debris found on lh<

surface of the sea bottom. Like the sabellids and s.rpulids.

their prostomium is reduced to an insignificant ridg.- oii

the most anterior segment, and is usually obsi-ured 1)\ the

numerous threadlike tentacles that ari.se from it. each of

which is provided with a ciliated gr<iove. The mass of

tentacles are the feeding organ of the terebcllids. as well

as the means of (d)taining material for the construction nf

its tube. When feeding, the anterior end of the lerebcllid

projects fr..m its lube and ciliated tentacles radiali- in all

directions. Kach one acts like an inile|H'ndent finger. i\-

tending over the substrate, touching various parlicl.'s.

selecting some and ignoring others. The material selected

is picked up in the mucus of the ciliated groove and is

moved back along the length of the Icniacle to the moiilli.

When a tentacle has extended to its fullest, it is complclch
retracted and moves out once again in a new diri'clii>M.

In the same manner, the bits and pieces of shell, sand
grains, sea urchin spines, and other debris arc colledrd
for the construction of ihi' membranous tube. The basic

tube material is secreted from an area just posterior lo

the prostomial area, and the harder materials appear to

be added by the ciliated tentacles for strengthening the

lube. In most cases, the branchiae of the Terebellidae are
confined to the first few segments posterior to the pn.sto-

mium. They may be a mass of threadlike structures: they

may be regularly branched in one plane or at randr>m:
or they may be fuzzy tufts on the ends of bare stalks.

In the close observation of the polychaetes, we undeni-
ably find vistas of strange and delicate beauty. Ibil cM-n
more important, we find the beauty of function and the al-

most limitless diversity of form that reflect adaptations lo

life in what is, potentially, an inho.spitable environment.



,ONG, RINGED PROBOSCIS of Glycera carries four tapering

entacles. Jaws (arrow) are at base of proboscis and are

verted ^dth it while the animal is feeding. The proboscis

5 also used for digging in the muddy or sandy substrate.



Fi.YiNr. SQIIRBEI.. rcarly lo spring into In rur.itT. Glnurnmys snbrinua shows

u glide, clings high on trunk of tree. furry underside of glirling niemhrane.

Night Gliders

of the Woodlands
Vociferous Glaucomys rarely appears By illarmuul and johnw. alley



MOST HUMAN ACTIVITY is confined

to the daylight hours, and even

houeh some of us claim to be "nio;ht

)wls," we function primarily under

irtificial illumination. Consequently,

ve have a limited knowledge of most

)f the habitually nocturnal animals.

Although many persons have heard

of flying squirrels or seen photographs

of them, actual encounters are some-

what rare. A woods with nut- or acorn-

bearing trees, a water supply such as

a pond or a stream, and scattered dead

trees and snags are quite likely to

support a group of these attractive

small animals. Sometimes cities con-

ceal a sizable population of the

squirrels, which often nest in attics.

Their nocturnal activity in such cases

can disturb the human occupants.

Autumn nights, during which the

winter store of food is accumulated,

are probably the best times to observe

flying squirrels, since it is then that
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their aiii\ily is ^really aivrlerated.

They emerge from their nesis half an

hour or more after sunset, but later

in the evening, when our vision is lim-

itetl t» the cone of light from a flash-

light, it is iliQirult to see them in the

Iret*. \t best, one may see a flash of

the light unilersi<le of the flat, feather-

like tail, as the squirrel strnmhies to

the other side of the tree. The tail ap-

pears to go in the opposite direction

from the body. This may serve to

distrait any would-be predator and

explain the occurrence of only a par-

tial tail on some Hying squirrels. Be-

cause they are vociferous, they can

probably best be recognized by their

high-pitched, excited -sounding
"cheeps" heard on moonlit nights.

TllF. activity of flying squirrels is

greatly reduced during cold win-

ter weather. During stormy nights,

only a limile<l amount of time is spent

outside of the nest. In severe weather

they may come out only for a short

lime to feed from their winter stores.

This food, cacheil in crevices, crotches,

and hollows in trees, may include

hickory nuts, acorns, wild cherry pits,

and other seeds. .Any dormant insects,

pupae, lichens, and fungi that may be

found during food forays in more
favorable weather are also eaten. In

warmer seasons, many tvpes of vege-

tation are eaten: mushrooms, persim-

mons, serviccberries, wild grapes,

the bark of many hardwood trees, and
blossoms. If corn is found, starchy

matter is always disi-arded for germ.

Although flying squirrels do not

hibernate, they spend much of the

winter nesting together in groups.

During extremely unfavorable periods

they may enter a state of scmitorpid-

itv , and sometimes of complete torpor.

Semilorpidity is accompanied by low-

ered body temperatures and decreased

metab<ilic rates. When in torpor the

animal remains curled up even when
lifted from the nest, and the body
temperature and metabolic rate are

markedly lower than during semitor-

|)or. When stimulated by a few min-

utes of handling, the animal becomes

active. It is not yet known how much
of the winter the squirrel remains in

torpor, but even on a short-term basis

it would represent a significant suv In;

of the animal's caloric reserves, wliid

would otherwise be expended in llii

maintenance of normal body tenipcr

ature and high metabolic rates.

In addition, their gregarious i

ing habits help to conserve Ium

reducing the net surface area of tin

group exposi'd to the cold, sinn' lli<

squirrels are in contact ami biiiifi'

from one another's radiant beat. 1

loupled with ample nesting nialciia

and the prolitlion afl'orded bv tin- lic>t

cavity in which thev nest, help- i<

niininiize (he impact of the cold, wliirl

many small mammals escape bv Imr

rowing below the fmstlinc. As iikim^

as thirty flying s(|uirrels have lii-ci

found nesting together in winter; ihi

average is about four.

Breeding begins in Februurv

March, depending somewhat on tin

latitude. The nurlhern flying sipiiii

I Claiicomys saliriniisl of chsIiti

Alaska. Canada, the West Coast nioun

tains and Rocky Mountains to ('olo

rado, the Appalachian forest.s, and thi

northernmost states begins brecdin}

later. Among the smaller soullicri

Two iiAY.-i AHEB BIRTH, young M|uirrei3 are still hairless
.inil blinil, but possess well-dcvclnpcd gliding membranes.

Female enters tree nest through hole in hark. She keept
constant watch over young, which grow fur in second week.



(G. volans), which ranges

)SS the entire eastern half of the

ted States, the young appear ap-

dmately forh- days after breeding,

about the first part of April in

higan. In Kentucky, the first litter

om in the middle of March: far-

south, it arrives even earlier,

eding may continue into the sum-

, resulting in litters in August and

tember as well. In most cases, how-

•, it seems that different females are

)lved in the fall litter: a few fe-

es produce tsvo litters.

Ihe young of the spring are weaned

in the middle of June or when they

about six weeks old. although

!e solid food may be taken earlier,

here is no fall brood, the young

n during the spring remain with

mother. Such nesting groups prob-

form the nucleus of the overwin-

ng colonies. Thus, a population in

imer may spread out and then

le together again in the fall,

'rior to the arrival of the young,

female leaves the winter colony

constructs a large nest of finely

H
E^^^k ^^
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Diet of m\tlre squirrels is varied ranging from nuts,

tree buds, fungi, and insects to nestlings and birds' eggs.

r OP THE ^EST, but still too weak to glide, young animal
inly able to cling to bark, and may need to be rescued.

Parent responds quickly to return her offspring to safety

of tree hollow. Open nest was photographed in laboratorj'.
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In Kt'LL (.LlUk, llic Miuirrcl inuinljiu?

ilM feci and tail in line uilli it» liotly.

(!i.\w> K\KinKU anil liuily iur\i-<l. ri/ilit,

l)u* uniinal sIou.k itti glide for :i landing.

divided inner bark fillers in an cdd

uimdpetker hole or some other cavity

in a tree. .Nests are also built in tree

knotholes, birdhouses, attics, and out-

buildings. In southern states, outside

nests of Spanish moss are constructed

or. on occasion, old fox squirrel nests

may be renovated.

From two to seven young are born

in each litter, the most common num-

lier being four. The newly born young

are usually less than 2V-; inches long

from head to tail and weigh about ',.-,

of an ounce. They are blind, pink, and

hairless. The gliding membrane, how-

ever, is already well developed. The

voung nurse every few hours and the

iarge intake of food promotes rapid

growth. They more than double their

body weight between the ages of six

and twenty-four days. Soon the nose

whiskers become enlarged and the

head becomes covered with fuzz. When

about a week old the young squirrels'

backs become gray as the hair follicles

and melanin begin to develop, and be-

fore another week passes the back is

covered with short, soft fur. Awkward

crawling begins at the age of three

(lavs and by twelve days the young can

cling to objects. As development pro-

gresses, co-ordinalion increases.

THE females are attentive mothers,

responding quickly to sounds of

distress from the young. When the nest

is disturbed, the female picks up her

young by the lateral fold of skin in the

gliding membrane and carries them

one by one to safety. The female has

several secondary nests available to
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which she can bring the \oung. Tluse

are similar to the primary nest-

located in a tree hollow—and contain

some nesting material. After the safel\

of the young is assured she returns to

the primary nest and gathers up the

nesting material, which is then trans-

ported to the new location.

She will not waver in her perform-

ance of this task— a (King squirrel was

once seen moving her young during a

forest fire, and being singed in the

process. Nor will she hesitate if she is

outnumbered or if her foe is larger

than she. She w ill pick her babies from

one's hand if they arc removed from

the nest. At the same time, the young

emit high-pitched cheeps that help the

female in locating ihem. When one

imitates such sounds, the female can

be induced to search through one's

clothing for the "hidden" young.

Sometimes she will attempt to drive

the intruder from the nest by diving at

him. each time barely missing him.

A female's glide of as much as fifli

feet does not seem to be greatly ham-

pered by the added weight ofeven half-

grown young. Squirrels older than

two weeks cling with their legs around

their mother's neck, thus facilitating

their transportation. While walking,

she holds her head high to prevent the

young from dragging on the ground.

Females seem to respond to the

young according to age. In one ex-

periment, a mother was presented with

one of her own offspring plus one

several days younger. In fifteen trials,

she almost always picked up the young-

est first, which indicated that she did

not distinguish her own ulTspring from

that of other females.

The voung, loo, exhibit an iiilr

esling defensive behavior when ili-

lurhed. If something enters the m-l

they will turn on their backs and >la|

quickly with their feet at the intruder

A strange animal that pokes its n"->

into the nest may thus be sufllcicnlU

startled to retreat.

EVES of the immature siiuirnl^

open when they are about Iwcnh

seven days old, and soon they begii

short exploratory trips in the viciiiilv

of the ncsl althcmgh any disturbum i

causes them to scurry quickly back !•

it. Sometimes, if a young squirrel •

feeble limbs are not quite sicaih

enough to support it on its ele\alicl

perch, the result is an inadvcrlenl lri|i

to the ground. A few cheeps, howcM-r

will bring the mother to the rescue.

Limited gliiling is begun at the age ol

alioul si\ weeks, and each attempt iiki\

lake the s(|uirrel to a branch a liuli

farther from the nest. The leap lo lli'-

next tree is a bit more dilhcull. and il

lakes more time and some coaxing l>)

the- Tuolher before the young squirrel

will actually allempl it.

It is surprising how much conlrcil

the female has in directing the inr.\-

ments of the young once they are aMi-

to accompany her. She can apparenlly

signal for them to follow or to remain

in a tree while she goes on lo i-\|ilore

another. The gliding capabililies of

the offspring develop qui(kl\. l!y

eight weeks they can execute 90-dcgree

turns, lateral loops, and other maiieu-



Left foreleg, at right, is lowered as

squirrel, above, swings into a turn.
Squirrel swoops up to land by using

gliding membranes as a brake, below.



/>'/(, tills ilM-lf up In riMliiri' ^|l I.

<!luus roudy to grip aiul ixidy jrchfil.

fi/tot-H, uniniul settles softly again^l

Iri'c, bvloiv, at entrance to its r.vr\.

vers lliat are chararlerislic of most

fully ^ri>«n llwnp squirrels.

When about to launch itself into

the air. the IKin^ squirrel bolis its

hrad u|> and down and hark and forth

.-e\eral times: this nia\ help to im-

pro\e distance perception. Ihe squir-

rel uses all four feet to spring into glid-

ing' nijiht. Occasionally it may keep

the ^li<lin<: membranes relaxed, which

allows the animal to drop rapidly for

the first part of the glide: then it will

assume a normal glide position by

-|>reading the membranes.

DiRliCTlON of the glide is deter-

mined by manipulation of the

forearms. For example, a left turn is

accomplished by dropping the left arm
lower than Ihe right. This creates aero-

dynamic drag against the right mem-
brane and the squirrel is spun around
into a turn. .S-veral turns are some-

limes made in rapid succession, and
there is little doubt that such fancy

aerial acrobatics come in handy when

the squirrel is being chased by its most
common nocturnal enemy, the owl.

Occasionally the downward slope of

the glide follows a spiral path. In ibis

way the squirrel apparently re<luces

momentum when gliding from a high

tree to a spot close to the trunk and
near the ground, ."spiral glides are ac-

complished by h<dding the turn posi-

tion. The tail may be useful in main-

taining balance, but it probably is not

essential, sinie s(|uirrels with only

partial tails have been seen gliding

successfully from tree to tree.

The distance of the glide depends on

the height of the take-off point. Clides

of up to 16f) feet are ofti'n made: the

record is about 100 \urds. attained

when a squirrel glided down a sleep

hillside. Sometimes the aniinal drops

straight down for some distance, then

swoops up again, utilizing the gained

momentum, and comes to rest high on

an adjacent tree trunk.

The landing is soft and silent. As the

squirrel turns upward to land, the

membranes spread like a pararhuli-.

The glide also is silent, much like the

Might of un owl. liul whatever is

gained bv this silence woulil seem to

be countervailed by freijuenl miIIc-vs

of "chips." "cheeps," and many <ilher

characteristic high-pitched noises.

VdcM. sound, however, is iinpnr-

lani to thesi' social animals. sin< i'

it helps them to keep track of one an-

other and provides a warning svsteni.

.Sounds produ<'e<l by Hying squirrels

sometimes exceed the upper limits of

frequencies heard by human ears.
,

Since lhe.se are emitted iluring the

glide, it is possible that ihev are a sup-

plementary device, similar to echo-

location in bats. If so. this wnuld ex-

plain the great accuracy of the glides

even those made during very daik

nights. I nlike those of bats, however,

the eyes of the flying squirrel are prob-

ably of great importance. Research is

now- being done on this specific aspect

of the animal's gliding capability.





A Floral Tiihorilaiice
Proteas of South Africa are kaleidoscopic in form and color

Ktii.KsiupED Lt\M.>, iiol unlike lliOBC of rerlain .Norlli

\meriran ronifcrs, cli9lin|tuii>li the Prolea ivitzmhrrfinnn.
r)roo|iiii|t (lower lieadu on this spreading shrub arc amallcr
than are many in the faniily-ahoul two inches in diameter.



By Elizabeth Scholtz

THE CHOICE OF PROTEA as the na-

tional flower of South Africa is

a happv one and should please not

onlv the botanist and gardener but the

historian as «ell. One of the species

of this all-South African genus was

the first native plant to be recorded by

an earlv seventeenth-century collector,

nearlv fifty years before the first Dutch

settlers came to the country. This was

Protea neriifolia, described by Clu-

sius as a thistle, although its specific

name refers to its likeness to Nerium,

the oleander. The description was in a

volume published in Antwerp in 1605.

Historically important, too. is an-

other proteaceous plant. Brabeium

stellatifolium, the wild almond. This

quick-growing bush, which reminded

the Dutch settlers of the almond trees

of their native land, was planted by

Jan van Riebeeck. the first commander

at the Cape, to create a barrier against

the marauding Hottentots. Fragments

of this massive hedge, established in

1660, are still in existence, and have

been declared a national monument.

Some are to be found within the con-

fines of the National Botanic Gardens

at Kirstenbosch. The trunks and the

branches do not appear especially old,

as they are not thick and gnarled. This

is because the aerial portions have

been cut and burned many times, so

that now all that shows is relatively

new replacement growth. The huge

roots, however, reveal the great age of

the original hedge.

Botanically, the family Proteaceae

is interesting in its distribution, and

the plants are becoming increasingly

popular both in public and private gar-

dens of the Republic of South Africa.

This last fact is significant in the

plants' future, as many species have

been threatened with extinction. Bush

fires have destroyed vast tracts of Cape

scrub vegetation that is composed of

small-leaved evergreens — proteas,

heaths, pelargoniums, and composites

— all of which are very flammable. In

past centuries the arboreal members

of the Proteaceae were used as fire-

wood, but the Wild Flower Protection

Society has placed all proteas on the

protected list, making it iflegal to cut

the wood and pick the flowers. How-
ever, city growth has inevitably meant

the sacrifice of much natural bush.

Proteaceae is a family of dicotyle-

donous plants comprising sixty-one

genera and fourteen hundred species.

Salmon-pink bracts surround the white

head of P. cynaroides, or king protea.

These are by no means confined to

South Africa: they are distributed

through Australasia, Africa, and trop-

ical America — so broad a dispersal

that it is thought by some to support

the theory of continental drift (Nat-

ural History, April, 1962 1 . Macada-

mia lernifolia, the macadamia nut tree,

which is extensively cultivated in Ha-

waii, is actually native to Queensland,

Australia. The fourteen genera indige-

nous to South Africa are all evergreens

and are an important component of

the natural vegetation in the south-

western Cape Province. It is in this

southernmost tip of the continent that

the most showy and beautiful members

of the family are found.

The plants are all trees and shrubs,

the flowers of which are borne in a

composite head. The South African

species have flowers that vary greatly

Nine-inch flower heads are terminal;

green leaves of plant are edged in red.

in appearance, a fact that led Linnaeus

to give the plants the generic name of

Protea — a reference to Proteus, the

mischievous son of Neptune who could

change his form at will. Some are like

thistles, others resemble pincushions,

and yet others bear a strong resem-

blance to roses. Those of the genus

Prolea are massed together in a cup-

like inflorescence, the rim of which is

formed of variously and often beauti-

fully colored bracts. They may be

silvery-white, green, yellow, all shades

of pink, red, and even purple. Because

of the stiff nature of the surrounding

bracts, proteas make excellent cut flow-

ers, and last for several weeks. They

can be sent to flower shows anywhere

in the world, and can be purchased at

the Jan Smuts International Airport

by travelers. As the flowers age, the

bracts dry to a rich brown and can be
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Ill.l

the

SHIM, BBiDK is [lopubr iKiiiip for

mjKnilircnt. pink Si-rriirin flurida.

u>c<l ill tliifil arraii^fiiR-iils. Tliey are
"•i\v beinp cullivateil extensively in the
• ape Proviiu-e. but strangely eiiuugh
New Zealuiid Imrliculturists first rec-

";;iiize(l llieir value, and pruteas are
.willing the favorite flowcrin}- shrubs
in New Zealand gardens. In the eipht-

eenth eentur> ihi-y were familiar
I'laiils ill British ^nenh..uses. which
Here then kept warm by healed air and
were very dry. but the intruductiim of

sleam heat in the nineteenth eentury
was unfavorable to their cultivation.

OK the South African genera there

ari- six that have particularly
>lioH \ flowers. Chief of these is Protca
itself, l.eiiiospfrmiiin. Leiicailendron,

Scrruria. ami Mimcles are also found
in cultivation, and their flowers make
handsome arranjienieiits. Orothamnus,
while very beautiful, is extremely rare.

Allhou;;h the su-iarbush protea is

aclualU the national flower of the

countr>. a number of other species

have been used on stamps, coins, and
insignia. I'rnlen inclli/era. the sugar-

bush of the song l"Sugarbush, I love
you so. I can never let you go" I. is

truly a honey bearer, and the waxy-
looking flower heads are usually drip-

ping with ne<lar that can he boiled to

make a pleasant-lasting svrup. This
plant once formed bands of bush along
the slopes of Table Mountain above
Cape Town Harbor, but the destruc-

tion of natural vegetation for new-

housing has caused it to become a rare

species in that vicinity. A recent i.ssuc

of postage stamps features the king
protea (Protea cynaroitles), so called

ordiniiriU

b«ause it has the largest flower In i I

—up to nine inches across. In givji,

it the species name. Linnaeus ri-fcr r.

to its likeness to Cynara. the arliili.l

Sometimes calli^il the "i|ui>en" i,f i

genus is I'rotea Imrhipcra. alth.'u

this is belter known as the w...

bi-arded protea - an unnatlering .,

scriplion of the (pieen. which i-

(lower of delicate beaul\ despil.

size and hirsulene.ss. Thi' siirroiiinln

brads vary in color from pale. sil\f :

green to rose-pink and are com..
with a soft down. I'rnlea prniiilii •

has perhaps the most allractiveb ,..i

ored (lower heads of all-the brads ji.

a lovely clear coral shade.

These brighlb colored brads |

to insed pollination, and bees arc h
ipient visitors to the flower Ilea. I

-

Long-beaked sugarbirds and proi, ,,

beetles are other pollinating ageni-

The iridescence of the birds" fealli. i

and the beetles' bodies conlra-i
sharply with the gay colors of tii<

flowers. The beetles, however, proba-
bly are more destructive than benefi-

cial in their forays on the flowers. As
many of the species, particularly Ihi-

leuco-spermums. have prominent st) les.

wind is also a pollinating agent.

THE name Lcucospcnntim refers In

the di.stinclive white ".seeds" of

this genus. These are actually whitish,

nutlike fruits, produced on flowi-r

heads that look like pincushions. The
brightly colored flowers are not sur-

rounded by brads, and llic long.

showy styles arc bent double until ihcv

ripen, when they become the "pins"



in the pincushion. These remarkable

owers often bloom from the begin-

of winter to the beginning of

lummer. Leucospermuni reflexiirn (the

allest plant with reddest flowers ) has

Iflower heads in which the styles hang

down. In Leucospermuni catherinae,

the styles turn in a clockwise direction

and look like wheels.

THE famous silver tree, which often

represents South Africa at inter-

national flower shows, is a Leucoden-

dron, literaflv "white tree." When the

Dutch East India Company garden

was established in the mid-seventeenth

centurv to supply fresh vegetables to

passing ships, silver trees were planted

as windbreaks. The trees have become

rare with the passage of years because

of their destruction for firewood, but

the Wild Flower Protection Society

has ruled that this must cease. Other

enemies of this handsome tree are bush

fires and a wood-boring beetle that

introduces a destructive fungus, which

can only be checked by burning the

infected wood. The plants of this genus

are dioecious — that is. male and fe-

male flowers are on different plants,

'{"he male flowers are surrounded by a

whorl of bright leaves, and female

plants bear coneHke flowers that are

ilso surrounded by colored leaves. The

male tree of Leucadendron discolor,

more colorful than the female, has yel-

lov/ leaves and bright red flowers.

Serrurias are shrubs with needle-like

leaves and hairy flowers. Serruria flor-

ida (the blushing bride) is an unusual

species that has hairy flower heads sur-

rounded by showy bracts. The plant

itself is straggly and not particularly

attractive, but its flowers are among

the most beautiful in the entire family.

The inflorescence of Mimeles is not

as striking as those of the other genera

discussed, for instead of having scores

of flowers massed together in a tight

head, this genus has a few woolly

flowers surrounded by inconspicuous,

often whitish bracts in the axils of the

leaves. The leaves at the tips of the

branches are vivid, however, and look

rather like a bottle brush.

The rarity of Orothamnus zeyheri

(the marsh rose! is part of a romantic

story of several members of the family

— a story of apparent extinction and

eleventh hour rescue. One chapter of

that story has a happy ending. It is the

tale of the blushing bride, the flowers

of which are popular in bridal bou-

quets. In 1914, the year after the estab-

Heads of Leucospermum catherinae

are light yellow, and the stigmas, which
turn in same direction and give effect

of a wheel, are a clear, bright pink.

One of few "foreigners" in the gardens

at Kirstenbosch is crimson Australian

protea, Telopea speciosissima^ known
in its native country as the "waratah."
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lishiiiriil »f llir National Bulanic

(•ardriis al Kirslriibust'h. ihe first di-

ir<lMr of ihr l'>ar(lrii!< was surpris<rd to

-|)ut a (ctt of iheso flowers at a country

(lower show. He was delighlrd to ob-

tain flower liracis and germinate the

>ce<ls at Kirslenlioseh, as the plant was
thought to hiive xanishetl. Now. fort\-

nine \ears later, the National Botanic

(hardens supplies seeds from these

plants to its members. In 1<>'13. a bush

fire deslr>>ye<l the only wild plants of

Srrniria florula then known to e\ist,

hut it has been exciting to botanists to

find occasional plants grotving in for-

estry res«-r\'e». Meanwhile, a grower
has established hundrmis of them on
his farm in the Stellenbos<-h area.

TIIK marsh rose storj ma> not have

so fortunate an ending. This spe-

cie* had l)een considered extinct for

many de«-ades. except by a few |>eople

who guarded the seiret of its where-

abouts. These were mountaineers who
knew where to find small, isolated

patches of the plant on the high moun-
tain peaks, and brought s«fd to Kir-

stenbos<'h in l").i(l. Drolhamntis grows
in niarshx ground at high altitudes and
demands a southern exposure, so is not

as adaptable to cultivation as is the

blushing bride. When one of thes«' iso-

lated mountain stronghoMs was visited

by our party in l*).i6. the few plants

growing there had been attacked by

caterpillars and were a sorry spectacle.

rhes<- are but two examples of tl

dangers besetting the future of pn
teas in .*^outh Africa. The many-llov

ereil heads are known to produce a lo

IKTcentage of fertile seeds. The \>v

centage of s<i-d germination is ;il«

low. although it is thought by s"

that unsatisfactory germination
plants being cultivated may he dui

unsatisfactor) sorting of feitlii- fmi
infertile sei-d. In atldition, tln' >r.il

germinate oidy in cool soil, and secii

lings freipiently "damp ofl." One hot

anist has made a comprehenslM- ^ll|,l

of the plants" growth re(|uireniiiil- .01

has a iheors that there is an inhlliih

on the -.rt-ds that can be uasheil oil

Titt: work t>f the National Holani

(iardriis in preserving pn^lc;

MUl^l nut !»• underestimated, liver siiu

Ihf fii^l director of the Garden lieggc

for Mu^liing bride seed at the I'ran-rl

llo.k l-lower Show in \>i\\. Kirsl.-i

bosch has been actively engaged i

growing the proteas. The very silii;

lion of the (hardens lends ils<-lf lo lliri

guar<liansliip. for apart from llic till

acre's under I'ultivation. more than on

thousand acres have been eslablisln'

on Ihe slopes of Table Mountain as ;i

nature reserve. The present dirtKtor \-

working on a hook on thetaxonorn\ ol

the proteas. wliiih. it is hoped, will

stimulate even further interest in pn-

serving the plants thai are .South Afri-

ca's floral heritage and its cniMcni.

>I-F.C1ES of 8ilv(

nr/trnleum, frn
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Woolly bearded protea, the common name for P. barbigera, are pinkish with white, hairy tips, and surround the soft

above and left, has eight-inch flower heads. Bracts often mass of hirsute white flowers that is darker at the center.
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Outdoors

in the City's

Shadow
By Hannah Williams

IN
New York City ihere are five

boroughs in which 7.782,000 peo-

]Ae live. At the northernmost extremity

lies the Borough of the Bronx. Here
1.125,000 men, women, and children

are crowded in private homes and huge
housing projects. In other words, the

Bronx is part of the architectural com-
plex that is virtually continuous on

the Atlantic coast from Washington to

Boston. Curiously, until the twentieth

century, the Bronx was comparatively

inaccessible to the people of Manhat-
tan ; it was not until 1904 that the first

subway was completed to allow New
Yorkers to take to its "salubrious

heights." Now each day torrents of

commuters flow from the Bronx to

Manhattan; each night they return.

On the northwest edge of the Bronx
is an area three miles long and half a

mile wide, known as Riverdale. It is

bounded by the Hudson River, the city

of Yonkers, the north extension of

famous Broadway, and the Harlem
Ship Canal. Even fifteen years ago
there were fields in the area where the

knowing could find wild strawberries.

There were fine oaks, ponds with frogs

in them, and little streams that flowed

to the Hudson. But this was before the

great population explosion. Such ter-

rain could not be expected to survive

only fifteen miles from Forty-second

Street. In sixteen years Riverdale's

population rose from 2.5,000 to 60,000,

and 90,000 is the estimate for 1970.

Problems of protecting open land have
increased in direct ratio.

Voices have been heard echoing the

familiar sentiments of concerned peo-

]jle everywhere. The homeowner says:

"Soon there will be nothing here but

cement and apartments. Let's move
farther out." The teacher says: "A
child is an 'expert' on outer space, but
how can we teach him the importance
of a bug or a glass of water?" The
urban developer says: "Why be con-

cerned about zoning? After all, eco-

nomically speaking, private homes
are outdated." Other voices in the

cacophony of riveters and drillei-s

say: "While there is still a little unde-

veloped land within the cities, let us

try to hold on to it!"

Perhaps it was in answer to these

voices or, perhaps, because in 1959 the

buzzsaw threatened a particularly

beautiful copper beech tree, that three

people in Riverdale met. One was a

high school chemistry teacher on leave

to study education in natural re-

sources. One was a teacher who had
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Pamphlet, onc.ol <.cvcral prcpurL-il iliinkitift <>( youiiiicr HTi>u]>f lo ways

by high whool students, directed certainplant8moveby"hilchhiking."

luH-n expiTiim-ntiii^ with locnl wuoil.

lands as ii li-iirnin^ <-\pi'rii'ni-f fur

\ iiiin^ I liiKlrt-n. The third was a hoiiM'-

wift' will) an inlt-rc-sl in city planniip.:.

I hf\ a^n-rd thai must l<'ai'h(i>.

whrlhiT ihrii tirld was scifncf, sui kiI

>liiilii-s. <•{ ihi- htinianitifs. would liki-

III usf ihr world of natuff as a Icarhiii^

liiol. 'rhfv also apre«'d that arlioii wa<

holh important and po.ssihic.

Ri\
I iiDM.K had a cornorsloiui on

which lo liuild an outdoor pio-

f;rani ihal mi(;ht allivl the i-ntire cnni-

munilN : The Kivcrdalc ('umnuinlly

I'lannin^ Assmialion, which for many

\cars had liccn inlcrrslcd in dcsi^niiiu

a ciimmunily to ht- lived in and not

just "di'vciopfd." It had participalcil

in sr<-urin;; park lands, schools, high-

way improvements, and sewers for llic

area. I?ut open space, whether it wai- a

park or a private woudlaiul, was prov-

ing' hardiT to protect from dunipin;;

and vandalism, so the Association was

inlcreslcd in adding an educational

program lo its preservation campaifin.

The ciimnmnity was fortunate in

liavin;; Iwii city parks with fjenerous

portions of natural woodland— oni' is

on the Ilu(l>on Kivcr. and the other is

\ an Ciirtlanill I'ark on the Mroadway

lioundar\. In addition, it hail three

smaller pieces of I'ark Uepartnicnt-

owned woodland near its schools, and

several open lots and parcels of wood-

lanii in the hands of interested private

owners. Kifihteen puhlie. private, and

parochial schools (ten elementary

schoids. six hiph schools, and two co|.

Iificsi. plus several nursery schools.

uirc williin the community limits.
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A number of teachers on the facul-

ties understood the potential of an out-

door laboratory, but had no idea how
to develop it. In addition, a garden

club that recognized the ke\ role of

teachers in preservation education had

offered two-week scholarships to Au-

dubon Camps.

The nucleus of three women talked

with members of the Planning Associ-

ation and came to the conclusion that

by pooling the resources of the com-

munity three things might be gained.

First, if teachers were given help

tailored to their available time and to

the outdoor possibilities that were

within walking distance, they could be

encouraged to use outdoor laborato-

ries. Second, if the program was de-

signed to fit their own curriculums,

it would not be looked on as an "ex-

tra," but instead would be a new aid

in developing scientific curiosity.

Third, it was hoped that a school pro-

gram would bring new users to the

natural area parks, and that the pres-

ence of students would focus atten-

tion on protection and maintenance.

So the three women approached the

Planning Association with their idea

—the introduction of a short course

for teachers in the use of open lots

and parks near their schools. The As-

sociation contributed S250, and the

program was launched.

Naturally, the first problem was

that of staff—particularly needed was

a naturalist with a gift for teaching.

They found him in a conservationist-

naturalist who had recently moved to

Riverdale, and under his leadership

a slightly enlarged group of teachers

Gifted high school students, at left

and above, worked out programs for

younger children to demonstrate the

value of looking, feeling, smelling.
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!)ay campers pursued subjects that

tarlicularly interested them. Boy,

lower lejt, made soil analysis notes,

another, below, collected insects.

from various schools pooled their

ideas for a ten-day course. The only

paid member of that first staff was a

leader for field sessions—a trained

teacher of biology. A second fieid-

vvorker was the co-ordinator of sci-

ence projects for the Bronx High

School of Science. A chemistry

teacher, who was on leave from a lo-

cal private school to do research for

The Conservation Foundation, com-

pleted the staff.

TWENTY-NINE teachers enrolled that

first year for the field trips, edu-

cational films, and lectures that com-

prised the course. They called it a

success, but their requests indicated

that some organization was needed to

supply more services, to develop one

park as a model outdoor laboratory,

and to plan for the day when there

might be a center in which to house

classes, exhibits, and a library of

books and visual aids.

Now the founding group knew it

needed assistance, and it appealed to

a number of organizations. To their

delight, help poured in. The National

Audubon Society had a wealth of proj-

ect suggestions and simple instruc-

tions on how to carry them out. The
Conservation Foundation, although de-

voted mainly to specific research pro-

grams, made available films, visual

aids, and publications. Many other

sources contributed valuable advice,

but in no case was a proposed plan

exactly applicable to the city environ-

ment of Riverdale. Thus, the planners

were forced to examine resources in

the community it hoped to serve.

The group found that cities have one
resource par excellence, a reservoir of

trained minds. Instructors and nat-

uralists were located and these men
and women were paid per diem
as generously as could be managed.

Meanwhile, it had become all too ap-

parent that an administrator was es-

sential. Here the group turned to an

interested housewife who could donate

fifteen hours a week and who was

supplied with a telephone and secre-

tarial services. Her duty was to co-

ordinate the roles played by the city's

Departments of Parks and Sanitation,

the Board of Education, private and

public schools, coiumunity organiza-

tions, and educational consultants. She

was also in charge of publicity for

what was now to be known formally

as the Riverdale Outdoor Laboratories.

(After two years of volunteer work
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Ammm.s were ^ent li> ilie (lupik of

a private school to kindcrgurlncr^

\vith her oiEcc expenses paid, slie waft

also piven a parl-time salary. I

The plaiiiiiiip for llie halanrc of

ihc school uar was clone hy a sici

inj; lonimillee of Icarhers in i n-opei

li<in with paid and voltinlecr staff

nu'mhiTS. Durin;: the last week

March and the first week of April

the second year. .Sl'l- children from

seven schools made class visits lo the

park on the Hudson liiver. Inslrui tors

peared the walks to the curriculum of

the puhlic and private schools from

which the proups came. As a result.

some of the children studied Indian

foods: some concentrated on soil eio.

sion: some examined plant prow III

that appears on a cutovcr area.

These two proprams—the teachers'

course and the field trips for school

proups—remained the backhone of iIp

Laboratories" service lo schools for

the followinp two years. Howev
• ther services were offered. A one-day

session to demonstrate nature activi-

ties that were possible within tin- c.



Turtle becomes subject for serious

consideration by these youngsters,

who here are given a chance to see,

touch, and—most vital—to question.

fines of a city park was organized for

counselors from eleven day camps run

by neighborhood houses and settle-

ments. Forty counselors attended, and

the cost was shared by the Commu-
nity Council of Greater New York and

Fieldston School, one of the private

schools in Riverdale. The local garden

club contributed money for a survey

of the Hudson River park as a step in

developing it as a laboratory and sanc-

tuary. Walks in the park, with a nat-

uralist in charge, were made available

to the general public.

St.owLY, slowly, the program was

beginning to gain impetus. Some
of the progress might appear dull in

the spelling out. But it was not dull to

those who had initially envisioned its

scope and who now saw it taking

shape. By 1961 the Riverdale Outdoor

Laboratories had begun to spread in

many directions—but with caution.

In the spring of that year, group con-

ferences were held in eleven partici-

pating public and private schools to

plan field trips that would help co-

ordinate school curriculums and in-

terests with projects in which enthusi-

asm could be sustained throughout the

spring. For instance, for a whole term

one teacher kept a class interested in

water by means of projects that drama-

tized watersheds and how their use

was controlled politically as well as

physically. These students had a field

trip planned specially for them. They

measured the rate of flow in a stream

;

they recorded observations of silting;

they built check dams: they tested

water for degrees of pollution and

kept field sheets to record data on

which to base conclusions.

In the meantime, the program was

beginning to pay dividends in several

different directions. For instance,

three nursery school teachers had for

a number of years used a small patch

of woodland near their school for oc-

casional excursions. It was not until

two of the teachers had taken the train-

ing course that they began to realize

that small children can absorb very

advanced ecological concepts.

Two private elementary schools and

one public school felt the influence

of the course in almost all their grades.

One added a naturalist with conserva-

tion training to the permanent sci-

ence faculty, and the two other schools

developed projects and pamphlet

guides to be shared with the rest of the

participating schools. One was a study

of water, the other a year-long record

of temperature and growth changes

on a single plot of land.

Most important has been the devel-

opment of a concept of the interrela-

tionship of afl living things, and a

strong endorsement—by both teachers

and students—of the "let's-find-out"

approach, which is in sharp contrast

to the "I'll-tell-you" attitude. Also

encouraging was the general accept-

ance the teachers' course was gain-

ing, and the solid relationship that had

been built with the participating
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schuoU, whifh had tonlriliulMl space

(or shelter, a leclure, a teachers' course,

a meeting, or an exhibit. The Board

.if Education was uiliin^ to consider

the teachers' course (or in-ser%icc

credit, and the program, revised to

(ulfill requirements, was accreditetl in

hVl.ruary. 1063,

Bv the spring o( 1962, the stafl had

grown to nine, including mem-

bers recruite»l from the Bronx High

School o( Science, The American

.Museum o( Natural Hislor>, the New

York public schools, and Montclair

Teachers College. And b\ then the

program ranged from nurser* schnul

to college and invoUed children, teach-

ers, and parents.

Some programs were planned for

larger groups. .\n animal visiting pro-

gram for kindergarten, first, and sec-

ond grades was offered b\ one pri-

vate school as a service to two public

schools. Almost seven hundred young-

sters saw the traveling rabbit, guinea

pigs, salamander, and frogs. ,\ lecture

on the geological formations of the

area was arranged (or the fifth and

sixth grades in one public school.

Classes took field trips with staff mem-

bers— 1,120 children were involved in

this project. Sunday walks were ar-

ranged for families to discuss local

history, Hora. and bird migrations.

Of course, il must be apparent that

none of this expanding operation

would have been possible unless funds

had also expandetl. During the second

year of the laboratories, The River-

dale Community Planning .Association

added a lero to their original gift of

S2.iO and contributed legal ad\ ice. The

third year, their contribution was

matched by a foundation. An addi-

tional Sl,5lK) was received from a sec-

ond foundation to finance summer day

camp sessions for high si-hool students

—the most ambitious program of all.

The camp was set up for a six-week

|)eriod, to accommodate ten gifted

biology students about fourteen years

old. It had a triple objective: to allow

the children to pursue a subject of

interest to thems«'lves and thereby to

learn something about scientific

method; to help them experiment in

ways to make outdoor learning of in-

terest to younger children: and to

make the Hudson lliver park more

useful as a biology teaching station.

Students were selected for their apti-

tude and interest, not because they

needed a place to spend the summer.

One boy made a study of soil chem-

istry; a group of girls concentrated

on plants of economic importance;

many beranie interested in insects;

one group banded and recorded ani-

mal populations. They labeled trees,

pressed and mounted plants, made

maps, and improved trails. One of

their most rewarding activities was in

making project sheets. These were

LvhN A :-',l Mi. Ik II II „l vxiuiildllll In

a city setting can oiicr excitement.

Nature lies as surely in this small

space as in hundreds of square miles.

thought out and illustrated to supph

younger children with new wii\s of

looking at the park and what il bad to

offer. The sheets were twiie-foUlcil

|)iei-esof }) by 10 paper. The high school

students drew pictures on tile outside,

and inside posed a series of questions

they felt would stimulate observation

and interest. The subject matter ua>

broad. One sheet was devoted to rep-

tiles and amphibians. tw» to wilil-

(lower observation, one to (resliwalii

i"eolog\. two to what can be snielliil

or heard in the woods. Feeding habits

of birds were covered, as were ero-

sion, the geology of the area, and ani-

mal and plant interrelationships. Typ-

ical <pM-stions are containeil in llie

project sheet on "hitchhiking plants.

'

shown on p. 34. (The cost for that

summer's program was S200 a stu-

dent—and it was very well worlli llir

)irici- ill over-all results. I

WiUT has been accomplished bv

all the work of the last few

vcarsV There are many ways of look-

ing at it. Some people would measure

it on the basis of the dollars spent—

this has increased from S2.50 to S6..')(>0

a year. .A good investment? .Some

people would judge on the basis of the

land acquired and the parks protected.

Worthwhile? .Some would estimate

success in relation to the number of

schools and children served—and that

tally stands at eleven of the former

and I.7K.S of the latter—not too bad a

record for the third \ear of operation.

Perhaps the clui- to the effi-cliveiu-ss

of the Hiverdalc Outdoor Laboralo-

ries—and one that could well be a clue

for any other romniunity that is in-

terested in such a program— lies in

individuals. It may be onir teacher

who finds a new approach to field work

and puts it in a form other classes can

use. It may be another teacher who will

not rcliiH|uish the search (or a way

to encourage even the youngest child

in the delight of discovery. It might

be a single child whose enthusiasm

conununicates it.self to dozens of lii>

classmates. In any case, it is not in-

significant that an alert school slii

dent or his parent can. with expcil

guidance, begin to sec that one liin

spot of ground can be translated into

a park that can be a world of beaut \

.

excitement, speculation, and stutK.

Skkii IIISPKRSM.. mil I 111- .iriiiiiviinii- iif

eticktiglils, occupien ihii, yoimp-lir.
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Common centipede of Mt<litf

East, Scolopendra cin^ulata i

iiean countries ;

{ihly venomous
vif\s of lu'ad, at left below, shows maxillipeds, or

'

claws," which pierce victim and inject poison from

poi-"ii

glan.l-.

Female chilopod protects eggs by coiling body around them

THERE ARE FOUR ORDERS in the claSS

Chilopoda, and they are repre-

sented throughout the world. Some
are one inch long, others two or seven

inches in length, and one tropical spe-

cies attains slightly more than ten

inches. This group of animals is better

known as centipedes.

Not all of them have a hundred legs.

Some centipedes have as few as thirty;

others may have over 350. But no

matter what their locomotive ability,

they are constructed essentially the

same. The body is divided into vary-

ing numbers of sections, on each of

which is a pair of legs. The head

carries a pair of segmented antennae

and three pairs of mouthparts. Behind

the head is the first body segment, and

on this are appendages known as

maxillipeds. These are the "poison

claws,".which have venom glands in

their terminal segments. If enemies

are to be attacked or prey to be caught,

these claws move in pincer-like

fashion and with lightning speed. The
tips penetrate the body and at the

same time discharge the poison. Ap-

parently, the venom of some species is

considerably more virulent than that

of others. For instance, that of Scolo-

pendra cingulala, the species shown
on these pages, can cause real dis-

comfort and pain to humans.

5. cingulala, like most centipedes.

is nocturnal and lives in warm, dark

By Fritz Schremmer

places under logs, rocks, and rotting

bark. It is straw-yellow or olive-green

in color and is widely distributed in

the Mediterranean regions of Europe,

North Africa, and the Middle East.

Its size varies in the different localities.

But perhaps the most interesting

aspect of this carnivorous animal is

the way in which the female protects

its progeny—the eggs—by covering

them with its own body. The process

is much more careful and elaborate

than, for instance, that of a hen, which

simply sits placidly on the nest. The

centipede winds its ribbon-like body

around the cluster of eggs in about

two and one-half turns, with the legs

pointing in. The spiral thus formed is

so tight that none of the twenty to

twenty-four eggs can be seen from the

outside, and none touches the ground.

In this way the eggs are completely

protected from the attacks of preda-

tory insect larvae and other small ani-

mals that hunt through cracks in the

ground or dig through soil for food.

The main egg-laying period is from

the end of May to the middle of July.

Before spawning, the centipede digs it-

self several centimeters deep into the

soil, commonly under a flat stone. This

burrowing is done with the head and

mouthparts, not by contracting and

expanding segments like an earthworm.

Then it hollows a small chamber in

which it lays its eggs and guards them

until the young have hatched and are

several days old. In this chamber there

are other dangers from which the eggs

must be protected, specifically the suf-

focating growth of molds and, per-

haps, attacks by bacteria. The centi-

pede lies tightly rolled in its chamber

for two to four weeks, but it is not

entirely immobile. Now and then it

loosens its body coils and picks an egg

from the cluster. Then, holding it with

the maxillipeds and the first pair of

legs behind the mouthparts, it gently

licks the surface, removing all fungal

material. This action probably also

coats the surface of the eggs with a

layer of saliva that might serve the

double purpose of a cleanser and of a

fungicide and bactericide. Certainly,

it is known that if the eggs are sepa-

rated from the mother they become in-

fected with fungi in a few days, and

licking may keep spores from forming.

IF
the animal is disturbed and un-

rolls somewhat, revealing the egg

cluster, one can see how carefully the

latter is held together by the legs,

which surround it like a fence or a

screen. If the body has unwound too

much and an egg escapes, it will be

gathered in. In this process the egg is

held by the maxillipeds. Bending the

head inward, the animal passes the

egg onto the anterior pairs of legs

until it is again tucked in the cluster.
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Corn Goddess

tl
Blue Potlery Vue-Drigon Vas

A Touch oj Unusual Beauty

for Your Garden or Patio...
These handsome replicas of originals in the outstanding collections of THE
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY will surely add distinction to

your particular outdoor haven. Reproduced in a strong weather-tested

material, any one of these pieces will be a lasting source of enjoyment.

Palmate Stone

An outstanding example of the Precolumblan art of Mexico. Sculptures of this kind
have been known as "palmate stones" or "palmas" because of their resemblance in

form to palm leaves. 29V2 inches high . . . $75.00—shipping charges collect

Frog

The place of origin of this nicely styled Irog sculpture is unrecorded, but it would
appear to have come from the highland regions of Mexico, probably from Oaxaca. Most
likely it is of the Post-classic Period (900-1500 A.D.) for it Is comparable to the realistic

aninwl sculptures that are well known in Aztec art. lOVz inches high . . . $45.00—
shipping charges collect

Jaguar Metate

This exceptionally fine example of 3 jaguar metate or grinding stone comes from near
the town of Boruca in southern Costa Rica. It is probable that the original of this piece
was made at least several hundred years before the Spanish Conquest in the 16th
century. 35 inches long by 9 inches high . . . S150.00—shipping charges collect

Corn Goddess

This is ChicomecoatI (seven snake), the corn goddess, depicted as a young woman.
Seemingly she is meant to invoke the spirit of the young corn—of fertility and of

promise. The original Aztec sculpture dates from 1350-1520 A.D. 20'/j inches high . .

.

$125.00—shipping charges collect

And to enhance your indoor floral (irranaomrnts

Blue Pottery Vase And Stand

Simplicity of design makes this blue pottery vase and composition stand suitable for

any decor. Vase made in Japan, stand in U.S.A. SVz inches high including stand . . .

$6.50 ppd.

Dragon Vase

This is a reproduction of a rare jade piece of the Han Dynasty (202 B.C.-220 A.D.). The
carved design is a highly stylized representation of a dragon. Reproduction in Alvastone

stands 6V2 inches high . . . $16.25 ppd.

The Americen Museum of Natural History, New York 24 tk£yM4\SeMi^kcp
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Ormte Tilielun winil instrunieni, shaped liken liuinan lliieii

l>on<-. woiilil iini iippi-iir a rinse roblive nf (lie iiHivkiiki-

fliile on the preeeiling page. But liotli lielnnf; In llie i-iirne
f.

f;iinily nf iniiKicnl inslniinenl-'. iiernpliones. wliirli jirndtiri'

u

MAN'S URGE TO MAKE MUSIC STEMMED FROM PRACTICAU

\f.roi-iionf.s

Hnrld in a w
are found llirougliout the

ide %ariety of indigenous

forni!>. TWtb pottery oeuriiiu from New
Mexico was molded in shape of a ram.

SIM i: TllK DAWN i)f humanily. man
li:i> made music. Whatever his

< "iiililinii. Ills in;icnuily criahlcil liim

lo make an ama/ing yaricty of musical

instruments with the simplest liinis and

materials. Over the a^es some of these

havi- prown in complexity, others have

remained much as they hepan—ihey

ucre already perfifl in their own in-

ilividual ways and functions.

Bui il tuiik n)ore than mr're inpenu-

il\ In >Ti':ilc ihc Health of music ihat

exists willi persistence even in the

most primitive societies today: tin

urge to make music had far deeper

rciot.s than ihi' desire to while away

llie leisure hnurs. The world of sound

uas of vital concern to everyipne. fo

it was directly conne<led not only

with everyday life but also with the

f;reatesl mystery of all—the life lie

yond. Just as music was used as a

means of communication between man
and man, so was it used for commuiii-

ration between man and gods. Kven in

ipur own society traces of these early

licpinnings remain: the carillon of

church bells calling the faithful to

worship, the hymn-singing of the coi

gregalion, the use of hand bells durii
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>und from the motion of air blown through a hollowed out

assage. The mask-flute was made by American Indians of

the Pacific Northwest, while the elongate horn is a cousin

to actual human bone horns played in Tibetan monasteries.

vIEEDS TO COMMUNICATE WITH OTHER MEN AND GODS

le Mass, the intonation of prayers,

le use of the organ during a service.

Still other refinements de\'eloped.

a our society, as everywhere else in

ae world, there are superstitions

bout whistling and beliefs in the

lagical power of wind instruments,

uch as the trumpets that brought

own the walls of Jericho. Perhaps it

3 the close and obvious association of

>reath with life that makes wind in-

truments take on magical power. For

("hatever the reason, it is a fact that

ome of the very earliest instruments

Jiown are the bone whistles used in

nagical rites by American Indian?,

nd the ceremonial pottery flutes nl

/lexico. In Tibet, the trumpet is indis-

lensable to the effective performance

if religious ritual, just as is the conch

n India. In Africa, whistles and
rumpets are used to attract protective

pirits. Everywhere there is belief in

he magic power of the breath of life.

But music is not only used for com-

nunicating with the world beyond; it

Iso has its very practical uses in the

^orld of the living. Drums and gongs

ire used for sending messages from
me village to the next; trumpets are

Light, multiple whistle from Orient,

shown here at about twice actual size.

was attached to the tail feathers of

pigeons and sounded when birds flew.
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£\M Akhila.n lyre, abuie, l>cluiigi< to

a second family of musical inslrumenis

used for signaling the direclion of the

hunt. Generally, it is the simplest in-

struments that have the most practical

functiiins: when ue come to the more

complex instruments we hnd that their

ritual n<tsocialinn diminishes, as does

their more ohvious utilitarian value.

Strin? instruments, or chordophones,

were developed ver) early in the

Orient and achieved a remarkable de-

gree of complexity with little evident

function other than recreation.

However, if we consider more care-

fully the nature of a string instrument

we can sec that there i.i a connection,

once again, with the world beyond. It

is diflicult to say which came first;

more likely the two grew together. In

any case, one finds in the Orient not

only a high development of string in-

struments but also a high level of dis-

crimination between minute variations

in pitch. Obviously, the finger sliding

up and down a string is udniirubly

suited to rendering the smailol ilidir-

ences between one note and the next.

The concern of the Oriental with these

microtones was not merely aesthetic;

it was essentially practical, connected

with a system of modes, or scales.

UNDER this system there are certain

modes that are applicable only

to certain times of the day or year

and to certain situations. In India,

for instance, there are scales appli-

cable only to the rainy season, and

there is no doubt that originally it

was bc-lii-Mcl iIkiI llic I orrrd pnf
ancc of llii? nimir wouUI liavr u il< h

nite effect on the rainfall. Today m:i"

Indians are not apt to believe >

quite such prugmalic effects. I.u

accept lliat definite modc-s proline

definite emotions that correspoml i

certain siluaticms: the scales are n

to suit these emotions as well as t"

duce them. The very complexity of il

system demands the utmost disf.Tin

nation of pitch, and strings are bell'

ada|)teil to achieve this than are li>

sophisticated instruments.

When the same instruments are

transplanted to other soil, however,

and when established musical prac-

tices already exist, they often lose the-

old function. From the Orient string



i-.nl'>|,ii'inr-: bowed instruments first

eveioped in the Orient. The harp and

istruments came to Africa, and al-

lough the idea of bowing a string

ever became widespread on that con-

nent, there exist today a vast number

nd variety of string instruments in

ifrica. Some of them, such as the lyre

nd the harp, even seem to have had

leir origin there. In no case did their

lusic have any ritual or magical signi-

cance. Rather, it took on a totally

ew function, one of the most impor-

mt functions of music, not only in

rimitive society but in medieval

Europe or wherever there was illiter-

cy: it assumed an educational role.

Wandering minstrels roamed the

ountry with their lyre or harp, sing-

ig ballads much as did the Western

'oubadours. In the smallest villages as

lyre probably were originated in Africa,

deriving from the hunter's short bow.

in the most royal courts in Africa one

still finds professional musicians re-

lating news of current events, telling

morality tales, and recounting the

past history of the tribe, with all its

glories, victories, and defeats. In this

way an illiterate population is kept

alive and united in a common knowl-

edge of a common heritage.

String instruments are also used

for hours of relaxation. A man mav sit

down and sing to himself, accompany-

ing the song by plucking on a simple

lute made from a stick, a gourd, and a

length of twisted vine that serves as a

string. He does not have to be a pro-

fessional, earning his living by song.

He may sing to his children just as

the minstrel sings to the court.

Narrow-waisted sarangi from India,

above, allows for free passage of bow.
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Ml SIC. ihon. has also had its lijihlcr

innmeiits. even in the distant

past. It acciinipanird dancing that was

by nu means always ritual: it told tales

of love as well as of war. It has alwa\s

lieen one of the greatest recreations

open to man. and it is only in our own
overfull, ovenvnrked world that we

cannot, each one of us. make our own
music. In Africa, for instance, it would

be rare to find a villager south of the

Sahara who roulfl ii"l pl.i\ the <rin:a.

or "hand piano." The bamboo or

metal keys, which are plucked with

the thumbs, can be mo\ed backward

and forward to obtain different tun-

ings. Equally simple and efTit'tive is

the zitlier. originally a single tube of

bamboo with one strip of the outer

skin raised over two bridges. This

only gave a singli' note, but more were

obtained by raising strips or by lash-

ing several "monochords" together.

From such simple beginnings hnve

come some of the loveliest musiea

instruments and some of the greales

music. \\ lielher its purpose was

for its UM- in festivals, as with thi

Chinese llower drum, or whether

was designed to establish an intimali

communion between man and hi:

gods, music bus ulwa\s bi-en llii'

mon propert) of mankinil lhiiiu;iliou

the world and has served, not mily li

fill us with pleasure, but also to en

li'.dilcn and enrich our dailv li

Impossible to classify simply, this instrumcni is an ancient

archclype of the zither family. Originating in Indonesia, it
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in called a monorhord hcrauHe of its one string (iillhoniih

sometimes there arc more), which is raised above liunilxm.



Last of four conventional families is membranophone. In vibration of the skins. Often the skin covers only one end,

this forerunner of the modern drum, sound is created by or, as in this Chinese drum, it may stretch over both.
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SEVENTF.KNTH-CENTl BY DBAWINC .ahoKK Jupilcr and Galilean

salellilcs, lop. The relative tli^lanres ami llie sizes ore not

54

rorrcrl. Hevclius" ilepirlion of Jupiter is hclow. Tlie nirtu

marks may have lieen optical aberrations in liis tele



SKY
REPORTER
f^ ^LiLEO Galilei was a good physicist and astronomer,

^J but when he reported sighting jour satellites of Jupi-

er through his new telescope, the German astronomer

-Cepler was skeptical, at least until he verified Galileo's

ibservations himself. Contemporary Aristotelian philoso-

ihers reasoned that if .'Aristotle had not mentioned Jupiter's

ateilites. it had none. They would not look through tele-

copes lest thev might have to change their minds.

If anv planet may be said to hold a privileged rank in

he solar system, it is Jupiter that deserves the distinction,

jigger I eleven times the earth's diameter I and more mas-

ive (317 times the earth's mass! than any other planet,

upiter also has the largest family of satellites, with twelve

;noun at present. The gravitational attraction of this

•normous hulk, which is more than twice the combined

nass of the other eight planets, plays a dominant role in

haping the orbits of all the bodies in the solar system.

I

Traveling around the sun once every twelve years, at an

iverage distance of 483 milHon miles. Jupiter never comes

my closer to earth than approximately 380 million miles.

Kt such a distance, it is impossible to detect the finer de-

ails of its surface with present observing equipment. In

he telescope, it appears as a bright disk, blurred and dark

iround the edges, and appreciably flattened at the poles.

The flattening is caused by its rapid rotation: one day on

lupiter lasts slightly less than ten hours.

The disk is slashed by alternating dark and light bands

hat lie parallel to its equator. Several thousand miles wide

n places, they have ill-defined edges and are not permanent

surface features. Because Jupiter is almost entirely gas-

;ous, it does not rotate as a solid body. Like the sun. it

'otates faster around the equator than near the poles. The

oands are believed to arise from shearing effects between

;ontiguous regions with slightly different rotation speeds.

Most puzzling of the surface features is a semipermanent

ine. the Great Red Spot, which has persisted for more than

1 centurv. Located at intermediate latitudes in Jupiter's

southern hemisphere, it seems to behave as a solid body

Boating in the planet's atmosphere. Its oval shape has

varied considerably in size over the years, from a mere

notch in the south tropical band to a huge ellipse 30,000

miles long and 7.000 miles wide. Its nature is unknown,

but a recent theory suggests that it may be the top of an

enormous column of gas that hovers above a mountain

range deep inside Jupiter's visible disk.

This theory presupposes that Jupiter does have a solid

surface underneath its thick atmosphere, which has not

been fully established. Spectroscopic studies indicate that

the outer layers of the planet contain methane and am-

monia. Much of the latter is probably iii a frozen state,

since the temperature of the visible surface is found to be

230 "F. below zero. The bands, for example, probably con-

tain clouds of frozen ammonia crystals. It is believed,

however, that methane and ammonia are only minor con-

stituents, with a prevalence of hydrogen and helium. Ac-

cording to recent calculations, hydrogen may account for

80 per cent of Jupiter's mass. Under the huge gravitational

Jupiter, largest of the planets,

has twelve known satellites

By SiMONE Daro Gossner

pressure of Jupiter's total mass, this hydrogen must be

compressed into increasingly dense layers as the center of

the planet is approached. No longer a gas in the ordinary

sense of the term, it must be in a liquid state at inter-

mediate levels and in a metallic phase near the center. It

is not known whether the transition from one state to the

next is gradual or whether there are sharp boundaries.

Current views favor the existence of a solid hydrogen sur-

face deep in the interior.

In addition to being the largest and most massive planet

of the solar system. Jupiter is also the strongest emitter

of radio waves. First detected in 19.5.5, they revealed that

the planet is surrounded by a Van Allen belt similar to

the earth's but considerably more intense. It consists of

electrically charged particles trapped in a very strong mag-
netic field. Jupiter also emits radio waves in short bursts

of great intensity. Although they occur at intervals com-

parable to the duration of the planet's day. these bursts

cannot be identified with any visible feature. They may
be caused by magnetic storms in Jupiter's ionosphere.

U\TIL the end of the nineteenth century, only the four

Galilean satellites were known. All others are much
fainter and their discovery required much more powerful

telescopes. A fifth was spotted in 1892. followed in quick

succession by three more in 1904, 1905, and 1903. The
remaining four were all found by S. B. Nicholson at the

Mt. Wilson and Palomar Observatories—one in 1914, two

in 1938, and one in 1951.

The four bright satellites have diameters ranging from

1,800 to 3,100 miles. Their well-defined surface markings
facilitate the determination of their rotation periods. It

has been found that, like the moon, they continually keep

the same face turned toward their parent planet. Their

estimated densities and the manner in which they reflect

light suggest that their interiors may consist of rocks and
some traces of metals, and that their surfaces are probably

coated with snow or heavy layers of ice.

The other satellites are so small, with diameters not ex-

ceeding a hundred miles, that nothing is known of their

physical nature. However, omitting the innermost one. their

distances from Jupiter and their motions around it ex-

hibit unusual characteristics. Three lie at distances rang-

ing from 7.1 to 7.3 million miles from the planet, with

orbital periods of 251 to 260 days. The other four have

distances of 13.0 to 14.7 million miles and periods f 625
to 758 days. Furthermore, all four satellites in this last

group travel in retrograde orbits, that is, in a direction

opposite to the usual mode of travel in the solar system.

The most plausible theory offered thus far to explain this

notable behavior is that at one time in its remote past

Jupiter captured two fairly large satellites. In the process,

both shattered, creating the two groups we now observe.

On tliese pages Mrs. Gossner presents the fiftli in her
' ;s—a co-ordinated review of the solar system.1963
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Full Moon May 8, 12:23 p.m. EST
Utt Quarter May 16. 8:36 a.m. EST
New Moon May 22. 1 1:00 p.m. EST
First Quarter May 29. 1 1:55 p.m. EST

For the visual observer:
Mercury will be suitably placed for observation only for

the first few days of May. During that period, the planet will

be in the evening sky, setting about one and a quarter hours

after the sun. At inferior conjunction on May 17. it will enter

the morning sky on that date, but will remain too close to the

sun to be seen for the rest of the month. Even on May 31,

it will rise only forty-five minutes before the sun.

Venus (—3.3 magnitude) will rise in the morning sky ap-

proximately an hour before the sun throughout the month,
and it will be found low in the east at dawn.

Mars, in Leo (-+1.0 magnitude), will be overhead at dusk on
May 1. It will set in the northwest at 2.00 a.m., local standard
time. May 1; 1:00 a.m. May IS: and at midnight May 31.

Jupiter, in Pisces (—1.7 magnitude), will be found in the

eastern sky at dawn, rising one hour before the sun on May
1, one hour and forty-five minutes before on May 15, and
two hours and thirty minutes before on May 31.

Saturn, in Capricornus (+1.0 magnitude), will rise at 2:00
A.M.. local standard time, on May 1, 12:45 a.m. on May IS,

and 11:30 p.m. on May 31, and will remain visible for the rest

TIMETABLE '

May 1 10:00 P.I

May 15 9:00 PA
May 31 8:00 PM

(Loul Standard Tlma)

of the night. In early May, the planet will reach the south

eastern sky by dawn. By the end of the month, Saturn will bi

found almost due south at sunrise.

Readers are cautioned that all times quoted on this pagi

are given in standard time. In localities where Daylight Savini

Time is in use, one hour must be added to the printed timei

When Eastern Standard Time is specified, as for the phasei

of the moon, the instant at which the phenomenon occurs i;

the same everywhere; therefore the user must convert th(

printed time to that of his own time zone (add one hour fo

EOT, no change for CDT, subtract one hour for CST and MDT
subtract two hours for MST and PDT, subtract three hour;

for PST). Strictly speaking, the local times of rising and settini

of the planets and those pertaining to the sky map are correc

only for the central meridian of each time zone. Inevitabli

discrepancies, ranging from a few minutes to half an hour

must be expected in places with longitude that differs fron

that of the central meridian. To obviate this difficulty, times o

rising or setting of planets are stated relative to sunrise o

sunset whenever practicable, and the time interval quoted i!

independent of the longitude of the observer's location.
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Extensive thickets of

lypress trees, left, cover

much of the Okefenokee

Swamp"s vast expanse.

Roughly one-fifth of the

morass is an open marsh.

Sandhill crane is one

of a multitude of water

birds that live in swamp.

Other denizens include

otters, bears, raccoons,

and white-tailed deer.

MASSIVE MARSH
Varied wildlife roams Okefenokee Swamp

SPANISH CONQUISTADORS in the New

World discovered, in 1539, a

"great morass" bordered by forests of

huge, tall trees. They found the under-

brush there was impenetrable. The ex-

plorers were traveling with DeSoto,

and the area they had found is known

today as the Okefenokee Swamp.

The swamp occupies about seven

hundred square miles, almost entirely

on the Georgia side of the Georgia-

Florida boundary. Four-fifths of the

swamp is devoted to the .33]..OO0-acre

Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge,

which is administered by the Bureau

of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.

Among the swamp dwellers a visitor

may see during a tour of the refuge

Alligators abolnd along the swamp's

vatercourses. The principal

are alligators, raccoons, bears, otters,

and a host of water birds. And islands

in the swamp are havens for white-

tailed deer and wild turkeys.

Much of the swamp floor is over-

laid with a thick peat deposit that

is quite unstable in some areas. In

fact, the peat is twenty feet thick in

spots. One spectacular result is that

large cypresses rooted in the upper

level of the peat bed can sometimes

be made to tremble by stamping one's

feet on the surface of the layer of peat.

The Indians who inhabited areas near

the swamp hundreds of years ago were

aware of this phenomenon. Their name

for the morass—Ouaquaphenogau—

meant "land of the trembling earth."

outlet for Okefenokee's brown-stained

waters is through the Suwannee River.
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graphs accompanying Mrs. Williams' ar-
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Dr. Fhitz S';hrkmmkh, an entomolo-
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mer is a member of the staff of the Zo-

ological Institute at the University of
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Department of Anthropology, and author

f the recently published The Lonely
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in anthropology, he brings his abilities

Us a musirologist to hear on tin- suhject

of his article. .Mr. Turnbulls bent for

things musical has resulted in his acquir-

ing a collection of harpsichords, which
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mcnls that Mr. Turnbull discusses.
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NATURE and the

MICROSCOPE
Identifying fingerprints

By Julian D. Corrington

\CIIi>TIHC CRIME DETECTION is ullc ul

) the major applied sciences in which

e microscope is of paramount impor-

nce. This technological application of

inciples developed in physics, chem-

ry. geology, and biology has devel-

led greatly in our times, and today

ere are thousands of specialists em-

oyed in the analysis of materials that

ay ultimately be used as legal evidence.

le field is called forensic science—the

ime -tems from the Latin forum. It in-

Nf - ii-e of all the machinery of modern

mi' • in a war against the criminal.

I In crime prevention and detection

boratories. as represented by the Fed-

al Bureau of Investigation in Washing-

n, New Scotland Yard in London, and

milar organizations in all leading

ipitals of the world, as well as in county

id city laboratories, there are elabo-

ite instruments and trained personnel

edicated to tracking down clues and

.entifying materials associated with

imes. The larger centers have many
epartments. including personal identi-

cation, document analysis, and ballis-

cs. each manned by specialists in the

eld. Local law officers send material to

le laboratories for analysis. The results

f such analyses are accepted as evidence

y all courts of law.

.^mong the many departments of the

trger detection bureaus, that of personal

ientification is one of the most impor-

ant. Throughout the world, countless

imes a day, it is imperative to identify

rresled suspects, accident victims, ca-

avers. and accessories to crimes.

rHERE are in general three main chan-

nels for personal identification. The
amous one of Alphonse Bertillon.

'rench anthropologist. 18.53-1914, which
iears his name, is based on physical

leasurements and the notation of de-

ormities, abnormalities, scars, color, and

ny other feature that may be out of the

rdinary. Thus, the shape of the ear.

ength of nose, proportions of the body,

resence of bunions, and so on might well

listinguish one person from another,

specially when the characteristics are

ssessed in combination. Bertillon's

lescription of a person was virtually an

inthropometric catalogue of the individ-

lal, and seldom would two people fall

nto identical categories.

A second identification method is psy-

chological and is known as the modus
operandi system. It was established by an

officer at New Scotland Yard who worked
on the assumption that a criminal, like

all other persons, has personal traits and

idiosyncracies. and that he cannot avoid

displaying personal habits and manner-

isms. Thus, a man who perpetrates a

fraud is classified first by the character

he assumed; second, by the class of per-

son he defrauded; third, by the class of

goods obtained; fourth, by the names,

titles, nicknames, or aliases used; and
fifth, by other peculiarities that may have

been noted. One man will pose habitually

as a physician, preying upon elderly,

widowed, and wealthy women, seeking

their money or jewelry; another will

have a different modus operandi.

FINGERPRI.NT classification is the third

system of identification and is far and
away the most important. With a hand
lens or pocket microscope or an inverted

eyepiece from a compound microscope,

look at the tip of one of your fingers. You
will see a succession of ridges and fur-

rows, like a distant view of a plowed

field. The raised portions are friction

ridges, the depressions are called sulci.

This configuration is an antiskid device,

analogous to the tread pattern on an

auto tire. The ridges developed in an-

cient mammals and have come down to

the present-day. prominent in some
groups, less so in others, but nowhere
more highly developed than in the Pri-

mates, the order to which man belongs.

The tiger or wolf needs such ridges on

the paws for sure-footedness on the

ground; monkeys dwelling in trees need

them to assure a firm, antiskid grip on

tree limbs. In fact, the tips of long, pre-

hensile tails of some monkeys are bare

of hair and have "fingerprints" of fric-

tion ridges on the underside.

The fingerprints of man are less pro-

nounced, but still show the ancestral

pattern. There are five apicals at the tips

of the fingers, four interdigitals at the

bases where one finger joins another, a

thenar at the base of the thumb, and a

hypothenar at the bottom of the palm
under the little finger. Corresponding

areas of friction ridges exist on the foot,

and babies are footprinted in hospitals

to avoid mixups. Cummins and Midlo.
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MAGNIFIER;
)r your Pockc

or Purse

Slip this cigarette-lighter

size 3-power magnifier into

your pocket and you're

ready for field trips, lab or

library. Lens slides out for

use. snaps shut for easiest

carrying by instant push-

pull action. Just $2.95.

for inrormation on over /o highest quality
magnirien,. write for Catalog 1-147. Bau$.ch &
Lomb Incorporated. Rochester 2. New York.

BAUSCH & LOMB^

LOVERIKD!< on nil lllhl Mo.
ItlllnK * nitOOM Ml wfiltr

n-riiu ir3.M[>i>.i
15" PUlr SILM PP.L

lUXT rU:.Mll.T .w ninr.

BROOKLIN POTTERY

in 1926, prupo»«l the lemi drrmali>-

glypliics a» an inrlusivr wunl fur all

the -ikin pallrm> llial arf ftunul on llir

tincrrs. lurs, |ialni», and suU-s.

I'lirri of «»ral cland^ nin-n ainnp llic

riilsrs and may Iw swn undrr liiuli maj;-

iiilirnliiin. The iirr-piraliiin will mni^irn

ilie frirlion ridges, thereby increasing

the surencus of llie grip.

WnfN a given fingerprint is viewed

under ini>di-rale magniriration. tlie

I'.iilrrii nf ridpt-* nnd -iiilri pri--eiil» snrli

an a-lonishing number of Individual

(-ompiexllies that the probability of its

recurrence on any finger of the same or

.inothei individual is only one in several

niiltinns of chances. When the complete
-el of ten finger patterns is considered.

ilie likelihood of a duplicate set appear-

ing in another individual has been e>tl-

rnated to occur only once in 10.000 years.

Kut now if wc add the very detailed and
intricate arrangement of sweat gland

"penings along the ridges — thousands
of them in a single picture — it may
readily be understood that not twice in

llie entire history of the world has a

single human fingerprint, much le-s a

complete set of the ten digits of an

individual, ever been duplicated in every

minute respect. Introduction of finper-

|)rint evidence is now admissible in

courts everj-where and the number n(

confessions and convictions obtained

through this branch of forensic science

grows each year.

Fingerprints do not change through-

out life. They are the same in the fetus,

the infant, the child, the adolescent, the

mature and senile adult, and even on the

cadaver. Mutilations made purposely to

change hngcrprints are of no avail; the

fundamental pattern shows through, and
the scars arc themselves distinctive.

Fingerprinting was first proposed by

Sir Francis Gallon, cousin of Charles

Darwin, and was elaborated on by Sir

F. R. Henry when he was inspector gen-

eral of police for the lower provinces of

India. Since many Indians did not know-

how to sign their names to paychecks, a

system of personal identification became
necessary to prevent iinscrupiilous per-

sons from making false claims, repeat-

ing, forging, and indulging in other

fraudulent practices. Henry had them
fingerprinted and began to study the

enormous array of prints. He eventually

worked out a method of classifying all

the prints and thus arose the Henry sys-

tem, still the basic one today, although

some modifications and additions have

been made. A newer one is the Battlcy

system, devised to identify a single print.

Now all armed services personnel, em-
ployees in banks and in many industries

have their fingerprints on record. In

fact, most fingerprints on file with the

FBI and other authorities arc those rif

non-criminal persons.

I)«. ( .iKlllM,ro\. who i- ..ell kn,.v,„

in li.e (iri.l of luiero.c.p.. re.enll. I

relircl u. I'r..fe-..r ,.t /....Imr. .,i

the I ni.rr.il. ..( Mi.oiii in I lori.l.J

If you are fingerprinted, llic nflici

who records your prints will I.ikc liul

of yuui right thumb with the thiiinb an

index fingers of each of his hands,

bring your lliiimb over u glass or porci

lain [dale on which printer's ink hi

been spread thinly with a roller. He wi

place the thumb down on it« led sid<

roll ii to the right in the ink with nm
erale prcs«iire. then lift it cleanly u»a.

and carry it to u regulation fingcrprir

record card. The thumb is touched t

the card left side first and rolle<l ovit I

the righl. then lided away. Tlii~ iiiakr

a rolled prim of the thumb's friclii

ridges, spreading tliein out an<l makin
the pattern easier to read. The opcrala

will repeat this procedure v»itli each dig!

of the right bund, then the left. W lip

the ten ridled |irinl> have been linishec

the four fingers of the left band are a|

plied simultaneously as stamped prinli

without rolling, ihen the four fiiigi-rs a

the right hand. Ihen the two lliiimb

logellier. Tin- stamped prints, at the Iml

limi of the card, serve as a check on tb

rolled prints, in case some ime of then

might have been accidenlally apjilin

out of sequence. The card is then signc)

by the person printed, and data or

AVin. ^^''•nihi'iiJK, Julian D.

MiOM

RIGHT HAND |

JX^ .: : _:

:#;.



Choose the camera that

sees nature the way you do . . .

MIRANDA® DR f1.9
AUTOMATIC 35mm SINGLE UENS REFLEX
Versatile . . . whisper-quiet . . . completely dependable
Miranda DR is your natural choice. You focus more quickly and
accurately with its new split-grid prism view/rangefinder, even

in poor light. The super-sharp, automatic f1.9 Miranda-Soligor

lens interchanges with a full line of superb lenses from 28mm
to 400mm . . . plus lenses of most
other 35mm cameras. Precision ac-

cessories help you master every

/^uranda ]' f"'l *ype °f picture easily. No wonder
value-wise experts prefer Miranda!
Less than S170* at your deale

MIRANDA DR f1.9

GETS THE PICTURE
EVERYWHERE...
EVERY TIME

Write for free booklet to;

ALLIED IMPEX CORPORATION ^''
300 Park Ave. South, New Yofk 10. N. Y. »
Chicago 45 • Dallas 7 • Los Angeles 16

-Your Dealer Determnes Exact Price s'^—

.' t--
il„.

tded regarding age. height, weight.

»lor of eyes and hair, scars, tattoos or

'her distinguishing characteristics, the

cknames and aliases used, if any. ad-

esses. and any other pertinent data.

As the fingerprints are recorded, the

ficer will affix certain cryptic markings

the corners of the square containing

e prints. They are classification num-

10 IT XX
s '7U iro

j^ 4^

bers, and the officer will finally place a

compilation of them in the upper right

corner of the card. This becomes the

number under which the card will be

filed, just as a Dewey decimal system

number might be used in a library for

filing a book. Any huge collection of

items, whether books, stamps, micro-

scoi)e slides, butterflies, or fingerprints,

must be systematized so that a particular

wanted specimen can be found within a

reasonably short time.

PRINTS are first broken down into four

major classifications: arches, loops,

whorls, and composites. In an arch, the

ridges — passing across the print from
left to right — run straight across at the

base, but begin to rise into a symmetrical

curve, ever higher toward the finger tip.

Arches constitute 5 per cent of all finger-

prints. Loops have certain ridges that

start out from one side and then recurve

and end on the same side, never passing

across. If the recurving is toward the

thumb side of the hand, the print is a

radial loop, if in the opposite direction,

an ulnar loop, named after the bones in

the forearm. Some 60 per cent of prints

are loops. If the ridges make complete

circles or spirals, the print is a whorl,

either single-cored or double-cored.

Whorls account for 35 per cent of finger-

prints. Composites include those prints

that show features of two or more of the

foregoing configurations.

In a loop there is a place where a

single ridge, in approaching the central

pattern, bifurcates, or two parallel ridges

diverge. This point is termed a delta, or

a triradius. Some authorities consider

tbese terms synonymous, others make a

distinction between them. The apex of

the central rod or loop is the core, or

point of core. Whorls have two deltas,

one on each side. Ridge tracing is a most

important means of further subdivision

in print classification. It is done by lay-

ing a straightedge from delta to core and

counting the ridges crossed by using a

hand magnifier, a fingerprint microscope,

or a wide-field binocular microscope.

The primary classification employs

two divisions, arches being placed with

loops, and composites with whorls, so

that only loops (L) and whorls (W).
as thus amplified, are recognized. The
ten fingers are bracketed into five groups

of two each in the following order: right

thumb and right index; right middle and
right ring; right little, left thumb; left

index. left middle: left ring, left little.

If we consider the first pair, the four

possible arrangements are L/L. L/W.
W/L, W/W, and the same combinations

are possible for each of the four other

pairs. Since each combination of the

second pair can be combined with each

of the first pair, the possible combina-

tions of the first two pairs, taken together

are 4 x 4. or 16. The third pair has the

same four possibilities, so that those of

the first three pairs collectively become
4 X 16. or 64; with the fourth pair. 256.

and with the fifth. 1.024. the total num-

ber of primary divisions of the system

for all fingerprints.

ASSIGNMENT of arbitrary values to oc-

^ currences in this primary scheme

enables the complete representation of a

given set of finger impressions to be

expressed as a single fraction. If a whorl

occurs in the first pair it counts 16; if

in the second pair. 8; third pair. 4;

fourth pair. 2; and fifth. 1. Loops are

counted as zero. Presuming that the

formula in a given example would read:

63



in the World?

...)rou mil find it in Foikxays' cjlalo(

of over 600 lon( Playing authentic Folti

records from almost every country, cul'

lure or ethnic group in the world. Also

Science. Int. literature and Childrens

series. Write for complete free catalog.

FOLKWAYS RECORDS

LAKE KEDGEMAKOOGE

Quki o( B fricnJl) FurcM.

nelworli ot Ukc^ jnJ Forest accc%-

viblc only by mmor boat, canoe and
hiking.

•
Large roomy cottages for families or
iiruup). Etccllcni homc-cookcd meab
I'T h.Hiw-Vccpini: r''*"c^*e5.

•

Open May 1 — October 30

KED-GE LODGE
KEDGEMAKOOGE • NOVA SCOTIA

IMPORTED IVORY BIRDS

Intricately hand carved In Ivory and painted in

lifelike colors. Complete with stand. Only $6.95

P.P.D., No COD.. Allow 3 weeks for delivery.

Money back guarantee.

STANLEY A. HAUER
2414 Larchwood Rd.

Wilmington 3, Del.

k WIlllAM H AaiOTT
7M? • for.mv.ll. N Y i

\\ 1-. W W. L W. L L W I., ilir .„..

iiirrii-jil value lliii)> arbitrarily aM^ignni

^tiiiltl Ik-: 16 0. 8 8. 4. 0. 1 0.

»liit'li uiliN III a frai'liim u( 2S 12. Onr is

ilieri addrd to ImiIi numeralur and de-

iiiiiiiiii^lor. to aMiid /cro> in >a»r» wlicrr

t'lilv lini|i. arc |irr>rnl. Tlic Mini then

iKTiinir. 2fi 13. and litis is invrrtrd to

nmkr 13 26. the |iriniar>' classilicalion.

Sonip of thr niinilKTs lliiis olitainrd

arr rmoiintcrcd rallirr fm|Urnlly. and
additional subdivision is nrrrssary. Thr
two indrx linprrs arc nrxl classed. I' I!

inranini: thai rarh was an ulnar loop.

It .\ thai thr riplil inde.\ was a radial

loop, ihr Irft an arrli. .Next comrs a frac-

tion such as III'IIO. in which the sec-

• mil. ihinl. and fourth difiits of ihr ri|;ht

hand form the minii-rulor. and of the

left hand the di-noniinulor. This dr-

scribes whether thr lower bifurcating

rid|:r from ihr delta (the Irft delta in

whorl-l pusses inside (ll.outsidr (Ol.

or meets (Ml ihc corresponding ridpe

from the opposite side of the print. .A

fraction such as 3 1<J deserilM-s the

ridge-tracing counts — from delta to core

— of the two index lingers. Further

classifications arc used in cases where
many prints fall into a single category.

Our hnal number might resemble the

following: 1 17 VV IIM 001 5 19.

There is a great deal more tu the

classification system than can be dis-

cussed in a brief article, but it is ap-

parent that an expert operator can locate

u wanted print in a minimum of lime.

Prints and codes can l>e flashed froni one

file center to another, and idenlincalion"

of both Ihc criminal and non-criminal

can be made rapidly and positively.

One of the most important of all in-

struments Used for fingerprinl work is

III'- ."MiiMi 1 mi.roMope. I In- „-. '

tool ol forensic sciencr has two i.l

ti»rs hul only onr ryrpirrr. Thr im.,

from the lell objective might, (or evan

pie. be that ol a fingerprinl lifu-d wit

adhesive tapr from a |>olishrd wulni

lablr: that from thr right objrclivl

might ha\r been obtained by fingerprinl

ing a suspect. The two images pass ui
through a prism system and are deli\rrr|

to ihr eyrpiece, sidr-by-sidr. sriiurale>

by a criitral hairline. If the two image
can be mulched across the niid-lii

Ihul every ridgr cfuilinnrs across th

print, it is ulisoliilrly conclusitr e\idi

that the Iwii prints were made by ih

same linger. If ihey do mil nialch. thr

werr not madr by thr samr fingrr. Her
it should hr rni|ihasizrd that thr fuDi

lion of thr forrnsic sririitist engaged b
a law enlorcenieni agency is not to prov

the guilt of an accused iirr>on or I

supply the police with evidence ihut wil

convici, as is commonly supiiosrd, Ol

thr contrary, his duly is to the cuur

rather than to the police: he is to furnitl

the court with all available scii-ntifii

evidence, whrlhrr this evidence speak

for or against the accused. And then

are many cases on record wliere the

enti-t's findings have proved innocence

Tlii- li-l .1.1.,, I, the

or ..Ihrr -..IMir of i

COVER «Mr<H Archives
4~ loicph Sedacca
10-17- AMNH Archlvei
IB Leonard Lef Rue III

19 . C. G. Hampson
20-25- lotin Alky
26 South Aliicar

Tourist Corp.
27-Eliiabcth Scholtl
28-lop. Ely Fchrcii
center. H. 6. Rycrolt;

botio "

lihoiographer. artitl

Ihisirulions. hv
j

, E toiler

lit Corp.
32-41 Aihne Slront.
eicept 34-bottom.
Hubert Birnbaum
42-45- Ffllr Schremmer
47-53-Lee Boltin

54-AMNH Archives
56-AMNM
58-59-Cirolyn Carter
62-63 -lullanO. Coirlnglo-

THE 'fO"ilTU"NAT£ ISLAINTD

Trn mllr. ol ihr r.,..t of M.lnr.

b« Ibr prlmllOr taliarmrfti of th.

Slonhrii.n. .n I.Und In Tlmr.

'd .Ion of inslnlmd llilns arr mllr. ...,. ?

r. .Irrrlllahu or iiron .luni dim ihr .l>r.. .S

|llkr-llo«r.. liars or rorlilill loun||r. dl.lurll il

unrb>n«rd o<rr Ihr rrnlnrlri. .Mon- quirl. Cu-i arr parkrd or iraraird on llir mal

(• and •nrf-xrpl .horrllnr. K. lan.l. Thr inn ha. nrlihrr radio nor Irlr.l.lr.

I. and mrado>. ollrr .annuar. I.. I nriprrird .prrlr. rr> ard hirdrr. and bo

. and iiro>lnir tblni. o( air. land ani.i.. I'alnlrr. and pboloirapbrr. find arr.

Vnd lo mankind. allrr .rrnr *«rlb. of rrrord. And walilntf 1

hr rarophon.. rro>d. and ronlu- br tnond b< all. |w.arr. gulrl. braul..

THE ISLAND INN, BOX HM, MONHEGAN ISLAND, MAINE
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South America: where sights are SIGHTS!
Machu Picchu is just one of those sights. South America has thousands more to excite

your eye, ignite your imagination. And South America has exciting things to do. Go
hunting for bargains or jaguars. Go mountain-climbing in the afternoon, night-clubbing

after dark. Go shopping for alligator bags, nutria furs, antique silver, precious and semi-

precious stones, all at unbelievably low prices! The only way to see South America is to

see it all. And the only airline system that can fly you completely Voiind South America is

Pan Am • Panagra. You can see the entire continent—including Rio, Lima and many
other cities—on a round trip ticket to Buenos Aires. As little as $630*, Jet economy

fare from New York. Or leave from any one of 7 other U.S. cities. Call your Travel Agent or

PanAmerican. f^XV IM >/\G 1^ >A. • P/VI^T /VIVC Both coasts

one! Go one

other on Pan



pictelv KoUleti. «KC»pl (or lh« hair of ihe hcod,
wkkh it wD>u«^ k^|Mr Thit Uruku mother \\

removing Ker %on't vyrbrowt by knotting o
th/rod o«rr mkK hoir and qvickly pulling on It.

of r«ligtowi rilct. 1h«>> ore mod* ond donnvd
in the "moiking howve." reterved for men only.

Women who ollrmpi to penetrole the myiteriet

of (he motking Koute ore brulolly pwnithed.

with o »p«<Iot potion mode ol lermenled le<

poiioned water quickly killi the fith, but leo

entirely edible. A tuc<eitful ftthlng e*peditiof

braled with o dottling donee by vlllogeri.

A newly found PRE-CIVILIZATION

of unbelievable savagery and beauty!

Hidden deep in the shadows of the

Brazilian primeval forest ... incredible

patterns of daily life and tribal ritual among
human beings who— at this very moment-

are still living 10,000 years behind the times!

HllMbr. in the Km^iK.- of the prim(ir(li.il

Irihrs (if till' Brn/ili.in jiincl)'. means
LiHili .11 u<I" Now, fnr ihe very firs! time.

inlhriipuldsist H.ir.ilcl Schullz enables yciu lo

i'l just lli.nl — tlir(iii;;li the stimiilnlini; text .nnil

magnificent phiitu^rnphy that he presents in

ihis exlracirdinary new huok.

Here is the story of a civilization so primitive

that it has not shown a climmer of change or

pro^^n-ss since the fljiss before men hei;an

recording: history. It is the story of an en\'ir<tn-

nient rif incredible natural ho.stility ...of rituals

anfl customs that uoulrl arch many an e\'ebrow

in the ci\'ilizefl world, but whi{*h are renardi d

.IS perfe<tly natural to these child-likecreatures

In vivid uravure photo-reproductions, you
ire an eyewitness to these protomor[)hic cus-

I'lms: Ihe virgin initiation, the cure of sickness.

the double funeral, the fertility ritual . . . Ihe
f.'uitastic manner in which these primitives

comjiete with Nature, merely to slay alive.

I'ew. if any. of these practices have ever bedm-
been revealed to Ihe outside world — for. unlil

recently. Ihe tribes have been so hostile Ih:it il

has been ini|>ossibl,- to make .1 sliirlv ..f lb. ni

10 DAYS- FREE EXAMINATION

HOMBU IS a bu^e Ixnik. over x 1 T in size,

with 1*10 paf;es and 127 breathtaking photo-

graphs in lull color and monochrome. .Senil no
money — just Ihe coupon, to examine Ihe Ixiok

entirely Irrc. After 10 days, you may return it

if not well pleased, and pay notbinR. Other-
wise we will bill you just $3..50 plus shipping.',

then -$-(..SO monthly for two months lo complete
your payment. Mail cou|Hm lo 'I'be Macmillan
Company. Dept. -lOO-OlO, Riverside, N- J.
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YELLOWSTONE
where Nature

has outdone

the

Wizard of Oz

Yellowstone Notional Pork in

Wyoming is so unbelievable that

when C. W. Cook wrote of his

explorations there in 1 869, Lip-

pincott's Magazine refused such

"fiction. " Who could believe

things like hot water spurting

200 feet high, glass cliffs and
rivers that leaped off mountain

tops? Or forests whose trees had

turned into jewels?

Falls and Grand Canyon ol Ihc Y

But this Land of Oz is real.

This wonderland, unique in all

the world, has been forever set

aside so that Americans may en-

joy its strange beauty. There are

3,000 geysers and hot springs;

"Old Faithful" hisses, snorts and
blasts tons of water into the air

on regular schedule. There's a

cliff of black volcanic glass.

The falls of the Yellowstone River

•n tlia Emciald C.ly ol Ol had tuch .cndoi as Yell

Nalionil Paik In Wyoming. Thli li Caillt Giyttr

are twice as high as Niagara.

There ore more than 24 layers

of petrified trees whose wood
has become opaline veined with

amethyst.

Twenty-nine million Americans

have marveled at these wonders

since Yellowstone became our

first National Park in 1872. Yet,

by wise design, 98% of its

2,221,000 acres will always be

untouched by man. Here, Nature

can continue to experiment with

wildlife and growing things,

subtly shifting the interdepend-

ence of various species. Scien-

tisfs watch, but do not disturb.

For in this primeval workshop,

they may learn to restore the bal-

ance of Nature in areas where it

has been upset.

Yellowstone is our Notional
Park masterpiece, o shining ex-

ample of conservation s worth

to both man and Nature. Tok

pride in this island in time, in th

part of the post set aside for tl

future. Come see it to apprecir)t

its wonders and its meaning.

d opohr

FREE — Excluiive — Recrealional Guid

and Vacation Planning Map of Nc

tionol Porks — "What (o Sec, What !

Do, How to Enjoy Your National Parks

Includes points ol unusual scenic an

historic interest, accommodations, fc

cililics and recreational activilia

Write Sinclair lor your free copy.

FREE TOUR SERVICE -te» Sincloi

help plan your trip to Yellowstone c

other National Parks, or anywhere i

the U. S., Canada, Mexico Write

Tour Bureau, Sinclair Oil Buildinrj

600 Filth Avenue, Now York 20, N. Y

gtoalcit wildllfg relugo
A GREAT NAME IN OIL

Anothar In Sinclair's Consarvatlon S«rl«s to fostar appreclatlc



The sweetest
"money" in history

Ian sentiment co-exist with practicality in business? We
hink so . . . especially in regard to a company's feelings

3ward its very first product. Monsanto's was saccharin,

'rankly, we have a sentimental fondness for passing on

ny unusual stories about it—many have come to our

ttention since we sold our first pound in 1902.

)ne of our favorites is the story of how Monsanto
accharin was once used as money.

Iniversally popular as a table condiment and for special

ietary purposes, "Saccharin Monsanto" became a staple

T pre-communist China, where low-cost transport added
xtra importance to the compound's super sweetening

'Ower (4.50 times that of sugar). As the story goes, the

:)hinese regarded Saccharin Monsanto so highly that

they used one-pound tins as actual money during the

country's wild inflationary period.

60 years after Monsanto became the first U. S. producer

of saccharin, we're also very practical about the product.

Not only is Monsanto now the world's leading producer

of saccharin, but also we are

currently expanding produc-
tion facilities 50 percent.
That means more of the world's

most popular synthetic sweet-

ener . . . today one of more than
500 Monsanto products.

MONSANTO CHEMICAL COMPANY
800 No. Lindbergh Blvd. • St. Louis 66, Mo.

Monsanto
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COVER: .\\ first glance—and, perhaps, even al second—this composition -.v

color could easily be mistaken for an expressionist painting. Instead, it is

living subject, caught by a camera, and shovs-s ibe sralation «if Caslnit

rudfsmia. a Chilean moth of the family Casiniidae. Members n( this (amil;

are large and day-llying. The scales, too. arc large, anil so show clearly the

changing iridescence. .Many of the Caslnia species are most striking mimii

of various butterflies with highly protective coloration that fly in the same area

For some of the "vihys" of Lcpidoptcra scale color. plca«c turn to page

The .American Museum is open to the public without charge every day

during the year. Your support, through membership and conirihulionv

helps make this possible. The .Museum is equally in need of support

for all of its work in the fields of research, education, and exhibition.
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ORIGINATOR
Automotive architect— creative yet practical. This GM designer is contemplating a possible

196-? model car . . . devoting his imagination, creativity and talent to a design of the future.

Ideas are his business. Ideas are his life. They are expressed in General Motors products of today

—and in GM products for tomorrow.

He is one of 1400 men and women on the GM Styling Staff ... all dedicated to progress. Their

job: to give products eye-appeal . . . and to develop a form exactly suited to each product and its

use. They blend design elements such as line, plane, form, color and texture to create the utmost

in visual beauty . . . and to enhance quality, convenience and safety, too. They also look far

ahead, constantly searching and planning new and better things for the coming years.

The stylist is one of many employes to whom General Motors owes much of its leadership. Collec-

tively, with shareholders (more than a million of them) and thousands of suppliers and dealers,

these men and women of General Motors are responsible for GM's progress, past and future.

GENERAL MOTORS IS PEOPLE
Making Better Things ForYou



THE
LAST

HORIZON
by Raymond F. Dasmann

TcKjay wc look out lo our Ia,st

horizon. There's nol much room
left for a man lo disappear, bui

there is a liulc. Today he can Mill

go. Tomorrow? That is the con-

cern of this book: the story of

what is happening to the forests

and the grasslands, the deserts and

tundra, the tropical savannas and

the Arctic barrcns-and to the ani-

mals living in these remote places.

"A fascinating, informative,

passionate and. above all, chal-

lenging book that is a signpost to

the future, for better or worse. It

deserves the greatest possible read-

ing public."-Prof. N. J. Bcrrill.

McGill University. $6.95

NMlh 32 paces of illustralioos

.At your bookseller'^,

or mail the coupon to

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
(.U I ifrh AM-nuc. Nc« -^ ork II, .N.V.

Please send roc cop The Lad
Horizon 0)6 @ $6.95 (plus sales tan)

Revie^vs
History, hunting, and

voices of leviathan

By Richard G. Van Gelder

WiULKii's K\i.. liy Cliri»l.i|ilicr .\sli.

MiirMilluii Co.. !^7.5U: J/.i ;i/)., illiis.

\ViiALt_-i. l>y E. J. Slijper. Basic Rooks,

fIJ.Mt: ll.y pp.. illiis. \Vii.\t.i: \m> Poii.

iMiisK Voii;t:s (I.. P. rfinnll. I>y Willium

E. Schcvill and William .\. Wulkins.

H uoils Hoir Ocriinographir liisliliilion.

It man's first knou'lcdjie of llii.- lurci-r

wliulrscume from an animal !(trantled

iin llic slmrf. his initial inli-rt'sl was. tin-

duiilili'dly. in llic tons uf availublc food.

Whole tribes probably camped beside

carcasses until lliey were ealen or had

lieciiinr so foul lliey drove men away.

How long ago in prehislory man first be-

came aware of whales is hard to -ay. the

earliest known evidence of his familiar-

ity with them is a rock carvinp in Kiidiiy.

Norway, dated at uliout 2200 li.c.

From un initial stu(;e of carrion (ced-

ing:, the ne.vt step in whaling might pos-

sibly liuvc been herding whales in such

a way as lo cause them to run aground

where they could be slaughtered—a ma-

rine version of the Plains Indians driving

bison herds over a clill. ( .\ similar

primitive but effective method jiersists

today among the Faeroe Islanders of the

North .Atlantic who annually herd black-

fish a.«liore for food and oil. I

Eventually, more venturesctme mari-

ners probably slarleil liarpimning the

smaller whales, and hnally whaling in

open bouts came to be a regular industry

in those parts of the world frequented by

suflicient numbers of the animals to make
the industry profitable.

The increased development of seago-

ing vessels led to the pursuit of whales

farther and further from shore, and these

ventures raised problems not faced in

shallow waters. Nol all whales flout when
di'ad. thus profitable whaling demanded
the selection of species that floated. Be-

iuii~e the lack of refrigeration facilities

prevented stfirage of fre^h meat, em-

phasis had to shift to the more profitable

products of oil and of baleen, the horny,

flexible plates that hang in rows from the

upper jaws of some whales and were

used for such items as corset stays.

.\s early as 1619 the Dutch had estab-

lished a tryworks on Spitsbergen for oil

production, and the abundant whales

that frequented the bays of that island

were killed and hauled lo the boilers.

.\s ibis industry made inroads into whj

populations (more thun I.OIM men t

employed at the tryworks alone I,

whalers hud lo work farther and fnrtl

from shore, inuking it necessary lodul

flensing at seu. where the blubber «

pucked ill burrels for later renderii

From here it wus only u short »lep to |

factory ship, which was first irii'd ti

cessfuily uboul 1600.

Cbrisiopher Ash's book. II hale

Eye. is uIkiuI modern whaling In I

.Antarctic. In hftccn short cliaplem

personalised essays. Mr. .Ash hu« ci

lured the flavor of the Antarctic whuii

season— the ships, the wliule«. the

the industry, und the environment,

vu.sl umouni of information is presenti

not (mly for the biologist and wlmli

bulT. but for anyone interesteil in go

reuding. If a critici'^m may be ruisedi

is that the reader's up|i<'tile for inforn

lion is whetted, but he is not really {•

Half the book is given over lo plio

graphs that complement the text lieai

fully, and in common with the text. IcJ

the reader wishing for more. One mi|

also have hoped for belter reprodiiel

of the photographs.

Near the end of lllwlrr's Ey: ^

Ash engages in an argument with

imaginary antagonist lu justify the wll

ing industry and its practices. Tlii»i

one of the weaker parts of his book, a

its inclusion implies mure questional

Mr. Ash's mind than were in his te

MA.NKiMi's information about I

classification, anatomy, plrysioloj

behavior, and ecology of whales liu* li

ged far behind his techniques for th

capture and explnitaticm. Long confus

with fish, whales were c<irrectly clussifi

as mammuls by Linnaeus in IT.'iH. o

there is no further urgumeni im this »i

jcct. There are two major divisions

whales: the toothed whales and the I

leen (or whalebone) whales. The tooth

whales are predators of the sea. from t

sixty-fool long, squid-eating siierni whi

all the way down to the four and one-hi

foot long porpoises. The baleen wha
lack teeth and arc grazers, feeding on t

small organisms they strain from I

water through horny baleen jdule

.Most of the whales of commercial i

portuncc arc baleen whales, from a 1'
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THE SUMERIANS
Their Hi.stohv, Cilti he,

and charac-teb
5iiiiirit'/ Soah Kiaiiifi-

The Sumcrinns turned the hot, arid,

wind-swept Innd they inhabited into

a "Garden of Eden," they devised

such tools as the potter's wheel and

brick mold, developed a system of

writinp used in the Near East for

more than 2,000 years, and produced

literary works that reached across

all of Western Asia. Now a leading

authority vividly recreates this in-

jrcnious, impressive civilization.

Photos & drawings. $7.95

/n.7Mr>r (If your 6oot»rHfr •f*T~W

UNIVERSITY OF LgJ
CHICAGO PRESS '*Ji!j
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£y' One ol the world's leading

^ "t^ iindiTw titer rxplorcrs

y ' HONOR FROST
i"

'
;
Hriles as a diver and drufi.iinaii

. lo record Iter findings

.^ lor ilie benefit of the

j/prolessiiimd archaeologisi

imd interested

^ UNDER '""""'

THE MEDITERRANEAN
Writlcn wilh .i ilri\c and force

that recalls the accounts of great

travelers of Ihc nineteenth ccn-

tur>', Honor Frost describes the

undcnvalcr remains she has seen

in the ,Mcditcrrancan off the

coast of Byzantium and the south

of France. She traces the ancient

trade routes and rc-cvokes Ihc

ships that sailed them. Even

more significant, she reveals the

first workable method of record-

ing ancient sites under water.

Stunningly illustrated with about

100 color plates, photographs,

and drawings. S6.95

Buy it from your hookteUer,

or artier from the puhlislier.

Write lo Depl. 3-i3,

PRENTICE-HALL, INC.
EnglcKooJ digs. N.J.

Publisher will pay postage if

paytTient is enclosed.

t blue »lijlr down In llic luenly-fool

liiiimy whale. Early whairr', noted ihe

dilTrrrner- of ihc llualinj; iharai-lrri>lic«

of some whales. "Ri(;ht" whales were »o

iiamrtl because ihry llualrd wlirn dead,

lind good blubber, and nuuh baleen, and

were thus "jusi rishi" for whalini;: ihry

were liunird almoAl li> rxlerniinalion.

Ollirr brIiaNinrul and physioloRieal di(-

frrrnirs ha\r |iru\ed iniporlani, ineluil-

inR voice. The beluga, for inslaner, wa"

known as the "canary of the sea" because

iif ils audible sounds.

Most of the non-coinmereial seienlific

informalion about whales has been ae-

euinulated in llie twentieth ernlury, and

llierc has lonj; been ihe need lor a book

that would brini; locelber much of this

recent information in an aiilhoritalive

and inlepraled fashion. E. J. .Slijper's

ff hiiirs i- a tine inlmduelion.

.Slarlin}; with a concise history of

man's interest in whales, Slijper follows

with chapters on evolution and external

appearance, Ineomitlion and locomotory

orf:aiis, respiration, heart eireiilalion

and blood, behavior, hearing, production

of sounds, senses and central nervous

system, feeding, metabolism, distribution

and integration, reproduction, the future

of whales and whaling, and classification

of the Cetaeea. Whales is an interesting

i-ombinalion of technical material i)npu-

larly written: it most closely approxi-

mates a textbook in its mode of delivery,

exposition, and illustrations, and thereby

is suitable for siienlists and laymen

alike. It contains a vast quantity of

fascinating information.

.'specialists will disagree with fine

points in Slijper's text and some interpre-

tation. It is most sad that Slijper has re-

sorted to the frequent use of common
names throughout his text— a ilevice that

decreases the value of his work. The per-

fect example of this is on the first page

of text matter where an "elk" is men-

tioned. Americans will recopniw the de-

picted animal as a "moose." Systematists

will also object to the classifications in

the last chapter. Conservationists will

surely be dismayed by the philosophy in

the chapter on the future of whales and

whaling. But despite these shortcomings.

Whales is a summary essential for the

naturalist's library shelf.

WITH the use of underwater detection

gear developed in World War II

and since, man has learned that the

world beneath the sea is far from silent.

Early work on the detection and identifi-

cation of underwater sounds was limited

to the wartime effort to distinguish sub-

marines from other noises. Then came

attempts lo determine the species of ani-

mals producing sounds, and the subse-

qui'nl discovery ihat some whales use

underwater sounds both as a refined

means of orientation and for the detec-

tion of objects near them under the sea—
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God's vanishing

crealions—and man's

fight lo preservp Ihem
An engrossing study of Ihe

problems of preserving animal
wildlife, and the measures man
has taken to hall wholesale
extinction. Documented with

dramatic true accounts — the

two men who braved a .Siber-

ian wilderness to bring back
Ihe last wild horses of two
continents', an ingenious ex-

periment in breeding animals
back to the prololypcs of their

extinct ancestors; and many
more. Photos of rare animals
in their natural environment.
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id probably also for communication

nong themselves. This last aspect has

suited in misguided publicity, which

iggests that some whales can talk intel-

libly to some humans. Most qualified

ologists have good reasons to doubt

e validity of the scant data portending

substantiate such "conversations."'

Far more interesting and better docu-

ented. if not as imaginative, is the

cord Whale and Porpoise Voices made
•William E. Schevill and William A.

atkins. Here, on a single long-playing

cord are presented some of the sounds

ade by eighteen species of whales, all

It one of which were recorded at sea.

le tremendous variety of sounds pro-

iced is startling— clicks, squeals, bird-

ie whistles, and something strongly

miniscent of a "Bronx cheer." Accora-

inying the record is a twenty-four page

imphlet of complementary explanation

id description. In the best of scientific

idition. no attempt has been made to

ve premature interpretation (imagina-

e or otherwise) to these sounds: only

ter the long accumulation of data will

be possible to say more about what

ese sounds actually represent. The

I
cord is not commercially available.

It has been distributed widely to quali-

d scientists throughout the country.

Mankind seems unwilling to learn

jm past experience, and the future of

lales and whaling seems destined to

peat the sad histories of the American

son and the great game herds of

frica. Man takes action to preserve

ecies only at the last possible moment,

id his preservation action is usually

ised on such scant data that it is a

mder some animals have survived at

1. Both the Slijper and Ash books sug-

st that whaling is no exception.

The International Whaling Commis-

Dn attempts to regulate whaling witli

view to perpetuating whales at a level

at is economically profitable. Whalina

iotas are allotted in "blue whale

tits,'" with two or more smaller whales

lualing one B.W.U. Already the stocks

blue whales have been so reduced that

1 whales make up the majority of any

odem catch. Since it takes two fin

hales to .equal one blue whale unit,

ore whales are being killed now than

'eviously. Moreover, the reduced blue

hale populations are not afforded

'Otection and are exploited at any eco-

jmically feasible opportunity. Pre-

imably. whalers will shift to smaller

id smaller whales, so long as profitable.

make their quotas, and the use of

nailer whales will mean greater num-
?rs of animals killed.

Given protection, some species of

hales have shown that they can rebuild

leir numbers. The protection of the

ght whales since 1929 has allowed

lem to rebuild their population, and
le gray whale, protected for twenty-five
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A full exposition, synthesis. LIFEsummntion. nnd criticnl evnlu-
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man's knowledce about the
liy lliiniiiiun /.. Carson. Latest

nature of animal species and
of the part they play in the

M-icnlifn- (acU on man's origin,

i-volulion and lierilu(!c. and ihe

processes of evolution, cover- impliralions ilicy have on his

inc many topics not usually future in one highly readable
found in evolutionary works. volume. ".\ marvelously up-lo-
Emphasizes those findings dale manual of what's new and
from the hiirher animals
which are directlv applicable

what's to come in biology and
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New worlds for the newest readers in

DOUBLEDAY FIRST GUIDES
Here are the first two books in a series especially

designed for beginnini; nature lovers. All Firxt

Guides include full color illustrations on every page,

and casy-to-understand texts to stimulate and hold

the interest of the smallest learner. Ages up to 8.

Only SI.50 each.

THE DOUBLEDAY FIRST GUIDE TO BIRDS

7V.vf aiul lull-ciilur plu>lot;riiphs hy Siihni uiul

Heiithcoic Kimball. Clear-cut descriptions high-

light special Identifying marks and habits of more

than 40 common land birds - from the robin to the

brillianllv marked scarlet tanaccr.

THE DOUBLEDAY FIRST GUIDE TO ROCKS
By Dorothy Shiinlcfworili. Illiislralcil hy James

Caraway. The perfect way to help the youngest

collector recognize and identify common rocks he

, jn find in the city, country, or at the shore.

„/ „;; / ;.>.;/,vv. ,.,- <r,,in

DOUBLEDAY BOOKS
FOR YOUNG READERS

year«. bus iiureascd from Iwo liim ;

to more than six thousand. t)l>\i.

he happy medium is for detailed ~ii

of ihe reproductive potentiul "( .

species lo ^rrve us a guide to (be wli.il.

so thai a large breeding stock can I

maintained and ibe surplus barviMr.

Only intelligent nci|uisilion and iilil

<ulion of biological data will ussuic ili

presertulion of the whale po|iulaii>iu..

Dr. Van Crlilrr is both ihr Chairman an, >

.4ssorialr Curator of ihr Driuiilmrnt o

Mammalogy at The Amrrican Miisiunn

lloMiUi, by Harald Scliull/. 7°/ii- .Wdcniil

Ian Co., $12.50: 126 pp.. illus.

Tills book is a collection of photo

graphs taken by Harald Schiillz ore

a period of twenty years during visit) I

nine Indian groups in Urazil. Most o

ibevc groujis are still isolated from civil)

/.ulion and maintain their aboriginal WB
of life. The photographs are superb i

both clarity and composition, and thl

subject is the most interesting in lli

world—human beings with exotic lu

tom>. This combination makes the Ii<m>

extraordinarily attractive.

The author's purpose, far from parsi

ing the si'nsalional aspects of primiiiv

life as primordial savagery, is "lo lirji

to ibe reader that which is hiini.in j

the Indian, ibal . . . | which] unite- .1

mankind. . .
." This purpose is admir^iM

a<'hieve<i by pictures that portray t'

ni'eds. anxieties, curiosity, pride,

joy of the Indians in their work anil

reation. Hul the charm of the coll.. i

lies not only in what is univer..;il i

peojile but. more especially, in wli.it

peculiarly Indian— their dislinclivc h.i\

of meeting commf>n human need**. In ai

dilion. the book ri-llecls the uarmlli 1 '

.Scbult/.'s own feeling toward ibe Indian

and a respect born of tinderslandin^

The photographs are complenicnic i

by brief sketches of the nine Iribe^ .-in

individual explanations of tin- picture^

If one wishes to gain more than cntci

tainment il is necessary lo read lb

textual material. The author doe-, mi

pretend to write a scholarly work. Nim 1

ihcless, there is much here that 1

value to the student of South Amin
tropical forest pefiplcs. Iwcause ScImif

lias visiled and recorded the customs "(

number of tribes whose cultures arc -lil

little-known to ethnologists. The de-i ri|

live material i« lumped together in a '"

lif)n apart from the pictures, presiim.iM

for eiiinomy of publication. Much is 1"

ibrough this organization, since ili'

rearler will be tempted to peruse i)i>

photographs without going lo the <

siderable inconvenience of turning li

constantly to consult the descripliiui .



Translation of the text from the origi-

nal German has resulted in some tech-

nical difficulties, such as awkwardness

of expression, inconsistencies in the

'spelling of tribal names, and a few er-

rors. However, the quality of reproduc-

ition does justice to Schultz's excellent

photographs.

Gertrude E. Dole

Life in the U.mvekse. by Francis Jack-

son and Patrick Moore. W. If. Norton &
Co., $3.95; 140 pp., illus.

THIS collaboration of two talented

scientists deals, as the title indicates,

with the possibilities and probabilities

;of life either on other bodies in our solar

system or elsewhere in the universe. Dr.

Patrick Moore is a well-known and pro-

lific writer and interpreter of astronomy.

He is undoubtedly responsible for the

I
astronomical side of this presentation,

land it is well written, logical, and em-

inently understandable. Dr. Francis

Jackson is the biological expert of the

team, and his writing is equally good,

his logic is sound, and what he writes

is highly interesting.

Dr. Moore gives the conditions and

the environment found on the various

planets of our solar system, and out-

lines the essential needs for the origin

and continuance of life. Dr. Jackson

describes in fascinating detail the various

forms of living systems and tells why

such systems must have the essentials

described by Moore. The various prob-

abilities for the arrival of living organ-

isms on a hospitable host are outlined.

Their conclusion is that in our own

system the earth is the only possible

location for what we laughingly describe

as intelligent life.

There is, as Moore points out, an

abundance of stars of the solar type in

other parts of the universe. When and if

we ever learn how the sun acquired its

family, we will be in a better position to

state whether any of these stars has

undergone the same evolution as the

sun. The consensus among astronomers

is that there must be lite'rally millions

of stars possessing planets upon which

conditions exist that make life possible,

and that many of these planets must

be inhabited. The factory is just too big

for so small a product as the earth alone

possesses. But, as Dr. Moore points

out. the chances of our meeting any of

these hypothetical neighbors is as re-

mote as they are.

Man's present efforts to communicate

with possible planets that may orbit two

of the nearer solar-type stars are touched

upon and, in the final section, the pos-

sible future of our own planet is de-

scribed. This is good, solid reading and

details a situation that has been touched

on superficially by many astronomers.

James S. Pickering
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highlights of this fascinating

21 day tour.

The tour departs, via Pan American
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U'tinus \ovember 16. All arrange-

ments by Lindblad Travel Inc.,
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to you.
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MonoNS OP EAITH AND MOON daring ecIipM of Jnljr I

•hown from right to left. Daring nearly 2% hours that ibe

moon's shadow loaches earth, earth advances in orbit more

than 1.6 million miles and routes through 4I<4°; the moon
advances in orbit around earth about 5,700 miles. Path of

moon's shadow across the earth is result of these motions.



July eclipse will traverse northern regions

By Thomas D. Nicholson

MORE ASTRONOMERS are to visit

Alaska this summer than at any

other time in the history of that region.

Knowing in advance that a total solar

eclipse will occur in Alaska on July

20, 1963, the American Astronomical

Society accepted the invitation of the

University of Alaska to hold the sum-

mer 1963 meetings at College Station,

near Fairbanks. The astronomers who
attend the meetings will have an oppor-

tunity to observe the first total eclipse

of the sun seen in this country since

June 30, 1954, and the last one that

can be seen until March 7, 1970. (The
eclipse of October 2, 1959, which be-

Drawings by Helmut Wimmer

gan at sunrise in eastern Massachu-

setts, was obscured by clouds.)

Although the eclipse will be the

astronomical highlight of the summer,

those who journey to Alaska can view

many other unusual astronomical fea-

tures from our northernmost state. It

is, for example, the only part of our

country from which the sun can be

seen at midnight and the full moon at

noon. Sun and stars cross the Alaskan

skies in a manner that appears difEer-

ent to visitors from the south, and the

night sky is often brightened by glow-

ing auroras. Even time is different in

Alaska because of the longitude, and



it.-l,t i- l.,ni:.-.t ,„ -n.Miii.T. I.ut i-

ncarly iinifiinii llirouiili yciir al Miiiiiii.

it is ronliniinu> from sunset lo sunup

at Fairbanks from Apr. 7 until Sept. 3.

llir sliili-'s liililuilf fiixrs its lili.-s lli

li<n^r»l iliiys. llii' loii^csl nights, ^m

tlu- IdiigrsI Inilighls iif any cily in ll

iiitiff I niletl Stales.

Titi: admission of Miiska iis ili

fiirl\iiiMtli stnti' on Junuiu\

1"),VI. |iriiclui't-tl iiiiiiiv rliniif;i's in v

lal slalistiv!^ of llio rniird .'^Idti--. -

Vini'rii'ii. I'rior to that iliitc. all i>( ili

>lati'swi'rf within thr Nurth Triniiii ,i!

Znn.- of th.- W i-M.rn ll.misph.rr. W -i

till' ailniissioM of Alaska, the I ml'

Slati-s cxpunilctl simultancousK im

llii' Kasti'rn llrniisphi-ri- uiifl into lli

\r(lii- Zone. Ihi' ailniission of Mask
incroascil thi- total Innil urea of tli

I nitcd Stales Iin aliout oncsixlli. In

.il till' saini- tiini' it inorc than doulilrd

till' total roastlini- of our I'ounli'

(from .S.TU mih-s to I2.:«i.i miles) ao.l

aildrd another mean I the Aritiri I

llie waters that border our sliorc

Maska had little elTeet on the popul^

lion total of the I iiiteil States. I>ul il

admission did shift the f;eii};raphii' <'i

ter of our lountry more than had lli

admission of any other state I froi

Smith County. Kansas, to Bulle (ioiii

ty. South Dakota, a dislanee of .!.')
1

miles iiorlliwaril and 2M mile.s we-l

ward I . The geographical center of oiii

nation is now within 278 miles of lIu

Canadian horder.

Aslroiiomieally. Alaska is the mo-.!

peculiar of all the slates. Since it i\

lends above the Arctic Circle, tin

northern section experiences total ilax

for several weeks each summer, diir

ill'; which the sun is visiiile al mid

iiighl. riien. for several wifks eui I

winter the sun never rises and the fill

moon, visible even al noon, never sil-

.'^outh of the Arctic Circle, however

ihe sun rises and sets every day of thi

vear. but inay be visible only briilh

al certain times. Al Fairbanks, foi

example, the sun is in the sky foi

twenty-two hours and three minuli-?

on the longest day of the year. Jiiiii

21. and for only three hours and lliirlv

four rninule.s on the sliorlesi ilav of

the year. December 22. Hut from Apri

7 to .September .'i. even though the sui

may set each day. Fairbanks iievii

actually experiences a true night be

< ause twilight continues all night long

Kven in the winter, the true nighl al

I'airbanks is never longer ihan a

ihirteen hours, because twilight

llie winter are more than three hours

and forli. iniiiules long. This is longer

than the twilight in any other city in

the United States al any time of the



OVER Miami, left, including the Big Dipper and the

ern Cross, rise and set in nearly vertical paths. At
Fairbanks, stars cross the sky on riearly horizontal paths.

The Big Dipper never sets, the Southern Cross never rises.

year. At Fairbanks on July 20. the

day of the eclipse, the sun will not dip

more than 5° below the horizon, so

the city will not become even dark

enough to require street lights or auto-

mobile headlights. This condition pre-

vails each year from about May 15 to

approximately July 27.

BECAUSE of very long days during

Alaskan summers, the total solar

energy available per day in most of

Alaska is greater during some months
than in any other part of our country

— even greater than at the Equator. Al-

though the summers are short, the

long hours of sunshine each day can

support a thriving agriculture and can

produce daytime temperatures in the

nineties. The Alaskan summers would
be the hottest of the entire nation were

it not for the moderating effect of the

Pacific and Arctic oceans and the ab-

sorption of much of the solar energy

as it passes through the atmosphere at

relatively low angles. The moderating

effects of the nearby oceans are also

felt in the winter, of course. Except in

the tundra region above the Arctic

Circle, most of Alaska does not have

a true Arctic climate. The central re-

gions of the state, climatologically. are

much more similar to the northern

Great Plains states than to the Arctic.

Latitude, of course, affects the as-

tronomy of Alaska. There stars cross

the night sky in long, nearly hori-

zontal arcs. Many stars known well in

Chicago, Los Angeles, and Jackson-

ville are never seen at all at Fairbanks,

while many stars that rise and set

when observed in other cities appear

circumpolar to the observer at Fair-

banks, Like the North Star and the

Dippers, they circle endlessly in the

sky, never rising or setting.

But longitude produces an effect,

too. Because of the convergence of the

meridians at high latitudes, the state

of Alaska actually encompasses a

greater difference in longitude than

did the entire United States before

Alaska's admission to the Lfnion. And
Alaska, with four time meridians

within the state, nearly doubled the

number of time zones used in our

country. To the original Eastern, Cen-

tral. Mountain, and Pacific Standard

Times were added a Yukon Standard

Time (13.5°W. I. an Alaska Standard

Time ( 1.50°W. )
, and a Nome Standard

Time (165°W.). The fourth Alaskan

time zone, based on the 180th meri-

dian, which runs through the Aleu-

tians, was not adopted because there

Solar energy through year is shown
at Miami, Chicago, and Fairbanks. For

approximately four weeks in June and
July energy is greatest at Fairbanks.
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are nut enough peuplc in llie nn.i

justify usin^ it. Aliiskn is the un

state in luir cuuntry in wliieli n mi
mercial airliner cuulil actually i>ull

the sun. Hy tlie eluck, a jet aiii li

llyiii^ frcini Fairtianks to Nome ri>u

laii.l hefore it took ofT.

Sizf; o( MOON-. SI M.O» nil ll .' .anil

»lii.li

.lr,..M,

afT.-. l^ III.-

.Il-lall.

iiiralinn of

. lMi«.ri, 1

erlip^f

1.- .aril

. l.ari:.' slia.lnw lakes more
arrofn a given iiieri.liun

small slia.lo» w.ml.l take.

SinDOW In Moo> on •anil move, rasl slowlv al

al A (cri |ise al -unri el. . ovvcr al B of earlir.

(crlip»c ii I.Dul IO:U(l ».M. ), an<l most from A' 1

C Icrlipsc al noon I liecaiisc

nirve. Shadow spefMl in spare

ti B' is same as from U' to C.

IN
Muska the ei'lipse will oecui .In

in^ the late morning hours «{ In

20. The inosl uieessihle plaees li

whieli to oliser\e it lie in the ea-i

part of the state, where one raili

uiul three highways proviile ai-.-.-~

the sixty four-inile-wi.le patii .if ImI;

it\ . The .eiiliT of tin- total .•.lips.- .

ir.iss<-s almost exarllv over ill.' !

of Talk<-<-tna. on the Alaska it. I! lii

from l-'airlianks to Aneh.ira^e:

ilou^li. .Ill the Itiehnrilson lli^li

ami ."^hiiia. .m the (;i<'ii!i lli^livvj

Karlh.-r east, the path of l.iiili

eros.ses into (ianaila near the

where the Alaska Highway iross. - ll

liorder. The aslron.uners alli-iiclii

meetiiif;s at I'airhanks will pr.ili.ili

view the c-lip.s.' from .Sour.l.iu-li

from the .Maska Hifihwuy. near I

Yukon Terril.iry horder. At >!
.I.iu^h. the total eclipse will .i.i iir

ah.iut 1(»:20 a.m.. Maska Slanda

Time. At t.itality. thi- sun will I..

an altitude of ahout to' ami \\\\\

loi ate.l ill III.' direction of .SSF.. l-l

ity will last, at .'sourd.iufih and poii

nearhy. for ahout nini-ty-five si'imic

Th.- rather short durati.m of i

.clips." — nowhere alonj; its path .1'

totality exceed one hundred scciml-

severely limits the nature .if slmli

that can he carried out durin;; I

event, it is onl) during the perioil

t.>tality, when the moon complete

covers the sun's ph.itosphere (11

lif:hl-pr.i(luiinf; surface we ohsei

visually I. that the otherwise in\i-i

featur.-s .if the sun's outer structiii.

the chromosphere, the pr.imin.-m

and the c.irona — can he ohsecv.'ii i

d.T normal .ircunistances. Althon

there is sufllcient lipht in the chroii

sphere and in the inner corona

produce us.'ful data duriii;: hricf '

servati.ins. this is not Iru.' .if li

fainter out.T c.irona and faint ^1.

around ihi- I'clipsird sun. whi.h .an

successfully studied only when pnf.

of totality an- long — several iniinil

at the minimum.

I iider the hesl circumstances, l^.l

ity can last rouffhly seven and oim li.

minutes — four and one-half liim -

lonp as the ^Tcatest duration iliiii

this summer's eclipse. The durati

'4



of totality depends upon how long the

moons shadow takes to pass over a

point in its path, and this depends on

the size of the shadow and the speed

with which it travels over the earth.

The size of the moon's shadow

where it touches the earth can vary

from a mere point to a circle approxi-

mately 167 miles across. The size de-

pends on the moon's distance from

earth at the time. Since the orbits of

the moon around the earth and of the

earth and moon around the sun are

both elliptical, the earth-moon dis-

tance and the size of the moon's sha-

dow both vary. Because the sun is an

jxtended rather than a point light

source, the largest shadow will be cast

on the earth when the earth is at

aphelion ( greatest distance from the

;un ) and the moon is at perigee

(closest to earth I at the same time.

Lfnder these circumstances, the moon's

shadow cone will be about 235,700

miles long, and the moon will be about

221.600 miles from the earth. The

earth reaches aphelion in early July

each year, so the longest eclipses are

July eclipses when the moon is at or

near perigee. The perigee moon occurs

on July 16 this year. At the time of the

July 20 eclipse, the moon's shadow

cone will be very nearly its longest, but

the earth will be about 233,-500 miles

from the moon. Therefore, the shadow
cone intercepted by the earths surface

will be approximately fifty-three miles

across, which is much smaller than is

theoretically possible.

THE speed with which the moon's

shadow travels over the earth's

surface depends on the latitude at

which the shadow touches the earth

and the time of day where the shadow
falls. The speed of the moon's shadow

through space, with respect to the

earth, varies slightly with the position

of the moon in its orbit, but we may
take it to be very nearly 2,100 miles

per hour, in an eastward direction.

Where the shadow touches the earth,

we find the earth rotating eastward,

in the same direction as the motion of

the shadow. The net velocity of the

shadow over the earth, therefore, is the

diiference between the speed of the

shadow in space and the speed of the

earth's rotation. At the Equator, the

earth rotates at about 1,040 miles per

hour. The moon's shadow, when it

touches the earth on the Equator,

moves at a speed of about 1,060 miles

per hour ( 2,100 minus 1,040 ) . At high

latitudes, however, the speed of the

earth s rotation is considerably less.

It is only about 440 miles per hour at

the latitude of Fairbanks, Alaska (65°

N.
)

, for example. Consequently, the

speed of the moon's shadow at this lati-

tude will be about 1,660 miles per hour

(2,100 minus 440). At the Equator,

Arrows show motion of moon's shadow through space

(A-A) and the rotation of the earth (B-B' and C-C) in one
hour. The meridian B-C moves to position B -C during this

lime. Eclipse at the Equator travels from B' to D (1.040

miles) in one hour. Eclipse at 60° N. Latitude traces a path

from C to E, distance of 1,680 miles, also in an hour's time.
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llirrcfore. the shadow u( ihe niuuii «vill

l>a»« a point more slowly than it will

|ia!HS a point at higher latitudes. Thus,

llie longest eclipses are those thai incur

ill <-<|Uiiturial regions.

But the duration of totality in any

particular eclipse will vary from point

U) point witliin the shallow path. The

luiigcsl duration will iK-cur in the ecu-

Icr of ihc sliadow path, at llie point

«licrc ihc iilipsc lakes place ut imon.

\l that moment, the direction in which

llic moon's shadow moves on earth w ill

1h- the same as its dirtvlion in space,

.ind llic s|Hfd of the sliadow on carlli

»ill dcpciut upon ihc latiludc. as lU-

.scrilied above. At any olher lime dur-

ing the eclipse, the shadow of the monii

on earlh will be moving on a surfui c

ihnt curvi-s awa> from the earth-moon

ilireilion. The projeclji'ii I'f the moon's

shadow on the earth's curved surfac.'

causes the shadow to move across lln

earlh ver\ rapidly at places where llu-

i-clipse incurs several hours before or

after noon. The shortest duration of

lotalitv occurs where the eclipse takes

place at sunrise or sunset and the sh.i

dow of the moon is racing across llu-

earth at four thousand to five thmi-

>.iMd miles |x-r hour.

Siiiiri.D all circumslances favoring

a long eclipse combine, totality

ciuld lasl fur about seven and one-half

riiinulcs. This maximum duration was

I liiscly approached at the eclipse of

June 20. 195.S. The circumstances <A

that eclipse were almost ideal, willi

earth near aphelion, moon near peri

gee. and eclipse occurring in equaloi-

iai regions. The duration of totality

exceeded seven minutes on the Malay

Peninsula and the Philippine Islands.

Unfortunately, cloudy weather pre-

vailed in mosl places along its track,

ruining the ambitious observing plans

that had been made. As for the eclipse

nf July 20. 1963. the weather oullook

in Ala.ska. eastern Canada, and Maine

is at leasl encouraging, although it is

not the best possible.

After the moon's shadow leaves

Alaska, on the morning of July 20. il

will proceed eastward through Canada

and rc-eiilcr ihe I nited .Stales at ihe

Qucbec-.Maine border. Most of the

eclipse path in Canada passes through

remote regions. There the weather out-

look is not very favorable. In eastern

Canada, where the path goes through

Ontario and Quebec provinces, and in

Maine, the path of totality is again

easily accessible, as it crosses many

i6

towns and cities, and a popular sum-

mer travel region.

The total eclipse lone in Maine in-

cludes the three towns of Cambridge,

Ue\ler, and .Newport, the large ciu of

Rangor. and the liar Harbor rcsiul. Il

will occur in the late aflernoon. with

totality about »:42 to l:-W KST I.i:-12

to .S:-H EUTi de|M-nding on k>calily.

At liilalilv. the sun will be almost di-

recti) west al an ullilude of about 2.')°

abo\e the horizon. The duration of

totalily, ill the center of the path, will

be about one minute or a few seconds

lunger. Vi'ealher stalisliis indicate thai

the stale has .i betler than «vcr,ii;e

chance of clear skies for the evrjii.

.More detailed information, incluili^

a map outlining the total iH-lipse ret i

ill Maine, is a\ailalile fr<>ni ihr M



Department of Economic Develop-

nent, State Capitol, Augusta, Maine.

THE event of July 20 will be visible,

as a total or as a partial eclipse,

hroughout the entire United States,

jxcept for Hawaii. The time of the

;clipse and the portion of the sun that

vill be covered by the moon will vary

vilh locality. The approximate local

time at which mid-eclipse will occur

within the United States can be esti-

mated from the map, beloiv, but re-

member to subtract five hours from

the map times for Eastern Standard

Time, six hours for Central Standard

Time, seven hours for Mountain Stand-

ard Time, and eight hours for Pacific

Standard Time. The eclipse will begin

about sixtv to seventv-five minutes be-

fore the indicated time, again depend-

ing on locality, and end some sixty to

seventy-five minutes after the indi-

cated time. It will be more than 7.5 per

cent partial — that is, more than three-

fourths of the sun's diameter will be

obscured — at New York, Detroit, Chi-

cago, and Minneapolis, and progres-

sively less at places that are situated

farther south of the path of totality.
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(.anioullaiicHl

SlilMishiniio
strange, wormlike lure draws turtle's prey

By H. Hediger

NOT .\LI. AMMAU'i tliat fceil on live

|ircy arc ftirced In Irack, hunt,

or ovcrpiiwiT by superior sjMfil, as dn

inosl rarnivorous mammals, birds of

prey, many reptiles, fish, and inverte-

brates. There are also those animals

that forgo hunting and substitute pa-

tience for speed and attack. An imma-

ture tick is able to wait for months

fastened to a tuig. until finally an ani-

mal—a deer, perhaps, or even a toad-

brushes against it. Only then does the

lick fasten itself onto its host.

Large animals with a higher meta-

bolic rate are. of course, not able to

have such "patience." but even they are

sometimes equipped to wait for hours,

days, or weeks. They often remain mo-

tionless until, as an old German saying

has it. "the fried pigeons (ly into their

mouths." There are two interesting

aspects in this fact for the scientific ob-

server: behavior of prey to predator,

and behavior of predator to prey.

The prey-to-predator behavior—that

is. the tactics of avoiding an enemy— is

not haphazard and accidental. Instead,

it has evolved for species preservation.

Every animal species has its own cs-

cape techniques, its individual flight

reaction. Further specificity may exist

within this individual flight reaction.

It may relate to the habits of the pri-

mary enemy I such as whether the en-

emy attacks from the ground or from

the air I or to the type of enemy.

I discussed some aspects of animal

(light in my book. Stuilies of the Psy-

cholopy anil lieliaiioiir of Animals in

ZoosanilCirruffs, an(\ included several

flight reactions as revealed, for in-

stance, in (light distance. I As a rule,

small animals run a shorter distance

away from an enemy than do large ani-

mals. I In most cases, the animal's

(light follows definite rules, and thedis-

tance can be measured accurately.

i8

However, before the reaction is trig-

gered, the enemy must approach to

within a specificdistance from its prey.

The laws that exist in avoidance tac-

tics of the prey also exist in the capture

tactics of the predator. There are two

principal ty|>es of predatory behavior

among the vertebrates: active attack,

which includes search, stalk, and cap-

ture: and passive approach, which

consists, primarily, of lying in wait.

Some peculiar specializations are

possible within the framework of pas-

sive capture: for example, many ani-

mals—from fish to mammals— use a

'"snap trap." These predators arc dis-

tinguished by three characteristics:

morphologically they are able to con-

form to the envirr)nment through cam-

ouflage: physiologically they are able

to react to the prey with lightning

speed : psychologically they can remain

motionless for long periods at a lime.

Still further diflercntiatcd are those

predators that use "lure traps." These

are limited to the lower vertebrates,

from fish to reptile. The best-known

example is the anglerfish ( Lophius pis-

catorius). in which the first spine of

the dorsal fin becomes a lure that is

jerked back and forth in front of the

large mouth and bears a strong resem-

blance to a small fish. Similar organs

exist in other species.

In some snakes—certain vipers, moc-

casins, and the juvenile cop|)erhead—

the lure is a strikingly colored and

moving tail tip. A pair of mobile ap-

pendages on the snout of an arjuatic

snake {Hcrpclon\ of the Indo-f'hinese

region, may serve the same function.

All of these lures are located outside

the mouth, but the fresh-water alligator

snapping turtle I Marrnclcmys Ifmmin-

ckil, seen on these pages, is distin-

guished by a lure that functions inside

the mouth and attracts the prey directly

into the trap. As far as we know, llii

is unique and constitules the best liir

trap in the animal kingdom.

BIT before discussing the lure fur

iher. let us look at Macrnclnin

itself-the only living sjwcies in lli

genus. This largest of all fresh-w.-ili

turtles ranges through central lllin'ii

southern Indiana, lower Missoiii

southeastern Kansas, and south to lli

Gulf of Mexico. It is also found in east

crn Oklahoma and central Texas. L'su



Stickleback (Gasterosteus)

he pinkish,vermiforin organ projecting

of alligator turtle. When
motion, lure is pale gray.

ally two hundred pounds is thought to

its top weight, but one has been re-

ported at over four hundred pounds.

The broad. oblong, unmarked carapace

is dark brown and deeply ridged. The

; tail has three rows of tubercles,

and it sometimes is longer than the car-

apace. The head, covered by plates

above, is large and pointed, and the

upper jaw forms a hooked beak. The

syes are set on the sides of the head

and are barely visible from above.

The female, which may be somewhat

larger than the male, uses her hind legs

to dig her nest in soft ground. There

she deposits her eggs, scrapes the dirt

or sand back into the hole, and crawls

over the spot to smooth it.

Alligator snapping turtles live in

rivers, canals, lagoons and bayous,

marshy lakes, and swamps, usually not

far from running water. They prefer

muddy bottoms, where the thick, aqua-

tic vegetation helps to conceal them.

In the area of camouflage, this turtle

is astonishing, particularly when cov-

ered by fresh-water algae. Then it

takes on the appearance of a long-sub-

merged rock; then. too. the lure mech-

anism is even more effective. This

carnivore, which apparently prefers

fish, but which undoubtedly also eats

waterfowl and small mammals, has a

vermiform growth on the middle of its

tongue. This irregular, distensible

process moves like a worm. The turtle

lies on the bottom of the lake or stream,

mouth agape. When at rest, the process

is white or pale gray. When in motion,
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it b«conu>s pink or red. probably »> a

n-sult of blood cirrulnlinn. Tlu> a|i'

|H-iulii^f. ns I'iiii In- stt'ii iMi llii'sf pa;;rs,

has n fatal nllraclion fur fisli. wlilrli

iiiuvo toward it—the iinl\ inoviii^ pail

.'f tlif in<itiiii)li-s> tiirtli--iiiitil siuliliiil

llir fi'rociiiiis jaws snap shut.

riic hfrpi-tiilii^ist Hans Oailow «as
pnssibly till- first to discovt-r that lin<>

iiiit'haiiisin. In l')l(') lie wrote in liis

hook Auiphiliin: "... in order In

attrati fishi-s lhe\ protrude a pair nf

worm-like, pale pink filanienls fr<<iii

the top of the tiinf;ue." V.\m though

It. I.. Ditniars ealled attention to the

lure alnlo^l half a eentury apo. it sei'

l<> have taken a lonj; time for an^ullc

TiRTi.K rcniuins mnllonlc.>^. it^ rdanicntnu> ^l^in in:ikin|! It

look like a rork. .\s fi^li rcarhe^ for the lure, the !-lron»:.

toolhless jawt^ .snap shut upon it. In picture, above, are seen

the dark eye markings thai may help in camouflaging pupil.



actually to observe that the lure at-

tracts fish. Many authors who have re-

ported the phenomenon seem to have

depended solely on hearsay evidence

for their descriptions.

A recently as 1939, C. H. Pope re-

marked that no one had suc-

ceeded in observing the total action of

the lure in all its detail, and that there

had been no scientific eyewitness to the

manner in which a fish snaps at the

decov and thus is seized by the turtle.

Many of the turtles have been kept in

public aquariums, but there they were

fed with dead fish, which they seize in

the manner employed by other aquatic

turtles. In the American literature,

E. Ross Allen, Wilfred T. Neill, Archie

Carr, and C. H. Pope are named as

the first to watch some of the operation

of the tongue appendages.

We keep several of these interesting

turtles in the aquarium at the Zurich

Zoo, where they regularly demonstrate

the amazing action of the lure. Early

in 1962 my assistants, H. Heusser and

R. ffonegger, were able to make both

movies and still photographs of the be-

havior—the first time, to my knowl-

edge, that this has been done.

The way in which Macroclemys uses

the lure is of special interest because,

as we have pointed out, the turtle is

also able to catch fish in its jaws like

any other aquatic turtle. Yet. it is prob-

able that the organs were evolved to

aid in food-gathering—perhaps par-

ticularly in the daytime, when the color

of the process would be visible to po-

tential prey. (The animal usually for-

ages at night.)

The fact remains that much is still

to be learned about this remarkable

animal. For instance, comparatively

little is known about its longevity, al-

though one is known to have lived to

well over fifty years. Its diet, too, has

not been studied to any extent, nor has

its over-all behavior. One thing, how-

ever, is sure. Its meat makes fine soup

!
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Modern Tools Probe

Deep Water
Coral banks are explored seismically

By Donald F. Squires

THE PHRASE "coral reef" usually

summons up images of coral ram-

parts besieged by foaming breakers

and overhung by waving palms under

brilliant blue tropical skies. While this

is the setting for most coral reefs,

there is a lesser known type in the

cold, perpetually dark waters below

the penetration of light—waters of a

temperature more amenable to the cod

than to the barracuda. The biological

and geological potential of these coral

reefs has not been assessed, but be-

cause they apparently are widely

spread, they have attracted the atten-

tion of oceanographers and biologists.

Coral banks, as they are called, are

found from the waters of the subarctic

regions to the deeper waters of the

continental shelves in the tropics,

usually far beneath the depths to which

even the most skilled skin diver can

descend. As a result, these growths

must be studied indirectly by the

modern tools of an oceanographer

working from a vessel a half-mile or

more above the object of his atten-

tions. Utilizing sound impulses of

several frequencies and equipment in-

cluding cameras, trawls, and probing

cores, the oceanographer samples and

records his data. From these a fasci-

nating picture emerges.

In 19.56. Drs. J. B. Hersey and S. T.

Knott of Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institute were aboard the Atlantis,

Bran'CHINC D, profunda, left, is the most

abundant coral found on Blake Plateau.

Broken skeletons of Lophelia form

the base for deepwater coral structures.

making a number of geophysical tra-

verses across the Blake Plateau, a

broad expanse of flat sea bottom off

the southeastern United States. About

two hundred miles southeast of

Charleston, South Carolina, they en-

countered an area of characteristic,

hummocky topography, which, for

lack of a better term, they called the

"bump area." Because of time restric-

tions, they were unable to investigate

intensively, but for the next five years

every opportunity was taken to cross

the "bumps." and thousands upon

thousands of feet of echo-sounding

traces of the area were accumulated.

Then, in early 1961, the Atlantis

went out with Thomas Stetson as chief

scientist to undertake detailed studies.

The complement of geophysical gear

included precision depth recorders.

seismic profiling instruments, deep-

water photography equipment, grab

samplers, dredges, and trawls. The
Blake Plateau is not a restricted re-

gion that can be studied easily, for the

bumps extend over an area greater

than 1,500 square miles. There ap-

parently are thousands of bumps; each

poses a special problem, and each

should be studied individually. In ad-

dition, the motion of the Gulf Stream,

which flows over the bumps, makes it

difiicult to position the ship. As a re-

sult, cameras and dredges may be

strung out at the end of a half-mile or

more of wire and may sometimes drift

a considerable distance beyond the

immediate area to be sampled.

Before the cruise began, several

hypotheses had been developed to ex-

plain the occurrence of bumps. One
theory held that they represented vol-

canic structures or possibly remnants

of volcanic cones; another that they

were accumulations of coral materials,

possibly analogous to a coral reef.

Long before the end of the trip, it was

apparent that the second hypothesis

was at least partly correct, for the

dredges and grab samplers brought up

bushels of branched coral with each

cast. It was not until much later, when
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hiniiiiig u^^ooiulioll6, inclu<liii^ known Itldkc Phih'uii. nn wliit-h i^ Ittiiti)* jrc^i.

'.In- appetiruiu'e of llu- banks and liaM-

li'.irnni sumelhin^ alioiil llir May In

»liiili llicy are cutislriiilcil inlfinall\ .

riifi'tiral banks on (III- HIaki- I'laliaii

.Ml- fiiinu-il |iiiuii|palK li\ l\v<i siKviis

I mr.il. t)nf. /.(i/i/ic/m jirolijera. is

smnil on oIIut Allanlic coral liank>.

< Mlicr t'orals are more ahuiulant. Iml

ilie slron^ skeleton of /.o/i/iWoi makes
il llie |>riniar\ framework jirowlli.

liiilli /.ii/'/i.'/i(i anil llie seionil s|Kiii-.

Dfiiihiiphttliti firojiiiula. resi-niMe

iiii-> In llirir nioile of l>ranrliln^. / .•

phflin. like an elm. prows willi sleepK

iji lini'il l>ranrlies. many of wliirli (ii~r

i'L;ellirr. \s the liranrlies lircoioi'

~inaller at llie lips lliey rross anil iiiln •

min^^le. anil llu* invertelirale aninLils

Iralleil poly |is I thai form ihe skelelon

-iireic eali'ium larlmnale ami «ilil

ihi- liranrlies into a siroiip null. \\ In i

llie polvps llie. the skeleton roll;i{.M

.mil breaks into relatively larfie frag-

ments lliat aeeumulate like branrlie!

ill a pile of leaves. They hold lofielhi-r

llie mass that is formed from a varirl\

the results of the seismie profiling and

topographic echo soundings had been

studied in detail, thai there was a dis-

tinel possibility (hat the first hypu-

llu-sis might also be correct.

A a result of many crossings of the

bump area by the Allanlis and of

searches of earlier echo-sounding rec-

ords and surveys of museum collec-

tions of corals, we now have some

concept of the distribution of coral

structures on the Blake Plateau. Be-

cause these structures are now known
to be composed of coral, at least super-

hcially. the word hump, adopted only

as a loose descriptive term, can be

abandoned in favor of the more precise

word "bank." Although bank was orig-

inally coined to cover all types of coral

structures occurring in deep water, it

is now restricted to more advanced

stages of development of these fea-

tures, such as those found on the IBIake

Plateau. We are not sure, however,

whether they are several long, possibly

continuous, ridges or a series of dis-

crete banks, possibly coales<'ing later-

ally as they grow. The banks arc

aligned approximately north and south

along certain geologic features and

seem to lie related to currents in their

distribution. From the remarkable pho-

tographs taken by Richard M. Pratt

with Professor Harold Edgerton's

cameras, we know a great deal about



if skeletal material of other organisms

iving on and around the coral.

THE most abundant coral of the

Blake Plateau banks, Dendrophyl-

ia, branches in a more random man-

ler, making large, bushy colonies.

?he poh'ps forming the skeleton of this

pecies do not secrete a solid mass, but

aake a porous structure, the branches

if which are free and not fused. As a

esult, the skeleton is not nearly as

trong as that of Lophelia, and after

he death of the coral animal, the cal-

areous structure tends to become

iroken into'pieces three or four inches

Dng. These accumulate rapidly and

re furtlier broken up by other or-

anisms that live on the bank, result-

ag in a tangled but porous mass, with

le interstices still open.

In areas of coral bank development

n the Blake Plateau, bottom currents

pparently transport quantities of cal-

areous mud particles that become

rapped in the matrix formed by the Isotherms (lines joining points with

the same mean temperature for a given

period ) are for

east and west <-(

iieralized section of

s of North Atlantic.

coral fragments. Through this mecha-

nism the bank becomes dense and solid.

Associated with the two main spe-

cies of coral are three little horn, or

cup, corals, Caryophyllia, Thecopsam-

mia, and Dasmosmilia. More kinds

will probably be located as studies are

continued on the faunas collected, but

it is now known that these two are

relatively uncommon on the banks.

Ho%vever, samples taken bet\veen

banks have shown them to be present

in the area in considerable numbers,

while the bank-forming types are rare

or absent. The little corals require rock

surfaces or shell fragments on which

to secrete their initial skeletons, and

they settle upon dead coral fragments

on the bank. Between banks they

usually settle on the rock basement,

which is exposed in the area. Lophelia

and Bendrophyllia also begin life on

some hard object, but apparently once

they are established and have grown to

maturity, most of their proliferation

occurs as branches break off from the

larger colonies. These may either die

or continue to grow and form other

colonies. We do not know what causes

breakage of the colonies, but there is

some reason to believe that fish may
be contributing factors. Smaller fish

might well attempt to take refuge in the

"thickets" of coral, but unlike their

terrestrial counterparts, the thickets

have branches that will not bend as the

25



animal brushes against them while

s<«king cover, and large pieces of coral

may be broken off.

Numl>ers of other animals live on

the coral banks. Photographs show
octopuses, sea urchins, brittle stars,

sea anemones, sea fans, ami large

sponges, and future studies will un-

<loul>tedlv lengthen the list. However,

it is curious that very few mullusks iiie

found in either the phottigraplis or the

collections. Clams and snails are al-

ways an appreciable part of the fauna

of the shallow-wuler reefs, where they

are usually hidden during llu- day,

cnniiiig out at night to feed. B<vausc

there is |)erpetual night on the coral

banks, there should be no reason for

CONTINLOLS sci-niic prolilr. jurl of Mililiollmji. r.-lk-, liiij: ili.- Iinrizdri? lh;il

which is shown above, revcalcil ^l^ong underlie slruiliire of tliu coral banks.
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Part of eci«mic profile is compared DiUcrcnrc in horizontal scale results

with echo soundings over similar areas. from differences in speed of the ship.
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iIk' animals to be in hiding diurnall>

Deepwaler coral bonks have ln-c

known for over a hundred years. The

were first discovered off the coii>l i

.\orwa\. in dcpllis ranging from (.>il

or lifl\ feel to lliice humlred 01 (,.1.

hundred feel. Hecuuse they were ;:imi

hshing grounds, and birause tin- iicl

of the fishermen were lorn to si

hIic-11 llicy liecanie enlanglcil in lli

1 "laU. llic li«nk> were the sulijit I-

rarly investigation, and iiianv liiii

ilrcds of them were mappeil li'

turn of the ccnturv.

Tin: StTxiie II\drographi(|ue Mi

rine el Office Scieiitifique et In!
nii]ue des Peches Marilimcy
I'raiiie. was the ne\l to sludv ll

rrenili deepwaler bunks, and nia|

sliowing ibe positions <d several llioi

sum! more were printi'd in l')21. 1 1 w
then seen thai the loral bank- .

rrance were in di-cper walcr than llm

off the coast of Norway, that the ihpi ll

erii Norwegian bunks were t\\ iiig

lliat siinii' of glacial age hud rec cnll

Imi II uplitl.-d. At the time these fail

Ipicainc kiiiiwn. the main interesi wn
to determine the position, exlcnl. an

numbers of the bunks, and with g

reason: it is recorded thai uinvar

lisliernicn might bring up five or si

Ions of coral in their deep net casl>.

It was also found that the Europra

banks arc formed by two or ihn

ly|K's of coral -bushy and braiK liin

forms such us /.op/ir/io. Mcutnpon
;md Denilropliyllia. Other smalli

corals arc present, but do not coi

tribute particularly to the structure 1

the bunk. Plants, of course, are uhsri

on the deeper banks, but many 01

ganisms urc fouml only on the b

uiifl not in Ihc ureas between, and a

many as three hundred species lia\

been catalogued from the Scandiii;

viun bunks ulone. .Some of the bunk

are largi—up to u mile in diameter .iii'

several hundred feel thick—and ai

usually loculed in areas of strong ( 111

rents of water, such as in the moulli

of fiords or along the edge of the ( nn

linenlal shelf.

Although the effect has not ben

measured, it has been suggested Ilia

the bunks uloiig the edge of ihc Kuro

pean continental shelf, from the I'oi

cupine Bunk, off I'^ngland. to the mas
of .'^pain. are oriented in relation tc

iipweliing of water ulong the fuce o

the slope. If the corni banks are n-

luted to currents wherever they oim iii

it is a requirement in common will



lIPPLED sand and ooze are characteristic of the bottom

letween the hanks. An absence of coral debris is notable.

RocK-oiTCROPPiNC between banks is in background, organic

ooze in the foreground. White spots are probably cup corals.

nalogous shallow-water reefs, for the

•opical reef corals prosper in the

rashing force of the great ocean

ivells. As mentioned before, the banks

n the Blake Plateau seem to be strung

ut in long lines extending approxi-

lately north and south. Collections

lade on the Plateau to the south of

le area studied by the Atlantis indi-

ate that the banks may extend south-

'ard roughly along the line of the

3ur hundred fathoms contour—per-

aps along the path of some as yet

nknown and unmeasured current.

The temperature requirements of

ank corals are also being studied. It

i known that tropical reef corals grow

est at a temperature of about 2.5° to

9° C. They can also grow in temper-

tures as low as 13° C, but do not de-

elop well; below that temperature

nly isolated patches occur.

Deepwater coral structures flour-

ih in much colder waters than shal-

3W-water reefs, but exhibit a very

nde range of temperature prefer-

nces. At least four different suites of

oral are known to participate in the

brmation of deepwater coral struc-

jres in the North Atlantic Ocean,

ach of which has its own preferred

temperatures for optimal development.

Some, such as the Madracis—Dendro-

phyUia assemblage, found in struc-

tures on the Niger Delta, prefer

temperatures of the order of 15° to

20° C. The Lophelia—Madrepora as-

semblage, characteristic of the Scandi-

navian coral structures, is found only

in waters having a temperature range

of 4° to 12° C. The Lophelia—Dendro-

phyllia fauna of the Blake Plateau and

other western North Atlantic occur-

rences appears to prefer a temperature

range of 7° to 10° C. All these data

indicate one common feature—occur-

rence below the thermocline. Surface

waters of the ocean fluctuate greatly

in temperature with the changing of

seasons and courses of currents. With

increasing depth of water, however,

stabilization of temperature occurs.

It is at the depth at which waters are

cool throughout the year and have a

very small, stable temperature range

that the thermocline occurs. No deep-

water coral structures are known to

live above the thermocline, regardless

of the temperature above or below.

One of the most dramatic examples

of this restriction in occurrence is

shown in the coral banks of Scandina-

via. Because of the cool waters there,

coral banks live and flourish in rela-

tively shallow water, where the ther-

mocline is at depths of about 100 to

150 meters. As the Scandinavian pen-

insula rises in response to the melting

ice from the great Pleistocene glacia-

tion, these coral structures are brought

into progressively shallower waters.

Some have actually been uplifted from

the sea and are known as subfossil

banks. Others have been uplifted

dangerously close to the thermocline.

Recent studies of the North Bratthol-

men coral bank, by Drs. Cyril Burdon-

Jones and Hans Tambs-Lyche, have

shown that the upper portion of this

bank is composed only of dead coral

and that the living coral is restricted

to a ring around the bank at depths

greater than 100 meters, which is the

depth of the thermocline.

To the south, the coral banks of

each faunal type follow their pre-

ferred temperatures doivnward along

the thermal gradient. The Lophelia—

Madrepora banks of relatively shallow

water in Scandinavia are found at

depths of many hundreds of fathoms

off France, where there are waters that
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irr ill the siimr range of (riii|>friilui<

One of many (|ueslioiis laisoil I

llie rt^'ciil sititlifs of coral l)anks

llial of how lliry liefjiii, A lo^ii.al s

(|Ut'li>f of fvciils can lie |>o^llll;lll'

I iul<>iil>t('<ll\, llic liaiik hfgiiis viilli

'-ingle coral. If llie plaiiiila lar\a i

(or c\ani|)le. /.o/i/iWiVi prolijftn \\c

lo ><'tlle in an area faxoralile lo

l\|H-. it uiiuM licgin lo grow well .11

ia|ii(lly on a soliil surface, such a> |>i

X iiled hy a clanisliell. Soon tlie >t\\.

I'liral would clc\elo|i into an arlioii

> cnl 4'oloii\ anil would iH-gin ti> in<Miil

the ciixiroiiinenl in wliicli it was ^1

ing. This early inodincalion would I

-ubile. even cpheineral. For inslai

li>h might >eck shelter aimui^

lirani his. \\ Inn the fish swim thr^ii

the colony. Iiranches might I"' Inuki

olT, and as these Iiranches lie on ll

hotloni they might continue gmwli

into new colonies. The dead liram li

of the I'liral furnish a hard sul>~lia

for larvae jiroduced liy the inalii

colony to settle upon and begin growt

A this process continues, w

longer have a single ciilon\. In

rather, a number of colonies forinii

a thicket. While the thicket gmv
many changes take place. The cmi

iifler increasing amounts of shrlli

support, and food for other aniriia

particularly invertebrates. Each in

coral animal modifies the enviroiiiiii

and makes rnoin for yet other aiiiina

The briikeii branches of coral airiiiii

late around the thicket, and mud I

gins til be ciilrapped in the spar

betwe«-n the iiranches. This mud In

lorn is an added dimension to the <

vironmeni—one not found elscwlie

on the Ulakc Plateau in waters

-imilar depths. Whole hosts of mi

adult organisms and larvae can m
move onto the bank, for that is \\\\

the group of colonies has become. \

the inicriisi'opii'. sulimicroscopic. a

larger animals that live in the mud a

feed upon each other permit an r\

wider development of the bank fain

It Is. then, quite probable thai

coral bank begins in a very nioilc

way. but gradually and subtly cliaii^

its immediate environment. Of cniii

there must be controls, for not i-M'

colony grows to be a thicket or a liai

The controlling factors probably .1

a complex of delicate balances belwr

such elements as temperature. 1 urn'

Dkhris si.oI'F. is largely of D. pnijiin

fragments. Octopus in at bottom rii;!



Mill!, iuspended sediment, and other

MiiJitions that are less well defined.

Returning to the earlier comparison

f ciiral reefs and coral banks, the

iif?t striking feature of the tropical

mal reef is the great diversity of life

. supports. Teeming with fish and har-

oring myriads of corals, sea fans,

nemones, crustaceans, mollusks,

iirms. echinoderms, and many other

Features, the coral reef is a spectac-

lar assemblage. In some areas, iso-

ited local reefs, called patch reefs,

lav develop. These are particularly

emarkable on the Bahama banks

.here individual patch reefs, twenty

3 fiftv feet in diameter, may be sepa-

ated bv several miles of barren oolitic

and uhere none of the larger forms

f life is seen, aside from an odd

jhark or other open-water fish or an

Iccasional wandering conch. Arising

luddenly from the bottom is a nearly

ircular patch reef that grows up to

he low-water level. A full array of

orals is present, but even more strik-

ng is the vast number of other inver-

sbrates and many of the smaller ''reef

ish." These animals, congregated in

n oasis on a biological desert, are

iresent in response to the reef's envi-

onmental complex. Many are present

olely because of the protective char-

cteristics of the reef.

It is in the diversity and multiplicity

f ecological niches formed by a coral

ommunity that the greatest similarity

letween tropical reefs and coral banks

an be seen. Coral growth, no matter

\'hat the type, usually results in the

ormation of an irregular rocky mass
lerforated by numerous holes, nooks,

.nd crannies. In these the more timid

nembers of the fauna can find shelter,

nd the night feeders can hide through-

>ut the day. Hard surfaces upon which

arvae can attach are available,

"inally, the coral rock furnishes the

lard, but not too hard- substrate

leeded by the boring animals.

WHILE this article was being writ-

ten, the Atlantis was getting

•eady to sail again to the coral banks

o continue the many-faceted investi-

;ations. Now that such banks are

cnown to occur in numbers close to the

chores of this country, they can be

ntensively studied, and perhaps will

5ne day be as well understood as their

shallow-water tropical counterparts.

if'ARIOUS COELENTERATES grow on debris

ilope of this bank in Blake Plateau.
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X he magnificent insect, below,

is Brahmaea walUchii, which is found

in Assam. It has a highly disruptive

pattern of rich brown and cream

color, plus two prominent eyespots.

Caligo prometheits, one of the

large Owl butterflies of the New
World, right, carries two enormous

and startling eyespots on what is

otherwise a cryptic pattern.

On the
Character

of Color
By ALEXANDER B. KLOTS

Photographs by KJELL B. SANDVED



T-he butierflics and moihs, which comprise the insect

order Lepidopiera, number perhaps 100.000 species.

More than an\ other group of animals they have evolved

.1 eomplexilv of color and pailem that presents an almost

inlinite variety of beauty and interest. Only the birds, in

fact, can compare with them in this respect, and even

they show less variety.

The colors of butterflies and moths ( and of birds, uw)
are of two types: pigmental and structural. .A pigment

Is a chemically specific substance that, by absorbing cer-

tain wave lengths of incident light and transmitting only

(he remainder, appears to have a certain color — that

of the transmitted wave lengths. The pigment merely

>creens out some colors, and does not change the wave
lengths of those it transmits.

Structural colors, on the other hand, are not deter-

mined by the chemical nature of the color-causing sub-

stance, but by its physical structure. There are no blue

pigments in the sky. in cigar smoke, in blue eyes, in the

feathers of blue jays, or in the scales of a Morplw butler-

Ily: instead, there are minute structures that, by purely

physical means, actually change the wave lengths of the

incident light into the wave lengths they emit. Because

these are in the blue end of the spectrum, they "look

blue." The color-causing substance may be. and in fact

usually is. colorless pigmentally.

Since pigments are specific substances, they can be dis-

solved out with the proper solvent, or changed by means
of a chemical reaction. Their colors arc not alTeclcd by

purely physical means, such as pressure, swelling, or

shrinking, which have very drastic eflects when applied

to the exceedingly minute color-causing structures. Pig-

mented surfaces or substances will look darker if wetted,

but no change in hue w ill occur. Structural color, on the

other hand, will be lotallv destroved if the color-causing

MotPHO TYPt:

Films He in

longiludinal viin»

ihm project from scaln.

J.WO main types of color-forming films

arc found on Lcpidoptcra scales
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system is wetted or permeated with a liquid of the s.iiv

index of refraction, but will be restored unchanged
this liquid is removed. As noted, pigments absorb, an

never transmit, some of the eomponenis of the incider

light. With structural color, on the other hand, all of ih

components of the incident light can be accounted h

in the rerteeted. transmitted, or scattered light.

The source of most butterfly and moth colors is tli

scales, which usually cover the wings thickly. .As ih

wings develop in the pupa, each scale is formed b;

single cell as a flattened, hollow sac. composed chicll

of chitin — the characteristic tough, flexible subsi:iiic

of the insect exoskelelon. Thus, it is a very simple ni.iiie

for a scale to be built up in a series of layers which. ;

we shall see. are responsible for structural colors. I'te

jecting from the outer surface of the scale arc usuall

many fine, more or less parallel ribs, or vanes, wit

grooves between them. Layers of pigment may also b

formed, ordinarily as a lining of a scale wall.

B utterflies and moths form many pigments, of wlii.

the commonest types are the melanins ( reds 10 brou ns

blacks), the carotenoids and flavones derived from plani

(chiefly reds, oranges, yellows, and greens ). and the iiri

acid-derived pterins of the Sulphur butterflies (yellow •

oranges, reds, and browns). Pigmental greens occur i

a few adult moths, but probably in no butterflies, althc

a semblance of green is caused by mixtures of find

divided black and yellow pigments. Many caterpillars

green, chiefly owing to the chlorophylls or chloroph\l

like pigments of their plant foods.

White pigments, strictly speaking, do not occur, fi

white is not a color and cannot be caused by pigment

action. The appearance of white — whether of s

New England churches, doves of peace, or Cabba;

butterflies—is a structural effect caused by an cfliciei

scattering, by physical means, of incident white lij;!!

Such phenomena as luster and iridescence also ai

caused physically. Lusters range from matte Ihroui'

velvety and satiny to highly specular, or mirror-like, an

metallic. In butterflies and moths they arc caused 1-

the scattering, to a greater or lesser degree, of iransnii

ted light, chiefly by overlapping, transparent scales. Man
degrees of luster occur, often in combination with pij.

mental or structural colors, producing an enormou

variety of efl^ccts. The brilliant, silvery spots on the wing

of many of our Fritillary butterflies (ArKynnis, Spcyfrii

and Pioiw) represent pure luster with little or no pij

mental efTect. Some of the world-wide Copper bulterflic

(Lycaeiia) have a bright, metallic luster and a coppery

red pigment; other Coppers also have a fugitive blue o

purple iridescence caused by internal scale structures

Iridescence involves a special type of structural coin

production, often of a number of colors, each at a dilTer

ent angle of the incident light, and each transmitted ai

difTerent angle. Thus, at a certain angle of the incidcn

light a structural purple will he transmitted; as the anul

becomes more acute, the color transmitted will change 1

red. and through that to orange, yellow, and green. Sud

denly. as a certain very acute angle is exceeded, no colo

or light at all will be transmitted. Since butterfly and mot



MORPHO-TYPE
FILM

Film intensifies blues of Morpho

rhetenor (French Guiana) and covers

underlying brown pigments. Contrasting

eyespot is on wing's underside.

=^i:;...:,;:r"si,

STRUCTURAL
BLUE

Blue combines with pigmental

yellow in some males, as in Battus

brookianus of Borneo, to form bright

bands of a clear, velvety green.



Brightly colored, iridescent markings

often huve a highly disruptive funciion.

serving to confuse or distract an nliacker.

This "technique" is one of the main

components of man-made camouflage methods.

'^ i'yL:

..Tti^H"-' ••,

PapOhmMM: Ankon apelllma (Syria)

'*fit.

Wi :

Salurniidie: Aelku lima {VSA.}

Eyespots, such as those pictured above,

may have remarkably "startling" effects when

they are exposed or moved suddenly. Thus,

the reflexes of predators may be interrupted,

allowing the moth or butterfly to escape. ridae: Cololli lone (East Africa)



Another aspect of defense is in conspicuous

wing-edge markings, such as those below.

These often divert attacks of a predator to an

area where little harm is done, and where

only the partial loss of a wing margin results.

i^ «

?«^,

Noctuidae: Cylierammaiaiona (Kenya)

Eyespots occur in myriad variations

on the wings of butterflies and moths. No other

markings so instantaneously rivet the

attention, and they may be of considerable

importance in the survival of a species.



PapOionidae: Papttio ktUhna (Sikkim)
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scales are exceedingly small and packed closely together,

and are not plane, but curved, the color bands that each

transmits will overlap — and be overlapped by — the

color bands of its neighbors. The eye, unable to resolve

the fine details of the individual color bands, or even of

most individual scales, will receive simultaneous impres-

sions of a number of colors. These will shift and merge
into each other with every minute change of the angles of

the incident light or of vision. The sequences of structural

colors that result from such progressive changes of the

angles of light were first studied by Newton, and are

known as Newton's Series, They are widely used in spec-

troscopic analysis, particularly in petrography and crys-

tallography. They are invaluable in studying the struc-

tural colors of many life forms.

The physicist recognizes a number of ways in which

structural colors are produced, only three of which need

concern us as part of the living world. These are; finely

divided particles, producing Tyndall blue; diffraction

gratings, producing many colors; and thin laminae, or

films, also producing many colors,

Tyndall blue is produced when white light is passed

through a medium of one index of refraction that con-

tains finely divided particles with a different refraction

index. The blue of the sky is caused by particles of water

vapor, extremely fine dust and other impurities, and air

molecules of the proper diameters to scatter the blue wave
lengths. As the particles become larger, the blue becomes
whitish; finally, scattering results in the white of clouds.

The blues of smoke, blue eyes, skim milk and similar

liquids are common examples of the same thing. Some
insects, such as dragonflies (but no butterflies and moths),

show Tyndall blues. So do many non-iridescent blue

birds, such as jays, parrots, and macaws, in which the

cause is a multiplicity of minute, air-filled pores in the

outer layer of the feather barbs. The iridescent colors

for which so many birds are noted are caused, as in but-

terflies and moths, by thin films. These are formed layer

by layer in the barbules of the developing feathers.

Diffraction gratings are formed by a series of extremely

fine, parallel grooves, or ribs, on a surface. They give

color spectra that may be brilliant when the incident light

is polarized or essentially unidirectional, but show no
color in thoroughly diffuse light. In life, diflfraction grat-

ings are apparently very rare, being at best only weakly
visible in one group of beetles (Serica). Perhaps the stria-

tions and ribs of some butterfly and moth scales form
diffraction gratings of a sort, but their effect is negligible.

We are left, then, with thin laminae, or films, as the

remaining possibility for the origin of the structural and
iridescent colors of butterflies and moths. Lying in the

scales, these are extremely thin, ranging from 1.5 microns
(a micron is about one twenty-five thousandth of an
inch) down to as little as 0.3 micron. We have all seen

thin film colors in soap bubbles and oil films on water or

(better yet) on wet asphalt. Their origin is accounted
for by the layer-by-layer formation of each scale. The

Ocales of Papilio, greatly magnified, lop,

show iridescence. Campylotes has brightly colored

scales forming rays along wing veins, bottom.

thickness of the film or films directly affects the color or

colors produced (in the sequences of Newton's Series),

as well as the angle at which each color is refracted. The
presence of pigments and thin films will, of course, mod-
ify the color eflfect, sometimes very strongly. In some
Colotis, for example (p. 34), the forewings have bright,

orange-red tips caused by pigment and a structural blue;

the result is a lovely iridescent purple. Curiously, many
other closely related species have orange but lack struc-

tural blue. In the brilliantly blue Morphos of the Amer-
ican tropics (p. 33, top) an underlying layer of black or

deep brown pigment greatly intensifies the effect of the

structural blue caused by thin films. And in the great

Bird-winged butterflies, such as Batliis hrookiamis (p. 33,

bottom} of Indo-Australia, structural blue combines, in

the males of some species, with a yellow pigmental color

to form a velvety green.

Two chief types of thin film scales are recognized.

In the Morpho type (p. 32, lower drawing), the color-

forming films lie in the narrow, longitudinal ribs, or

vanes, which project from the outer surface of each scale.

The films are not parallel to the plane of the scale and
vanes, but slant downward toward the base of the scale

at an angle of 10-20°, In such species as Morpho rhete-

iior (p. 33, top) the blue is extremely specular, or mirror-

like. In some butterflies with this type of scale, such as

the long-tailed Ancyluris of the Metalmark family, the

blue is visible only within a rather narrow angular range.

Some temperate zone butterflies have such scales, the

European Purple Emperor, Apatiira iris, being one.

The brilliance of the blue of several of the Morphos
is all the more marked when they are flying, for the lower

surfaces of their wings are relatively dark, and the blue is

seen only in flashes as the wings beat up and down. Nor-
mally these Morphos fly high. Once, flying at least five

hundred feet above the forest canopy, I was able to see

flashes of brilliant blue light that I feel sure were M.
rheteiior flying just above the foliage.

J, n the Urania type of scale (p. 32. upper drawing) the

thin films lie in the body of the scale, in either the upper

(outer) or lower (inner) wall, not in the projecting

vanes. The colors and iridescence are often affected

strongly by the overlying vanes or bosses, and by over-

lying pigment layers. Iridescence may cover a wide range

of colors, as in the magnificent, day-flying Uraniid moth,

Chrysiridia inadagascariensis (p. 33, middle), where the

outer regions of the hind wings show a shifting play of

colors from reddish purple to greenish yellow. In the

American tropics are two species of Uranidia — a bit

smaller than inadagascariensis but with longer, more
graceful tails on the hind wings. Their iridescence is more
uniformly green.

A great many other moths and butterflies have this

type of scale, the thin films of some being in the upper

layer of the scale, of others in the lower one. In the latter

case, the iridescent colors may be completely masked out-

wardly by a heavy pigment layer, and so be visible only

when the scale is torn from the wing and turned over—
a most curious instance of "a flower , , , bom to blush

imseen." The black scales of inadagascariensis and of a
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grc:u many buUcrtlios. including some of our Norlh

American S« allow lails, show ihis concculcil blue irides-

cence on iheir lower surfaces.

Il is inevituhle ihat we should speculate about the pos-

sible reasons for such a multiplicity of colors and patterns.

Such things do not evolve by chance: they must somehow
benefit their possessors. The great majority of the moths

and a large proportion of the buiterllies are undoubtedlv

"cryptic" in appearance; that is, their colors and patterns

so blend with their environments that predators such as

birds, lizards, and praying mantids fail to perceive llicni.

Many rather boldly marked species are actually strikliigl>

cryptic in their natural environments, however conspic-

uous they may appear in a museum. The great, green,

iridescent Imperial Swallowtail, Teinoptilpiis impcrialis,

(l>. .'-/» spends much of its time among the foliage of lolty

trees, where it is said to be quite inconspicuous.

Many other bright colors and liold patterns function

entirely dilTerently, actually serving to attract the atten-

tion of predators. The possessors of many of these are

genuinely protected by repellent or really poisonous se-

cretions — some moths even secrete hydrocyanic acid,

one of the most poisonous of all compounds to most forms

of life. The showy, distinctive appearances are "apose-

malic." serving as an easily remembered warning of in-

edibility. And a great many other species, themselves

quite edible, so mimic the brightly colored, inedible ones

that they, loo, gain a certain immunity from attack. The
North American Monarch and Viceroy butterflies are our

best-known mimetic pair; but there are thousands in the

tropical regions of the world.

T..here remain many species that seem to be neither

cryptic, aposematic, or mimetic, but yet are obviously

successful in escaping enemies. In many such cases, a

characteristic appearance may be of value in promoting

male recognition by females, and vice versa, and in at

least initiating courtships. It may thus more than com-
pensate for the disadvantages of conspicuousness. Such
species may be said to survive, at least in part, in spite of

their appearance rather than because of it.

Large contrasting patches or bands of color may also

act in another way — to break up the outline of the but-

terfly or moth into a number of seemingly unrelated forms
that will not initiate an attack by a predator. Such "dis-

ruption" is a very important feature of much man-made
camouflage. It can be especially effective in a rapidly and
erratically moving object, such as a butterfly or moth in

flight, where the sudden appearances and disappearances

of contrastingly colored markings of the upper and lower

surfaces of the wings create an illusive target (see Nys-
sioiles lefuaris. p. 38-39; Batliis bniokfaiiim, p. 33, bol-

toin; and Cololis ione, p. 34). We might note in this

respect that not nearly enough is known about the abili-

ties of many animals to discriminate colors or forms. We
must therefore be wary about preconceived notions that

a lizard or praying mantid. or even a bird or a monkey,
sees a butterfly as the object we are conscious of seeing.

Eyespots. consisting of one or more contrasting rings

about a central spot, arc extremely attention-compelling

objects to many animals, as experimental work has

shown. They may be partly or entirely hidden and then

suddenly displayed as a defense reaction. Such a sudden

e.iposure delinitely deters many predators. Birds and

lizards do not. of course, "think" that the spots are ihc

eves of a large animal, such as an owl. They do not think

at all. in the human sense. Perhaps for this very reason

their chain refle.x activities are all the more likely to be

interrupted or blocked by sudden, drastic stimuli, to llic

great profit of the butterfly or moth. The enormous Owl
butterflies, such as CoUk" prometheiis (p. 31 j do not. of

course, normally rest with their wings in the position

shown by the specimen, nor does Brahniaea wailicliii (p.

30-31): but when alarmed they do move their wings
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Uisruptive pattern of Japanese

moth, Nyssiodes lejiiaris,

presents illusive target for

predators. Feathery antennae are

the insect's organs of smell.

to expose or vary the distance between eyespots in a very

conspicuous way. So does our North American lo moth,

and its relatives, the Polyphemus and Luna moths (p. 34).

A great many other eyespots, as well as other very

conspicuous markings, some of which are iridescent, occur

at or near the edges of the hind wings (pp. 34, 35, 36).

There is no doubt that these often serve as targets to

which the attack of a lizard, bird, or other predator will

often be directed. Even if the attack is successful, the

butterfly or moth will lose only marginal parts of the

wings, with which it can perfectly well dispense, and will

escape. One is reminded of the brightly colored, easily

broken tails of many lizards and the prominent tails of

many birds, which serve the same function. Field observa-

tions confirm the frequent value of such targets, and the

study of museum series reveals the presence of many
specimens with damaged hind wings that bear the marks

of birds" beaks — evidence of a successful escape from

a normal predator.

Even with these and other similar interpretations, how-
ever, we are still at a loss to account for many butterfly

and moth patterns. We even know relatively little about

the extent to which most of our common moths and but-

terflies are attacked by birds. The subject offers a most
interesting field for much additional observation and

experiment by both naturalists and animal behaviorists.
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Funerary

By Douglas Newton

To THE Western imagination, Af-

ghanistan still, perhaps, retains

something of its nineteenth-century

position as a border state. In those

days, as the North-West Frontier Prov-

ince, it was a theater of open war. Less

openly, it was the cockpit where the

diplomats and secret agents of Eng-

land and Russia performed the intri-

cate moves of Kipling's "great game,"

in which India was the stake. But two

thousand years ago, the area of Af-

ghanistan was something more. It was

provincial, indeed, but a province of

great empires — Persian, Greek, In-

dian. Across the country ran a stretch

of the Silk Road from the Mediterra-

nean to the Far East, one of the great

trade arteries of the ancient East.

Through Afghanistan for centuries

tliere poured the cultural forces of the

world—including art styles—and actual

populations of Dravidians, Indo-Ary-

ans, Greeks, Scythians, Kushans,

Hephthalites, Mongols, and Turks.

This rich continuity was shattered by

the devastations of the Mongol troops

of Genghis Khan for eight years

(1219-1227). Nevertheless, one of

those incursions left behind it a human
residue that to this day inhabits the

high valleys of the Hindu Kush. These

people still go by the name that was

given them by their Moslem neigh-

bors: Kafirs, or Infidels.

The' existence of these pagans may
have been known to Arrian and Strabo,

Alexander's chroniclers, and to Marco

Polo; they were invaded by Tamer-

lane, and in turn invaded Baber's

possessions. They were visited sporad-

ically by Europeans during the early

Figure, probably of god Imra, right,

shows slrapwork designs typical of the

art and architecture of Presun Kafirs.

Crosshatchings and cowrie shell eye

are seen in the head detail at the left.

Figures of

Kafirs

the
nineteenth century — or visited them,

as when British troops invaded Af-

ghanistan in 1839. Then a party of

about forty, preceded by bagpipes,

entered the lines and claimed blood

relationship with the political repre-

sentative. Sir William Macnaghten.

Diplomacy failed the Englishman ; he

seems to have met this claim without

humor or curiosity. The Kafirs were

summarily packed off. and when they

left they disappeared from European

view for another half-century.

Then, however, Sir George Robert-

son made his way into their remote

valleys and stayed for a hazardous

year (1391) gathering information

about them. His timing was fortunate.

In 189.5, the British recognized Afghan

authority over Kafiristan. It promptly

became a closed land, from which

came only dreadful rumors of violence

and forced conversion. When the cur-

tain lifted again, Kafiristan had disap-

peared, and in its place was Nuristan,

the "Country of Light," and its di-

minished population consisted of de-

voted Moslems. Today only three val-

leys in Chitral, a part of Pakistan, are

inhabited by a branch of Kafirs — the

Kalash — who retain the old religion

(Natural History. November, 19.59).

Even among them it is dying out rap-

idly. Six out of ten are Moslems, and

the proportion is increasing. And even

now, little more is known about the

Kafirs than Robertson recorded. The
two or three anthropological expedi-

tions that have visited them during

the last fifteen years have not yet pub-

lished their results in full.

APART from a few decorated metal

objects, the chief art of the Kafirs

is wood carving, and this is dedicated

to the service of religion and of the

dead. Religion calls for wooden out-

door altars, with rows of horses" heads

overlooking the threshing floors, and

stone temples with wooden doors and

columns. In every case, the wooden
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iiiponenU are elaboralely canrd

wilh abstract designs and st\IUe«l

heads of rams and liors<'S. Tlu- pusition

of the goat in this complex is reason-

able enough. The goat may have Iwvn

first domesticate<l in these regions, and

it is today not merely a beast of great

economic importance but an objttt

of great religious veneration. The

horses are a difTercnl matter: the Kal-

ash keep no horses and rarely s*^ them.

The> are totally unsuilcd to existence

in the surroundings offered by these

mountain valleys. ISut the conception

I (hem as animals of importance that

1 Ing prestige to owner and rider

MIS to figure strongly in Kafir im:i"-

ilion. Among others. Robertson !. •

- I Ibcd a building of the I'rcsun Kulit -

>t Nurislan that uas on a nolije scale.

Ilriliiatitl to Imra. the Creator, it was

.-.ixty feet square and twenty high, with

a portico almost as large. Flanking the

seven doors were eight colossal s«'ated

figures of the god. and Robertson's de-

siriplion niakt-s il clear that ihey were

in the same style as tliat illustrated

on pages 40-41. There were five other

huge figures of Imra. together with a

great number of carved columns and

panels and other dworation.

Practice in the arts varied from

tribe to tribe. It appears that although

llie Pri-sun were notable architects and

sculptors of the divine figures de-

scribed, they had no funerary effigies.

The Kalash. on the other hand, arc

prolific carvers of funerary figures but

have no images of divinities, with one

exception. This is a small, stylized fig-

ure of the goddess Dezalik, which is

kept in a house where women are con-

fined at the lime of childbirth.

The Presun temple disappeared

during the Afghan conversions: tem-

ples still existing are not of great im-

portance, nor will they increase in

number. The most active branch of

Kafir art consists of the commemora-
tive funerary figures, which are made

t" this da>. and seem to be of two

tvpes. Some, placed at the entrances

to the villages, are about eighteen

inches high, set on the lops of posts

seven or eight feet high. The better-

known type comprises large, up to

Km.ami keep no hor.-es. lull llicy arc

represenled in art as pre--M|ee fipurci*.

These two riders niu»t hunnr extremely

iinporlanl men: an elaborate, ihree.rlay

f<-a»l probably attended the ceremonies

»hcn the statues were set in position.
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life-size figures kept in graveyards.

These are propped rather negligently

against the aboveground sarcophagi of

rough wooden planks in which the

corpses are deposited.

Both men and women are honored

by these effigies — ironically enough,

since in their lifetimes women have a

notoriously low social position among
the Kafirs. Probably the most likely

explanation for this attention is not

belated respect, but rather attempts by

relicts of the deceased to seize any op-

portunity to make a bid for prestige.

The type of figure dictates the magni-

tude of the feast that must be held on

the first anniversary of the funeral,

at ivhich time the statue is set in place.

An ordinary standing figure entails

one day of celebration : anything more
elaborate calls for up to three, with

proportionate expenditure of food. On
the whole, these are cheerful occasions.

A Kaiir traditionally faces death

rather lightly : his typical dying words

are, "You may punish me. God-
but I have enjoyed myself."

THERE are several types of grave

image. Each has its own name, al-

though these are not particularly en-

lightening: figures of women, for in-

stance, are called ''Jukor Dazi," which

literally means "figure of a woman."
Men wear turbans, women a kind of

crescentic cap, otherwise they are not

distinguishable. All have the same
half-moon face with straight brows,

straight noses, glaring eyes and teeth

inset with cowries or white stones.

(Does the square chin of Imra's face

denote some distinction between the

human and the divine? I Some of them
repeat the themes of the small post

figures. They show notables, male or

female, enthroned. One rare example

has a man seated on a horned animal

that can hardly be a goat. It is prob-

ably an ibex or a markhor. beasts that

are ritually expelled at the winter sol-

stice to insure the fertility of the goats.

Others are mounted on horseback —
some figures, with remarkable eques-

trian virtuosity, bestride two steeds

simultaneously. The trappings of the

horses are rich in tassels and orna-

mentation, if rather haphazard in ar-

rangement: one can imagine a rider

managing a mount without a saddle,

but not without the reins. This func-

tional vagueness suggests that most

of the artists have not really bothered

to work from a live model, or indeed,

have never even seen one.
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An even more convincing demon-

stration of this are the horses them-

selves. They are completely Noah's

Ark beasts, each about as much like a

horse as a stuffed llama would be.

Flaccid and tubular, they balance in-

decisively on sagging legs, which end

dubiously only in would-be hoofs. On
the other hand, their riders, planted

firmlv on their backs, have a genuine

authority, poised and rather lowering.

The formal transition from the horses'

barrel-like bodies to the men's flat-

tened torsos is ingeniously managed

by rounding the riders' thighs to ac-

cord w^ith the forms nearest them.

The great majority of the figures,

however, are standing, and in spite of

the fact that women as well as men
were honored with these figures, the

urviving examples seem to be pre-

dominantly male. Invariably, the men
ivear embroidered trousers, a tightly

aelted blouse, and a pointed turban.

They carry weapons—clubs and ballle-

axes—and are marked with indications

of scars and wounds. This traditional

costume survives even on present-day

effigies, although in practice every

Kafir wears baggy trousers, a Euro-

pean-style shirt hanging outside, and

a cap. Life-size or larger, the figures

are rather flat, tending to be two

dimensional forms with highly deco

rated surfaces that indicate folds i

fabric, woven or embroidered pat

terns, baldrics, and necklaces, whicl:

are marks of rank. Large rosettes ofter

appear on the backs. Only above the

flat, half-moon faces does the sculpture

swell out into convincing three-dimen-

sional form in the bulbous, yet taper-

ing bulk of the turbans.

The finest of these big figures de-

pend for their effect on simplicity.

They are perhaps oversimple: they

depend too much on the opposition of

a few plain geometrical shapes — the

curve of the chin against the straight

eyebrows, the ellipse of the arms
against the stiff, straight sides and hem
of the blouse. The result is often im-

posing, sometimes almost monumental
— but never quite. The stylistic means
fall between two stools. Their natural-

ism is not quite sufficient to vitalize

their rigidity, which as a result tends

to have the uninteresting qualities of

an exercise in geometry. Ideas about

diffusionism in the arts are rather the

rage just now, and interesting — not

to say astonishing — structures can be

fabricated on the incidence of designs

and motives. To a good diffusionist,

the Kalash figures can offer a rare

treat. Are there African affinities here?

The faces are virtually identical with

masks from the Toma of Liberia; the

elaborate guilloche designs repeat a

typical decorative feature of the court

art of the Bini of Nigeria. One could,

indeed, build up a theory of Afro-

Afghan relations that would be delight-

ful and wholly misleading — both in

terms of history and of art.

THE nearest affinities to the sculp-

ture of the Kafirs, however, are

still removed by impressive degrees of

space and time. Twelve hundred miles

away to the southeast live the aborig-

inal tribesmen of Central India. They
have arts of their own. They practice

sculpture, painting, and the crafts, and
their work is more or less incompetent.

Even Verrier Elwin, their warmest ad-

vocate, does not claim very much for

them. He admits their achievements

are "meager and inferior" compared
to those of Papuans, Africans, and

Northwest Coast Indians. But he begs

his readers not to compare the work of

vigorous, influenced tribesmen with

that of villagers who are living in

"economic and cultural debris." But,

uninspired though it may be, it none-

theless offers considerable fascinating

material for comparison.

It is not very clear just what mem-
ber of society in these tribes carries

out the actual work of wood carving:

often enough the work seems to be a

change-of-pace job or busman's holi-

day for the village carpenter, who
works on commission. But one inter-

esting aspect of this casual approach

is that the carpenter is not necessarily

a member of the same community,

faith, or ethnic group. The Bison-horn

Maria of Bastar, India, for instance,

set up fine pillars as funerary monu-
ments. Each of the four sides is carved
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in 330 B.C. Chandragupta's grandson

was the even greater Ashoka, whose

achievements as a lawgiver were em-

bodied in his famous multilingual

edicts. These extraordinary ethical and

religious documents were given perma-

nent form by being carved on thirty-

odd memorial columns. They were not

of mere wood, to be sure, but of pol-

ished sandstone, and in the style of the

displaced Achaemenid overlords. The

most famous of these Ashokan monu-

ments — it is now the ofiEcial emblem

of India — is the capital from Sarnath.

It is crowned by the forequarters of

four lions, glaring to the points of the

compass, and below the forepaws of

each of the animals is a large and dis-

tinctly designed rosette.

The setting-up of commemorative

columns may be an Indian rather than

a Persian trait, but the forms of Chan-

dragupta's and Ashoka s columns

were certainly set by Persian models.

They share the characteristics of the

great capitals of Persepolis — the op-

posed animals, the huge volutes, the

decorative rosettes. It has even been

suggested that the execution of the

Indian examples was the work of im-

ported or refugee Persian craftsmen.

This is curiously reminiscent of the

relations between the Maria patrons

and the Hindu executants, and even of

those between the Kafir aristocrats and

their subservient craftsmen.

We have, then, a picture of hybridi-

zation between the Indian pillar and

Persian decoration. And we may see

it as penetrating to the hills of Afghan-

istan and central India, and persisting

there while new ideas and new king-

doms swarmed across the lowlands.

We may look with a new sympathy at

the ram head and horse head capitals

of the Kafir temple columns if we see

in them the conceptions of the palace

of Darius. To be sure, they subsist only

in a crude peasant version — in the

work of people ignorant of their dis-

tant glories. They survive precisely be-

cause of that ignorance, and the

people's remoteness from a world in

which change could have occurred. In

the stiffness of the Kalash grave figures

we may perhaps glimpse something of

the formality of the ancient Persian

court; in Imra's great chin may be the

beard of the King of Kings; and in his

monstrous hat the Achaemenid crown.

'1 M ' \\

Man's clothing is not in Kafir style,

but resembles old Persian court dress.
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Tree sparrows usually

eject cuckoo egg: one at

left answers hungry cry

of the fledgling reared

by spotted flycatchers.

Tiny flycatcher's nest

barely holds the cuckoo,

which has displaced the

rightful young. Adults

cleaned nest each day.

The Ways of a

Parasitic Bird
MOST BIRDS raise their own young

—not so the European cuckoo.

It never builds its own nest, but victim-

izes other species in whose nests it lays

eggs. I have seen some discriminating

birds push cuckoo eggs out of nests,

but most will incubate and then feed

the young cuckoo, even if it means the

destruction of their own offspring.

The female cuckoo is no respecter

of others' size. She frequently leaves

her egg in the nests of much smaller

species. As the young cuckoo grows,

the parasitized adults may be faced

with a feeding task for a single

"adopted" cuckoo equal to that of

feeding six of their own young. For-

tunately for the intruder, many female

birds exhibit interest in any orphaned

fledgling. As a result, the adults of

several species may simultaneously

feed an abandoned cuckoo.

In taking the photographs shown

here, I discovered how effective the

ceaseless, urgent bawling of the fledg-

ling cuckoo can be. Spotted flycatchers

had begun raising young on my win-

dow sill, and I transferred a newly

hatched cuckoo there from a distant

wood lark nest. Earlier, these fly-

catchers had evicted a cuckoo egg, but

now I rejoiced as they accepted the

tiny, hatched cuckoo as their own.

Even after the newcomer ejected the

By Karoly Koffan

rightful young from the nest—I had

reconciled myself to this eventuality

—the foster parents dutifully fed it,

spurred to active food-gathering for

hours on end by the seemingly tireless

bawling of the fledgling.

Soon the young cuckoo had sur-

passed the size of its foster parents,

growing to twenty times its birth

weight in twelve days. I moved the

bird to a birch stump, where, after

more than a month, its urgent cries

still enslaved its wearying foster

parents and birds such as the sparrow

pictured atop its back. Finally, its

male foster parent left, but the female

continued beyond my own endurance.
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SKY
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Saturn, second largest planet,

has a unique system of rings

By SiMONE Daro Gossner

UNTIL TWO CENTURIES AGO, Saturn appeared to be the

last outpost of the solar system. The '"seventh sphere"

of Ptolemaic astronomy, it was long believed to be merely

a short distance away from the "sphere of stars." the uki-

mate boundary of the medieval world. Since then, modern

discoveries have added a few more distant members to the

sun's family and have led us to revise our views on the

cosmic scale of distances. Yet our knowledge of Saturn's

physical nature has not progressed much beyond some

well-established generalities.

Second in size only to Jupiter, Saturn has a diameter of

75,000 miles at the equator. The length of its day cannot

be measured accurately for want of permanent surface

markings, but it has been estimated at about ten hours and

twenty minutes. This rapid rotation causes a noticeable

flattening at the poles (measured between the poles, Sat-

urn's diameter is only 66,000 miles ) . The planet takes

twenty-nine and a half years to complete one revolution

around the sun, at a distance of nearly one billion miles.

In composition, Saturn is probably similar to Jupiter.

The spectrum of its atmosphere shows it to have more

methane and less ammonia than the latter. Owing to its

greater distance from the sun. however, its surface tem-

perature is far lower than Jupiter"s. Therefore, it is be-

lieved that most of its ammonia has turned to ice crystals

and has sunk lower into its atmospheric depths, thus being

less conspicuous in Saturn's spectrum. On the other hand,

the absence of ammonia clouds permits us to probe more

deeply into the methane region, which enhances the cor-

responding spectral features. As on Jupiter, both these

gases are only minor constituents of the atmosphere, which

is thought to contain mostly hydrogen and helium. Noth-

ing is known about the nature of the planet's deep interior.

Saturn's unique system of rings, visible only through a

telescope, caused much puzzlement among early observers.

The many imperfections and low magnifying power of

their instruments made the rings appear as curious ap-

pendages. The drawings of the planet's odd shape during

the first forty years of telescopic observations (see picture,

opposite) were often nearly correct, but no one surmised

that Saturn's appearance was caused by a ring until Huy-
gens solved the riddle in 1655. Unsure of himself until he

could obtain further observational confirmation, but anx-

ious to secure credit for the discovery, Huygens disguised

his announcement in a cryptogram printed at the end of

Medal shows Saturn and five satellites.

one of his publications. Unscrambled, the resulting Latin

sentence revealed that "It [Saturn] is girdled by a thin

plane ring, nowhere touching, inclined to the ecliptic."

Modern observations have disclosed that Saturn has not

one but three distinct rings. The over-all diameter of the

system is about 170,000 miles. The outer ring is 10,000

miles wide. The middle ring, which is much the brightest,

is 16,000 miles wide and is separated from the outer one

by a 3.000-mile gap called Cassini's division. The inner-

most ring is considerably fainter; its dusky appearance

has prompted the name "crepe ring." All three lie in the

plane of Saturn's equator. In contrast with its wide extent,

the ring system is at most a few miles thick.

Although the rings look solid when seen through a tele-

scope, spectroscopic studies disclose that they consist of

innumerable tiny fragments revolving around Saturn, each

in its individual orbit. The particles may be plain snow or

snow-covered pebbles. Depending on the planet's position

in its orbit, we see the rings alternately as a wide ellipse or

as a thin, nearly disappearing line.

WHILE observing the rings, Huygens discovered Sat-

urn's first satellite. Named Titan, it is the second

largest satellite in the solar system (Jupiter's Ganymede is

largest I, and the only one known to have an atmosphere.

Four more were discovered in the same century by Do-

menico Cassini, of the Paris observatory: lapetus in 1671,

Rhea in 1672, Tethys and Dione in 1684. By that time,

Saturn was leading Jupiter in total number of known
satellites, and a medal was struck in 1686 (see picture,

above) to commemorate the event. Ironically, one side of

it bears a profile of Louis XIV, who basked in the glory

of the discoveries, but Cassini's name does not appear.

At present, nine satellites of Saturn are known. Mimas
and Enceladus were added by William Herschel in 1789.

Hyperion by William Bond in 1848, and Phoebe by Wil-

liam Pickering in 1899. Except for Titan, all the satellites

are small, with diameters ranging from one hundred to

eight hundred miles. Their low densities suggest that they

may contain a preponderance of ice and snow. The outer-

most one, Phoebe, travels in a retrograde orbit.

On these pages Mrs. Gossner presents the sixth in her
1963 series—a co.ordinated review of the solar system.
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JUNE AND JULY JunclS 11:0

July 1 10:00 P I

July 15 9:00 Ph
July 31 8:00 P.h
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Full Moon Jun* 7, 3-31 A.H., EST
• - •

1 14. 3:53 P.M., E~
._ j21. 6:46a.h..E

First Quarter June 28. 3:24 p.m., EST

For the visual observer:

Mercury will be at its greatest western elongation on June
13. This will not be a favorable elongation, and the planet

will be observable, low in the eastern sky, for only a few days
in mid-June. In superior conjunction on July 13, it will be
too near the sun to be seen that month. Mercury will rise

forty-five minutes before the sun on June 1, one hour before

on June 15, forty-five minutes before on July 1. After con-

junction it will be in the evening sky, setting with the sun on
July 15, and forty-five minutes after on July 31

Venus (—3.4 magnitude) will rise approximately one hour
before the sun in June and most of July. This time interval

will then decrease gradually to about thirty minutes on July 31.
The planet will be low in the east at sunrise.

Mars, in the western sky at dusk, will set at about midnight
local standard time, on June 1, 11:00 p.m. July 1, and 10:00
P.M. July 31. Located in Leo, it will pass one degree north of

the star Regulus in early June. Its magnitude will fade slightly,

from +1.2 in early June to +1.6 in late July.

Jupiter, in Pisces, will rise at 2:00 a.m., local standard time,

on June 1, shortly after midnight on July 1, and at 10:30 p.m.

c„n u~.- July 6, 4:55 P.M., E
July 13, 8:57 p.m., E
July 20, 3:43 p.m., E-

FintQuartar July 28, 8:13 a.m., ESI

on July 31. The planet will brighten from —1.8 to —2.2 ma
nitude in the course of the two-month period.

Saturn, in Capricornus, will rise at midnight on June
10:00 p.m. on July 1, and at 8:00 p.m. on July 31. This plant

will also brighten by nearly half a magnitude, from +0.9 1

early June to +0.5 at the end of July.

The summer solstice will occur on June 21 at 10:04 p.m

EST. Two weeks later, on July 4, the earth will be at aphelioi

its greatest distance from the sun.

A meteor shower, the Delta Aquarids, may be expected c

July 29. Past performance indicates that a maximum 1

twenty meteors per hour may be attained.

A partial eclipse of the moon, on the evening of July '

will not be visible in North. America.

The total eclipse of the sun on July 20 will be remarkab
in that the path of total phase will cross more land ths

water. Starting in northern Japan at sunrise, it will reach tl

Alaskan coast near Nunivak Island and will pass north 1

Anchorage. It will then follow a southeasterly course froi

the Yukon to the southern tip of James Bay and on to tt

Maine coast, passing over Bangor In the late afternoon.
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Vind

Two AND A HALF millenniiiiiis of winds

failed to bend monumental "Big Tree,"

fusion of three different oak trunks.

Bending away from the sea, wind-swept

trees, above, characterize Live Oak
Peninsula, north from Corpus Christi.

Gulf storms deform oaks of coastal Texas

By Marion Whitney

THERE IS A charming bit of the long

and curving Texas coastline called

Live Oak Peninsula where oaks (Quer-

cus virginiana) have been permanently

molded into grotesque positions by the

constant, 25-35 mph gales that blow

landward from the Gulf of Mexico.

Beginning north of notably beautiful

Corpus Christi Bay, Live Oak Penin-

sula extends forty miles northeast-

ward. The town of Aransas Pass is at

its juncture with the mainland, Rock-

port is near its northern end, and

Copano Bay separates it from the

mainland of Texas on the west.

Live oaks are also found in gravity-

defying stances in nearby Goose

Island State Park to the north across

Copano Bay, and scattered, stately in-

dividual trees grow to majestic propor-

tions over much of the Gulf coastal

plain, but only in the peninsular sands

near Rockport do these picturesque,

twisted trees abound. In one area,

thickets of short oak are so dense that

a man could not walk through them

without the help of an ax.

Low, sweeping trees grow almost to

the margin of the bay. The closer they

come to the sea, the more nearly re-

cumbent they become, forming a slop-

ing and distorted "wall" as a buffer

against the gales. At acute angles of

thirty degrees, the seaward oaks rest

on smooth elbows that touch the sand.

Their stoutest limbs drop down and

bury themselves two feet or more in

the white sand. Then, farther out from

the center of the tree, these same limbs

rise again at a low angle, and thus act

as props to maintain the stability of

the tree's crown and to help hold the

tree in the loose sand during storms.

There is a tree about twenty-five feet

from the water's edge that all but lies

on its side, whereas a few hundred

yards inland, trees may stand erect if

the grove is dense enough to protect

them from the wind's intensity.

Oaks scattered over inland areas

grow together in communities of sev-

eral trunks that share a common
crown. These groves resemble hillocks,

and are called mottes. When cleared to

walk under, the mottes along the shore

are as inviting as those inland. Trunks

near the sea grow shorter than those

on the landward side. Seaward trees

usually begin to branch about four or

five feet from the ground, while those

on the inland side of the motte may
have branches that start as far as
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wenty or twenty-five feet up the trunk.

The crown of each oak on the Avindy

ide of a clump overlaps the trunk and

)art of the crown of its nearest land-

ward neighbor. Thus, trees form a

lompound crown, ^vhich slopes up

:venly—rather like a shed"s roof—from

he level of the shore on the seaward

ide of the community to heights of as

nuch as forty feet at the groves lee-

lard edge, where it stops abruptly,

'ome indigenous shore birds build

heir large platform nests atop the

lense compound crowns of the mottes.

In the days prior to the white man's

lominance of the area, these groves

,ere probably important shelters for

he Karankawa Indians. It is said that

he Karankawa tied the limbs together,

ir bent them and tied them down to

aark trails through the groves. They

aight have bent the trees for use as

raps, as well. Today, a number of

mbs have grown together, as if once

led, and it was near such an arrange-

lent that I found an arched trunk that

id not conform to the normal orien-

ation but, instead, bent parallel to

the shoreline. This might well have

been a marker or a trap set along an

old Indian trail.

Although the usual oak found near

the water is unsymmetrical and highly

inclined, there is, in Goose Island State

Park, only a few hundred feet from the

shore, a famous and erect giant oak

locally called "Big Tree."

BIG Tree's main trunk is no more
than four or five feet high to the

point where branching begins, but is

ten to twelve feet in diameter. Above
its squat base, this oak branches with

a profusion of stout, twisted arms that

give it the look of a Medusa-head. The
tree is considerably taller than most

of the coastal oaks, and it has a spread

of 135 feet across its crown. Some sci-

entists think the Big Tree is the result

of a fusion of three trees and that it is

about 2,.5O0 years old. When its seed-

lings first pushed above the sand, the

coastline may have been different from

its present contours. Perhaps an erst-

while motte, long since extinct, pro-

tected this composite tree from the

winds and permitted it to grow straight.

Whatever its history, it stands erect

and symmetrical in the midst' of a

grove that leans toward the ground.

Inhabitants of the peninsula say

that man is the greatest enemy of the

trees. If men can be held back in their

destructive march upon the beauty of

the peninsula, it is felt the oaks will

more than hold their own against the

constant winds and the voracious

woolly worms that come by the hun-

dreds of millions every spring to feed

on the tender young leaves. Perhaps

just as dangerous for the trees as those

who come with bulldozers are those

well-meaning men who use tree sur-

gery and sprays to help the oaks sur-

vive. Inhabitants fear that such atten-

tions may soften and weaken the trees,

which are unused to such treatment.

Naturalists believe that if the ax

and the bulldozer can be effectively

checked, the oaks will always manage
pretty well without surgery, sprays, or

pampering of any sort; they point to

the monumental Big Tree, which has

so successfully weathered the centuries.



AN OPEN AND SHUT CASE OF UNITRON SUPERIORITY .

All this telescope

in one

compact,

lightweight

traveling

case! Q

The Unitron 2.4' alta.- • shown here is now packaged in a new. specially

designed, lighter, more compact carrying case that's much easier to carry, much thriftier on trunk

space when you're traveling by car. (Weight: just 25 lbs.)

But portability is only the second most important feature of this fine instrument.

The first most important feature of the Unitron 2.4' altazimuth refractor continues to be Its

downright value and upright optical excellence.

Excellence and value — these are enduring qualities, common to every Unitron sold. The best

possible proof: Unitron is the largest selling refractor in the world.
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LAND

to travel

Want to explore exciting foreign towns and

villages? Roam inviting mountain ranges

or just bask on some warm sunny beach?

Perhaps you know a road somewhere
you'd like to follow to the end. It's all the

same with an Airstream Land Yacht — a

personal highway cruiser outfitted down
to the smallest luxurious detail for limit-

less road voyaging . . . good beds, bath-

room, hot and cold water, refrigeration,

heat and light independent of outside

sources wherever you go — for a night, a
week, or a month.- Airstream Land Yacht-

ing means real travel independence — no

time-tables, tickets, packing. You just tow
your Airstream lightly behind your car and
follow your travel whims wherever they

urge you to go. Yes, it's the exciting, bet-

ter way to travel here in North America or

anywhere in the v/orld.

write for Inieresilng free booklet

"World At Your Doorstep"

AIRSTREAM INC.

About the Authors
A total solar eclipse in Alaska, wliicli

will occur on July 20, 1963, and vari-

ous celestial oddities of the forty-ninth

state are discussed by Dr. Thomas D.

Nicholson in "Lunar Shadow on Alas-

ka." Dr. Nicholson is Assistant Chairman

and Astronomer at The American Mu-
seum-Hayden Planetarrim. Mr. Hel-

mut Wimmer. who illustrated the article.

is staff artist at the Planetarium.

Dr. H. Hediger, Director of the Zoo-

logical Garden in Zurich, Switzerland,

describes the strange lure mechanism of

the alligator snapping turtle. Mr. H.

Heusser. a zoologist who assists Dr.

Hediger, made the photographs.

The nature of coral banks is explored

by Dr. Donalb F. Squires, who is with

the Smithsonian Institution's Division of

Marine Invertebrates. He was formerly

a member of the Department of Fossil

Invertebrates at The American Museum.
One of Dr. Squires' special interests is

the zoogeography of modern deep-sea

corals, with particular emphasis on those

(if the Southern Hemisphere.

The stunning colors on the wings of

butterflies and moths are the subject of

Dr. Alexander B. Klots's article, "On
the Character of Color." Dr. Klots, Pro-

fessor of Biology at The City College

of New York, is also Research Associate

in the Department of Entomology at The
American Museum, with which he has

been affiliated since 1917. His field work,

primarily on Lepidoptera, has taken him

all over North America, and to the An-

lilles. South America. West Africa, and

Europe. Dr. Klots has written several

books about butterflies and moths, in-

sects in general, and deserts. The re-

markable pictures were made by Mr.

Kjell B. Sandved, who has photographed

thousands of specimens in past years.

Mr. Douglas Newton, author of the

article about Kafir funerary figures, is

Curator of The Museum of Primitive

Art, in New York City. Mr. Newton, who
has worked in London as a writer and

designer, wrote the book Art Styles of

the Papuan Gulf.

The description and photographs of

cuckoo behavior that appear on pages

48-51 are the work of Mr. Karoly
KoFFAN, who is known in his native

Hungary as a painter, graphic artist, and

photographer. The pictures and text

were excerpted from Mr. Koflan's book

Birds in Camera, which was published

in London by Barrie and Rockliff.

Dr. Marion Whitney, whose article

explains the bizarre appearance of twist-

ed trees on the Texas coast, teaches bi-

ology at Central Michigan University.

She has three degrees in geology and

botany, and her interests range from

structural geology to animal behavior.

must
a cactus
watch
the birdie?

Yes, if it's a cloudy, windy day as
it was when this mountain succulent's
portrait was made by a Honeywell
Pentax at 1/60 sec, f/16.

You ordinarily don't think of a
flower as a moving target— until you
catch one wavering in your view find-
er. Then you increase shutter speed,
open up the lens, and—oops, there
goes your depth of field! Pretty petal,
poor pistil.

Use a Honeywell Prox-O-Lite on
your camera and you do two things:
(1) stop motion, and (2) permit small-
er apertures for maximum depth of
field. The Prox-O-Lite is an electronic
flash unit which fits right on your lens
mount to surround your subject with
shadowless light.

H See the Prox-O-Lite at your Honey-
well dealer's today- Or write for illus'

trated brochure to Herb Willis (209),
Honeywell, Denver 10, Colorado.
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READY TO EMIGRATE?

AT HOME OR ON VACATION
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BIRDS OF THE WORLD, by Oliver Austin, Jr 318 pages. An outsUnding presen.
Ution of all the bird families of the world. More ttian 700 birds are sliown. 300 full

color Illustrations by Arthur Singer , , . $15.25 ppd.

BIRDS OF THE WEST INDIES, by James Bond . . . 256 pages. A complete guide to the
birds that inhabit the Bahamas and Virgin Island region. 80 full color illustrations and
186 black and white . . . $6.30 ppd.

BIRDS OF HAWAII, by George C. Munro ... 192 pages. Twenty full color plates com-
prising illustrations of more than 150 different species together with a selection of
black and white photographs, provide the reader with an easy means for identification
of the birds of our 50th state . . . $4.80 ppd.

A FIELD GUIDE TO THE BIROS, by Roger Tory Peterson ... 290 pages. A complete
standard guide to the identification of the birds found east of the Rockies. Numerous
illustrations, 500 in color. A bird watchers must . . . $5.25 ppd.

A FIELD GUIDE TO WESTERN BIRDS, by Roger Tory Peterson ... 366 pages. Second
edition. 36 color plates. 24 black and white. More than 700 species are included. Areas
covered arc western United States, western Canada, Alaska and Hawaii , . . $5.25 ppd.

A FIELD GUIDE TO THE BIRDS OF BRITAIN AND EUROPE, by Roger Tory Peterson,
Guy Mountfort and P. A. D. Hollom . . . 318 pages. Over 1100 illustrations, approxi-
mately 600 in full color, in addition to 367 maps showing winter and summer dis-
tribution, This guide does for Europe what Peterson's earlier guides have done for

the US $5.25 ppd.

BIROS OF MEXICO, by Emmet R. Blake ... 643 pages. A complete guide to the Held
identincation of Mexican birds. It treats all of the 967 species and 2000 odd geograph-
ical varieties that constitute a colorful and interesting part of Mexico. ., $8.75 ppd.

A FIELD GUIDE TO BIRD SONGS, 33',
'j
rpm . , .These two records were compiled to

accompany "A Field Guide to the Birds " by Roger Tory Peterson. Over 300 different

songs have been recorded under the direction of Or. Peter Paul Kellogg and Dr. Arthur
A. Allen of the Laboratory of Ornithology at Cornell University . . . $11.50 ppd.

AMERICAN BIRD SONGS, Vol. I. 33'/, rpm. Cornell University Records . . . Excellent

reproductions of 60 bird songs. Included are birds of the north woods, northern gardens,
southern woods and gardens, fields and prairies, and game birds . . . $8.00 ppd.

AMERICAN BIRD SONGS, Vol. II, 33'/j rpm, Cornell University Records . . . There are

51 bird songs contained in the record among which are birds of roadsides, lakes
and marshes . . . $800 ppd.

SONGBIRDS OF AMERICA, 33'/) rpm. Cornell University Records ... A combination
book and record of 24 common American birds. The book contains information on
attracting and photographing birds. Colored photographs and descriptions of birds are
mcluded . . . $5.20 ppd.

Members of the Museum are entitled to a 10% discount. Please send your check or
money order to . .

.

tkejUuseM^kcp
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY. NEW YORK 2*. NEW YORK



WASHINGTON NEWSLETTER
By Paul Mason Tilden

The Green River Fiasco

AGAINST A BACKCHOUND of the yet smol-

1
daring pages of Silent Spring, the

words "pesticide" and"poison"have been

largely dropped from the corridor chats

and endless official conferences that are

integral to the daily routine in Washing-

ton. Omission of the words has been es-

pecially marked in agencies that, for

purposes of their work in the field, con-

tinue to make use of pesticides and poi-

sons—ordinarily for purposes both le-

gitimate and well controlled.

It is not the intention of this newsletter

to reopen a debate of the merits or de-

merits of Miss Carson's explosive vol-

ume. It must be pointed out, however,

that were the lady in need of further

ammunition for her cannonading against

the reckless use of poisons as biological

controls, the recent Green River fish-

poisoning program—a joint venture of

the Department of the Interior's Fish

and Wildlife Service and the states of

Wyoming and Utah—was well calculated

to supply an ample quantity of new
rounds for her guns.

The Green River is one of the major

tributaries of the great Colorado. Rising

on the west slope of the Continental

Divide in Wyoming, it snakes its way
south through that state into the colorful

wilderness of northwestern Utah, bends

briefly eastward into Colorado, then it

returns to Utah to flow south toward a

confluence with the Colorado in the little-

known canyon lands of southeastern

and southern Utah.

As a part of the huge Upper Colorado

River Storage Project, the Ashley Dam
in Utah, a few miles .south of the Wyo-
ming border on the Green River, is now
beginning to build up the waters that

will form the Flaming Gorge Reservoir.

The reservoir will reach from the dam
construction town of Dutch John. Utah,

almost to Green River. Wyoming, some
ninety-one miles to the north.

Before closure of the dam, it seemed
to the Wyoming and Utah fish and game

commissions—and to the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service—a good idea to clean

out a long reach of the Green River

above the Ashley Dam with rotenone, a

fish toxicant, and eliminate native ''trash

fishes." that is, any species not consid-

ered desirable by sport fishermen. After

closure of the dam. the full reservoir was
to be stocked with exotics like rainbow

trout and a species of salmon. The ro-

tenone, said the managers, could be

neutralized below the Ashley Dam with

doses of the detoxicant chemical potas-

sium permanganate.

Over the protests of many prominent

American biologists (and shamefully

few conservationists) who foresaw the

makings of a disaster not only to en-

demic fishes but to the river's aquatic

insects, its important zooplankton. and
its water-dwelling invertebrates, some
22,000 gallons of an emulsified rotenone

preparation were introduced into a long

reach of the Green and its tributaries

above Ashley Dam during early Septem-
ber, 1962. by the agencies involved.

The worst fears of the biologists were
realized. Down through the Ashley dam-
site coursed the rotenone; the potassium

permanganate (whose detoxifying effects

in a river the size of the Green were
unknown) was introduced too late, in

too little amount, or both. The Green
River and its tributaries were turned

into 475 miles of biological near desert,

including that portion of the river that

flows through the National Park Serv-

ice's Dinosaur National Monument
astride the Utah-Colorado border—dedi-
cated by law as a scenic and scientific

preserve, and supposedly inviolable.

Gone with the rotenone were the

"trash fish," to be sure, along with much
of the rest of the river's biota. Included

among the casualties were four rare

Mr. Tilden, who is a writer and editor
with his base in Washington, regularly
contributes close observations of the
capital's activity to Natural History.

EL^EGI-FRONIG
Photographers of prominence are distin-

guished by their equipment as well as
their professionalism . . . and no camera
accessory is more impressive, more highly
prized by this group—as well as by gifted

amateurs— than the incredibly efficient

GOSSEN Lunasix: the most sensitive,
widest range exposure meter ever made!

The GOSSEN Lunasix measures the ex-

tremes of light from brilliant sun to the
threshold of complete darkness, with con-
sistent accuracy. It's the most-prized ex-
posure meter in the world!

HERE'S WHY THE LUNASIX HAS WON PRAfSES FROM
STILL AND MOVIE PHOTOGRAPHERS EVERYWHERE!

Measures reflected and incident liEht with built-in

hemispheric diffuser • 30° tight acceptance angle •
Two-button brightness range system • Automatic

needle lock • Built-in battery tester • External zero

adjustment • Smooth one-hand operation • Com-

puter range: ASA C/1° to 12,000/12°; 1/1 to f/90:

1/4,000th sec. to hours; Cine: 8 to 128 frames per

sec; EV—9 to EV+22; .014 to 14,000 foot-candles •
Weight 7 ounces.

::.. - -jis«

Another famous GOSSEN meter

0*-T-«.*-C-<xtC/t/color temperature ol

color temperature meter lig*'* sourqe (in de-

and filter indicator
grees Kelvin) and filter

required for correct

color balance . . . with

ANY type of color film.

Calibrated in "deca-

mired" filter scale

adapted by leading

camera and filter man-

ufacturers. Complete
with leather ever-
ready case and gold-

metal chain.

-I-ria-O PHOTO CORPORATION
257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH. NEW YORK 10. N. Y.
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yi/i historically interesting,

fine hotel on

NANTUCKET
ISLAND

jarcJLoffiirhciLsC
Far at ^cj on this unndcrlullv pre-

served inland you will 6nd a tvorld all

ii\ own. ThU f^rjciou^ hotel ha* lonK
been a part of that world, \\-s (;rcat whal-
ing davf. and the rnchaniitiK spirit of

Nantucket. i!> peuplr. and it^ wayv
Now complciely restored to it» original

1845 character, with authentic interior)

and furnishings, the hotel offers superb
accommodations fine dining, tap room,
lounge, open the year 'round. For infer*

mation and brochure, please write:

Jared Coffin House

Nantucket Island, Massachusetts

RESTORED BY
NANTUCKET HISTORICAL TRUST

-^: s

Share me Thrills

01 Exploring f
outer Space •
111 DYHASCOPES,
lupere nv-t. E-

on taiT ttrmt!

Now lis easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs who have discovered the eicitement
of Mploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment liegins right Irom the start, yet the

challenges and rewards go on (or years! And
It s » hotit>y that can be shared at modest cost.

Choet* from o Full Rang* Of
DYNASCOPES^ 4' Starling at $49.95

Picking a telescope to (it your needs and youf
pockethook is simple when you select a

OrNASCOPE - the same instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-
atories. Prices begin as low as J49.95, and
your satisraction is guaranteed by a (ull-

FASCINATING GUIDE
roues FREd

P.-2: '.r,c;- .j;_it:!i! (lets be-
fore bu/.ng any leleicope. Mail
coupon or postcard (or your
complimentary copy of ttlis

helpful luide.

Crlttrlvn Manafacturlni Co.

Ill CHarcli St., Hanftrd 1. Cmh
S IM Re|. stereo u S. Pat. Offi

I

Please send your free Telescope Guide.
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ALADDIN HOUSE Ltd.
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. CONGRATULATE A GRADUATE

. REMEMBER AN ANNIVERSARY

. SAY THANK YOU

Museum ol Natural HIslory-really many
gifts in one-
•A years suOscripllon lo NATURAL HISTORY
which covers so eicilingly every aspect ol

the natural sciences and offers readers an

adventure as big as all nature Itsell IRc
member, loo, NATURAL HISTORY is not avail-

able on newsstands.)

Pf-
Special discounts from The Museum Shop

and Planetarium Book Corner on all books,

jewelry, pottery, sculpture, native handi-

crafts, games, and scientific toys.

frtembership card (wallet sue)

AND ON REQUEST
• A signed Membership Certificate
* The Museum's Annual Report

To enter gift memberships just use the

coupon below. An attractive announcement
card will be sent in your name.

Cirtulatlsn OvpartBiaot
Tilt Amirlcan MuttyB i

Central Park WMt at 79tli BtrMt
f Natural Hlittry

!•« Yerk 24, N.'

late MMnlirrililp In ifM- Mu
ludlna >ubKVlplloa lo NATUBAL. lIlHTUUvi *

Addrtei ^

Ctly - - Zwe Slttt .

Hlfn firt «rd fraaa

I rr^lofe my rb«<k or Aoner order for

a 1^. one ynr O tlo. In jeiri

I'leeie elurh a teparale iheet of paper for

lionet ncmbcrihipi.

.\nirrii-an lislitrs fur svliicli llir |iuisi>iii

ptirlion of llip Gr«rn Kivrr svus priiin-

haliilal. Tiiesr urr kiiuwii looally ii" I lie

Ciilurailu siiuauliiili, largrsi ii( \\'r>ti-iii

lleniisplit-re ininimws. sprriiiirn-. <i(

wliii'h liiivr allaiiii-il svri;ilils <( iip in mir

liiiiiilrrd iimiiiils uiiil IriiKllis of up to >l\

frri; lit).- liiiinpliHi-k olitili; llir liiiinp,

Imi'k liiK'ki-r. Ilitilily >pi'riulitrtl fur lilr in

llif riisliiiit: WiiicTs of ihc r.rcni : unci ilu

fasl-waler form of tlir liliiclirad siuki-r.

For wliul, the rcmlrr may woiulrr. \\a>.

litis biolociral (l>->lrii(-liiiii wroiiiilil " Tiir

answer: a minimum coal of six year« of

tiooil trout fisliini: in lite Klaniinc (!ori:e

Reservoir, acrordinn lo fiisli managerA.
Since the Crn-en River fiaiiru. si-

tisln and cunservationisis have expre'-'.i-d

the opinion that this was loo hiph a |>rir(

to pay for gond trout risliinR. for six. or
any oilier niinilirr of years.

Wedding on the Potomac

E\M\ lhi~ Kelirimry there were eiikes

•( dirty ii-i- movinf! shiwly past \\ ash-

iii(;l"ii down the I'olomur toward (^liesu-

piMke Itay. Cherry hlossotn time was
still two ntimlhs or more away: a few

grimy patches of snow and luinp« of

hiark iee lay sullen and seemingly iiii-

perishable on the sunless sides of flic

monolithic Interior and Agriciilliirc

liiiildings. north and south of (he eily'n

famous Mall. As unpropiiioiis as the

ss-eather was. the Departments of Interior

and Agriculture were headed to the altar

for a February wedding.

Conservationists felt that it was not a

lasi- 111 love at first sight between tin-

Isvo land administration agencies. Bride
.ind bridegroom were led up the ai-le.

gently but firmly, and given awoy by the

I'residi-nl's Cabinet-level Recreation Ad-
visory Council, after fifly-ndd years of

mutual sniping, undercover warfare, and
svatchful jealousy.

The news spread rapidly through the

conservation world. Optimists, inld that

Interior and Agriculture had buried the

lialiliet. exclaimed : "Wonderful
!

" Pessi-

mist-, given the same information, were
inclined to ask. "Whose heod was it

buried in?" The President characterized

the agreement as a "milestone in con-

servaliiin progress"; if the past's ill-

concealed differences between these two

departments are to be permanently laid

lo rest, the President's statement would
seem overmodest.

Specifically, the treaty concenlraled

on Interior's National Park Service ami

Agriculture's Forest Service. It pro-

vided for:

1. Mutual recognition between the two

departments of the distinctive adminis-

trative functions and land management

plans used by the Forest Service ami

the Park .Service in administering lands

under their jurisdictions;

2. Unaltered jurisdictional responsi-
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IIrIII I TEN POWER

HCff : TELESCOPE

For the first time, due to a manufacturing

breakthrough. . .a quality telescope for only

$9.95! Ideal instrument for all kinds of na-

ture study, for vacations, for all outdoors.

No clumsy draw tube— focus with a single

turn of the eyepiece. Only IO'j" long, and
weighs just 9 ounces. Belt holster accessory

at 98<;. See it at optical, photographic and

sporting goods dealers. Made to American
standards of quality by America's most
respected optical craftsmen, Bausch&Lomb
Incorporated, Rochester 2, New York.

BAUSCH & LOME^
bility of agencies of the two departments

that are managing and developing lands

for public recreations, except for exist-

ing administration proposals;

3. An arrangement whereby neither

department can initiate, unilaterally,

new proposals to change the status of

lands under jurisdiction of the other

department and that independent studies

by one department of lands administered

by the other will not be carried on.

(Note: it was such an "independent

study" by the Park Service of Forest

Service lands in Washington's northern

Cascade Range several years ago that

brought interservice ill will to a white

heat. The study concerned the possible

establishment of a great new national

park in the Cascade Range.

)

4. The full and effective development

and management of the recreation lands

now under the jurisdiction of each de-

partment, with support and co-operation

of the other.

Whatever the long-range meaning of

the new agreement— if it indeed becomes

"long-range"—the immediate prospects

for two great new national recreational

areas and another national seashore

have been brightened immeasurably.

Both Agriculture and Interior will, as

an immediate result of the amnesty,

recommend legislation to Congress es-

tablishing the Whiskeytown - Shasta -

Trinity National Recreation Area, of

some 280.000 acres in north central Cali-

fornia; the Flaming Gorge National

Recreation Area, of about 160.000 acres

in Utah and Wyoming on the Green

River above the Ashley Dam in Utah;

and an Oregon Dunes National Seashore

(long advocated by preservationists), of

35,000 acres on the central Oregon coast.

The first two areas would be adminis-

tered jointly by the Park and Forest

Services, and Oregon Dunes solely by

the Park Service.

In addition, the Secretaries of Interior

and Agriculture have jointly appointed

a five-man team to study the outdoor

recreation possibilities of the northern

Choose the camera that

sees nature the way you do . . .

MIRANDA® DR ff1.9
AUTOMATIC 35mm SINGLE LENS REFLEX
Versatile , . . whisper-quiet . . . completely dependable
Miranda DR is your natural choice. You focus more quicldy and
accurately with its new split-grid prism view/rangefinder, even

in poor light. The super-sharp, automatic f1.9 Miranda-Soligor

lens interchanges with a full line of superb lenses from 28mm
to 400mm . . . plus lenses of most
other 35mm cameras. Precision ac-

cessories help you master every

type of picture easily. No wonder
value-wise experts prefer Miranda!

Less than $170* at your dealer. N*^

MIRANDA DR f1.9

GETS THE PICTURE
EVERYWHERE...
EVERY TIME

Wnle for free booklet lo;

ALLIED IMPEX CORPORATION ^
300 Park Ave. Soutli, New York 10. N. Y. ^
Chicago 45 • Dallas 7 • Los Angeles 16

"Your Dealer Determines Ewct Price «^^-
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both the elk und other animaU that in-

lialiit the preservalion.
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hunting has been sufficiently strong to

constitute a challenge to the principles

that have governed the management of

the national parks ef the nation for

nearly a century, both by law and cus-

tom. Public hunting in major national

preservations has been fallaciously pic-

tured by interested groups as a valuable

contribution to the Park Service in its

animal population control work in

parks, even, indeed, as a patriotic act on

the part of would-be participants.

In response to the pressure. Secretary

of the Interior Stewart L. Udall. v\'ho is

ultimately responsible for implementa-

tion of Park Service policy, appointed,

in 1962. an advisory board of distin-

guished citizens to study the problem

of wildlife management in the parks and

to report its conclusions to him. Mem-
bers of the board included: Dr. A.

Starker Leopold, Assistant to the Chan-
cellor of the University of California at

Berkeley, chairman; Dr. Ira N. Gabriel-

son, onetime chief of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, now President of the

Wildlife Management Institute, in Wash-
ington; Dr. Clarence Cottam, widely

known biologist and President of the

\^*elder Wildlife Foundation in Texas;

Dr. Stanley A. Cain, Chairman of the

University of Michigan's Department of

Conservation; and Thomas L. Kimball,

Executive Director of the powerful Na-

tional Wildlife Federation.

During the spring of 1963, the Secre-

tary's advisory group brought in its re-

port. It said in essence: public hunting

has no part to play now or in the future

in the management of elk or any other

animal populations in national parks and

monuments. The Leopold report, said

the Secretary, would "serve as a guide

to this Department and the National

Park Service through the years ahead."

(Persons actively interested in the

preservation facet of the general con-

servation field may secure a free copy
of the Leopold report. Wildlife Manage-
ment in the National Parks, from the

National Park Service, Department of

the Interior, Washington 25, D.C.)

Wildlife Protective Measures

ONE of the animals historically asso-

ciated with the taming of the Amer-
ican West was the so-called wild horse

—perhaps a descendant of the Spanish

mustang of an earlier period—which at

one time roamed the arid lands of the

West by the hundreds of thousands. The
coming of "civilization." with its atten-

dant train of domestic livestock, made
deep inroads into the natural habitat of

the wild horse, which competed with

Pocket these keys

to tiny new worlds

Newly-styled B&L Magnifiers come
in a wide variety of sizes and powers
for all kinds of nature study. Single,

double and triple lens models fold into

palm-size cases. Use lenses separately
or together to vary powers from 3.x

to 20x. Six models priced from $2.95.

For complete folder on Readers &
Magnifiers, write Bausch & Lomb
Incorporated, Rochester 2, New York.

BAUSCH & LOMB^
^ :M

for UNBELIEVABLE
FLEXIBILITY and CONTROL

MK II

?^ Wide angle
BINOCULJVR

Frame your subject and then

ZOOM in from 6 to 12 power
with a twist of your wrist. A
superb glass for yachting,

hunting, or nature study. Re-

tractable eyecups. Finest
coated optics. Seamless ultra-

light magnesium body. Plush-

lined case and straps.

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Dept. H.4

Boston 25. Mass.— San Jose 12, Calif.

If you love children, your heart will go out to Tommy
Littleraven, a 9-year-old American Indian boy who is

attending school off the reservation for the first time. Going
to school in town frightens Tommy. He is afraid that his

non-Indian schoolmates are laughing at his tattered cloth-

ing, at his faulty English.

He yearns to join the school club, buy personal books,

clothing, go out for a soda with the other boys. But his

parents are too poor to give liini pocket money. And so

Tommy wanders off by himself and dreams that someday
he will have the money to do what his non-Indian school-

mates do.

if you love children
MQkC Q cfrGam COtnC ffU0: You, your school or group can make this dream
come true for an Indian child like Tommy. Contribute ^10 a month and provide one

Indian youngster with suitable clothing, personal books and a cash allowance. You will

receive the photograph and story of the child you help and enjoy a warm person-to-person

relationship through an exchange of letters. Please give one Indian youngster an even

break — and the sense of security and confidence he needs to join the mainstream of

American life.

Serving Children for 30 Years

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION
Norwalk, Connecticut
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DO YOUR
BUGWATCHING

WITH A
HONEYWELL
PENTAX!

Watching a praying mantis
through the razor-sharp lens of a

Pentax camera may be so absorb-

ing that you'll forget to release

the shutterl For with a Pentax,

you see exactly what the film will

see— in sharp focus, with exact
composition and completely con-

trolled depth of field.

Mantes, praying or other-

wise, and most other insects,

like to pose for Pentax pictures.

(Birds, animals, and flowers
do. too. 1 For any type of photog-

raphy, you will find a world of
pleasure in the versatility and
dependability of a Pentax.

The Pentax H-1 (f 2.2, 55
mm.speedstol 500th) is $149.50;

the H-3 (f 1.8. 55 mm, speeds to

1 1000th) is $199.50.

Wrilr lor full-color brochure to

Herb WUlin (209 1 , Honeywell,
Dcm^r JO, Colorado,

H

Honeyivell
PMOTOORAPHIC PRODUCTS
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man's aninial>> (ur available fi>rat;e.

SlarA'ation, di«ca>4-, and rotindiips by

butli Indian and wliitr man all played

parti in reducing wild liiir«e popnia-

lion'i. hi mudern limes, ilic airplane bas

been employed li> r»und up reninanls

i>( the lierd* (ur -.lauiibler as |iel fmid.

A federal law was passed In 19.i9 f'ir-

biddinc llie use of airplanes and niottir

>eliieles in wild liurse ruundups on fed-

eral lands: but since ibe law bad no

efTeet on slate-owned lands, llieslaucbler

was often continued. Today ibe number
of wild borses on western ranges bas

been esiimaled in ibe neipbborliood of

I3.00U bead: tbcse relative few llial re-

main still c«m|H-te w-ilb domestic ani-

mals for grazing space.

To preserve al least a reprcsentotivc

bund of llie colorful mammals. llie

Kiireuu of Heclumalion. in ibe Interior

Depurtmenl. has recently worked out a

idiin witb ibe Air Force and ibc slate of

Nevada to set aside a IS."! .000-acre por-

tion of huge N'ellis Air Force Base, in

soulliern Nevada, us a refuge for llie

wibi horse. While the range will support

only a few hundreds of the animals it

will, in the words of Interior Secretary

Udall. "assure those of us who admire

the wild horse that there will always be

some of these animals." Outside of the

refuge, ihe Secretary pointed out. wild

horses will probably remain a source of

local ond regional controversy.

Recently launched by the Bureau of

Land .Management is a project to bring

the masked bobwjiite quail back to the

soutliwcsicrn United Stales, and per-

haps they will eventually become part of

the natural scene. For years this bird

was listed as one of ihe many animals

that had passed into extinction, hut a

few specimens have been located in the

Stole of Sonora. Mexico. Three pairs

were recently brought from Sonora to

the United States, where they were re-

leased on a posted 640-acre Bureau pre-

serve adjacent to .Xrizona-Sonora Desert

.Museum lands near Tucson. Arizona.

Conservationists hope that the initial

group will prosper and evenlually attain

numbers sufTicient In insure perpetua-

tion into the indefinite future. The
masked bobwiiile quail project is being

supervised by the Desert Museum with

co-operation from the Bureau <tf Land

Management, the Arizona Slate Came
and Fish De|)artmcnt. and the .Mle-

gheny Foundation of Fitlshurgli.
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CROW THE WORLD'S MOST
UNUSUAL HOUSi PLANTS

AmtBlfic Vrfitit'. ri) TT«tt,. Vlliilllun> lluntti

llum>.

FOR HUM.MINCiBIRDS ONLY
Thin is Ihc oriKinnl unil only lluinni> -Uird

Bar" ever dcniKiu-ii for Ihi-nc playful, jewel-

like crcaturcn. (Sec unrotouchcd |>liatal.

Neither been nor other birds can roach the

honcywaler. Can't drip, rustless, easy to

clean. Makes n wonderful gift! Money back
guarnntce. Full instructions. Sorry, no
rOD'». Price S:;.9ri plus 24c postage. In ("nli-

fornia add 12r lax. Designed and mudc by
Erwin M. Brown. II U M M I N G B lit U<

HEAVEN. Uept. N, 0818 APPERSON
STREET, Ti;jUNGA, CALIFORNIA.

WHALE TEETH"^
Natural sperm whale ivory. Small (3") $2.50; McOium
(4"| S3.V.<; t.arte (5") $6.50: Jumbo (6"| $1)95.

POLtSHDD. double. Sperm Whale Oiter. $1.25 (2 lor

$2). Marine l-ossil Kil (inc. lu shark tcdhl $3.50.

Poslpaid. Alio .Scrimihjw A IMimo Cra/ls. Free

brochure.

Remit to: PEKR B. DIRLAM
49 LEBANON HILL SOUTHBRIDOR. MASS.

CATCH THEM ALIVE AND UNHURT!

HAVAHART, 158-S Water Street, Ossining, N. Y.

Pliati iigil •• FREE nnv 4t.pa|i bieklil and prica llsL
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For a better way to take care of your nest egg

talk to the people at Chase Manhattan

Even pursuits that justify the most

complete concentration sometimes get

short shrift because of preoccupation

with investment cares.

This need not happen to you.

Just ask Chase Manhattans Per-

sonal Trust Division to take over post-

haste. You'll immediately rid yourself

of such details as stock rights and rec-

ord keeping, call dates and coupons.

What's more, eminently qualified

nest egg specialists will, at a word from

you, act as your E.xecutor and Trustee,

advise vou on vour investments, or

plan your estate with you and your

law\'er.

For complete information ring us at

LL 2-6605 or write us a card addressed

to the Personal Trust Di\ision, The

Chase Manhattan Dank, 1 Chase

Manhattan Plaza, New York 1 5, New
York.

THE
CHASE
MANHATTAN
BANK
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When they grow up, will language still be a barrier?

^^.

As modern technology mokes the world smaller, the need

for understanding between peoples grows more pressing.

But the barrier of language still hinders our efforts to com-

municate with each other. Even today, only a small fraction

of the world's information ever passes beyond the frontiers

of its original language.

How can we broaden the flow of informotion from one

language to onother? One answer moy lie in the growing

versatility of computer technology. For instonce, a tech-

nique for automatic translation is now under developmer

at IBM. Russian, French, and Chinese technical literature ha

already been translated into English at electronic speed;

The recent success in translating technical Chinese -a lar

guoge that has no alphabet — indicates that all longuoge

eventually may lend themselves to automatic tronslalior

Through new kinds of informotion sys-

tems, IBM is helping to meet the need for

better communication in today's world.IBM
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Monsanto speaks a world-wide language

London . . Paris . . . Tokyo . . . Buenos Aires . . . Melbourne . . . Brussels-

just a few of Monsanto's many addresses in 60 nations of the free world.

Through leadership in chemicals and plastics research, along with market-

ing skills geared to the specific needs of each local market — Monsanto

offers industry everywhere the unique advantages of a truly world-wide

chemical company. Monsanto Chemical Company. St. Louis 66, Missouri.
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A blindfolded rattlesnake will strike at a lighted electric bulb!

find out why in this comprehensive work.

This African grasshopper pretends to be a withered leaf! (Learn

all about him in these picture-filled pages.)
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ENTERPRISER
He's an independent merchant ... a General Motors dealer. He heads a local

business team which supplies the person-to-person contacts, the service and good
win which earn and build public respect. He is one of 15,000 General Motors
dealers located all across the country, who employ about 300,000 local people.

Service in the broad sense is his business.

He's a reputable businessman with a vital interest in his community. He sells

more than mere transportation and is proud of the personal association he maintains
with his customers. Of course, his reputation and that of General Motors are

mutually dependent. His success and that of General Motors go hand in hand.

More than six hundred thousand General Motors employes plan and produce the

fine cars and trucks which he sells. More than a million shareholders and some
31,000 suppliers complete the GM team. Collectively, they represent GM's proudest
asset— its people!

GENEML MOTORS IS PEOPLE . .
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DO YOUR
FROGVVATCHING

WITH A
HONLYWELL
PENTAX!

When you zero in on wild-
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Celestial science as

an extension of man
By Thomas D. Nicholson

Astronomy of the 20tii Ckntiirv, l>y

Olio Siruve anil Vclia Zcbcrnj.. Thr Mac-
millan Co.. .</:'..5((. .5/-/ ;<,... iltus. .\f.-

TKciMiMv. l)y Krrii ll»ylr. Uoutihtlay &
to.. $12.95; 3>U pp.. illus.

IT
is priilmlily no arfiilrnl that tin- must

sipnifiranl p<t|iiilur wrilinj^s in as*

Irnniimy iiavr liri-n produced liy llie most

i'ompt*tcnl ^cifnli**ls and scholars in the

held. Certainly this is true o( the many
popular and scmipopular periodiral ar-

ticles, reviews, and books written liy Dr.

Otto Strove, the senior author of Astron-

omy of thr 20th Crntiiry. N»i astronomer

in our times has contributed more in

i|uantity and quality to the general un-

derstanding of his science than he. .\l

the -ame lime he was. for decades, one

of the outstandin): siienlisls. teachers,

and adminislral<irs in astronomy. Thus
his death al the age of 66. on April 6.

I96.'i. was a great loss to the science he

loved, to the nation he adopted— the

United States-and to the public at large.

.Most of Dr. Struve's work was in stel-

lar spectroscopy. He was especially re-

spected for his observational and theo-

retical investigations of the rotation of

stars, interstellar material, peculiar stel-

lar spectra, spectroscopic binary stars,

and stellar cv<dution. His contributions

to astronomy earned him many awards,

inclufling honorary doctorates from nine

.\merican and foreign universities, the

Cold .Medal of the Royal Astronomical

Society of London, the Draper Medal of

the National .Vcademy of Sciences, and
the Bruce Gold .Medal of the Astronomi-

cal Society of ihe Pacific.

.'istronomy of the 20th Century is or-

ganized around a number of special sub-

jects within the broad field of astron-

omy. The foundation for the book is set

forth in the first two chapters, in which

the authors review the factors of current

history that have contributed to the de-

velopment of astronomy and describe

the ^tatc of the science as it existed in

1900. Four observalinnal techniques arc

then described in a chapter for each-
astronomical photography, speclro-

graphic measurements of radial veloci-

ties, photometry, and radio astronomy.

Each of these techniques has been of

great importance in many areas of

astronomy in recent yeors. The re-

mainder of the book presents fourteen

-pecial subjects that the authors have

chosen a- the outline for their >.tory, r.ul

subject in a separate chapter. These ii

the sun. physics of the solar system,

gin of the soliir •yteni. spectral cl.i

ficaiion of the -tars, stellar atniospbi-

stellar structure, stellar rvidution. doulili

stars, variable ^tars. ex|ilosive vaii.ilili

stars, iiiter-li'llur matter, galuclii- lolni

lae. the Milky Way. and exterior jl.\\

axies. In each of the cha|>ter«, tin- .iii

tliors briefly trace the historical oulliiii

of the subject up to the twentieth i

m

tiiry. then de-rribe the im|iortant i\rni-.

in-trunients. and invctigution^ thai liavi

contributed to our presi-nt kiio\Jeil(;c o

the subject and the investigators «liii»i

work ha- nio-.t influenced the held li

the apiiendix. the authors have iniliiilc

an excellent review of the history .in

principles of -tellar spectroscopy, a j;l"

«ary of nearly two hundred word-, jn

a bibliography identifying the principa

journals and IxHiks that were u-eil it

the book's preparation.

There is no book comparable to .\s

tronomy of thr 20lh Crntury. The grnwll

of astronomy in recent decades has In

so remarkable that many authors h;

either chosen to ignore the hislori

perspectives in the current century ni

in treating this period, have lost -ifh

of the fact that astronomy is still bcin

made by people. Struvc and Zeberg

have, however, conveyed to the reade

sense of the pers<inal conflicts and <oii

Iribulions that arc continually prcTn

in astnmomy. and have shown where rh

influence of perscmalities of our linn-

has given direction to the science. Tin

have shown convincingly that our kmml
edge of the universe is a very human '

atinn. that it has evolved slowly. Imi

always toward a picture that more a"
rately represents nature. But the piiiu

is not yet complete by any means. .Ii

as it has changed in the past, it will > ><m

tinue to change in the future. Keach-i^ o

.istronomy of the 20lh Cenlury may li.

surfirised at how recent some of our uii-n

concerning the universe really are. :iiic

after having finished Ihe bonk lliey uil

be belter prepared to accept and timlfi

stand the changing concepts that fuliir

investigations will -suggest.

Very few faults can be found "ill

tlii-. book, and those few are minor. 'I )i'

material on galaxies could have jx

more extensive. The footnote definili'

of some elementary astronomical I' nn



could have been left out, although I sup-

pose that some editor insisted upon them

to broaden the potential market. Still, I

don't see how anyone could get far in

this book if he needed some of the ex-

planations that are included. Finally, the

illustrations, especially the line figures,

could have more complete legends. Many
are further described in the text, but not

always on the same page as the figure

and often without a clear reference to

the figure. But these are. as I said, minor,

and will not detract in any way from the

value of the book for most readers.

IN Astronomy another noted astron-

omer. Professor Fred Hoyle. traces

the history of the science from its begin-

nings in ancient Babylonia and Greece

to the current century as a framework

for a description of modern astronomy.

In separate chapters, he describes the

ancient attempts to solve the riddle of

planetary motion, the revolutionary

period from Copernicus to Kepler, the

contributions of Isaac Newton, and the

rapid pace of discovery and theory in

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

Although these are traditional subjects

in astronomical history. Hoyle writes

about them in a far from traditional

manner, as most anyone will recognize

in the author's sympathetic treatment of

Copernicus. In addition to the above,

separate chapters are given to the his-

tory and development of astronomical

instruments and to the nature of light.

Finally, the author describes modern as-

tronomy in the last four chapters, which

comprise about one-third of the book.

A good deal of descriptive astronomy is

also woven into the earlier chapters on

astronomical history.

Fred Hoyle is well known for his skill

in explaining astronomy in clever and

interesting ways, and many passages in

the book attest to his ability. There are

places, however, where verbal examples

and analogies are carried so far that the

reader can lose sight of the point of the

lesson. Such is the case in chapter one,

where the author surely could have in-

troduced the correct names of the celes-

tial co-ordinate systems much sooner

than he did and saved the continual ref-

erences to them as Case 1. Case 2, Case

3. and Case 4. As it is. even a knowledge-

able reader must refer too often to the

figures to be sure what the cases mean.

Also, in chapter five, the six pages of

text in which the author manipulates

terms in the laws of motion give the

impression of being either a mental exer-

cise for the reader or a sort of window

dressing to justify the illustrations on

these pages. On the other hand, the de-

scriptions of astronomical instruments

and their uses, in chapter two, are excel-

lent, and the analogies between water

waves and certain phenomena of light

are cleverly written.

Astronomy is beautifully and richly

illustrated in black and white and color.

The color plates include photographs of

astronomical subjects, pertinent art,

portraits, astronomical instruments, and

pages from historical astronomical manu-
scripts. Some of the latter illustrations

are most interesting, if the reader takes

the trouble to examine them closely.

Many other astronomical photographs

and other subjects are reproduced in

black and white and in tones. In addi-

tion, a great many original line draw-

ings and sketches, pertaining specifically

to the text, have been included. The leg-

ends on the photographs and sketches

are exceptionally complete and are

highly informative.

Although the profusion of illustrations

adds considerably to the attractiveness

of Astronomy, it does not always add to

its effectiveness as a history of astron-

omy or as a book on descriptive astron-

omy. The author states in his foreword

that the illustrations are intended to sup-

plement the text and are not just a means
of making the book look good. This did

not seem true of three full pages of illus-

trations related to nova phenomena {the

relationship being pointedly made in

the legends), when the subject is rel-

egated to four sentences in the text, and
then only to illustrate the point that some
stars occupy a peculiar position in the

color-luminosity diagram.

Nevertheless, the illustrations are at-

tractive, even though the reproduction

of some of the astronomical photographs,

both black and white and color, should

have been better. Great care was obvi-

ously taken in selecting the illustrations,

and the results are generally good. The
same is not true of the printing in the

book. I do not know enough about the

technical aspects of book manufacture to

be sure what, if anything, went wrong.

But I do know that the type appears too

small, varies in density from page to

page, and on some pages seems to be

out of focus (although 1 do not know how
this is possible). The result, on some

pages, is a print that is tiring to read.

In his foreword, the author acknowl-

edges the assistance of colleagues in the

preparation of the book, presumably

those persons who are named on the

copyright page. This may account for

some of the errors that I found in the

illustrations and in the text, errors that

a man of Fred Hoyle's stature and knowl-

edge surely would recognize and correct

were he aware of them. For example, the

beautiful Lund Observatory map of the

Milky Way is incorrectly called a "pano-

ramic photographic map." as though it

were a photographic mosaic. Also, three

photographs of galaxies in color have

been reversed from the originals. In the

text, an incorrect definition of "synodic

year" is given; the ten-day error in the

Julian calendar dated, not from its in-
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SARIXA VAN VLECK
"Not only a delight in text and
drawings ... it contains an as-

tonishing amount of solid in-

formation on the full cycle of
birdlife in this country. A little

gem. I'd call it."—John Kieran

"Miss Van VIeck has succeeded
in imparting her own verve and
originality in this portrayal . . .

GROWING WINGS should en-
tertain and pleasantly instruct a
wide audience."-/)cijn Amailon.
Lamoni Curator of Birds. Amer-
ican Museum o/ Nuiiiral History

drawlnn by the author.

The First

Profession3l Guide for

Amsteur Explorers

ARCHAEOLOGICAL

TECHNIQUES

FOR AMATEURS
By Philip C. Hammond
A fascinating slepbystep reference to

all current archaeological methods and

techniques. Includes the most complete

stateby-state reference material avail-

able anywhere, a list of amateur archae-

ology groups, major U.S. & Canadian

sites, museums with exhibits of special

interest, etc. Illustrated with line draw-

ings. $5.95 from Van Nostrand, Prince-

ton, New Jersey.

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

in Nottrind. 0(pl. T-KMS

120 el. fTi

In CinjdJ: 25 Hollinier M., Toronto 13--

pncf siiKhlly higher.

Pleaje lend me; copies of ARCHAE-
OLOGICAL TECHNIQUES FOR AMATEURS @
SS 95 eich. WitMn 10 days I will temit pur-

chase price, plus small delivery cost, or re-

turn bookJtl and owe nothinf.

Name

. rpiinn. but {rmn llir Council ii( Nicca.

iIkiuI .^.D. 32.i; llie word "rotate"

-ImuKI not be used (or "rrvoUr" in a

legend referring lo variable stars; and

in one place llierr M-ems tu Ixr a t-onlu-

-inn between three degrees of longitude

Liil llirre degrees ol azimutli.

Popular writing in astronomy in usu-

ally at its best when dune by persiuis

sueh as Slr»\e. Zebergs. and Hoyle. (or

tbey can draw on the (ull resources o(

llirir profession, are exiellrnt leaeliers

and writers, and ba^e earned tlie respei-l

o( their pro(cs>ion and o( the reading

public (or their work and their past

writing edorts. Tlii-y e.veiiipli(y per(eolly

the loni-ern o( their i-olleagucs that their

sfienie be well presented to the |iublif.

This i-oneern wa> recogni«-d by the

.American .\ntronomieaI Society in a res-

olutiim passed by its Council in l'J.S3,

stating in part that "a definite nerd exists

(or the dissemination lu tile public at

large o( accurate astronomical iiiforniu-

lion, consistent with the dignity of the

science," and recommending to its mem-
ber- thai "astronomers devote reason-

able cITorl to the preparation of . . . non-

technical articles and lectures on astron-

omy and closely allied scientific topics."

Otto Siruvc was (oremost among the

astronomers who carried out that recom-

mendation, and he will be very dilTicull

to replace. Fred Hoyle has also been e(-

feclive in doing so in many <>( his past

works, and his current book is. in most

respects, another fine example ii( his

leaching and writing skill. But scientists

vuch as Hoyle must he extremely carelul

in supervising the production n( their

books, because o( where they stand be-

tween their prolcssion and the public.

I( they allow loo much responsibility lo

pass into the hands of colleagues in the

publishing field, as Professor Hoyle may
have done in Astronomy, then thi- real

advantage o( having science writing done

by scientists is in danger o( being lost.

Dr. Nicholson of The American Museum-
Harden Planetarium, holds posts as

Assistant Chairman and as Astronomer.

Or.RAMC Srti.PTrRE. by Carl A. Schmitz;

photographs by F. L. Kenetl. New York

Graiihic Society. S8.93: 80 pp.. lllus.

IN the last century and a hall there has

bien a general incrca-e in apprecia-

tion of the exotic arts, but those o( ihc

Pacific have so for been the poor rela-

tions. Publishers have done very well re-

cently by the ancient cultures in the woy

of lavishly illustrated books. In particu-

lar, there have been a few gorgeous items

on Africa : but since Hewieker and Tisch-

ner's Oceanic Art eight years ago. Oce-

anic Sculpture is the first of its kind—

a

volume based on large-scale plates of

carefully selected objects.

I mention the older book for sexii.il

reasons. In spile of its c<iniprehen-i\r

title, this new book is actually limiteil In

works from Melanesia, and half the ob-

jects are (roin New Ciuinea, -A quarter o(

the thirty-two plates in Oceanic Srulp-

ture repeal -iibjects in the Tisclimi

Hewieker volume, and K. 1-. Kcnelt dem-

onstrates an aslonishingly high lex el <i(

phoiugrapby. The ipiulity o( the piiiiiing

is (ully worthy o( these masterly picHin

However, it is unlortunale thai, giv

the quality id the rest o( the book'- pi

duclion, the publishers saw fit lo lini-li

it oil by the "perlect binding" inelli...!.

which lias become somelliing o( a joke

becaune of its fliinsiness. A few of the

subjects are not worlliy of such magiiili-

cent plioiogrupliie treatment, particiibiily

the famou-but mechanical and groie-tpi

Sepik liiver drum, and the riin-o|-lli<

mill ancestral board from the C.uK of

Papuu. The Sepik house musk is up-ide

down lit is almost traditional b>r I k-

oii primitive art to have at least one pi< -

lure the wrong way up). Iliil there is aUo

a high pro|iortion of genuine musiii-

pieces. such as the Sepik debating slooU

and the New Biitain double mask.

Oceanic Sculpture is not simply a

spectacular treat, however. Tile long iii-

troiliiclory essay by Carl A. Schmitz i- a

great deal more than a mere accom|iiini>

mem to the photographs. For many. in.

deed, il will be the more signific^int

contribution, as it is the first statemeiil in

P^glish of his historical theories (apart

from the •nummary in his llislorisihr

I'robteme In Nordosl-Neuguinea). .\*

Huch. it lias a marked importance of iin

own. In his earlier work Schmitz. Curator

of the Basel Museum fiir Vcilkerkuinli-

analyzed a historical serpience of llii'i

cultures, which he designated A. B. and

C. from the standpoint of prcsent-ila

conditions and components. It was a

impressive achievement, and the first rial

attempt to take an all-inclusive view of

the evidence. In his newest cs,say he cb-

scribes in some detail the constitution of

his culture B. with its wealth of myth and

ritual, a rich source of art.

An objccliim that can be raised is lli.ii.

for the unprepared reader, the occouni

is too idealized, for the book gives llic

imprcssirm that considerable uniformiiy

prevailed throughout Mclancsian smii-

tics. The actual stale id these socirliis

was one of great diversity; in local prac-

tice, of course, certain trails were

stressed or exaggerated wliilir others w ire

neglected or omitted. And if this caiilimi

must be issued regarding the author's

synthesis of the material culture, il ii|>-

plics even more to his statements alioiil

primal myths of the "cosmic parent-'

and the "cannibal giant." Bui with tlii-i

reservations on the tohlc, the fact re

mains that the essay establishes onb-r

where considerable cimfusion prevuilid

before, and assisted by the plates, ilic



ook should satisfy the scientific require-

lents of aesthetes and the aesthetic

istes of scientists.

Douglas Newton

HE Desert Wokld, by Alonzo W.
ond. Thomas Nelson & Sons, S6.50;

12 pp., illus. Beckoning Desert, by Ed-

ard Maddin Ainsworth. Prentice-Hall,

T.95: 264 pp., illus.

rHE author of the first of these vol-

umes writes from decades of per-

inal experience in deserts of both Old

id New Worlds. All of tlie book's

.'enty-one chapters deal with subjects

Uing within the broad scope of natural

story. Chapters on such subjects as

ines. weather, and climate apply to all

;sert regions, whereas others—"'Nobody

Dves a Camel" and "Veiled Men of the

ihara," for example—are more special-

sd in scope but are also interesting.

A large part of the book is devoted

people of the desert, and this part

IS. indeed, is the remainder ) is liber-

ly supplied wuth personal anecdotes

at enhance the readability. If we ex-

pt specialized chapters on camels and

ilm trees, the animals and plants of the

•sert are given rather short shrift—one

apter each. Several general and spe-

Bc statements on desert animals are in-

rrect or misleading. It may be that in

e most extreme deserts '"all species are

re," but this certainly is not true in

e American Southwest. In a more

ecific vein, the statement that rattle-

akes "cannot get along without water

. so if you go to a desert water hole

night take a flashlight" is based on a

Ise premise, and persons camped far

)m water may be lulled into a false

nse of security. But I quite agree with

e author in minimizing the danger

at venomous desert animals present to

ople in normal circumstances.

The book is illustrated with two maps
d forty black-and-white photographs,

any of the latter have a snapshot

ality to them; I find this a pleasant

ntrast to the current fad of gaudy pic-

re books in which the illustrations

mpete with, rather than complement,

3 author's textual accounts.

Whereas the shortcomings of Pond's

lok are more than balanced by its in-

.-esting and valuable material on

lysical and cultural aspects of deserts.

:ckoning Desert does not fare so well.

ttt. too. only a small part of the book,

iiich emphasizes the California desert,

als specifically with biology, but here

e errors are too numerous to be over-

aked. Some, as the use of "French-

oted" for "fringe-footed" lizard are

lusing. On the other hand, the author

cusses the study of thermo-regulation

reptiles, which leads to the conclu-

m: "If enough can be learned about

in's possible adaptation of some of the

lizard's thermal habits, air-conditioning

may be made much simpler, and, in fact,

we may some day take an air-condition-

ing pill." Such a statement reveals that

the author has little understanding of

his subject.

Readers who are interested in local

history of the desert region of California

and who can recognize and discount the

errors of biology may find some material

of value here. A distraction for this re-

viewer is a style of writing that features

paragraphs of one sentence or less. My
two favorites are. "Thank you. mighty

Goddess Flora, for your good gifts to

us in the land of little water" and
"Bullfrogs!"

KlCIIARD G. ZWEIKEL

The Kiowas. by Mildred P. Mayhall.

University of Oklahoma Press, §5.95;

315 pp., illus.

MOST of this book is devoted to fron-

tier history as reported by various

explorers, soldiers, and traders and is

likely to be of interest only to the most

confirmed Plains Indian enthusiasts.

Since most of the reports are trivial and

subjective, the chapters on history are

tedious, and sections concerning Kiowa
ethnohistory suffer from a lack of selec-

tion and summary. (A thirty-seven page

chapter gives, year by year, the events

recorded in two of the annual calendars

of the Kiowa—small paintings on buffalo

hides. As Mayhall notes, most of the

events are of little consequence. The
entry for the summer of 1855 is fairly

typical: "The pictograph shows a seated

man. It was a hot summer with no Sun
Dance and no grass. The horses were

too weak to travel, and the Kiowas "sat

down.'") Miss Mayhall's description of

Kiowa ethnography covers only forty-six

pages, and this is also disappointing, for

one would expect a more extensive treat-

ment in a book entitled The Kiowas.

Many important subjects, such as hunt-

ing and leatherwork. receive but a single

paragraph of discussion.

The author's handling of basic anthro-

pological concepts and some of her his-

torical interpretations are particularly

misleading. The culture area concept is

poorly explained and her account of the

formation of the distinctive Plains Indian

culture is a poor derivation from the an-

thropology of the 1920's. The horse was
important in Plains culture, as she states,

but to describe the Plains Indian as hav-

ing a "centaur personality" goes too far.

Personality traits characteristic of the

Plains occurred over most of the eastern

United States. With regard to the effec-

tive death of Plains Indian culture in

the late nineteenth century. Miss May-
hall places primary responsibility on the

Indians: "Within it [Plains culture]

were the seeds of its own deterioration

:

its predatory characteristics were anti-
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ihc Bi.iiih Muirum
* I ni\cf\4l) of Li*«fp«>l. anj
jnj MixJcrn C.f«l I jtnoijc ar^J

><n'ial and viiiiiu.«—against (itlier Indians

as well as against the whiles." Shu knows
butter. .Massive .American military
power. e.\terniination of the liiifTalo. and
an increasing number of settlers ended
Plain.s Indian riillure. We may have a

collective guilly conscience abiml the

Indians, but we ought not to write his-

tories In ca^e it.

Sta.vlky \. Frkei)

Tiff; Life of Birds, by Joel Carl Wclty.

AlirrA A. Knopf. $12.95: Sif) pp.. illiis.

B>;loit college achieved fame, inso-

far as The .American Museum of

Natural History is concerned, years ago
when Roy Chapman Andrews left its

cloistered halls and headed for New
York. .Now Professor Wclty. another

comparative unknown— at least in profes-

sional ornithological circles— from that

institution has written ihe best general

reference book on birds to appear re-

cently in this country. The coverage is

broad, the treatment and arrangement
logical and balanced, the approach mod-
cm. Thr tiff of Birds is a big volume
illu.-tratcd with numerous drawings and
carefully selected photographs, and it

concludes with a well-selected list of

valuable references.

-Naturally, in a work of 250.000 or so

words, closely packed with facts, one can

find a few inlerprclations with which to

argue. The .Ascension Island Man-o'-war
bird, for example, is said to have losi the

ability to extend its range because of the

small si/e of its oil gland, which prevents

it from oiling and waterproofing its

plumage. It is implied that this misfor-

tune occurred after the bir<l reached

Ascensiim. There are. however, Man-o'-

wur birds on suitable tropical islands

around Ihe gloln-. some of them so sim-

ilar that ihey may belong to the same
species. Furthermore, the waterproofing

deficiency, if such il is. is probably a

characteristic not only of all Man-o'-war
birds but even of their relatives such as

cormorants, which are often seen drying

their feathers. Nevertheless, cormorants

are found on many scattered, cold
islands. Or again we are told that

"changes in diet may also be forced by
periods of inclement weather Hobbies.

Fairo siibbulro. will eat larger numbers
of swifts in cold wet weather than in

fair weather," ( because the swifts arc

weakened by a scarcity of flying insects I

.

More, rather than fewer, swift- does not

necessarily constitute a change in diet,

and in any case il is not forced! Inci-

dentally, neither this Man-o'-war bird

nor llie Hobby is mrnlioned in the lalhi

-kiinpy index that is provided,

."^uch dubious inferences seem In V

decidedly rare in this book. As ini|>lie

abme. I consider il the best re«dil> ;i\«i

able work on birds either for the bi\ina

or for use as a college text - allh.nig

for the latter purpose a su|ipleinrniar

laboratory inaniml woulil be necc-jr
Dean Am mio

I'NnER the MolrNTAIN Wall. by I'el

Malthiessen. Thr I'iking Press. ,<." i

2S(t pp.. itliis.

PETER mattiiif:sskn has given us

curious book. Without being able t

recommend il to everyone as a bonk i

sit down and read, I can recoinnieiul

most highly us u book to pick up iind I

look al, here and there, for a few ii

inents. There will be moments nl j.l. i

uri' and excitement tliul. di->pile llir |i>il

li>her. uflord an all loo brief liul iiiliiiiiil

insight into the mystery thai is man
Ostensibly this is about llic live

wars — particularly ihe want — of a «tor

age people in New Guinea. Howevir. lli

reader is put off by what seems to In-

willful caprice of the publishers.

The end |iupers are perfectly ri"-|ii'c

able. They tell you where ihc sccnr

set. in a valley in New Cuinea, ami

all looks very homey, with trees, hut

and fields — and discreet use of thi' -

liol of the skull lo indicate a "-itr

human bone-." whatever that i-. Tlu

comes a rather fine lille jiage. wliii h

followed by "Contents." and lieri- v

should i>ausc. There are sixteen line-

print, and you hopefully try to ili-i <i\

what the book is about. Hut fiflien

the sixteen lines refer to the enrl ptiinT

lists of Illustrations, phoiographic -

lions, credits, and so on. The one exr

lion simply repeats the title of the Imh

and gives the page numbers bei

which it falls ll-2.Sf>l. as ihougli ll

ti'Xt were quite incidental lo the

trations and photographic seclion- llii

have been selected to surround il.

By the end of the preface, whiili lull

clarify the lille of tlu- book lo some

tent, you are ready for the texl. liul hi

you arc faced with another list, ihi- liin

of twenty-seven photographs cran

logelhcr. often several to a page. 1 lie

comes le.vt—unchaptcrcd pages prinii-

inexplicably, on a sickly green paper

Mr. Matlhiessen does not set mil

write a consistent ethnography. II

merely describes day-by-day life in i

remote valley, with events occurring
i

as they do in our lives — inconseqiii-

mingled with matters of the grave-i

port. One firs! watches people one dm
know getting wounded and killed i|>iii

needlessly, il seems, but with gnal /' -

Then one gradually gels to know ilm

who remain behind, and when (Aey (,i

victim to Iheir strange passion for u i



fare, some of their feelings of life and

ideath as they go to battle are communi-

jcated to the reader.

I
If you are as I am. you ivill have to

contend with near tears at times, and yel

it is not a sentimental book. Men. women,

and children are killed almost as a mat-

ter of course, and it arouses no particular

feeling, so the author portrays none, de-

spite what he may have felt at the time.

But ever>' now and then emotion does

creep in. and then it is all the more pow-

erful. It may be the pitiful death of little

Tfeake. who did not want to die. or it

may be the gesture of his friend. Tukum
the swineherd, who felt alone.

However powerful it is in places, the

book is marred by the total presentation,

which serves only to separate the reader

from the subject matter.

The text is followed by eighty-five

more photographs, all compressed into

sixteen pages, and when you get seven

photographs on one page they lose, for

me at any rate, whatever interest they

might have had.

Whatever reasons the publishers had

for this odd arrangement, other than

penny-pinching at the reader's expense,

they successfully ruined the effect of

what could have been a beautiful book

—beautiful both in content and in its

visual presentation.

Colin Turndull

The Wild Danube, by Guy Mountfort.

Houghton Mifflin Co., $6.00; 207 pp.,

illus.

IXjo substantial corner of Europe is

i 1 truly wild, in the sense of being un-

disturbed by man. The notion that the

historic and legendary Danube should

be considered wild seems especially par-

adoxical to an American. Yet for the

party of Britishers who spent two sum-

mers in Bulgaria and Hungary photo-

graphing and studying birds, the area

doubtless had a comparatively unspoiled

and strange quality. (Aspects of these

trips were published in Natural His-

tory in April, 1961. and May. 1962.)

At least one could still find, breeding

near the great river, large birds that have

ceased to occur in western Europe. Be-

sides, there was the challenge of conduct-

ing a photographic expedition behind

the Iron Curtain—and this adds piquancy

to the tale here told.

Mountfort writes in a pleasant and

informal style of the problems sur-

mounted, the adventures experienced,

the accomplishments effected. The book

is not limited to natural history, al-

though bird study was the chief motiva-

tion of the expedition. For instance, the

account of red tape in the world of Com-
munist bureaucracy is of much interest.

But after all. these trips had the utmost

co-operation from the responsible offi-

cials, as well as from local ornithologists,

in the two countries visited—otherwise

the expeditions would never even have

been contemplated.

In Bulgaria, the area less known or-

nithologically. primary objectives had

been to photograph nesting pelicans in

the Danube marshes. Great Bustards in

the arid steppes, and White-tailed Eagles

on the Black Sea coast. All these birds

were seen and all but the eagle were

photographed—but photographing active

nests was something else. In the past few

years the steppes have been almost com-

pletely transformed by large-scale irri-

gation and planting of shelter belts of

Robinia pscudoacacia — a fast-growing

North American tree. The Danube

marshes are being rapidly reclaimed for

agriculture, and in the sanctuary, where

American muskrats have been intro-

duced, the local fishermen destroyed the

pelican nests. The Black Sea coast is

now dotted with holiday resorts and

towns, reached by motor vehicles, so that

the freedom from disturbance demanded
by breeding sea eagles is gone. However,

a nesting pair of Lesser Spotted Eagles

was photographed inland in the Ballata

Forest. The Great Bustard was not

photographed on its nest until a subse-

quent year in Hungary.

The book is richly illustrated with

photographs, chiefly by Eric Hosking—
than whom there is no better bird pho-

tographer. Of his numerous bird pictures

I particularly like the two of the Great

or Common Egret in action (the cap-

tion uses the old confusing name "Great

White Heron." which even the Britisii

Ornithologists' Union Check-list has

dropped). But the photographs are not

limited to avian subjects; they include

other animals, plants, landscapes, his-

toric architecture, ancient gold ware, and

people—and they are all very good. Just

as the illustrations cover a wide field, so

does the narrative.

Mountfort's previous expeditions to

the marismas of southern Spain (Nat-

ural History, October. 1958 ) and the

publicity and interest roused by his book,

articles, and by the motion pictures and

lectures of his associates, have resulted

in the creation of a Spanish preserve.

There is reason to hope that in south-

eastern Europe a similar consequence of

the activities described in this book may
be the setting aside of needed wildlife

sanctuaries and better protection in those

that already exist.

Eugene Eisenmann
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By George B. ScHALUEr

Chest-beating seems to manifest "fight or fhght" tensions
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ONE HUNDRED YEARS ago Du
Chaillu ( 1861 ) first described a

lale gorilla "beating his chest in

age.'" Almost every hunter, traveler,

nd scientist who since that time has

ncountered gorillas in the wild men-

ions this striking display, in which

be animal rises on its hind legs and

eats a rapid tattoo on the chest with

:s hands. But it is a curious fact that

one of the observers noted that the

best beat is merely the climax of a

omplex series of actions. Although

ther apes and man share some of the

asic display movements, several of

:s manifestations appear to be species-

pecific and lend themselves particu-

irly well to an ethological analysis.

;-^j

The chest-beating displays consist

of nine more or less distinct acts. The

whole sequence is given infrequently

and then only by silverbacked males,

which are fully adult and at least ten

years old. It is an extremely impressive

display that may require as long as

thirty seconds to complete, although all

but the first two acts follow each other

in one continuous, violent motion,

which is usually finished in five sec-

onds or less.

At the start of the display the gorilla

may be sitting, lying, or standing on

the ground or in a tree. The animal

emits a series of soft, clear hoots,

which start slowly but grow faster and

faster until the individual sounds

merge into one another at or near the

chest-beating climax. While hooting,

the head is characteristically tipped up

slightly or, sometimes when sitting,

far up like a howling dog; the lips

are pursed, and the "hu-hu" is emitted

through parted lips. Occasionally a

single hoot is given; sometimes five

calls follow each other about one sec-

ond apart. However, a complete dis-

play includes a series of some ten to

forty distinct hoots that gradually fuse

into a slurred growling sound at the

climax of the display. One silverbacked

male took twenty-two seconds to emit

thirty-five distinct hoots.

Apparently males find it difficult to

reach the climax if distracted or if the

rhythm of their hooting is broken. One

silverbacked male, for example, was

interrupted by the chest beat of a

blackbacked male immediately behind

him. ( Blackbacked males are from six

to ten years old. I The silverbacked

male stopped vocalizing, turned and

looked, then began to hoot again.

In one group under observation, two

or more silverbacked males occasion-

ally vocalized together. One began

hooting, only to trail away to nothing

before trying again. Then another

joined in. and a third. Their clear

hu-hu rose and fell as each stopped and

started independently. But when one

reached the climax and beat his chest,

the others followed. Then they usually

settled down for a few minutes before

repeating the procedure.

Hooting is usually a preliminary to

several vigorous actions of the display,

ViRUNGA VOLCANOES in Albert National

Park, E. central Africa, top, was site

of gorilla study. Blackbacked male in

a jungle clearing, left, beats his chest.

and it seems to be recognized as such

by the other members of the group. At

the first hu-hu the animals near the

performer move back. Infants ap-

parently have to learn to avoid a dis-

playing male: the youngest animal that

fled the vicinity of a male was about

ten months old.

About 5 to 10 per cent of the chest-

beating displays by silverbacked males

that reach the climax are preceded by

"symbolic feeding," which sometimes

interrupts the hooting. The gorilla sits

or stands, reaches out, and very gently

plucks a leaf or herb between thumb
and index finger, and places it between

his lips. Sometimes it pulls a leaf from

the plant with a quick backward jerk

of the head, using the lips directly. The
leaf, herb, or branch is often held be-

tween the lips until or immediately

after the chest-beating climax, al-

though occasionally the animal drops

the vegetation right after plucking.

Once a blackbacked male placed

crumbly lichens between his lips with

the result that he spit and wiped the

material from his mouth for more than

one minute after the display.

THE amount of vegetation an ani-

mal stuffs into its mouth is highly

variable, ranging from a single leaf

or twig to several consecutive handfuls

of leaves and vines that do not neces-

sarily belong to a food species. When
such symbolic feeding occurs, mem-
bers of the group close to the display-

ing male seem to recognize the gesture

and generally move away from him,

thus escaping the subsequent violent

parts of the display.

Most gorillas rise up on their hind

legs just preceding the chest beat and

remain bipedal for several seconds if

the intensity of the display is suffi-

ciently high. Although the position of

the body is upright, it is not as erect

as is usually portrayed in the stuffed

specimens of museums. Instead, the

legs remain bent at the knees and head

and torso are hunched forward.

Gorillas commonly throw vegetation

during the display, and the throwing

takes several forms: (a) an under-

hand motion in which the gorilla tears

off the vegetation and propels it up-

ward with one continuous swing: (b)

a sideways motion in which the animal

first tears off a branch or herb and

then throws it forward or sideways

with the arm either straight or flexed

at the elbow; (c) an outward flick of

the wrist or lower arm in which the



vcpctalion is (ir;-! ~n.i|)|H-(l i>fl ami llii-n

ihrown: (di a !>iin|)li- ilr(i|>|iiii^ nf an

object in which the animal ilelachcs

ami rrU-ascs a hranrh. usual!) uithnut

pru|>elling it.

Oc ( vsi()>Ai.i.v gorillas throw with

so«-ming deliberation. First the

animal looks around for an herb or

branch, detaches it. most often with

only a tw ist of the wrist, but sometimes

« ith considerable effort when a branch

i^ involved, and flings it away, fol-

L.wing the (light of the object with

its eves. One male looked intenll\ to

line side, then at a branch above him.

as if debating whether or not to break

it off. but fmally rose and beat his

chest. Another male lightly pulled at

a large branch with one hand as if to

test its strength, and then slapped his

chest instead.

The climax of the sequence is the

chest beat, which is the most frequently

heard and seen part of the gorilla's

display. The animal characteristically

stands on its hind legs, raises the l)ent

arms laterallv. and rapidly beats the

chest over the lower edge of the pec-

loralis major muscle with open,

slightly cupped hands.

Chest-beating can occur in almost

any bodily position and ihconly requi-

12

site is that at least one hand is free

to do the slapping. The display is seen

in animals standing bijiedally or on

three legs, in silting ones, and in those

King on their backs or sides. A juve-

nile even hung from a branch by one

arm and beat its chest with the other.

The hands are almost invariably

held flat while beating the chest: that

is. with fingers extended and the palm

often slightly cupped. The animal is

inclined to hold its hands within si.\

inches or less from the chest, and the

alternate beats are rapid and direct.

The fingers are often spread in females

and young animals, but those of adult

males tend to touch.

The sound produced when a silver-

backed or large blackbacked male

beats his chest may be described as a

hollow "pok-pok-pok." somewhat re-

sembling the noise produced by rap-

ping an empty gourd with sticks.

I nder favoral)le conditions, the sound

carries for as much as a mile. Small

blackbacked males, females, and
youngsters produce a mere sla|iping

sound when they beat their chests.

At the climax of the display, gorillas

may beat not onlv their chests but

also other parts of the body, and even

other objects, in a variety of ways.

The animals frequently slap their ab-

domens. One blackbacked male bcai

the oulsides of his thighs, a melhu

ilso commonly employed by a malt

in the Columbus luo. Females liral

ilie backs of their infants while li.ilil

ing them to the chest or while iht

\oung are sitting in front of llii

I'lranches and logs are often slapped

I'ither with one or both hands.

• i.l

SiiMK infants, aged U\ thrw y,
.ind one blackbacked male I

llieir chests with greatly e\«ggei;i

i;estures. extending their arms con

crabb after each slap. Twn fein^

exhibited a circular motion of the ai r

instead of direct alternate slaps. I In

rapidly moved the lower arms ai

hands close to the chest in a cloik» i

or counterclockwise direction ai

-truck their breasts in passing.

In two instances gorillas beat u

(.111 STIIKVIIM. (ciliull'r. IIMmIIv ^llrl•ll(

llic (iiit-.r- -litlillN .Inrina li-|,l.,>. hjt



5ual parts of the body, seemingly in

lav. One juvenile—juveniles are from

iree to six years old—patted the top

f its head with alternate hands about

lirtv times; a blackbacked male lay

n his back with legs stretched toward

le sky, slapping the soles of his feet.

Like hooting, chest beats frequently

licit the same display in other goril-

is. Sometimes one or two animals

ait as the male goes through the pre-

minarv displays, then rise and beat

leir chests in unison at the climax,

best beats by a male in one group

ccasionally stimulated a male in an-

ther group some distance away to

ehave similarly.

At the completion of the chest beat,

orillas frequently remained standing

3r ten or more seconds to watch me
s though waiting for a response on

ly part. Sometimes a gorilla popped

from the vegetation, displayed, and

then ducked back behind the screen of

brush, after which it peered out at me
intently. Blackbacked males and juve-

niles occasionally displayed with great

abandon, then sat quietly, and looked

ail around as if to judge the effective-

ness of their behavior.

Leg-kicking often accompanied the

chest-beating. Usually the animal cen-

ters the weight of its body on one hind

limb and kicks the other one sideways

with the knee bent. Only rarely is the

leg brought forward unless it is sharply

bent at the knee. Sometimes the toes

grab some herbs, which are thrown

into the air. The leg is usually lowered

gently to the ground, but occasionally

the animal stamps it down forcefully,

producing a dull thud. The tendency

to kick the leg. which appears in ap-

proximately one-third of the standing

chest-beating displays, is also evident

in sitting animals on occasion. While

beating the chest, they push one leg

to the side, or merely flex it slightly.

I noted a few instances in which ani-

mals in a standing display flexed both

knees and actually jumped several

inches into the air.

Immediately after and sometimes

during the chest beat the animal tends

to run bipedally sideways anywhere

from five to twenty feet before drop-

ping to a quadrupedal position and

terminating its dash by checking mo-
mentum and slapping at vegetation.

IF
the gorilla displays on a slight

elevation such as a stump or log, it

may dive forward, with arms extended

over the head or in front of the body,

landing with a crash on the ground
below. On a steep slope the fall may

Before be.4ting chest, male at right

of group shows "symbolic feeding" part

of over-all display by placing leaves

between his lips as the others watch.
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1)1- five ffot or muff uml, judging by

thf air forrcfully f\|)cllf<l through

mouth and anus, the aiiinial hits with

a considerable jar. It usually lands

with the hind legs slightly before the

front ones, and then continues its run

forward for several steps in a quad-

rupedal position.

WIIII.F. in the running stage of

their display, gorillas tend to

slap, break, and pull at any vegetation

that grows within their reach. This

may take several forms:

(at The animal may run and sweep

its arm through the vegetation, or swat

at the weeds with an overhand motion

and with arm extended. This is one

of the most characteristic gestures. In

adult males it may be dangerous, not

only because of its violence, but also

because of its unselectivencss. Any
member of the group standing near

the male is likely to be hit. One juve-

nile was picked up by a male and
bowled down the slope. Another male
reached over with both hands, pulled

in a female by the hips, and swatted

her on the hack.

Man in the path of a running male
gorilla apparently is also treated to

the overhand swipe. Two quotes from
Merfield and .Miller (10.56) illustrate

this: "He opened his mouth, showing
long yellow, canine teeth, and let out

the most terrible scream I had ever

heard as he brought his arms crashing

downward, sweeping the canes with

>4

them, and striking me heavily on my
left side . .

." and, "N'Uenge was

holding his gun loosely pointing down-

ward, and was looking toward me,

when a big male gorilla . . . crashed

out of the bush and swept him aside

w ith a terrible blow full in the face."

ibl A running gorilla frequently

grubs a sapling or log near its path.

The momentum may carry the animal

in an arc around the tree.

I c I Running or sitting animals may
break branches growing above them.

A gorilla sometimes reaches above his

head and with a violent downward pull

rips a branch from a tree. Once a large

silverbacked male jumped up and

grabbed a branch that, however, failed

to break. The male hung by his arms

and looked around—a somewhat in-

congruous anticlimax to the preceding

forceful display.

The final gesture in the complete

display, and one fairly often heard or

seen by itself, is a single, vigorous

ground thump. The gorilla stands bi-

pedally or on three legs with one or

both hands raised to face height or

above the head before slamming them

down onto the ground. Once a silver-

backed male clasped both hands over

one shoulder in the manner of a win-

ning prize fighter and then slapped

them down. The animal usually slaps

the ground with flat palms or. rarely,

with the back of the hand. The over-

hand motion may be carried into a

sweeping movement that causes vege-

tation and ilirl to ll\. Thrown m
slapped vegetation sometimes lliiv- in-

advertently in the direction of anolhei

group member. The response of goiil-

las to such flying objects is similar li

that of man: they flinch, duck, and

cover the head or f«<c wllli liiiiiil

arm. When a female flipped a liriiiH h

toward the face of a juvenile, it Inlil

one hand with spread fingers in froni

of its nose. Once while eating lunrli.

I flicked a piece of paper at a Mai k-

backed male who sat within fiflcrri fi cl

of me, and he jerked his arm above liis

head. Similar responses can also In-

elicited by making incipient ihrowiii;;

motions. When, for example. 1 j-uil-

denly raised my lamera to ])holograpli

a blackbacked mule, the animal lie

its arm so that both the fore uikI upp<

arm covered the side of the head.

Except for the leg kick, all ads in

the full chest-beating sequence

curred also by themselves, ullhough

many of them, such as the bipeilul p'

ture. running, and slapping could not

always be classed as displays.

NUMKRois combinations of the

nine acts exist, with some lenil-

ing to precede or follow one anolln-r

more frequently than others. The fr

quency depends on the gorilla's sex. on

the intensity of the display, and on in-

dividual variation. I have only siiii

silverbacked males give the compl'ic

sequence of nine acts, and even willi

them 1 have observed it only a dozen



times. Silverbacked males also tend to

average more individual acts in each

displav than do other group members.

Infants displaved various acts of the

sequence at an early age. When only

four to four and a half months old

thev rose shakily and very briefly onto

their hind legs and beat their chests.

Thev also swatted at the vegetation.

Small infants never reacted to my pres-

ence bv displaying; the earliest age at

which an infant reacted to me by beat-

ing its chest was one and a quarter

vears. Infants were first seen to place

a leaf between the lips prior to chest-

beating at the age of one and a half

vears. and I also first noted throwing

at that age. Juveniles exhibited all acts

in the display sequence except those

of hooting and running.

I
heard hooting in its full form only

in adult males. Although females

pccasionallv emitted a panting sound

while beating the chest, this bore little

resemblance to the clear hu-hu of

males. Small blackbacked males never

hooted. However, they exhibited the

first rudiments of the sound when,

before a chest beat, they sometimes

ittered a single squeaky note. The side-

ways run likewise reached its fullest

xpression in adult males; I saw it

only twice in females.

Ahhough all parts of the display se-

quence, except the hooting and pos-

sibly the kick, were given by females

as well as males, displays in females

were less frequent, less intense, and of

horter duration than those of males.

One female placed a leaf between her

lips, rose, stepped sideways while beat-

ing her chest, and finally slapped the

egetation—an unusually complete per-

formance for a female. The threshold

of excitation also appeared to be

higher in females than in males, which

is perhaps related fimctionally to the

male's being the group protector.

Six situations were observed to elicit

all or part of the chest-beating display

:

1. The presence of man. The most in-

tense, prolonged, and diverse displays

are exhibited by gorillas unhabituated

to the presence of man.

2. The presence oj another gorilla

group or a lone male. If members of

one group hear the distant hooting,

ground-thumping, or chest-beating of

another group, they may either ignore

the sounds or respond by displaying.

Frequently the silverbacked males are

the only members of the group that re-

act at such times.

Infant, so called if it is less than three

years old. is on female's hack, above.

Hair on the

years or mo
backs of :

re is silvi

(lult ma
r-colore

les of ten

(1. below.



When seeing each other, two groups

commonly display by beating the chest,

thumping the gruuiul, and slapping the

vegetation. Most displays are given by

the males, although some chest-beating

Mvurs also in females and juveniles.

3. In rfffHmse to an unitelermined

disturbance. Gorillas that note lleeting

glimpses of moving objects, such as

a partially hidilcn observer, bonnie

uneasy until llie\ haxe determined the

nature of the disturbance. The whole

group sometimes approaches, with sev-

eral of the animals beating their chests,

throwing herbs, thumping the ground,

and slapping the \egetation.

\. Displays hy another member of

the groii/i. Displays arc contagious, in

that such behavior in one animal sonie-

linu-s induces another to act likewise.

This is esiK-cially ntiticcable among
malt's. F"eniak-s. blackbackcd males,

and juveniles frequently display simul-

taneously and in unison with the silver-

backed male.

5. I'lay. Playing infants rise to beat

their chests, they slap at vegetation,

and they sometimes place a leaf be-

tween the lips.

6. U illioiil apparent outside stimu-

lus. Gorillas occasionally start seem-

ingly spontaneous movements of the

fingers and hands in the pattern of

the ch<>st-beating display while they

are silting or \\ ing quietly.

The hooting, the bipedal stance, the

vegetation held in the mouth and

thrown about, the kicking, the running

and breaking of vegetation— all these

arc actions that serve to make the ani-

mal conspicuous. It seems actually to

be advertising its presence or "show-

ing off." Human response tendencies

and those of other gorillas suggest that

the display serves to repel intruders

by intimidation.

THE displays also appear to have

secondary communicatory value

both within the group and between

groups. Group members become alert

if tile d4miinant male beats his chest

without obvious reason, and they be-

come aware that another group or a

lone male is in the vicinity upon hear-

ing displays in the distance.

Yet intimidation and communica-

tion alone do not explain the causes of

display in several other situations.

Why. for example, docs it occur promi-

nently in play, and why do gorillas

beat their chests when there is nothing

obvious to intimidate or communi-
cate? Ycrkes (1927) "gathered the

i6

impression that chest-beating indicates

impatience or other mild dissatisfac-

tion, sometimes lonesomeness or slight

irritation, and that it may be done to

attract attention or to startle or intimi-

date the observer."

The most general emotional term

that encompa.s-st's all the diverse mani-

festations of the display is excitement.

Gorillas are excited ill the presence of

man. at the vi>ual or auditory prox-

imity of another group, and iluring

pluy. When displaying, the animals

find release for the tension that has

accunmlated in their sy.stem in an

excitable situation. Thus, the primary

causation of the chest-beating se-

quence appears to be the buildup of

tension (excitement I above a certain

threshold. After the displa>. the level

of excilcnienl teniporurilv drops below

the threshold, and the animals behave

calmly until a new accumulation of

tension erupts in display.

Following the concepts of causation

as developed by various investigators,

a potentially dangerous situation, such

as a meeting with a human being,

arouses two conflicting impulses in

the gorilla. On the one hand, ihc ani-

mal exhibits a tendency toward lliglil.

on the other aggressiveness, with the

result that it neither flees nor ap-

proaches. The conflicting tendencies of

"(light or fight" generate tension in

the animal. I his tension finds release

in some functionally inappropriate but

fairly stationary act like throwing,

beating something, and jumping, or

in a more restrained act like symbolic

feeding. Thus, in a situation that

arouses conflicting tendencies, the ani-

mal expresses itself by some behavior

that is not actually relevant to the situ-

ation at hand. Such behavior is termed

a "displacement activity." Several of

these displacement activities have ap-

parently become stereotyped in the

gorilla; they have become incorpo-

rated into a definite display, and in

this development have achieved such

secondary functions as intimidation.

In the ethological terminology they

have become ritualized.

With the gorilla I have found it

difficult to distinguish between be-

havior that is simply displacement and

that which has become ritualized, al-

though h<ith elements can be seen in

the symbolic feeding portion of the

full display. At their first sight of me,

males occasionally began to feed very

intensively. This appears to be dis-

placement feeding. Sometimes a male

will stuff three or four handfuls of

vegetation into Ids mouth before ris.

ing to brat his chest. .\t other times,

the vines or herbs are not pushed into

the mouth, but are gently placed be-

tween the lips, the amount varying

from a big handful to a single leaf.

These latter acts appear to be almost

entirely ritualized.

VMiloi'S aspects of the chest-beating

display set|uence are present in

the gibbon, orang-utan, chiinpan/cc,

and man, although the specifiiitN is

.sometimes lucking. For example, wild

gibbons in Sarawak hooted se\cr.d

times before the climax, which was

marked by sounds of very high pilch,

bipedal running, and a final rapid

swinging through the trees. I he simi-

larity to hooting, rising, and running

in gorillas is obvious. Urangulans

broke off and threw branches when ex-

cited. Chimpanzees in I'ganda shook

branches ami beat the edge of the nest

with both hands in response to my
presence. A large aggregation of chim-

panzees in the Budongo Forest in

Uganda hooted at first slowly, then

increased the ti-nipo and loudness of

the vocalization until at the climax

they screamed, slapped bramhes. and

beat the hollow buttresses of ironwixid

trees [('.ynt>metra\ with their hands

to |)roduce a loud drunnning siiuiid.

In zoological gardens I ha\c oli>rr\ed

chimpanzees throw objects, slap Hours,

walls, and themselves, and stamp iheir

feet, thus exhibiting most of the dis-

plays that have been noted in gorillas.

.Man behaves remarkably like a

chimpanzee or a gorilla when faced

with conflicting situations. Sporting

events are ideal locations for watching

the behavior of man when he is gen-

iTallv cx< ilcd and emotionally off

guard. A spectator at a sporting event

perceives actions that excite him. Yet

he cannot participate in them directly,

nor does he want to cease observing

them. The tension thus produced finds

release in chanting, clapping of hands,

stamping of feet, jumping up and

down, and the throwing of objects.

The intermittent nature of such be-

havior, the transfer of cxcitenn-nl from

one individual to the next, and other

similarities with the displays of goril-

las here described are readily apparent.

Fkmm.k .-<|ual- in criil( li iif a tree, top,

with her infant. A young male ih un the

trunk next to a chcsl-bealing female.





Bnmzf weapons, enormous defeimve walls

Willi glacis ai ihe luvte. ami a recurrent

spiral iHiiiern are among the vestiges of
two bumlreil years <>/ Hyksos ascendancy.



Rulers in tlie Gast
Hyksos horse-drawn war chariots conquered Palestine and Egypt

By Emmanuel Anati Drawings by Richard M. Powers

FEW PROBLEMS have preoccupied Near

Eastern archeologists as much as that of

the origin of the Hyksos, whose rule started in

Palestine shortly after the middle of the eight-

eenth century B.C. and lasted for about two hun-

dred years. Hyksos material culture, however,

seems to have infiltrated the area before the be-

ginning of the political conquest, appearing and

evolving in Palestine during the twentieth and

nineteenth centuries B.C. and in Egypt almost

simultaneously during the Twelfth Dynasty.

The Hyksos are believed to have introduced

into Palestine and Egypt the domesticated horse

and the two-wheeled war chariot, which, at

about the same time, reached Anatolia with the

Hittite expansion, not arriving in Greece until

the sixteenth century B.C. The Hyksos. now
known only by their Egyptian name, imposed

their rule upon Palestine and Egypt and intro-

duced their exotic culture into these countries.

A great deal is known about the Hyksos—
about their material culture, their customs, their

beliefs, their towns and fortifications, their

methods of waging war, their social and political

organization—but their origin is still obscure.

It seems that other peoples probably gathered



around the Hyksos core; wherever these hetero-

geneous people went, they seem to have devel-

oped a complex culture with various acquired

trails superimposed on it. After they had come

to rule Egypt and Palestine, they adopted many

of the liKal customs. In Egypt, they used Egyp-

tian writing and language, and most of them

acquired Egyptian names. Some had Semitic

names, while others had Indo-European ones.

Some of the words for traditional titles and

ranks are Indo-European. Moryan. their name

for hero or noble, means "the people in power,"

and is a purely Indo-European word.

THIS linguistic mixture has puz/led many

scholars and is the main factor in their un-

certainly about the origin of the Hyksos. Some

scholars have concluded that the Hyksos were

northwestern Semites. Others have suggested

that they were Indo-Europeans. and some be-

lieve that they were local rulers in Syria-Pales-

tine who marched down to Egypt in the time

of the Hebrew Patriarchs and conquered it. Still

others see in them a Hittitc or Caucasian people

who joined the Hittitc expansion in the eight-

eenth century ».c. Finally, some scholars hase

claimed that the Hyksos were a mixed people

—ethnically, linguistically, and culturally—and

that they succeeded in conquering Palestine

and Egypt, in instituting their centralized gov-

ernment, and in establishing their customs and

culture, thanks to their superior weapons. They

were successful in spite of their lack of a com-

mon language. All these hypotheses are strongly

defended, and most of them have convincing

arguments to support them. Whatever may be

the truth, by the lime the Hyksos became rulers

and entered history, some of them had probably

already spent several generations among the

peoples they had conquered.

It is very likely that the wave of people who
invaded Palestine in the eighteenth century

Hyksos in Pulcsiinc iliiriiin taller Miilillc

Bronze Age huricil apparently sacrificed

liorses anil donkeys with their dead. This

was an Indo-European, not Semitic, custom.

B.C. with their chariots and their well-organi/ed

army was a single body, well trained and used to

discipline and to central rule. But apparently

they were preceded by smaller, kindred bands

who had settled in the region and had slowly

mingled with the local population: they brought

with them several dominant Indo-European

traits of language, ways of life, artistic outlooks,

religions, and beliefs.

The Hyksos rule appears to have brought to

both Palestine and Egypt a great many similar

political and social changes of foreign origin.



possibly from Caucasia or Asia Minor. This

view is somewhat supported by cultural traits of

the Hyksos society. Their religious beliefs, their

psychological attitudes, and their aesthetic

values are useful indicators of origin.

ONE of the cultural traits of the Hyksos

rulers of Palestine in the latter part of the

so-called Middle Urban (or Middle Bronze)

Age was their custom of burying the dead with

their horses and donkeys. The best examples in

Palestine of this custom were found by Sir Flin-

ders Petrie at Tell el-Ajjul, "the tell of the

chariots," near Gaza, where equines appear to

have been sacrificed and buried near the war-

riors. Another good example is known from

Professor Kathleen D. Kenyon's excavations at

Jericho. This is in sharp contrast with all we

know of early Semite practices, but is a well-

known Indo-European practice. In Caucasia

and southern Russia, both horses and models of

wheeled vehicles are frequently found in tombs

belonging to the third millennium B.C. In the

Mycenaean royal graves in Greece, the actual



horses and vehicles of ihe Asiatics and ihc
vehicle mtHJels of the southern Russians were
replaced with high reliefs carved on the fu-

nerary stelae. Graves with horses and vehicles

also turn up in central Europe in the Urnlicid
culture, which was established late in the second
millcnniuni b.c. and is believed lo have iK-cn

Indo-European. This custom persisted in Eu-
rope among such later Indo-Europeans as the
Celts and the Scvthians.

J^'OTiii-R hint regarding ilic origin of the^^ H>ksos is provided by Iheir peculiar

decorative style. The principal Hyksos designs
are found chiefly on their seals, their ornaments,
and their pottery. They were the solar wheel,
the spiral, the wavy and interlocked spiral, and
other designs that were predominant among the

early Indo-European populations of Greece
and were later to become the symbols of all

the Celtic populations of Europe. The spiral

is believed to have originated in the solar symbol

i
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Lale I61I1- or early ISlh-cenlury B.C. shard
typifies "Bichrome Ware" phase fnUowing

Hyksos retreat
. Modern cast of Aslarte was

made in an ancient mold found at Nahariya.



and the solar cult. The turning solar disk

evolved in many different shapes. It may be

depicted in isolation or in repeated patterns.

In Palestine, the spiral is an imported deco-

rative element. Before the Hyksos, some rare

spirals are found in the decorations of the Khir-

bet Kerak ware, which was of Caucasian origin.

Thereafter, the spiral was virtually absent until

the beginning of the Hyksos period. Then sud-

denly it became a dominant element in the

decoration of seals and ornaments, and it also

occurs on contemporary pottery.

Among all the thousands of decorative de-

signs in the rock pictures of Sinai, the Negev,

Jordan, Syria, and Arabia, there is not a single

spiral dating from prehistoric times to the

beginning of the second millennium B.C. When
we compare this with the importance of the

spiral in Hyksos decoration, we realize how
productive the story of a decorative pattern can

be. In Egypt during the Old Kingdom, the spiral

was an extremely rare element of decoration,

and when it appeared in the First Intermediate

Period it was probably imported from Asia.

It was used more often during the Middle King-

dom, but not until the time of the Hyksos rule

did it become the dominant decorative design.

WEST of the Tigris, for a very short period

in prehistoric Elam. the spiral was used

as a decorative design together with the swastika

and other shapes. These same designs turn up

again, sporadically, at the sites of Shah Tepe,

Tepe Giyan. and others in Iran. Yet, in such

rich decorative repertoires as that of Early

Dynastic Ur, in southern Mesopotamia, the

spiral plays a secondary role, and it is a very

sporadic element in Early Urban times (before

the nineteenth century B.C.) throughout the

Fertile Crescent, although it occurs in Caucasia

and at Troy. The spiral came into widespread

use in Palestine with the Hyksos, and it was

diffused throughout Asia Minor at about the

same time, early in the second millennium B.C.,

with the rise of the Hittite Empire.

Decorative designs are more than a random
and unconscious gesture of the artist's hand.

They illustrate a way of thinking and a psycho-

logical background, and are the fruit of a

culture and a tradition. All in all, a great many
exotic features were introduced into Palestine

by the Hyksos, and they all seem to have come
from a similar source. Their origin must be

looked for somewhere to the east or north of

the Fertile Crescent.

As we have pointed out, the war chariot and

the domesticated horse reached Anatolia with

the Hittite expansion, at about the time the

Hyksos were conquering Palestine and Egypt.

The same two traits reached Greece at the be-

ginning of the Middle Mycenaean culture, in

the sixteenth century B.C., and spread to Eu-

rope shortly thereafter. Before the Hyksos, the

Hittites, and the Middle Mycenaeans, traces of

these traits are scanty, but some do exist.

Wheeled vehicles seem to have originated in

Sumer (in the Uruk period) toward the middle

of the fourth millennium B.C. Their use spread

from southern Mesopotamia and reached the

Indus Valley, Caucasia, and northeastern Syria

by the second half of the third millennium B.C.

These early wagons were heavy and slow,

usually drawn by oxen. Only late in the third

Map of Egypt and Palestine indicates the

location of sites where traces of Hyksos
have been found. A varis was capital city

of the Hyksos Empire in the Nile Delta.
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millennium or at ihe beginning of the second

millennium ii.c. do we meet with lighter vehi-

cles, probably early types of war chariots. They

are depicted on Anatolian seals and iKcur in

the fornj of models at Hamu on the Orontcs

River and Oaina in northern Syria.

At present we are unable to trace the origin

of the light war chariot back further, but there

were two prerequisites for such an invention—

a suitable terrain and fast horses. This vehicle,

which turned out to be a tremendously powerful

weapt>n. is unlikely to have been created by

people living in nunmiainous. heavily forested,

or desert regions. The inventors nuist have lived

on broad flat plains, grasslands, or some other

similar terrain. Large areas of this kind are not

to be found in the Near East, and must be

looked for cither more to the north, on the

southern Russian steppe, or more to the east, on

the Iranian Plateau. (.Another possibiliiy would

be northern Syria, but neither documents nor

archeological discoveries allow us, so far, to

put much faith in this conjecture. ) It is likely

thai the seminomadic horse breeders of the

steppes or the flat plateau were the people who
could transform the slow, o.x-drawn, wheeled

vehicles into the light war chariots that gave

them a tremendous superiority over fool sol-

diers. This was one of the weapons with which

Ihey in\aded and conquered more civili/ed

regions that lay to the south.

Ir is not now possible to locale more pre-

cisely Ihe place of origin of the war chariot

and Ihe domesiicaled horse: but if il were. Ihe

place wi>uld probably be among an Indo-Euro-

pean people living before the lale part of Ihe

third millennium n.c . As we shall sec. the forli-

Reciinslrmiioii o/ H\k\tis man ilhisirales

method oj fasleniiiK coniime at sluniUler

Willi a toggle pin siiili ii.\ ihe une below.

No actual ilepictions of Hyksos are known.
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fication and defense methods used by the

Hyksos also point to northeastern origins.

In the intermediate period (Early Bronze

Age rv and Middle Bronze Age I), the Near

East underwent great changes. Except for

Mesopotamia, not a single region was then eco-

nomically and politically stable, and this turmoil

must have prepared the way for the Hyksos

when they arrived with their new weapons and

their well-organized armies. The Hyksos and

their affiliated bands brought with them new
types of weapons, military tactics, and military

architecture. At Gezer, Beth-yerah, and other

Palestinian sites there is a characteristic feature

of the military architecture, dating from early

in the second millennium B.C.—a sloping glacis

at the foot of defense walls. This is a construc-

tion of terre-pisee, stone, sun-dried bricks, or

other materials extending outward from the

fortification and forming an artificial slope,

which frequently ended in a moat. This glacis

gives a totally new shape to the fortification and,

indeed, to the town and to the tell as a whole.

In later times it reached enormous dimensions,

sometimes extending to over a hundred feet out

from the wall of the fortress.

THE reasons that led to the building of this

new military device were in dispute among
archeologists until Yigael Yadin, of the Hebrew
University, found the solution. The most popu-

lar previous idea was that the use of war chariots

had inspired the use of a glacis to keep the

chariots away from the wall. Professor Yadin,

a onetime chief of stafl: of the Israeli Army,
observed that chariots can be decisive in open
warfare but are of little use in attacking a wafied

city. He went on to show that the new weapon

Scarab on king's signet ring rotates to

show face or seal with compressed spiral

design. The alabaster box lid, at right,

bears a Hyksos rider's name and titles.
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that inspired the cii.intic m dctcnst' \Mirk must

have been ihe baitering-ram. This weajxin was

gradually adopted in Early Urban times, and a

scene showing it in use in a breaching operation

is depicted in a Fifth Dynasty picture from

Egypt. The term for battering-ram already

existed in Meso[>oiamia during the third millen-

nium B.C.. but it seems that in Syria-Palesiine

and Egypt it became an important weapon of

attack only with the Hyksos. The Hyksos rulers

built enormou.s defenses based on the glacis.

Later, the terre-pisee glacis was replaced with

stone walls of massive polygonal masonry with

sloping outer sides.

Very similar defense systems appear in some

early Hiitite towns in .Anatolia and throughout

northern Syria. Palestine, however, has the

greatest number of them. In the vicinity of some

of these tells the Hyksos built huge fortilied en-

closures, usually of rough rectangular shape,

surrounded by sloping ramparts of terre-pisee.

Probably the mercenaries were sheltered here,

as well as the various camp followers in the

service of the nobles, who lived in the fortress.

( As pointed out by N. Kalinin, there is a strange

resemblance between these enclosures and the

fortified encampments of the seminomadic war-

riors who inhabited the Tatar steppe.

)

Till burial methods of Hyksos times were

not uniform in Palestine. Some older

tombs were sometimes re-used, others with ver-

tical shaft and a burial chamber at the base seem

to continue traditions of Intermediate times. At

Megiddo there are tombs of this period in which

several individuals were buried together: other

types of communal and single tombs were also

found. However, the typical Hyksos tombs seem

to be best illustrated by the communal tombs

of Tell el Fara, Jericho. Lachish. and other

sites in central and southern Palestine, where

the bodies were interred in artificial burial caves

together with their grave goods and sometimes

also w ith sacrificed animals.

The material culture of this period is today

well known from a series of excavations. The

evidence of pottery forms and of metal tools and

weapons is from this time on supplemented by

a great abundance of scarabs— the personal seals

of officials and nobles—which frequently pro-

vide the archeologist with precise dating.

Till (xniciN iiMiiis arc marked by carina-

lion on chalices and goblets and by elon-

gated and softly curved small jugs. Bowls with

harmonious forms and ring bases, w hich are low

and cylindrical, show that many of Ihe forms

were probably inspired by metal prototypes.

Coloring is frequent and varied: on small pots

the most common is a dark gray that is often

burnished. There is also a type of small jug.

with a pen-shaped body and a small button-like

base, dark and roughly burnished and with

pilled triangles and other geometrical patterns;

it is called the Tell el-Yaluidiyah juglel. after

the modern name of its type site, which was

once Avaris. the capital of the Hyksos Empire

on the Nile Delta. This juglet is found through-

out Syria-Palestine. Cyprus, and Fgypt in this

period, and its distribution probably delimits

Ihc range of Hyksos influence.

Sporadic contacts were much more extended

than that. To occasional intercourse with the

Semitic rulers of Mesopotamia may be added

overseas relations, one of which was dramatic-

ally disclosed by an alabaster lid inscribed with

Ihe name and titles of the Hyksos ruler Khyan.

found at Knossos. in Crete, by Sir Arthur Evans.

Trade must have been highly developed by this

time, and one may suppose that within the Hyk-

sos sphere of influence communication was very

active, as there are no fundamental regional

variations in the material culture.

The Hyksos rulers were driven out of Egypt

early in the sixteenth century B.C.. and the

Pharaonic army, after the three-year blockade

of Sharuhcn. a city-fortress in the Negev. oc-

cupied Palestine and made it an Egyptian

province. At this time, early in the Eighteenth

Egyptian Dynasty. Palestine was spoken of as

the Land of the Canaanites. but its ethnic com-

position was extremely mixed, and the basically

Semitic population included a great many other

elements. Exotic names of princes and chief-

tains were to continue to turn up later in the

Tell el-Amarna letters and in other texts that

throw light on the period of their Egyptian rule.

Spiral, a major muiif in Hyksos designs,

was on seals, ornaments, and poller}', in

many variations. It may have originated

in the solar symbol and the solar cull.
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The Shell Menace
Behavioral aspect of camouflage is demonstrated by gulls

WHEN A CHICK is about to hatch,

it iracks thf shell n.-ar ihi- i>btufc

end. Then, hy rhythmic stretching

movements ( for which chicks have a

muscle that degenerates after hatch-

ing I it lifts off a small "lid" and half-

rolls, half-crawls out of the shell.

In some species, such as gallina-

ceous birds and ducks, the parents

rarely if ever pay any attention to the

empty egg shells: they lead the young

away as soon as thev are dr>. leaving

nest and shells behin<l. Most other

birds dispose of the shells in one way
or another. Hawks arc reported to eat

them, as a general rule: grebes take

them in their bills and "ilrrnvn" them

some distance from the nest. .Most

birds fly away with each shell and drop

it a good distance from the nest, al-
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though not at an\ particular place.

Black-headed trulls I the Old World

cousins of Bonaparte's CxiWl do this

regularly, and while there is variabil-

ity in the lime, few if any fail to re-

move a shell within twci hours after

hatching: sunielimes they do it \silhin

a matter of minutes.

One could hardly imagine a more
trivial response, for it takes no more

than, at most, thirty seconds of a

birds time each year— between three

and ten seconds for each of its three

eggs. Yet, as biologists, we have grad-

ually become convinced that very few

such regular occurrences are really in-

significant. When my friends and 1

began to look more closely at egg shell

removal, we began to suspect that it

must in some way be a very useful re-

sjjonse. The argument was indirect. We
had noticed that several predators,

such as Carrion Crows. Herring (julls.

and even neighboring HIack-headed

Culls, were often (|uick lo seize an egg

or a newl\ halchrd chick, in spite of

till- fact thai their khaki coloring and

dark blotching make them didicult to

ilclccl. It is mil for nothing, then-fore,

that broods are rarely left unguarded.

Parent gulls lake turns at the nest and

the "on duly" bird seldom leaves be-

fiire having been rc'lievi-d liv its part-

ner. When a gull flies awav from the

nest to dispose of ihe egg shell, and s<j

leaves the bro(«l unguarded for some-

thing between thri'c and ten seconds,

even this short absence can be heavily

penalized whi-n a crow dashes down
for a "grab and fly" robbery. So when.



: -I'ile this threat, all members of the

.-[.cLies take the risk, we must suspect

that there are advantages that out-

iveigh the disadvantage, or the habit

would have been eliminated by natural

selection. Therefore, we speculated,

there must be something that penalizes

the broods that have "untidy" parents.

A to the nature of the penalty, there

were several possibilities. An
empty egg shell might slip over an un-

hatched egg, and so trap the chick in-

side. This has actually been observed

in birds that lay eggs with strong

shells. The sharp edge of the broken

shell might injure the chick. This, too,

has been reported—by poultry breed-

ers, for instance. Another possibility

was that three shells left in the nest

might interfere with the parents" effi-

ciency in brooding the chicks. After

all, a gull has only three brood spots-

one for each egg or chick. Neither of

these three possibilities seemed prob-

able in our species, which has extemely

thin shells that are easily crushed. Nor

did we think much of the possibility

that the moist, organic material that

is sometimes left in the shell could

be a breeding ground for pathogenic

bacteria: the shells usually dry
quickly. We were rather inclined to

think of a fifth possibility: the shell,

by being white inside and thus, at least

to us. very conspicuous, might attract

the attention of predators—such as

crows and Herring Gulls, which hunt

by sight—by helping to reveal the oth-

erwise camouflaged brood. The gulls

will remove not only egg shells but

many other objects from their nests

(such as mussel shells, bits of paper,

leaves, and even bottle tops ) , w-hich

seemed to support this theory. Even

more suggestive was the fact, reported

by my co-workers Dr. and Mrs. Cullen,

that while many species of gulls and

terns remove their egg shells, the Sand-

wich Tern and the Kittiwake lack the

response—and these two species are

exactly those members of the group

that have no camouflaged broods. The

eggs of Sandwich Terns, although

blotched, are very conspicuous, and

the dow n of a Kittiwake chick is almost

uniformly silvery-white.

When, in 1959, some of our guest

workers were keen to tackle this prob-

blem with me, we decided to study it

systematically in the large gulleries

near Ravenglass, which is situated on

a sandy peninsula on the Irish Sea

coast of Cumberland, England. This

was the beginning of a three-year

study, in which I was joined at one

time or another by Dr. G. J. Broek-

huysen of Capetown, Miss C. Feekes

of Utrecht, J. C. W. Houghton of

Leeds, H. Kruuk of Utrecht. Miss M.

Paillette of Paris, Dr. E. Szulc of War-

saw, and Dr. R. Stamm of Basel.

Two questions were posed. First,

does or does not an egg shell, if left

in or near the nest, expose the brood

to increased predation? Second, how
does a gull "recognize" an empty egg

shell and how does it distinguish that

shell from intact eggs, chicks, and nest

material, none of which we ever ob-

served a gull to carry?

Black-headed Gull, with its distinctive white eye ring

calls, opposite page. Bird prepares to pick up a broken eg|

shell, below,

is one way in

ind remove it from the nest. This behavior

vhich gulls protect the colony from predation.
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a Iiiik thai 1 (<rl 1 niiisl j«i;.lif\. Wo
liad seen llial rviii a iialiiialii>Uin-il

f^^ loulil !><• foiiiul »\illi n'lali\f casr.

Ill llie natural situation (that Is. In thr

fiullfrirs themsfUi-si i-riiws that I'li-

trrinl the i-olimy S|M'i>I much of their

time (IihI^Iii^ the \ii>lnil atlaiks of ihr

^ulls, wliili- ill our ti-st area thf\ u<n'

fri't* of siii'h attains ami touhl. as a

result, look down eontiiiuouslv . \\ <

further rcaliie<l (hat the prry, Hhirli

in the natural situation uoiihl lie lie-

traxrtl l>y the e;:^ shells. e.,ul.l l.e

i-ilher e^(:s or ehieks. Chieks are imicli

liettcr canioulla^eil than are e^^s;

moreover, tliey eroueli in cover «lien

the jiareiils souiul the nlarin. .*>o we
(li-eiiled to make thin^D more dillic nil

for the crows. All the eggo we lai<

In the dune valley were covercil with

a few straws of marram pra»9, which

Wc worked on the assumption that

the cpg shell would make the brood

more conspicuous. Allhoufih this is so,

at least to human eyes, in no species

with allegedly camouflaged broods had

it ever been put to the test with respect

to the species' natural predators.

Wv. laid out. singly and scattered

over an open dune valley, equal

numbers of natural-colored gulls' eggs

and gulls' eggs that we had painted

white. From an observation blind

• rcctcd on a dune top we observed

which predators would take them, and

which of the two types of egg ihey

would lake most often. The area was

regularly patrolled by several Herring

Culls and by Carrion Crows, which

found and ate a number of the eggs.

Each test was broken off when roughly

half the eggs had been discovered.

After a few wo'ks the results became

clear: although both types of eggs

were taken, both the gulls and the

crows found more white than natural-

colored eggs (page 33. top). Not sur-

prisingly, the crows, members of a
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tribe known for intelligence and kci-n

sight, were belter at finding eggs ihuri

were gulls. .Mso. the crows were ex-

tremely helpful to us. for unlike the

gulls they did not stop looking for

eggs when they were satiated, but con-

tinued to take and bury ihcm. return-

ing lo such caches weeks after.

Later we repeated this experiment

with painted hens' eggs. Half of iheni

were uniformly khaki—a color that

matched the base color of the gulls

eggs; the other half had irregular dot-

ting added on the base color. Again,

the uniformly colored eggs were taken

in larger numbers than were the dot-

ted eggs. The eggs, therefore, derive

some protection from their coloration.

However, since many of the natural

eggs were found, the lamouflagc can-

not be called very cflcctive. W'ithoul

the efTicienl manner in which lilark-

headed Gulls attack marauding crows,

few gull eggs would survive.

Our next step was lo test whether

the presence of an empty egg shell next

lo a natural-colored gull's egg woulil

endanger such an egg. Here we used

Njst wilh rolon-.l iliinimy L i.l llic l"|.;

ImIow an- |,l.i.|.r c)!!!- piiinl.c! Mii. k.

_J



improved the camouflage most strik-

ingly ( in fact, some plovers use this

trick themselves). Half the eggs were

single : empt)' egg shells were placed at

some 10 cm. distance from each of the

other half. We weighted the situation

a little against the expected results by

covering the eggs that had an egg shell

next to them slightly better than we

did the single eggs. Thus, the single

eggs were a little easier to find. In

spite of this, our predators—again Car-

rion Crows and Herring Gulls—found

65 per cent of the eggs accompanied

by the extra shell, and only 22 per

cent of the single eggs.

Because some gulls move the shell

no more, perhaps, than a couple of feet

from the nest, we experimented with

varying the distance between the egg

and the shell. The result was clear-cut:

the farther the shell from the egg, the

less danger to the egg (page 33, cen-

ter). In these tests we saw the crows

alight near a shell, walk round for

awhile, and then leave without having

found the egg.

COULD we now conclude the hy-

pothesis had been proved? In our

opinion, not quite. We had shown that

the presence of a shell endangered the

egg, but as we had conducted our ex-

periments outside the gullery, there

had been no gulls to guard the eggs.

In the gullery. however, removal of the

egg shell, apart from making the brood

less conspicuous, also involves aban-

doning the brood for a brief time, thus

exposing it to predation. We were not

entitled to judge the over-all effect of

egg shell removal, because in our tests

Halved ping-pong hall, painted color

of natural egg on outside and white on
inside, serves as dummy in tests. Gull

removes it as if it were actual shell.

neither category of eggs was ever

guarded by a gull, and the effects of

continuous guarding were therefore

not comparable with those of inter-

rupted guarding. However, we have
good reasons to suppose that the ad-
vantage of removing the egg shell

outweighs the disadvantage. For one
thing, gulls either sit on the nest or
attack when a crow or a Herring Gull
enters the gullery: for another, if they
did not remove the shells at all, these
would be attractants for days, whereas
the danger caused by removal lasts

only a few seconds. Whether or not
any of the other advantages mentioned
above will later prove to exist as well,

our experiments have convincingly
shown that, at least in the Black-
headed Gull, egg shell removal can be
considered a behavior component of
camouflage, and part and parcel of the
species' defense against predators.

We ne.xt wanted to find out the
stimuli whereby the gulls recognize
the egg shell. Although they remove a
great variety of miscellaneous objects
in addition to shells this does not mean
that they respond with equal prompt-
ness to all objects. We presented the
gulls with a variety of dummy shells,

and compared their responses to them.
First we determined the length of the
season during which the gulls would
remove egg shells we provided. At vari-

ous times in the breeding season, from
weeks before the eggs were laid until

well after the chicks had hatched, we
gave hundreds of gulls an egg shell

each on the rim of their nests and
checked, after a standard period of six

hours, how many of them had removed
the shell. We found that the first re-

sponses, few and incomplete, appeared
three weeks before the first egg was
laid. After a gradual buildup, a high

level of removal was reached while the

eggs were being laid: this level was
maintained throughout the incubation

period (about twenty-four days), and
it did not drop off until after the chicks

had hatched. The level was so constant

and so high that we knew we could

test throughout the breeding season.

WE could now begin to compare
the different dummies. We made

simple dummies that could easily be
transported—rectangular strips of

metal, 2x5 cm., and bent at right

angles in the middle. Some of these

we painted a light khaki : others dark

khaki (equal to the color of eggs

viewed from such a distance that the
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MiKLi^ of ilifTerent weights, contents,

and construction tested gull reactions.
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dots blurrr<l 1 : i.<iiiic wliilr, some lil.uk.

ollirrs bright rtnl. \rllu\\. or liliir and
ollirrs ^rmi. W'r iniirkrd a lar^r iiiiiii-

b«r u( iirs(.< and div ided lliriii iiil» as

many ^rnups as we had inodfls. Hidi

equal numlxTS id nt-sts in carli ^riiu|i.

Ill iHU- Iriul Kf ya»e caili lies! <iiir

<iiiinin\ un its rim. uilli a dilTrn-iit

...lor fur rai-li ^roup. \hri an Imur
i>r rf\isiled all (lie nt-sls and iioird

liiiw niaii\ of earli l>|>e of dummy had

hcfii rriiioxt-d. Aftfr havinj; f;iM.|i ihr

gulls a frw hours rt-sl. we repealed ihe

test, continuing until eaeh nest had re-

ceived each color once. The different

groups were presented with the iluin-

mies ill u <lifferent order. After such

a te.sl we could direitly compare the

responses of all gulls to each model.

The results were rather surprising.

The gulls did remove some of all the

dummies, hut some colors were re-

moved much more consisilentlv than

others. It was clear that coiispicuous-

ni-ss was no criterion. On the one hand,

red. blue, and blaik were n.it carried

away particularly often. On the other

hniid. both white and the khakis had

a verv high score, although while wu.s

e\lii-iiiely conspicuous and khaki was
about the most cryptic color possible,

.•^ince we knew from other tests thai

the gulls had a good color sense, the

only possible conclusion was that ob-

jects that had the same colors as real

egg shells were most frequently re-

moved, not those that were most con-

spicuous. The various green models
(some of which witc uniform, while

others were dolled I had a very low

score. This was particularlv true of

a shade of green that was vcrv similar

to that of young vegetation. The dot-

ting made no difTerence. nor did con-

trast within one dummy (such as that

offered by one thai was khaki outside

and while inside I raise the score.

TIIKSK responses to color were ob-

viously adaptive: strong respons«'S

to the natural main colors of the egg

shell: a moderate response lo objects

of various bright colors that might

occur in the natural situation I for in-

stance, yellow, pink, and blue shells

of snails and mussels are frcqucntiv

kicked into the nest); and a low re-

sponse- to green. This latter reaction,

we think, is adaptive, because the gulls

showed little |)reference for particular

shapes, and were quite willing lo re-

move flat pa|H-r disks. Had they re-

sponded readilv to gri-cii. ihev would

probably also strip leaves from sur-

rounding vegetation and so remove

useful cover, in addition to leaving tho

nest unguarded far too often.

We tested various other properties

of objects in much the same wav. In

some series we varied the shape of ihi

models, in others the site, in others

the distanie between the egg shell and
the nest. We found that the shape re-

sponse was best to the real egg shell,

six-ond to halved ping-pong balls, third

to the cylindrical rings, fourth to the

"angles" we had useil for our color

tests, and hftli to the flat i iinlboard or

metal strips.

E<t;
shells placed al vaii..ii> .li-..

lances from the nest gave iiitei.-l-

iiig results. \s -laiidaril egg slielK ur
useil either real gulls" shells (gathci. .1

in inassc-s at the end of each se;i....ri

and kept until the next year I or bri.k. 11

hens' eggs painted khaki.

The gulls' removal response (ell ..If

sharply with inciease<l distance, jusl

as dill the predatory responsi- of the

crows. Ill this way we graduallv :i.

quired a rather good idea of the I\|m -

of stimuli that to the gulls chara. I. 1

ized an egg shell lo be removed.

Wc now turned our attention to l«.i

other aspects of behavior. As we li.i.i

seen, the gulls carried away, with v hm
ing degrees of "enthusiasm." m.iin

different tvpes of objects. In fad. ..iie

could sav thai uiiv alien object tended

to be removed—thai is. any object 11. .1

resi-mbling an egg, a chick, or iic-i

nialerial. I!ul we had not yet foun.l

out enough to be able lo sav what char-

ailerr»lics caused the birds to distin-

guish egg shells from each of these

other things.

We knew thai llics would rciii..\.-

flat cardboard iliiiiiniies. but nest ma-
terial I mainly lirv marram grassi is

also practically Hal and vcl is not car-

ried away. We decided to ollcr tin-

gulls flat strips of dilTerent prop.n-

lions. Four tvpes of strips were made,

all wilh a surface area of nine siguare

cenlimelers. but ranging from squares

of .\ X .'> cm. to rectangles of If! x '/a

<m. We found that those of 9 x 1 cm.

were carried off mosl often, and thai

both the longer and squatter strips

were carried less often. Why strips of

'J X I were carried more than stri|i^

of I..5 X 2 we do nol know, although vv.-

have some theories. The very long ami

thin strips of 18 x 1/' ^'"1. elicited in

Icresting behavior. In only fifi out of

2i!0 cases were they removed. Of those

nol removed, however. 16 per cent

were built into the nest. Wc also made
some direct observations from uur



blinds, and found that the matter ^vas

still more complex, for some of the

gulls tried to eat the long strips. It is

easy to be wise after the event, and we

realized that the shape was not dissimi-

lar to that of earthworms—the staple

diet of this gull colony.

In order to discover how the gulls

distinguished between shells and in-

tact eggs we proceeded rather differ-

entlv. When an egg is presented on a

nest's rim. the gull usually retrieves

it. The movement is characteristic: the

bird stretches its neck, brings the bill

down behind the egg, and rolls it into

the nest, balancing it against the nar-

row- underside of the bill. This re-

sponse is not always prompt or com-

plete; it can also misfire if the gull

fails to balance the egg properly and

loses it before it is rolled in. By direct

observation one could notice even in-

cipient responses that could not have

been concluded from the position of

the egg afterward. Similarly, an egg

shell is not always completely re-

moved, but incipient movements can

be recognized: instead of bending the

bead over and beyond the object, the

gull may nibble at the broken edge, or

[nay pick it up only to drop it immedi-

ately. We wanted to observe all these

responses, and therefore our next se-

ries of experiments involved watching

individual birds from a blind.

IK
these tests the procedure is frankly

anthropomorphic, as indeed it

Is in all the preceding tests. That is,

we first analyze the differences ive see

between an egg and an egg shell, and

then try out the gulls' responses to

each of these one by one. Now, an egg

shell differs from an egg by weight, in

having a broken contour when seen

from the side, by being hollow, and by

having a thin, ragged edge. Since the

gull's response can be recognized by

us before the egg is touched, the first

response must be visual, and weight

cannot influence the response at this

stage. It was a further lucky circum-

stance for us that an empty, that is.

blown, egg was retrieved as well as a

normal one, showing that weight, too,

had little, if any, effect on retrieving.

To test whether the broken contour

had an effect on the gull, we compared

the birds' responses to a true egg with

those to an egg shell filled to the rim

with plaster. This plaster-filled model

did not offer a hollow space or a thin

edge, since the plaster adhered exactly

to the rim. Both models were always

rolled in : no bird ever even nibbled at
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+TOTAL
TAKEN

-NOT
TAKEN

+43 -26

NATURAL
''^t^^"^*C ''

* '

'

+ 8 + 1 + 4 +13 -55

White ki.cs jiroved lo be inun- suhj'-il

to predulion than did those n;ilur;llly

unioufluj:ed. Plus and minus signs

ndicate numbers of each taken or left.

DISTANCE EGG *-f SHELL TAKEN NOT

15cm. 63 87

% -*-100cm.-»- m 48 102

•« 200cm.-

~m
32 118

Predation was much heavier on tliose Chart shows varying distances between

eggs that were close to a broken shell. tlie two, and the numbers taken or not.

IN NEST MODELS rt O
NATURAL '^' 59% 41.5% 28.5%

BUCK ^ 37.5% 45.5% 37.5%

GREEN

^^'
38.5% 38% 49%

Percentage of egg shell dummies of incubated eggs of the same colors, at

three colors removed by gulls that had the left, shows the effect of experience.
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llir rim ..f the pinslcr-lilleil i-?^. This

iiu-uiit thai the liruken contour was. to

thf ^ull. not a shell charactiTistic.

Whi-ri we filled e^g shells with cotton

wool—which fills the shell, but docs not

fit exactly to the rim. and so leaves a

thin edge visible without, however,

leaving a hollow space of any signifi-

luncc—the response was (|uile dif-

ferent: these models were nibbled at

and removed. This meant that the

hollowness of the shell had ver> little

elTwt. It looked as if the thin edge was
the principal stimulus. To test this we
ofTered blown eggs as controls, and for

I'omparison similarly intact blown

i-ggs on which was glued about one

M|uare centimeter of egg shell, which

stood out at right angles from the egg's

surface. This model had all the char-

acteristics of a whole egg. but in addi-

tion offered a thin edge. No hollow was

visible. In two out of every three tests

this model was taken by the "dangc"

and removed: in the <ilher tests it was

rolled in. Often a bird alternated be-

tween the two responses, showing bits

of each in turn. It seemed, therefore,

that the thin edge was the main char-

acter by which egg shell was distin-

:;uished from egg.

THIS, however, raised a new prob-

lem. If the birds respond mainly

to the thin edge, and not to hollowness.

h<iw does it happen that a newlv

hatched, wet chick, which has not vet

fullv left the shell, is not removed with

ihe shell? While we do not yet know
w hat characteristics of the chick might

play a part, we found that the chick's

weight has a profound effect. We gave
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the gulls egg shells in which pieces of

lead that weighe<l as much as a chick

were placed near the pointed en<l. Such

eggs were alwuvs nibbled at. but a?.

soon as they were lifted, the behavior

simply ended. The bird might nibble

again and again, but we never saw

gulls remove such shells. This could

not be because the bird saw the little

piece of lead inside, for even a shell

filled to the rim with cotton wool was

carried off. The weight alone, there-

fore, is sull'icient to stop a shell from

being removed as long as the chick is

not completely free. Probably the thin

edge of such leaded shells was the rea-

son none was ever rolled into the nest,

as was the plaster-filled shell.

Once our interest in this behavior

had been aroused, we began observa-

tions of egg shell removal patterns in

other birds. It struck us that Ringed

Plovers and Oystercatchers—which

also nest on the peninsula and lay well-

camouflaged eggs—removed their egg

shells much more prom|>tlv than did

the Black-headed Culls. Of ten gulls

we observed closely during the whole

|)criod of hatching, when there was no

outside disturbance, two removed the

shell one minute after hatching and

one fifteen minutes after. The rest took

from one to over three hours. Again

we argued: if there is such a premium
on removing the shell, why don't the

birds do it more promptlv. as the

waders do? We believe we have found

the solution. The RIack-headed Cull is

a colonial species. It is also a predator,

and we found that some individual

birds made it a practice to rob their

neighbors whenever they could. They

.ire not much attracted to fresh eggs

.ind are, in fact, very inexpert at eating

llieir contents. Rut pipped eggs and
newlv hutclutl chicks are often taken

.ind swullowetl whole. IIowe\ei. as

soon us chicLs are dry aiul fluff>. llie

robber gulls seem to lo.**- inleri>l in

I hem. We think that this predation by

rogue " gulU i> llie enviroiunenlal

|ires>ure that has prevented the parent

-ulls from renio\ing Ihe shells »hile

llie chiik is \ ulnerable. Ovstercalciicrs

Old Kinged Plovers, being solilaiy

l.ree<lers, are not so delayed in shell le.

iiioval because lhe\ do not have pn-ila-

lorN neighbor>.

Thus we gradually built up a picUiie

of this st'cniingly insignificant Hcli\il\.

II cerluinly has survival value, unit llie

aiiaK~i> i.f ihe gulls' belia\ ior icMaliil

li>.» bcaiilifulK adapted il> coiilrol j»

to the needs. llo\s do gulls actjuire lliiii

eflicieiicy? Is it "innate" response, or

is it learned behavior? We believe

that las is usual itith problems of t\r-

\elopnieiitl the ipieslion is too siiii|ilf.

We have found that on the one li.iod

a gull in its first breeding season ic

moves an egg shell, even if it is |iii--

sented on the nest's rim before ihc (ii»l

egg is laid. An egg presented lo -u. Ii

an inexperienced bird is rolled in. Il

is true that we have so far tesleil i>iil\

three such birds, but they re8|)oiiil.il

as promptly and as completely as diil

more experienced birds.

ON the other hand, we also have i

dencc of learning. We plai

three plaster eggs in each of a gn.u|

of sixty ni-sts. The eggs were painli-i

pilch-black and were introduci'd Inli

the nesis before the birds had laid c:jg

of ihi'ir own. Some of the birils de

serled: others st-ttled on the (luiiiiin

eggs. Of the latter, some reacted In l.iv

ing no eggs at all la well-knoun effic I

of sitting on such dummies); olh. i-

accepted the black eggs but ail'li'l

some eggs of their own. We rennAiii

the real eggs within half a day afl.r

they were laid, and were left willi

group of fifty-six nests with black e;jL

Similarl\. wi> placed green eggs in

group of fifly-threc nests. A conli'.l

group of sixty pairs were left uilli

their ow n eggs. The birds were allourd

to incubate for. on the average, scmm-

teen days. We then tested the respoii^n

of all birds to ring-shaped dumiiiic^

(one of our earlier types) of the llin-i

colors involved: black, green, anil

khaki. We found that the birds llial

had sat on black eggs removed iivin'



black rings than either green or even

Idiaki ones: the "green egg birds" re-

moved more green than either of the

Dther colors: and the controls carried

more khaki than either green or black

(page 33. bottom). By changing the

?ontents of the nest at the moment of

he tests, we made sure that the birds

lad not been matching the color of the

^gs in the nest with that of the ring—

:hese birds had really learned the

:olor of their eggs during incubation.

rhey showed the same acquired pref-

erence in their egg-rolling response,

ind had transferred this experience to

lie egg shell removal response.

Even though we cannot claim to

lave done more than skim the surface

jf the problem, it is already clear that

Jie control of egg shell removal is

extremely complex, and beautifully

adapted to the requirements. And yet

it is only a minor part of the total set

of devices by which these gulls defend

themselves against predators. For one

thing, there are other aspects to

camouflage, such as the wonderfully

adapted color glands that, in some un-

known way. manage to lay down the

pattern of blotching on the eggs: the

protective color patterns of the chicks

and their ability to crouch in response

to the alarm calls of the parents and

even to hide under cover; the tendency

of the adults to leave their nests at the

slightest disturbance and thus, unlike

camouflaged birds such as curlews and

nightjars, to rely on the camouflage of

the brood. But the protection of the

brood does not depend on camouflage

alone; I have already mentioned the

massed attacks gulls make on crows.

Through our work on egg shell re-

moval we have now become interested

in the antipredator system of the

Black-headed Gull in all its aspects,

and we begin to get indications that

such things as synchronized laying,

the characteristic pattern of nest-spac-

ing, the seasonal and daily rhythms
in the selection of the habitat, and

several other traits of the gulls are re-

lated to defense against predators.

And yet, losses through predation are

heavy; thousands of young gulls fall

victims to crows. Herring Gulls, hedge-

hogs, and foxes, to mention only the

worst of the predators we have seen

at work. Our observations on egg shell

removal are but the first step in the un-

raveling of the highly complex rela-

tionships that apparently exist between

these gulls and their various predators.

Chick has survived the dangerous few minutes that follow

hatching. Parent is stimulated to regurgitate food when the

young peck at red bill tip. Chicks fall victims to crows.

Herring Gulls, hedgehogs, and foxes, among other predators.
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\ uli-uii appears

on Lcverrirr iiicilul.

SKY
REPORTER
Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto

are relatively recent finds

By SiMONE Daro Gossner

TllK ACLIDLNTAL DlSCOVEllY of Uraiius b) William

Hcrschel in 17U1 murked the beginning of a new era

in astronomy. Until then, plaiicis had been considered

familiar objects, known to observers of the sky since the

dawn of humanity. No previous celestial event had inti-

mated that the solar system might possibly extend beyond

.^aturn, and there is no record indicaling that such hy-

pothesis had ever been voiced.

In the years that followed its discovery, Uranus was

observed with care and its orbit was calculated with all

the precision aUorded by the theories of celestial mechan-

ics. But, no matter how painstaking their efforts, astrono-

mers discovered that Uranus was straying steadily and

systematically from its computed path. The French mathe-

matician I rbain Leverrier ( 1811-l!i77l studied the devia-

tions and concluded that they were caused by the attraction

of another planet farther out in space. After elaborate

calculations, he determined the position of the as yet un-

discovered body. Leverrier communicated his results to

Callc, an astronomer in Berlin. »lio fouinl the planet

quickly—very near the place Leverrier had indicated. The
new planet, discovered in 1JJ46, was named Neptune.

Heartened by his success. Leverrier turned his attention

to another puzzling phenomenon of the solar system,

hoping to solve it by a similar method. It had been known
for some lime that Mercury's orbit rotates in space in

unexpected fashion. Leverrier ascribed this behavior to
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the gravitational allraclion of an uiidetei'lcd plumt rinse

to the sun than is Mercury. He wos so certain of its c\isl

ence that he even named it: Vulian. for the Koniaii god 11

fire. For several decades, astronomers searched in vain (o

\ ulian. until FinsteinV r<-lalivity theory provided a salit

factory explanation of Mercury's motion (sec Nati lU

HiSTOHY, December. 1961 I . Vulcan was destined to reniaii

a figment of Leverrier's imagination. Ills countrymen wer

so convinced, however, that when the ^"rench Acadenn <i

Sciences had a medal struck to honor Leverrier. an appn
priate mythological representation of the non-exislen

Vulcan was included in the medal's design (above li-ji)

Soon after Neptune was discovered, astronomers realizei

that its existence did not explain all the irregularllii

Uranus' motion. leverrier tried again to solve l\w prob

lem, assuming the existence of another planet bewmi

Neptune, but he did not finish this project.

Toward the end of the nineteenth century, the qucslioi

of a trans-Neptunian planet's existence was reopened b;

several astrommiers. particularly I'ercival Lowell am
William Pickering, both American. Lowell used a methoi

similar to Leverrier's and based calculations on the remain

ing discrepancies of L'ranu.s' orbit. Pickering deviserl

semiempirical procedure using irregularities in the motioi

of .Neptune, which had also begun to stray. Both npealrdl

issued new prediiled positions of "Planet \." but In H'

avail. The elusive planet— later naiiiid I'lulo—was fiiiall;



Unusual inclination of Uranus', polar

axis places planet's north pole below
plane of orbit. North poles are above
the orbit planes of all other planets.

iscovered in 1930. Its detection was due much more to a

jstidious search than to theoretical calculations.

Of these three modern additions to the solar system,

ranus and Neptune resemble the gaseous giants (Jupiter

nd Saturn I , whereas Pluto is surprisingly akin to the ter-

estrial planets (Mercury, Venus, earth, and Mars).

Uranus and Neptune are almost identical in size, with

espective diameters of 29,000 and 23,000 miles and cor-

?sponding masses equal to fifteen and seventeen times the

lass of earth. Their rapid rotation (ten hours and forty-

ve minutes and sixteen hours) causes an appreciable

attening at the poles, as in Jupiter. Both exhibit the green-

ih tinge characteristic of methane in their atmospheres,

heir densities are higher than those of Jupiter and

aturn. Astronomers accordingly assume a substantial

ore of rocks and metals embedded in thick layers of

ydrogen and helium.

DNE peculiarity distinguishes Uranus from other planets

in the solar system. Its equatorial plane is nearly

erpendicular to the plane of its orbit. Therefore its poles

Imost in the orbital plane (see diagram, above). Fur-

lermore, if one defines the north pole in the conventional

lanner as that from which the rotation appears counter-

lockwise, Uranus' south pole lies north of the orbit (as

lainst the north pole for all other planets)

.

Uranus has five satellites, of which the innermost—and

smallest— (Miranda) was discovered in 1943. The other

four (Ariel, Umbriel, Titania, and Oberon ) are quite large,

ranging in diameter from a few hundred to a thousand

miles. All revolve in nearly circular orbits, in the equatorial

plane of their parent planet.

Only two satellites of Neptune are known at present. The

largest, Triton, is about twice as massive as the moon, and

revolves around Neptune in a retrograde orbit—that is, it

travels against the general direction of motion of most

satellites and planets. Nereid, discovered in 1949, is very

small, perhaps two hundred miles or less in diameter.

More than thirty years after its discovery. Pluto remains

one of the enigmas in the solar system. Its small size,

highly elongated orbit, and resemblance to terrestrial

planets have led to the widely held view that it is, in fact,

an escaped satellite of Neptune. Nearly forty times as far

away from the sun as is the earth, Pluto takes 248 years

to complete one revolution, but its orbit is so elliptical that

it is actually inside Neptune's orbit at its nearest approach

to the sun. Calculations indicate that its mass must be

nearly equal to the earth's mass. Its diameter, however,

measures 3,600 miles at the most. If both these quanti-

ties are correct, its density has the incredible value of fifty

times that of water, which is heavier than solid gold.

On these pages Mrs. Gossne
1963 series-a co-ordinated

presents the seven

eview of the sola

n her
stem.
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THE SKY IN AUGUST

AND SEPTEMBER

{'\ "S, '•..

y '*^'>'^

<....^

(U>ctl suiMMn) Tim)

.S>-K .:

August 5. 4:31 A.M.. EST
Augutt 12. 1:21 A.M.. EST
August 19. 2:35 A.M.. ES

r August 27. 1:54 A.H.. EST

The sun will be at the autumnal equinox on September 23
at 1:24 p.m.. Eastern Standard Time. Summer wilt end in the

Northern Hemisphere on that date.

Mercury will be at its greatest eastern elongation on August
24 and at inferior conjunction on September 20. The entire

two-month period will be rather unfavorable for observation,

l>ecause even at the time of elongation Mercury will remain

very low in the sky. The planet will set forty-five minutes after

the sun on August 1, one hour after on August 15 and 31,

and thirty minutes after on September 15. It will enter the

morning sky after inferior conjunction and will rise one hour

and fifteen minutes before the sun on September 30.

Venus will be in superior conjunction on August 29 and will

therefore shift from the morning to the evening sky on that

date. It will remain too close to the sun to be seen, except

possibly for a period of several days at the end of September.

By September 30, the planet will be very low in the western

sky at sunset.

Mars will set in the west two and a half hours after the

sun on August 1, one and three-quarter hours after on
September 1, and one and a half hours after on September

30. At the end of August, Mars will pass about 2" north <

the bright star Spica. in Virgo, and will then move graduall

eastward into the constellation Libra (-f 1.6 magnitude).

Jupiter, in Pisces, will rise at 10:30 p.m., local standa
time, on August 1, 8:30 p.m. on September 1, and about fori

five minutes after sunset on September 30. The planet wl

remain visible for the remainder of the night throughout th

entire period. It will brighten somewhat from —2.2 magn
tude on August 1 to —2.5 on September 30.

Saturn, in Capricornus (-1-0.6 magnitude), will rise shorti

before sunset on August 1 and at sunset on August 15. Afte

the latter date and until the end of September, Saturn wi

rise before sunset. It will set at sunrise on August 15, i

4:00 A.M. on September 1, and at 2:00 a.m. on September 3(

The most spectacular meteor shower of the year, th

Perseids, will reach its peak of approximately fifty meteor
per hour (for a single observer) on August 12. This shower i

visible in lesser numbers for several weeks before and afte

the maximum rate occurs. In 1866, the famous Italian astror

omer Schiaparelli showed that the Perseid meteors travel i

an orbit identical to that of a comet that was seen in 186:
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\iicien( Alt
By David Pramer

IORD Ernest RuTiiERFonn of Cani-

j bridge University bombardrd ni-

trogen with alpha particles and

changed nitrogen to oxygen in 1919.

This conversion of elements justified

to some extent fifteen centuries of re-

lentless eflort by alchemists—forebears

of modern laboratory technicians —
who had vainly sought ways to trans-

form base metals into gold. In reports

on alchemy, far too much publicity

has been given to occasionally infa-

mous abuses by conspicuous charla-
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tans. Too little has been said al)oiil the

fact that from alchemy sprang both the

ideal of the scientific conquest of na-

ture and the laboratory techniques

crucial to the rise of chemistry.

Alchemx persisted in western Eu-

ro[)c until the seventeenth century,

when the development of modern sci-

entific methods challenged its credi-

bility and created fields uf inquiry

more rewarding — even financially —
than the old quest had ever been for

ail but a very few investigators.

Among the last of the practicing al-

chemists was the great seventeenth-

rcnlury German scientist Jnli

Glauber, who died in 166}{. Althou^'

Glauber made his living miiinl

through the sale of secret chemical an

medicinal preparations, he was ain miI

more of a chemist than an alchi-mis

He had determined the exact compos

lion of hydrochloric acid, produce

sodium sulphate, and prepared varioi

chlorides by exposing mclallii- rixliii

to acid. It is with him. and with li

contemporaries, that the science 1

chemistry may be said to begin, an

the day of alchemy to near its eml.

By Glauber's day, alchemy had ru



of Alchemy
J course of more than fifteen hundred

years; it had flourished in the chief

centers of civilization and had fol-

lowed the mainstream of learning

from China westward to India, the

Near East, Alexandria, and eventually

to the whole Greek-speaking world.

Egypt, or Khem. the country of black

soil, has been called the birthplace of

chemistry. The Arabs referred to the

country as Al Khem, from which the

word alchemy was probably derived.

(It was not until the eleventh and

twelfth centuries, when Arabic texts

were translated into Latin, that al-

chemy expanded into western Europe

from outposts of the Moorish Empire

then established in Spain.

)

Eastern alchemists were the first to

practice distillation and sublimation.

To do so, it was necessary for them to

invent the appropriate apparatus. The

most celebrated alchemist of medieval

times was the eighth-century Moslem

Geber, or Jabir, the Persian-born son

of a politically active druggist exe-

cuted for his involvement in plots sur-

rounding the Arabian caliphate. The

voung, fatherless Geber attached him-

self to successive masters sophisticated

Bellows kept the alchemists' fires of

transmutation burning, left, and won
them uncharitable epithet of "puffers."

w..

A<^

I,A..

w^

\ ^\J„\i,.„.„, .^M:

^,S.n .:..,.

D,ffl^w

in the practice of occultism. Eventu-

ally, he became an ingenious experi-

mentalist, perfected a technique for

purifying substances by crystalliza-

tion, and described, for the first time,

the making of nitric acid.

Geber hypothesized that all metals

were composed of two principles that

resembled sulphur and mercury. He
explained the existence of different

metals by the theory that the sul-

phurous and mercurial principles were

seldom pure and did not always com-

bine together in the same proportion.

If. on the other hand, they were per-
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fectly puri» and i-ombinrtl in (hr nu>!tt

prrf«<-t natural niuilibrium. thr procl-

ucl H'uulil be the most pcrfrtt of

inclaU. iiold. Dcfrt-t*. ritlier of (lurity

or proportion, loulil be corrrcted in

the laboratory by the use of elixirs,

aecording to Oeber, and developing

this method of transnmlalion bei-anu-

the objei-t of hi* alihemv. Itetause of

his inllueme. it lietame the method of

most 8ubse(]uent alchemical practice.

In fieneral. modern c-hemislry owes

to the Moslem alrhrmists the discovery

of man\ ariils. Oil of vitriol, silver ni-

trate. salt|M-ter I us<-d in rudimentary

gunpowders I . the distillation of alco-

hol, and various medicines that first

were valued for their potential as

elixirs in transmuting metals, all were

introduced throufih studies by various

Moslem scholars.

MUCH about the liilei Kutupciin

practice of alchemy was covered

by a veil of sit-ro-y. Alchemists were

usually delilHTalely vapue and wrote

so that others could never hope to un-

derstand them. Thc\ pretended that

what knowledge they possessed was

handed down directly from the an-

cients. This ol>scuranlism was based

on a cultural and inlcllcctuui bias,

stronger then than now. for valuing

things in proportion to their antiquity.

L'sually. the alchemist did not attempt

to advance his work by discovery, but

was more interestetl in redisi-overy and
in placing a new interpretation on the

writings of those who hud preceded

him. ConsequrnllN. he wished his own
works to ap|>ear ancient, and used

names at the head of his treatises that

in many cases were obviously false,

such as Isis, the l£g\pliun goddess,

Moses, Cleopatra, or that of a di-ceased

or funuius alchemist, like (M-ber. The
titles of some alchemical books today

seem unnecessarily mystifying: The
Stninia} «/ llie .S'li/.-rj ; Tlir \tapniim

O/iiis f niriVei/. for llie lifiiefil of the

t'.hilihen oj Liiihl; and Marhifie Hy
lira Exterminaleil hy Chemical Hercit-

ies arc typical of these.

The modern conception of an alche-

mist is that of a rather unattractive,

old charlatan who devoted his time

to a meaningless search, and who was
peripherally a magician or a wizard.

On the whole, this is quite erroneous.

Of course, there were some charlatans

or practitioners who suffered delu-

sions. For instance. Nicholas Flamcl,

the late fourteenth- and early fiftecnth-

century Parisian adept, claimed to

have been direitcd b> un ungel to a

magic, holy book written by "Abra-

ham the Jew, prince, priest, astrologer,

and philosopher." Accredited by his

contemporaries with discovery of the

"philosopher's stone" — a laboratory-

created catalyst of great purity capable

of effecting transmutation—Flamcl be-

Philosopmical fire of a metalworker

had to be "vaporous, digesting, non-
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viiileiil. eiirlo.'.ed. air) . . . rontinuous.

obstructing, corruptive,*^ wrote adepts.

came wealthy enough to support scm
chun-hes and endow fourteen ho>|

tals. As late as the eighteenth cenlni

the Comte de .'^aint-Cermain claim

to have discovered an eli\ir of life 11

to be more than two thousand m-ji

old. He died in ITiM. Albertus M:
nus. one of the first Western s<li.ila

to engage in alchemical research

posed charlatans, vet it was .

rumored that he himself had um
philosopher's stone to pay off ihe ,1, 1,

of his lii>liopric. Saint Viiicciii 1

Paul, descrihiiig his captivilv a 1

the infidels in Tunis, wrote lio« .i,

old man, u local "puffer," fuse.l lli

silver and gold sheets in forges. .11

also congealed (juicksilver, "wlii. Ii \\

sold so that he might give alms.

But regardless of misconception

the sincere and devoted pruclitioni

seldom, if ever. employe<l magi.

charms or spells. Rather, he sought

accomplish his work by unco\riic

and using the laws of nature. Puia< 1

sus, the eniinenl early sixleentlii i-

lury physician, described the devoii.

and single-mindedncss of the Imnc
alchemist when he wrote: "These d

not give themselves up to ease an
idleness, strutting about with

haughty gait, dressed in silk, wi

rings ostentatiously displayed on llni

fingers, or silver poigiiards fixi-d 1

their loins, and sleek gloves on tin'

hands. Hut ihcy devote theniM-JM

diligcnlJN to their labors, swealii

whole nights and days over fier\ fui

naces. These do not kill the time wit

empty talk. Iiul find their delight

their laboratory. They are clad

li'athern garments, and wear a gin
lo »i|>i- iheir hands upon."

Ti> appreiiate the working alrhc

mist it is necessary to examine th.

science of his times. Mis ideas weri

concerned with generation. The
influential analysis of matter was ilia

made 1)\ Aristotle in the fourth

tury U.I... and on which Ceber elalio

rated a millennium later. .<\risliill<

believed all things could be di\ idir

into essence and matter. Mailer wa;

composed of four elements: heal, cold

wet, and dry. With time, essence il-ell

came to be regarded as a fifth elemenl

—hence the term quintessence, l-.arlli

was (did and dry. while air was »

and moist: fire was hot and dry; walei

was wet and cold. The Arisloteli.iri

concept that there was an ullirn.ile

essence that could take an infinite

number of forms was of primary ini-



•ABORATORIES, Or officines, sometimes were hidden away in light that might betray a practicing "chymist" during time

ellars or attics to prevent the escape of any gleams of of popular suspicion. Here, an explosion endangers adepts.
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porlance and carried weight (or many
centuries. As Geber was to reason, if

anv substance could be reducc<l suDi-

cienllv, its essence could be (reed and

incorporated in the new form of an-

other substance through a controlled

blending with other essences.

The materia i>riina of the alchemists

thus evolxetl from Aristotle's quintes-

sence. Materia prima was prest-nt in

all things, but it was alwa\s contami-

nated, in Cebcr's theory, by impuri-

ties. These tlie alchemists ho|)cd to

remove by processes of purification,

es|>ecially by fire. If it could ever be

obtained, alchrmists believed materia

prima would work wonders of mony

kinds. It would change the baser

metals into gold by contact, heal all

diseases, and would even regenerate

the character of the discoverer.

IN
addition to materia prima, alche-

mists generally recognized Aris-

totle's four elements. They frequently

added or substituted others of their

own. particularly mercury, sulphur,

and salt, indicating that they did not

mean the substances commonly known

by these names, but rather the mer-

cury, the sulphur, and the salt "of the

sages." Mercury seems to have sym-

bolized the metallic principle inherent

in all metals, as well as the volatile

forces necessary for generation; the

mc<-hanism of transmutation was fre-

quently referred to as "fixation of

mercury." Sulphur represented the

property of condiustibility, and salt

stood for earthy properties, notably

resistance to fire. In Ceber's words "all

metals are in their essences mercury

coagulated with sulphur . . . and they

differ only on account of their differ-

ential accidental qualities."

To obtain the essence of, let us say,

copper, the metal was frequently

heated with sulphur, lost its metallic

properties, and became a black mass.

The problem of the alchemist was how
to transform the essence of the black-

ened mass to make something utterly

new come into existence. It was for

this purpose that the alchemist turned

to the heavens. From earliest times

planets had been associated with

metals, and the same astronomical

signs were commonly employed for

both. The sun stood for gold, the moon
for silver. Jupiter for tin. Saturn for

lead. Mars for iron. Venus for copper,

and Mercury for the metal of the same
name. It followed that when a metal

was to be acted upon, it was vital that
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its patron planet be rightly situated.

Yet alchemists had no idea that

there existed one and only one defin-

able metal called gold. .As Geber be-

lieved, so did most others: all sorts

uf gold existed, for was not pure gold

itself merely the niost perfect com-

bination of the sulphurous and mer-

curial principles? Pure gold thus was

at the end of a continuum including

less perfect gohls. as well as baser

metals like silver, lead, tin, iron, and

copper. How did the alchemist know

if his final product was, in fact, pure?

Pure gold was shiny, heavy, yellow,

unlarnishablc. and fire resi.stant. Al-

though experimenters had no recourse

to chemical analysis, two tests were

frequently applied—that of the touch-

stone and thai of fire. In llie former,

golil was rubbed on u hard black slonc

and its quality was judged (nun the

character of the streak produced. In

the case of the test by fire, pure gold,

however long it may have been heated

at the relatively low temperatures in

an alchemist's oven, would have re-

mained substantially unchanged, al-

though some allowance would have

had to be made for inevitable oxida-

tion. But while the lest by fire ruled out

alloys o( base metals with low melting

point temperatures, like lead, this same

test was not precise enough to detect

harder alloys. Crude gold, even mod-

ern jeweler's gold, will be affected by

prolonged heating, because it is almost

always alloyed with copper.

The heavy density o( gold was

known from the time of the classical

Greeks, but it is doubtful that measure-

ments of specific gravity were made.

The experienced alchemist certainly

must have employed his expert's deli-

cacv of the senses, and rejected any-

thing that, in addition to undergoing

the tests of touchstone and fire, did

not feel or look quite right.

IT
would be an oversimplificulion to

say that alchemy developed into

chemistry, although great alchemists

made numerous discoveries that helped

lay the foundations of chemistry. Al-

hertus Magnus obtained arsenic rcgu-

lus by heating arsenious anhydride;

Paracelsus discovered that zinc was an

element; Basil Valentine discovered

antimony: while a series of other

"chymists" produced such spe<ifics as

acetic acid, lead acetate, tin tetra-

chloride, medicines, oils, soaps, and

even dentifrices. These, however, were

merely by-products of a common and

overriding quest—the attempt to ic

ize |>erfection, especially of nul^i

.Mchemy's mclliii<l was. priinaiiU.

priKCcd from tlii> dicliiles of aii< 1<

texts, although it also included i.ll

tion upon nature and specific e\\iv

mentation as demanded by given

chemical problems. On the other li.ii

chemistry, beginning with o|i>(i>

tion. attempts to measure and ilcr

matter's properties in order to ili«. •

general laws. There is no single in

live of enough force to cause tin- <l

tortion of idjji-ctive inquiry. '{'<•
I

contemporar\ empiriiisl. book-

merely storehouses of inf(inii;ilic

not authorities: conclusions mu-l

backed up by experimental cvi«

The factor ccunmon to alclicni

cheniislry is idiviously that of [<>

niipie. The alchemists were tin- li

laboratory workers and so <lc\rl..|i

the apparatus and methods neeileil f

the separation and reaction of vail>i

substances. Chemistry began wln-ii I

alchemist's apparatus and ici Imiiii

passed into the hands of iIiom

had as iheir objective something I'll

than the transformation of base imi

intri gold. Still, there is nothing

ently absurd in the problem llial t

alchemists set themsi-lves. It !•• c li.

aclerislic of nature that one subslai

with certain properties disappi

while another with different pni|Mii

lakes it place. There was Mnlliinu

the knowleilgi' of llu- alclwnii"!'-" li

that indicated the impossibility '>f '

taining gold from cop|H-r or lead.

only way to find out was to lr\.

The alchemists did try. will)

less patience, and their eff<irN i

not wasted. Roger Bacon, the Frai

can monk controversial in his d.i\

strongly staled opinions. lypifH-cl I

scholastic of Ihirleenlh-cenlury laji'i

in that he involved himself in in i

disciplines, including alc:heniy. o|iti<

calendar rrfcuin. nieteoroliig\ . a;

philosophy. To Bacon is allrilnil

one of the most accurate insight-

the dominant science of his I

"Alchemy may be compared I'

man who told his sons that he hail h

some gold buried somewhere

vineyard: where they by d

found no gi>ld. but by turning u{i tl

mould around the roots of the

procured a plentiful vintage."

lioi.m Km ON. known In unich-f

Dnrtnr Mimbilix, was a rhurrhniaii. ;

alrhcmist, an experimenter in njili
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New Theory on a

Fabled Exodus
Endocrine malfunction may cause lemming psychosis

By Kai Curry-Lindahl

1EMMING MIGRATION," "Multitudes

J of lemmings," "Wells at X-ness

full of lemmings," these were some

of the headlines that caught the eye of

the Swedish newspaper reader at regu-

lar intervals during 1960 and 1961.

What were the real facts behind

these headlines? Was Lapland truly

inundated with lemmings? Was there

a dense carpet of these small rodents

pressing irresistibly from the moun-

tains toward mass suicide in the sea?

For centuries, stories about the

Norway lemming (Lemmus lemmus)

have spread over the world, far be-

yond the limits of its habitat. In 1.532,

Ziegler of Strasbourg published a trea-

tise on the lemming, based on informa-

tion obtained in Rome from two

bishops from Nidaros in Norway. He

related that in stormy weather lem-

mings fell from the sky in enormous

numbers, that their bite was venomous,

and that they perished by thousands

when the grass began to grow in the

spring. In the chronicles of the march

of King Charles XIFs soldiers over the

mountains between Jamtland and Nor-

way in August, 1718, Joran Norberg

wrote, "People maintain that the

clouds passing over the mountains

leave behind them a vermin called

mountain mice or lemmings by the in-

habitants; in size they are as big as a

fist, and they are furry, like the guinea-

pig, and poisonous." The same legend

of the cosmic origin of the lemming is

also found among the Eskimos, whose

name for one Alaskan species means
"the creature from space."

The Norway lemming is found in all

parts of the Scandinavian high moun-

NoRWAY LEMMING has a glossy coat

and is a bit larger than our field mouse.

tain range, as well as in the highlands

of northeastern Swedish Lapland and

in Finland. Lemming population rises

periodically, some years to enormous

numbers, in all the vegetation belts of

the mountains; in the intervening pe-

riods it is very low.

In most parts of the mountains, the

spring migration of lemmings during

a "normal year" (not an "eruption

year") need not cover great distances

toward lower altitudes; winter and

summer quarters are generally close

to each other, usually in the same belt

of vegetation, most commonly above

the willow region. Thus, above an alti-

tude of 2,500 to 3,300 feet, migration

is generally horizontal.

IN
summer, lemmings seek shelter in

natural depressions and cavities in

the ground, or make tunnels in the

ground vegetation. Such refuges,

which are often no bigger than the ani-

mal itself, are used regularly, and de-

pending on the condition of the

ground, the lemmings' paths can be

discerned in the carpet of lichen.

From May to August, the animals

prefer to inhabit moist, stony ground

partly covered by sedges (Carex), wil-

low shrubs (Salix), and/or dwarf

birch (Belula nana). Such habitats

provide the animals with food and the

hiding places necessary for survival in

an area of many predators—the stoat,

or ermine, the weasel, the rough-legged

buzzard, the common raven, the long-

tailed skua, crow tribe, and snowy owl.

Water does not seem to inconvenience

the lemming during summer, for'its fur

is water repellent, and the animal be-

haves almost as if it were aquatic.

However, it needs dry holes for repro-

duction, as the newborn young are

sensitive to moisture and cold.

The situation is quite different in

winter. In autumn a move starts for

drier places, because in the winter

damp ground combined with severe

cold can mean death for the adults as

well. The lemmings can usually live in

comparative safety under the snow,

which protects them from cold and

from enemies. If rain and frost should

blanket the vegetation with an ice sheet

before the snow cover is established,

however, the result for the animal may
be fatal, as food-gathering then be-

comes a serious problem.

Although many summer preda-

_/"^ tors are completely absent in

winter, the stoat and weasel hunt un-

der the snow. They are the lemmings'

only important enemies in wintertime,

and even these are relatively rare in

the lichen region during winter. Thus,

the lemming population above timber

line is practically free from predation

until early spring, when the lemmings

first venture above the snow. Beneath

the snow, lemmings construct exten-

sive passages and build round nests of

grass that are sometimes attached to

willow shrubs, and may be seen hang-

ing on twigs after the snow melts.

During an ordinary winter, without

unusual vacillations in climatic condi-

tions, the rodents take advantage of

their protected situation to breed. The

lemming is so prolific in some years

that, in view of our experiences in

1960 and 1961, which I will go into,

I am inclined to suspect that winter

breeding is a necessary condition for

a subsequent population peak. This is

a unique situation among rodents, in

the light of present knowledge, al-

though we have found some indica-

tions that the field vole (Microlus

agrestis) may also breed in winter. In

Scandinavia, the lemming may have

survived in some refuge areas during

final Ice Age glaciations. If the ani-

mal entered the Ice Age much as it is

now. then its ability to breed under

the cover of a snow blanket would
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nove from mountain heath to conifer

)elt, and still lower, warmer regions.

Lichen belt stretches over northern

Scandinavia. Finland, and U.S.S.R. In

winter, lemmings feed under snow. A
lichen-covered meadow, above, thaws.

ibviously have favored it. On the other

land, its specialization may have de-

eloped only after the onset of the

ce Age in its habitat.

FOR centuries people have specu-

lated on the reasons for the rapid

ncrease of lemmings. The explanation

3 probably that the species, hidden

rom view from autumn to spring, is

ile to build up several generations

n a single season. But why does the

snuning manifest such marked popu-

jtion increases in certain years? In

ddition to a high breeding potential,

ertain environmental factors are in-

lerent in a population explosion:

(1) Generally favorable climatic

onditions, which in turn affect both

lie supply of food and the ability to

ake advantage of it during a great

lart of the year, and permit survival

if the young in their passive period in

fie nest. Early springs and late au-

umns would therefore be propitious.

(2) Proper climate during the win-

er periods when newborn young are

n the nest. Mild weather and thaws

nay then be fatal, and it is possible

hat severe cold has the same effect.

(3) The almost complete absence

if predation pressure in winter.

But if the long winter and the

ilanket of snow are so advantageous,

s claimed above, how, then, can early

prings and late autumns also be fa-

orable? The fact is that the supply of

ood beneath the snow is limited, so

that the idyl there may become a fatal

trap if it lasts too long, particularly

during the years when lemmings are

most numerous. It is very likely that

this trap snaps rather often—one ex-

planation as to why population explo-

sions occur only infrequently.

As mentioned above, the seasonal

migrations of lemmings from one rela-

tively nearby biotope to another are

not the same as the dramatic marches

that have made lemmings so famous.

In the light of 1960-61 investigations,

when there was an eruption of Norway

lemmings, it seems that the popula-

tions normally move within their nat-

ural biotopes—the extensive mountain

heaths in the lichen belt, downward to

willow, birch, and conifer regions

from whence they disperse overland

These less noticeable vertical move

ments of lemmings flow, as it were,

slowly down the mountain slopes. In

dividually the movements seem to be

at random—a straying in different

directions, both high in the mountains

and lower down. Breeding continues

during these movements, but females

that are in an advanced stage of preg-

nancy settle at whatever level they may
be, even when far away from the lem-

mings' most favorable and densely

populated habitats, which lie high up

on the mountain heaths.

It is probable that the lemmings

were on the move throughout practi-

cally all the summer months of 1960,

but their movements were individual

and scattered, which made it impos-

sible to determine direction, speed,

and the number of animals taking part.

It was clear, however, that three waves

of lemmings flowed downward from

the upper vegetation belt into the coni-

fer forest. The first was at the end of

May, when the animals began to ap-

pear or to increase greatly in numbers

in the upper coniferous tracts on both

sides of the mountains that lie between

Sweden and Norway.

A new wave became noticeable

about a month later. This rise in the

population was clearly due both to

on-the-spot breeding and to the arrival

of lemmings from higher altitudes.

Finally, a third wave broke over the

conifer belt at the end of August and

September, in some places as late as

October. In the last case, too, the fre-

quency peak was probably combined

with breeding activities.

THE mass migrations, on the other

hand, seem to occur only in cer-

tain topographical situations—if a long

lake stops the rodents' slow, almost

invisible progress, or two rivers meet

and the lemmings are, so to say, caught

in a funnel. In these and similar

situations, there is a continuous ac-

cumulation of animals. Finally, the

concentration is so great that a certain

panic reaction results—a kind of mass

suggestion. This is expressed in a reck-

less march that need not follow any

special direction, but may go north,
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stiuth, rast. ur ui-»t, uphill »r ilounhill.

ii\cr rnrrs anil lakes, and sonirlinm

lu ihe »ca—particularly in .Nurtva>.

ulirrp ihr mountains are clu»« lu the

shore. The march may aUo ^o from

the niiiunlain heaths U|> o\er the ^la-

rirrs. Thun. a panii-slrii'ken ili^ht in

the form of a mass migration may
Iw^in up on the mountain heaths, hut

there. Ion. oierpopulatioii set-ins to lie

he main cause. There is nmch e\i-

tlence lo sujlgesl thai the eliciting

factors of mass migration are a kind

of psychosis, possihiy uuin;: to the

riim|>elilion »ilh other individuals for

>hellering holes and territory, hut not,

u> far us is known, for food; even

when lemmings are most numerous,

food is available in the vicinity.

IT
is quite possible, however, ihiit

the fowl of the Norway lemming is

far more specialized than has hitherto

hrrn lielieveil. nnil if this Is so. lack

of suitable food mu> be of di-cisi«e

importance. Diseases also have been

advanced as one explanation for the

mass miiiration phenomenon, but mi-

grating populations hu\c not Ix-cn tiM>

ill to settle again and breed in new

territories. In addition, many animals

remain in their original habitat. The

idea that lenuning migrations always

end with death is therefore erroneous,

as is the fanciful belief that they form

a deuM- carjiet of mov ing bodies dur-

ing muss movements.

In the New W orld, it has In-en found

that during a peak \ear vegetation llu^

been completely devoure<l locally, and

this is believed to have caused muss

movements. Hut migration of the

North American S|K"cies—the brown

lemming ( l.fmmiis Irimucrunaluil

anil the eollured lenuning (l)icro-

lonyx gA<>f';i/o/ii/icii.(/ — is unusual and

irregular, and cannot be compared to

the |H-riodic migrations in the Kenn<i-

si'undia region. V^'hile in the latter area

the inokenients of lemmings anil their

dispersion over great areos reiluie the

risk of fiKiil shortages, it is not \i't

known whether any s|>ecial plants in

ihc lichen region are of particular sig-

nificance for the uninmls' health and

well-being. II it sli..ulil be discovered

that certain plants urc vital, their de-

crease during |H'ak population years

might well be a prime cause of migra-

tion. Perhaps a prolonged luck of a

rerluin vegetable food in the diet con-

tributes to endocrinological disturb-

ances and the unexplained muss deaths

lo which lemmings are subject.

AN interesting situation exisle.l .1

Jhe end of July . I'»(i0. in the . .n.

fer region ulong the Uiver t'.rudiliilv

.

in Norway, west of the mountuiii^ m

the I'ile luppniiirk area in Swril.

n

Ihere were swarms of lemmings. 1 1» \

were particularl\ numerous on a n<'< ll

slope that angles down toward ilii

river, and is close to the junctinn o

two watercourses. Tuimels and iii>

holes were ever\ where in the ni'--

and there were large, collei-tivc ln.ii'

of exiTctnciit. Well-trodden minialun

paths, like small cannons worn in llu

moss vegetation, formed a dense ml
work. K\en during the holiest I1..111

of the iluv I in u Ileal wuvei . uilh Um
perulurcs up to lUI F.. u numliii .

N<ir«a\ lemmings were adivc: lliri

were only a minority of the eiioMii"ij

numbers that infested the place dm in;

the collier evening and night. In I In

ila\time most leniiiiings remuincil ir

the holes that «cre at their dispu-.il

while at night the animals sonu'liiiM'

rongregated ill great flocks along I In

bank of the river.

Man\ individuals swam across. Im

he inajoriU hesitated. They run u|

unil do«n along the shore; some limn

themselves into the water Iml llni

lurned back al once. Obviou-K. jiHis

DlSTRIBi'TiON of Norwegian Icmmin;: in

Sweden is shown with 1960 ilensilies.

SO

l\ \ M>>-rf;vK year, niovcnicnl of

the lemmings is typically horizonlal

und ul more or less fixed ulliluili'

u HJtualion of low population ijenhily.



HREE-PLts YEARS is a natural old age for the survivors of flo not Hie of old af;e. snccunibinf; instead to pathological

redation or disease; but many of the lemmings probablv (ondilion- tli.il -I'dn to eftei t ^mlden iiopiil.ilion (rashes.

RELATIVE DENSITIES

1960 JUNE JULY

1 -linr:: 1

-i" -v ";•
Very high "o^.^' *-•.=

High

1961 JUNE JULY

Very high ^\

High V

IWoderate 1

Low ^V

No animals ii'^iiiiiHiiitS^ mi^'^'msmi'.
L nh<;sr\/pri

; •••••• Birch forest

--——-"• Coniferous forest

;EAK YEAR migrations are vertical. the biotopes, overflow from each and
It those times, animals move down in increase in numbers as they descend.

Comparison of two years shows that

crash was completed in July of 1961.
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Iiati not been a(Iccl«l by the innate

urge that would probably soon start

the li\ing avalanche on its way.

lemmings swim very fast, w ith their

brails heM high. Sometimes the\ tr>

llie current in ilitTerenI places before

llirv finall> Set out. Thex often swim

iliagonally against current until even-

luallv they reach the opposite bank.

IK'cusionall). one jumps up on a stone

in the miilille of the stream anil rests

there. During the swims in the I'.rad-

ilieUa there was no question of a

(Minic-stricken flight, for the lenunings

< ri>ss<-tl one bv one and almost invari-

.ilil> onl> after lhe> hail carefully

. ho>en a suitable spot for the crossing.

In spile of this seemingly cautious

behavior, it was clear that the popula-

tion was in a state of constant tension.

The restlessness may have occurred

iHtouse the habitat was not ecologi-

cally optimal for an .Xrctic animal, and

because it was overpopulaled. It is

likclv that the prin-ess toward an ucutc

|is\choliigical tension was developing,

lull the threshold value that would re-

lease mass migration had not )ct bivn

passe<l. As usuol. the culm behavior o(

ihc pregnant females contrasted with

the feverish nervousness of the other

lemmings. The former were methodi-

lal and purposeful: although sur-

r.iunded by the chaos of their rushing,

jostling, screaming kindred. the\ al-

«avs knew where to find their holes,

into which they slipped at the first sign

i.f unusual disturbance or danger.

UNKOUTINATKLV, I could not Slay

in this region to see the outcome,

but a report from a local observer in-

formed me that three days after I left,

practically all the lemmings were gone.

The majority had crossed the rivers,

but a few had been observed mi>ving

back in the direction from which all

had previously come. If the observa-

lions are correct, the last feature is

particularly interesting because it is an

intlication that lemmings do not ncces-

.-arilv move in their initial direction,

which is generallv downward. They

ran also return upward.

At this stage there was no sign of

any population crash—another phe-

nomenon connected with lemmings. A

drastic and sudden decline of the pop-

ulation almost always follows a peak

vear. If there is no doubt that preda-

tion is often important in keeping

populations of small rodents in check

(as Frank Pitelka and his associates

from the I niversitv of Cahfornia in

Berkeley have shown to be the case in

.Maska I , on the whole the population

size for such animals seems to be regu-

late<l b> a complex of factors ( includ-

ing prettatorsi, in combination with

self-regulating mechanisms. The Nor-

wa\ Irnuning is a striking example of

this. If neither predators nor food

plavs a decisive role in the fantastic

.Norway lennning population crushes,

\thich are ulmost without purullel in

the vertebrate world, what is the cause

of their wholesale deaths?

In the first plaie, every Norway
lemming must die sumctime, and it

does so uilbin the four-year cycle lli.il

characteriies the periodicity of llic

s(>ecii-s. for the knoun life span is U-s

than four years. Mul the majoritv of

Ntirwav lenmiings pndiabb do noi ili

of old age. The strange, abnoiin.il

features of their behavior during
"

plosion \ears" has bivn menliumd

earlier. Such puthidogicul phenonicM.

with nniss deutli in their uake. ni.iy

also ap|>ear in extremely dense popu-

lations of other siHsies of small ro-

dents before a fulul lack of food ail-<'>

through overcrowding.

I nfoitinial<'l\. the ph\ slo|i>;ji. .i|
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md microanatomical phenomena, par-

icularly those concerning glandular

md metabolic interrelations, have

lever been examined in detail in

'^emmus lemmus. Recently, however,

I number of significant features in the

ndocrine organs of the collared lem-

ning have been described by W.B.

Juay at the University of California

n Berkelev. ivho has advanced the

lypothesis that in warm and/or stress-

ul conditions, a metabolic derange-

nent occurs that is conducive to

ibnormal deposits of colloidal ma-

erial in the walls and lumina of small

blood vessels of the brain, including

the hypothalamus. The condition has

been found in feral collared lemmings

during two summers at one of the

southernmost outposts of the species,

and suggests that the described phe-

nomenon may be significant in affect-

ing natural populations.

Quay's conclusions are highly in-

teresting in relation to the fact that

manifestations of great physiological

imbalance in Lemmus lemmus are

more often expressed by individuals

that occur in summer in lower and

warmer areas, to which the species is

less adapted and to which they have

been forced by population pressure in

upper, optimal habitats.

The physiological picture of what
happens in collared lemmings living

in warm or stressful conditions does

not seem lo exclude the theory that

other physiological factors are also

involved. The view that the disfunction

of the pituitary seems to result in an

overproduction of the adrenocortical

stimulating hormone, which in its turn

overstimulates the adrenal function in

such a way that the production of

corticoid hormones first increases and
then reaches a stage of complete ex-

haustion, does not seem to be anti-

thetical to Quay's results and sugges-

tions. The metabolic derangement
found by Quay is probably only a pre-

liminary phase to the physiological

collapse that precedes the breakdown
of adrenal function, which in its turn

causes the death of large numbers of

lemmings and explains the sudden

crash of the whole population.

IT
is not known whether the causes

of population crashes, simplified

and described briefly here, hold good
for the Norway lemmings. During the

autumn of 1960, however, dead, intact

lemmings were often found. There was
a pronounced population decline at the

end of that year, but the crash did not

appear to be associated with either

lack of food or predation. but rather

with a physiological imbalance.

However, the whole population did

not crash in 1960. We had expected a

continuous decline during the winter,

but in May and June of 1961, to our

surprise, we found dense populations

in several areas. Apparently the high

was locally still in full swing. Then

the situation changed drastically, and

in the last two weeks of June most

lemmings disappeared. The interesting

point was that they did not leave their

areas by migration, nor were they con-

siderably reduced by predation. They

just gradually vanished on the spot,

apparently dying in their shelters and

holes, where, after some digging, we

found carcasses which, unfortunately,

we could not study pathologically.

Further chemical research will un-

doubtedly produce answers to some of

the fascinating and often dramatic be-

havior of these remarkable rodents.

Summer breeding occurs, but winter

cover is essential for peak increases.
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Thv< im.> III.!.!.- I>y .'<>l.>iiie.. of I).>iikI;i»'

fir hri'ilrs ill ail inner .-rrlion of (he (ir*s

l.ark art- sli(»vii lier.- an.l l-.low in an

unusually clear anil ai-~lliflii- pallt-rn.

Eiigiaviiigs

Beiieadi ihc Bark
Beetle's cycle is seen in egg galleries
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By Marjory M. Fisher

re"7"lTH TONGUE IN CHEEK, it might

W be said that in highly art-con-

cious Seattle, a remarkable beetle has

early cornered the market on impres-

ionistic wall plaques. When I first saw

picture panel in a Seattle art shop

ecently. I thought it a most unusual

ngraving of a landscape executed by

n artist of sensitivity and deft skill,

nformed that the delicate engraving

as the work of "bugs or a fungus of

ome sort under tree bark." I hardly

elieved it and sought proof.

I soon learned that the first plaque

as discovered in an Everett, Wash-

igton. lumber mill by a young vvork-

lan named Allan Potter, who rescued

n engraving in the debarked trunk of

fir as it passed from the edger to the

iws beyond. In the lumber mill, and in

jbsequent investigations, I found that

otters discovery was probably the

ork of the Douglas-fir beetle and sev-

ral other beetle species that are part

f the large scolytid family of wood-

oring insects known generally as en-

raver beetles. The Douglas-fir beetles

re found wherever the trees grow—in

le Pacific Northwest from the north

tid of Vancouver Island in British

iolumbia, through Washington and

iregon. down the Coast Range to

anta Cruz, California; along the

ascades and Sierra Nevadas to the

an Joaquin River in California; in

le Rockies from Canada to Mexico.

The family Scolytidae is extremely

estructive. The U. S. Department of

.griculture once stated that if the

timber destroyed by Scolytidae in the

Lnited States during the past fifty

years were alive, its stumpage value

would be more than one billion dol-

lars. In 1935. the Douglas-fir beetle

alone destroyed three hundred million

board feet of green fir timber; the

epidemic resulted because two years

earlier forest fires had damaged a

large area of firs, creating a highly

favorable breeding ground in which

the beetles could multiply.

The tracings Potter discovered in

Everett were probably the work of the

following species: Dendroclonus pseu-

dolsugae Hopk., Scolytus unispinosus

Lee, Pseudohylesinus nebulosus

{ Lee.
)

, and Pseudohylesinus grandis

Sw. But whatever the species, their

'"masterpieces" are purely autobio-

graphical, illustrating a life cycle.

Dendroclonus pseudotsugae, the spe-

cies that probably made the designs in

the photographs, is commonly called

the Douglas-fir beetle. It is about one-

fifth of an inch long, cylindrical, and

rather stout—slightly smaller around

than a matchstick. The adult beetles

range in color from reds to dark

browns to blacks, usually with reddish-

brown wing covers. It is a monoga-

mous insect, and the mates work in

pairs, led by the female. They enter

the tree and construct egg galleries

from six to thirty inches long in the

inner bark. Occasionally, they also

etch the sapwood. The egg galleries of

this species are usually straight or

slightly sinuous.

Douglas-fir beetles carry spores of

a blue stain fundus (Ceraloslomella

pseudotsugae Rumbold). If either the

fungus or the beetles completely en-

circle the tree and cut off the food

supply in the cambium layer, the tree

will die. (Most engravers are carriers

of fungus. A relative of the Douglas-

fir beetle, Scolytus multislrialus, intro-

duced from Europe, is considered a

prime carrier of Dutch elm disease.)

Douglas-fir beetles lay eggs in

masses of from ten to thirty-six in the

grooves along alternate sides of their

galleries. In about fifteen days the eggs

hatch into larvae, which mine between

the bark and the wood at right angles

to their egg gallery, widening their

tunnels as they themselves grow in size.

Thus, the designs on plaques appear

thin near the larval origin and wider

toward the edges of the engraving. The
completed work is somewhat fan-

shaped. When the larvae are full-grown,

about sixty-five days after hatching,

they excavate pits where they pupate.

THESE pupal cells, at the end of the

mines, may or may not be exposed

when bark is removed from a tree, de-

pending on the bark's thickness. The
pupae usually metamorphose into new
adult beetles in about a week. These

then often congregate for fairly long

periods beneath the bark before boring

through it to emerge and attack other

trees. A tree that has harbored the

beetles can often be identified by the

"bird shot" emergence holes.

One generation a year is thought to

be the normal rate of reproduction of

D. pseudotsugae, but the overlapping

and retardation of broods often ob-



Development stages of ihe Dou|iU>-6r

beetle arc »hown niutEiiiried untirr bark.

st-urf the (Irmari-alioiis 1m-1\»ciii j:i-ii-

craliuns. Isuall), (he species winlers

in ihc adult sta^r. but lanac are also

found during the winter months. Win-

tering adults emerge early in the

spring, while delayed broods come
forth later in the summer. Most adults

die after completing two attacks on

trees. In the Pacific Northwest, the

Douglas-fir beetle is mi>st apt to attack

weak or fallen trees. But in the Rocky
Mountain area, the beetles also infest

uninjured timber.

Scolytus unispinosiis Lee. is a pri-

mary enemy of young Douglas fir.

Somewhat smaller than the Douglas-

fir beetle, it is only about one-eighth

of an inch long, and has a distinctive,

visible spine. Egg galleries are shorter,

too. ranging from one and a half to

three inches, parallel with the grain.

This small beetle is polygamous, and

each female makes a separate egg tun-

nel from u central chandu-r where a

male waits to serve her and other fe-

mall's. There is a short entrance tunnel

leading to the main gallery; the cen-

tral "nuptial chandler" is constructed

at the juncture. The larvae first mine
straight out at more or less right angles

to the egg gallery, and then up and

down the tree in such a way that their

mines do not cross each other. This

species produces two generations an-

nually. Adults of the first brood

emerge along with the parent genera-

tion about April: the second brood

comes forth about Jul). Females may
'establish more than one colony and

infest more than one tree.

AMONG the other species, Scotylus

ii-nlrnlix Lee., which attacks the

white firs in Washington and Douglas

lirs in Oregon and California, diflfers

from the Douglas-fir engraver in that

it has no prominent spine \noilii

common Doughis-fir bark bwlle, /'xi

iliiliylfiiiiiis iiehulosiis (Lix-. I, prefer

the barks of reiently felled or injui

Douglas firs. These small, grav isli- .11

velloH-browM bark beetles arc as «iri.il

as >". iinisfiinosiis and frei|uentl\ n 11

kill tree* of small diameter. Their « •il

is dislinguishetl by the absence o( ^ii

well-defined nuptial chandler in llii

inner surfiuc of llie bark. Tin- ^i.iii

fir bark beetle, known us /'. jiitimli:

attacks trunks or limbs of weakinci

or dv ing Douglas firs, and runs tnn- li

familiar form. It is one-eighth of ai

inch long and slia|>ed like an elongali

oval, but it dilTers from other spetio i

its covering of brown and gra> scale

Since beetles have never been kno«

to perform for laboratory obser\«li<

as ihey do in the woods, scientists luc

ma<le peritidic observations of iIh'M

by removing a small section of liarl

from infested trees. Also, screen c

attached to the trees collect emergin)

adults for close observation.

It is not possible to declare with all

solute certainly which spe<'ies create

the attractive engravings that appca

on these pages. It should be mentions

that the work of most engraver beetle

is nondescript and uninteresting a

"art." Vet if noteworthy composilio

come through a large mill as seliii

as five times a year, their rarity ulon

justifies a lumberman's watchfulni'

Larva mines a broader tunnel in o

to aerominodute ilit inrreaNJiig

produrinf[ the *'foliagc" effert, lirinu
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Dr. George B. Sciialler, author of

"Mountain Gorilla Displays." is a Fellow

at the Center for Advanced Study in the

Behavioral Sciences, at Stanford Univer-

sity. His field work has included eco-

logical and behavioral studies of birds

and mammals in Alaska and elsewhere

for the Fish and Wildlife Service and the

National Park Service. From 1959

through 1960 Dr. Schaller was with the

African Primate Expedition in the east-

ern Congo and western Uganda. The

article was excerpted from his book. The

Mountain Gorilla, recently published by

the University of Chicago Press.

The description of the Hyksos that ap-

pears under the title "Rulers in the East"

is the work of Dr. Emmanuel Anati,

whose academic distinctions include four

advanced degrees from the Sorbonne,

Harvard University, and the Hebrew

University in Jerusalem, and he has led

a number of archeological expeditions.

His article appeared first in his new

book Palestine Before the Hebrews, pub-

lished by Alfred A. Knopf.

Dr. Niko Tinbercen. who wrote "The

Shell Menace." is a Reader in Animal

Behavior at the University of Oxford.

England. An eminent animal behaviorist.

Dr. Tinbergen heads a research team-

financed by England's Nature Conser-

vancy-that is studying the ways animals

are adapted to their natural environment.

He is a Corresponding Member of The
American Museum and was elected a

Fellow of the Royal Society in 1962.

A Professor in the Department of Agri-

cultural Microbiology at Rutgers Uni-

versity, in New Jersey. Dr. David Pra-

mer has long been interested in alchemy,

which he considers the forerunner of

modern laboratory science. Dr. Pramer

obtained the art reproductions that ac-

company his article through the co-

operation of Messrs. H. M. Schwalb and

S. Connolly, at The Fisher Collection.

The strange behavior of lemmings is

discussed in "New Theory on a Fabled

Exodus." by Dr. Kai Curry-Lindahl.

He is with the Zoological Department of

the Nordiska Museet and Skansen, in

Stockholm. In addition to his mammal
studies. Dr. Curry-Lindahl is also well

known for his work with the wagtail.

In "Engravings Beneath the Bark,"

Miss Marjory M. Fisher discusses the

delicate designs that the Douglas-fir

beetle traces in wood. Miss Fisher, for-

merly a journalist, has written many
articles in the field of nature.

Photographs of Lepidoptera in the

June-July, 1963. issue were made with

the co-operation of the Smithsonian In-

stitution and Dr. J. F. Gates Clarke,

Curator, Division of Insects. All of the

specimens are in the national collection.
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NATURE IN

ROCK & MINERAL

By Paul Mason Tilde

WIUT IS TiiKiii: aliiiul Ilic lica\y v\e-

iiu'Ml ciild lliul lius lliroucliuiil rc-

i.iitiril lli^lu^y held sucli a lyrunnirul

Krip on the mind of that slranjic mam-
inal. many There arc flcmenls thai arc-

rarer; there arc some that are heavier:

there are many that |>ossei-> odd physical

oharaeleri-lies that would sceminply

make them more fascinalinf: than gold.

And yet the search for gold has hcen

responsible (or the exploration of niurli

of the earth's surface. The metal itself

has scr\ed as the founrlalion for much
of the world's trade "-inci' time imme-

morial; it has been a reason for crimes

of the most atrocious sort, and for human
acts of great charily and philanthropy.

Since the beginning of human history

man has amassed a total store of some

.SO.O(X) tons of gold—a hundred million

pounds—most of which has been stained

with hlooil. Ill iiiiKierii times, miuic

economi-l» have advocated the alii

meni of the element as a nieas

value and as a currency reserve. I'l

their idea has some merit— this c

has no pronouncement to make o

scor<— hut to dale, it seems that tli

humans who show any tendency to

don gold to chemists and melalli

have been the economist!! ihemsi-

o(ol

nolo

uri-

rrliat

oliiin

III III.

< aha.

iirgis

Kes.

Era of Discovery

IT
was poiiiii'd oiil ill a recent

(Nati MM. Ilisuiin. Novenilier. l%i
that the two most signiricani minerulop

cal events of the nineteenth century

tcrmH of the nation's growth and ci

omy, were the discovery of vast tonnagi

of native copper and copper ores in ll

Upper I'eninsula of Michigan, anil tl

tapping of a great storehouse o( ;:o

NEV\n\ fjTV. (::ilil..rni:i. i. OK.%>n in llii. (;..ld Rush, llic lo«n inrorpor

1852 photograph. A tuddcn creation of the 1851 under a npccial act of the legi>l;ilu

5«



long the western flanks of the Sierra

evada in California. These two events

illowed one another within a span of

Jatively few years prior to the middle

i tlie century. The gold of the Sierra

evada represented, for the most part,

placer accumulation that had been col-

cting downslope from the Mother Lode

nee the Tertiary period or earlier.

The placer accumulation weathered

om the 120-mile-long Mother Lode, the

rip of quartz veins emplaced along a

real fault zone at the. western edge of

le Sierra granite batholith. The com-

ined gold production of both the plac-

es and the veins that spawned them has

sen conservatively estimated at more

lan a billion and a half dollars.

Geologically speaking, the story of

alifornia gold is best told in reverse

;quence. for it was the placer metal, de-

ved over the ages from the slow disinte-

ration of an unknown portion of the

[other Lode, which first inflamed the

nagination and cupidity of a relatively

Dung republic. The notion that gold

cisted in California in great quantity

as not by any means new in the year

348. History is replete with references

1 real and fancied treasures in the ter-

lin that now comprises our Golden

tate. One of the earliest reports was

enned by the Spanish soldier and writer

arci Ordoiiez de Montalvo. not long

fter the discovery of the New World,

ad was published in Toledo, Spain,

bout the year 1510. "Know that on the

ght hand of the Indies." romanced

eiior Ordoiiez, "there is an island called

alifornia, very near to the terrestrial

epealed in 1852. It has reincorporated two
imes since, and it still produces lode gold.

paradise, which was peopled by black

women without any men among them

.... Their arras were all of gold, and .so

were the caparisons of the wild beasts

which they rode after having tamed

them; for in all the island there is no

other metal. . .
."

Some seventy years later the English-

man Richard Hakluyt wrote about the

expedition of Sir Francis Drake that

touched on the shores of California in

1579. A bit less romantic, but just as

optimistic. Hakluyt said that "there is no

part of earth here to be taken up wherein

there is not a reasonable quantitie of

gold and siluer."

Legend Becomes Reality

OVER the years there were other hints

—some of them surprisingly factual

—of a storehouse of gold somewhere with-

in the territory that is now California.

For example, in 1814. a Russian who
was jailed in the town of Monterey by

the Spanish authorities was found to

have raw gold in his pockets. The Span-

ish suspected that the Russian had but

recently come from the Sacramento Val-

ley, but their prisoner refused to divulge

the source of the metak In July. 1845.

John Bidwell of Chico, California, went

into the gold country of the Sierra Ne-

vada on the advice of a Mexican miner

"ostensibly for the purpose of giving

directions to men sawing lumber. . .
."

but with the real purpose of examining

the region for gold. Bidwell may well

have narrowly missed fame and treasure:

he withdrew from the venture only be-

cause of "the intense heat and the

probability of finding no water."

The opening of the great treasure

hunt was drawing closer. Thomas Lar-

kin. United States consul in California

(before its complete conquest by the

Americans}, wrote in 1846 to the editor

of The Sun in New York that "near

the town of the Angels ... is a large

sandy plain at the foot of some moun-

tains where a common laborer can pick

up placer gold to the amount of ten

dollars & upwards a day—onze pes [sic]

have been found—the whole process is

to shake up the sand with water in a

plate or flat basket—the gold is worth as

it comes from the sand 12$ to 15$ in C—
17$ in the U.S. per ozn. . .

." Yet, this

account failed to stir its readers.

On August 27, 1847, James W. Mar-

shall, millwright by trade and originally

from New Jersey, signed an agreement

with John A. Sutter. California land-

owner and businessman, to build and

operate for Mr. Sutter a sawmill at "Cul-

luma" (Coloma), on the south fork of

the American River.

Work proceeded on the mill during

the fall of that year, and by January of

1848 the structure was nearly com-

pleted. To assist the men in the work

of steepening the grade of the mill's

ajSad^^
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tailrae«, il wa$ Marshall's liabil lo

open the water ftale al the hrad uf llit-

rat* adrr wurking tmur*. Tlii* prrinillcd

wairr frtiin (lie Suuth Fork lu lirlp in

llir r\<-a\aliun |iriH.*eK« iturini; llie niglil.

Apparfnlly Mar>liall wa> usually thr

lir-il man lo arrive at llie mill (or work

in ihr morninc. and—acforiling to liis

Ulrr ici-ollrclion-un a morning briwcrn

Januar> 18 and 20. 1848. tie ilosed llie

water gate and in*i>eeled llie tailrace

"III *ee what had been done by the water

llirough llie night."

One Night's Bequest

Wiui had hern dune "by the water

through the night" was suflicient

to change the tenor of a nation's econ-

omy from one of pa|>er lo one of gold, to

create an .\merican West Coast empire

and an era in history that is best de-

scribed by men like Bret llarte and

Samuel Clemens.

The hrsl piece of gold picked from

the hiwer end of the tailrace al Suiter's

Mill by Marshall weighed, in his words,

"aboul (ortv cents." Let the diary of

Ilenrv W . Blglcr. u Mormon employed

by Marshall, tell of ibis fateful dis-

covery. The eiilry in Itigler's diary docs

not agree as lo dale with Marsholl's re-

port, yet il may be that neither was

exactly correct:

y-j*:.
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Vuburn Ravine site in the heavily worked
trea northeast of the city of Sacramento.

"Monday 24th this day some kind of

mettle was found in the tail race that

looks like goald first discovered hy

James Martial, the Boss of the Mill.

Sunday 30th Clear and has been all the

last week our metal has been tride and

prooves to be goald it is thought to be

rich we have pict up more than a hun-

dred dollars woth last week."

Gradually the news of the discovery

spread through California, then beyond.

The "forty cent's worth" and the "hun-

dred dollars woth" grew into a trickle

of yellow metal, and the trickle grew

into a torrent. By June of 1848. Thomas
Larkin. still in San Francisco as a repre-

sentative of the State Department, wrote

to James Buchanan, then Secretary of

State under President Polk, that there

were more than two thousand people

working for placer gold in the headwater

streams of the Sacramento River— the
American, Yuba, Feather, and other

tributaries—and that countless others

were moving toward the district. The
coastal towns were being emptied of

able-bodied folk at an alarming rate.

Larkin told Secretary Buchanan: "This

town [San Francisco] has one-half of its

tenements empty. locked up with the

furniture. The owners—storekeepers,
lawyers, mechanics and laborers . . .

[have] all gone to Sacramento. . .
."

A United States Army vessel tied up
in San Francisco Harbor lost all but six

of its men to the general migration. One
Sandwich Island (Hawaiian Island I

ship at dock lost an entire crew. San
Francisco Harbor soon became a veri-

table forest of naked masts, without

hands to raise a sail. Newspapers closed

for lack of printers. "The Star news-

paper office." wrote Larkin sourly,

"where the new laws of Governor Mason,
for this country, is printing, has but one

man left." Then Larkin asked. "How
many more in the Atlantic States . . .

will leave for this country under such

prospects?" The answer to this query

became a famous and romantic episode

in American history—the storied rush of

the Forty-Niners.

Machines to the Fore

THE simplest of the machines used to

recover placer gold from the Cali-

fornia diggings was the gold pan. still

familiar to many mineral enthusiasts

because of its present use in separating

heavy minerals like garnet, monazite. or

zircon from their associated sands.

A more sophisticated apparatus was
the so-called long tom. used where there

was a sufficient head of water for its

operation. The long tom consisted of a

wooden trough that varied from twelve

,..see ityourself

!

SOUTH AFRICA'S wild game reserves welcome

you to close-up views of lion, hippo, giraffe,

elephant and many other animal species in

their natural habitat. Enjoy them on your

comfortable, low-priced tour of South African

scenic highlights, cities, tribal villages, gold

and diamond mines. Remember, "Less cost

per day the longer you stay," Consult your

Travel Agent and send coupon for

beautifully illustrated literature —

SOUTH AFRICAN
TOURIST CORPORATiaiSI

Please send your literature to:

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE.

My Travel Agent is
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READING SUGGESTIONS

FOR EARLY FALL

Bi Si' George Thornton
S:>. - i ..-n.tnicnl potkellln (lilk edIIlM
r^ 1 :. :» Si a ho6«l pnfewinner. dwls with
•...^ .' -....c-.ci ji neglront. poiitrofli, nu*
cj j^J meiO«i. in taniuAlv ttie

-.f- J .: .ji undBfiUntf. $2-20 PPO

STAR GAZING WITH
TELESCOPE & CAMERA

ti,,j n-. !^e T_njim«r>tjl P4rl of smjteur
j»ifc.iCT, Mth chjpleft on mtVint « re-

necl.niE iclevcop*. ifcjihoottng. ttniti «n<]

cjirefii tor jtlroprtotoirjpAy S? 20 ppd

THE MAN IN SPACE DICTIONARY
By Martin Gulden
Thii unigur «nd comprehensive dictionary

tsntti from concite definitions to eiteniive

coierjfe jnd uiet a minimum of technical

Ijn^iiJ^e $7 20 ppd

PATTERNS IN THE SKY
By Juhut O W SlasI

The mjn> letendi lyhich haye c'Own around
the start are told in this delilhtlul book
Molt stones are derived from the Ci

. ol oin

but

THE MOON: Our Neinhborlni! World

THE PLANETS:
Ottxr Worldt In The Solar Syttem
Tmo booWs for children by Otto Binder from
the Golden Library of Knowledge series. Each
has icood color illustrations and absorbmi;
Itil Uielul for school orojccls $85 each
cco.

THE BOOK CORNER
tMCaiON MUSEUM.HtrOEN PltNETAAIUM

NEW rORK 24. N Y,

VVr.le for N>« fliEC Corolof

lu Iwrnly (r«l in Irnglli, and M'a« a f<Hit

ur so widf. An riilargenient at ils lowrr

nid ai'conimodaird a prrforatcd iron

"lirrl; iindrr llir slirri was allaclird n

>hall»w "riiiplr Imx" luiituiniii); wmKlrn
deals. A sirraiii ti( wairr was fed iiilo llir

iipiscr riid iif llir Iuiik luin. wlilili >vii>>

set al a sliclit incliiialinii from ihr iinri-

/oiilal -u dial wairr would run down il

as lliroiiiili a rlinlc. GoUMirarinc rarlli

and urascl wrrr slimrlfd in. Our man
-lood III llir lowrr rnd of tlir mui'liiiir

lo llirou oiii ai'cuntulalloiis of rork ami

drbris and lu krrp llir rarlli and jiravrl

in inoiiiiti osrr llir iron plalr. .\s tlir

liKliIrr soil viaslird assay with llir muddy
ssatrr. jirasri. sand, and f!idd parlirlrs

fril lliroiigli llir liolr« in tlir iron plale

into llir rippir liox lirlow. svlierc min-

rr;ils of liicli sprrific Kravily svrrr

iMiiuliI lirliind llir svoudcn deals. Omr
a day. or oflrner if nreessai^', lite min-

rrals trapped by lite deals sserc remosrd

and panned out in llie ordinary manner.

Wjirrr- a continuous stream of ssaler

was not availulde. a "rocker." or

"iradlr." was u-ed. This was essentially

niithini: hiil a box on rockers, with a

^irse near ils lop and— like the lon^

torn— a punched iron plate and deated

box al the bottom. CrascI wos shovch'd

unto the -ieve, and water splashed onto

llir pravel; the box was rocked back

iiid fiirlh to keep the flow of water and

;:ra\rl in motion, and heavier minerals

pilr-d up li.hind the drat- affr fuliinj

into the box below. A team of three im

—a dieter, a water carrier, and a rmk
—miphl pan out a hundred biukri-

(travel in a day with this method.

The "sluice," or "sluice box." sva- .

elon):ated version of the loii): i.n

adapted to situations svlirrr ttatei s\

abundant and available al a C'""' 'I'-i'l

\ number of sluice boxes were oil

fastened lonethrr in a ennlinuous lii

drpendint; on the number of men :i\,iil'

able to keep the apparatus supplied will

j;ravel. Some of the lontiest slitiir* Iimnc-

wrrr oprratrd for scvrral day> ImIhh

brini: clranrd of llirir acciimulatrd cnld

ami other heavy minerals, which m
rasiunully yielded a small diamoml n

a nugitet of platinum. (The sourer o

these diamonds has remained a niy^iir

to the jirevnl day. I

Great Leveler

Tin: iii'^iilution of the hydranli

mrlliod that washed away entiri' (^^il-

ifornia hillsiilrs of earth and firavrl

array- of shiiir boxes—an operation lli:it

left still-visible scars on the laiidv

in the placer districts of the stale

credileil to one E. E. Matleson (or Mill-

ison I, former citizen of Conncclicul. Tlir

method dated from 18.S2 or IB.S.H. silui

il was probably first introduced al iln

diiipings called "Yankee Jims." Ii

I'lacer County. (California.

Hy this method, water was bniiirlil

fri.m w.-.l.Ts .iliinr- into the lower

•» or« Ov» . J f. , •oih bead oppr , 1 j'-,

ro'oble 11 • 1 III Th.ir u b •awly
uol or lorn ol all
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in the World?
From the An Isia

to the Zulus of Africa**

...you will find it in Folkways' catalog

of over 600 Long Playing authentic Folk

records from almost every country, cul-

ture or ethnic group in the world. Also

Science, Jazz, Literature and Childrens

series. Write for complete free catalog.

OLKWAYS RECORDS
121 WEST 47TH STREET, N Y. 36, N Y.

POWERFUL (7)
BINOCULARS!

With COATED LENSES & C.F.

Full SEVEN POWER BINOCULAR will bring

you CLOSE-UP! Extremely sharp and

clear Images for BOTH night and day

viewing. Lightweight. Wonderful for:

BOHTING, BIRD WATCHING, PLANE SPOT-

TING, RACING, etc., etc. Comes complete

with sturdy leatherette case and carry-

ing straps,

FULL MONEY BACK GUARANTEED! Our

LOW LOW PRICE: $10.95

R I T E W A Y
Dept. NP-70

P.O.B. 5 HEWLETT, N. Y.

to enjoy an exciting hobby!
g valuable collection of gor-

ous, multi-colored, triangle-shaped
istage stamps . . . brought to you
Dm strange and mysterious lands in

e wilds of Africa, enchanting Europe,
exotic Orient; such as — Congo, Latin

lonaco, Chad, San Marino,
Malaya, and many others. All genuine,

different — picturing animals,
jungle birds, fantastic scenery, action
sports, warriors, clipper ships, etc.

PLUS Illustrated Bargain Catalog and
attractive selection of stamps on

proval. Send only lOiJ to cover cost

yons by costly wooden flumes (quickly

constructed aqueducts), and maintained

at a considerable height above the

gravel to be washed. At appropriate in-

tervals the flumes were tapped by hoses.

The head of water thus provided, when

directed by a nozzled hose at a hillside,

exerted enormous force; the hillside was

usually undermined at its base and al-

lowed to "cave" as the operation pro-

gressed. The caving process frequently

claimed the lives of careless or ad-

venturesome miners, but it produced

gold in tremendous quantity. Eventually,

it left the countryside as desolate as that

of some of our Eastern states where coal

is strip-mined.

Farther down on the principal gold-

carrying rivers, where depths were fa-

vorable, dredging machines were used to

drag gold-bearing gravels from river bot-

toms. The earliest such machines were

apparently not well designed, and it was

not until later years that the large-scale

use of the gold dredge became wide-

spread on the lower reaches of the rivers.

Concerning one such early device, the

traveler and lecturer J. Wesley Jones

remarked: "this machine dredged more

money from the pockets of the owners

than . . . from the bed of the Yuba."

This, then, was a fabulous era in the

history of American mineralogy. While

producing some great fortunes, it pep-

pered the foothills of the Sierra Nevada

with names like Ragged Breeches Bar.

Whiskev Slide. Hell Hollow. Red Dog,

Shirt Tail Bend, and Jackass Hill. It

held romance, heartbreak, disaster—and

vast quantities of that irresistible yellow

metal called gold.

The Mother Lode

PERH.\PS there is some injustice,

mineralogically speaking, in append-

ing here a short account of the true

Mother Lode, the geological wellspring

of the Gold Rush romance. It is worthy

of a longer discussion. However, lying

to the east of the great placer deposits of

California, in a band only a mile or so

wide at most, is the almost continuous

series of quartz veins and associated

gold-bearing "country-rock" of the

Mother Lode. In several places, huge,

wall-like masses of white quartz stand in

relief over the weaker rocks of the belt,

looming against the green of a rolling

and thinly forested countryside. These

were the quartz outcroppings of the true

Mother Lode that caused J. D. Borth-

wick. a transplanted New Yorker and

writer-artist (who had also tried his

hand at the gold diggings), to report in

1857 that "a great quartz vein . . . trav-

erses the whole State of California."

The first gold-bearing quartz vein in

this elongated system was discovered on

Colonel Fremont's Mariposa Grant near

the southern terminus of the Mother

Lode, probably in August, 1849. Most of

An historically interesting,

Jifte hotel on

NANTUCKET
ISLAND

JarcdCofjjniTfotise

Far at sea on this wonderfully pre-

served island you will find a world all

its own. This gracious hotel has long
been a part of that world, its great whal-
ing days, and the enchanting spirit of

Nantucket, its people, and its ways.
Now completely restored to its original

1845 character, with authentic interiors

and furnishings, the hotel offers superb
accommodations, fine dining, tap room,

lounge, open the year 'round. For infor-

mation and brochure, please write:

Jared Coffin House

Nantucket Island, Massachusetts

RESTORED BY
NANTUCKET HISTORICAL TRUST

^ vmuii^ is a jey

jOflCVCfi Jl JOHN KEATS

Hand-carved water buffalo horn by the skill-

ful craftsmen of India. Mounted on a rose-

wood base. Approx. 1
3" high. S6.50 postpaid

Members of the Museum are entitled to a lO"^
discount. Please send your check or money order

tke/Hi\seMi^kop
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
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moM's KeHaissoMce ring
JSth CenlHry Italian Deiisn

liim'i'iMii'^.vi

•no tiKh Atcnuc. ^.^. >6. N V
PIvote lend nw th« ' Rvnoiiionce" Ring »«l ^

Sfon», finovr me
a 0»ck Eixloud. Li ><«<< 'lEE Colof cord.

AddoiL

CATCH THEM ALIVE AND UNHURT!

Catches men!
Eisy to UM

!

I. it nr^tli. FitKK

HAVAHART, ISSTWslei Slrfpl, Ossi'nln|i. N. Y.

\\\e |iroilut-liun frum llir liard'Tttck niinr<

"( llir Molhrr l.»ile I'ame, liowfurr, (mm
iltr nitrtlirrly end tif iht* Lrnlr, brlwrrn

llir tuuii> (•( riyinutilh and Jai'liMtn. in

Aiiiadnr Counly. Cniiiitlrn^ nliafis lia\r

l><'rn Mink intu llir t:rral qiiuri/ \i-lii

frtiin line t-nd In llif ollirr since- llir Mari-

|iii*a tirani discmrry— for ihr nin-l pari,

llir niidrilakinps •( unr. Iwti. nr a small

$:r<ui|i III liuprdil minrrs. Kul llir inajnr

l>r»diu-liiin uf i:<dd has always brrn

limilrd In (rw nuire llian a ttciire o(

-irady •iprralinns.

In llir rarlirr days nf liard-rock min-

inp "II llir \liillirr Lode llirrr wrrr some
sperlariitar prtidiicrrs. snnir of llirni

lon;:-livrd. Tlir Kryslonr Minr in Ama-
dor Cimnly, (or rvamplr. Iir^an pold

prudiirlion in llir middir of llie nine-

trrnlli rcniury: in 1855. il was recorded

llial llie mine paid ils stockholders $550

per share per montli in dividends. There

were otlirr rich produier*. too. lull they

wrrr tlir rxrepiion rather tlian tlir t'om-

inonplare. .Ml told, the while ipiart/. nf

llir Mother I.nde has yirldrd perhaps a

i|iiurlrr nf a billion didlars in cold.

Tlir mineral suite of the Mother Lode

veins is nol a lurpe one. although aside

from |:nld. it includes several minerals

nf more than ordinary interest to the cnl-

liiinr. Oiitslandini: amonf: them is the

i iiiiil. ;;rrrii. iiiic ,i-likr mineral

\ r,,M|..,.||.- 111. ,,,|,,, ,.f which is

perhaps rrlaird to its niinute rnnlrnt o

the element chroniiiiin. It is foiiiul evlni

sively alnn;: llie southern pnrtinii nf tin

.Mnlhrr Lndr. Aiiothrr |iartiriilail\ ii

trrrstini: mineral is pri/.ite. a telhiiiilr i

iiold and silver (nund in some nf tl

mines at the nnrlhrrn end of the lull

One or two .Mother Lode mines have In

nislied specimens of such niiner»lo|:ir

gnndies as roluradoile. the Irlluridr .

merrury: ralavrrile. the ditelluridc i

gold, which lakes its name from a conn

of the Mother l.odr disirirl: and allmi

tlir Irlluridr id Irad. (Nimnionei mini'

als include galena, arsennpyriti'. sph.il

erilr. and Irtrahedrile. The latter i- i

cnmplev sulphide nf cnpprr. irnn. /im

silvrr. aiilimnny. and arsrnic. A spc.-i

mm nf any nf thrsc interesting mineral

from ihe Mollier Lode country is ceil;iiii

In remind its nwner nf the wealth and

rnmancr nf the gnhlen d:iv' gnnr- In

porch or gjrtJcn tabic ihal miII bring ihc diMant
\sorld to >ou 3v nolhing cl^c can. l^t\ lake a
tooW at Ihc bird that ha^^ )un1 alighted on that
pole 1000 feet a»a>. Prcvlo! You arc faced »ilh
a magnificent hawk. He appcar\ frightcningi>
ctovc. for he teems noM less than seven feet

from your vlartled e>cv. You see the hair-hkc
vtruclure of each feather, the minute detail of
the cycv. Is that a Moodchuck? Indeed it is. so
close he fairly crowds sour ficid of view and
you almost recoil from his nearness.

This list tlrlails the pliolngiapl.n. ailisi

or other sntiri f illtisiralinns. by paj;c

38 Sky Map allir

Henry M. Ntely

40.4S- Courtesy ol Gcorce
G. fisher Collection

46.S3-Kal Cutry.Llndahl

etcept SO SI -bottom.
AlilNH, liter Kal Cuiiy-

llndehl

S4.S6 lee Bollln

S8-62 Courtesy of

Cslllornia Stele Library

COVER -Richard M Poweis
4 Joseph Sedecca
1017 Ceoicc B Schiller

16-27 -Richard »> Pomers
2B-3S Niko Tinbergen

e»ccpt 32-John Haywood.
33 AMNH alter NIko

Tlnbergen. and 34-
G. I. Brockhuyson
36 Hubert C. Birnbaum
36-37 Helmut Wimmcc

vsildiifc, that our c>cv alone hu\e missed,
enely unaware of us. Does a llighl of hird

descend on yonder field? Questar ssill iliiu

right into their midst, but for them uc dd
cvist, being hundreds of feel distanl. No nni

but oursclscs is slanted, no bird takes Highl

no creature scurries at our footsteps.

Witti Qucslar ssc sil in the center of a circh

tvso miles in diameter, sshere no object appear
fartticr away Ihan ys feet with our power of lr>Ov

Lei us now enter a whole new world Iha
Qucslar opens up in ils role as long-distanc
microscope, a world that no one else lias cvc
seen. Let us sit in your garden and turn Oucsta
upon bud. leaf and blade of grass or mosses m
more than 8 feet distant. This lime wc arc ii

fairyland. Have you ever seen Ihe orchid. Iik.

flowers of plain crabgrass? The gorgeous buu
quel of Oueen Anne's lace at high powci
Things cscn 100 feet away arc uilhin am
reach, and as we focus down lo 8 feel (which

powe

indoors, but

Ahereser sou sit, the world is sours indeed
With Qucslar. Just settle down comfortably and
look around at sers distant things. Be prepared,
as wc are b> now, for Ihc most unexpected sur-

prises. With the nccdlc-sharpncss of Qucslar's

new kind of optics, we now have the power and
Ihe clarity to reach out and grasp, for our
delighted c>cs, a host of things we simply did

not realize were there. Thus in the most unlikely

landscapes we are apt to discover unsuspected

the lady bug, an ormorcd tank will

polka dots: Ihe bee. a fearsome beast. The licarf

of tiny flowers are huge caserns with
landscapes. You must see this with >o
eyes, this world, before sou quite IkI

How can wc wax so lyrical about our product'.

Why is It so dillcrcnt? Because ils sharpnc
power, detinilion is magnificent. 1'his is the i

strument lo clearly show you gnal and fly, bee
and wasp, at a quarter mile, and Ihe down <

children's sunlit faces at 3 city blocks. Of cuur
there is reason for such excellence. Kor
Queslar, you have not iusi a viewing or spoiling

'scope, no ordinary kind of spyglass, but com-
mand Ihc powers and exquisite clartly of a full-

si/e seven-foot astronomical telescope. In fact,

the owner of a Qucslar has indeed an electrically

driven observatory, complete to Ihc last circle,

clamp and slow motion of observatory insiru-

menls. Your Questar's twin is tn professional

use in great observatories, in schools, univer-

sities and research laboratories, as well as

branches of the Government and space agencies.

Qucslars still cost only SV95. Send for the

.12-pagc Qucstar booklet which tells (he story and
illusiratcs It with photographs taken by Qucstar
owners at tremendous niagni(ica(ions

QUESTAR
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AN INVITATION
... to Join a Select Group

of Travelers in an exciting

2 1 day Archeological Tour

ot Mexico and Central and

South America. Personally

Lcnducted by Dr. J. Alden

Mason, Curator Emeritus,

I he University Museum,

I n i versity of Pennsylvania,

and Editor of publications,

Brigham Young University

New World Archaeologi-

cal Foundation. Under the expert guidance of Dr. Mason,

a noted anthropologist long familiar with the area, you will

visit 14 famous archeological sites and museums in Peru,

Guatemala, and Mexico. Among the trip highlights: the

wonders of ancient Cuzco, Machu Picchu, Tikal, and

Chichen Itza, which stand today as eloquent testimony

to the unique and splendid civilizations that flourished

long ago under the Incas, and Mayas; modern Lima and

Mexico City, truly cosmopolitan and up-to-date centers

of Latin America reflecting the richness of Spanish heri-

tage and offering a wide variety of interests.

The tour departs, via Pan American and Panagra jets,

October 26 (you may leave from N.Y. or Miami) and

returns November 16. Complete arrangements will be

made by Lindblad Travel, Inc., 1 East 53 Street, N.Y.C.

The all-inclusive price of $1,345.00 from New York or

51,242.00 from Miami includes transportation, sightsee-

ing, first-class hotel accommodations, tips and most meals.

The size of this travel group must necessarily be limited.

To avoid disappointment, early reservations are advised.

Just fill in and mail the coupon below and a complete

itinerary, together with detailed information will be

rushed to you.

Dr. J. Alden Mason
Suite 801
1 East 53rd Street

New York 22, New York

Please send me full particulars and detailed itinerary

of your forthcoming Archaeological Tour.



wliere you can touch

the Bell that let

freedom ring-

independence National Histori-

cal Park covers only five Phila-

delphia city blocks. Its greatest

attraction, the Liberty Bell, is 36
inches high. But this small Bell is

the symbol of men's greatest

achievement — freedom.

Each year, more than a mil-

lion people touch it with awe, as

have kings, queens, world rulers,

presidents. Put your finger to it,

r-"^ The S,n9 Ink.tll,

ujcd al signing of

Occlmalion of

and feel the pulse of history. Lis-

ten to its story; read the.prophetic

words inscribed on it in 1752:

"Proclaim Liberty Throughout All

The Land, Unto All the Inhobi-

tants Thereof.
"

We almost lost our Bell. When
if cracked, it was put away, al-

most forgotten. Even Indepen-

dence Hall, our most hallowed

shrine, was neglected, offered

for sale. Buf wise men remem-

bered our herHage and worked
to preserve ii for future genera-

tions. They have taught us con-

servotion's lesson: that eoch new
generation must be trustee of our

historic and scenic treasures, and
preserve others, too, before they

are lost. For a nation needs pride

in its post to face its future with-

out fear.

There's much of our past in

the nearby countryside: Valley

Forge, Brandywine Creek and
Gettysburg Battlefields. There's

a living past, too, in the Pennsyl-

vania Dutch country, where the

"Plain People " keep customs

unchanged in centuries, includ-

ing a firm belief in the power of

individuals to work out their own
destinies.

Our Liberty Bell hos power,

too. And belief in thot power
seems to grow with each hand

that touches It, each mind it

fires with freedom, eoch heart

it stirs with pride.

^

FREE — Exc/usive — Rccrealionol Guide
and Vacation Planning Map of No
tional Parks-'Whal »o See, What (o

Do, How to Enjoy Your No'iono/
Parks" Includes points of unusual

scenic and hislonc inleresi, occommo
dalions, facililies and recreational ac

tivities. Write Sinclair lor your free

copy

FREE TOUR SERVICE -let Sincloi,

help plan your trip to Independence
Hall or other National Porks, or on/
where in the U. S , Canada, Mexico
Write Tour Bureau. Sinclair Oil BIdg ,

600 Fifth Ave . N. Y. 20, N Y.

WW9b

Anolhar In Sinclair's Conservation Series to foster appreclallc

\Sinclairi

A [,MAI liMtii \H nil

latlonal heritage
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PROMDl^R
He's many miles from the nearest General Motors jilant . . . but he's helping

to build a GM car, just as surely as the man in Flint putting a door handle on

a Chev")'. He works for a General Motors supplier, one of the 30.000 com-

panies which provide GM plants with everylliing from solenoids to soap,

light bulbs to landscaping, rubber to razor blades.

For parts, materials, supplies and service. General Motors paid out

$6,701,000,000 in 1962 . . . more than -/o cents of every Siiles dollar. GM
suppliers come in all types and sizes. Some are large and well known, but

about three-quarters employ fewer than 100 people. More than 90 i)er cent

have fewer Uian 500 employes. Of course, many that started small have

grown larger working with GM and other customers.

WTiat is asked of these good providers? Prompt delivery of needed products.

high quality and competitive prices. Suppliei-s who have filled that bill

have enjoyed a long and pleasant relationship. These suppliers, and their

Uious<\nds of employes, are an important part of the success of the GM team.

GEM'IUL MOTORS IS PEOPLE..
Miikin-i Better Tliiiiiis ForYoii

f
/



"best dressed"
(Sec page 226) The world's largest viobile

Yes! An Incredible Adventure

through Nature's Wonders

and Mysteries!

SEE-/N LAVISH OUTDOOR COLOR-
the unforgettable dramas, the fascinating

enigmas, the unbelievable life and death

struggles of the

By Marsion Bates,

World-Renowned Zoologist
and Naturalist

uS,i4f\'

^m^i^^M^ m-^
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fmLDS
'^ftATBS

*a*fe^J

HERE is the brand-new book
that Loren C. Eisely of the

University of Pennsylvania
called "the finest single-vol-
ume treatment of life and its

varied environmental worlds"
. . . a-volume that takes you on an
exciting journey through the
forests, the plains, the moun-
tains, the deserts, and the seas
in search of the wonderful, true
adventures in Nature's realm of
animals.

Wherever you open ANIMAL
WORLDS, the view is stunning

!

You learn about, yo%i see in ac-
tion, the elaborate "food iveb"
. . . animals whose very existence
depends on one another ... in-

sects and animals that use bril-

liant "camouflage systems" to
fool their enemies . . . mackerel
swimming at 30 miles per hour
— dolphins even faster . . . the
duck hawk reaching an almost
unbelievable 65 miles an hour!

ANIMAL WORLDS will in-

troduce you and your family to
a marvelous, incredible new
world; a new-dimensional world
of animal scent, sight, sound,
and touch. You'll discover this,

too. ANIMAL WORLDS is so

entertainingly written, so lav-

ishly and superbly illustrated,

you will enjoy it as thrilling ad-

venture at the very time you are

reading a truly important work
of natural science!

"Enlightening !" says John Vos-
burgh of The National Audubon So-
ciety Magazine. "Distinguished!"
writes Drake de Kay of Encyclo-
pedia Americana. "A plcaszire to

read!" testifies Austin Rand of the
Chicago Museum of Natural His-

tory. YOUR praise will be just as

enthusiastic as these authorities

when you see and read this big,

beautiful, authoritatively written
and brilliantly illustrated volume,
ANIMAL WORLDS.

SPECIAL PRE-CHRISTMAS

$2.05 SAVING and 2 WEEKS'

FREE-EXAMINATION OFFER-

ANIMAL WORLDS is ready for

shipment now. Reserve your copy

today - by returning the coupon

without delay - and not only will

you receive one of the hm.ted

First Edition copies, but you will

save $2.05 on the after-Christmas

price' You will also be given the

opportunity to examine your copy

of ANIMAL WORLDS free for

two full weeks!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

stud-Marston Bates ha
ied lite

eions of the hemisphere
wc dream about but few
of us will ever SCO. Dr.

Bates has written many
other books, among
them: The Forest and
the Sea and The Nature
of Natural History.

PARTfAL List of ^~""—-—.^^f
Fascinating Subjects Covered

Tropical Jungles:

&. apes; gaudy birds;
spiders; snakes; ant

Temperate Zone For-
ests; squirrels: griz-

system.

Island Life: how It

started. "Noah's Art

katoa Island blows up.

Ocean Depths: Plc-

shapc,^ in the deep -
little bodies, big

North Woods: living
ing with snow; ant-
lered animals; wea-

Open Seo: plankton;
squid; rays; sharks;
dolphins St whales.

Natural History in

ered earth: bad air;

city pets; 7.00s: unin-
vited guests; mosqui-
toes; the future.

Land-locked Water:

beavers, amphibians.

The Polar Circles:

suicides; penguins.

"Seas of Gross":
fllBhtless birds; big
cats; rhinos; floods

Mountains: cloud
lorests; the Rockies.

Kilimanjaro.

• 250 PHOTO-
GRAPHS

• 1 00 IN FULL
COLOR

Deserts: plants &
water shortages;
camels; lizards; scor-
pions; the saw-scaled
viper, deadliest of all.

Shore Life: schooling

scavengers; predatory

swamp life.

• 110,000 FASCI-
NATING WORDS

• COMPLETELY IN-
DEXED

TWO WEEKS' FREE EXAMINATION
j RANDOM HOUSE, Dept. N7-1130

I
457 Madison Ave.,

I New York, N. Y. 10022

I
WORLDS, the Incredible story of animal survival, illustrated

_ with 250 superb photographs noO in full color). I may examine
I this volume in my home FREE for two weeks. I may then return

I
the book to you and pay nothing, or I may keep it at the special
pre-Christmas price of only $12.95. (After December 31. 1963,

I price will go up to S15.00.) By reserving my copy now. in advance,
r save a full S2,05.

I
I I

Check here if you want to receive Limited Autographed

I
Collector's Edition. Only 250 copies, signed by author.
numbered, sumptuously bound, beautifully boxed. $25.00.

I
Payment must accompany reservation.

NAME

ADDRESS.

,

(Please Print)

I CITY . ZONE.... STATE
L_»Mi______.«..M.»__ N7-1

13^0_J
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ANNOUNCING an exciting innovation in guided art enjoyment

JL which enables you to look at priceless museum paintings in

our home. ..in the full size and beauty of the originals.

Jow, using superb new color slides that project pictures up to

en feet across, you and your family can view the world's

rt masterpieces as they were meant to be seen and appreciated.

You are invited to accept a Charter Subscription—at surprisingly low cost—to

The Color Slide Program
ofArt Erjjoyment
and to receive your first Color Slide Presentation "Impressionist Paintings" for free trial

[AVE YOU ever wondered why people who are

I otherwise well-informed often fail to de-

op a real understanding and enthusiasm for

r world's great art treasures? Perhaps it is

;ause a genuine appreciation of art has al-

ys had one limiting factor: the great amount
time and expense required to seek out famous
intings in collections all over the world and
view these masterpieces in the true colors
d full size of the originals.

If, due to this natural limitation, you and your
nily have had to rely upon small, scaled-down
productions for your acquaintance with fa-

)us paintings—with perhaps an occasional

rried visit to a museum—think what it would
ran to view these cherished works in your own
me in the exact size of the originals. For
imple, even a small Van Eyck panel may
rasuie almost two feet across; Monet's
/omen in the Garden" is fully 8 feet high,

d just a single detail from a fresco by Michel-
gelo reaches 10 feet in height. Imagine seeing
7h pictures without loss of size or color fidel-

right from your living room chair!

This extraordinary experi-
ence can now be yours —
through a series of remark-
able color sh"des offered to
members of the new
McGraw-Hill Color Slide
Program of Art Enjoyment.
There has never been any-
thing like it for people who
want to enhance their un-
derstanding and enjoyment
of great art.

Your first set of color slides:

24 great Impressionist Paintings

you accept our free demonstration offer, you
II receive 24 color slides of magnificent Im-
essionist Paintings packaged in a unique and
citing album. The beautiful double-hinged
vers open up wide to reveal your 24 slides
atly and visibly filed for easy selection. Bound
o the center of this elaborate album is a com-
ne art book with a guide to each of the slide
:tures. as well as an authoritative, illustrated
rvey of the whole wonderful era of Impres-
mist Painting by Albert Chatelet, Director
France's renowned Lille Museum.
With your family or a few appreciative
ends, you will enjoy a private showing of an
traordinary collection of canvases. You will
ze in astonishment as the full splendor of
anet's daring "Luncheon on the Grass" ap-
ars on your own wall in its entire nine-foot
igth, just as you would see it at the Louvre.
>u will bask in the warm colors of Renoir's
eated Bather", fully four feet high. You will
rill to world-renowned paintings by Degas,
issatt. Pissarro. Monet and others—each in
e full size of the original-each unbelievably
le in color, brush stroke and detail.

authorities. (The slide-and-commentary method
of instruction is itself widely used in leading
museums and universities.)

Try your first Color Slide Album 10 days free

Send no money now; we will ship your Color
Slide Album of Impressionist Paintings, com-
plete with a handy slide previewer, and enroll
you as a trial subscriber. If you are thrilled with
the trial and want to continue with the Pro-
gram, send the special subscriber's price of only
$7.95, plus a few cents shipping cost, as payment
for your first album. Thereafter you will be
offered a new album (with 24 slides and ac-
companying text) every two or three months
at the same low price. If you are not delighted,
however, you may return everything within 10
days; your subscription will be cancelled, with-
out further obligation. Mail coupon to Color
Slide Program of Art Enjoyment. Dcpt.
NH-1063, 330 W. 42 St., New York 36, N. Y.

IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A PROJECTOR
Here's an unusual opporlu

limited supply i

"^

An art collection in a few inches of space

If you decide to keep your first Color Slide

Album, and to subscribe to the remainder of the
series which will be issued at two or three
month intervals, you can look forward to a
succession of rare riches indeed. Scheduled
soon is the Color Slide Album of Dutch Pamt-
ings, among whose many glories you will find

Rembrandt's celebrated "Aristotle Contem-
plating the Bust of Homer;" and the Color
Slide Album of Italian Paintings, with famous
works by Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci,
Raphael, and others. More albums are planned,
covering the leading periods of painting. You
will be free to take only those albums you wish.

SpecN lists n f ne art photography trav-
elled 1 lewc rid verto nhta n these 35mm
(2x2) color slid es. ThE y se t a new stand-
ard o: brill ance , dept 1 ar d faithfulness
to the origi nal -- revea mK each painting
as no printed r^ produ :tior can do. They
are Cc pabh ot almos lim itless enlarge-
ment and c an b e used in c ny home slide
projec lor. 1 vol. do nc I ovvn a projector.
you m ay obtain one at a V ry low cost as
a subscriber. See special offer.

The least you might expect to pay for a set of
24 slides of comparable quality-if the subjects
were available at your favorite museum of art—
is $15.00 to $18.00. Yet as a subscriber to this
new Program, you pay only $7.95 for each al-
bum of 24 slides including a handsomely illus-

trated art book with commentary by outstanding

McGraw-Hill Color Slide Program
of Art Enjoyment, Dept. NH-1063

330 West 42nd St., New York 36. N. Y.

Please enter my trial subscription and send me
the Color Slide Album of Impressionist Painf-
ings (includine 24 color slides and illustrated

48-page art book). Bill me at the special
Charter Subscriber's price of only $7.95. plus
a few cents shipping. You will send me a new
Color Slide Presentation Album every two or
three months, at the same low price. I am not
obligated to lake any minimum number, and 1

may stop whenever I wish.

If I am not delighted with my first shipment.
I may return everything within 10 days and
you will cancel my subscription.

Name

Address

City&
Zone State

Ciieck here if you prefer to send $7.95 now. In
which case ive wlN pay shipping. Same ID-day
return privilege, refund guaranteed.

Check licro if you wish the Minolta Mini 35 Pro-
jector included: remit S14.95 with this coupon
for projector. Money refunded if not delighted.

IB
NH-1



A WEAITH OF INFORMATION
fOR ENTHJSI-VST ANO E'-EST-

0^ study

*of Bird

Song

V ARMSTRONG

Dr. Armstrong's exceptional
knowledge of birds and his

practical experience with all

forms of their behavior enable
him to interpret their song as

one aspect of a delicately inte-

grated behavior complex. The
result is a work of wide range
which takes full account of bird

behavior patterns and adapta-

tions. Thirty-seven drawings
and sixteen pages of photo-
graphs enrich the text. $10.50

The

Oxford Book

of Garden

Flowers

By B. E. NICHOISON, M. WAl-
IIS. E. B. ANDERSON, A. P. BAl-

FOUR, M. FISH AND V. FINNIS.

More than 500 subjects are de-

scribed and magnificently por-

trayed in this companion vol-

ume to The Oxford Book of

Wild Rowers. Almost all are

common to the United States

as well as to Britain. Arrange-

ment is seasonal, beginning
with winter flowering shrubs
and early bulbs. Sections on
annuals, rock plants, bulbs,
shrubs, herbaceous plants,

roses, berrying plants and per-

ennials follow, with pictures
showing which flowers open to-

gether and require similar

treatment. Even the most hard-

ened expert will find something
new here, tor the authors are

all specialists in their Tields:

the amateur gardener will

appreciate discussions of grow-

ing conditions, soils, and spe-

cial kinds of gardens. 96 full-

color plates. $8.00

At your bookseller, or order from

Oxford University Press

417 Fillli Avenue. New York 10016

Reviews
Oceans, niOLintains, islands

maps, men, and histon

By Bruce C. Heezei

Standard Encyclotedia of the
World's Mou.ntains and Standard En-

CVl LOfKDIA or the WoHI.D'.'i Ol CANS AND
Islands, boih rdilcd by .•Vnllmny Hu.xlcy.

GJ'. Putnam & Sons, $10.95 each ; 383

pp. each, illus. Seas, Mai's, and Men,
cdili-d by C. E. R. Deacon. Uoubleday &
Co., $9.95; 297 pp., illui.

THESE tliffc handsonif volumes were

priiduci-d in llir Unllvd Kingdom and

primed in Europe. Each is profusely il-

luslraled with boili rolor and lilack-and-

white photographs, and in the case of

Seas, Maps, and .Men willi reproductions

of ancient prints, colored maps, profiles,

and nautical charts.

Each of the two volumes of the Stand-

ard Encyclopedia edited by Huxley con-

tains over three hundred well-written,

absorbing articles on mountains, islands,

and seas. The Standard Encyclopedia of

the If'orld's Mountains is introduced by

an essay dealing with mountain forma-

tion, the history of mountaineering, and

mountaineers. In the body of the ency-

clopedia, historical, cultural, and moun-

taineering aspects of the subject are

treated in a popular style. Emphasis is

placed on who scaled the mountains first

and on the historical importance of moun-

tain barriers or passes in terms of politi-

cal history. Physical characteristics are

not ignored and the geology of the moun-

tains is frequently discussed, particu-

larly in connection with the volcanic

peaks. The selection of the mountains

treated in the encyclopedia is reasonably

representative of the highest peaks of the

world, but the selection of lower peaks is

biased toward Europe and North Amer-

ica. Only two mountains arc included

from Antarctica. A gazetteer containing

brief statements on mountains not con-

sidered important enough to deserve a

full article is contained in a twenty-nine

page glossary. Although in several in-

stances incorrect elevations arc given

(Everest, McKinleyl. other statements

seem to be reasonably accurate.

The Standard Encyclopedia of the

ITorld^s Oceans and Islands, also edited

by Huxley, includes material by thirty-

one contributors, is laid out in a similar

form. and deals with various islands, seas,

banks, straits, and peninsulas. Although

largely directed toward ciillurni an

historical aspects of the urcus. it ah
carries a few articles on their pliy^ioi

structures, as those of the Gulf Siuai

and Gulf Stream countercurreiil. tl

Tonga-Kcrmadec Trench, the MidA
lantic Kidge. and a few other fealiiK'

The book is well written and can 1

cither read for pleasure or used a-

rcference work.

The maps in the two books are rathi

perfunctory, and simply show the ge

eral location with respect to a geni-ro

izcd shoreline of the various fealiin

described in the encyclopedia. .As inili

maps they are barely passable. Eaili i

the maps is overprinted with an ideiitici

rectangular locator grid, placed wiihoi

regard to projection, latitude, or long

tude, and one map on a polar projenii

has a rectangular grid. In fact, the nia|

have no geographical co-ordinali-- i

scale and ••how no details except fi

some generalized relief in the case of il

mountains and some generalized balli

metry in the case of the oceans, it

therefore absolutely imperative to lia-

at hand a good atlas when one n-ai

these books. The inclusion of delaih

maps, however desirable, would lia>

greatly increased the expense and -i/.e •

the volumes, and perhaps the editors ca

be given credit for good judgment in m
attempting to make these into atlasis.

It is also regrettable that the populi

production style did not allow tin- ii

elusion of any bibliographic materia

No sources are cited and no hints at

given as to where one might further pu

sue a given subject. Oreans and Islam

might at least have contained a refi-renc

to the Coast Pilots and .Sailing Dire

lions published by the various hydn
graphic olTices of the world. In rrpar

to The World's Mountains, a handy re

crencc is also larking and il would hav

been indeed a contribution if the cdil

had included hints on source mati-i

where one could dig deeper. The cnic

reproductions are generally poor.

Seas, Maps, and Men is a large, ham
some volume that deals with the lii-lor

of sea exploration. Originally publishc

in England under the title Oceans,

written in a popular style by a group (

leading British scientists and historian



An Extraordinary Offer from the

NATURAL SCIENCE BOOK CLUB
A S25.00 VALUE

YOURS $095
FOR ONLY ^H

VS^ITH MEMBERSHIP
THIS MAGNIFICENT 4-VOLUIVIE BOXED SET

THE ILLUSTRATED

LIBRARY OF THE

NATURAL

SCIENCES
Published at $25—

ider the sponsorship of The American Museum of Natural History

• over one million words

• over 3/000 illustrations

• more than 3,000 pages

• 165 distinguished contributors

ould you like to receive—for only $2.95—the beautiful four-volume set
ustrated above? We should like to send it to you as a demonstration of the
nefits of membership in the Natural Science Book Club. Membership in

e Club will bring you and your family the most authoritative, most genu-
;ly exciting books on nature and science. Here is your chance to own—at

bstantial savings—important works on astronomy, zoology, anthropology,
eteorology, and other endlessly fascinating areas of the natural sciences.

To join now and receive your set of The Illustrated Library of the Natural
iences, simply choose the volume you want as your first Selection from
ose described below. As a member you need purchase only 3 additional
lections at reduced Member's Prices during the next 12 months. You will

io receive a valuable free bonus book after every fourth purchase.

CHOOSE YOUR FIRST SELECTION FROM AMONG THESE
6 IMPORTANT BOOKS

E BOOK OF BIRD LIFE by Arthur A. Allen EVERYMAN'S ARK by Solly Potrick Johnson
w revised edition of ttie modern classic. Extraordinary and moving irue stories of
I illustrations, 52 in full color. man's love for animals.

!T Price S9.75 Member's Price $6.95 List Price $5.95 Member's Price $4.95

'LORING THE SECRETS OF THE SEA by Wil-
n J. Cfomie Intriguing story of teeming A PLANET CALLED EARTH by George Gamow
; in the great seas, of expeditions on and Illustrated history of eartli from core and
der tile surface. ocean floor to surface and atmosphere.

rr Price $5.95 Member's Price $4.95 List Price $4.95 Member's Price $3.95

ENTIFIC AMERICAN BOOK OF PROJECTS
R THE AMATEUR SCIENTIST by C. I. Stong PICTORIALASTRONOMY.byAller.CleminshawS
w to build inexpensive equipment for ex- Phillips Up-to-date new edition covering the
iments in 11 fields of science. Illustrated, full word-and-picture story of astronomy,
rr Price $5.95 Member's Price $4.95 List Price $6.95 Member's Price $5.50

THE NATURAL SCIENCE BOOK CLUB, 59 Fourth Avenue, New York 10003

Please enroll me as a member and send, for only $2.95, THE ILLUSTRATED
LIBRARY OF THE NATURAL SCIENCES, along with my first Selection at the
reduced Member's Price. My only obligation is to take 3 more Selections during
the next 12 months; I will receive a free Bonus Book after each fourth purchase.

Additional Selection Desired-

Name

Address

City



BIGGER liFE
ENlAlfiEMENTS

From the WORLD'S SMALLEST 35

/e^^i^>icL^

The ultra-compact. 5 ounce TESSINA fits

conveniently in your pocket or handbag
without a bulge, always ready to shoot—
anytime, anywhere.

Smaller than a pack of cigarettes or any 16mni

camera • Lar^e neealive permits blowups to

20 X 24" and beyond • Color slides can be

returned in standard 2x2 mounts • Automatic

film transport lor fast sequences without rewind-

inj • Speeds from 1/2—1/500 second and B
with MfX synchronization • Needle sharp TESSI-

NON 25mm 1/2.8 lens slops down to 1/22. focuses

down to 9' • Choice of Finders: Waistlevel. eye-

level, field lens, magnifier, or prism tinder • Use
any 3Smm lilm projector and enlar^er • Swiss

jewelled mechanism unconditionally guaranteed
for utmost precision.

(© karl heitz

Please write for TESSINA color catalog NHT-10

6

It is prnfuscly illustrated in butli black

.mil wliilr and culur. Tlif I'lnit tuu brief,

Init inlrrrslin^. cliaplrr by geopbysicist

T. K. Ciiskrll reviews ilirorie* »( ocean

basin ((irnialiun. Edward Slmiklrlon

"pcnds about l»enty-fi\c per rent of tbe

book dcscribint; lite expedition^ and lives

of vi\ fanuiii^ (;ett;:r.iptiii-iil explorers

(Pylbeas. .Magellan. Cook. Koss, Nan-

sen, and ibe rrew of tbe .Vou/i/im).

Tbc ibird cbapler. "Life in tbe Sea,"

is by biologist .Maurice Burton und com-

prises anotber twenty-five per cent of tbe

book. It is an odmirably written popular

suniinury of plankton, fisbes. und tbe

bistory of marine biology fr<ini tbe nine-

Icenib century to the present.

Another quarter o( tbe book is by N.C.

FIcmtning und is concerned with the ex-

ploration of sunken wrecks, submerged
cities, ond other concerns of submarine

archeology. I founil it tbc most interest-

ing und pcrliaps best-written cbapter.

The final chapter, ".New .\ttack on tbe

Sea." treats various a.specis of oceanog-

raphy. The fimt section by G. E. R. Dea-

con traces the developmi-nt of phyxical

oceanography from the mid-nineteenth

lentury to tbc present. "The Floor of the

Sea." by Dr. .-\. S. I.aughton is a fine sum-

mary of geological oceanography. Dr. J.

C. Swallow, a man who bas done some
of tbe most important work on deep-sea

currents, contributes a short scctiiui on

ocean currents, and Professor K. F. Bow-
den gives some brief remarks on the

tides. Dr. C. A. M. King presents an in-

teresting review of "Tbe Edge of tbe

Sea," and Ronald I. Currie discusses

praciicol and commercial uses of ocean-

ography, including tidal power projects.

The book is concluded with an appen-

dix of "Facts -About the Sea." which in-

cludes much useful information, maps,

and diagrams. For some inexplicable

reason, an appended list of occano-

graphic expeditions ends with an expedi-

tion that was made in 19.3.1.

In contrast to the two volumes of the

SlnndarA Encyclopedia discussed above,

this hook makes for a spectacular but

largely unsuccessful attempt at provid-

ing adequate illustrative maps. It con-

tains twenty-four specially constructed

"shadow-relief maps" that purport to

show the ocean floor in relief. One iden-

tical base map of the world is produced

eight times with a variety of dazzling

colors overprinted to depict bottom de-

posits, productivity 7X)nc9. routes of ma-
jor expeditions, and so on. On most of

the maps the lettering is too small to

read. But a more serious objection is that

in only one or two notable instances did

tbe prcparators take the trouble to ob-

tain reliable contours. The excellent map
of tbc Bay of Biscay shown on page 197

is a notable exception. The poorly exe-

cuted contour? and the dazj^ling colors

obscure tbe distribution that the maps
arc intended to illustrate. The technique,

bowe\er. is basically a good one. and i

belter contours were olitained ami pn
hups more subtle coloring were uscil. ih

result could be excellent, as is ilcnl

shown by a few <d tbe maps. Dr-iii

the»e latter inadequacies. I can re. .'n

mend the book highly to tbe inin-sp.. i.il

isi. I think these three popular aili-iiipt

are well above the level of normal popi

lari/.ation. In each case, experts in ili

area have been consulted— not -nil

ciently, in tbe case of llie maps, but -<il

some attempt was made. The ehaplci-

Sras, Mfips, and Mm bear the uuiIm

ship of respected authorities, and lli

encyclopedia volumes have been •

fully compiled and care token to ii

accuracy, if not completeness. Noi

the books makes any pretense at exli.iii-

tive treatment. The encyclopedia-

course. utleni|>t to include some remark

on all the more important feature

their subject matter: however no alii iTip

is made to treot each in a sy«leninli

manner, which would have led to a ilrie

less entertaining style. The proilii. er

and authors of these books are to be

mendi-d for producing very satisfai lor

popular works that will he useful iiio

entertaining for some years to con

An Asshlani Proffssor of Grolofi\ a

Columbia Vnivrrsity and a flaff mrmhr

of LamonI Geological Olmrrvatoty. I)t

llrizrn sfirriilliz'S in ilrni-sra grnloi-y

TlIK .St.mk Pmiks. hv Iricman Tilder

Alfred A. Knopf. $S'.SO: 49ft pp.. illm

Tlir. National Park Service, with ~ui

port from Jackson Hole Presirv

Inc.. and Resources for the Future. Inc

commissioned Freeman Tilden to writ

an up-to-date, authoritative account o

the state parks, which could serve a-
"

guide in state planning and develop

ment. in the establishment of upprupri

ate policies and practices, und in lli'

winning of public support." No up

praisal of future needs or dangers wa

included in this commission as outline

in a foreword by Conrad I.. \\ irih

Director of tbc National Park Service

The book has three major seclions

The first is a review of the dcvelopnii-n

of policy and. to a lesser extent, of iln

growth of the stale park systems sine

the slates joined with the Nati<inal I'url

Service in 1921 lo create the qu.isi

ofTicial National Conference on .Sl.iti

Parks. This section, by far the most vita

and pertinent, is contained in 42 page

while the bulk of the volume is dcv.iic

to short accounts of 74 state parks

beaches, and monuments in 41 stale!

"thumbnail sketches" of 111 other prop

erties. The third section, appendixes /

and Ii. consists of a brief descriptio

the slill-cmhryonic park programs it

Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, Delaware



Hawaii. Kansas. Utah, and Wyoming and

a statistical summary of the number of

areas and total acreage administered as

state parks and related properties by

each of the fifty states.

The purposes of state parks are re-

duced to three: preservation of natural

landscapes, access to water areas or

wooded recreation tracts, and preserva-

tion of historic sites. The parks are con-

sidered to be intended primarily for the

people of the state, but are available

also to visitors from other states with-

out bias. (This last consideration, by the

way, is a subject of deep concern to

many park administrators. Certain

parks, located near urban centers of an-

other state, are used overwhelmingly by

out-of-state visitors.)

The hodgepodge of administration

from state to state is introduced, but not

in a comprehensive presentation. Admin-

istrative problems, too. are slighted, ex-

cept for mention of the need for a merit

system of appointments, rather than the

political game of musical chairs char-

acteristic of most park systems, so that

more career personnel can be attracted

into park administration and manage-

ment. This section could have been ex-

panded to emphasize this worthy argu-

ment and to reveal the appallingly low

salary scales of many park systems.

The sketches of the various state prop-

erties, including such famous areas as

Adirondack Forest Preserve, N.Y. ; Fran-

conia Notch State Park, N.H. ; Valley

Forge State Park, Pa.; Highlands Ham-
mock State Park, Fla. ; Indiana Dunes

State Park; Itasca State Park. Minn.;

and Humboldt Piedwoods State Park,

Calif., will give the armchair traveler

several hours of absorbing reading, for

Mr. Tilden has a tremendous ability to

convey his enthusiasm for such interest-

ing areas to his readers. It is regrettable

that the author did not mention the out-

standing series of publications issued by

various states explaining the geology of

their parks and permitting the visitor to

identify the plants and animals com-

monly seen on the properties.

A further disappointment is the omis-

sion of the case histories of the flagrant

abuse of parks in several states. For ex-

ample, the author might have mentioned

the desecration of Little Mountain. Oak
Mountain, Valley Creek, and Bladen

Springs State Parks in Alabama by lum-

bering; he might have discussed the pe-

culiar policies that allowed New Jersey

to sell a small state park outright (a

move later rescinded ) . or that allowed

another park to be invaded by a utility

right of way without a public hearing.

Still another case was the state that re-

fused to permit a scientific study of vege-

tation-management practices to be made
on abandoned farmland within a park

because the study might have interfered

with natural processes, but subsequently
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17 and 21 day tours— all oipt^nscs jn-

cludinR 21 day economy jc( excursion

fare for as low as 5M9* from N.V.

Again Air-India proves that you
don't have to amass a maharajah's
treasure to travel like one!

This incredibly low-priced 17-day
Maharajah Holiday takes you to

London and Paris for two days
each, and 11 days exploring Spain's

beautiful cities and countryside.

The 21-day Holiday adds the en-

chantments of Morocco, its fabled

cities and oases, for the all-inclusive

price of S749*.

Then there's the glamour of fly-

ing Air-India, for over 30 years the

choice of discriminating travelers.

Avoid the rush—see your travel

agent now. Or mail the coupon for a

colorful complete brochure includ-

ing day-by-day itineraries.

•All m«Is in Spain and Morocco: Continental
tvcakfoftt in London and Pari^. Based on 21-day
jcl economy cicunjon fare.

AIR-INDIA
410 P.rk Avenue. New York 22. N.Y.
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your Maharajah Holiday in Spain.
1 miffht even be Morocco-bound.
Send me Free brochure, por favor.
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Ictrlril a similar arra lo permit tlir in-

-lallaliun u( an air«lrip (or private

|ilanc«. There i* uImi only passint: refer-

• ni-e I<> llie recurrini: ami almii>l irresis-

tilile tlireal to park lands by superhicli-

»ays. iiiiliiy lines and pipes, niiernwa«e

iMwer insiallaliuns, and similar cri'ss-

I'lunlry systems. Park lands, already in

I'liblic uwnersliip and laekinc costly de-

vrlupmenis, afford cheap riRhls of way,

lud avoid costly condemnation proceed-

iiiRs and the ill will of displaced families

.iiui biisinessrs. Tt»o often, rtiad desi|;n

md construction on lands near a park

-ire in such an advanced siai:e when
ii):lit of way lliroui:li llie park is re-

i|ues|e<l llial administrators are forced

Milo a position in wliicli refusal is vir-

iiially impossible. .And the procrani may
develop so rapidly that llie citizens who
would Avers and perhaps block such en-

croachment learn about it only after the

trees have been felled and the graders

arc at work. Such was the case with

Ohio's Georpe R.igers Clark Stale Park.

Freeman Tilden bus written an excel-

lent guide to several of our outstanding

slate parks. Had bis book been intended

a" a companion volume for bis books on

national parks and monuments, I could

endorse it wilbout reservation. However,

ihc subtitle "Their Meaning in .Ameri-

con Life," and .\lr. Wirlb's descripliim

of llie penetrating analysis that was in-

tended, make such an endorsement im-

possible. As a travelogue, it will be a

valuable and pleasurable addition to

one's librar)'. As an anolysis of today's

strategic position of slate porks—between

a mediocre past and a challenging future

-the book leaves much lo be desired.

Jack McCormick

.•\mmal Species and Evolution, by

Ernst Moyr. Harvard University Press,

$11.95; 797 pp.

EiiNST Mayr came to ihe American

Museum in 1931 lo study the huge

collections of birds sent in by the Whit-

ney South Seo Expedition. To say ibot

be made the mosi of his opportunities

would be an iinder-Ialement. One out-

standing result of bis labors was the

vidumc Systenialics and ihe Origin of

Species, which became a clossic in the

lield of modem evolutionary studies.

Twenty years passed. Curator Moyr
became Professor Mayr, and we have

before us what began as a revision of the

earlier book but became greatly ex-

panded, more comprehensive, and essen-

tially a new work. Gencticol aspects of

species are treated in much greater de-

tail, but always against a background of

how species evolved in the past and bow

they are interacting and changing in the

present. Although crammed with facts

and usually with two or ihrce references

to the scientific literature on every page,

the careful organization and numerous

subheadings of ibis reference work keep

il from being confusing or overpoweriiij;.

Never a man lo sbtiiik from expn--

ing an opinion, Mayr somelimes iii.iki

things seem more delinite and po-iii\

than they are. This is useful in ^lon

(piurlers, but whether it is really in kr.
|

ing willi the tentative, statistical, and

even groping, intellectual elimale of our

times is another question.

The sjiecies is one of lite "fundniiieii-

lal particles" of biobigy— v«illt some oli,

vious ebaraeterisiics, and with otluis

that are more 'ubile. All biobi^l'-is

sbiudd read this book, and il may ,iKo

be recommended lo anyone who wi~lies

to kee|i abreast of ihe main currenis of

scientific ibought.

Dkan .Amado.n

TllK EXI'I.OIIATKIN DiMlllS 1)1 11. M.

StaM.KY, edited by Iticbard Stanley and

Alan .Neome. I'angiiunl Press, $0.(1(1;

208 pp.

TIMS fascinating book consists of tbo

liilberlo unpublished, and only re-

cently discovered, exploration diaries of

.Africa's most famous— perhaps infamous

is belter-explorer. There is little editing

or editorial comment, but in the preface

the editors provide an excellent back-

ground to the diaries. However, the pub-

lishers could have helped by being iiioro

generous with maps to help the ri'ader

follow Stanley's tortuous journey.

The diories themselves concern .Stan-

ley's second African Expedition, rather

than the first, which was designed lo

discover a somewhat reluctani Living-

stone. This second time .Stanley set out

primarily lo solve the riddles that had

long been plaguing geographers; just

where lay the sources of the Nile and of

the Congo? Stanley bad an additional

personal interest; did the great north-

flowing Lualaba Iliver flow inln the

Congo or did il even turn westward and

become the Congo?
One of ibe exciting things about lliese

diaries is that they present a factual rec-

ord of some of the most profound discov-

eries of our time. It is bard to realize

that it was less than ninety years ago

that Stanley mistook Luke Edward for

Lake Albert and also charted the shores

of Lake Tanganyika.

The editors point out that in these

diaries .Stanley is often too tired or too

sick lo posture, but every now and then

the idea crossed his mind that only bis

diaries might survive. Then we gel a full

broadside of bis familiar bombast. It is

revealing lo read both account". In bis

diaries Stanley is exposed as a ruthless,

egocentric, but extraordinarily perlina-

cious. individual. He was also an incred-

ible bore, and it is certainly nol his

writings that fascinate the reader, but

the man himself and his general indif-

ference to anything except the compic-
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tion of his appointed task. If we compare
the diaries with his best-selling book.

Through the Dark Continent, we see an-

other side of Stanley—a bland disregard

for the truth when it suits him. In

Through the Dark Continent Stanley

continually offers "extracts" from his

diaries, and a cursory cross-check shows

the extracts to be contrived, distorted,

gaudily elaborated, or totally invented.

Other aspects are no less unsavory.

Shorn of the excuses that adorn his pub-

lished works, Stanley's employment of

the greatest slave trader in the whole of

Africa leaves one somewhat aghast, par-

ticularly in relation to his periodic de-

scriptions of the liorrors of slavery. But
this is nothing compared with the intol-

erance and inhumanity that creep unwit-

tingly onto almost every page. Not only

do the "savages" come under fire (al-

though Stanley openly scorns them as a

worthless, thievish lot), but his Euro-

pean companions are equally considered

as mere expedition fodder: "The Euro-

peans are well, but are of little use to

me as they are frequently sick. . .

.'" None
of Stanley's European companions was
destined to survive.

At times Stanley's brash intolerance

smacks of musical comedy: "Captured a

man today who repaid us with lies." "To-
day I thought I would try to pass the

day without fighting . .
." but he didn't.

Equally amusing is his innocent surprise

at not getting a friendly reception, al-

though he had conscientiously attacked,

destroyed, and pillaged wherever natives

were "insolent," or would not give him
the food and shelter he wanted—and had
time and again demonstrated his friend-

ship and support of Arab slave traders.

Less amusing is the man's immense
and utterly callous brutality. One group
of harassed Africans who refused to

supply Stanley with food were person-

ally greeted with a Winchester repeating

rifle. "Six shots and four deaths were
sufficient to quiet the mocking. . . . We
captured three canoes, some fish and
nets. etc.. as spoil."

The best that one can say about Stan-

ley, after reading these diaries, is what
the editors say—that he was possessed of

a "fervid will to conquer and achieve."

His methods and motives as seen in his

own words somewhat diminish that

praise, and although nothing can reduce

the importance of his discoveries, it is

as well to point out that throughout that

part of the Congo where Stanley hacked
his way through the forest, he also

hacked his way through the people—and
the only people to remember him kindly

are the descendants of the Arab slave

traders. To the rest, even today, he is a

savage, a bringer-of-war.

The why's and wherefore's of H. M.
Stanley will probably never be known,
but this publication of a portion of his

diaries and logbooks reveals that the ad-
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iilurer-explor«r'jouroilii>l had an ex-

• rllfnl $«n«c uf what the publir will pay

lor, lli^ Irnai-ily lu gi\r il In llirin in llic

(are uf t-un>iderablr <><lil> (many u( liis

own makinj;), ami a oharaclrr p<-rliap»

mure arrugaiil, inliuinan, and iiilulcranl

llidn aiiyiine eUe ul liis lime.

Colin M. Tirnbill

I HE Valley, by Lorus and Margery
Milne. Harper it Rou. $4.50: 175 pp..

illus.

'piiilj! i« a sliglil bwik— *li(:bl in si»c.

I cnnlenl. and sipnifu-ance. The Milnes

<i<-cribe llie \alley in wliioli tliey liave

lived (ur u number ul year-. Il lakes Mime
diiinc lo lind mil jii-l wlieri' llii- valley

!!«. allliougli the aiilhiir> conlen.. lo living

somewhere in norlhern New England,

and llie maps ihal enclose llie hunk iiidi-

• ale a loraliun on some lidal esluary.

In writing a hook of this sort, which

IMirpurts to describe the (annu and flora

and general eculogy uf a specific area,

much is Inst by nn| naming the place.

The Milnes >iurt with the sun as ihc

nrigin <>( all energy, and describe how
this energy i> applied to llieir particular

tucality. The descriptiun is larded with

hinlugical and hislnrical fact» lu give il

a bit uf weight, but at least a few of

these arc likely lo be conleslcd. For ex-

ample, was it the hunter who eliminated

ihe cougar, as the Milnes «lale, ur wai> it

the general advance of eiviliuliun?

This sugge-ls the impact of man nn

llie natural world, and the Milnes do not

get around to this subject until the end
of iheir honk, allhuugh they ~liuuld have

tackled it at the beginning.

Then there is lliis, ahuul the impact

uf man and his culling ul limber:

"These changes in the wnudlaiids help

make us safe fruin bears and uther wild

animals while wandering in diirkiie>> in

our valley. .No bear or cougar or timber

wolf is likely lo surprise us."

This is not jnsi precious writing. It's

downright silly.

PiETEB Fosnimcii

Nati'iie .\nmiT, by James Fraser. Du-

lour Etliiwiis. $8.95: 178 pp., illus.

T 1111(1. has hceii a great interest in the

sea and its inhabitanls in recent

years, hut many of llie bunks dealing

with this realm have appeared to he

merely opportunistic. It is refrcliing

lo hnd that .\nlure .lilrill evokes a pnsi-

live rather than a negative comment.
Eraser's unpretentious Irealmeni of

marine plankton — the sinull. weakly
.swimming animals and nun-swimming
plants— is entertaining and accurate writ-

ing, coupled with a good number of illus-

Iralions. Il is by no means a "picture

book." for the te\i carries ii-cK admir-

ably, but the excellent hlack-aiid-while

photographs and line ilrauings ha\

lieen chosen with cure. I'nforlunalely. a

lew of the color photographs have

been reproduced well.

Ily his own admission, Eraser has

tried In compile an identiriealion hand-

huuk, hut has attempted tu present u ge

eral account uf the organisms thai cm
pri>e planklnn. jellyhsh. prulo/oans. dia-

innis. and the myriad larval forms.

The hunk's basic (oiindation is lal<i

the lirsl two chapters : a historical

count and resume of the inaleriuls and
methods ulili/ed in the study of tin

organisms. There fnllnws a synopsis nf

the various laxnnninic grniips eiicn

lered in planktnnic studies and a cnii-

sideralinn ul the inlerrelaliniiships

amiing the members uf the cuniniiinilv.

riie anlhnr cnncludes willi chapleis on

the behaviur nf planklunic plants and
animuls and an i-valuatinn nf the sea a- a

pnssible source for agricultural e\p

sion. The index appears In be iisefiil. Iiiil

the absence uf even a sliiirt list uf refer-

ence wurks fur un interested readei

iinfurtiinatc. .Ml in all—and in spile nf

the snniewhal high price— this can In

recommended us a fine sourcebook for

llie many ipiesiinns thai might arise

the mind uf the curious non-scientist.

Mkheuitii K. Jiinu
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Announcing one of the most beautiful

bird bool<s ever published!

BIRDS
OF
WISCONSIN
By Owen J. Groinme

Birds of Wisconsin, by renowned nature-artist, Owen J. Gromme, of the

Milwaukee Public Museum, presents in 105 breathtaking full-color paint-

ings 328 species of land and water birds — all the birds known to Wiscon-

sin now or in the recent past.

But the appeal of this handsome book is not limited to residents of the

upper Middle West. Wisconsin lies on one of the great continental flyways,

and its varied terrain and abundance of lakes and streams attract a wide

variety of birds. Seldom, if ever, have so many familiar and well-loved spe-

cies been captured in such strikingly beautiful paintings and reproduced with

such care. The color plates, printed on glossy paper in a large-size format,

fairly glow with natural radiance and warmth.

A special feature of the book is a section of sixteen action plates, also in

color, depicting birds in their natural habitat — in relation to their young,

their enemies, or their prey.

In addition, silhouettes of species and brief, nontechnical notes make
identification quick and easy.

SAVE $4.50

BY ORDERING NOW!
If you order Binh of Wisconsin be-

fore February 1, 1964, you pay only

$18.00. After that date the price of
the book will be $22.50. And remem-
ber. Birds of Wisconsin makes a per-

fect Christmas or anniversary gift.

Order your copy now from your
favorite bookstore, or by mail on
fifteen-day approval from the pub-
lisher.

PRESS

THE UNIVERSITY

OF WISCONSIN

PRESS



Gbavitational field of all

the lolar (ystem (here aunmed to be

two^imensional ) is visualiied above

•cbemaUcally. Slope of the apparent

forface at any point ia repreienutive

of the local force. Depth of the piu
should be relative to the amoont of

material that U in each of the bodies.
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I
Gravitational

Forces and Effects
Basic concepts are often misunderstood

By Kenneth L. Franklin

Shortly after the Soviet Union

J launched the first earth satellite,

Sputnik I, in October of 1957, the

United States fired a rocket 4,000

miles into space in Operation Farside.

The flight was successful and the

rocket immediately returned to fall

into the Pacific Ocean. During the next

Drawings by Helmut Wimmer

few weeks, astronomers at The Ameri-

can Museum-Hayden Planetarium in

New York City were kept busy answer-

ing questions such as: "Theirs went up

only 150 miles; ours went up 4,000

miles; why didn't ours stick the way
theirs did?" A quick answer is not

satisfying, but most callers were re-



An objkct projcileil from a iiinunl;iin ( tnp iif plolii' I wiili

in^-uniiicnl vcloiilv iloc- iiol "fall." Arliiallv. il is in orliit

iilioul carlliV iLMili'

Ili^'luT priijociion

. I>ul is

L-lo.itv

nlrrni I li;

mill! priMluri-

-•;,rll.-- -u

..iniil.'t.'il

assured when told that these bodies

were simply reacting the way they

must in accordance with iS'ewlon's

laws and that ours wasn't planned to

orbit the earth. A fuller explanation

is not too dilTicult, but il takes more
time than a phone call allow s and more
space than newspapers usually want to

use. Since the same and related

questions arc still being asked, this

article will attempt to tell the story of

gravitation and motion.

Ol'R understanding actually begins

over 30<) years ago. The very

careful Danish observer Tycho Brahe

died in 1601 and left to Johannes Kep-

ler, his mathematical assistant, years

of the most accurate available infor-

mation on the positions of the planets.

Kepler studied this array of data and

H

in the next twenty years published his

three great laws describing the mo-

lion of the bodies in the solar system.

His first law stated that all planets

move in elliptical paths around the sun

and that the sun is at one focus of the

ellipse. His second law stated that the

line connecting the planet w ith the sun

would sweep over equal areas in e(|ual

limes. Kepler's third law staled that

the square of the ratio of the periods

of revolution of any two planets was

equal to the cube of the ratio of their

mean <listances to the sun. Kepler dc

rived these laws and solved other prob

lems of the planets' motion purely

from observations. Isaac Newton ex

plained why they worked in his Prin

cipifi, published in 1687.

Newton's work was based on Kep-

ler's laws and on many of Galileo's

results obtained a generation earlier.

From this foundation, Newton derived

the famous law of gravitation. Using

his newly discovered calculus, he was

able to derive and impri>\e Kepler's

laws from this one great primiplc. The
whole field of celestial mechanics has

sprung from Newton's discoveries.

As Newton found, there is a force

acting between any two pieces of mai-

ler ill the universe. The magnitudes

of that force depends on ihe amouiil

of matter in each piece, but not simply

on the total amount of material. Thi-

force is proportional to the mass in

one body limes the mass in the other.

This force is present no mailer how
far apart the two bodies are, but il

is much stronger if they are closir

together. Since the magnitude of the

force increases in some way as the



Istance decreases, tliere is an inverse

-oportion acting. It turns out that if

e initial separation is cut to one-

larter, the force increases to sixteen

nes its initial value.

Putting this all together, Newton

ated that there is a force acting be-

,een any two bodies that is directly

roportional to the product of their

asses and inversely proportional to

e square of their separation.

F = -G X m2

urthermore, this force is one of

traction between the two bodies,

mce the negative sign. (This sign

invention is required when dealing

ith directed quantities such as forces

id velocities. A positive force is one

repulsion and is encountered among
e causes of comet tails. The numer-

al value of the force is independent

the algebraic sign.) Newton did

)t discuss w"hat this force is, beyond

uning it gravitation, nor did he ex-

ain why it is always associated with

ass. He only described how it

langes with the amount of mass and

ith the separation of the massive

jdies. There are no limits on the

nount of material nor on the distance

irough which this force may act.

hus, any statement that a space probe

as "escaped the gravitational pull of

le earth" is based on ignorance.

\LTHOUGH some of its consequences

^ are hard to understand at first,

^eryone has experienced this attrac-

ve force. If a man sits in a chair that

as springs, the springs will be com-

ressed by his weight until their reac-

tion exactly compensates for his

weight. That weight could be calcu-

lated by knowing the physical proper-

ties of the springs and by measuring

their deformation. This is the principle

used in most bathroom scales. One

often hears of someone going on a diet

to lose weight. This is not an exactly

accurate statement. A drastic weight

reduction may be made by being trans-

ported to the moon. There, a man
weighing 130 pounds on the earth

would weigh a mere 30 pounds! But,

alas, his clothes are as voluminous as

before. He has certainly lost weight,

but not mass. Mass is the quantity of

material in a body, but the weight of

the body is the gravitational attrac-

tion another mass exerts on that body.

Much confusion between meanings of

the terms weight and mass is caused

by the similarity in the names of the

units of each. We say the man weighs

ISO pounds; we mean his mass is such

as to cause the earth to attract him
with a force equal to 180 pounds-

weight. It is his mass that is 180

pounds. Thus, his weight on the moon
would be 30 pounds-weight; but his

mass on the moon is still 180 pounds

(as originally defined on earth).

One way of distinguishing between

weight and mass on some other planet

is to use a spring balance and a beam
balance as pictured below. A spring

balance will indicate the planet's force

of attraction for a test body. The beam
balance, however, compares mass with

mass. On one side of the fulcrum is

placed the test body; on the other side

is placed the number of calibrated

masses necessary to balance the beam.

Since the attraction of the planet is the

same for both the test body and the

comparison mass, the masses on

either side are equal. A comparison
now between the reading of the spring

balance and the amount of the com-

parison mass will give the gravitational

force at the surface of that planet.

IN
order to determine either mass

or weight by simple methods, it is

necessary to resist the force of attrac-

tion between the two interacting

bodies. This restriction is provided

by the chair the man is seated in or

by the hook on a spring balance. A
body that has lost its support is fall-

ing; it is no longer constrained, but

is freely reacting to the earth's gravi-

tational attraction. It has been at rest,

but it now begins to move. It may be
said that some force caused the body
to change its position.

It is important to have a clear under-

standing of what is meant by "force,"

so that the term will not be used

loosely. The idea is put forth by New-
ton in his three laws of mechanics.

His first law states that a body at

rest will remain at rest unless a force

causes it to move; if the body is al-

ready in motion, it will continue to

move along a straight line at a con-

stant speed, unless a force causes the

body to change its direction, its speed,

or both. This law is used to define the

concept of force—that which changes

a body's condition of rest or motion.

Such a change is called an accelera-

tion ; thus a force produces an accelera-

tion. If the condition of rest or mo-
tion of a body does not change, either

there is no force acting or all the forces

acting are balanced so they cancel

each other's effects. The man in the



chair is not falling, because the attrac-

tive gravitational force of the earth

is ciUHcIrd li> the upuaril fone of

itir springs. If lir \«ere slamliii^ on

llir ground, il* iom|jrc>»iliilil\, or re-

sislanie to ileforniulion, is the sprinp-

like force that balances the gravita-

tional force that is acting on him.

AN acceleration invoUes lime. A
ImhIv uI rest remains in a position

thai iloes not change (vith lime. .\

bwly in unifonn motion changes its

position at a constant rate. e.\presse<l,

say, in miles of change r\erv hour.

Time ohviousl> enters the iilea of

vel<H-ity. Nott, if the velm-ily changes

uniformly, one could describe this as

a change of a number of velocity units

each second. Hut since the velocity

units may he miles every hour, acceler-

ation Kill be described os a change

of so many miles every hour each

second. Tliis unit is a little awkward,

so one often hears of feet per second

[K-r second as a unit of acceleration.

Years before Newton. Galileo Gali-

lei had experimented in Italy with

falling bodies. He found, in effect,

that a pound of lead and a pound of

Kood fall at the same rale. Further,

he found ihat one pound of leafl falls

at the same rale as ten pounds of lead.

In oilier words, boilies fell the same

distance in the same length of lime,

no mailer how much they wrigbrd or

of what material llie\ were made. (In

today's more accurate world, ibis

slalement is absolutely true only when
we neglei'l air resistance anil olhcr

sui'li problems unrelated to gra\ ila-

lion. I One might explain this lo him-

self by saying, "Kacb pound iloes ils

own falling." This sounds right when

it is first beard; on second ihougbl, il

sounds like a tricky use of words. ItuI

third ihoughls rc\eal ibis slalcmcnl lo

have meaning, liidei'il. each particle of

mass does do ils own fulling, because

each is independently allrocle<l lo the

earth whelher or iiol il is fastened lo

ils neighbors. When a slack of dishes

being carried lo llie cupboard sud-

denly lo.ses ils support, each aiul every

dish starts ils journey lo ibe floor

simullaneously and each gathers speed

logelher with ils fellow. Kach dish is

doing ils own falling, independent of

the other dishes.

In the phrase "gathering speed"

one may recognize the change of mo-
lion idea. In fact, most people think of

acceleration in lerms of galheriii;

speed only, not realizing ihal changiii;

dire<-lion is also acceleration. A Iciii

of fairly common knowledge is ".u

celeralion of gravity." The niiinln'i

iiiNolved are ralber inlcresling.

If air resi.slance is mil considi-nil,

one funis that a body thai .stailr.

from rest has fallen 16.1 feel al the cim

of one snoiid. (>l.l feel after Iwo -.

.

oii.ls. I II.') frcl aflcr lliiee. I.(.1(1 f.-,l

after leii seconds. Al ibis point, ll

body is falling al a speed of 1(22 fctt

per second toward ihe center of llie

earth. .Air resistance is a complicali

but in ils simplest terms il repiesciiis

a force ucling in a direction cxaiijv

opposite lo the body's motion. The (•(•

feet of a force acting in such a way is

to change only the si)eed of the boilv.

Tlie direciion is unchanged. If sonic

force could operate at right angles In

ibe direction of motion, il would

change only the dire<iion of molion;

llic speed of fall would not be afTe.lc.1.

Tins last point can easily be ilemnn.

siraled. Two identical balls an
used. One is projecled from a tabic lci|i

in a horizontal direction with a cr-i-

lain speed. The second is arranged to
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Jrop from the table top just as the

irst one leaves the table. They both

!xperience loss of support at the same

nstant. They both begin to drop at

he same instant, and they both arrive

it the floor at the same instant. The

:econd ball strikes belo(v the table

^dge : the first lands several feet away,

f a third ball were projected with

wice the horizontal velocity, it would

trike twice as far away, but simul-

aneously with the strike of the first

lud second balls.

These results were well known to

s"ewton and he extended them in an in-

eresting way. Recall that the second

.all is being drawn along a line toward

he center of the earth. What is the

,ath of the first ball? Locally, it looks

ike a parabola. If the experiment were

aade on a grand scale, say from the

op of a mountain, the path of the first

aU would be seen to be an ellipse. The

resence of the surface of the earth

aterrupts the motion, however, and

ne says the ball has fallen to the

. ,)Und. As the ball is given an ever

'.creasing horizontal velocity in each

xperiment, it falls to the ground ever

arther away. There is a horizontal

olocity that is sufficiently great so

nat the falling body curves around

ch, just misses it at the other

..^, ujid continues its motion. It can

r- seen to rise from the surface of

Qe earth from that point until it is

s high as the mountain from which

: was projected. It has finally achieved

closed orbit without the earth's sur-

ice interfering. In fact, the falling

ody has always been in some ellip-

cal orbit that has the center of the

arth at one focus, as described in

.epler's first law. If the ground had

ot stopped the fall, the orbital proper-

:es would have been obvious. If the

orizontal velocity from the mountain-

ip w ere increased even more, the fall-

ig body would rise from the surface to

e much higher than the mountain at

le opposite side of the earth.

NOWHERE in the preceding two

paragraphs was any sharp dis-

inction made between a falling body
nd a body in orbit. In the experiment,

ne of the balls fell straight down; the

ther had a constant horizontal com-

ponent of motion in addition to its

alKng motion, but it still fell. Actually

lere is no physical distinction be-

iveen falling and orbiting. In either

ase, the bodies are completely un-

estrained and both of them are react-

ing freely to the gravitational force.

If a spring balance and a test mass

were allowed to react freely to the

gravitational force (if they were in or-

bit together, for instance
)

, the instru-

ment could not measure the attractive

force of the earth for the test mass. In

other words, there would be no weight

of the mass to be measured. Reacting

freely (falling or orbiting) is the con-

dition resulting in "weightlessness."

The most common situation experi-

enced in everyday life in which \veight-

lessness is partially achieved is the

starting phase of a descent in an eleva-

tor. Once the descent velocity has been

reached, the motors restrain further

fall; one realizes his full weight again.

Newton's first law of motion de-

fines a force in terrqs of action on

a body. It is a purely descriptive ex-

pression and leads to the understand-

ing that an accelerating body is

experiencing a force. A falling body is

accelerating. An orbiting body is ac-

celerating. Any body reacting freely to

a gravitational force is being acceler-

ated by that force. There are three

different entities being discussed; a

force; a body possessing mass; the ac-

celeration of the mass, produced by

the force. Newton put these together

in his second law of motion in a way
that is useful in computation : the force

is equal to the mass multiplied by the

acceleration produced (F =i m X a).

The second law, which is drummed
into the head of every student of phy-

sics, states quantitively what happens

to a mass when a force acts on it; it

accelerates. The law says nothing of

the nature of the force, so long as it

operates on the body.

On the other hand, a formula stat-

ing the nature of a force expresses

nothing about what it will do to a body
on which it acts. The law for the be-

havior of frictional forces is entirely

different from that for the forces of

springs. Newton's law of gravitation

describes the dependence of gravita-

tional force on the quantities of mate-

rial and the distances in the situation,

but says nothing about the reactions of

these bodies.

The entire description of the motion
of bodies influenced solely by gravita-

tional forces may be obtained by mak-
ing an equation out of Newton's sec-

ond law of motion and his law of

gravitation. The complete mathemat-
ical solution of this equation involves

extended use of the calculus, for it falls

An acceleration is a rllan;:.' in >peed
and/or direction, caused by a force.

in the class known as differential equa-

tions (and results in six independent

constants of integration that com-

pletely describe the orbit)

.

In spite of the need for advanced

methods of treatment, the equation of

motion (as it is called) can still yield

interesting information through appli-

cation of elementary algebra.

Action Force

mi X m2
mi ai — —G tt

The action side of the equation shows
the acceleration and the mass that is

accelerated. The force side of the equa-

tion shows the same accelerated mass
multiplied by the mass causing the

acceleration. When both sides of the

equation are divided by the acceler-

ated mass, this quantity disappears

from the equation.

Action Force

o, = -G ^.

The result means that the gravitational

acceleration of a body is independent

of the amount of material in it. "Each

pound does its own falling."

How often one reads that a body
remains in orbit because one force

balances another! Nothing is further

from the truth. It is in an orbit because

of unbalanced forces. It is true that an

equation was formed, and that both

sides must balance or it is no equa-

tion : but actual forces w ere not bal-

anced in this equation. A force was
equated to the effect it produced, and
this allows a complete solution to the

problem of orbital motion.

17



Glib slalemenls alioul balamtil

(ori-ts original!? partly in inisuiider-

^laiuliilg «?Mrr>tlay cxpcriencr, and

|jarllv in niisunderslaniling Newton's

iliinl lav\. \\f slalirtl that every action

was atii>ni|janird li> an etjual action

in llic <i|>|u>sitc direction.

In |>lacr of "action" one often reads

"force." Thus the man in the chair

pushes on the chair with a force equal

to his wei.;hl, and the springs push on

him with an eijual force. The forces

are eijual and opposite, so he remains

fixed. This is not an example of New-

Ion's third law. hut of his first law,

when forces are balanced. "Forces"

should not be read into the third law.

The third law does appU to the man

in the chair, in a more involved way.

RKi;\l.L thai his wcipht is the force

with which his mass is atlraclcd

hv the earth, and also that there is a

niuluul force between any tw<i massive

bodies: ihe man also attracts the earth.

His attraction for the earth is the equal

and opposite reaction to its attraction

for him. In discussing the equation of

motion, one should now add a second

equation exprcssin;; the carlli's acceler-

ation because of the man's mass.

fieociron Force

mi X mi
mi oj = —G jj

mi

oi = -G ji

True, it is not much, but it can be cal-

culated. ."Seated in a chair on the earth,

the man is obviously restrained from

reacting freely to the gravitational

force. An astronaut in orbit, however,

is reacting freely in a manner de-

scribed by the solution of the equa-

tion of motion. Now. the earth

is similarly reacting freely and is in an

orbit of its own. mirroring in minia-

ture the orbit the astronaut is making.

Together, they arc both in orbit

around their common center of mass.

This is minuscule and can certainly be

ignored, but not in the case of the

moon in orbit around the earth. The

moon possesses only one eighty-first of

the mass of the earth, and it is nearly

a quarter of a million miles away.

Even so, the earth anri the moon are

revolving about a common point that

is on the line between the centers of

the two bodies and located about .3.000

miles from the center of the earth. The

didercncc between the efTcct produced

by the astronaut and by the moon is

one of degree, not one of principle.

(To be concluded in November)
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Secrets from Cold

^-/>tjnw

THE earth's history during the

past 800,000 to 1.000,000 years

has been rharaclerized by the alter-

nate advance and retreat of vast, con-

tinental ice sheets, such as tlie one that

now covers Antarctica. There were at

least four such major advances, during

which a quarter to a third of earth's

land surface was blanketed with ice

estimated to have been as much as

10.000 feet thick. The last of the great

advances took place about 18.000

years ago. At that time, the conti-

nental ice sheet in the New World
reached a point about 1.50 miles south

of Cleveland. Ohio, and in the Old

\V orld reachefl as far as London. Am-
sterdam, and Berlin. The ice then

l)egan to retreat. Rapid final recession

from .North America, Europe, and

Siberia began roughly 11,0<J<) years

ago. However, great ice sheets rc-

20

mained in Greenland and Antarctica.

The earth wanned up steadily from

11,000 years ago to about the end of

the Stone Age, some 4.0(K) years later.

During this climatic optimum, glaciers

receded to their smallest size, but they

began to e.\pnnd again about 300 n.C.

Another recession was apparent dur-

ing the time of the Roman Empire,

and was followed by yet another slow

advance that lasted until approxi-

mately A.D. ICOO. From 1000 to the

li!50's the advance became more
rapid, and actually threatened towns

and farmland in the European Alps.

Before there was any widespread de-

struction, however, the ice began to

recede and. with local exceptions, has

been melting continuously ever since.

Because the earth has been getting

somewhat warmer for the past hun-

dred years, investigators at the begin-

ning of the International Gcophysici

Year expected that the Antaritir ict

cap would be found to be shrinkinf

This does not seem to be true. It ha

been found that there is more ice ii

Antarctica than was formerK belie

and this ice is accumulating in man
places at rates varying from Iwi-nly

two inches u year at l.itlle Anii-rii a l>

seven inches a year at the South I'olc

Although there is a compensatory

charge into the sea, there is no I'vi

dence that the discharge is gn-ale

than the accumulation.

Antarctica, therefore, can

thought of as representing a "fossil 1

Age." The snow and ice that were l,i

down in most parts of the world diir

ing the great glaciations of llir I'd

tocene have melted away, and I In

layers arc lost forever. But in Gn-

land and in Antarctica, it may siil



Messages from the past are

read in polar snow and ice

By William J. Cromie

je possible to study the variations in

emperature and precipitation that led

tp to and succeeded these drastic

;liinatic changes of the past.

There are many theories that at-

:empt to explain these changes, but

lone of them is completely accepted.

Most theories point to variations in

iolar radiation; whether these varia-

tions arise from changes in the sun's

Ileal output, or from changes in the

position or the reflecting power of the

earth is an open question. The answer

to what caused the ice ages may not

be found in studies of the deep ice.

but an understanding of how these

unknown mechanisms affected the en-

vironment is to be found there, and to

understand effect is to go a long way
toward discovering cause.

The study of ice is of growing im-

portance in the consideration of cur-

rent meteorology, historical geology,

and the world's geographic and eco-

nomic future. Meteorologically, in the

simplest possible terms, when there is

enough ice it affects the weather. It

is in Antarctica, called "the world's

greatest cold air factory," that most

of the weather of the Southern Hemi-

sphere is generated. In the Northern

Hemisphere, the source of most cold

air masses is the ice-covered Arctic

Ocean. Intense low-pressure areas in

the Arctic cause rain and turbulence

as far south as the Caribbean Sea.

There is evidence, too, that the in-

fluence of Antarctica extends to the

Northern Hemisphere.

Ice affects the weather, but weather

also affects the ice. The surface of the

snow becomes the same temperature

as the air. As air temperatures vary,

the changes progress downward

Sno-cat's tracks furrow snow surface

on a vast ice shelf in the Antarctic.

through the snow. In Antarctica, a

cold snap that occurred some weeks in

the past can be detected by an abnor-

mally low temperature in snow layers

a certain distance below the surface.

As the snow accumulates, succeeding

£\_ layers are buried deeper and

deeper each year and are eventually

compacted into ice by the overlying

weight. In this way an icecap is built

up of layers, or beds, that may be a

fraction of an inch to a few inches in

thickness. These layers are revealed

in cross section when a pit is dug into

the snow. Taking the temperature of

these layers in Antarctica is like leaf-

ing through old newspapers for local

weather information.

Nor is this all. Temperature effects

21
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are exerted on the ice in such a way
that a permanent record of local

climate is impressed in the layers. At
a depth of about thirty-three feet, for

example, the temperature stabilizes at

the average annual air temperature for

a given location. This phenomenon is

extremely useful for ice studies. In-

stead of establishing forty weather sta-

tions from the southern shore of the

Pacific Ocean to the South Pole, col-

lecting temperature data for a year,

and averaging them for the mean, two
men with strong backs and electric

probe thermometers can traverse the
ground in a few months and obtain the

information with forty single measure-
ments. A strong back is a prerequisite,

because each thirty-three-foot probe
hole is usually drilled by hand.

JUST as climate and ice influence

each other at present, so must
they have done in the past. Histori-

cally, cliinate is "fossilized" in the
layers of snow and ice. Examining ice

beds is much the same as examining
rock beds. One difference between the
two is in the time of formation. A rock
stratum is laid down in thousands or
hundreds of thousands of years; a
snow stratum is deposited each season.

There are usually two seasons for

deposition—summer and winter. Sum-
mer snow is different from winter
snow. By measuring density and snow
grain size, it is usually possible to dis-

tinguish one season's snow from
another. The size of the snow grains is

determined with a plastic card on
which a grid is laid out in 1 mm.
squares. The card is inserted into the
layer of snow and the average grain
size is quickly estimated by compar-
ing grains with the ruled grid. This
information, in conjunction with the
layer's thickness, provides an idea of
how wet and cold the season was
when the layer was deposited.

Measurements of density and grain
size yield information concerning
changes of climate in the past, while
temperature measurements reveal how
the weather is changing today. Thus,
the wall of a snow pit describes past

climates in each stratum. The top stra-

tum is today; it represents today's

weather and this season's snowfall.

The bottom strata—if we could reach

them—might hold clues to the origi-

nal formation of the ice and, in places

like Antarctica and Greenland, to

what the world was like tens of thou-

sands of years ago.
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teitti< of ice rorrti fliow

how miirli pr<?i>!>iirp lliey

rr-i-t before lirrukiiic.

Chiciologists, working fur a yiMr

nl a time at |MTiniiiu-iit slulioiis in

Antarctica, haxc rxicndcd iiur kno»l-

c<l<;e back about lIH) year* l>y <li;;j:iMg

snow pits to depths of from 6*1 to 110

feci. In l').S6. llic U.S. .Army Enj;iMocrs

modified an oil well drilling rig so

lliat it could take cores of ice instead

of rock. A corer has a hollow barrel;

the cultinjz e<lf:e at its bottom cuts out

a cylindrical section of ice. which is

then brought up intact inside the bar-

rel. By this method the layering is un-

disturbed and can he examined con-

veniently on the surface. The drill

penetrated to 1.1.3.1 feet in Greenland

and to 1.01.3 feel in Antarctica. Pre-

liminary analysis of cores obtained

pave detailed data on the climate of

Greenland for the past 600 years, and

of Antarctica for about 2,000 years,

because there is less precipitation there.

DKrpF.R penetration was limited by

the presence of air enclosed

under pressure far down in the ice. As

this air was released by drilling, it

shattered the cores and walls of the

hole. The air is trapped in bubbles,

and if enough can be brought to the

surface it can be dated and analyzed to

sec if ancient man and other animals

breathed an atmosphere different from

that of the present day.

Recently, placiologists drilled into

Greenland's ice sheet at a spot some

6..500 feci thick— with a new device

that melts its way downward. The

thermal element is ring-shaped. As the

ring melts the layers, the central

column of ice remains intact, and a

pipe above the ring envelops and holds

the core. The thermal drill is intended

to penetrate to a depth of two miles.

It could thus reach the bottom of both
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Unvarying pressure ia

applied continuously to

compacted snow to lest

samples for deformation.

Long corers rest on a

table in laboratory of

snow mine. Short cores

are kept on wall shelf.

the Greenland ice and, in some loca-

tions, the Antarctic ice.

It is important to learn exactly

when a layer was deposited, when pe-

riods of heavy snow accumulation oc-

curred, and how long they lasted. Here
scientists turned to tritium (H"), a

radioactive isotope of hydrogen. In

a fixed time tritium decays to nor-

mal hydrogen in snow and ice, just

as uranium disintegrates to lead in

rock. Tritium is suitable for dating

ice up to 100 years old. In addition,

it can be used in the upper layers to

monitor fall-out. If dates of upper
layers are determined by other radio-

active elements or by layer counting,

the expected tritium content for that

age can be compared with actual tri-

tium content, and the difference can

be attributed to radioactive contami-

nation from fall-out.

BESIDES monitoring fall-out by this

method, scientists can obtain a

fall-out record dating back to the time

the first atomic bomb was detonated.

Studying radioactive contamination in

various areas of the earth also yields

valuable data on the circulation of

the atmosphere, which carries the de-

bris from place to place.

The ratio of carbon 14 to normal
carbon in the carbon dioxide of the

air trapped in ice can be used to date

ice as old as 45.000 years. Carbon
dioxide in ice can also be used as a

measure of industrial contamination

of the atmosphere. This is done by a

comparative analysis of recent layers

and those that were deposited in pre-

industrial times.

When snow falls, everything sus-

pended in the air falls with it, includ-

ing dust and micrometeorites, plant

spores, bacteria, and volcanic ash. In

the ice cores taken in Greenland, the

1912 layer was identified by ash from
Katmai, the Alaskan volcano that

erupted that year. The ash from the

1883 Krakatoa explosion is being

searched for at depths of 150 feet in

Greenland and 60 feet in Antarctica.

Similarly, unrecorded eruptions of

volcanoes in isolated parts of the world

can be dated if the age of the ice is

known. This is done by comparing the

mineral content of ash taken at the

site of a suspected volcano with that

present in the ice. The size and shape

of the samples of ash grains found at

the two sites can also be compared.

Once a reference level has been

established, it may be a comparatively
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»iinplc matlrr to count sumnirr-Hiiitrr

pair* betv«fen the clalwl la\pr and any

other point on a core or a pit wall.

Uelon about 300 fc«t, liouevrr, the

layering befoinw obscurr*! as a rf*ull

of ptrssure. At ^rralrr ilrplli*. sum-

nirr layers lan b« aj-paralctl (mm win-

ter layers by the relative amounts

tliey contain of nonnal oxygen 16 and

its heavy isotope, oxygen IJi. The ra-

tio of the two forms of oxygen varies

with the rate of evaporation. The

amount of heavy oxygen li! will be

greater in layers deposited ilurin^ the

warmer temperatures of sununer than

in those laid down during the winter.

This lechniiiue enables ice scientists to

ticlcrmine the rrlali\r Irmperalures al

which the ice was deposited and sea-

sonal tem|>eralure variations where

lavcring has been deslroyc<l.

BY all these means, it becomes pos-

sible to construct a detailed pic-

lure of past climates. The oldest layers

that can be reached by present tech-

niques, excluding the new thermal

drill, date back barely 2.(HI0 years.

But in Antarctica the ice has been

accumulalinp for perhaps l.(XH),000

years. If glaciologists cannot bring

up a sample of these deeper layers,

they may al least be able to as<-ertain

how thick the ice is, what (|uantily

111 ice is actually there, and perhaps

what lies beneath it.

These questions can be answereil by

M-ismii- redcclion ami refraction tech-

niques. \flcr ihc temperature has

been read al the bollom of n tempera-

ture hole, the hole is loaded with dyna-

mite. Explosive sound waves then go

where the glaciologisl cannot. When
such sound waves were recorded and

studied during the IGY. it was found

that much of the land beneath the An-

tarctic ice sheet was below sea level.

This finding has led to the discovery

that .\iilarctica is not a single land

mass, but a small continent and an oil-

shore archipelago.

This seismic work has revealed

that there is much more ice at the

boltom of the world than was fonncrly

suppn.sed. Recent measurements show

that the average thickness over an

area of .S.(K)(I.(MK» square miles is be-

tween 6..S(X) and SJ.OOO feet, or as much

as double the amount predicted by

some glaciologisis prior to the Inlerna-

liniial Geophysical Year.

Thus, a number of clues to past

meteorological and geological condi-

tions lie buried in the ice. Tliere. too.

might possibly lie some indications of

our geographic and economic future.

Tile average temperature during the

Pleistocene glaciations is believeil to

have been 6' lu 9' F. lower than at

present. During the warmer, inter-

glacial periods, it was apparently ,'t to

I F. higher. If lhes«* estimates are

correct, we are now probably in a tran-

sition from a glacial to an interghicial

(H-riod. The oceans now rise roughly

four and a half inches per century.

Locked up in .\iitarclica is enough

water to raise the level of the oceans

by approximately 2(KI f.t-l. The great

weight of this amount of water would,

after a considerable lime lag, push

the ocean floors downward, so that the

net rise- in seu le\el would be about

l.'lll feel. It is a logical assumption

that the Antarctic icecap is st-lf-per-

pelualing and that, because of its lo-

cation al the South Pole and its high

allilude. il will remain stable through-

out the inlerglacial age. However. e\ en

if il should melt at the same rale as

other glaciers are shrinking now, il

might be approximately lll.tMHP years

before all the ice became water.

O.N
the other hand, the melting of

only a relatively small portion of

Vntarclic and Greenland ice could

have a significant geographical and

eionomic effect. .\ large percentage

of the world's population is concen-

trated in low -lying coastal areas where

large seaport cities have developed.

A rise of only twenty-five feel in sea

level would displace a considerable

part of the world's population and en-

danger properly that comprises much
of the wealth of most maritime coun-

tries. A much smaller rise would inun-

date many low areas, such as Holland

and the atoll islands of the Pacific,

and would necessitate expensive re-

construction of many waterfront fa-

cilities throughout the world. There-

fore, if the Antarctic ice should begin

to melt, or the melting in Greenland

should be accelerated, the change in

the level of the sea could produce far-

reaching consequences in the future.

While Antarctica is a large ice-cov-

ered land mass that is surrounded

by water, the Arctic Ocean is an ice-

covered sea surrounded by land.

W ater stores heat more cflTicicntly than

land, hence il is warmer in the Arctic.

The floating ice there is only ten or

eleven feet thick, compared In ihc

great depths at ihe opposite end id

the earth. There is evidenic lliat the

Arctic is warming up faster than

the Antarctic, and recent data indi-

cate that the northern ice has been

melting fiir •UK> years. .\ few moir

generations could conceivabb see tin-

.Arctic Ocean at least partially fici-

of the present volume of ice.

SOMK scientists think that sm h .i

nielliii;j would quicklv precipil.ilc

.1 liflh be \ge, as il would provide .i

vast new >ouice of piecipilation. How
ever, if this diil not prove true, Noiili

America anil F.uriisia would face ea< li

other acro>> an open Arctic Medilii

raiiean. This poleiitial advantage lo

commerce and transportation mijlil

change the economic structure of tin-

entire Northern Hemisphere.

Ml the ice in the Arctic Ocean d.ics

mil have lo melt lo prnduce al lc.i-.|

one major advantage. An npin >r.i

north of Canada—an ice-free Noilli-

west Passage—would open up a mw
trade rnule willi linneiidoiis pu>>.||iili.

tics. It ciiiilil in.ikc ill.- icsiiunc* .d lln-

•Arctic more acicssilile and iniglil ii|i(m

it lo industry and even to agririilline.

On the Siberian side, the Uiis-iaiis

have ulili/ed the Northeast I'ass.i^'c

since I'l.'M. During the suiniiiir

inonlhs, convoys move in and oul of

new Siberian seaports, and this for-

mer wasteland is on its way to becom-

ing a populated industrial area.

There is another effect to be cnii-

sidered. If large areas of the Aniir

Ocean become ice-free for even pari id

the year, a great deal more of lln-

world's water areas will be available

as a source of precipitation. 1 lie

Northern Hemisphere would bci ome
wetter and warmer. This could make
habitable areas that are now too cold

or too arid, thus increasing the amoiiiit

of productive land, food, and liv iii^

space available lor the world's lapidly

expanding popul.ilion.

If wc are to predict wlial will li.>|i'

pen to the world's climate in imli r

to take advantage of, or to gu;iiil

against, future events, we must umiii-

stand how the mechanisms that chan^i'

our climate operate. Icy regions an'

among the few places where we r.iri

observe how climate has changed in

the past and obtain clues to how il » ill

change in the future. Once we umlii-

stand these changes and can priillM

ihein, we will have come far low. in I

controlling both climate and sea level.

Pi.ASTir noTTi.K is fillcil viiili

from pit. Sample will he sent lo U.

for isotopic analysiB, which date
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Pink-headed A\^rbler
Seldom-photographed bird inhabits Mexico and Guatemala

THE PINK-HEADED WARBLER (Erga-

ticus versicolor) and the other

Mexican member of its genus, the red

warbler (E. ruber), are exceptions to

the rule that red is missing from the

basic color patterns of North Ameri-

can warfelers. Both of these high-alti-

tude, non-migratory species display

the colo* abundantly, and they retain

it throughout the year.

Pink-headed warblers are found on

the central mesa and some adjacent

crests of the Sierra Madre. in southern

Mexico, and they range south to the

highlands of Guatemala. In the spring

of 1962 I roamed the central mesa,

nine miles southeast of the town of San

Cristobal de las Casas, at an altitude

of approximately 8,500 feet, trudging

at least ten to fifteen miles per day over

rough terrain. On April 17, I found a

female pink-headed warbler complet-

ing a nest that was within a tussock of

grass on a steep, cutover hillside. The

nest, constructed by the female alone,

utilized arching blades of grass for the

dome. It was woven of pine needles,

lined with lichens and moss, and was

skillfully concealed.

While roving the epiphyte-laden

pine-oak forests of the central mesa, I

noticed many stumps of felled pines.

The huge trunks are cut by Chamula
Indians from nearby villages, squared

by hand ax with machine-like preci-

sion into timbers eight inches square

and about thirty feet long, and then

sold in town for thirty-two cents

apiece. As pines on the slopes are

thinned, brushy areas are created for

nesting. Madrona and oak, however,

have a Ijetter chance for survival, and
these are trees in which the warblers

feed. The pink-headed shuns denuded
slopes completely and is rare in the

thick forest. The Indians, therefore,

with their selective cutting, seem to be

Pink-headed warbi.er male feeds runt

after other fledglings have left the nest.

Early morning light filters through
oaks in nesting area of central mesa.

By Walter Dawn

contributing to the warbler's spread.

Before and during the period from

the completion of the pink-headed

warbler's nest to the arrival of the

first egg. the days were cold and dark,

with repeated hailstorms. In the light

of early morning, when clouds brushed

the mountain peaks and the air was

cold and damp, the head of the pink-

headed warbler gleamed with a sil-

very luster against the somber back-

ground of the foliage. At this time the

male did little singing. He followed his

mate about and gradually shortened

the radius of their movements around

the nest—a maneuver that apparently

induced the female to enter the nest

more readily. One day, in a very dark

glade within a heavy second grow th of

pines, I observed the male as he per-

formed an inducement dance. His
hoary head reflected the faint beams
of light in an ever changing design as

he flourished his tail while bowing and
twittering before his mate.

In the territory of this male pink-

headed—a rough rectangle about one

hundred yards long and fifty yards

wide—were found nests of six other

species: a colony of band-backed
wrens, rufous-browed wrens, blue-and-

white mockingbirds, rufous-collared

robins, russet nightingale thrushes,

and painted redstarts. The pink-

headed warbler had little contact with

these birds, but he defended his terri-

tory against others of his species.

EARLY in the morning, on April 21,

I found the first egg, which I

marked. On the following two morn-
ings the second and third eggs ap-

peared. The first egg hatched as I

watched on the morning of May 6, and
the other two hatched on subsequent

mornings, indicating a sixteen-day in-

cubation period per egg. The female

w as the sole sitter and the male fed her

frequently at the nest. Occasionally

when the male approached with a

mouthful of food he sang a subdued
song that the female seemed to recog-

nize. When she heard this song, and
even before sighting her mate, she
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.1. xlii. I. ...III..1II. ilir.'

»oiiirl iiiifs u|)«iie(l hrr liill iis tliiiii;:!)

ill aiitit'i|ialioii of ret'ri\ in;: foiul. Tlie

male's iiorinal, suiiifu lial iiu-lallii' son:;

laslcil one and diif-lialf sti-onils ami

Mviiiol lo liavr a niaximuni uf ri^lil

notes, hieiitleil lianiionitiuslY. Ofleii a

(leli^lilful. soft, ineloilie I'hippriiii^

Hotted Itettteeii tile |>air.

Aluitit ''^Hl ill llie inoniin!: of A|iril

21, I set il|i a laiiieia e(|iii|i|ieil Vtitli .i

2.">tl null, lens in fimil nf the nest, \fler

1 left for the l.lin.l. the female imm.'.li-

ately iluve into tlie nest, liul as slie sal

on the e^^s. she a|i|iarently noliee<l the

|>lioto^ra|iliie eqiii|>meiit ami llett out

a^ain. She returnetl thirty iiiiiiiileH

later, fei;;ne<l injur) liefore the e.im-

era. and dra^i^ed her vihraliii^ ttiii^s.

She dill not enter the nest apain lli.it

niorniii;;, nor ttould she enter it the

iie\t inornin;;. liatlier than disttirli her

limluly. 1 ttaile<l until the eggs luitrhed.

AKTKli the young appeared, liolli

parents enlereil the nest tvitlnnit

apparent trepidation. On May Id,

alioul 2:(K1 1'.M., rain elouds appeareil.

rile hot sun vanished and a eold ttiiid

liifian to Idott. I'rior to the overcast

the parents ttere feeding the young

about once every five minutes. Ilott-

ever. as the light failed rapidly, the

feeding increased to Itvo- or llirec-

iiiinutc intervals. Itolh parents si'enii'd

liighly agitated and chipped con-

staiilly. The voung hecame so slufTi'd

tliat finallv tliev would accept no more

food, hut as the female penlied on the

rim of the nest ititli fo.id. the male

arrivcil tvith his. He coulil neither give

it to the young nor pass it to his mate.

For a fetv minuter both adult birds

milled around helple.ssly until a moti'-

meiit I made in ailjusting the camera

friglilcned the male. The female then

ate her food, flulTe<l her feathers, and

settled dottn on the ncsl.

On May 11. the young ivarhlers

called for the first time. On May l."),

tito of the three young left the nest,

having spent, respectively, ten and

eleven days in it since hatching. The

female then began lo devote all her

time to feeding the two. who ttere

some ilistance from the ncsl. She diil

Mol rcliini to the nest, in tthicli the

third young tvarblcr— a runt—was still

living. The male pink-headed fed the

runt sporadically during the eleventh

day of its life, but presumably the fi>

male neglected to cotcr it during the

night— it ttas dead the next morning.

Soi.F. SITTKR dnrinf! inrnbalion period,

ibc female receives food from llie mule.
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Female warbler perches on stem near

the hidden nest that she constructed.
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Ecological

Paradox of

Coaslal IViii
Tillunilsta piirfmrea By E. Yale Dawson

SAIL THE COAST southwahd! When
llierc no longer arc any trees, you

arc in Peru!"

Such were the sailing clirec-lions

given to early sixteenth-century navi-

gators seeking from Panama the land-

fall to the Inca kingdom of guld.

The directions were sur|)risingly

precise, for at Tumpiz. which was the

northernmost coastal city of the Incas,

a remarkably sharp line separates the

forest vegetation of the humid tropics

from the treeless desert. To the north

the j ungle extends, except for the semi-

arid Salinas Peninsula, through Ecua-

dor to Colombia and Panama. To the

south the vegetation fade* quickly to

the most meager scrub and then to

absolute desert, which is almost with-

out visible plant life for a stretch of

over two thousand miles.

To those intrepid voyagers of the

wind-lashed Peruvian seas, the utter

desolation of this vast, rocky coastline

pounded bv breakers and backed by

gigantic, hare mountains was as in-

comprehensible as their discovery of

the towns, fortresses, and roads with-

in it. Indeed, the Inca Empire had em-

braced all of this desert and accom-

plished some of the most stupendous

feats of early American man.

Here and there, through V-sliaped

gorges in the coaslal hills, turbulent

streams that are born in the tower-

ing Andes flow to the sea. It was be-

side these waters that the peoples of

Peru began five thousand years ago

to build their towns and to spread

water over the desert valley floors to

grow their corn and manioc. By the

year a.D. 1000, the Mochica civiliza-

tion had completely dominated this

arid environment and had built so ex-

tensive an empire that a single reli-

gious edifice commanded the use of

130.000.000 adi.br bricks.

The use of these sun-dried bricks

and the method of making them point

to some of the remarkable features of

tills unique environment. Although

often veiled by high clouds or by fog,

the sun is always there. Ruin does not

fall. ?un-dried adobe is an ideal and

durable building material in such a

climate. To increase its strength, the

carlv builders used the adhesive quali-

ties of egg while. Where else in the

world but Peru could a people find the

millions of birds' eggs suflicient to

bind the bricks of their cities? On nu-

merous offshore islets dwell the vast

populations of sea birds that supplied

both this building material and fer-

tilizer for the fields. By the time the

Tenth Inca had conquered the long

coastal desert—before the voyage of

Columbus—extensive cities had grown

and major irrigation works watered

the fields of corn and cotton and beans.

So great and significant to ihc Inca

Empire was the desert that a highway

twenty-four feet broad was constructed

along its length of over 2..S00 miles.

A remarkable combination of natu-

ral features and forces created this en-

vironment, which shaped an ancient

civilization, and now continues to sup-

port the descendants of the last con-

querors. The study of these features,

and the growing understanding of

ways in which plants and animals re-

spond to them, now enables man better

to utilize his resources and to extend

his occupation of the desert further.

The two principal causes of the

coastal aridity are the mountains and

the cool sea. The lolossal escarpment

of the Andes runs the full length of llic

continent. It is so excessively high that

on its eastern side is elleclively

trapped nearly all the moisture thai is

pressed against it li) humid air from

the Atlantic lowlaiuls. Most of ihe lillle

moisture that does manage to reach

the western slopes falls as snow on the

peaks and. as meltwater. rushes down
sleep gorges to the sea. Above 10.000

feet only a treeless belt of grassy

hcrbiagc occurs Below that level a

marvelous assemblage of drought-re-

sistant, succulent plants covers the pre-

cipitous slopes, but even the most

tolerant of these give way to bare rock

and sand at about 3,000 feet.

THE sea's influence is nearly as

great as that of the mountains. Up
from the cold, far southern Pacific and
hugging the western coast of the conti-

nent, the Humboldt Current sweeps to

the Equator. As the Gulf Stream of the

North Atlantic carries warm water

far north to bring temperate climates

to the high latitudes of Europe, so the

cold Humboldt Current tempers the

coastal climate of Pacific South Amer-

ica all the way to Ecuador. While the

tropical northeast Pacific swelters in

heat born of the warm sea, whose bor-

dering lands are the licrra caiiente, the

southeast Pacific has none of this. Cool

waters bathe that coast and have car-

ried with them to the equatorial Gala-

pagos Islands such unlikely animals

for the tropics as sea lions and pen-



guins. Not only does the Humboldt flow

north «ith its cool water; this water is

kept cool, despite incessant insolation

along the desert shore, by the upwell-

ing of colder subsurface water under

the influence of prevailing southerly

winds. The result is a unique phenom-

enon of the tropical world: a conti-

nental coast from the Tropic of

Capricorn to the Equator along ivhich

the sea water is colder than is the air

oyer the adjoining shore. A situation

like this invariably results in coastal

aridity even without the influence of

other factors, but, coupled with the

rain shadow of the Andes, the shores

of Peru and Chile are doubly guarded

from precipitation, to the extent that

they receive essentially no rainfall as

such. Such moisture as does touch this

barren land comes in the form of fine

mist or fog, the gariia, which shrouds

the coast during much of the winter

season—from May to September—and
moistens the surface of sand and rock

only enough to support the peculiar

fog-desert vegetation of lichens and of

species of Tillandsia.

The garua, however, is not ordi-

narily sufiicient to wet the soil enough

to permit seed germination and the

growth of rooted plants. Accordingly,

except at a few favored localities, such

plants are not to be seen in the coastal

desert. Nevertheless, another interest-

ing oceanographic factor does provide

for occasional true rain in the north,

and with it an unbelievable change,

when the desolate shoreline turns to

flowering greenery. Such times are

"years of plenty" for the desert agri-

culturists, during which the long-dry

coastal mesas and flats can be planted

to cotton. These favored years come
from the influence of another current,

known as El Niiio.

Along the far north coast of Peru,

at the boundary of Ecuador, the Hum-
boldt Current suddenly turns due west-

ward and moves toward the Galapagos

Islands, in convergence with the south-

CooL WATER of the Humboldt Current that moves northward

alons ihe coast of Peru, ani.roxiniatelv to the western bulge

of the continent, allows the existence there of animals such

as sea lions {Otaria byronia) seen here in rich kelji lje<l.
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ward nio\ in;: wami water? from tlic re-

gion of llic Gulf of Panama. »liicli arc

also forced westward at this point

where lliey meet the western bulge of

the southern continent.

0\ the north, the warm current car-

ries with it the characteristic

tropical rainstorms of the jungle

coasts of Colombia and Exruador. w bile

on the south the cold Humboldt stream

eflcctively guards the coast from rain.

This accounts for the sharp line of

demarcation between the forest and
the desert at Tumbes—the modem
name for Tumpiz— in north Peru. How-
ever, the point of ronvrrgence of the

warm and the cold streams is not sta-

tionary . but characteristically makes a

slight southward shift at about Christ-

mas time during most years. Because

of this southward extension of warm
water and the accompanying rain that

falls on areas ordinarily in drought
ten months or more each year, the cur-

rent came lo be known as E! Niiio, and
was equaled with the joy attendant on
the coming of the Christ Child.

Thus, the coastal regions of south

Ecuador and north Peru receive a
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quite regular, pronounced, hut short-

lived rainfall that has favored the de-

velopment of a succulent and thorn-

brush vegetation capable of sustaining

itself through long months of drought.

The El Nino with its rains does not

regularly extend south of Tumbes,
however, and there begins the true

desert. .Nevertheless, there are such

irregularities in the position of the

Humboldt—El Nino convergence that

occasionally, roughly at intervals of

five lo eight years, the warm current

extends farther south for a brief

period and brings rain as far as Piura

or even Trujiilo. Some of the finest

cotton in the world is grown in north

coastal Peru from plantings made dur-

ing these occasional heavy rains.

One remarkably drought-resistant,

surface-rooted plant, the cactus A'co-

raimondia macroslihas^ is able to con-

serve water during all these interven-

ing rainless years and to persist on the

rocky hills as the only conspicuous,

treelike plant of that region.

Still another irregularity of longer

cycle occurs in the oceanic conver-

gence and, rather than "years of

plenty," it usually provides wide-

spread disaster. It consists of a rare,

far-southward extension of El Nino

that does not quickly return to the

normal convergence point oil south

Ecuador. This extraordinary displace-

ment occurs two or three limes u cen-

tury and brings great changes lo ihe

established pattern of life on the land

and in the sea—so much that the lives

of men on the desert shore are drasti-

cally afliTlcd. The last great displace-

ment occurred in 1923, and it was

chronicled by the ornithologist Robert

(Bushman Murph\. who was there t<i

observe the disaster in connexMion

with the sea birds.

THE rains began to fall in Febru-

ary and continued wilh brief in-

terruptions for five months. The warm
current spread southward all the way

to Callao and. a^ il raiiie. killeil llie

marine life of the normally rold-waler

coast with its heat. Fish that did not

succeed in moving southward fast

enough died and were cast on the

beaches in endless slinking windrows.

With the destruction of the fish, ihe

vast sea bird jiopulalions began to

starve. Millions of birds lied south, but
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the spines of barely cactus, Haageocereus, at left.
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millions more died of starvation

around their nests, where multitudes

of eggs and nestlings were lost.

Beaches and harbors were littered with

carrion. The phenomenon of "The Cal-

lao Painter" appeared. The early

Spaniards had given it the name, be-

cause such high concentrations of

hydrogen sulphide developed from de-

caying bodies that the paint of vessels

at anchor turned black. Thousands of

tons of precious guano were washed

from the bird islands into the sea.

With this nitrification of the water,

together with the pollution from its

dead inhabitants, came a "red tide"

—dinoflagellate blooms that seemed to

streak the sea water with blood.

On the land, terrible erosion of the

already barren soil occurred, together

with destruction of the weakly roofed

adobe dwellings of the people. Their

supply of fish gone and the normal

transport of supplies cut off by com-
munications wrecked by flooding, the

people began to starve. Standing pools

of water bred mosquitoes; malaria

broke out among those who had not

known it in a lifetime; and typhoid

resulted from suddenly contaminated

wells. Even the rats became starved

from disruption of accustomed food

supplies, and in their weakened condi-

tion began to die of plague, which

spread to men who lived in squalor

with them. So badly were railways and

roads destroyed by the incessant rains

that in Lima files of llamas were, as in

ages past, driven down from the sierra

bearing loads of foodstuffs for the city.

But then in June the cold water reap-

peared; the rains stopped: flowers

bloomed and died in the sand ; fish and

birds returned; the sun came out to

bake the land; and it was desert again.

In all of this we see a remarkable

contrast in life on the land and in

the sea of Peru, depending upon sea-

water temperatures. The cold water of

the Humboldt stream supports rich

marine life that cannot tolerate the

high-temperature, low-oxygen waters

of El Niilo. On the other hand, the

all but lifeless desert shores burst into

greenery and flower with the warm
tropical rains. In one the limiting fac-

tor is water; in the other it is oxygen.

In the sea neither water nor car-

bon dioxide are normally limiting for

the growth of algae that are the pas-

tures of the oceans. During daylight

hours the seaweeds and phytoplankton

produce food and oxygen used in res-

piration, but at night oxygen is often

of limited availability while respira-

tion goes on. Accordingly, it is in

areas of high oxygen concentration,

whether in colder water where the

solubility is higher, or in surfy places

where more atmospheric mixing

occurs, that the richest developments of

marine plants are found. Along the

desert coast of Peru both of these con

ditions are met, and we find an abund
ant vegetation in the sea. This, in turn

supports enormous populations of ma
line invertebrates, fishes, and fisb

eating birds and mammals.

ON the land, where water is the

limiting factor, we find that the

climax vegetation usually consists of

the most elementary phases of plant

succession. One often thinks of succes-

sion in terms of gradual development

of a plant-supporting soil, beginning

with bare rock upon which crustose

lichens begin to grow, followed, as the

soil buildup proceeds, with mosses,

annuals, shrubby perennials, and fi-
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• Ir-crt with the most meaner moisture.

0\E of lhe»e is the blue-precn alpa,

.\osloc, which lives most of the

llinr tis dry, binck granules and

crumbs loose on the surface of the

ground, dehydrated to the extreme,

but holding a residue of life in its

drought-resistant aplnnospores With

the coming of f^artins, these irumbly

fragments expand as the colloids of

dead cell nails absorb the moisture.

The aplanospores germinate and

sprea<l a skein of niumcnts that covers

the ground with a dark, glistening

slime so long as mist or puddle re-

mains. Tlien they shrink, dry. and

crumble to await a future rebirth.

Similarly, the lichens on bare rocks

survive by this technique, but instead

of alga alone, the food-making alga is

surrounded and protected by inter-

laced rdamcnts of fungus that may
assume the most bizarre forms. This

association of plants grows only dur-

ing the time of moisture, adding cellu-

lar material that acts as a sponge to

hold and conserve water even after the

plant is dead. Tliu.s. the lichen may
consist largely of dead cells or fda-

mcnts that scr\e the living ones by
their absorbent qualities.

Tliroughout most of the Peruvian

coastal desert the lichen is the most
advanced component of the flora, and
often there is a great diversity of spe-

cies, from thin, cruslosc ones to in-

tricately branched, bushy, or foliose

ones, that catch and condense any

droplets of water from a sea-borne fog.

Apart from these algae and lichens

that persist by alternately growing and

then retreating into minute, resistant

spores, two other kinds of plants sur-

vive perennially by means of highly

efTicicnt adaptations for water absorp-

tion and conservation. Tlie most wide-

spread of tliesc on the central Peruvian

coast are species of Tillanilsia, related

to our well-known Spanish moss ( Tit-

landsia usneoides I , and more distantly

to the pineapple.

Tillandiia occurs in great, dark

patches on soilless sand hills through-

out the coastal desert. It needs no soil,
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for its roots are only brielly functional

for anchorage of young plants and,

indeetl, are essentially absent in older

ones. Tillanilsia is truly an "air plant,"

and here in the I'eruviun desert is

strictly a mist-catcher. Its leaves are so

arranged that during i;ania season the

moisture, condensed on minute epider-

mal scales, runs down into small catch

basins ut the leaf bases, where special-

ized absorptive cells take it in much
as do root hairs in other plants. Once
the water has been absorbeil by its

succulent lea\es, it is vigorously con-

served o\er the ensuing dry months by

an im|)er\ious epidermis. So effective

is this conservation that even as the

hot, |>arched summer is well advanced,

lillandsias may be found using a little

of their ri-serve water to send up a

flowering shoot for the fulfillment of

their reproductive functions.

In a few favored spots another per-

ennial plant succeeds in a life depend-

ent upon roots. This is the cactus, and

it is scarce indeed on the \cry dry

coast, for there are few places suitable

for a shallow -rooted |)laiit. However,

on some rocky hills the presi'iiie of

smooth, shalelike rocks permits the

least precipitation to run from the

rocks to cracks between, wherein the

roots of t/naiicocrri'us quickly pick up

all that reaches them and immediately

store it in the bydrophilic tissues of lis

water-impervious stems. Such plants

scarcely grow at all. except during the

rare years of appreciable rainfall, dur-

ing which the seeds also may germi-

nate, and a young plant now and then

survives under a protective rock long

enough to receive the marginal suste-

nance of the next partia.

THEN, of course, there arc the nu-

merous desert annuals that meet

the problem of sun'ival somewhat like

the alga—by going into a drought-

resistant stage. But these arc not true

"annuals"' here, for their seeds may
lie on the parched ground for ten years

or more without receiving sufficient

moisture for germination. The last

time there was a flowering of annuals

in the coastal hills around Lima was in

19.57. The extraordinary longevity of

many of these minute seeds under the

most severe conditions of heat and

drought is one of the most fascinating

of all the desert phenomena.

Whereas the life of the land is so

frugal, so scant, and so ephemeral, that

of the sea is rich and varied and free.

The shallower waters of the rocky

shores teem with invertebrates and lisli

among dense beds of kelp and sea

palm, while the olTshoie waters sup-

port so rich a plankton that great

schools of anchovela abound, followed

and fed upon by guanay and tuna.

The vegetation of the inshore waters

is of s|H>clul interest, for. despite a lati-

tudinal displacement of some twenty

degrees, one sees in it much resem-

blance to the temperate northeast Paci-

fic marine llora. Thus, at l,al. 12 ' S.

the intertiilal llora of the Lima area

correspoiuls rloseh with that of soiilli-

ern California at Lai. .12 N. The gen-

era arc for the most part identical, and
even some of the same siM-cies are

present in each of the areas.



7'ET, we cannot go far with the com-

\_
parison, for even now, in the sec-

d half of the twentieth century, we

e only just exploring this Peruvian

ast for its marine plants. Only a

action of the species have been re-

rded in the botanical literature to

te, and these essentially only from

tertidal and driftweed collections

Dm a few localities. The flora of the

tratidal belt along this rugged coast

s yet to be obtained and studied. But

! are now in the age of the Scuba-

ving botanist who one day will help

complete man's exploration of this

sert shore—an exploration that was

gun on land five thousand years ago

the earliest Indian agriculturists.

AIoi ^ns of Tilland'.in. wetted by fog,

ffrow wj\elike on saiirli < lo-,p to Lima

LiiiitN (ruiiibb and crusts
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Hunza in the

Himalayas
storied Shangri-La undergoes scrutiny

Terraced country, lejt, is ruled by the

Mir, shown with village chiefs, above.

By John Clark

THE FOLLOWING IS AN ENTRY in my
weathered notebook of a decade

ago, written when, as an American

living in the Himalayas in a run-down

castle, I was operating an infirmary:

"'Salaam aleikum, Hazoor! my
trouble is very great,' said old Bohar.

He raised his white-stubbled chin and

pointed to the source of his pain.

"I looked and shuddered a little.

Four oozing, open holes, each the di-

ameter of a pencil, pierced his chin

and jawbone. I asked him to open his

mouth, and he complied, exposing a

row of teeth worn absolutely flat. I

ran my finger across his lower teeth;

four were so loose that I was able to

at his palace at 8,000 foot altitude.

Background peaks exceed 20,000 feet.

pull them out with my fingers. Bohar

gasped, then relaxed as the extrac-

tion permitted the abscesses at the

roots to drain more freely."

This was in Hunza, the small, moun-

tainous, Central Asiatic kingdom
bordering on China, Kashmir, and

Afghanistan, about which there has

been recurring publicity, characteriz-

ing the land as a Shangri-La peopled

by men and women of extraordinary

health and longevity. Since the begin-

ning of man's role as a traveler, tales

of far-off earthly paradises have been

brought home to entertain the un-

traveled. No matter how many such El

Dorados perish under examination,

the next is inevitably welcomed into

the lists with unblemished credulity.
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ihey exaggerate age. it is clone to claim sorioly's veneration.

Secrkcation of llie sexes is rigid from early youtli. llunza's

Moslem girls, rinlit, are destined to live almost totally

dissociated from llie lives of men. Here two eat cliaiiatlies.

In Hunza. say the romanticists, a race

of Moslems—descended, according to

their traditions, from the lost legions

of Alexander the Great—exist in a

Himalayan paradise, thrive on simple

foods, live a life free of the corrup-

tions of Western civilization, and
reach ages of 120 to 140. the men still

fathering children when more than 90
years of age. After being exposed to

the realities of Hunza life, one feels

more than a sense of irony when he

comes upon these representations of a

way of life that is among the bitterest

in Asia. The "Healthy Hunzas."' the

"Democratic Court." and the "Land
Where There Arc No Poor" — almost

all of this is horn of too-hurried ob-

servation by Western tourists.

Politically. Hunza is a protectorate

of Pakistan, which controls its foreign
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affairs, its defense, and its single tele-

phone line. Hunza pays no taxes to the

Pakistani Government. Instead, they

are paid to the Mir. who is absolute

ruler of the small border state. The Mir

ap)>oints an arbop, or village chief,

and a cliowkidar, or local sergeant at

arms, for each village. Local disputes

are tried by village chiefs. Anyone has

the right of appeal to the Mir's court,

which consists of the Mir. his heredi-

tary grand vizier, plus the Mir-ap-

poinled chiefs of all the villages within

walking distance of the palace. How-
ever, since the loser usually pays a fine

to the Mir"s treasury, and the winner

traditionally gives the court a present

equal to the loser's fine, not many
cases are appealed. The Aga Khan
(literally "Grandfather King''| is

spiritual leader of the Ismaili reli-

gious sect to which all Hunzas liclunp

the Mir of Hunza is administrator, bu

not religious deputy, for the Isniai

Hans of the Central Asian District.

THE notes about Bohar and hi

teeth were made after I liai

worked with the Hunza people for al

most three years during two proloi

slays in the small kiiigd<iin. I \\i\>

troduced to this part of Asia i

rct'onnaissance engineer on Gen

Stilwell's staff, and returned twice lie

tween 1948 and 19.'>1. My priii

purpose as Director of thi' Ccnlia

Asiatic Research Foundation wa'

discover what resources were avail;

to the Hunzas. and to teach thrm !

use these to their own best advanla;ie

From the start of my second visit

operated a general dispensary h ill



Mir's daughter, the Princess Nilofar. i^ -imke in \n tor

Hunza's women, who, despite public segregation and their

low status, never are forced to marry against their will.

/estem equipment. (Training in anat-

my, some concentrated informal

tudies of Asian diseases, plus pre-

ious experience, made this possible

or me. In addition, I ran three experi-

lental gardens and founded a craft

chool, with the Mir's approval.)

Bohar had developed scurvy, after

rhich staphylococcus infected the

urns and abscessed the roots of his

Beth; the abscesses had then eroded

ownward through the jawbone and
ut through the flesh and skin. After

/ashing out the sores, I gave him vita-

din C tablets to stop the scurvy, and
itamin D with calcium lactate to cure

lie rickets that were stiffening his

nees. The old man was by no means
typical. My dispensary was always

leset by lines of waiting patients, all

dth afflictions that belied popular

beliefs about "the Healthy Hunzas."

Altogether, I was able to treat 5,680

medical cases—the country had no

other dispensary—during my stay in

Hunza. My daily group of patients did

not suffer from many of the diseases

common to our civilization. There

were no true neurotics; no cases of

stomach ulcers, appendicitis, or gout;

only one case of cerebral hemorrhage,

and but four cardiac cases. The few

bad hearts had been damaged either

by malarial anemia or by overexer-

tion at high altitudes, as was the case

with one man who had carried the

Mir's piano on his back up twenty

miles of mountain trail. On the other

hand, my Hunza patients did have

malaria. They also had at least two

kinds of intestinal worms, and to see

for the first time a man with Ascaris

worms impacted in his duodenum is

appalling. The disease is more painful

than the ulcers Hunzas do not have.

Hunzas also suffer from trachoma,

pneumonia, tuberculosis, a fatal type

of dysentery, and violent staphylo-

coccic infections of their eyes, teeth,

and skin. I never observed cancer.

Total blindness, too, often afflicts

the Hunzas and is caused by staphy-

lococcus infections, cataracts, and

pterygium. (More than five per cent

of the population had trachoma.) I

cannot forget the father who brought

me his nine-year-old daughter with

both her eyes horribly swollen from

staphylococcus. They came the day

after I had run out of antibiotics. The

next shipment arrived by caravan tw'o

months later when the little girl was

permanently blind.
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One evening, I took a census of the

nine teen-age boys in my wood-can'-

iii2 M-hiKil. Of these, all from wcll-to-

ilii households, how many had seen

ilealh in their immediate families?

Here uas the roll:

Cohor Hayat: mother, three broth-

ers, two sisters: Sherin Beg: one

brother, one sister; Nur-ud-Din:
miither. two brothers, two sisters; Md.
Ilnmid: mother, one sister: Burhan

Shah: one brother, one sister: Nasar

Md.: mother, two brothers, one sister;

Mullah .Madul: two brothers: Sulei-

man: one brother: Ghulam Rasul:

father. In a country fabled for the long

lives of its inhabitants, these arc dc-

pressingly typical Asian statistics.

Moreover, there is little reason to be-

lieve that any of the old men are really

as old as is claimed.

"How old are you?" I once asked a

venerable patient.

'Ninety. Hazoor!" he answered.

'"How do you know you're ninety?"

'"Well. Hazoor. my hair is white,

and I know Im verv old. and ninety

is ver) old. so 1 must be ninety."

My teen-aged assistant. Gohor Hay-

at. broke in impatiently. "Why do you

waste time asking such questions?

You know there are no records, be-

cause so few of my people ran write!'

I had thought the old man might

have a way of keeping count. "How
i.ld are you. Cohor Hayat?" I asked.

Gohor Hayat responded loftily, "I'm
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Craftsmen like this weaver ore not

numerous in Hunza; the demanding
mounlain eronnniy requires the full-

lime effort of ihc soricly to raise food.



icENE MORE TYPICAL of neighboring Gilgit than of Hunza

3 this one showing boys at a community fountain. Until

a short time ago, little if any pipe had been available in

Hunza. Water, called "glacial milk," comes from ice sheets.

Irindinc of barley and wheat, above,

i done by centuries-old technique.

^HAPATTIES are il

:he country's

seventeen." Two years before he had

told me he was thirteen.

Because the Hunzas, themselves,

have no written records, I attempted to

estimate longevity on the basis of

physical signs of age.

THE elderly Hunzas, I discovered

firsthand, show impressive dental

evidence of being no older than sixty

to seventy-five, not an unusual old-age

in Western countries. Owing to a lack

of vitamin D and milk in their diet,

the great majority of Hunzas have soft

teeth. A young man of about twenty-

one, just cutting his wisdom teeth,

typically has six-year molars that are

worn flat. This allows a rate-of-wear

calculation that is relatively depend-

able in determining age. For instance,

a man over one hundred years old, at

this rate, would have all his molars

worn down to the jawbone, but this

does not occur even in the teeth of the

very oldest Hunzas.

"Purity" has been attributed to the

Hunza diet, but the diet itself has sel-

dom been more than superficially ob-

served or related to its highly seasonal

pattern. In the summertime the Hunza

cuisine is limited, but not too bad.

Chapatties—shaped like pancakes and

made of coarse, whole-barley flour and

water—form the staple, and salted tea

is the beverage. Mulberries, fresh apri-

cots, cucumbers, and occasionally

sheep-milk butter, round out the

meals. By September, wheat replaces

the barley, and fresh grapes, carrots,

and some melons are available. The

grapes are either eaten fresh or made

into wine; the supply of both is al-

ways exhausted by spring.

Tumushuling, the great winter cele-

bration in mid-December, is a sort of

delayed thanksgiving feast. Decem-

ber 19, the day before the Tumushul-

ing celebration, is the day in Hunza on

which all weddings are celebrated.

Each bridegroom, accompanied by

several of his friends, goes to the home

of his betrothed and sits outside her

door, which is kept partially open.

Periodically, he hands in gifts of cloth,

food, or perhaps even a dish or pan

from Pakistan. Meanwhile, his friends

give chapatties with butter, a real

luxury, to any wayfarers who may

pass by—a custom that encourages

some travelers to take circuitous routes

in order to encounter the well-to-do

marriages. By evening the gifts are ex-

hausted and the groom returns home,

leading his veiled bride, who either

walks or is mounted on a donkey. Tu-

mushuling thus is a group wedding

celebration as well as a harvest festival.

The Mir gives a small gift, usually a

piece of cloth, to every bridegroom

who comes to claim it.

As in most Asian cultures, Hunza

marriage is civil rather than sacra-

mental. The ceremony is really a not-

too-symbolic purchase of the bride.
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Marriagts are not arranged agaiiist

ihr «\ill of either parly, and although

divorce is legally very easy for men
or women, it is not coranion. ^'onien

are neither abused n«>r overworketl.

and the mother is the resjjeilcd iliicf

of the house, as the father is of the

farm. Marriage does not encomiiass

companionship as we know it : men
spend thrir spare lime in the company

of other iiH-ii. and women \isil e\t'lu-

siveK will) other wnmen. They hold

their dani-es on separate ihresliing

floor- ;i half-mile or so apart, on the

same night, and woe betide the eager

teen-age boy who dresses in his sister's

clothes and sneaks into a girls' dance.

At the time of ihe Tumushuling,

_[\_ and only then. Hunza families

bulchcr a sheep or two: cold weather

preserves the meat for the few days

before it is all eaten—and it is \ iriually

all eaten. K\i'n the long bones arc

crackeil to extract the last marrow.

.•\fter this taste of meal, the winter of

the dietary year sets in. Gradually the

supply of carrols and potatoes fails,

then the wheat, the barley, the dried

apricots, and the tea. By springtime

the poorer folk may eal only once in

two days. No one starves to death, but

no one has enough to stop hunger.

The regular Hunza diet has no fats,

no animal proteins, no vitamin A. no

vitamin D. a deficiency of vitamin I!,

and a serious deficiency of calcium.

Apricots contain some sugar and vita-

min C. but the poorer families are un-

able to raise large crops. (The size

of apricot orchards determines a

man's wealth and status.) Hunzas use

every bit of the apricot, as ihcy do of

the sheep. They cut the pits from the

fruits, crack them, and remove the al-

mond-like nuts. The women hand-

grind these with stone mortars, then

squeeze the meal between a hand-stone

and a flat rock to express the oil. Apri-

cot oil is fuel for the saucer-shaped

lamps that illuminate their homes, as

lamps of this type have done since the

Itronze Age. The oil is very bitter, na-

turally enough, because of its high

content of prussic acid, fifty drops of

which are said to be lethal in about

four hours. Men add a few drops, as

bitters, to their wine, and occasion-

ally a despondent woman takes a dose

in order to commit suicide.

Mild cases of rickets and scurvy

are rampant every spring—not enough

to kill, just enough to loosen teeth,

cause aching knees, and deform ribs

into the "fine, barrel chests" reported

by travelers. (I found that when they

took of! their shirts the fine, barrel

chests revealed strong asynunetry.

with ribs notably war|>ed by rickets. I

During my first winter. I devc|o|H-tl a

typical case of iH-riberi, even though

my diet was more varied than theirs

and was adequate in quantity.

The ba>ic trouble rests not with the

flun/av. who are neat, intelligent, and

hard-working, but with their c<iuntrv.

There is no Hal laiitl in all of Ilun/.a.

\ illages anil farms are built on alluvial

cones— fan-shaped masses of gravel

dunqH-d by streams rushing from

mountain glaciers down into the val-

leys-ami the small cultivated areas

simply are not extensive enough to

support the constantly increasing pop-

ulation. (The .Mir eslimaled the popu-

lation of his country at 2.i.(XHIin I9,'il.

According to one of the last of the

British agents stationed in nearby

Cilgit. Hunza's population was in-

creasing at the rate of .30 per cent each

divade. Rising emigration and the ab-

sence of written records obscure the

reality, as one might imagine. I

Hunza's slopes are so steep they

must be terraced bv the laborious con-

struction of hand-built retaining walls

of boulders. I mi-asured one cultivated

slope of 6(» degrees—so sleep that the

retaining walls were twice as high as

the miniature plots thev supported.

\nd sometimes Hunza farmers will

even create arable soil on top of bare

rock. After a crescent-shaped wall at

the foot of any fairly gentle rock

slope is built high enough so Ihe lop

of the wall is level with the lop of

the slope, the wall is carefully chinked

and muil-calked. then sandy «nter

from the nearest irrigation dilch is

admitted to make a small pond. When
the sand settles out. the clear water

is drained, and more sandy water is

admitled. This process is repeated for

about two years, until enough sand

accumulates to allow cultivation.

.Much of the "soil" of Hunza fields

is thus not really soil. Rather, it is a

jumble of unweathered boulders,

gravel, and sand. Since Hunza is a

cool but exceedingly dry desert, prac-

tically no plant food is formed. The
scant rain that falls soaks rapidly

through the spongy sand, leaches out

any trace of plant food that may be

present, and carries il down to the

river. Not even sagebrush will grow on

the unirrigaled areas, so most slopes

arc barren. .Newly irrigated areas are

so sterile that Hunzas have told me, "II

vou irrigate new land, v ou must eat f<'i

five years somewhere else."

HfNZAS are skillful at buildin;j a

limited fertility into llicii sici ilt

material, given enough time. All -liccii

muimre is carefully saved, uiul lli<

fields are fertilized with il four lime-

iluring each growing .season, Freqnriil

irrigation works with sunnner warmll

and mountain ozone to <leconipo>e tin

manure rapidlv. The growing phihi-

thus have a few wn-ks (d avall.il I.

food after ea<'h ferlilizoilion, bcf<<u

drainage again removes Ihe plant

food. Hunza farming is actuallv

droponic gar<l<'ning. w lib the soil In

tioning merelv to ani'li<ir llie pl.iriN

Plainly, thi- plants will rcc

enough of only those foods that oi

abundantiv in sheep manure. Nilrali-.

phosphates, and pr<d)ablv calcium

deficient. Yields of wheal and all., II.,

are notably lower per acre than

yields from belter-fertilized Amer
acr<-s. .Apricot trees generally I

reddish leaves at the growing lips, a

sure sign <d soil deficiencies.

Fven the most painstaking hydi

poiiic gardening cannot compcn'-ale

fcir ilefiiiencies in the food chemisli

MoreoviT. their system makes Hun/a
one of the few countries where an

agrarian ei-onomy is absolulelv

pendent upon the pastoral ecmionn

F.ven in th<' high mountain suninie

pastures, ihe sheep are carefulv hcnlci

into small coles in order to prcsirv

each night's droppings. F.very few

days a man climbs down the sti-ep Ira

with a load of manure on his lia<'k.

Kffectively. the fertility of llic liigh

niounlain pastures is being trari-fc

ilown to Hunza's fields.

Unfortunately, the human popula-

tion has already grown so large llial

the fields caimoi provide sulTn iciil

fond. Hunzas are moving oul of iheir

country in rather large numbers. Al-

though the exact total of aniinal

emigrees is unknown, il is clear lli.il

most of them go to the lower villages

near Gilgit, where they soon displace

their less industrious Slieena prede

sors. Hundreds of Hunza's young nun

join the Pakistan army. Others lake

work as servants, where iheir honc-ly,

industry, and common sense make

ihem highlv valued. The Hunzas

realize, as certain Western tourists <lo

nol. that their country is a land of

little food, and even less opportunity

for the future, picturesque as il is.
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CfJ-KBHAtion of weddin;^ r.rfriMin\ i> .-njovrd cxrlii^ively Ijy prohiliils women, i

male partir-ipunls and sixjclators. Scgregulion of tlie sexes On many public oc

cludinfi bride, from viewing ceremony.

sions, women hold a separate gathering.
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Enigmatic Lizard
Pygmy chameleon is one of few species to store sperm

By Otto von Frisch

U.NTIL RECENTLY, the fund of bio-

logical knowledge concerning the

South African pygmy chameleon [Mi-

crosaura pumila) was necessarily

limited because it was nearly impos-

sible to observe the reptile closely in

its habitat, and pygmies brought into

aboratory terrariums proved difficult

.0 sustain for more than a few weeks.

Uncertainties about what comprised

oroper food for this tree-dwelling ani-

nal, what were its most favorable en-

vironmental temperatures and humid-

ities, and what conditions best facili-

:ated its breeding activity went un-

Iresolved for years. As of today, there

kre a modest number of cases in which

lerpetologists have succeeded in keep-

ing pygmy chameleons alive in cap-

:ivity for long enough periods to allow

1 start in answering some long-stand-

ing biological questions.

My own observations began when I

icquired several pygmy chameleons

immediately after their arrival in Ger-

many from Africa. My adult males

attained a length, including tail, of

about 11 cm. (4% inches) . They were

somewhat smaller than the females,

which typically grow 2 to .3 cm. larger.

Other chameleons, like the well-known

iChamaeleo chamaeleo in North Africa,

ISyria, and southern Spain, grow to

about 30 cm., while Madagascar's

Chamaeleo ouslaleti sometimes
reaches 60 cm. Thus, Microsaura, only

one-fifth as long as the Madagascar

chameleon, is aptly termed a pygmy.

Usually these '"lizard gnomes" are

ight green in color, with a series of

pale blue and pink spots along the

sides of their bodies. On the head,

above the eyes, two more colored spots

appear, one above the other. The pyg-

my chameleon will change in color

from yellow-green to a very dark shade

of gray, depending on whether it is

Normal coloring of the adult pygmy
chameleon is shown here. At time of

birth, animars dominant hue is brown.

day or night, on the temperature, and

on the animal's general "mood."
Young range from Hght to dark

brown, and are spotted or lined in dark

shades on the sides of their bodies.

After about three weeks of life, they

take on the green adult coloration.

To keep the pygmy successfully in

a terrarium, it was necessary to simu-

late the conditions of its natural habi-

tat. The first, and one of the most

difficult steps, was to provide suitable

food. Large chameleons, like Chamae-

leo ouslaleti, can seize small mice with

their sticky, projectile tongues and in-

gest them easily. However, the pygmy
chameleon feeds on flies, spiders,

house crickets, and other small insects,

which must be stocked in the terrarium

in a quantity far in excess of the

amount that will be consumed, for the

animal is not an active predator. It

moves slowly among the twigs, avoid-

ing quick movements that would at-

tract attention. This is protective

behavior; if frightened, the animal can

run relatively fast.

Normally, Microsaura will sit

quietly and wait until its prey comes

within range of its tongue. Test experi-

ments have shown that the chameleon

has an optimum, or "preferred." dis-

tance from which to strike; this dis-

tance varies with the chameleon's

own size and, perhaps, with its age.

Adults normally shoot from a point

4 to 5 cm. from the prey, while the

young attempt to strike from a lesser

distance—generally 2 to 3 cm. Rarely

do the adult pygmies miss their targets.

Neither young nor old will attempt to

strike at running or flying insects; in-

stead they select a motionless insect.

My own observations suggest the pos-

sibiHty that the newborn young may
require time and repeated experience

before they become proficient hunters.

In their initial attempts, they often

shoot too low and miss the target.

Within a few days of birth, however,

the young strike as accurately as do

adults. When the prey is hit. it is pulled

back to the chameleon's mouth with

the tongue and there seized in the

jaws. Small insects are ingested whole.

while large victims are taken by the

head and bitten during ingestion.

Feeding is a delicate problem. Large

insects will frighten off adult chame-

leons, and the mere presence of spider

webs will usually be enough to elicit

alarmed behavior from the young. If

just a single thread touches their skin,

ihey scramble to the opposite end of

the terrarium. A young animal 2 cm.

long could easily become entangled in

a web or could be victimized by large

spiders, wasps, and other predators.

As a rule, the captive chameleon re-

fuses to drink from a vessel. I placed

a glass of water on top of my terrarium

and strung a piece of wool down from

the water to the level where the chame-

leons lived; thus they could lick "rain-

drops" from the moistened wool at any

time. The summer terrarium was more

or less open, and was placed in and

among plants growing in a 2 x 2 m.

box next to a sunny window. There-

fore, my Lilliputians initially had the

prey, water, and warmth appropriate

for the undertaking of life.

Almost at once the males began to

show typical threatening behavior.

Confined to a relatively small area,

their paths often crossed, and at such

times they would move toward each

other, shaking their heads and flatten-

ing their bodies. Males fight vigor-

ously and may inflict serious injuries;

females are generally less hostile.

THIS original pygmy community,

made up of two individuals of

each sex, unfortunately did not all sur-

vive the following winter. At the onset

of cold weather, I had moved the ani-

mals to a terrarium 125 x 60 x 65 cm.,

with nearly constant daytime tempera-

tures of about 77° F. and nighttime

temperatures ranging from 59° to 64°

F. A relative humidity of 40 per cent

seemed to be most favorable for them.

Yet, three of the four perished after a

little over eight months in captivity.

In establishing my second commu-
nity, I was fortunate in obtaining ani-

mals that had already lived for more
than a year. Moreover, they were in

such good condition that from the first
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I cxiKtifil bfllfr rt-sults than 1 had
.ichicvfd lifforf. rspitiiilly in obsona-
linns iif their rc|<r(>(luclive aclivily.

I'rc^nanl feiniiK-s arc oflen im|»irli'i{.

Ill most instaiui^. however, llie\ ilie

Ix-fore hirlli talvi-s |ihuc, or shoiily

.ifliTuartl. In t'a|ili\ily. the young
usually are iMlhrr lioni ileail, or die

M-ry (|uii-kl\. I iilike the females of

most other species, whieh lay e^^;s,

ilie iiy^mv female in its habitat ^ixes

liirth to live young that are eneloscd

in u thin eg^ menibrnne as they leave

llie nicilhir's rioara.

Of the t«o females I acquired in

.1 pregnant slate for my seeond com-

munity. both gave birth to dead young.

One of the inolliers then died: llie

iher niovered. I diseovered thai In

keep a female alive following tile biilli

'd its young, large i|uaiitities of food

must be provided at close range, lor

the animal is too weakened to liiinl for

prey. During pregnancy, with l\i(l\c

to sixteen young developing in the fe-

male, she swells to such a point I hat

it seems little or no space can be left

Sac emkrcf.s as a slirky bubble frnm
mother's rioaea, le/t, and adlu•rr^ lo

Iwig. hcloif. Outline of the ronlracled

young can be seen ihroufth membrane.



inside the body for the stomach con-

tents and viscera. In this bloated con-

dition, she probably nears starvation

just before giving birth.

THE female that lived after the

birth of its fifteen dead offspring

became the object of my next observa-

tions. I put her with another male two

weeks after her pregnancy had con-

cluded in the stillbirths. The male,

which I had separated from the other

chameleons for a considerable time,

immediately moved toward the female

as she reposed on a twig. There, on the

t%dg. they copulated, the male on top

of the female's back. I had observed

attempts at copulation in pygmies be-

fore, but in those cases the female had

been either pregnant or weakened, and

the unions had not developed satis-

factorilv. Usually the females are pas-

sive during copulation—as was the one

in this case—but they may on occasion

attempt to fend off the male.

An interesting observation made
several years ago is pertinent at this

A FEW SECONDS of inactivity, below,

precede encased animal's struggle to

escape, which it does at right. Note the

mnbilical cord visible below abdomen.



(joint. Apparently, a single mating

sumrtimes insures the repcal«J pro-

duction of viable young over many
months without the need of subseijuent

malings. The scientific term "siHrni

storajje" has been coined for this re-

productive phenomenon. Many rep-

tiles, particularly snakes and turtles,

are known to store s[)erm—to the de-

gree, indeed, that as Ion;; as four years

after copulation young are produced

bv the female who, in the meantime,

has had no access to a male.

Qiameleons are the first lizards

found to be capable of s|HTm storage.

Three s|H'cies arc involved, one of

which is our pygmy representative.

In addition to being able to give

liirtli to \oung as long as six months

after fertilization (the normal develop-

mental span is about three months I,

some of these chameleons carry em-

liryos at different stages of develop-

ment in the reproductive tract. This

means that sometimes young resulting

from the same fertilization will be

born at different times, stretching over

a period of about a month.

We arc dealing then with two sep-

arate processes; one involves storage

of the sperm, resulting in several sep-

arate ensuing fertilizations; the second

involves differential rates of embry-

onic development from a single fer-

lilization. Both phenomena lead to

the production of young at frequent

intervals without the necessity of an

actual mating each time. In nature,

such an ability might give the species

that extra margin of reproductive po-

tential that is essential for its survival.

With respect to the "social" aspects

of mating, it is not known whether any

one pair of pygmies stay together over

long periods. It seems, however, that

they do not. There is only a slight

indication that some males become

used to some females, and vice versa,

nr that such animals cease to threaten

each other when they meet.

As pointed out previously, the fe-

males become extremely swollen

during the lime of pregnancy. The
female that gave birth to fifteen dead

>oung and then copulated two weeks

later, clearly showed signs of preg-

nancy four weeks afterward. At the

hind part of the female's body, the

shape of the eggs could be discerned

under the skin. Most of the time the

female hung upside down from a twig

and fed little. Whenever I put the male,

which still lived in a separate terrar-

SO

ium, with this female, it would try to

copulate with her but was fende<l off

vigorously. The female opened its

mouth, uttered pufling sounds, and

«hook the whole body from side to

side. The male would then go away.

Two months later the pregnant fe-

male was so swollen that it could

hardly move. Still, it caught two or

three small gras-shopjicrs or flies a

day. although it had trouble swallow-

ing them. Only by snakelike twisting

of its head and body could the female

press the food down through its throat

and into its stomach. In another two

weeks, it had stopped feeding alto-

gether, as expi-eted. and drank only a

few drops of water each day.

Three months after the mating, I

went into the room one morning and

saw three pygmy chameleon offspring

climbing among the twigs in the ter-

rarium. In hasle. I brought out my
photographic er|uipnienl and set it up

in front of the terrarium. for never

before, to my knowleilge. had pictures

been made of actual chameleon birth.

While I was slill at work on the ap-

paratus, another of the young was

born. The mother lifted its tail, pressed

the cloaca against the thin twig on

which it sat, and the sac, with its

translucent and very fine membrane,

emerged. Inside I could sec the young.

which still was curled up. together

with the yolk and the first excrement.

The sac adhered to the twig, and

for a moment I thought the young was

dead, for it did not move. Then after

a few seconds it stretched its tiny

body, tore the membrane, and the head

emerged. With its forearms, it tried

to take hold of the twig. As soon as

it had managed to get a firm grip, it

pulled the rest of its body out of ihi-

egg membrane, then began to climli

the twig as smoothly as if it had al-

ready done so hundreds of times.

The mother had not changed posi-

tion and paid no heed to the four

offspring already born. Her respira-

tion was heavy and I could see that the

next throes had begun. By then I had

readied the photographic apparatus,

and started to make my first picture.

Within the next hours, eleven more

pygmies were horn, three of them

dead. The sacs did not always stick

to the twig. Some dropped below to a

Bbood disi'RRsks independently over

the tree following cmcrgenrc; mother

remains in the throes of parturition.

lower twig or leaf, where they then

adhered. Invariably the young started

to move and struggle after a lapsi

only several seconds. It scents cl

that if the niollicr is weak, or is kipl

under ina<lei|u:ile conditions,

young will be weak at birth and llius

unable to break out of the niembn
This is fatal, for at the time of biilh

they have already developed to a si

at which they will suffocate in a few

minutes if they cannot escape.

Altogether, fifteen young were born.

Two davs later the sixteenth and last



was born dead. The mother began to

eat immediately after the final birth,

and recovered within several days. The

yomig were removed to another ter-

rarium with specially devised condi-

tions, as they receive no care from the

mother. In fact, adult pygmy chame-

leons may even feed on the newly born

of their own species.

Although I had successfully fed

_/-\_ adults, as foster parent to a group

of 2 cm. chameleons I encountered spe-

cial problems. The food easiest to

provide is Drosophila, tiny fruit flies

that can be cultivated without diffi-

culty in glasses, using bananas or other

fruits. The young start to lick water

drops from the twigs immediately and
begin to feed one day after birth, but,

as was noted earlier, do not at once

hit the prey accurately. After about

one week of life, the progeny show
the same threatening behavior that

adult pygmy chameleons display

toward other individuals—flattening

the body, opening the mouth, and ut-

tering puffing sounds.

The first shedding of skin by the

offspring occurred about three weeks
after birlh. The old skin came off in

large pieces, and the whole process

took one or two days. Chameleons in

an unhealthy condition need much
more time to complete this process.

As soon as the young had reached a

length of 4 to 5 cm., I began to feed

them larger insects, for to maintain

their health, the proffered food must
be varied. Three of these young died

during their first weeks. However, the

others and the mother all survived.

/
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SKY REPORTER
Comets' wanderings end eventually in dissipation into space

By SiwiONE Daro Gossner

THE WELL-ORDERED AKRANGEMENT of planets around

the sun is little more tharf the skeleton of the solar

system. Between and beyond those large bodies are count-

less chunks and conglomerates of matter—asteroids, me-

teorites, mere dust, and, of course, the comets.

The seemingly haphazard motion of the latter and their

imheralded appearances had much to do, no doubt, with

their having generally been considered ill omens in me-

dieval times, when they were thought to be mysterious

emanations of the atmosphere—meteorological occurrences

rather than astronomical bodies. Since there were no

telescopes in those days, only the brighter comets were

noticed. Thus, to early observers, cometary appearances

seemed less frequent than they really are.

In 1577, the great Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe

noted that a certain comet had been sighted simultaneously

from Prague and from Denmark. Reasoning that an atmos-

pheric event could not be seen from such widely separated

places, he deduced correctly that the comet had been even

farther from earth than is the moon. He plotted its path

and decided it was in orbit around the sun. For the first

time in the history of astronomy, comets were recognized

as true members of the solar system.

In the following century, astronomers were much inter-

ested in the bizarre comet shapes revealed by the newly

invented telescope. Straining at the limit of vision, they

tried to draw what they observed (shown at left) and de-

scribed what they saw in fanciful terms. Nothing was

known of the composition of comets until their light was

analyzed with the spectroscope, within the last century.

Even now, their exact structure is a matter of speculation.

Comets travel in extremely elongated orbits that carry

them well beyond the distance of Pluto. With modern tele-

scopes they are usually spotted while they are still at some

distance from the sun. At that time, they have an almost

starlike appearance, except that they are somewhat blurred

around the edges. As a comet approaches the sun, its star-

like nucleus becomes surrounded by a diffuse cloud of

nebulosity called the coma (Latin for hair), the over-all

brightness increases, and, in most cases, the comet grows

a tail. The coma may be thousands of miles in diameter,

and comet tails have been known to span as much as 100

million miles. The nucleus, on the other hand, seldom ex-

ceeds a iew tens of miles. These metamorphoses are among
our best clues to the nature of comets.

For all their size, these wanderers of the solar system

have been aptly described as "bags full of nothing." Their

mass is less than one-billionth that of the earth, and most

of it resides in the nucleus. The latter is solid only because

the chunks of rocky matter that compose it are embedded
in water ice and frozen gases—methane, ammonia, carbon

dioxide, and cyanogen. As the comet nears the sun, its

outer layers of ice melt, causing the gases to escape. The
gases, in turn, carry along some of the finer solid particles

and this mixture forms the coma.

The development of the tail results from the combina-

tion of two separate forces, both of solar origin: radiation

pressure and solar wind. The former is the repulsive force

exerted by a strong beam of light. For minute comet par-

ticles at short distances from the sun, radiation pressure

is strong enough to repel the particles. The recently coined

expression "solar wind" designates the stream of high-

speed hydrogen nuclei (also called protons) and other

atomic fragments that constantly emanate from the sun.

The impact of their collisions with tenuous cometary ma-

terial is sufficient, once again, to drive it away.

Unfortunately for a comet's future, all matter that goes

to form the coma and the tail eventually dissipates into

space and is irretrievably lost. Since the same process

takes place every time the comet returns to the sun's

vicinity, sooner or later there is not enough substance left

in the comet's nucleus to hold it together by gravitation.

The remnants scatter along the comet's orbit. If, perchance,

the earth intersects that orbit, a meteor shower may occur

as our atmosphere sweeps up the debris.

IT
has been estimated that a comet can survive at most a

few hundred returns to the sun's vicinity. If they were

formed several billion years ago with the rest of the solar

system, how can one explain that they have not all been

disrupted by now? Several theories have been proposed

in the past, and it was thought at one time that comets are

occasional visitors from interstellar space rather than mem-
bers of the sun's retinue. If this were true, however, their

trajectories would be open curves—hyjserbolas or para-

bolas—instead of ellipses. Although many comets have

nearly parabolic orbits, the majority follow decidedly

elliptical paths. All observational evidence weighs heavily

in favor of their belonging to the solar system.

The currently accepted theory of the origin of comets

was proposed by the Dutch astronomer Jan Oort several

years ago. He suggested that a vast cloud of comets sur-

rounds the solar system beyond the orbit of Pluto and

extends some 14 trillion miles into space (about halfway

to the nearest star I . The total comet population in the cloud

is estimated at 100 billion. All except a few remain at an

enormous distance and are never visible. But occasionally

the gravitational effect of nearby stars deflects one of the

comets into an orbit that carries it close to the sun.

What happens next depends on the circumstances of this

fateful journey. If the comet's path stays clear of the most

massive planets, it may simply go around the sun in a

highly elongated orbit and return to the cloud, never to

repeat the journey. If, however, it passes in the vicinity

of Jupiter or Saturn, the perturbations caused by these

giants may suffice to deflect the comet into a shorter orbit.

It will then return periodically and will undergo gradual

destruction. The most famous periodic comet of all is

Halley's, which has been seen at every return except one

since 240 B.C. Its next appearance is expected in 1986.

On thes

1963 se

n her
stem.
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THE SKY
IN OCTOBER * -0.1 and brtiMv

* 0.0 to +0.9
* +1.0 to +1.9
• +2.0 to +2.9
+3.0to+S.9
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*•
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Full Moon Octotwr 2. 11:44 p.m.. EST
LaMQuaitor Oetobar 9. 227 M>., EST
Htm Moon Octobw 17, 7:43 »."., EST
Rrit Quarter Oetobar 25. 1220 a.m.. EST

TIMETABLE
October 1 10:00 P.M.
October 15 9:00 P.M.
October 31 8:00 P.M.

Mercury, in the morning sky, will be at its greatest western
elongation on October 5. It should be clearly visible in the
east for the first three weeks of the month, rising one hour
before the sun on October 1, and ninety minutes before on
Octotwr 15. Its magnitude will brighten from +0.1 on October
1 to -0.8 on October 15.

Venus (—3.4 magnitude), in the evening sky, will be very
low above ttie western horizon and hard to see throughout
the month. It will set soon after the sun all month long.

Mars (+1.6 magnitude) will also be too close to the hori-

zon for good viewing during October. Mars will be in the south-
west at sunset and will set about ninety minutes later.

Jupiter (—2.5 magnitude), in Pisces, will rise at sunset
October 1 and will be visible all night By mid-month it will

be in the eastern sky at sunset and will set one hour before
sunrise October 15. and two hours before on October 31.

Saturn (+0.8 magnitude), in Capricornus, will be in the
southeastern sky at dusk. It will cross the meridian, low in

the south, at about 8:00 p.m., local standard time, and will

set in the southwest at approximately 1:45 a.m. on October 1,

at 1:00 A.M. on October 15, and at 12:15 a.m. on October 31.

The Orionid meteor shower Is expected October 20. The
moon will be three days old on that date and should not In-

terfere with observations. This shower averages twenty-five

meteors per hour at maximum (as seen by a single observer).

Orionlds are caused by the debris of Halley's comet. After

multiple passages near the sun, innumerable dust particles

and small meteoric fragments become detached from the

main body of the comet. Since the particles and fragments
are all at approximately the same distance from the sun, they
travel around it in neariy identical orbits similar to the orbit

of Halley's comet itself. But, in accordance with Kepler's laws
of planetary motions, the slight differences in the particles'

distances from the sun cause them to travel at

different speeds. Over the years the particles hav
scattered along the entire orbit of the comet and are no longer

concentrated in its vicinity.

Twice a year, in May and in October, the earth approaches
--ar the orbit of Halley's comet The resulting meteor

siiuwnis are known as the Eta Aquarids, which attain their

maximum on May 4, and the Orionids, which are visible this

month. Both showers have approximately the same intensity.
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Naturalists' Notebook

PROWESS OFA
WHEEL BUG

Insect assassin takes huge prey

At 6:00 p.m.. llie «lirrl l>iii;. ^llo»ll iit

about lifc-fizr, a|>|^aurlll-^ llir liirvii.

Tin: wiiKtL liL'C [Ariliis cristaliis), pii-turcd in <i

unusually bultl act uf preilatiuii. is n vrrv liir^

nu-niber uf tlie family Ht-iluviiiliif, wliicli is uf \\<m li

uiilr illstribuliuM. and includrs lu-arly fuur lliuu>^in

.s|irties. Menibfrs uf llic fnuiiU vary in sizr fnnii iv

trcnii-ly small tu ucll uver an inch in Icn^lli. Iml ;i

arc distinguished hy pussc.ssin^ puucrful Ix.ik

thruu^h which ihcy suck tlic hluud uf ulhcr in>i-

and uf larmier animals, including man. liccausc ll

usually kill their insvct victims, they have gained ih

distinctive commun family name of assussiii liti

,\t 6:10 CM.. |ir.-.l.il<.r pun.lur.-f. llie

Mrilliiii): l.irv.i uilli il- |>.,u,'rlnl lu-ak.



Ordinarily, even the giant wheel bug will not at-

:k prey the size of the polyphemus moth larva

o^iTi below. This series of laboratory pictures

monstrates. however, that it has been done. To

ike these observations, the wheel bug was placed

the stem of a small tree near the resting place

the larva, and after what appeared to be a brief

riod of orientation by means of its antennae, it

med readv to deliver a lethal stab with its beak.

:t at this moment, the caterpillar began to crawl.

The wheel bug blocked the larva's path and struck.

Pierced by the barb, the larva writhed back and
forth in an attempt to free itself. The wheel bug,

only one-tenth the weight of the larva, clung fast

and made the kill with the aid of a salivary fluid

that prevents coagulation of a victim's body juices.

Then, holding the dead larva around the mid-section,

it began to feed by boring into the soft parts. When
the predator finally released a much deflated poly-

phemus, it cleaned itself of remnants of the meal

by rubbing its legs over its head. In this country,

the wheel bug is found chiefly in the southern states.

At 6:30 p.m., the caterpillar is dead

and wheel bug bores into body to feed.

By 7:00 p.m., the satiated predator is

ready to drop the blood-drained body.

,
- <
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MUSEUM
REPRODUCTIONS

From the outstanding collections of

The American Museum of Natural History

Decorative as well as culturally significant,

these replicas are long lasting treasures. Well
suited for home or office, there is sufficient va-

riety for every taste and for every setting. They
will enrich your daily living.

Most of these pieces are cast in Alvastone, a

substance which reproduces the original tex-

ture with exceptional fidelity'. These replicas

are so e.xact that any small flaw in the original

appears in the reproduction. Each piece is fin-

ished by expert artists meticulous in their ef-

forts to achieve proper color and other fine

details.

All vases and planters are waterproof. Each
piece is shipped with a descriptive card con-

taining factual information about the original.

You will want one of these fine pieces for your

home or office, and you will certainly want to

select one or t\vo for that special gift.

Mtmbcrs of ihc Mu I arc entitled to a 10% discount.

Please ?cnd your cheek or money order to

TUE AMERIC.\.N' MUSEUM OF N.\TUI!AL HISTOUV. N.V. 24. N.Y.

NH 102—Wooden Cup. Original
carved by Leie tntMJ o( Kasai River
in Central Coneo. 6" high. S7.75
postpaid.

NH 70-Buddha of Infinite LIgtit.

Made in China. lO'/j" hiRh.
$27.50. Shipping charges addi-

NH 34—Symt>ol of Heaven. Chi-

nese. 18th or 19lh century. 13"

diameter. $27.50. Shipping charges
additional.

NH 104-Horned Mask,
tribe. Ivory Coast. Africa.

hiEh. $15.50. Shipping cho
additional.

€

\

NH 65— Peruvian Uama. Inea. 15th
or 16th century. 2" high. Stand-
$3.00 postpaid. Pin-$3.25 ppd.
tax inci.

NH 67—Effigy Vessel. Plumt)ate
pottery from Guatemala. Toltec,
A.D. 90O120O. 7%" high. J13.75
postpaid.

NH 66—Smiling Head. Vera Cru?.

Mexico. About A.D. 1000. 12'//'

high. $15.00. Shipping charges
additional.

NH 101 — BaTeke Figure. Fri

Equatorial Africa. 14 '74" I

$16.50. Shipping charges I

tional.



J6—Laughing Mask. From
an in the Cameroons, Africa.

;il. $19.65 postpaid.

NH 33—Dragon Vase. Han Dynasty
(202 B.C.-220 A.D.). S'/j" high
with base. $16.25 postpaid.

NH 107—Headrest. Fronn the Lua-

laba region, Central Congo, Africa.

71/2" high. $13.25 postpaid.

NH 75— Prayer Plaque. Tibetan.

ISVz" X 1514". $17.50. Shipping
charges additional.

-Liu Hal and Toad. Chinese,
entury. lyz high. $13.00

NH 68—Olmec Mask. Guerro, Mex-
ico. A.D. 300-600. 7>A" high.

$13.50 postpaid.

NH 61—Mexican Figurine. Prob-

ably Mixtec, 15th century. 2%"
high. $4.00 postpaid.

NH 5-Candle holders. Tlingit In-

dian, Alaska. 4" high. $13.50 pr.

postpaid.

)—Dance Mask. From Ivory
Africa. 9" high. Original

in wood. $8.50 postpaid.

NH 71—Lamaist Buddha. Tibetan.
Probably 19[h century. 6" high.

$10.75 postpaid.

NH 7e-God of Infinite Life Book
ends. Tibetan. 5" high. $13.00 pr.

postpaid.

NH 4—Totem Book ends. Haida
Indian. Probably late 19th century.

$13.75 postpaid.

/^

t^

)3 — Bakuba Cup. Wooden
lold utensil of Bakuba tribe.

, Africa. 71/2" high. $10.75

NH 74-Symbol of Buddhist Law.
Book ends. Japanese, 19th cen-
tury. 81/2" high. $13.50 pr. post-
paid.

Totem Poles — NH 1 - 6" high,

$4.50, ppd., NH 2-11" high, $8.00
ppd.. NH 3 - 18" high, $12.75.
Shipping charges additional.

NH 32-Court Dancer. Chinese,
Ming Dynasty (1368 1644) Worn
as pin or pendant. 3" high. $3.50
ppd., tax incl.

'1/

08— Ibis. Original cast in

by the Benin tribe, South-
jeria, Africa. 8" high. $18.00

NH 73—Tibetan Book ends. Origi-

nal is carved sandalwood. 6V^"
high, $19.50 postpaid.

NH 6—Raven. Stone pipe. Tlingit

Indian, Northwest Coast of Alaska.
3" high. $6.00 postpaid.

NH 77—Magic Mirror. Japanese.
6%" diameter. Has a bronze-like

finish. $5.50 postpaid.
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HAWAIIAN
STILT

iK'lore it flies away!
Firsl Method: Swim out. camera in

hand, and pour salt on its tail.

Second. Easier Method: Put on a

Bushnell telephoto unit! For close-

ups of rare birds, architectural de-
tail, or "candids" at a distance,

nothing conquers space as Bush-
nell's two amazing telephoto lenses!

Televai

Spacem aster

*-ar

Telephoto fun for single Icn^t reflex cameras
at lidle expense! Easy to attach, Tclcvar zooms
from 350-650mm on focal plane shutter cam-
eras. Crisp, sharp definition 12 ft. to infinity.

$59^. (Adapters available for all SLR's. even
non-rcmovabc lens models.)

U
Lnapproachablc subjects leap into focus with

Spaccma^stcr's extra long range! Zoom in 10,

20, 30 limes closer to your subccts ^h-ith exclu-

sive variable mount and interchangeable eye-

pieces . . . 75O-.10OOmm effective focal length

for 35mm carrtcrxs. Doubles as a superb all-

purpose telescope for family use. Complete
from $110.00

Sm your tfMtir or writ* for dttaiU

and umpit color reo'oductions.

OO Bushnell
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About the Authors

Hk. Ki;n>»:tii L Franklin, Associate

\-ironi>nirr at The .\mekii:an Miskum-
Havoin 1'lam.tahii m. iii»cu»cs llie

nuicli mi-undrr-tood sulijn-t <i( jiraxita-

lion and the forces that keep planets in

llieir orl)lt» in a Iwo-parl article that lie-

gin< in this issue. Anion); Ur. Frankliir-.

keene«t astronomical interests are binary

stars. |:alai-tic struilurc. and radio a--

triinomy. The illustrations (or his articlr

Mere prepared by .Mr. Helmut Wimnier.

-lafl artist at the Planetarium.

Techniques and aims of scientific re-

search in the .\rctic and .•Vntarctic are

reviewed in "Secrets from Cold Storape."

Iiv Mil. \\ II.I.IAM J. CiioMiK, who has had

lii-tliand experience in both region-. .Mr.

Criiniie worked as a geologist for a min-

ing company, spent fourteen months

at Little .\merica, was chief mate and

oceanographer aboard the research

schooner I'cniii. scncd as chief scientist

fur Columbia University's scicnlific

group on .\rclic Ocean Drifting Station

Charlie, and until recently held a po»t

with the Moholc Project. Mr. Croniir

has written many articles in the field

of science, and he is the author of a

number of books and scientific papers.

The description and unusual photo-

graphs of the pink-headed warbler are

the work of Mr. Walter Dawn. .\ pro-

fessional photographer of nature sub-

jects, Mr. Dawn is widely known for his

photographs of birds.

Db. E. Yale Dawson, who explains

the "Ecological Paradox of Coastal

Peru," is Professor of Biology at the

University of Southern California and

is also with the .Mian Hancock Founda-

tion. He is a phycologisi, and has written

previously for this magazine. He spent

the summer in research at the University

of Washington's Friday Harbor Marine

Laboratory, which is situated on San

Juan Island, Washington.

.\ vertebrate poleontologist. Dr. John
CnHK is on the staff of the Chicago

Natural History Museum. His obscrva-

linns of Hunza. a Himalayan protec-

torate of Pakistan, derive from two

-ojourns in the litlle-known kingdom

during which he engaged in geological

research and operated a dispensary.

Dr. Otto von Frisch, author of

"F.nigmalic Lizard." is assistant in mam-
mals, birds, and reptiles at the Museum
of Natural History in Braunschweig,

West Germany. He is currently investi-

gating the behavior of reptiles and

amphibian'-. Dr. von Frisch made the

photographs that accompany his article,

and he believes that they are the first

such photographs to have been taken.

Karl
VOIl

Frisch
^[AN AND
THE LIVING
AVORLD

One of the great scientists of

our lime, the author of The
Dancing Bees, odcrs a vivid,

lucid explanation of biology

for the general reader. Rare-

ly has .scientific information

been presented with such

charm, ease, and clarity. 101

diagrams and drawings; in-

dex. /4( n// bookstores .
$7..'<0

A Helen and Kurt WollT Book

I1.\RC0URT, BRACE i WORLD
757 Third .\vcnuc. New York 17

COMPACT...WATERPROOF

NEW
LEITZ

TRINOVID BINOCULARS
Crealois o( the worldlamous Leica camera have

perfected a new prism system that dramatically

reduces binocular siie and weight. It's the first

truly sip.nilicant binocular advancement in lilty

years. The Trinovid 6 x 24 panoramic 636foot-

wide viewing field at 1000 yards is an ama/ing

40?i larger than conventional models. The 8 x 32

and even the 10 x 40 are more compact than con-

ventional glasses ol much lower power. And all

Trinovid models have last-action central focusing,

are hermetically scaled, dustproof and waterproof.



Sioux and

space station...

wasp and

dodo...

HAN'S FIRST MOON COLONY?
But w 1 it be armed fortress,

"

scienli !c laboratory, or - as is

town?'^

Announcing...The

NATURAL
HISTORY

PRESS

The Natural History Press, publisher of books and periodicals for The
American Museum of Natural History, is a new publishing venture with an
exciting present—and a future limited only by man's exploration of his uni-
verse. A division of Doubleday & Company. Inc., with editorial headquarters
at The American Museum, the Press will publish titles in the life and earth
sciences, including anthropology and astronomy. Its authors and editors are
creating books for both the young reader and for adults, for students from
the earliest grades through high school and college. The first "list" of just-pub-
lished books includes one hardcover volume and four new paperbacks, the
first of a series to be known as American Museum Science Books:

WASP FARM hy Howard Ensign Evans. Associate Curator, Museum of Com-
parative Zoology at Harvard University. An eminent entomologist who has
spent thousands of man-hours observing the ways of wasps records his findings
with precision and humor—revealing, in rich detail, the infinite resourcefulness
of insects in the business of survival. Illustrated with 43 photographs and
drawings; hardbound. $3.95

BIOLOGY OF BIRDS />y Wesley E. Lanyon. Associate Curator of Ornithol-
ogy. The American Museum of Natural History. A vivid "family portrait"—
describing the evolution of birds, flight design, cla,ssifications, migration, and
varied life cycles. Illustrated with 64 line drawings; paperback original, $1.25

EXPLORATION OF THE MOON hy Franklyn M. Branley. Astronomer. The
American Miiseiim-Haydcn Planetarium. An astronomer sums up man's lunar
observation and theory—from our current "axioms" (no wind, no weather, no
water) to the controversies which only first-hand exploration will resolve.
Illustrated with 30 line drawings and photographs; paperback original, 95^
INDIANS OF THE NORTHWEST COAST hy Philip Druckcr, formerly of the
Smithsonian Institution. A comprehensive and definitive study of the Indians
who lived in the region from Alaska to northern California-prehistory to
potlatch; econo.Tiy and technology to ritual and art. Published for the first

time at paperback prices. Illustrated with 50 photographs and 27 line draw-
ings. $1.95

INDIANS OF THE PLAINS hy Robert H. Lome, late Professor of Anthro-
pology. University of California. A classic study of the prehistory and culture
of the tribes-Blackfoot, Cheyenne, Sioux. Crow, to name a few—which in-
habited the Plains from the Mississippi to the Rockies. Published for the
first time at paperback prices. Illustrated with 37 photographs and 43 line
drawings, $1.95

These five volumes begin what promises to become one of the most stimulating
and far-reaching libraries ever published for the science-minded reader. We
urge you to see these books at your bookseller now, and invite you to write for
a free announcement describing The Natural History Press and its future plans.
Just write:

THE NATURAL HISTORY PRESS Ezden Ciiy. New York



HOLD
THAT TIGER
WITH A

HONEYWELL
PENTAX!

This cat is not snarling at
the photographer. He likes to have
his picture taken with a Pentax
camera. He knows that his portrait
will be razor sharp because the pho-
tographer is composing and focusing
through the same lens which will
make the picture.

Furthermore, the telephoto
lens makes possible dramatic shots
like this from a distance; the subject
is not distracted by the photogra-
pher's i)resence. There are 13 inter-
changeable lenses for the Pentax,
making jiossible an infinite variety
of photographic opportunities.

Your Honeywell Photo Prod-
ucts dealer will be glad to demon-
strate a Pentax for vou. He will show
you the H-1 (f 2.2i at SM9.50, and
theH-3 (f 1.8) at $199.50.

Write for full-color brochure to
Herb Willi t 1209). Honeywell,
Denver JO, Colorado.

H
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Honeywell
PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS
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NATURE and the CAMERP
Color photography in ^
theory and practice /^
By David Linton - *w^

C.'H RKNOITION ill pliolncraiiliy is

iiol liiliilly iircuralc. Iiiit llir plmlo;;.

ui|>li<-r kliiiiilil rr|:ar<l litis i\* u spur lu

III- i-rcutivo rflurls. Tlir pliiil<>|:ra|ili is

.III fiilily— a Itraiiliful "lie. wr liiipc—

.mil not iiicrrly a rfpriicliirlinn iif nature.

A very imp<irlaiil rcasmi wliy coKirs

aiiiiiil be rcprodiici'il "arciiralrly" i«

ilial uiir rnlnr prrrepliiin !< variulilc. The
uppearanro nf a cnliir is iiiiliirnred hy

its siirriiiiiuliniis. the li|:lil fnlliii): uii it,

anil liy «liat we "kiu'w" aliiiiil it.

.'\iiiillier plieniinieiion of roliir \isloii i«

llie aliilily of ilie eye lo resist rlmngcs

in llie eolor of nlijeets euiised by cliunii-

inp illumination. The inosi ronminn il-

lustration of this i> provided liy the

shifting colors of davli^hl. A while sand

heaeh will slill look while in the lule

aflernoori. altlioujih the llpht ilhiminut-

inp it is uetiially oranfe: it will also look

while on a cloudy day when the liplit is

rich in blue. This erterl. known to psy-

chologists as "eonslaney." is produced

cnlirely in llie visual oorle.i; of the

viewer, and it cannot he diipliealed hy

the film ill a camera.

Color and Light Sources

EAi II type of color film is "halanred"

for one specific kind of li;;ht. "Day-

light" films are halanred for a mixture

of ilirerl sun and reflerled skylight that

occurs at midday in temperate latitudes.

The "indoor" films arc balanced for one

or another of the most commonly used

artificial light sources. Since films can-

not correct themselves as docs the eye.

the photographer must correct them for

any illumination thai differs from that

for which they were designed.

"W liilc" daylight is actually a mixture

of colors, including the entire visible

(.: 1

speclriim plus a hit of iillravioji'i al oi

extreme and some infrared al ihe ollu

The priiporlioiis change with \vi-:ttti'

and lime of day. but ihe eoinpleli' i.iiu

is lliere. Incunileseent lamps and II. i-

liulbs ure similar in ihal ihey have < <'i

timimti s[irelin: ihe range of colm-

the light may iioi be as wide as In li.i

liclit. hill within the exlsline ranpe .il

colors thai helonc in that part of ili>

speelriiin are represented.

The apparent eohir of ihe li;:lil iron

such sources is measured in Iitiiis

"color lemperatiire"—the aelual lempii

uliire (In decrees Kelvin I to wliiili

standard "lila.k body" must he liiale

to (five nfT liiilil of the same appiini

ridor. Il mu>t be emphasi/.ed. Iiowimi

that color leniperaliire describes ntil-

llic a[t\nitinl eolor of the light: how i

looks. Uui apparent eidor does mil delii

he actual composition of the light. Tu'

light sources may look the same e\

tlioimh their light is made up nf illffen

eomponenls. The same is true of coin

.Some llfihl sources, such as fluoresn

lamps, have diseonliniioiis spectra— ""i

wave lengths are not represented in iIh

niilput. Ohjecis look reasonably naliii

to us under these lifilils because llir r

is somehow able lo compensate for lli

missinp colors. Film, of course, has n

such raparily to adapt. Color plu

raphy with lliesi- light --ources is iiii

diclable. bill such lighting can he (jiiil

usebil if lesis can be made and evalii

ated in advance. One advantage of flui

resrent liplils is that they produce nr
lillle heal (infrared is iinl inrhided ii

their sperlral. Another advantage i

that lluoresrenl tubes can he made
various sliupc'-. iiiiludliii! that, of

doiighniil. so the liplit source can sur

round the lens (or the subject, if il i'

PHYSICAL SPECTRUM

LIGHT (visible totiu

Small portion of the phvpiral spcrlruni,

from violet through deep red, is visible.

DrCP RED INFRARED

Other wave lenfillis are not fecit, but -xii]

of them may rcgisler on pliotograpliir lilii



PEOPLE

OF THE

FOREST
)y Hans Lidman

\n otter frolics in the snow ... a
volverine pulls down a buck . . . mid-

iummer dragon-flies shimmer above a

:arn—and man lives on in the primi-

:ive, superstitious ways of his ances-

:ors. This is the life of a great Scan-
dinavian forest—captured now in the
/ivid words and magnificent photo-

graphs of Hans Lidman, Sweden's
famed naturalist-photographer. His
record of the changing seasons of a

/ear and the searching eye of his cam-
era take you into a relentlessly hostile,

/et sntrancingly beautiful world. $7.50

SEND FOR FREE EXAMINATION COPY

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
Dept. 430, Riverside, New Jersey

Please send PEOPLE OF THE FOREST
(57166) for free examination. After 10 days
I may return it and pay nothing. If 1 keep
lit I will remit $7.50 plus shipping.

Name

Address

City/Zone State

SAVE SHIPPING! Enclose $7.50 with coupon
and WE pay all postage and handling costs.
Same free examination, with refund if not
pleased.

small) to produce shadowless illumina-

tion. Color temperatures cannot be used

to describe the light such sources emit.

Extreme examples of discontinuous

spectrum light sources emit only one or

a few narrow bands of wave lengths.

Mercury-vapor and sodium-vapor lamps

used for illuminating highways are the

commonest representatives of these ex-

tremes. The distribution of wave lengths

in their output is so meager that not even

the human eye can perceive colors under

them. They are not suitable for color

photography.

Filters Provide Control

COLOR rendition is controlled by the

color of the light and by filters.

Filters are generally placed in front of

a lens, although for some special pur-

poses they are used over the light

sources. In a few long lenses filters are

inserted between or behind the optical

elements of the lenses.

Filters absorb, or "block," certain

wave lengths of light and transmit others.

A filter may transmit a wide band of

wave lengths or a narrow one. and the

boundary between the absorbed and

transmitted wave lengths may be gradual

or abrupt. It is impossible to tell from

the filter's appearance. For example, a

"red" filter is one that appears red to the

eye. It transmits red light and absorbs

light of other colors to a greater or lesser

degree. All filters that look red are red

filters, but their optical characteristics

may differ in ways that cannot be dis-

tinguished by the eye.

The action of filters is essentially the

same with color as with black-and-wiiite

films, since all films operate on the same

principle. But heavily colored filters can-

not be used with color films because they

impart an over-all cast to the picture.

The great control possible in black and

white through the use of filters cannot

be matched in color.

A convenient example is the problem

of photographing a distant landscape

through haze. Some haze is always pres-

ent, the amount varying with the location

and the weather. The extent to which it

appears in a picture can be, and is, con-

trolled with filters.

Effects of Scattered Light

HAZE is composed of minute particles

of moisture and dust in the atmos-

phere that scatter some of the light

coming from the sun. diverting it from

its path. The scattering is selective; it

is greatest at the blue end of the spec-

trum and least at the red end. Scattering

is similar to the breaking up of "white"

light into spectral colors, as is done by

the drops of water that form a rainbow.

A similar phenomenon occurs in snow,

where ice crystals scatter light in some-

SERIOUS ABOUT
COLOR T

If you want PERFECT COLOR EVERYTIME

then get the COIOR TEMPERATURE

METER and FILTER INDICATOR

the professionals use . .

.

instantly

shows . .

.

• Color temperatui
of light sourco
(in degrees Kelvi

• Filler required
for correct
color balance

Calibrated in "decamired"

filter scale adopted by leading camera and

filter manufacturers. Complete with leather

eveready case and gold-metal chain.

Sold only through photographic dealers.

X.xsa-G- PHOTO CORPORATION

257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

PRECISION J&f

Tipods
KEEP /

SHARP LENSES
SHARP

1

The slightest camera motion can jar

the edge off your sharpest lens . . .

even at "safe" shutter speeds . . .

even with miniature cameras. Linhof

Precision Tripods protect your best

photographic efforts . . . keep you on

solid footing. That's because Linhof

builds rock-solid, lifetime steadiness

into every tripod-the positive stead-

iness that fine pictures demand.

SEE LINHOF PRECISION AMATEUR TRIPODS

AT YOUR DEALER

X.X1»-G- PHOTO CORPORATION
257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
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Seat Yourself Here for Your Flight to Japan

Aboard a Japan Air Lines jet, you're surrounded by

traditional Japanese decor, served by a charming Japanese

hostess in kimono. What pleasanter way to get there?

Daily flights from Los Angeles or San Francisco, via Hawaii.

See your travel agent, or Japan Air Lines.

UAPAN AIR LINES

FrindKO, Stattit, hew lerk,

Chiciio ind olhar Ur|« cltin

111

wlial the «aine way. Tlir light y.

lliroii|;li snow becomes prrduiiiii

blur. Tlir ligbl insidr snow cavr-

rorrr jthulograph I is blup and so a

shadows thai r<«»ral trxture in mas»i- i

snow. Thr tevtiirr will lie hist iiiilr-»

fillrr is used t.i lilork sunn- of llir iiilrn-

blue lit:lii and ino'.t of the ullrii\i>'l<

that otherwise light ii|i (hr shadow^ .m

make ihein look the same as the liigl

liglils to the hlin.

Srallerint; aceounts (or the liltie ii|

praranoe uf the sky and also lur ilu- n-

rolor of ihe selling sun. The iilna\i.>l<'

violet, and blue are senlterrd llie iiii>~i :

they pass through the alinospberi'. Ilu

are relleeted down toward the earth, llii

im|iarliiig their rolors lo the sky. ' -|>

rially that part of the sky npposiir il

sun. It i> as though the sky were a ):i.ii

mirror that can relleel only blue li^li

Looking ul it we would see il a-, hlii'

The orange, red. and infrared |M'

through the atmosphere with miirli lir

scattering. Conse(|uently ihey art- m
seen in the purl of the sky that is illiiin

nated only by srallcred light (tbey \k\-

through the mirror).

W'lirii we look at the sun we >>('« a

Ihe colors, because all pass lliriiugli ll

atmosphere, hut some of ihc blue i-. r

moved before the light reaches us. \\ In

the sun is low in the eky, however, il

seen ihrougli a much greater tbickne:

Greece and E^ypt

Archeology Tour
29day tour to GREECE and EGYPT departing from New York on

April 22. 1964 via Lufthansa jet. Price $1,820 all-inclusive.

Personally conducted by an expert on this area, you will visit

the most interesting and important sites of Greek and Egyptian antiquity.

A sampling of the highlights in store for you: ATHENS—booming

modern city and rich repository of a glorious past, still

present everywhere. MYCENAE and TIRYNS—Cyclopean walled citadels

renowned in history and legend. CORINTH—once the epitome

of luxurious living and its antithesis, SPARTA the austere. OLYMPIA

and DELPHI—sacred to the gods, games, and oracle. THE ISLES

OF GREECE— Hydra, Oelos. Mykonos. Sanlorin—sparkling

jewels of Ihe Aegean. CAIRO—Moslem metropolis with its incomparable

museum, a panoply of Pharaonic splendors, and nearby

MEMPHIS. SAKKARA, GIZA. the FAYUM. CRUISING THE NILE—to ASWAN and

the soon-to-be-submerged great temple at ABU SIMBEL. to KARNAK,

LUXOR. THE VALLEY OF THE KINGS, and OENDERAH. This will be

an unforgettable journey through time and space to the wellsprings

of Western civilization. The limited size of the group

makes early reservations advisable. We will be pleased to send

you without obligation a detailed itinerary and complete information.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL. INC.. 1 East 53rd Street, N.Y. 22, N.Y.

Please send me details and itinerary of your forthcoming tour

to Greece and Egypt.

lUHE-

AOORESS—



f -atmosphere than when it is overhead,

'he thickness is so great near the hori-

DH that not only the blue rays but also

luch of the green and yellow are scat-

!red before they reach us. and all that

;main are the orange and red parts of

le spectrum. That is why the setting

in looks red. The missing blue rays.

leanwhile. are leflected down on the

irth as "skylight" farther around the

irth's circumference, where it is still

ay (diagram page 70. bottom).

What we define as "white." or "color-

ss." light is highly variable, ranging

U the way from the light of a kerosene

imp to that of a carbon arc. "White"

mlight as we know it is sunlight that

as had much of the blue filtered out of

by passing through our atmosphere.

Subduing Atmospheric Haze

\ISTANT scenes on earth have a

^ "washed-out" appearance because

le atmosphere through which they are

en and photographed scatters blue

ght and ultraviolet like a smoke screen,

he light that is scattered in front of the

ibject obscures our view (diagram page

9, top). The effect is more apparent

a film than it is to the eye because the

hn is sensitive to ultraviolet but the

uman eye is not. Ultraviolet is scattered

/en more than blue light. In black and

If you love children, your heart will go out to Tommy
Littlcraven, a 9-year-old American Indian boy wlio is

attending school off the reservation for the first time. Going

to school in town frightens Tommy. He is afraid that his

non-Indian schoolmates are laughing at his tattered cloth-

ing, at his faulty English.

He yearns to join the school club, buy personal books,

clothing, go out for a soda with the other boys. But his

parents are too poor to give him pocket money. And so

Tommy wanders off by himself and dream.s that someday
lie will have the money to do wliat his non-Indian school-

mates do.

if you love children

Make a dream come true! You, your school or group can make this dream

come true for an Indian child like Tommy. Contribute *10 a niontli and provide one

Indian youngster with suitable clothing, personal books and a cash allowance. You will

receive the photograph and story of the child you help and enjoy a warm person-to-person

relationship through an exchange of letters. Please give one Indian youngster an even

break — and the sense of security and confidence he needs to join the mainstream of

American life.

' 1

I

U. S. Depart.
|

the Internatio
lor Child Welfa

Serving Children for 30 Years

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION
Norwalk, Connecticut

I wisti to contribute $120.00 annually to help an American
Indian girl Q boy D
Enclosed is my first payment:
$10.00 a month D $ 60 00 semi-annually D
$30.00 a quarter Q $120.00 annually n
1 cannot sponsor a child, enclosed is contribution of $

N

City 7one Stale
NH 10-3

.indblad Tours
Zoological Photo

Safari to East

and Central Africa

35-day tour to EAST and CENTRAL AFRICA departing from New York on

February 28, 1964 via BOAC jet. Price $2,600 all-inclusive.

On this expertly guided safari you will travel into magnificent country

teeming with a breathtaking variety of wildlife—to see, study,

and photograph its peoples, animals, and natural wonders. Among this

tour's exciting experiences: Sleeping under canvas at the foot

of Mt. Kilimanjaro. Ngorongoro Crater, where 20,000 animals roam its

sea of grass. Game-viewing drives—a profusion of elephants,

rhinos, lions, zebras, giraffes, wildebeests, and many others.

Victoria and Murchison Falls. Gorilla country of Rwanda-Urundi.

Encounter Masai tribesmen and Karamojong hunters and warriors. Camera

hunting for lions on the plains of Serengeti. Zanzibar—where

Africa meets the Orient and Arabia. To receive without obligation

complete details on this remarkable tour, just use

the coupon provided.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC., 1 East 53rd Street, N.Y. 22, N.Y.

Please send me details and itinerary of your forthcoming tour

to East and Central Africa.

ADDRESS-

CITY.



Want to relax in the quietness of cool

mountain ranges? Explore exciting foreign

towns and villages or bask on some warm,
sunny beach? Perhaps you know a road

somewhere you'd like to follow to the end.

It's all the same with an Airstream Land
Yacht — a personal highway cruiser out-

fitted down to the smallest luxurious de-

tail tor limitless road voyaging . . . good
beds, bathroom, hot and cold water, re-

frigeration, heat and light independent of

outside sources wherever you go — for a

night, a week, or a month. Airstream Land
Yachting means real travel independence
— no timetables, tickets, packing. You
just tow your Airstream lightly behind your

car and follow your travel whims wherever

they urge you to go. Yes, its the exciting,

better way to travel here in North America

or anywhere in the world.

WrHt for Intuntilng frtt bookltt
•World At Your Ooorslep''

AIRSTREAM INC.

Important new CROW ELL science books

PICTORIAL

ASTRONOMY

b> Diosiiiorc Allcr, Clurcncc II.

CIcmlruhuH und John G. Phillips

One of the bcNl and most widely used
hooks in iis field, now complcicly re-

vised and up lo d:i(e. "Astronomy is

here removed from the muihcmutical
cobwebs und presented in a popujnr
fashion in which no authenticity or
rcliubijiiy is lost. . . . This is a book for
everyone . . . one of the soundest, most
complete and most rcaduhtc clTorts in

the lield of astronomy."—josipm m.
ctUMiii RLAIN. S'aiiiral HtMory Lavishly
iHtiMraiCil u///i photographs, drawings,
and duifirams S6.95

PICTORIAL GUIDE

TO THE MOON
b> Dinsiiiurc AUlt

In this driimiiiic und exciting book, the
author lias written the most authorita-
tive and up-to-date work on the moon
ever published. All the known diii.t

about the moon .irc here and the book
is muRnilicently illusir.iied with do/ciis

of beautiful ptiou>^r.iphs taken Irom
Ml. Falomar. Mt. W iK.<n. iiul the I uk
Observatory, lascin.iiinj; and infonii.i-

live, they reveal the Ic.iturcs of the
moonscape under changing illumina-
tion. In addition, there is a helpful
glossarv of lunar terms.

r.^ lUanrams: ilO hiack-and-whiir
phoiographs $6,95

-THOM.AS Y. CROWELL COMPANY, New York, N. Y. 10003-

GLEN CANYON DROWNS

On March 13, 1963, the second di\Li

sion tunnel at Glen Canyon dam «.

closed—and death became inevitalM

for Glen Canyon. 7 he Place No Oi:<

Knew describes an incredible scenic r\

source—and shows, in some of ili

most remarkable phoiographs ever u
produced, what all men have lost. Elioi

Porter, the master photographer of "In

Wildncss . . .". continues his perceptive

work in this companion volume.

Brooks Atkinson, in the New York

Times, has said about The Place No
One Knew: "Even if Glen Canyon were

not to be lost after millions of years of

creation, this treasure of color would

still be invaluable . . . The loss of

Glen Canyon is part of the rapid

process in which we are spending ir-

replaceable capital to pay the cost of

daily overhead." The Place No One
Knew is a lasting requiem to what was

once one of the most beautiful canyons

in America — a reminder that such

places will last only when man deter-

mines not to wipe out, in the name of

progress, the things that make life

worthwhile.

The Place No One Knew: Glen Canynn m
the Colorado, by liliol Porlcr. Fifth in Ihi

Sierra Club's notable cxhibil-fiirmal ( III' i
'

\y'/2 inches) scries. Lithographed in fmii

colors on Kromckolc. 72 plates. UiS pa^'cs

S25.

Michael Hrown
Sierra Club
1049 Mills Tower
San Francisco 4. Calif.

Please send mc cop The
Place No One Knew (i $25 (plus sales

tax).

MtMP

n Payment enclosed D Please bill mc
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white it appears as extra light and re-

duced contrast. Color film records it as

a washed-out. bluish haze.

As we have seen, red and orange wave

lengths of light penetrate the atmos-

phere with less difficulty than blue ones.

Therefore, if we are to photograph a

distant scene, we would expect to

achieve increased clarity by restricting

the response of the fihn to the reddish

wave lengths. This is what happens in

actual practice. It is not always desir-

able, however, to eliminate haze com-

pletely since it is one of the cues that

enable us to "see" depth. We are ac-

customed to the progressive "graying"

of colors and softening of contrasts as

distance increases (called "atmospheric

perspective" in painting). People ar-

riving for the first time in the mountains,

where the air is extremely clear, con-

sistently underestimate distances.

With black-and-white film, we have

almost complete control over the amount

of haze visible in a photograph. We can

increase the apparent haze by using only

the blue end of the spectrum, taking the

picture through a blue filter. This re-

duces the effect of other colors and

accentuates the scattered wave lengths.

With no filter, the haze would still be

heavier in the picture than it looks to

the eye. because of differences in sensi-

tivity between eye and film.

The scene could be shown approxi-

mately as it appears to the eye by photo-

graphing it through a medium yellow

(K 2 i filter. For greater haze penetra-

tion, an orange filter could be used. Next,

with panchromatic black-and-white film

(the only type in general use now) a red

filter could be used, then a darker red.

Finally, for absolute clarity, we could

change to infrared-sensitive film and a

filter that excludes virtually all visible

light, thus exposing the film only to in-

frared, which is not scattered by the

atmosphere. (This technique is used in

aerial photography, and it permits

photographing through clouds.)

With each step the exposure must be
increased because less of the total light

is being used. Also, with each step the

sky becomes darker as a greater propor-

tion of the blue skylight is prevented

from reaching the film. There are other

changes, too, making the picture look

progressively less natural. In the final

case, using only infrared, foliage ap-

pears white and the .sky black.

As a rule, any filter will lighten ob-

jects of its own color and darken those

of a complementary color. In addition

to the blue, yellow, orange, and red fil-

ters just described, there are a few more-
specialized types used with black-and-
white film. One of the most useful is a

light green, which can make foliage ap-

pear lighter and darken the sky without
lightening skin tones when people are

photographed outdoors.

EUEn DOCTORS
BUILD THESE
"UISIBLE"
mODELS...

because they're so incredibly accurate ... and such fun to build

Thanks to Renwal's famous "Visible" construction, you can actually see
all superbly accurate details of bone structure, muscles, organs, nerve and
respiratory systems.

Assembling a ctiallenging Renwal Hobby Kit leaves you with a real feeling
of accomplishment. You can take your impressive display apart and re-

assemble it again to show your friends the complexities of anatomy. After
all, by that time, you'll be an expert.

GOOD HABITS COME FROM GOOD HOBBIES [ û/^amn
SEND FOR RENWAL'S FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET -i

Renwal, Mineola, New York—Dept. NH-10A
Please send me "Getting a Jump on the Future wil
a Renwal Hobby."

Name

Address

City— state
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nut oiccN Blue CDCCN RrO
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iaJiSi. alotuj, cl new
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NEPTUNE MK II

BINOCULAR
For use with or witliout spectacles

Convenience features never before

offered, sucli as relraclablc eyecups.

Iripod adapter and veeslotted case for

quick binocular removal Ifigli power Is

matched by ejira brilliance (RLE 41.2)

for dawn or dusk viewing Eitrawlde

field (425 ft) Barium crown prisms

and special hard lens coaling. Light

122 o;) compact and powerful. Write

for folder and name of nearest dealer.

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC.
0«pl. N4- aoston 2S. Mju. • Sin Joie 12. Cjlll.

Cou»!> i> mi:m: rrci^irr ii> ruinliiii.iiitniA

of p<|>o>urr> ill riiliir lilin riiuil-iuii l^l\rr^

(/<•/'> ^rll.x, tiltrr la>rr .llirld. I..»rr

••lilui.iun. (rMiii lilur liclil unci ili.Miivr.

ill |>ru.>-.i»c. .liiriiK xl.i.li ll,.- Ullr\,,,..r.l

Filters for Color Films

IN
rnliir plinlngraiiliy. llir cuiilrol that

fillcr> imivide is more limilcd be-

cause fillt'riii(: can lliniw llic color oil

balance i|iiile obtrusively.

\\ itii nil filler, tlie color film, like the

black and while, will record more lia/.e

llian llie eye can see because' of the

film's sensitivity to ultraviolet. We can

correct the sensitivity of the filni to ap-

pru.\imate that of the eye by blocking

the ultraviolet with a "Skylight."
"Haze." or "I'V" filler. Since mosi of the

v,,i.. |.„-lh- lll,^ 1,1,., k .1,.- invisible to

I I
rinul-i>iii jrt*.iK iihM.rl* ilyci. iuiii|i|riMrnUir

lo ihrir iirim.iiic.. IJ|cli( |mM.rcl lhr<Mi|:l

ihr^o »l\c> ill a Iraii-iiarrniv ul)|iro\iititilr

oriitiiiiil rulur. U'rntrr\, W lirri »llu%%^ Uuy

priinury cmIuf* riMiihtnr hi pholnpiupln

us. these filUTs appear alinnst o«tInrIrs>.

They do nol ordinurily require uny in-

crease in cxpusure.

All orange filler Wuuld ;iivr jirealcr

ha/e peiietraliuii. i\> il (loe!> in hhirk and
while, hut il wuuld odor the entire steiir

oranise. The Mduduii i» to ui^e u hhti

balanced for u warmer (more nran^ie i

lifiht with the appropriate orange run-

ver>ion. or li^ltl-halaneint*. fdter to adupl
it for davlj^lii mm-. W hen lliiv in d •.

a reduced exposure index. >lated in ihc

data sheet packed with the fdm. nui-t he

used. Conversion hiters are made for

each type of "indoor** film. It is not

wddlirc, that our cyci alone have mliied. kx-
cncty unauarc of us. Docs u fliehi of birilt

descend on >ondcr field? Quesiar v>\\\ ihruM us
righi into their midM, but for ihcrn ue do not
cxisi. being hundreds of feet distant. No one
but our>clvcs IS surdcd. no bird lakes flighi,

no creature scurries at our foouieps.
With Oucsiar wc sit in the center of a circle

l\so mile^ in diumcicr. v^hc^c no object appears
farther auav than 33 feel uithour poucrof ir»U\.

Lei us now enter a whole ncM world Ihut
Qucsiar opens up in its rote as long-disiancc
microscope, a vsorld that no one else has ever
seen. Lci us sii in your garden and turn Questar
upon bud, leaf and blade of grass or mosses no
more than tt feci distant. This lime we arc in

fairyland. Hasc sou eser seen the orchidlikc
flowers of plain crabgrass? The gorgeous bou*
guci of Queen Anne's lace at high powers?

.Mid '

cliildri

Qucsiar is Ihc beautiful tililc telescope for your
porch or garden table ihat will bring the distant
world to >ou as nothing else can. Lxi's lake a
look at the bird that has jusi alighied on that
pole 1000 feet awa>. Presto! You are faced with
a magnificent hawk. IHe appears fnghicningly
close, for he iccms now less than scsen feet

from >our startled c>es. You sec the hair-like
siruclure of each feather, ihc mmulc detail of
Ihc eyes. Is ihai a woodchuck? Indeed it is, so
close he fairly crowds sour field of view and
you almost recoil from his nearness.

And so it goes, Sil where sou arc. or look
through Parallclo-Plaic glass from indoors, but

from whcrescr sou sit, the Morld is yours indeed
with Quesiar. Just scitlc down comfortably and
look around at scr> distant ihinps. Dc prepared,
as we are b> noM. for the most unexpected sur-

prises. Willi the needle-sharpness ol Qucstar's
new kind of optics, wc now hasc the power and
the clani) to reach out and grasp, for our
delighted c>cs, a host of things wc simply did
not rcali/c were there. Thus in the most unlikely

landscapes we arc apt lo discover unsuspected

things cscn 100 feel away arc within
reach, and as wc focus down to 8 feel (which no
other 'scope can do) our normal magnif>ing
powers soar to more than 200. The aphid is a
monster: the lady bug, an armored tank wiih
polka dots: the bee. a fearsome beast. The hearts
of liny flowers are huge caserns with strange
landscapes. You must sec Ihis with >our own
c>cs, this world, before >ou quile believe it.

How can wc wax so l>rical about our product ?

Why is it so dilfcrcnt? Because its sharpness,
power, definition is magnificent This is the in*

rumeni to clearly show )ou gnat and fty. bee
at a quarter mile, and Ihc down on
unlit faces at .Iciiv blocks. Of course

I here is reason for such cucellcncc. For in

Questar. you hasc not lust a viewing or spoiling
'scope, no ordinary kmd of spyglass, but com-
mand Ihc powers and exquisite clarity of a full*

si/e sesen-foot astronomical iclcscopc. In fad.
the owner of a Qucsiar has indeed an electrically

dnscn observatory, complete to the last circle,

clamp and slow motion of observators instru-

ments. Your Qucstar's twin is in professional
use in great obscrsatories. in schools, uniscr-

siiics and research laboratories, as well us
branches of the Gosernmcnl and space agencies.

Questars siill cost onl\ $995. Send for the
.32-page Qucsiar booklet which tells the Story and
illustrates ii sMth photographs taken by Qucsiar
owners at tremendous magnifications.
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generally known, however, that these

filters also subdue haze. Of course, they

are not as dark as the filters used with

black and white. The filters used in color

photography do not block all of a color,

they merely absorb some of it to correct

the balance among the colors. Although

it is convenient to say that a filter of a

given color adds its color to the light

passing through, it actually works by

subtracting other colors from the light.

Color films record their images in

black and white. The actual physical dif-

ference between color film and black-

and-white film is that color film has three

emulsion layers "stacked" on one base,

whereas black-and-white film ordinarily

has one emulsion layer. Each of the

three emulsion layers in a color film re-

cords a different portion of the spectrum.

Three layers are used because all

colors can be approximated by various

mixtures of three properly selected pri-

mary colors. In photography the primary

colors selected are blue, green, and red.

Various proportions of these colors pro-

duce not only all the colors of the spec-

trum—from deep red to deep violet—

but also those colors that do not occur

in the spectrum but are nonetheless

visible. The non-spectral colors appear to

be between blue and violet—the purples

and magentas. If the spectrum thrown

by a prism is bent into an incomplete

circle with these colors filling the gap

between the red and blue ends, any two

colors opposite each other will be com-

plementary—if mixed, they will produce

neutral gray. Reproduction of colors in

color photography can be best under-

stood if the colors are represented by

such a circular graph. To describe colors

completely requires two more dimen-

sions—one representing the purity, or

saturation, of the color, and the other

how "light" or "dark" it is. All these

qualities are represented by various

^n historically intefestingf

fine hotel o?t

NANTUCKET
ISLAND

JarcdCoffin!}fouse

Far thi; nderfuUyat sea

served island j'ou will iind

its own. This gracious hotel has long
been a part of that world, its great whal-
ing days, and the enchanting spirit of

Nantucket, its people, and its ways.
Now completely restored to its original

1845 character, with authentic interiors

and furnishings, the hotel offers superb
accommodations, fine dining, tap room,
lounge, open the year 'round. For infor-

mation and brochure, please write:

Jared Coffin House
Nantucket Island, Massachusetts

RESTORED BY
NANTUCKET HISTORICAL TRUST

SOUTH IFRICl
...see ityourself!

South Africa's natural treasure of
animals and flowers is protected for
all the world to enjoy.

See this natural history wonderland
yourself. Touring is comfortable,
modern, carefree and inexpensive —
"Less cost per day the longer you
sfa?/.'' Your Travel Agent has complete
details. Write SATOUR for literature.

^ "Pincushions" contribute to South Afr
floral beauty.

(W) Kruger Parks cleph,
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INDOORa^////y

f^m

* —. c.

*)^'yV I
"^'^ y*^ record p«rty fun,

-
I

tap« language studi0>. u<b-

?^ tale letlefs and reportt. Or

ftyftc^'on.f e lound for home

OUTOOOHab/7/ty
delte goes too ... up
mountaina. down cave*, on
•< boat or sale caII All

on foor standard balleoea-
Mfex

etc.

POHTab/7/ty
'Miolla fltft ill (ha
ei On ihsuldar or
9P«ed

• tint. Moalutet
; r. Alllfmn-
ircuitry k«op>
t 7 Ibl.

ENJOYa/?///7y
Push button eate. fail (or-.^ ward and fewind. recording

t^itt^yit^ level indicator, 3V. and IV*

ipi, capstan drive lor play-

ing prerecorded tapes,
3V«~ I 4~ speakei

l[ CAMf«A, Dcpt. Jfores

A Audio De^hrs. Under
5J6S 00/ including dy-
nam/c microphone with

remote con(ro/j, 3" eilra-

pfjy »pr. tikcup reef. AC
cord, arryinfi ftnp.
lYEARCUARAfrrEEl
Other iccciiories
iviiliblc.

AUUIEO IMPEX CORPORATION
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i-iiml>iiiuliiin» of <-xpi><iurvs in tlic llirei.'

layers of a color fllni.

Il is easy lo see that if we want to de-

crease llic exposure in one layer of a

color film llie way lo do it is lo use a

filter thai will lilock lig:lit of the color to

which that layer is sensitive. If we want

lo incrcasi' the exposure in that layer,

a niler can do il only by hlockinf: thi-

colors of lichl to which the other two

layers arc sensilive. For this reason there

are two tyjies of fillers for each layer

in llie color film. They are nepalive—

I hose tliat reduce the exposure in llie

layer—and iiosilivc—ihosc that increa~e

the nlalivr exposure in the layer. The
ne(:ative fillers arc cyan, magenta, and

yellow: the positive arc red. blue, and

preen. Each color is available in seven

densities, or dcprces of darkness.

In addition lo these basic fillers, there

are several special ones. For specific

situations they provide all necessary

I lillr

corrections for all ihree emulsion layers

in one filler, eliminalin): the need for a

"pack" of fillers and rcducinft the loss

of liphl llial occurs when several fillers

are used logelher. Special-purpose fillers

include conversion fillers and fillers thai

produce an over-all "warming" or "cool-

ing" elTcct lo correct daylight films for

conditions of illuminalion other than

noon sunlight on a clear day.

With color negative film, corrections

can he elTeclcd when making the positive

print or transparency. This is usually

more convenient ilian making correc-

tions at the camera when ihc film is ix-

poscd. For ibis reason, negative color

films arc not made to match u variety of

(lifTcrcnl light source*. The degree of

contrcd available is one of the advantages

of this type of film. Among the oilier

advantages are ihc possibility of making

color transparencies, color prints, black-

and-white prints, or priming plates all

; le. c»ir>. Blie SK> -ri-n 1>>

usu-w-.i/ ,
l>v hhie Mpilil ainio.pli



THIS SUNDIAL KEEPS ACCURATE TIME

open ents adov> and
ime-telling pleasure every sunny hour. For

ccuracy it is adjustable to latitude and long!-

ude. Curved gnomon edges further correct for

Teguarities due to the earth's elliptical orbit

nd axis tilt. A band of sunlight, sharply de-

ned between two shadows, shows the time,

urning the gnomon by hand shifts the band
rom SUN to CLOCK time and narrows it for

n exact reading between the 5-minute gradu-

tions. No caculations are reauired for Stand-

rd or Daylight time. An item of beauty and
iterest in garden or entry-way. the sundial is

olid architectural aluminum 18" high. Attach-

lent hardware and instructions are included.

Vice is $125.75 prepaid. Add $1.50 for Moun-
ain and Pacific time zones.

RICHARD L. SCH MOVER
335 Stony Battery Road. Landisville, Pa.

Share the Thrills

of Exploring •

Outer space*
All DYNASCOPES, ini:ludine this

superb RV-6, G-inch available

on easy terms!

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs.who have discovered the excitement

of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the

challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES® 4" Starting at $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your

pocl^etbook is simple when you select a

DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by

more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and

your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREEI

Read these valuable facts be-

fore buying any telescope. Mail

coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of ttiis

helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.

331 Church St., Hartford 1, Conn.

® TM Registered U.S. Pat. Offi

CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO.
Oept. NH-38, 331 Church St.. Hartfortl 1,

Please send your free Telescope Guide.

i

City_

I

nil iHE
UIOnOERS

Of
nsTRonomv
in an operating home planetarium

[osmoRnmn
reasonably priced—because you build it!

Darken your living room. Turn a switch. The COSMORAMA'S domed view-

ing screen comes to life, and you enter the amazing world of astronomy...

See the heavens as they appear from any point on earth you may select,

at any time of day or night. Turn a dial, and watch the stars move slowly

across the "sky." Activate a clocked rheostat, and simulate a celestial 24
hour cycle: sunrise, day, sunset and night. The COSMORAMA—28" long-
is able to duplicate many of the effects achieved by the world's great

planetariums.

If you were to buy the COSMORAMA ready-built it would be costly. But,

thanks to Renwal's extensive kit-design experience, you build it yourself,

and save! Furthermore, you gain a rewarding sense of accomplishment.

The COSMORAMA comes complete with an illustrated astronomy and

space booklet. At hobby and department stores everywhere. $19.95

GOOD HABITS
COME FROM

GOOD HOBBIES

l^.

I- SEND FOR RENWAL'S FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET'

Renwal, Mineola, New York—Dept. NH-tOC

Please send me "Getting a Jump on the Future with
a Renwal Hobby."

Name
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CATTAIL PANCAKES ANYONE?
1

lrj-l..|, ll.rl.uUK V ..II !<

lirl.|.<l.,l..u,..|.. I.r ll.rl u..k

llljl Irll. hu.. t,. Ii,. l.tall •I,

alltl rt.uk all liiul. .,( IiIjIII Jllll

Ituil> Ibjt crux oilil.
"
\ lj.. iialiiii;

M,\ume."-\.y.Timr, Illu. fl.95

DAVID McKAY COMPANY, INC.
New York 18

OliNlINi: SI SlU RSI LAMP
from ANCIENT PALHSTIiNli!
A FIWl Ccrai.ni M S III KS/ dci.gr.cd.
Irtro lollo oil lon.pi oco.o.cd lion, on (O'lv
Chrlil.on n«<fOO«l.l in An<,,nl Pol.lhnc 4-7

Ceni * 1. lomoi mounlrd on hoidwood

:mMlnVJmKA

ALADDIN lIOUSi:. Ltd.
Otn. »t\t ' in (.Ilk <n«n • a. t. m, h. t.

IMPORTED IVORY BIRDS

Inlricolely hond.<arved in Ivcry ond
pointed in life. like colon. Complete with

Quoil-2". M.9S; Cardinal-Mole or Femole,
2". a.iS: Sparrow-2', $4.95; PheaionI—
3". J6.9J.

No COO. Allow 3 wesli lor delivery.

Money boch guarantee

FAYE p. HAUER
2414 larcKwood Rd. * Wilmington 3, Del.

|l>tl<. I.im.in'. I.tllnr Im.

iiiuirr iiliuluitrAtili.' ill .>ll ill!

lr...lilipilMeaiinr..lli.r.mirr

I- ,. rr;ular (.-allirr ..n llir

froin tlie tame ncealivr, and llie ease

M'illi wliirli lliry can Ih- nilurged or

rediiretl in i.i(r.

Human Color Perception

BI.CAISK all cnlum vi>ililr (o llie liii-

iimii eyr ran l>r ajiproxiinulrd liy

nii.\ini: llirrr iiriiimry iiiliir>. il wu> liiiic

lirlievrd llial llierc wen- ilirre meiniir

•>>lrin» in llie eye associaled willi rolnr

Ni«iiiii. Iloweier. recenl re«ear<li liy Dr.

Kduin l.iind liu» deniunMraled lliul llircr

priniarir.. are nol nei-essiry lo indiire

llie «•n^alinn nf (iill-raiii:e nili'r virion in

llie human uliserver. In short, the eye can

reronstriicl (nil cnlur (rciin llie scanlie»t

I'lues. snmelhinp thai cannot lie done

lilioiiipraphically at (irrsenl.

The nuire we learn alionl color, the

more il «ceni« In lie in ihc eye of the

lieliiildrr. If a pliolii;:ra|ili is taken under

ninlrnlleil ri.ndilions such that the pliii-

liifirapli and the nhjerl held side-hy-side

under llie same illumination will appear

llie same inlcir. there is still no assurance

ihal lliey will appear the same color un-

der any oilier ilhiminalion. Fortunalely.

the adaptation process in vision allow!>

us to accept considerable deviation from

llie "real" color of ohjecis licfnre they

licpin lo look unnatural. Mosi people

lend lo describe colnr-rcnderinp that

they like as "natural." but there may be

considerable variation between oli.

servers in what they prefer.

Even if color rcproduclion is con-

trolled to ibe pholographcr'!- eomplelc

satisfaction, there is no assurance thai

another viewer would apree about the

accuracy of rendition. In fart, we have

no real way of knowinp thai another

viewer even sees the same colors we do.

People frequently live normal lives for

years before discoverinp—accidentally—

ibat they are parlially color-blind.

Granted ihc sulijcclivity of color per-

ception, llic premise with which ibis

column began bears restating. The pbo-

lographer's primary concern should be

III create a good picture—and knowing
li'.w In u'c rnli.r iv .T inrans in ihal rnrl.

Tills list (lelaiU llie pli"lngrapiirr. arlisi,

or other source of illuslralions. by page.

COVER Davll) llnlon

4-JoMPti Sfdacca

12-19-HelmgI WImme
20';3-El)>><rd miel

tfcept 22-23 lop.

Wil 1 1. Cn
24-25 David llnlon

27- Edward ThItI

2934 Waller Dawn

32-37 E Yale Dawion
36-4S-ZygniunI

Sulllliooikl

46-51 -Olio von FrlKli

52-AMNH Arctilvei

54-IWINH
56.57-Ralpli I Donatiue

62-70 kUHH alter David

Linton

.lonu.nc IkiikI cu.ved

African Art

IHC tfCCAK WirH SIAff
An Impoil bioughl ditt-cll]

you liom native Coil Al..

Cioltimen. A hondion
coived ilotue, ol licl. rt.c

tocll piece unique .i

Su.loullly ol.ko

any home decor
10- 12 higK Nol
work ol All but II

IntereilinQ c

$4.95 Poslpoid

JULCA TRADINC COMPANY
P O Bo. JJ 0<-,.1 Nh

KITCKtN COUNttR AND lABLC TOPS
ABd on Unliur Wall Tlln

With Eabtdntiili al Raal Lmv«.

Nna l...klrl friliu
Idrj. Itial lia.r r.f.rf iK-fnrr l»m p.ll.lldN^ aiMl .

pHr lllti.tralH .llr.rllor.. Mall r'-r in ll.fl I.

THE CASTOLITC COHPANV W.a<l.l..t llll

PINE CONES
s.ft.l l.tr rrna lllu.lrair.1 Is^ifclri lltlliii nfflplrie lln

Par Wc.Irm form rvmr* i.lTiTr.l for uic a*i ilmi

rall.ri: Nature Hwh. Van tnm % Inch lu Inn

hmff. Many Irttulne lurral Klat. Iinslurt*. lu... Ilu

Xaturallit Collertlni l> l.lral tm nolai.U-al In

WESTERN TREE CONES
192S Brooklonc - Corvollli Ore. • 97330

RAISE FASCINATING INSCCT-CATINO PLANTS

Baiklna Rlilae. N. J.
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UNiTt^ON

Presenting — UNITRON's New 2.4 -inch Equatorial

Refractor — the telescope you have always wanted
al tele <vhope for the amateur astrc

jortobility, precision and professionol features.

UNITRON's New 2.4" Equatorial Refractor, Model 128, now offers

etting circles to help you find those difFicult celestial objects that are

oo faint to be seen easily in a viewfinder. Once you have located a

tor or planet, merely turn a flexible cable control and the equatorial

nounting will keep the obiect centered in the field of view. Or, better

till, choose the motorized Model 128C and let the synchronous clock

Jrive follow the celestial motions for you.

Model 128 is priced at ony $225 compete with everything needed

o moke the most of the time you devote to observing. Included in

right

this price is the precision equatorial mounting with its slow motion

jn and declination, setting circles, Iripod,

eyepieces. Achromatic Amplifier (barlow-type) to

eyepiece magnifications, UNIHEX, Rotary Eyepiece Selector,

. cabinets, etc. For only $275 you can order Model 128C with

controls fc

viewfinder,

double

sunglas

all of the above fe

Here is the telescope you have always wanted, at a price which is

easy on your budget. If you prefer, use our Easy Payment Plan with

only 10% down and 12 months to pay the balance.

Don't miss out on the fine observing. Treat yourself to a UNITRON
—America's most popular refractor.

'^n\B to Depf. 21-0 for a free copy of UNITRON's Telescope Catalog.

UNlTt^ON INSTRUMENT COMPANY — TELESCOPE SALES DIV.

66 NEEDHAM STREET, NEWTON HIGHLANDS 61, MASS.



When they grow up, will language still be a barrier?

As modern technology mokes the world smoller, the need

for understanding between peoples grows more pressing.

But the borrier of language still hinders our efforts to com-

municate with each other. Even today, only a small fraction

of the world's information ever passes beyond the frontiers

of its original language.

How con we broaden the flow of information from one

language to another? One answer moy lie in the growing

versatility of computer technology. For instance, a tech-

nique for automotic translation is now under development

at IBM. Russian, French, and Chinese technical literature has

already been tronsloted into English at electronic speeds.

The recent success in tronslating technical Chinese -a lan-

guage that has no alphabet -indicates that all languages

eventuolly may lend themselves to automatic tronslotion.

Through new kinds of information sys-

tems, IBM is helping to meet the need for

better communication in today's world.IBM
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SAFETY IS HIS BUSINESS
Ho'8 a vital man in the GenernI Motors picture. He doesn't build n product—he doesn't sell a

produi-t. But he denls in a commodity infinitely more valuable— tlie sixfety of our employes.

Ho Ls Safety Director of a GM plant—a siM^cialist in safety. He tests, evaluates and demonstrates

all sorts of safety equipment and safety devices. He studies men and machines in motion. He con-

siders the psycholouical factor in accidents. He is a member of the management team tliat formu-

lates rules of safe practice, and makes sure that they are followed.

There is no single statistic of which General Motors is prouder than its remarkable safety record.

GM re<ent]y received the National Safety Council's annual .\wurd of Honor for the 17th time. In

the past five years. GM employes have averaged less than one on-the-job injury per million man-
hours. All this is c-onvincing evidence that General Motors is a safe place to work.

GM represents millions of people— employes, stockholders, suppliers, dealers. None of them is

more important in his role than the plant Safety Director.

(li-M'RVL.MOTOHSlSPI-Ol'l.K
Makiiii: lUllri' ThinLis l-"(H-\(Hi

Seven Basic Principles of Safely

1 Provide Adivc Top Monogemrnt Suppod

7 Mointoin Adequal« Sofely Personnel

3 Develop Sofetjr [nilrudrons For Every Job

4 Intliud Eo(h New [mploye

5 Operate Through Supervision

6 Moke Every Employe Sofely Minded

7 Extend EFfoilt Beyond The PtonI

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

^m\
y^

V-ii



take a wondrous and illunninating journey
through time . . . into the world of the past

Partial Table of Contents of

THE WORLD OF THE PAST

INTRODUCTION: Jacquetta Hawkes
Lost Civilizations. Scientific Prehistory and the

Evolution of Man. Modern Archaeology,

Wo
Arabia Archaeologist La

)logy from the Al.
Dating by Radio

ot Farming: Jericho and
LiTaname Clark. The Swiss Lalte Dwell-
ings Geoffrey Bibby. An Orkney VlllaRe
V. Gordon Childe. The Birth of Civiliza-
tion: EgiTit and Mesopotamia Compared

iV MESOPOTAMIA AND PALESTINE.
Assyria. Layard's First Sight of Nineveh
and Nimrud Henry A. Layard- Botta and
the Palace of Sargon P. E. Botta.
Babylon. Babylon and Babylonia Accord-
ing to Herodotus. The Hanging Gardens?

Ur and the Sumerians. Discovery of the
Royal Tombs Leonard WooUey. Ur:
Sumeriai C. J.

The Early History of
Kramer. A Bad Begi
Nippur H. V. Hilprecht
Sumerlans Leonard Woolle_
tery of Qumran Edmund Wilson. Solo-

Bad Beginning: Battle
V. Hilprecht. Before

; Leonard Woolley. The Monas-
jumran Edmund W '

; Mines Nelson Glueck.

V THE EGYPTIAN WORLD. Harlots and
Pyramids Richard Pococke. To the Tur-
quoise Mines

Gaston Maspero. The Tomb of Tutank.
hamen Howard Carter & A. C. Mace
The Callfe. the Englishman & the Pyra-
mid of Cheops John Greaves. A Hlstor;
of the Pyramids /. E. S. Edwards. EgjiJ-
tlan Art Gaston Maspero. Hlerogl^-pb;
and Other Writing Alan Gardiner. Mum-

I Have Know
New Mora

J. H. Breastcd-

VI ASIA MINOR, GREECE AND ITALY:
THE CLASSICAL WORLD AND ITS
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civilization
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and visual documcnlan- o( an-

cicni Amcncan an — from ihc

archaic villaRn of 2000 B.C. to

the splendor of ihe Aziea.

The text by .\nilrc Emtnericli

illumines the infinitely cicalivc

but little known civilizations of

the Olmecs. Toltecs. Huaxtccs,

Mixiea, Maya and Alices.

Their works of art are shown
in a beautiful portfolio of more
than 150 photographs by Lee
Boliin of Satural Hiitory maga-
line. Here are votive figures and
burnished bowls, narrative mu-
rals and monoliths, intricately

carved gold and silver, ceremonial
yokes, wheeled toys, fantastic
masks and tombs — the recently

discovered treasures of an Ameri-
can culture as dynamic and divcr-

sified as that of the classic

Mediterranean.

\Viih its authoritative text and
its striking photographs, this is a
basic book for the collector, stu-

dent and aficionado in the in-

creasingly important field of Pre-

Columbian art. The coupon Ijc-

low will bring a copy of the book
to you for free examination.
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Reviews
Scholarly archeological work;

are highly readable fare

By Edith Poradi

TiiL l'iiui..Mcu.N», by Dimald Hartlcn.

Frederick A. I'laeger, ftiMS; 330 pp.,

itliis. TiiK Art ok tiik Hittiti:s. Icxi by

Ekrem Akurgal. photugraplis by Mux
Hinner. Harry Abrams. Inc., $25.00; 368

pp., illiis. liiiii.icAL ,\hc.ii\kolocy, by G.

Krnc-t Writilil. The ll'eslminsler Press,

SIU.95: L'91 pp.. illus. TllE GREATNESS

That Was BAnvLo.N. by H. \V. F. Sagg*.

Ilduihorn Books, Inc., (9.95; 562 pp.,

illus.

Till', inlercsl in arclicolog)- seems to be

unflagging, and more and more schol-

ars realize tlicy must provide a survey

of their special fields if accurate infor-

mation is to become available to llie pub-

lic-an ideal reali/.ed in (our recently

published, highly readable books.

Donald Harden. Director of the Lon-

don Museum, has written a fine history

n{ the Phoenicians. He is principally in-

terested in their geographic situation

and in the historical development that

resulted from the utilization of ihcir

coast, with its islands, headlands, and

hays. The Phoenicians were skilled navi-

gators and shipbuilders who expanded

the limber trode with Egypt. Such trade

was essential to feed the growing popu-

lation of the Phoenician towns, as little

produce could he raised on the narrow

strip of arable land between the coast

and the wooded mountains of the Leb-

anon—the hinterland of Phoenicia.

Harden traces the history of the prin-

cipal Phoenician town of Tyre. The out-

line of this ancient harbor can still be

recognized, as can the mole that was

huilt during Alexander the Great's siege

in .332 B,c. However, excavations at the

site have yielded little that can be dated

before Alexander, so much of what is

known of the early maritime ventures of

the Phoenicians must he gleaned from

biblical accounts. Passages in I Kings
relate how Hiram the Great of Tyre
helped King Solomon in the Red Sea

trade and brought gold and precious

stones from Ophir. and indicate the abil-

ities of Phoenician craftsmen that Solo-

mon employed to build and decorate his

temple at Jerusalem.

Harden also says that the principal

Phoenician objective for establishing the

colonies of Carthage and Malta and the

towns in Sardinia was to assure trading

monopolies in the face of Greek compc-

lilion. In fart, as the author points ou

the Carthaginians did not only coiiiik'I

with the Greeks in trading veiilii

they also engaged in open warfaic i

Sicily, which ended only when the Iti

mans contpieretl that island and df*(<Mln

the Carthaginians in the Punic Wars
Following this political history. Mat

den reconstructs Phoenician rrllpiou

beliefs on the basis of literary and at

clieological evidence. Thoughtful and in

formative chapters are also dcvoliil t<

language and writing. The author

manages to give a clear picture of I'hoc

nician art in its different geographica

phases. This art is chiefly known In

ivory' Inlays In furniture, delicately en

graved metal bowls and stone seals, an

jewelry. Various influences, chiefly Ki;yp

tian. were merged In the style of ihi

Phoenician artists. The most disllncii'

qualities of their art. says Harden, wen
painstaking craftsmanship and dc'-i^n

and ability to fit the object to its purpi^-

IN contrast to Harden's iinassuiiiln

handy vidume. Ekrem Akurgal. I'r

fessor of .\rcheology at the University c

Ankara, and Max llirmer. who made -in

sitivc and understanding phnlograjil

ancient art, have produced a truly ni;ig

nificeni volume. This is a worthy iiienil

of the art series published in German)

by Hirmer Verlag—and disiribuied lure

by .Shrams— that contains llirmir's ex-

cellent photographs of the art of an'

tiquily. from Minoan and Mycenaean ui:

to .Mesopotamian. Professor Akurgai

has accompanied these photographs with

competent surveys of Hittile architecturi

and sculpture so that the book may hi

used as a reference work. The c<doi

plates are of almost three-dimensional

quality and the high points in the arlisti

achievement of Anatolia, from the latter

third to the early hrst millennium n.c,

arc laid before the reader. Th<' plat

also catch something of the clear air and

the often imposing, beautiful Anatolian

landscajie In which Hittile and pre- and
post-Hiltite monuments are found.

The monochrome black-and-wliiic

plates, which comprise the hulk T)f ihe

illustrations, are |>erhaps even more ad-

mirable. Here Hirmer has let each ohjeci

speak for itself by his sensitive and un-

derstanding use of lighting and by his

choice of the most characteristic an);lc



or angles—for there are often two—in-

stead of the less imaginative single three-

quarter view. In the main, the worlcs of

Hittite and pre-Hittite art are small, but

most of the photographs are not enlarged

so much that they falsify the object as

is so often done in current art books.

Moreover, the measurements are usually

indicated on the plate. It is regrettable

that this system was not used in the

photographs of rock reliefs and of seals

and seal impressions. These latter arti-

facts are relatively small, although their

inherent monumentality makes them ap-

pear larger in the reproductions.

Fortunately, many texts have been dis-

covered from which scholars have recon-

structed the history, religion, and rituals

of the Hittites, and Professor Akurgal

makes excellent use of them. 1 hope that

a second edition will contain a better

organized and more detailed bibliogra-

phy. One of the most valuable sections

of the book is the splendid presentation

of the metal figures found in rich tombs
of the Early Bronze Age. dated after the

middle of the third millennium B.C. The
people who inhabited AnatoHa at that

time, before the incursions of the Hit-

tites. are called Hattians by modern
scholars, and the tombs probably con-

tained the burials of their kings. The
figures from these Early Bronze Age

tombs represent bulls, stags, and other

animals, and may have been used as

standards. They have simple but effec-

tive outlines, which convey the essential

characteristics of young and strong ani-

mals. Sometimes the animals are com-

bined in an extraordinary composition

of many figures. These works of art come
from a period when no Anatolian texts

are known and none is now likely to

appear, so speculations about the origin

of the people who made the figures are

based only on comparison with similar

objects found elsewhere. Of these, late

Bronze Age cart pole ornaments from

excavations at a site on Lake Sevan in

Armenia, and a stag of wood and leather

found in a fourth-century B.C. tomb in

the Altai area of Russia, dramatize the

relations between these types of objects

(as suggested many years ago by the

excavator of the Hattian cemetery ) . This

type of diSusion over such vast distances

in time and space seems surprising at

first, but is merely one of several ex-

amples that indicate a far greater ex-

change and migration of goods and ideas

from and to ancient Anatolia than has

been generally realized.

The last section of The Art of the Hit-

tites deals with late Hittite art. including

that of the principalities in which the

Semitic Aramaeans had assumed the

dominant position at the beginning of the

first millennium is.c. Aramaean sculp-

tures are often crude, but the stiff little

people are convincing characterizations

of a king and his scribe, priests and war-

riors — all on reliefs in the palace — and
noblewomen spinning, depicted on their

funerary slabs.

Like the Phoenicians, the Aramaeans
were neighbors of the Israelites, too. and

probably resembled them in appearance

and gestures. It is quite legitimate, there-

fore, that photographs of Aramaean
reliefs are used as illustrations in G.

Ernest Wright's Biblical Archaeology.

The foreword to the first edition of this

work, published in 1955, sums up its pur-

pose and contents: "to summarize the ar-

chaeological discoveries which directly

illumine biblical history, in order that

the Bible's setting in the ancient world

and its relation to its environment may
be more readily comprehended." The au-

thor, who is Parkman Professor of Divin-

ity, Harvard Divinity School, made few

major changes in this second edition

Some views of sites were exchanged for

better ones, and results of recent excava

tions were incorporated in the text.

The background of the biblical nar

rative must be reconstructed from a

mosaic of archeological details. As an

example. Professor Wright surveys the
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Combine optical crafts-

manship and this most
welcome price for a qual-

ity ten power telescope

from Bausch 4 Lomb. You
get Balscope Ten, made
in Rochester, N,Y,, with

a corrected six-lens sys-

tem, eyepiece focusing,

only lOVi' long, weigh-
ing only 9 ouncesi Ideal

scope for vacations, bird

study, all - purpose dis-

tance viewing . . . Ideal to

give as a gift or keep for

yourselfl See it at opti-

cal, photo and sports

stores. Bausch & Lomb,
Rochester 2, New York.

BALSCOPE TEN
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I Israeli excavations at Hazor where the

»rc-liilrcliiral finds, surli as llic great rity

.lie. were i>iniilar to \\\of.v at Meciililo

.:M<I Gexer. These are all (urlirifalions

iiuill l>y Siilomnn (rrlulrd in I Kings),

iind he had ini|it»rd taxes to cunslrucl

llirni. Other results (n>m excavations in

Israel could not be incorporated in the

present edition, hut there will surely be

aitother 4ine very soon.

Wrijihl's book, however, is not limited

to the lime o( the Old TcstamrnI ; it also

Clivers the llellenisiic .Xge—an era

when most of the books of the Old Tes-

tament vsere given the form we know
today. This i.rclion is followed by a dis-

cussion of the Dead Sea scrolls from the

library of a Jewish sect of the lime of

Christ. The relationship of this sect to

Christianity, and particularly to the

ideas of St. John, arc interestingly sum-

marized by Wright in his cha|iter on

Palestine at the lime of Christ. The last

chapter, "The Church in the World."

gives an account of the locution of the

Tirst Christian communities anil the lands

the Apostles traveled. Few other works

reconstruct the ancient scene as well as

this one. The pages concerned with "the

first major Christian center outside of

Poleslinc. and the base from which Paul

.set out on his missionary journeys" ore

particularly well done.

Tiiiioir.iioUT most of Wright's book,

the archcological evidence holds the

chief interest of writer and reader. In the

last book to be reviewed-II. W. F.

Sagg*s The Greatnrss That If'as Btthylon

—the texts, however, arc the principal

source of information. The author, a lec-

turer on Assyrian and Babylonian lan-

guages at the University of London, sub-

titled his work "A Sketch of the Ancient

Civilization of the Tigris-Euphrates Val-

ley-" This region is commonly called

Mesopotamia when referring to the area

before Babylonia rose to prominence
about 1800 n.c. Professor Saggs duly ex-

plains all this in the chapter. "General

ond Political History of Mesopotamia
Before liOOO n.c." The texts used by the

author arc written on clay tablets in

cuneiform in Sumerian and Akkadian;
the first cannot be easily classified in any
of the known families of languages, and
the latter is a Semitic language. The
early forms of the cuneiform signs are

intricate and vary considerably. Al-

though cuneiform characters are not as

ilifTicult to learn as Chinese ones, this

form of writing presents a major ob-

stacle to the reading of a text. Even

greater difficulties are presented by Su-

merian sentence structure, the interpre-

tation of various elements of words, and

uncommon words that the dictionaries

have not been able to record because

of the thousands of texts excavated

within the past forty years. The great

new ,\kkadian dictionary, published by

.\rff hooks
for yoiiiif/ renders

.(^^
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A detailed simly, bu>cd on years

of observation and experiment,
that introduces some fa^L'inaling

varieties ol l^cellcs and includes

excellent directions for making
a collection. -tU halftone draw-
inss by the author. Ages 10-14
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INSKCTS ,\M) IM,\NTS

Ttii' Ama/.iii)! I'arliuTsliip

/<> Elisalirlli K. Cooprr

An absorbing description of the

remarkable relationship between
insects and plants, with simple
experiments for the interested

reader. 56 line

drawings by
Shirley Uriggs.

Aces in-U

The Mushroom

Huniep's

Field Guide
Revised and Enlarged

By Alexander li.smiili

Here is a practical and authoritative guide to

successful mushroom hunting-written in

plain language by a University of Michigan

scientist who really knows his mushrooms.

Aided by 89 color plates, 243 superb black

and white photographs, Alexander H. Smith

tells when, where, and how to spot 188 edible

and poisonous varielies-and

provides keys that insure

idenlilication in a mailer ol

minutes.

To get started on this fas-

cinating hobby order from

your bookstore or send $6.95

today to Dept. NH, University

of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor,

Mich. 48106. Money refunded

wilhin 7 days if nol satisfied.

University ol Micliigan Press



"A great book about

a great man."*

FATHER OF
PREHISTORY

THE ABBE HENRI BREUIL,

HIS LIFE AND TIMES

\LAN HOUGHTON BRODRICK

A warm, sensitive portrait . . .

revealing his complete dedication

o World Prehistory for six decades.

The scientific aspects as well as the

human facets are well portrayed. The

Abbe's unique personality, supreme

nergy and keen mentality stand out

clearly." — Henry Field, author of

"he Track of Man.
Photos. Drawings. $5.00
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dealers, and Guild opticians. Write Dept.

28 for free binoculars booklet.

Carl Zeiss, Inc., 444 Fifth Ave., New York 18, N, Y,

the Oriental Institute at the University

of Chicago, covers but seven letters, and

one can only hope that the energy and

devotion of the dictionary staff will allow

completion of the alphabet. In view of

the difficulties just described, and the

resulting variety of opinions among
cuneiform scholars, it was a gigantic task

to bring up to date a summary of the

textual information on the history, laws,

administration, trade, economics, reli-

gion, government, literature, mathe-

matics, and astronomy of Mesopotamia.

On the whole, it is a task well done.

In general, recent results in Near

Eastern archeology are available only

in specialized periodicals published in

large numbers. They contain more
articles than even the professional has

time to read. These four books are wel-

come, therefore, as they are solid sum-

maries of recent archeological activities.

Dr. Porada, an expert on the Hittites,

is Associate Professor of Art History

and Archeology at Columbia University.

The Fishes, by F. D. Ommanney. Time,

Inc., $3.95; 192 pp., illus.

THERE are over twenty thousand spe-

cies of fish. Among these myriad

numbers—in fact, the greatest number
of any vertebrate class—are seemingly

endless specializations. For each ecolog-

ical niche there is a species of fish to

take up living there. Thus, when authors

are asked to write a book about fishes,

the problem is enormous. They are in-

stantly faced with having to make
clioices. because they soon realize that

there is no typical generalized fish.

Broad sweeping statements are havens

for misinterpretation. Yet, what can au-

thors do?
This new book in the "Life Nature

Library" is an example of what some
authors did. They built a book around

a series of truly superb photographs that

show examples of fishes in different en-

vironments, displaying different habits

and different characteristics. But the

authors have run into trouble in the

accompanying text, for they are trapped

because the description of behavior or

of anatomy for species A is not exactly

the same as for species B. If they had

really attempted to be careful and cir-

cumspect, this book would have been

four times longer. The text is most read-

able, but unfortunately, in order to keep

the cadence of writing, the art of writing

half-truths has been invoked, and one

set of qualities of one species melds into

the qualities of another. For example,

the first part of one paragraph describes

the behavior of one species of mouth-

breeding fish ; the second part of the

same paragraph describes behavior in

another species. By implication, the

reader assumes that the text is about a
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A book about wolves

by FARLEY MOWAT
author of

The Dog Who Wouldn't Be,

Owls in the Family, and
People of the Deer

As official bioloRi.st for the Cana-

dian government, Farley Mowat
was ordered on a mission to the

Canadian tundra to determine, in

the official jargon, "the range

population of Canis lupus in order

to establish contact with the study

species." His job was to find evi-

dence to support a notion that

wolves were slaughtering vast

numbers of caribou in the Arctic.

He found that they were not.

Armed with a vast amount of

scientific equipment — and some
ingrained prejudices — Farley
Mowat landed on the ice of Wolf
Hou.se Bay and proceeded almost

at once "to establish contact with

the study species."

Terribly funny, yet serious in its

underlying purpose, Never Cby
Wolf is the fascinating, first-

hand account of Mowat's six-

month acquaintance with a wolf

family: George, the huge wliite

male; Angeline, the graceful

mother; Uncle Albert, the single

male and baby sitter; and a family

of four cubs.

Watching them with telescope and
tracking them on foot, even ven-

turing for a perilous moment into

the den, Mowat made some ex-

traordinary discoveries about
Canis lupus, and he found that

the wolf of fact is very different

from the wolf of legend.

Never Cry Wolf will captivate

all lovers of animals, while it

offers readers the opportunity to

make some amusing and surpris-

ing new wild animal friends. $4.95



tinsle sp«cie& In another place, the

aulliur» iiale llial yuung liili dti nul <le-

Mrlup a {unrlional muulli unlil llir >'olk

~upply i* used up—nul >« in all spei-irs.

Kurltirr, it Is nut unly teni|>rraturr, liut

jNo liclit that i« important in the re-

|iro<lut-liun o( many fi«h—and «« on

iliruutihuul the iMHik. ThrM? examples

are frightening, tim-e the liouk contains

r.'Mrnlially accurate (act* aluni:>ide other

accurate (acts. But the two sets o( facts

are nut always related, and hy innuendo

llie reader may assume they arc. The
iHiok is tery pleasant to Iwik at, how-

r>er, and is certainly worth owning, if

iinly for the photographs.

EVELVN SlIAW

.A THr_»st'»Y OF BiRDLORC, edited by
Joseph Wood Krulch and Paul S. Erik-

son. Doublfdaj & Co., S7.S0; 390 pp.

Tilts anthology contains eighty-three

essays about .American birds. The
wrll-known older authors — .Audubon,
Wilson, .Muir, Hartrain— are all repre-

sented. The editors were faced with a

more diflicult problem when dealing with

recent writers. When they decided to

pick arlicles fur instrucliiin rather than

for entertainment, they sonielimes lack

the background essential for selecting

authors who are srientifically sound. The
illustrations are a mixed lot, and fuller

captions would have added greatly to
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ALL OVER THE WORLD

BOM
TAKES GOOD CARE OF YOU

BOAC has done it again. They've come
up with a 17 day African Safari that

brings the cost of an African adventure

down to an incredibly low $1419. This

price includes everything: economy
class round-trip air fare by Rolls-Royce

707 (from N. Y. to London to Nairobi

and back), holds, meals and all transfers,

Safari means "journey," not "hunt."

Bring a camera, not a gun. You'll want

to shoot fabulous Nairobi National Park,

Masai tribesmen, Karamojong. Be awed

by the Ngorongoro Crater. Marvel at

Murchison and hundreds of fascinating

sights you couldn't sec anywhere in the

world but Africa.

17 day "Lanils of the Bible Tour"

for $1,045

That price includes everything, loo. Air

fares (N. Y. to Cairo to Jerusalem to

Athens lo Rome and back). Hotels.

Meals. Transfers. Everything. This lour

is not just a lour of the Middle East. It's

a lour of the Holy Lands. It is designed

for Americans who believe in the impor-

tance of the events which look place

here almost 2000 years ago.

You'll sec the Pyramids, the famous

Cranile Temple, the Sphinx. You'll sec

Jerusalem. Galilee, Nazareth with its

myriad biblical sights. You'll seedynamic

Tel Aviv, historic Athens and Rome.

Do these tours interest you? They do?

MjiI the coupon for more del.ul-..

BRITISH OVEflSUS AIRWAYS CORPORATION

Dcpt. Mill
530 Fidh Avenue, New York 34, MU 7-l«00

Plriit tend me delaili on the African Safari

and the Landt ol Ihe Bible lour.

NAME

STREET-

CITY

their value and inleresl. Despite tlu"

shnrlconiinRS, anyone interested i

.American birds will enjoy browsing
i

this vulunie.

Dean Ammmi

Path to Enciiantmi.nt, by Willi;im

Schuldach. The Mticmillan Co., $10(111

'J'J.'i pp., illus.

TIMS book leaves me with mixed rin.

lions, a reaction possibly due ii> ih

great number of books that lia\i'

peared in the lust few years on th

Sonoron Desert. Some of the other* li.n

been written hy specialists, and u-

huve covered narrow subjects well. \li

Schuldach's book, however, is a read.ilJ

mixture of information—all of wlinli

available from other sources—on u \.i

cty of siibjecls.

The author's sketches are geiirr.ill

good, und the hluck-and-white illu-ii.i

linns for most of his chapters ore up|mmI

ing and uderpiately recogniuible. Tin

done iin the reptiles, however, leu\i' i

much lo the imagination, and could i

be used easily fur identiriculiun. l'u*-ilily

my reaction is due lu years of nni-iu

wurk. in which photographic accuiai

and detail is a "musL"
.Although the large frontispiece ma|

and the subtitle, "An Artist in the .*"

ran Desert," intimates that the 1 1

covers the entire Sonnran zone, it heir

a woeful luck of knowledge of Baja (..i\\

(ornia, a mosi interesting part of ihi- ;

wimderlund. Despite this omis'^iiui. ilu

bouk is KcU done. Even subtle hiiii~

tourist's behavior in Mexico are liuludrd

One, which stresses the fact lliul il i'

wc whu arc the (urcigncrs and nul llif

Mexicans, certainly coincides with suim

hmg-timc views of my own. In uddiliun

there arc some paragraphs on prunun

elation of Mexican words and u pag<

or so on Mexican alcoholic drink-,

for anyone inleresled in the hi-i<piy

both natural and otherwise, of the ari'a

from Tucson to Kino Bay the liuuk i-

packed with useful information.

Lewis W. Wai.kkii

Hindus of the Himalayas, by Gerald

D. Berreman. Univ. of Calijornia I'l

$8.50; 430 pp., illus.

IN this book Dr. Berreman rejiurls

on studies he made from .Scplcmhir,

19.S7 through August, IMS in a hill vil-

lagc near Dehra Dun, in the lower llim.i-

layas. His approach is that of a trained

sociologist—objective, systematic, and

thorough. The resulting book is will

written, although occasionally, as in iho

chapter on kin groups, the author slips

into technical ajipruaches that make
heavy going fur the general reader.

Sirkanda. a pseudonym for the real name
of ihe village, is an agricultural-pasiural

community of 384 people, 90 per cent of

them high caste, and 10 per cent low and



Her eyes tell you why...
Perceptive, intelligent, serious — so eager

to learn. A little love and a little help

would make a big difference in the life of

this American Indian child.

For Cecilia Bright Eagle's parents are

very poor. They have no money with

which to replace her shabby clothing, to

buy her personal books, or give her a

cash allowance and other things she

needs so much to attend the off-reserva-

tion school. So, when her non-Indian

classmates gather to share some exciting

little girl secret, or talk of a class-party or

trip, Cecilia goes off by herself to hope,

to dream, that one day she might share

such fun and feel like one of them.

You, your school, your organization'

can help make a dream come true for

Cecilia, or some other Indian girl or boy.

Just a S 1 monthly contribution provides

one Indian child with suitable clothing,

personal books and a cash allowance for

school activities. It is an act of love that

will bring you a heart-warming reward.

A photograph, the story and letters from
the child you help will start off a warm
person-to-person relationship. Please

give one Indian youngster an even break
— and the sense of belonging to the wider

world around him.

SCF
Save The Children Federation, Norwalk, Connecticut

I wish to conlribule $120.00 annually to help an
American Indian girl Q boy n Enclosed is my first

payment:

$10.00 a month O $ 60.00 semi-annually O
$30.00 a quarter D $120.00 annually Q
I cannot sponsor a child. Enclosed is contribution

of $

Name. .

outcaste. The accurate, dispassionate

chapters on caste, on the supernatural,

and on kin groups and kinship, will

cause the serious reader to marvel that

these people are actually of the same

race as those superior philosophers of

an ancient culture whom propagandists

and apologists for India have so persist-

ently thrust upon us.

The student of American and world

affairs will read the chapters on the vil-

lage community and on the outside world

with utmost interest. Never has the hol-

low fagade of Indian government influ-

ence been so effectively stripped away
as by this calm, accurate reporting of

village government in action.

Finally, the cultural anthropologist,

amateur or professional, will hnd here

a wealth of material on northern Indian

hill cultures. If he has had the advan-

tage of close contact with Indian villag-

ers, he will also find anecdotes and

statements that will flood him with mem-
ories of his villagers, and will lead him

to the conclusion that no matter how
detached or objective the style, this

author really knows his people.

This is not a book for a hasty or

casual reader. But for the person seri-

ously interested in India, Indian people,

or Indian administrative problems it is

an absolute necessity. One almost hopes

that the author will some day take his

naked facts about caste, family life, and

village government, reclothe them with

the cloak of personality, and present

them in a narrative form that will at-

tract a wider audience.

John Cl.\rk

Face of North America, by Peter Farb.

Harper & Row, $6.50; 316 pp., illus.

THIS is a difficult book to review, be-

cause it is both fascinating and frus-

trating. It is fascinating in the broad

view it gives one of the North American

continent, and frustrating because the

very broadness of this view necessitates

brief and hasty—hence somewhat inaccu-

rate and misleading—explanations of the

whys and wherefores of the various fea-

tures of the continent's face.

Marston Bates, in his introduction,

writes that he will keep a copy in the

glove compartment of his car. However,

it seems to this reviewer that whatever

view of the continent can be seen from

a car is usually too limited in scope and

too much shaped by man for this book to

be of much assistance in understanding

what one sees along a roadway.

The book takes a broad look and of

necessity paints with a bold stroke.

Rather than in the glove compartment

of a car. this book belongs in the hand-

carried luggage of the airline passenger.

Here, particularly on a transcontinental

flight, one can see the great bowl of the

continent hemmed in by its peripheral

Want to escape to quiet, sunny deserts?

Explore primitive native villages in Old

Mexico or just relax beside some inviting

stream? Perhaps you know a road some-

where you'd like to follow to the end. It's

all the same with an Airstream Land Yacht

— a personal highway cruiser outfitted

down to the smallest luxurious detail for

limitless road voyaging . . . good beds,

bathroom, hot and cold water, refrigera-

tion, heat and light independent of out-

side sources wherever you go — for a

night, a week, or a month. Airstream Land

Yachting means real travel independence

— no timetables, tickets, packing. You

just tow your Airstream lightly behind your

car and follow your travel whims wherever

they urge you to go. Yes, it's the exciting,

better way to travel here in North America

or anywhere in the world.

write for interesting free booiciet

"World At Your Doorstep"

AIRSTREAM INC.



Seat Yourself Here for Your Flight to Japan

Aboard a Japan Acr Lines jet, you r<? surrounded by

traditional Japanese decor, served by a charming Japanese

hostess in kimono . What pleasanter way to get there?

Daily flights from Los Angeles or San Francisco, via Hawaii,

See your travel agent, or Japan Air Lines.

UAPAN AIR LINES
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T. K. SiiMiri.Kss

GiiinviNc Wises, l)y Sarita Van VIeck.

Uoulileday & Co., $3.95; 128 pp., illiis.

Hiiw should one write about the nat-

ural world How much does one

need to know before starting to write?

How should the basic biological fuels ht

in with fancy and appreciation':' Ami to

what extent should fcntiment and emo-

tion influence the writer'?

This hnppy.lookins serpent lias mifthly Rood reason for
•h.it contcnicd look, l>ecause nobody is crowding him. chasing
Him or in any way frltthlcninR him by Rcllinfc too near.
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Questar so mui

ithoul alarming
enjoy their Questar c

And that.
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On the other hand, the problem of the

critic asked to appraise the work is to

separate the wheat from the chaff. This

is becoming increasingly difficuk, as

more and more books on the natural

world move onto the market. We have

the professional and we have the ama-
teur, and in-between we have the nature

lover who knows a little but not enough,

rt"ho wants to write any^vay, and does,

and gets published.

Sarita Van Vleck's hook, which under-

:akes to follow the life of birds through

;heir annual cycle, is a very nice, un-

sretentious book, and there is some al-

aiost lyrical prose in it.

However, one sentence in the book is

[inworthy of a graduate of Vassar, the

luthor's alma mater: "With life centered

iround a wet habitat, the Redwing would
3e unlikely to nest in its absence." Even
:f something could center around some-

:hing, the line would be a horror.

This is quibbling, of course. Miss Van
i/leck's book has the right spirit and is

limed in the right direction, and even

f she falls into the trap of filling it out

rt'ith biological notes gleaned from here

ind there, it is to be hoped that she will

ivrite another one. Obviously she could.

n spite of the competition, and the field

is wide open.

PlETER FOSBURCH

aPLORE THE DISTANT STABS

EXAMINE THE SMAUEST UVING CREATURES ON EARTH

IDENTIFY LIVING AND NON-UVING THINGS

UNDERSTAND THEIR INTERREU>TIONSHIPS

THROUGH THE PAGES OF THIS FASCINATING BOOK!

ilATilPAl HlgrnPY

Pimentel'S NATURAL HISTORY by Richard a. Pimentel.

Professor of Zoology, California State Polytechnic College
Consulting Editor: Peter Gray, University of Pittsburgh

Now, at last, in one beautiful, authoritative volume, here is a comprehensive and
vividly written account of: The Earth and Natural History— The Organism— The
Environment. A valuable aid to anyone seeking a broad picture of current knowl-

edge in every area of natural history. This book provides an exciting and meaningful

exploration of the curious world we live in— from the stars and the atmosphere

through the Subplylum Vertebrata. 1963. 448 pp. S'/i x 10'A.260 illustrations. $9.75

A HANDSOME GIFT FOR THE FAMILY LIBRARY

Z REINHOLD BOOK DIVISION, 430 Park Ave., New York. N.Y. 10022

ORDER ON 30 DAYS' APPROVAL
REINHOLD BOOK DIVISION / Depi. M-215/430 Park Avenue / New York, New York, 10022

Please rush me a copy of Pimentel's NATURAL HISTORY ($9.75) for 30 days' approval (U.S.A.
& Canada only) under the following terms:

D Payment enclosed (Reinhold pays regular delivery charges) D Bill r

NAME
: (plus delivery charges)

CITY/ZONE . ^STATE
Save Money! Enclose full payment with your order and Reinhold pays regular delivery charge:
Same return privilege guaranteed. Please include sales tax on California, Ohio, Penna., and Ne'
York City orders. Send check or money order only, do not enclose cash.

FICKER RECORDS... A REAL CHRISTMAS TIME SURPRISE!

NATIONAL NETWORK OF

AMERICAN BIRD SONGS
This complete recorded encyclopedia in a sin-

gle and attractive packa.i^e ... at significant

savings to you! 175 species of birds, recorded

in the field from Maine to California by the

Stillwells, contributing 495 different songs and
calls ! Album consists of Volumes I, II and III

of Bird Son^s of Dooryard. Field and Forest.

It makes a wonderful library item and an ideal

gift for birdlovers, hi-fi fans, and nature en-

thusiasts. 33y^ rpm 12" records. Each runs

44 minutes.

3 RECORD ALBUM

EASTERN BIRD SONGS,

Vols I & II, each vol.

WESTERN BIRD SONGS,

Vol ill

$19.95 ppd.

$7.95 ppd.

$7.95 ppd.

SYMPHONY of the BIRDS
Cleverly and masterfully done by using actual

bird son^s (from the famous Stillwell collec-

tion) just as a composer selects various instru-

ments to play certain symphonic passages.

Composed and arranged by Jim Fassett, Musi-

cal Director of CBS radio. Side B, titled A
Revelation in Birdwtig Patterns, is another

astonishing piece of 'musical' beauty on the

wing! Long playing, 33'A rpm, 12" record.

only $5.95 ppd.

$4.98 ppd.

SPACEWAY BALLADS
Folk songs of rocketmen,
circa 2075 AD. Collector
J)hn Allison joined by
the Connecticut Folk
Siingers, depict in words
and music the feelings of
doubt, peril, accomplish-
ment of our early pioneers

ALEC TEMPLETON
and his

MUSIC BOXES
of delightful

elodii

$5.95 ppd.

lied from TempU
' :oi lection of rare

)xes. Each has its

ersonality and

. of Mozart's

HEROES, HEROINES

& MISHAPS

$4.98 ppd.

FICKER RECORDS • Drawer B • Old Greenwich, Conn. / Money-back Guarantee — Immediate Delivery / Free Catalog on Request



KocoNorv of a

Fur Boa re r
Coveted pelt caused sea otter decimation

By Karl W. Kenyon

TIIF. sot'ND OF WAVF^ in a small

cove was all hul li>»l in tlu- roar of

wind amonj; nn-ks unil llu- pounding

of slorni surf iilon^ tin- i«|)<ii ouli-r

loasl of Aimhilka Isiaml. A txpical

Alfutiuii slorm had nrarly |)a>se<l. Ik--

hinil it till- >kv was lii-ar. and winter

.«uii!iliine plislrned on heaps of sea

foam that blendeil on the black |K-hbly

beaih with snow finpcrs that reached

to the sea among tumbled boulders.

In the shelter of the rocks more than

one hundred sea otters ha<l taken

refuge from the batlerinp sea. Most

rested on their backs. Some slept,

their forepaws against their cheeks

or over their eyes. Others rubbed,

fluffed, and licked their inch-long,

dark brown fur. Many lay alone but

others sprawled in groups of five or

six. The nearest was only twenty feet

away. I approached slowly, keeping

my silhouette below the horizon and

shielding my approach Iwhind rocks.

Fortunately, the wind was from the

sea, for the sense of smell is well devel-

oped in the sea otter. .Ml would now

be in the water had my scent reached

them. (It is a boon to the curious

zoologist that the animals have poor

vision. A strange shape on the skyline

or a quick movement causes instant

alarm and a hurried scramble for the

sea. but cautious movements go un-

noticed or (K-rhaps are mistaken for

those of another otter.)

John Nevzeroll and Innokenly Golo:

doff, both residents of the Aleutians,

followed close behind, each carrying

a large landing net of the lyi>e used

by sport fishermen. Each selected an

animal and ran the last ten feet to pop

the net over it while the other otters

esca|>ed into the sea. I sing their

nimble forepaws like hands, the net-

ted otters attempted to disentangle

themselves. While they were thus occu-

pied, it was a simple o|H-ration to

grasp a hind flipper and. using s|K-<ial

tagging pliers, attach the Monel cattle

earlag to the web of llu- hind llipix-r.

When liberated, both plunged into the

water. Forty feet away they surfaced

to gaze at us. as if in amazement, as

thev paddled <>n their backs toward

more open water. Kolh se«-nie<l uncon-

cerned by their shiny new adornments.

Because the sea otter is often gre-

garious, our tagging studies have not

progressed rapidly. Miles of beach

must usually be searched with only a

few tagged otters to show for it.

Another method of capture has

£^^ been successful only once. A
young male otter often frequented the

area just offshon- from the |)lace where

we daily cleaned fish. Soon he learned

that the fish heads we toss«!d him were

an easy source of food. Williin a few

days he wouKI come to the water's edge

to lake fish heads from our hands. In

another week he emerged from the

water and followed us about, demand-

ing food. It was an easy matter, while

one of us handed him a fish, for an-

other to grasp his hind dipper and

place the tag on it. Unperturbed by

this brief rough treatment, hi' tucked

his food in the loose fold of skin across

his chest, and holding it there with one

forepaw returned on three legs to the

water for his meal. This was the easiest

tagging operation we experienced.

In summer months when the sea is

calm, otters seldom come ashore ex-

cept at night, and even then the ma-

jority sleep floating in a favorite kelp

bi-<l. Some can be captured from a boat

with a dip net. but pur-nil is dilTirult

Sea otters gather rlani» from ihc ocean

bottom with their dexterous forepaws.

I
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because visibility is poor in ihf usually

rough and murky water, and kelp beds

hamper outboard motor operation.

''I'^ilE capture, marking, and rrleas-

l ini: of otters on Anuliitka make up

..:. important part of the marine mam-
mal studi» of the Fish and Wildlife

Service, Lniletl Stales Department

of the Interior. Individual >uiimals

that can l>e recogniiteil can ^ive us,

over a period of years, valuable in-

f'Tinalion on ape, longevity, move-

Mu-nls. and other life habits. Other

studies will be discussed later, but here

it seen\s appropriate to dcscrilie some

of the charactcrislii-s of the sea otter.

The sea otter, EnhyJra lulris. in ad-

ililion to the river otter, mink, and

>kunk, belongs to the family Musteli-

dae. It differs from its relatives, how-

ever, in many significant ways and

also possei^ses characteristics unique

among marine mammals. It lives ex-

clusively in the marine environment.

Since the otter gathers its food from

the bottom and its dives are s<-ldom

dee|>er than 120 feel, it usually re-

mains near shore. It apparently pre-

fers depths of from 10 to 70 fitt. and

in most ureas this means thai the ma-

jority of sea otler$ are found within

about one-half mile of shore. Their

molars are broad, flat, ami adapted to

crushing shells of sea urchins, nmssels,

snails, and crustaceans on which, in

addition to fish, they feed.

In the oriler ('arnivora, the sea ot-

ter is the only siHx-ies thai has only

four inci.sor teeth in its lower jaw;

its broad cheek teeth are also unique.

The sea otter is nearly three limes

as heavy as the river otter—adull males

usually v\elgh between sixtv and

eighty pounds and measure about four

and a half feet in length: females

At miodvv. iturinft calm weather, sea

otters u.«ually retire to kelp beds for

a rest. They sleep on ihcir barkx. and

often place the forcpaws over the eyes.

usually weigh from thirty-live to si\lv

pounds. Vt'liile on the surface, the ani-

mal ordinarily swims belly up, pio-

|>elling itself by alternate strokes of

the broadly ilattened. webbed liiiul

feel. It never eats on land, unless coin

pelled to do so in captivity. The mi
oiler's long, soft fur gains beauly I'lil

little proteelion from the sparse guai<l

hairs. Il is dexterous with its forepaw-,

with which il both gathers f.ioil (loni

the jii-a Moor and preens its fur. iK

unusual habil of breaking the shells of

invertebrates on a rock held on tin-

chest has often been described.

Among marine mammals the sia

otier differs from seals, porpoises, ami

whales in that it lacks an insulating

subcutaneou-. blubber layer. For pro.

toi-lion from the cold water in whii li

it lives il ilejM'nds enlirely on a blankit

of air Iruppeil among the long, M.ft

fd)ers of its fur. The sea otter's slial-

low-water feeding habits limit its

range, so it may not traverse vast

reaches of the sea as do most other

marine mammals.

LIKK most other marine mammals,

I
too. sea oilers bear but one young

ul a birth, but the pup may be born at

any lime of the year, .'soviet biologists

record tw ins. bul I doubt that a nmlln'r

could successfully rear more than om-

pup al a lime. The pup is relatively

large at birth, weighing from three to

five pounds, and is carried, nursed,

and groomed on the mother's chest

as she sw ims on her back.

In temperament, ihc sea oiler might

be lermed tractable and "friendlv."

Most animals accept food from the

hand within a day or two of capture,

onie even within a few minutes. "Old-

timers." in captivity two weeks or

more, rush from the water at feeding

lime, ri.se on their hind legs, rest their

forcpaws against the man holding the

fish buckcl. and plead with eager eyes

for a handout. Under such cirrum-

slani <-s the oilers are careful not to bile

the hand thai feeds them. If. however,

an animal is forcibly restrained, or a

sick one is handled, a painful bile is

a not-unusual result.

Often I have marveled at the re-

strain! e\hil)iled by an adult attempt-

ing to sleep in a kelp bed. Adolescent

otters appear to derive delight in tor-

menting such individuals. The young

oiler stealthily approaches the sleeper

during the usual mid-afternoon siesta

hour, and then 5U<ldenly bounces from

the water and comes down with both

14
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Young otter is carried, nursed, and groomed on mother's

chest and abdomen as she swims on her back, although the

pup is relatively large at birth. For about a year, the pup is

given constant attention and most of its food by its mother.

front paws on the victim's chest or ab-

domen. A five- to ten-minute period of

play may follow, while the reluctant

adult slowly edges away and finally

escapes to a distant kelp patch to finish

his nap. and the ever watchful mother

takes her offspring in hand.

I have only once seen what I would

interpret as a fight between wild

otters. They apparently exhibit no ter-

ritorial aggressiveness—not even dur-

ing the breeding period. Even adult

males, although engaging in a spirited

tug of war over a fish, seldom attempt

to bite or snap at each other. In captiv-

ity, when food is short and must be

rationed—as is occasionally the case

when storms prevent fishing activities

—the larger animals steal food from

the smaller ones.

The early history of sea otter hunt-

ing constitutes a prime example of

what may occur when exploitation of

a natural resource is unregulated and
avaricious. The voyages of Vitus Ber-

ing in 1741 and of Captain Cook in

1779 brought knowledge to the world

of the vast riches in fur along the

coasts of the North Pacific and Bering

Sea. A flood of fur hunters, the promy-

shlenniki, rushed eastward from Kam-
chatka. Many came in small, flimsy,

and unseaworthy ships and were lost

at sea. Pushing west and north from

the New World to meet the Asians

came Europeans under several flags.

The men who dreamed of wealth

through fur. and who were willing to

bear the hardships of obtaining it,

were relentlessly greedy, rough, and

cruel. The stories of their mistreat-

ment and often murder of the native

Aleutian and Northwest Coast Indians

comprise a shameful chapter in human
history. Aborigines were often en-

slaved and forced to leave their homes
to hunt sea otters, while their torment-

ors stayed comfortably ashore in the

villages and stole their wives.

Treatment of the sea otter was
equally unreasonable. Every animal

that could be found was killed, includ-

ing mothers with young. It is recorded

that within a year of the discovery of

the Pribilof Islands, 5,000 sea otters—

nearly the total population on these

islands—were killed. In a few years

the last survivor was hunted down.

THIS method of total exploitation

continued through a period of

about 170 years. By 1900, sea otters

were so scarce that men spent months

afield to obtain one or two skins. Still,

protection was not given the nearly ex-

tinct species until 1911. when an inter-

national treaty was negotiated to

protect the northern fur seal, and the

remnant sea otter population was in-

cluded incidentally.

Recovery of the pelagic, migratory

fur seal on its Pribilof breeding

ground was relatively rapid. By 1918

limited exploitation was possible, and

during the 1940"s the population had

approached its maximum natural

limits. Not so the sea otter population.

Only in scattered and isolated Alaska

areas have island colonies now
reached their natural maximum popu-

lation. Amchitka Island is one of these,

IS



and it is here that most of the studies

of the Fish and Wildlife Service are

being conducted. At other isolated

places, small colonics are growing

slowly, but today extensive coastal

areas in southeastern Alaska. British

Columbia, Washington, Oregon, most

of California, and Lower California

that formerly supported sea otters re-

main unoccupied. Population growth

is most rapid where islands are not

separated by wide expanses of deep

water. In such areas, sea otters in-

crease locally. Then, as large popula-

tion needs increase, the animals move
to a new island, and thus a step is

taken toward reoccupation of their

former range.

REFCCE SUPERVISOR David L. Spen-

cer and I have observed such pop-

ulation movement at Adak Island in

ihe Aleutians. On my first visit there in

1917 I saw no sea otters, and no one

at the .Adak Naval Station had seen

l6

one. Kanaga Island, however, about

ten miles to the west, had a good popu-

lation. By 19.54 Refuge Managrr R. D.

Jones saw a few otters at Adak. and

thereafter the influx was rapid. W'c

counted 2.2C() otters during an aerial

survey of the island in 1962.

One of the original objectives of the

sea otter studies of the Fish and Wild-

life Service was to expedite the reoccu-

pation of former sea otter range

through transplants. The first two at-

tempts, made in the winter of 19.50-51

and in 19.55. failed because sufficient

knowledge of the requirements of sea

otters in captivity was not available.

An evolutionist might say the sea

otter has reached a "dead end" be-

cause of the narrow range of ecolog-

ical conditions under which it may
survive. Its food requirement is large.

A young animal weighing twenty-five

pounds requires at least six pounds of

fresh food daily, and it eats only fish

or invertebrates. ( Rarely, during food

shortages, they have eaten bird flesh,

but it apparently passed undigested

through the gastrointestinal tract.)

Osr. important barrier between life

and death for sea otters is the deli-

cate fur. It must be protected from

wear and soiling, and it is easily dam-

aged in cages. In practice, this means

that if numbers of otters are to be

moved successfully over a long dis-

tance, a large pool of clean water must

be constantly available. If sea otters

in small cages are fed the slimy food

they require, their fur quickly becomra

soiled, thus losing its insulating quali-

ties, and the animals succumb to ex-

posure. Obviously a large vessel woulil

be required to carry a significant num-

ber of otters from an area of abun-

dance to unoccupied habitat.

An alternative is rapid aerial trans-

portation in a large, unhealed aircraft.

In 19.59. we successfully transplanted

seven sea otters a distance of nearly
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imM. these "tool users" often place a rock on their

anil crack open the hard-shelled mollusks upon it.

500 miles from Amchitka to St. Paul

Island in the Pribilof group. The flight

required 4..3 hours, so that it was not

necessary to feed the animals in tran-

sit. Although the cabin temperature

was maintained at 49^ F. I to the great

discomfort of human passengers
)

, the

otters in their thick fur coats suffered

from heat distress and had to be

doused frequently with cold water.

They were all in fine condition when
liberated; each accepted a fish as it

left its traveling cage and paddled out

to sea. They are still sighted occa-

sionally, but it is not yet known
whether or not such a small group will

ultimately reproduce and form a new
colony on the Pribilofs.

Sufficient knowledge is not yet avail-

able concerning the behavior of trans-

planted animals. For example, will

they disperse when liberated and thus

fail to reproduce? An extensive and,

so far as known, uninhabited area of

former sea otter habitat exists in the

coastal waters of southeastern Alaska.

If, at great expense, sea otters were

liberated here, what would become of

them? During the fishing season this

area is occupied by large numbers of

fishermen. By tradition, fishermen

shoot at predators such as seals and

sea lions. Being relatively trusting,

sea otters might be mistaken for seals

and killed. In addition, they would be

vulnerable to poachers.

WHAT are the chances that sea

otters will repopulate the entire

former range along the Pacific coast of

the United States and Canada? I am
not optimistic about their chances. I

believe that polluted waters will pre-

vent their survival in or near harbors

close to large centers of human popula-

tion. Again, the difficulty lies in the ex-

tremely soft and delicate fur. which is

protected only to a minor degree by

its few, scattered guard hairs. If even

a small amount of oil floating on the

water surface coats the fur fibers, the

insulating properties are lost. Soiled

and wet animals, unprotected from the

cold sea water, soon chill and die.

Recently I hiked for about ten

miles along the outer beaches of the

Olympic Peninsula of Washington

State. At sea, large ships often passed

to or from the Strait of Juan de Fuca.

Almost every rock I saw or touched

was stained with oil. A black, sticky

substance is formed when fuel oil resi-

due and sea water mix, as they do when

ships "pump their tanks" on leaving or

approaching port. Unless such condi-

tions as exist today on the outer coast

of the Olympic Peninsula are cor-

rected, there is little hope of re-estab-

lishing sea otters.

In the 1740's, when the exploitation

of the sea otter fur resource began,

the species ranged from central Baja

California. Mexico, around the rim of

the North Pacific Ocean to the Kurile

Islands and the Asian coast. Although

17
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1111 otter preens. Air blunkct Iruppecl in no blubber layer, from the iry wulcrs.

li. r. li. l.i,,L r.-fup.- from wiiv. that

iiuku rc-l .iiicl fcciling at bca difTiruIt.

ils laliluilinal riiii^o wns ^rcat. its

liabitat uas rallirr unifdrni. Norlluiii

limits of its raufir barc-l> oM'ila|i|iiil

tbr soutbrrn limit uf llit- park ir<- in

till- Beriiif; Scn-«t ihc I'ribilof IslamU

and near llii- wrslorn i-nd of llu- Alaska

IVninsula. Juil^iii^ from llic pnis|iii-

I'us soa oiler colonies in llie Aliiiliaiis

and in other plnc-cs where the sea iieMr

fieezi-s, we mifihl eonclude that tlie-.r

areas ofler optiniuin habilnl comli

lions. A colon\ at the northern liniil i>f

llie range— in l'rin<'e William Sniiinl.

where winter cold is more intense lliaii

in the southerly lire of the Aleuliaiis—

is inrreasin;: and cxtendin;: more
slowly than are the Aleutian colonies.

Today. afl<'r fifty years of coinpliie

priitivtion. the si-n otter has reoini-

pied less than one-fifth of its original

lineal coastal range. Extensive aeri.d

surveys in .\laska, conducted bv the

Fish and Wildlife Service and the >lale

of Alaska, plare the otter population

today between 2<>.nOO and .'iO.IMM) ani-

mals. Some estimates exceed the

higher figure, hut I believe, on llie

strength of our sur\cys. that ihe more
conservative figure may be much
nearer the true facts.

BFCAl'SE of Amchitka's isolation

and large local population, a vital

aspect of our study there is to docu-

Micnl and analyze natural mortality.

Manv idisi-rvalions during field

studies have enabled us to piece to-

u'clher the story of how much of the

winter mortality may occur there. Lei

11- follow a juvenile otter during the

l,i-t several weeks of his life in late

winter. This young otter was born in

the preceding spring and, although

weighing about twenty-five pounds,

was still in the i-ompany of his mijlhiT.

Although her two mammae yirldc-d

little milk, she still allowed him to

nurse occasionally, but both obtained

most of their food by diving among
the extensive ofTshore reefs. The young

line, however, often wasted lime in

play, and he ilemanded and received

food gathered by his more skillful and

industrious mother. This way of lifi-

continued into February, when storm

waves and the minute size of nutri-

tious sea urchin gonads and the di-arlh

of other food organisms madr- it dilTi-

cult for the mother to feed both her

jiup and herself.

One afternoon in early February,

after a busy period of searching for

food, mother and pup slept near each

other in a kelp bed. The pup, his belly

18



full, slept soundly. The sdll-hungry

mother rested only briefly, then quietly

swam off to another feeding area. Her

search for food carried her far. When
her pup awoke and found himself de-

serted, he cried and searched about

the reefs and kelp beds for his mother.

He continued looking for her until the

next day and took little time to search

for food. Driven by hunger, he even-

tually began a serious hunt for food,

but for years many otters had searched

this rock bottom. He found plenty of

the small sea urchins, but these im-

mature invertebrates are almost value-

less as food. He found little else he

could eat. The shells of most snails

were too hard for his immature teeth

to crack. The numerous fish, often

caught and eaten by strong adults,

were too quick for his inexperienced

grasp, and his strength was inadequate

to hold and kill the occasional one he

managed to capture. Unable to find

anything else, the young otter contin-

ued to stuff himself with sea urchins.

A series of storms swept Amchitka

during February. The first ones lasted

only a day or less, and the young otter

slept them out curled on a bed of rye

grass behind a sheltering boulder. His

inadequate diet and interrupted feed-

ing schedule quickly reduced the re-

serve of body fat accumulated with

his mother's help during the previous

fall. An early March storm brought

three days of heavy seas, high winds,

and below freezing temperatures. Most
of the first day the young otter slept

on shore. Then, driven by hunger to

search for food, he ventured into the

breakers. The wild sea tossed him
about and soon, exhausted and shiver-

ing, his stomach only half-full of sea

urchins, he retired to his sleeping

place. He preened and dried his fur,

then curled up to sleep. In this position

we found him dead next morning. An
autopsy revealed not a trace of fat re-

maining on his body. His stomach and

intestines contained the remains of

about a dozen small sea urchins, and
a quantity of black, tarry, fecal ma-
terial. These are the symptoms of en-

teritis that appear to result from stress,

starvation, and exposure, and are typ-

ical of the majority of dead sea ot-

ters found on Amchitka beaches. Farm
animals that die of bacterial enteritis

resulting from conditions of stress

show similar symptoms.

A few otters were found dead of

other causes—a broken neck, an

infected wound, cancer. Old animals

die when their cheek teeth become
worn to the gumline—sometimes even

to the bone—and the symptoms of

emaciation, stress, and terminal enteri-

tis are similar to those of the juveniles.

The mother sea otter gives her pup
constant care and attention for about

a year. Even when it is three-quarters

her size, the mother otter furnishes

much of the pup's large daily food re-

Care of fur is of vital importance in the life of otters, and
preening, as by this adult male, is frequent. If soiled, the

soft fur loses its insulating properties, and as a result the

animals may quickly die from chill and from exposure.
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quiremriit, and a tagged mother and

pup re\ealnl Mhat may m-cur a$ a re-

sult. \\ r captured the mulher willi her

large pup resting on a favoreii beach.

After their llippers were taggeil, the

tHo swam uut to $ea side by side. A
succession of sturmy days followed,

.ifler which we found the pup alone on

the beach and dying of starvation. .V

frit da\s later and about four miles

away, we found the mother dead and

in an emaciated condition. IVrhaps

she had tried too long to satisfy the

considerable foo<l needs of her half-

grown young one and herself, l-^ven in

her run-ilown and weakened state she

had not deserted her |iup until she her-

x-lf was beyond recovery.

I
am sometimes asked the question:

"."^ince sea otter fur is so valuable,

what is the possibility that the animals

might be captured in areas of abun-

ilance and bred in captivity for the fur

market, as is done so successfully with

mink and foxes?" Aside from a low re-

productive rate, the dilliculties of

transporting sea otters and of furnish-

ing adequate f,irilitir« for biMJlby

existence in captivity pose real prob-

lems. I believe that another important

reason why sea otters will probably

not bet-onie fur farm animals is the

high cost of their required food. This

was graphically expressed by Mr. lid-

ward J. Johnson, Dirct-tor of the

Woodland Park Zoo in Seattle, .\fler

he bad caretl for a captive female in

his zoo for about two jears, he re-

marked one day, "You know, your sea

otter is a bit of a strain on our budget

here. I've recently figured it up, and

she eats more than a lion and costs

more to feed than an elephant!" 'Ibis

statement may have bi-en a slight ex-

aggeration, but our experience with

many captive animals has shown that

each animal, if it is to remain vigorous

and healthy, must eat at least onc-

fourlh of its body weight per day.

Limited exploitation of the sea otter

resource is reasonable today in very

circumscribed areas, such as Am-
cliilka Island. That population has

stopped growing and may, in fact,

lui\e regressed in rivcnt years. Today
the iiunduT of sea otters there, ap-

pr..\im;Mclv 2.IHM) to ."i.lMlO, |,,ns ex-

-^ r
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before it <liv

1 oll.r for iijiiiliiiif jii-I

from its resting --pdl.

-I lM'.,|,,,r U.;\ .ir.iltliily

cipidiii- fi( ^^vi(t niovi'iiient

ceeded the limit that food resource'

can support, and each winter sea>oi

of heavy storms leaves many ollcn

dead in it.s wake. Inforlunalely, Am
chitka is isolatnl from other island- K

wide, deep straits, anil animal muM
ment to new areas is insignincant.

.Modern exploitation of the sea ullc

resource was begun by the stale u

Alaska in l<l(>2. One hundred and filu

were taken by slate biologist 1,. Ci"

ton and his aide al Aniihitka. litM lu

si-a otter furs have not entered the imi
mercial market for more than liftv

years, modern furriers look for«.

<|uestioningly and with interc.-l 1.

the reaction <d the fur-buying puMi

to the sale of these skills. Itcgardlr-r

of the degree of modern acceplanr

what our ancestors consiilercd ibc (iii

of royalty, few will In- able to \»i-

even a sample of si'a otter fur. I hi

presenlilay total world popuialiipii

si-a oilers, bused on .'Soviet biologj.

estimates for the Kurilc and Cn

mander Islands population and I'l

for Alaska and ('alifornla. is proluKh

between 2.i.(ino and lO.IKK) uniiii..K

The Alaska population is rou;:li

2.1.1)00, which, optimistically, mi^di

yield a crop of about I.IKW) skins :im

nually. Against ibis figure place iIm

of the Alaska fur si-al herd of abnu
l.TIHI.IIOII animals, which may pi"

duce a sustained yield of about .3 pc

cent, or ft.S.OIK) skins, per year.

IN
addition, the sea otter appears l<

have a reproductive capacity lli;

is roughly half that of fur seal. Willi'

llu- female fur seal often produces on

pup annually, a co-operative slinl

now in progress by Dr. Clinton II

• lonaway and Fish and Wildlife Sir\

ice biologists indicates that two year

usually elapse between births in the sc;

otter. Thus, unless young sea oiler ••iir

vival exceeds llial of young fur seal-

the former could maintain its popuNi

lion only if it wi-re crop|)ed al nncliHl

the rale that is considered accepliiM

for the fur seal population.

The sea otter is such an interesliri;,

and charming animal to observe in llu

wild and in captivity, that its covilcc

fur coat seems a misfortune. Wc (an

only hope that the seed population- ol

this animal, where range exicnsio

occurring, will be most carefully guard

ed against exploitation of any kind

L'nconckbnkii pi p. j iiioiilli or two old

cuts a piece of li-li it liol.lh in |ia»l
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Uilgiil 1 ruui.i

The close relalionsliip between Hebrew iiiul Greek
ciillurc and tradilivn i.v stipporleil in the ancient

literaliire in many ways. I'or instance, in the

Homeric legenil. Menelans recoven Helen from the

palace of Priam. obo\e. Genesis relates the way
Abraham reco\er.s Sarah from other kings, right.

\



By Cyrus H. Gordon

The Decipherment

of Minoan THE AGE IN WHICH WE LIVE is noteworthy for its scientific

advances and for lengthening the span of written his-

tory through the decipherment of forgotten scripts and lan-

guages. When Napoleon invaded Egypt at the end of the

eighteenth century, he took with him a staff of scholars

who assembled and studied a large collection of Egyptian

antiquities. Within a few decades a brilliant young French-

man, ChampoUion, succeeded in deciphering hieroglyphic

Egyptian, thanks to the use of Greco-Egyptian bilinguals

that provided him with the key. A bilingual is the same

text in two languages; the decipherer breaks into the un-

known language (like Egyptian) by using the clues pro-

vided by the known language (like Greek). The Rosetta

stone, inscribed both in Greek and in two kinds of Egyp-

tian script, is the principal Greco-Egyptian bilingual. Dur-

ing the forties and fifties of the last century, Babylonian

cuneiform ^vas deciphered, thanks to trilinguals such as

the great Behistun inscription of Darius I. These two

accomplishments alone threw the written records of his-

tory back to about 3000 B.C. in Egypt and western Asia.

Before the alphabet was used in the east Mediterranean,

a syllabic system of writing had spread over the entire

area. This fact came to light with Arthur Evans' discovery

of Minoan civilization at the dawn of our own twentieth

century. The syllabary came into existence on the island

of Crete about 2000 B.C. in pictographic form, but it was

soon stylized into forms (with fewer curves and more
lines) called Linear A and B. From it also stemmed the

syllabic Cypriote inscriptions that were written on the

island of Cyprus into Hellenistic times. The Cypriote syl-

labary was deciphered in the nineteenth century through

the study of digraphic texts (the same texts written in

two scripts) . In retrospect we now know that the Cyp-

riote syllabary was descended from the same system that

produced Linear A and B. Several of the signs are identical

in form and sound in Linear A and B on the one hand and

in the Cypriote syllabary on the other. But cautious schol-

ars, maintaining that the phonetic value of a given sign

might be completely different in the two sets of inscrip-

tions, held the field, with the result that the decipherment

of Cypriote played no role in deciphering Linear A and B.

Among a handful of adventuresome spirits trying to de-

cipher the Linear B tablets after World War II was a young
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British arcliilecl nanietl Miclurl Vciilris. After vf.irs of fu-

tile Inbur he gave up hU hypothesis that tlie Linear It clocu-

meiils uere related to Etruscan, and approached them on

tile a^sunlpliun that they uere, instead. Creek. The story

of his success in 1"'32 and the implications of his decipher-

ment have been descrihetl in NaTUIIAL lltSTOltY i March

and April, 1961 ) liv John Chadivick. Veiitris' achievement

SfHiletl the question of the linguistic identity of (he Achne-

ans depicted in Homeric epic. They were (ireeks. using

the Greek language. The Linear IS tablets are tlie adminis-

trative records from the palaces of the heroes who fought

at Troy to retrieve, as the lliail would have us believe, the

beautiful Helen. .Xrcheologists have found Linear It tablets

at Mycenae, the city of Nestor, and at Knossos, the city

of Idomeneus — two of the Homeric heroes. The deeds of

the .\chaean heroes at Troy are appropriately enshrined in

the poetry of Homer: the economic records of those same
heroes are preserved on clay in the most jejune pro.^c of

Linear I!. Itut the epics of Homer and tlic Linear I! tablets

are written in one language: Creek.

THE Linear 11 texts deciphered by Venlris were recorded

in a script with various kinds of signs. Some were

pictographs, portraying the objects they designated. Some
were ideograms, standing for whole words. Others were

most words and most of the proper names. Lach sign in

the syllabary began with a consonant and ended with .1

vowel. Thus, a word like Englisli "posters" woulil 1ki\c

been spelletl fwi-.w>-/e-fe-se. Just as this kind of spflliiii;

would disturb the average reader if lie uere coiifrniilcil

with Knglish written in the .Minoaii syllabary, a few mn-
ventional Creek scholars went so far as to say that llu-

Greek language could not possibly be written in such .1

script. Today, however, there are only a few Helleiii>|s

who doubt the essential validity of Ventris' deciphermrnl.

^fr^,y§
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Minoan admiiiislralive lablel, known as Tcxi 31,

was found at Hagia Triada, a Cretan palace site.

Its pictographs led to the Linear A decipherment.

determinatives, indicating the category of the words to

which they applied. A small divider separated words from

each other. Numbers were indicated with numerical signs

instead of being spelled out phonetically. But the character

of the language was indicated by the syllabic spelling of

Inscribed libation table, joiind in Crete, has a

dedication 10 the popular Minoan god Yashashalam,

written similarly 10 many west Semitic tongues.

The Linear It tablets, which began to appear in the fif-

teenth century B.C.. are called "Mycenaean" after the My-

cenaean Greeks who wrote them. The earlier Linear A
tablets were written by the Minoans. who preceded the

Mycenaeans. Since many Minoan names were taken over

by the Mycenaean Greeks, the syllabary of Linear A is

cssientially the same as that established by Venlris for

Linear B. The Minoan Linear A name ku-pa-nu had obvi-

ously been borrowed in Linear B as ku-pa-no. Other names

such as pa-de are iden;ic;d in the two sets of inscriptions.

Just as names such as "Maurice" and "Charles" occur in

both French and English texts and thus show that the

Icllcrs of the alphabet have approximately the same pho-

netic values in French and English, so. too. the occurrence

of identical names in the .\ and B tabids indicates thai the

syllabic signs were pronounced more or less the same in

Minoan A and Mycenaean B, even though the languages

are different. Thus, the unlocking of the B texts automat-

ically made po.«sible the deciphcrmi-nl of the A lexis, pro-

vided the A language belongeil In some known family of

languages. All that was nccilcd was the opening wedge.

The year 1929 had ushered in a new era in Near Eastern

studies with the discovery of the Ugaritic tablets dating

from about the fourteenth century ll.c. A French expedi-

tion then began to uncover hundreds of clay tablets in the

mound of I garit. along the coast of Syria at the point near-

est the island of Cyprus. The Ugaritic texts were written

in a hitherto unheard-of alphabet. The script was deci-

phered in 19.'?0. only a year after the first Ugaritic tablets

were found. The Ugaritic language turned out to be a

northwest Semitic dialect closely related to Phoenician
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and biblical Hebrew. One peculiarity of the literature

could have provided the key to the Minoan problem — the

Ugaritic god of arts and crafts had a pure northwest

Semitic name, even though his workshop was located on

the island of Crete, and in retrospect we can see that

Ugarit looked to Crete as the traditional center of its civili-

zation. Moreover, the Semitic name of the god indicates

that Ugarit and Crete had belonged to the same linguistic

sphere, but no one had the foresight to see it. As is usually

the case, we perceive things better through hindsight.

IN 1940 the Pontifical Biblical Institute in Rome pub-

lished my Ugaritic Grammar. World War II had al-

ready enveloped Europe, and America was soon to be drawn

into the conflict. In the spring of 1942, I began work with

the Army Signal Corps as a cryptanalyst, breaking enemy
codes and ciphers. My linguistic studies had given me a

background of value for cryptanalysis, and now cryptanal-

ysis was providing me with a background for deciphering

ancient texts. Hitherto, I had been able only to refine our

knowledge of the languages whose basic elements had been

deciphered by pioneers who had preceded me, but now for

the first time I found that I was being initiated into the

procedures that permit the cryptanalyst to break into com-

pletely unsolved codes and ciphers.

On being separated from the Army early in 1946, I re-

sumed my civilian career as professor of Assyriology and

Egyptology. I was working on a variety of scripts and lan-

guages of the east Mediterranean, but the Cretan problem

was little more than one of several peripheral subjects of

which I was aware. In 1947, when my Ugaritic Handbook
was published, I went on record as hinting at a possible

tie-in between Ugarit and Crete.

Fragments of one table yielded a dedication "to . .

.

Yashashalain so that the city may thrive." A sect

in modern Iraq and Iran still worships the god.

The scribes of ancient Crete had a number of profes-

sional habits that were reflected in the B tablets, and

one of them confirmed Ventris' decipherment. In prepar-

ing an inventory of jars and tripods, a scribe from Pylos

supplemented the verbal descriptions of the objects with

pictographs that showed their essential details. For in-

stance, a pair of tripods were pictorially described by a
tripod followed by the numeral "two," associated with the

alphabetic entry ti-ri-po-de = tripode, the exact Greek

dual of the word meaning "tripod." Jars with three, four,

and no handles were also indicated pictographically follow-

ing their correct Greek description, which was written

syllabically. The Pylos tablet was, therefore, a virtual bilin-

gual, in which words in the Greek language were translated

into the universal language of pictures.

A two-syllable northwest Semitic word for "wine"

is incised on this fragment of a large storage jar

that was found at Knossos in northern Crete.

The Mycenaeans had inherited this scribal usage from

the Minoans. Of the 154 Minoan administrative tablets

tliat were discovered at Hagia Triada (a palace site lo-

cated near the south coast of central Crete), one (called

Text 31) was an inventory of vases and tripods indicated

syllabically and pictorially, providing us with a virtual

bilingual. One jar was labeled su-pii, another, ka-ro-pa, and

a third, su-pa-la. These three words are well-known nouns

for various pots in the Semitic languages, a closely knit

speech family that includes Hebrew, Phoenician, Ugaritic,

Aramaic, Arabic, Ethiopic, and Babylonian. In December,

1956, I noted that since three of the five legible pot names
on Text 31 were Semitic, there was an even chance that the

Minoan language was Semitic, and I also observed that

numerical totals in the tablets that had been found at

Hagia Triada were labelled ku-lo, which looked like the

Semitic word kull, meaning "all."

During the first five months of 1957, I scrutinized every

Linear A tablet and fragment and concluded that the

Minoan language was related to some Semitic dialect that

was used on the Mediterranean shore of Semitic Asia. In

the Minoan texts pairs of names are connected with the

syllable u. That syllable could only stand for the conjunc-

tion "and." It happens that among the ancient Semitic

languages a characterizes east Semitic, whereas in most of

the familiar west Semitic languages the conjunction is wa.

What no one realized at that time was that since remote

antiquity B had also been used in west Semitic throughout

the Mediterranean area. Another word that appeared to

be east Semitic is ku-ni-su, designating a kind of wheat.

This word was well known as kunnishu, "emmer wheat,"

in east Semitic inscriptions from Assyria. I was then not

aware that it also occurred in the Aramaic branch of west

Semitic as kunneta.

At this time, because the Minoan inscriptions had been

found on Greek soil, they were considered to be a branch

of Greek studies. Hellenists were glad to leave Semitics to
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the Seniilisis, who in turn were glad to leave llie problems

of Greece to the Helieiiisl*. Few stliolars susj»e«-«e«l lliat

prior lo the fifteenth cenlurx B.C. all of the east Meililer-

ranean islands and coasts were doininaletl by northwest

Semitic sea lords, who were known to the ancient Hellenes

as Phoenicians. Crete, and for that matter the coastal areas

of |>eninsular Greece, belonged to northwest Semites before

the Greeks began to lake over. Semitic names occur in lli<-

Greek Linear 15 tablets, but Greek names do not occur in

the earlier Linear A tablets. It is interesting to note thai

the Semitic names of Minoan individuals are exclusively

west Semitic. The most familiar one of these Semitii

names happens to be (/(i-ur-i/a, "Dand."

FROM the middle of l')57 to the end of 1061 progress in

the decipherment of Minoan was woefully slow. The

nialerial at niv disposal was limited in quantity and variety.

Moreover, my view that the language was east rather than

west Semitic impeded my progress, in that it caused me to

retain some identifications that were wrong and to discard

some of my earlier land correct I identifications. In addi-

tion, the Linear A texts from llagia Triada contained

little besides proper names, numerals, commodity signs,

and only a handful of other words, but there was nothing

remotely related to sentence structure.

The only hope of finding sentences lay in eighteen in-

scribed cuilic objects found at a variety of sites in eastern

and central Crete. Unfortunately. 1 could do little with tlu-

first e<lltion of these texts, which were published during

W orld War 11 in Italy. In 1961. however, a new edition of

the Minoan documents was published by W. C. Bricc, of

Manchester. England. Brice did not attempt to interpret

the texts or to identify their language. Instead, he pre-

pared a careful edition of the documents with new photo-

graphs and India ink copies. He also provided a list of the

individual words in the original si-ripts. His work is ob-

jective and mechanical. The new photographs of the texts

enabled scholars to see more than had been visible on the

text reproductions in llie earlier Italian edition. His India

ink drawings enable the reader lo perceive in the imper-

fectly preserved signs what Brice detected by a careful

scrutiny of the originals. Moreover, although Bricc did

not try to pronounce a single sign (let alone interpret a

single word), he isolated every word in the original script

and compiled a useful index of words, adding the text refer-

ences to each. Thus the reader can locate and study in

Brice's book every occurrence of every Minoan word.

.\ four-syllable word in one of the religious texts bad

previously been read x-re-x-lu. Scholars had not been able

to identify the first and third signs, which were only par-

tially preserved. Brice's keen eye, however, observed that

the traces of the first sign indicated ki, while the traces of

the third sign unmistakably represented ya. Accordingly,

the word was ki-rc-ya-lu, a familiar west Semitic word

meaning "city." As soon as I saw this, I realized that the

language had to be west Semitic, because ki-rc-ya-lu is

found in Hebrew, Phoenician, Ugaritic, Aramaic, and even

Arabic, but not in the east Semitic dialects usually called

Assyrian and Babylonian. The entire inscription read Ic

Cultural links are reconstructed hy the artist.

Here Minos has just received the Law, divinely

inspired by Zeus, in the sacred mountain cave.
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ya-sa-[sa-la-Tnu- - -] • ki-le-te-bi ki-re-ya-lu, a perfect

northwest Semitic dedicatory formula that means, "To the

god Yashashalam so that the city may thrive." There was

no longer doubt as to the classification of the Minoan

language. It was northwest Semitic, of a type that the

ancient Greeks would have called Phoenician.

It developed that no fewer than six of the eighteen in-

scribed cultic objects were dedicated to Yashashalam, who
was apparently the most popular god worshiped at the

shrines, if not actually the head of the Minoan pantheon.

His name means, "He who causes peace or well-being." He
is still worshiped by the Mandeans, a dwindling sect in

southern Iraq and Iran, who call him The Great Shishlam.

He has therefore been worshiped from at least 2000 B.C. to

the present day — longer than any other deity on record.

The other religious inscriptions confirmed the conclu-

sions derived from the decipherment of the foregoing text.

The verb yatan, "he gave," figures prominently in these

dedications, precisely as in the dedicatory inscriptions of

the later Phoenicians. We have at our disposal hundreds

of votive texts in Phoenician and Punic (as Carthaginian

Phoenician is called ) . The Phoenicians set up colonies all

over the Mediterranean shores, in Asia, Europe, and the

islands. Their texts give us the collateral information we

need for interpreting the earlier Minoan texts, which were

written by the predecessors of the later Phoenicians in an

earlier stage of essentially the same language. In other

words, the Minoans and later Phoenicians have left us

votive offerings not only inscribed with the formula "he

gave" or "he donated," but in the same language, with the

same words pronounced in the same way.

At this juncture we might observe some of the methods

£\_ inherent in decipherment. The first is known as the

method of the "probable word." The word ki-re-ya-lu,

"city," is "probable" because cultic centers were located

in towns, and members of the community gave gifts to the

gods for the welfare of the town. Today we are accustomed

to think in terms of either mankind, nation, or sect.

People in the ancient Mediterranean thought rather in

terms of their city, state, or local shrine. The verb "to

give" is probable because offerings to the gods had to

be given. Now the verb yatan, which is of high frequency

in the Minoan dedications, is also of high frequency in the

extensive corpus of Phoenician dedications. The method

of "frequency" is also a factor in deciphering. To find a

problematic rarity of the Phoenician texts in the Minoan

texts might shed more obscurity than light. When, how-

ever, a common feature of the Phoenician dedications is

also common in the Minoan dedications, frequency puts

the Phoenician-Minoan equation on a firm footing. Yet

another procedure inherent in our method is the use of col-

lateral information. Fortunately, the northwest Semitic

world provides us with a vast array of administrative and

religious documents that give background for interpreting

the Minoan inscriptions. Collateral information enables us

to understand ancient situations and how they were ex-

pressed. Thus, the Phoenician texts provide us with the

actual phraseology of religious dedications, so we do not

^^
The description in<jenesis of Moses receiving

the divinely inspired Law from Yahweh on the holy

Mount Sinai is startlingly similar in its concept.
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Funerary slela joiinil al Pmiios. Crete, invokes

kindness from "whoever he he. lord of a fortress

or any man at all." On this tablet the writing

alternates in its direction from line to line.

have lo resort to speculation ami guesswork when wc meet

the same phraseology in the Minoan dedications.

The Linear A texts found at Knossos are also Semitic.

A spiral inscription in ink on the inside of a bowl begins

with the word n-pa-nii, a well-known Semitic word for

"bowl." .\ huge jar suitable for storing wine is incised

with an inscription including the two-syllable word yn-nc

=: yain, the northwest Semitic word for "w ine."

I.v
Minoan times. Knossos may well have been the chief

palace city of the entire northwest Semitic sphere. The

evidence ties in with the ancient Creek traditions of Knos-

sos. According to the Iliad, the leader of the Knossos con-

tingent was Idomeneus. The stem of his name, Idomcn-,

is reminiscent of the Semitic .-idmoni ("ruddy," as applied

to Elsau and David ) : the root is the same as in adamali,

the Hebrew word for "earth," which is reddish brown. His

second in command was Meriones. which seems to be the

some as maryann-, used as a proper name at Ugarit, even

though the word is of Indo-European derivation and means

"charioteer." King Minos, who ruled at Knossos, was the

son of a Phoenician princess, Europa, according to ancient

Creek tradition. His name, borne by a citizen of Lgarit. is

written alphabetically at Ugarit as Mn. His master crafts-

man. Daedalus, has the name of another citizen of Ugarit:

Ddl. The prominence of bull-vaulting on Minoan Crete re-

calls the bull-grappling in the most ancient art and literature

of Mesopotamia and in the identification of the Ugaritic

god El with the bull. The minotaur of Knossos — part

bull and part man— ties in with monsters in I garitic lit-

erature that are also part bull and part man. In other words,

we are confronted not with isolated parallels at Knossos,

but with a whole galaxy of interlocking parallels, associat-

ing Knossos and its Minoan civilization with the Semitic

world, and involving language, tradition. s|K>rt. religion.

art, and personal names. In cultural parallels, individual
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points may be haphazard, but u whole complex of cominoi

features — such as those that link Knossos with Srniili

.'\siii — cannot be accidental.

'llie old Hellenic traditions leave no doubt as to the iol<

the Phoenicians playe«l in Creece during the second niillcn

nium. The Phoenician Cadmos, who was Kuropa's broil

con()U<Trd Thrbr-s and introduced the art of writing. 1 1 i

generally thought that the Cadmaean letters refer to ill

Phoenician alphabet. The fact that ('adinos belongs lo lit

Heroic .\ge, liowever, suggests rather that the .script h

introduced was Linear A. This was well into the sn

millennium — long before the alphabet was used in Cn
but when the use of Linear A was ut its height.

There are many other Creek trailitioiis concerning ih

Old Phoenician penetration of Cree<-c. For insljii

Danaos, a Phoenician. con(]uered southern Creece, and fo

a long time thereafter his Creek successors refern-ii t

themselves us Danaoi. According to tradition, aimllie

Phoenician, Kilix, conqui-ri-il Cilicia, where Phueiii

continued lo be used as a written language until late in ill

eighth century li.c. In the second century ii.c, the Spai

tans interpreted tlieir ancient connections with the Seiiiiti'

as establishing a kinship between Spartans (or Laccdcmt

niansi and Jews (First Maccabees 12:21 ).

Long before the Linear A and H tablets were discovcrct

individual scholars had realized the importance of th

Phoenicians in ancient Hellas. Victor llerard, a Frciic

classicist w riting towanl the close of the nineteenth cenlur

anil during the first lliird of lliis ccnlury. fully appreii

their role. Although he did not know enough of Srniiti

linguistics to handle the Phoenician material with pr<

fessional skill, he was far ahead of his time as a historiai

However, the scholarly world of the late nineteenth an

early twentieth centuries was geareil to a coni|)arliiii'n

alized ap|irii.irh. ami il was lhiiup;lit lliat the Semites an

< -NM TOP
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Numerals "seven," "nine," and "ten" appeared on

this second funerary stela, also discovered at

Praisos. In addition, the stela refers to "that rule

of Praisos," and includes other Semitic phrases.



Greeks had nothing to do with each other in pre-Hellenis-

tic times. Berard was shouted down and discredited so

^-iolently that "respectable'' scholars feared to cite him.

Franz Dornseiff. a German classicist who flourished

during the first half of this century, demonstrated that

Hebrews and Greeks never completely lost touch with each

other after 1000 B.C. Dornseiff was treated with more re-

spect than Berard. but nonetheless his work was generally

disregarded. In 1940. the French Egyptologist Raymond
Weill published an important book in which he maintained

that prior to 1500 B.C. the entire east Mediterranean was

dominated by one and the same Phoenician culture. His

work, too, had no effect on the mainstream of scholarship.

IN
January, 1962, I wrote my first article to show that

the language of the Minoan texts was northwest Se-

mitic, of a type that might be called Phoenician. Confirma-

tion came suddenly from an unexpected source. A South

African scholar, Professor S. Davis, head of the Classics

Department at the University of the Witwatersrand in Jo-

hannesburg, had just published his interpretation of four

Cretan texts (three from Praises and one from Psychro)

in Greek characters dating from between 600 and 300 B.C.

AH four documents were written in the pre-Greek language

of Crete, which scholars called Eteocretan and equated

with the last stage of the Minoan language, which had
flourished over 1,000 years earlier. It did not occur to

Davis that these texts might be Semitic, but now that I

knew what to look for, I appproached the Eteocretan texts

as northwest Semitic. Whole phrases, including appropri-

ate formulas (paralleled in comparable Semitic stone in-

scriptions ) up to ten words long, turned out to be north-

west Semitic of a type that any student of Hebrew should

be able to understand. The three texts from Praisos all

had mit in the first line, suggesting that they were funerary

texts, for mit means "died" in Semitic. The texts make
appeals to the passer-by, whoever he might be, to treat the

memory of the dead with respect. The passers-by are once

addressed as nas iro u kl es, "the people of his city or any
other man." In another text an appeal is made: et me u mar
krk o kl es u es, "mth whoever he be, lord of a fortress

or any man at all." The Phoenician numerals for "seven,"

"nine," "ten," and other parts of speech emerged quickly

and clearly from the Eteocretan text.

The most unexpected development came to the fore in

October, 1962. A Greco-Eteocretan bilingual had been

found at Dreros, Crete, and published in a French journal

in 1946. During the years that followed, classicists dis-

cussed the text, but were unable to do anything with the

Eteocretan version, for they never asked the qustion : could

Eteocretan be Semitic? The Dreros bilingual was a dedi-

cation to someone's mother. The last word in the Eteo-

cretan part was Imo, meaning "to his mother" in north-

west Semitic, and corresponding to [lai] m,atri iai a[utou\

at the end of the Greek version. There could no longer be

any doubt that the pre-Greek language of Crete was north-

west Semitic. This "Rosetta stone" came to my attention

too late to be of any help in starting the decipherment of

Minoan, but it provided a convincing reconfirmation of

the solution of the Minoan problem and, of course, offered

new material for the comprehensive study of Minoan.

To recapitulate: Minoan Linear A was deciphered with-

out any help from its Eteocretan descendant. The Eteo-

cretan texts subsequently confirmed the northwest Semitic

character of the pre-Greek Cretan language. Finally, a

Dreros bilingual gave us the same text in Eteocretan and
Greek versions, so that the Greek reconfirmed the decipher-

ment by assuring us that our interpretations of the north-

west Semitic readings were correct.

The end was not yet. Professor William McDonald of

the University of Minnesota sent me, early in 1963, a re-

print of an inscription he had published in 1956 — another

bilingual from Dreros, this one having to do with absolu-

tion from oaths. The Greek version ended with katheron

genoito, meaning "let there be purity." The Eteocretan

version reads tuhr maker ihia, meaning "purity quickly

there shall be." In the familiar pronunciation of Hebrew,
the phrase would appear as lohar maker yikye. The last

word in the Eteocretan version is of the greatest interest,

because it reflects the pronunciation of Hebrew as used in

the Septuagint, as the ancient Greek translation of the

Old Testament is called. In other words, the Alexandrian

Deceased who "fell asleep and died," here demands

kind treatment from "the people of his city or

any other man" on pain of exile. All three texts

include the word "mit," a Semitic word for died.
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translators of the SeptuaginI, understaiulably ^nougli, pro-

nounced Hrbrew in accordance uith the Mediterranean

pronunciation, as used by the Eteocretans. Thus, )i- in

standard Hebrew corresponds to )'• in Eteoi-relan, as in

names like "Yisrael," uhich comes into English, via the

Septuagint, as "Israel."

The implications of the northwest Semitic character of

the Minoans are far-reaching. We are now confronted with

llie incontrovertible fact that the civilization of Grcne
was Semitic before it became Creek. To stale the mailer

differently, Mycenaean civilization was essentially the

Semitic Minoan civilization, which was subsctjuently taken

over and transfonned by the Greeks.

The origins of Creek civilization, Hebrew civilization,

and the early history of Europe will have to be revise<l,

reevaluated, and rewritten. No longer can we regard

Western culture as the result of a combination of two alien

components. Rather, the Hebrews and the Greeks origi-

nated and flourished together during the same centuries

and in the same rather restricted area of the east Mediter-

ranean, where they were never totally cut off from each

other. It is now clear that the two peoples, although

s|>eaking different languages, were heirs of the same gen-

eral civilization that spanned the entire Molilerraiu

from Palestine to Greece throughout the first half of i i

second millennium li.c.

Foil the rest of the second millennium, the Hebrews and

Creeks resembled each other more than they did lluir

own classical descendants. Thus, we find the Greek Ap.i-

memnon sacrificing his daughter for the sake of his <-\-

|K-dilion, even as the Hebrew Judge Jephlhah sacrilirol

his daughter for the same reason (Judges 11:30-10 1. W <•

read about .\braham recovering his wife from the pala> it

of other kings tCeiiesis 12:15-20; 20:2-16), even .is

Menelaus retrieved his wife, Helen, from the palace <.f

Priam. Samson went into a rage because a woman liul

been taken from him, nor was his wrath appeased until

many innocent men hud died (Judges 1.5:1-81. .Arliilles

caused a similar catastrophe for the same reason.

During the first millennium, the Greeks and Hebrews

workeil out their own iiidi\ idual destinies, giving the umKI
their distinctive contribulioiis. The Hebrews produieil llie

great literary prophets with their messages of social per-

fection, demanded by their concept of the nature of God.

Meanwhile, the Greeks produced their peerless scientists,
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philosophers, and artists. The Age of Pericles is radically

different from the contemporaneous age of Ezra and Ne-

hemiah. But Achilles was not a Greek philosopher, nor was

Samson a Hebrew prophet. Scholars have been all too prone

to assume from the classical periods of Israel and Greece

that the two fountainheads of Western civilization were

always poles apart, but it follows from the discussion above

that early Greek and Hebrew literatures now provide us

with valuable commentaries on each other. Minoan studies

have bridged the gap between primeval Hellas and nascent

Israel. No longer need we be perplexed by early narratives

in Scripture such as the one in Genesis 6:1-4 about deities

that mated with women and sired heroes out of them. To
be sure, this sounds more like an epic of Homer than the

Bible, but once we realize that Greece and Israel are

parallel structures built upon the same east Mediterranean

foundation, our perplexity gives way to understanding.

The total significance of this new development will re-

quire the combined efforts of a whole generation of schol-

ars. We can discern the outline, but the full story is un-

written. Its relevance will not be lost on those who under-

stand that we can never know ourselves until we have

fathomed the origins and character of our own civilization.

Bull culls were common in this area. Gilgamesh,

a Mesopotamian hero, grapples with bulls, above.

Minoan frescoes portray boys and girls vaulting

over charging bulls, below. Israel reverted to

a branch of the cult in its Golden Calf worship.
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Archipelagic

Refuge
Endemic floras abound in Hawaiian chain

iSiify

By Benjamin Stone

IN
THE IIAWAIIAN ISLANDS today there

are large numbers of plant genera

and species that once must certainly

have Ijeen extant in some other areas

of the Pacific, but that cannot be found

anywhere else in the world at the pres-

ent time. In a sense the great Hawaiian

Archipelago might be said to have be-

come, over many centuries, a final

haven, an accidental nature museum

for the otherwise extinct plant popula-

tions of an earlier geologic time. To

a large extent, this unique character

of theHawaiian flora may be the result

of the chain's geography, and any at-

tempt by botanists to piece together

the origins of present-day Hawaiian

plants must at some point take into ac-

count the archipelago's position.

Although the Hawaiian Islands (the

Sandw^iches) may be said to have been

at a human crossroads from as early

as the Polynesian migrations, in terras

of movement within nature the islands

have probably long existed in almost

total remoteness. Today, the Hawaiian

Archipelago is more isolated than any

other island group of comparable size

in the world. Eight of the islands are

familiar to ahnost everyone. Of these,

Kauai, Oahu, Molokai, Lanai, Maui,

and Hawaii are the major islands;

Niihau and Kahoolawe are smaller.

And there are still others. North-

west of Kauai, in a roughly linear pat-

tern, stretches a series of reefs, shoals,

islets, and atolls, terminating in Kure

Island atoll and Midway Island, more

than one thousand miles from Kauai.

These fragments of land include ( from

northwest to southeast) Pearl and

Screw pines, Pandanus tectoHus, were

called halas by the Polynesians. They

grow on Pacific islands east to Hawaii.

Hermes Reef, Lisianski and Laysan Is-

lands, Gardner Pinnacle, La Perouse

Pinnacle, French Frigate Shoal, and

Necker and Nihoa Islands. Near the

island of Kauai, the two small rocks

Lehua and Kaula rise from the ocean,

and Molokini Island arcs between the

larger formations of Maui and Lanai

like a new moon.

The geology of the Hawaiian Is-

lands is fairly straightforward : an is-

land-building process by submarine

volcanoes proceeded sequentially from

northwest to southeast. Midway and

Kure are the oldest remnants of this

great archipelago's northwesternmost

points. The still-active volcanoes—

"drive-in volcanoes," as the Hawaii

Visitors Bureau calls them—are on the

island of Hawaii, southeasternmost

member of the group. Of the tw o great

peaks on Hawaii, Mauna Kea is the

more rugged, with numerous auxiliary

cones, but Mauna Loa is truly im-

mense. Both mountains rise more than

thirteen thousand feet above the ocean.

In volume, Mauna Loa could easily

contain ten peaks equal in size to

Mount Rainier or Mount Hood. Next

in height is Haleakala—the world's

largest extinct crater—on Maui, adja-

cent to Hawaii to the northwest.

Altitudes elsewhere in the islands

J\_ do not exceed six thousand feet.

Thus, the evidence from erosion indi-

cates increasing island age as one

moves to the northwest. Kauai is the

oldest of the islands that make up the

"big eight," although a few^ of the

smaller islands are probably older.

Laysan, Lisianski, and the other frag-

ments northwest of Kauai have only

coral reefs left to indicate the subsi-

dence, or the wearing away and final

disappearance, of what once might

have been islands larger than any of

those existing today.
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Such, then, is the floras' srttiii^. Na-

tive Hawaiian botany br^an with the

Poluiesians \ihu settled in the islaiuls.

They nametl iro|>s anil timber trees,

plus many other plant S|>eeies that

were never eulti«ate<l, except perhaps

(or magical uses. In many cases, the

Polynesians used a binomial system of

plant identification, which sometimes

corresponds rather closely to modern
scientllic classihculion. For instance,

their \iord ohia, in conjunction with

a modifying word, was applied to trees

of the family Myrlaceae (the myrtle

family), their ohia lehua bein^ our

Melrosiileros collina, their ohia 'ai

our Eugenia mataccensh, and so on.

FOR the European world of science,

however, the solution of the puzzle

implicit in Hawaiian botany be;;un

with the voyafies of Captain James

Cook, and the earliest European plant

collections were those of David Nelson

(who later perished in Timor after ac-

companying Captain Bligh. along w ilh

seventeen other loyal crewmen, on the

amazing open-boat journey following

the mutiny on the Boiinly I . Thus, there

were certain Hawaiian plant specimens

in Europe before the year 1800, but a

Hawaiian gooseberry, the ohclo. or

I'accinium calycinum, collected by Ar-

chibald Menzies in 1803. was probably

the first Hawaiian plant to be de-

scribed ( by the English botanist J. E.

Smith in 18101. From then on. col-

lections and publications accumulated,

with Chamisso. Gaudichaud, and

many others traveling to the islands

and sending specimens to Europe.

But Hawaiian botany became truly

comprehensive only with the publica-

tion of Hillebrand"s classic Flora of

the Hawaiian Islands in 1888. in which

the author accounted for about 1.000

species of flowering plants and ferns.

Significantly. Hillebrand's work was

the first to indicate that there were

large numbers of plants peculiar to the

Hawaiian Islands. In proportion to its

total native flora, the archipelago

."eemed to have more unique species

than any other similar area in the

world. Hillebrand's estimate of spe-

cific endcmism was 75.93 per cent.

(Of the approximately 1,000 species

Hillebrand classified, 11.5 were identi-

fied as introduced species and were

therefore discounted; of the remaining

860 native species, 653 were endemic.)

Subsequent study has increased the

number of known native and intro-

duced species to about twice as many
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Composite, W'ilkesia gymnoxiphiunt,

right, is related to sunflower and daisy.
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as were known to Hillebrand. Fosberg,

in a very interesting article on the deri-

vation of the Hawaiian flora, has cal-

culated that 1,729 species and varieties

in 216 genera actually make up the

islands' flowering plant flora. These,

added to 168 species and varieties of

ferns in 37 genera give a total of 1,897

species and varieties in 253 genera.

However, his total does not include

the mosses or liverworts, the lichens,

fungi, or algae, of which there are also

numerous endemic species.

A
compromise figure would indicate

that perhaps nine out of every

ten Hawaiian species will be found no-

where else in the world. Within the

archipelago itself, many species may
live on but a single island of the chain,

sometimes only in particular mountain

ranges or in particular valleys within

these ranges, in certain swamps or on

certain peaks. Even among the alpine

floras of the highest summits, endem-

ism remains around 90 per cent.

This suggests that the present Hawai-

ian high-altitude flora probably origi-

nated on other Pacific islands that

today lack alpine habitats because of

centuries of erosion.

When we turn to genera, the story is

similar to that of species, although the

percentage of endemism is, of course,

much lo\ver. There are about forty-two

endemic Hawaiian genera. Two are

red algae (Rhodophyceae) that may

still be found elsewhere in the Pacific

after further exploration ; another is a

moss (the genus Baldivinella) , while

three others are ferns. Still another is

a monocotyledon (the grass Disso-

chondrus) . The remainder are dico-

tyledons. There appear to be no indig-

enous lichen genera; while I have not

attempted to calculate the number of

species and genera of fungi, perhaps a

certain number of the latter are also

confined to the islands. Although there

are no endemic families, some of the

genera are unusually distinctive. To

quote one authority, the relationships
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. crtain genera are "so cr)'plic lliat

no one has yel been able lo discovrr

anything closely allied to them outside

u( Hawaii."

Allliuugh many bolanlsis have made

ini|>orlant conlributions lo ihe islands'

plant laxunomy, there arc slill aii>

number of problems ihut must be

solved before a complelely accurate

catalogue of Hawaiian plants can be

prepared. Howe\cr, the broad outlines

of a pallern ap|>eur to be sketched in

with some accuracy, so that loduy it is

possible lo consider Hawaiian jienera

from a gcobolanical standpoint.

ONK may ask from what regions of

llic carlh the immigrant plants

lirsl came, .\moiig contemporary hot-

anisis, both Skollsberg and Fosberg

have sludicil this problem and have ar-

rived at similar conclusions. Accord-

ing to Fosberg, one need postulate only

272 original immigrants lo account for

ihe present number of flowering plant

species in the archipelago. Of these,

about -10 per cent would once have

been natives of the Indo-Pacilic re-

gion, and 10.5 per cent would have

been of boreal, panlropic, or obscure

origins. Among ihe ferns, 135 original

immigranis ha\e been poslulaled, w ith

nearly half of ihcm Indo-Pacific in

derivation, some 12 per cent .\mcri-

can, and 3.7 per cent Austral; the rest

were boreal, panlropic, or obscure.

Roughly half of the archipelago's

present total vascular plant flora would

thus seem lo have derived from the

pre-existing flora of llie lndo-1'acil'ic

region, while perhaps 16 per cent

would have American origins. Fosberg

has shown thai of ihc plants of Ameri-

can origin, more than half have con-

tinued living with no significant

changes since their arrival on the is-

lands: the other portion includes nine-

teen species clearly related to known

American species, and ten of unclear

affinities. It seems probable that the

American element in the Hawaiian

flora is of rather recent vintage. This

corresponds with the fact that the is-

land-building process proceeded in the

"lirection of the American continent.

It should be noted that the floral pat-

tern is in marked contrast with the zoo-

geographic position of the Hawaiian

Islands from the standpoint of

"milhology. Ernst Mayr, writing in

The Condor in 194.3, staled: "It is self-

evident . . . that the Hawaiian avifauna

shows an o\erw helming preponder-

ance of North American, that is, Hoi-
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arctic, elements." But the origins of

the rest of the island group's fauna,

insects, arachnids, and molluscans til

ihe picture drawn from vegetation.

In the ev ideiice thai has gone into

this general plant-geographical prolile.

there are still many ambiguities. Just

us Darwin's visit to the Galapagos Is-

lands on the voyage of the Weog/e pro.

videtl him with a living example of

adaptive radiation, a contemporary bi-

ologist's sojourn in the Hawaiian Is-

lands would furnish rich materials for

a similar study of evolutionary diver-

gence. In both cases, the results of

adaptation to a special env iroiiinciil

are manifested in the unique forms of

species endemic to the locales, liul an-

other result is also observable—a high

incidence of extinction.

.•\mong Hawaiian birds, for in-

stance, most species of honeycreepers

(family Drepanididael and Hawaiian

thrushes (genus I'liaeornis I are

thought to have become extinct. De-

spite the recent rediscovery of the

Kauai o'o bird ( Moho braccalus. fam-

ily Mcliphagidae, or honeysuckerst, it

seems clear that most of the endemic

Hawaiian land birds have succumbed

to events stemming from man's dis-

turbance of nature. Alteration of habi-

tat because of a multitude of changes,

directly or indirectly brought about bv

the increasing human population aiul

its activities, aflecled first those or-

ganisms that were most delicately ad-

justed to the environment—those that

were at once among the most inter-

esting, yet most vulnerable, of the

Hawaiian biota. Pclea santlwicensis,

a plant, and the Laysan honcycreeper,

Himalionc sanpuinca jreelhii, a bird,

were typical of those lo die off.

EXTl.NCTlON of plant species has also

occurred. The well-known mod-

ern Hawaiian botanist Si. John has

remarked that studies of the Hawaiian

flora must include something resem-

bling paleobotany-not so much in the

sense of studying fossils as in realizing

that species in certain genera are now

represented only by museum speci-

mens. Such is the case, for example,

of the genus Goiiania, in which several

species arc represented by only a few

specimens collecled by Jules Remy a

century ago and preserved in the Paris

Natural History Museum. Other ex-

amples may be found in the genus

Prilchardia, the loulu palm, which

once occurred on Laysan Island hut is

now known there only from hearsay

SiLVEnsvvoRD looks like species of

curium, bill instead is a rare tree.

and a poor photograph; again, the

Molokai tree cotton, Kokia cookci, is

extinct in nature but is still preserved

in the form of a few cultivated indi-

viduals. The strange forest giants dis-

covered in 1V13, which have been

described as the endemic genus A'co-

uawrnca (but which perhaps are

really Drypctes 1 . are represented by

only a few individual trees.

"The phenomennn of extinction is of

great interest lo the student of evolu-

tion and is respcuisible for the grayest

area remaining in the evidence col-

lected by Hawaiian botanists. There

arc several kinds of extinction. Even

though a species ceases to exist, it may
still have coiilributcd to the gene con-

tent of a related and continuing spe-

cies, and the resulting phenomenon

may be called "divergence." For in-

stance, a given species may gradually

differentiate into two slightly differing

forms, and over a period of time the



Cliff-hancing Brighamia insignis on a post" by Hillebrand; the shrub

was compared to a "cabbage growing below is in the family Sa\itragaceae.

intermediate types may disappear. The
result is the formation of two "new"
species, and the disappearance of the

"old" one. But if every individual dies

without progeny, the term "extinction"

applies and carries a different mean-

ing. It is the latter connotation that

seems to apply most widely in a con-

sideration of extinction in the Hawai-

ian flora and fauna. Sometimes the

evidence of this is manifestly clear.

IN 1919, Joseph Rock, one of the pi-

oneers of twentieth-century Pacific

botany and an explorer of continental

Asia, disclosed the melancholy ap-

pearance of the last Kokia trees on

Molokai, at a time, it is true, when
goats, cattle, deer, and humans had in-

vaded the islands. Rock wrote:

"In April, 1910, the writer found a

single tree ( of Kokia cookei, then

called K. drynarioides) in a lonely,

dry canyon at the extreme west end of

Molokai back of Mahana. It was a

small, stunted tree about 10 feet in

height. Although it was full of fruit

and leaves, it showed signs of decay,

so that the passing of a year or so

would find the species extinct.

"In June, 1915, the writer made
another visit to the then only living

tree. ... It was nearly dead, only one

or two branches still bearing foliage.

There were neither flowers nor fruit

on the tree. A search on the ground

rewarded the writer with a few seeds,

some of which were grown in Hono-

lulu. . . . Unfortunately, [these] seed-

lings . . . died on account of the ex-

cessive rains during the winter. . . .

"While on Molokai in 1918, the

writer visited the tree again, but it had

died; only the worm-eaten, barkless

trunk, and branches, remained of the

last of its race."

From Rock's account, it seems pos-

sible, at least, that the Molokai tree

cotton had become extinct because of

natural circumstances that may have

been operative prior to the coming of

the European and perhaps to the

Hawaiian population of the islands.

To what extent these circumstances

were supplemented by more recent hu-

man activities is unclear, although dis-

turbance of the habitat, whether by

agriculture or by deliberate or acci-

dental introduction of exotic species,

is assuredly the major factor operative

in the extinction process today.

Mauna Kea, Hawaii, may be con-

sidered from this standpoint. The

hordes of introduced sheep living in a
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feral state on this mountain have

caused an immense amount of damage

-first, to the vegetation through over-

graiing. and second, as an inrvitahle

rrsuh, to the soil. The i>liind of Ka-

hoolawe, now essentially bare rock.

Has once forcstetl. l,anai, were it not

for the intelligent planning of an in-

fluentiul plantation manager, George

Munro, might have become another

barren Kahoolawe.

RiKonESTATlo.N projects, such as

those urged by planting pro-

gr.immers, concentrate on iiilroducing

species that, in addition to tluir cjuali-

ftcations for succosful growtli in a

given area, also yield useful products,

the most obvious being timber. To this

end such sjiecies a.« eucalyptus, ashes

I Fraxiniis I . pa|K-rbarks ( Melaleuca i

,

Norfolk pines (.•fraiicorio (, lodgcpole

pines. rcd«oods, and others have been

plantcil in many h>cations in Hawaii.

Some siK-ti.-* have been eminently suc-

cessful in the new habitat: others haxe

not. Most of these introduce<l speiies.

it is true, have been planted in dis-

turbed ureas at relatively low eleva-

tion. But recently plantings have often

required the removal of native trees.

One further danger implicit in re-

forestation is the establishment of ag-

gressive exotic species. In Hawaii, as

for that matter in most countries of

the world, the introduced portion of

flora in the total population is rather

large. Much of this adulteration was

accomplished even before the middle

of the nineteenth century, and such

plants as lantana, haolc-koa (Leu-

caena), guava, cactus, and blackber-

ries are now so common as to be nearly

ubiquitous. Some species, such as the

Philippine ground orchid {Spallio-

filotlis plica(a), are not only appar-

ently harmless to native flora, but arc

rather attractive. But Rubus penetrans

and the thimblcberry, Rubus rosae-

folius, crowd out native species. Al-

though the populations of encroach-

ing lantana have dwindled in many

locations because of an intensive bio-

logical control program utilizing gall-

forming insects, hundreds of other

weedy species now pose actual or po-

tential threats to endemic species.

Whatever the success or failure of

conservation programs, contemporary

botantists can still examine a Hawaii

that is, at least in part, like the one

Polynesians might first have seen. On
Oahu. there is a well-known hill be-

hind the city of Honolulu called Mount
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Tantalus. Nearby are the sununils

Oly mpus and Round-Top and, farther

inland, impressive Konahuanui, which

is frequently hidden by low clouds

I its elevation is about three thousand

feet I. Manoa Cliff Trail, which starts

from lli>und-Top and winds westward

toward Tantalus, connects by another

trail to Konahuanui. This is famous

botanical ground: here trod the ex-

plorers of Giptain Charles Wilkes"

I'niled Slates Exploring Expedition of

Ili.'}8-12: Gaudicliuud was here as was

Horace Mann, Jr.: William lirighum

and Amos .V. Heller botanized these

ridges. Endemic species abound in

numerous genera, such as Scaerola.

Cyanea, Bobea, Melrosideroi, Cler-

monlia. If one ascends Konahuanui

and is prepared to take a certain

amount of risk, such as lowering one-

.self over a ridge above a thousand-foot

drop, one can catch a glimpse of the

magnificent 'apeapc. or Gunnera. with

umbrella-like leavcs-a plant with ilis-

lani cousins in Chile and New Zealand.

Equally fertile botanical ground ex-

ists on Oahu. Castle Trail, in Punalu'u.

zigzags and loops up and up to the

summit of the Koolau Kangc. then

crosses the suinmil trail an<l drops

down to the Kaluanui Stream. In every

direction superb panoramas unfold:

the long and steep ridges of the Koolau

Range surround valleys in which the

powdery, green-white color of kukui

tree forests iAIeuriles) stands out. As

one crosses the summit trail, sheltered

vallevs may be seen in which are scat-

tered loulu palms ( Prilchardia ( , tree

ferns ( Cibolium t . ohias, and other na-

tive shrubs and trees in profusion.

Along the pools of the Kaluanui grows

a botanical prize— a tree lobelia, genus

Tremalolobelin. with masses of pink

flowers. Cyrtandras—Hawaiian cous-

ins of the .Vfrican violets that attain

the size of shrubs or small trees—are

numerous, and their (lowers are al-

most invariably pure white. A hundred

different species of Cyrlandra may be

found today on Oahu alone.

No more striking contrast to these

areas could he found than the

arid, lava-covered deserts of Maui and

Hawaii. In general, the older the lava

flow, the denser its vegetation. Some

areas arc so old that the lava has

broken down into soil: here, as in the

famous "Bird Park" ( Kipuka Puaulu I

of Hawaii National Park, can be found

some dozen of the largest and rarest

trees in the archipelago. These include

Pelea zahlbruckneri, Peira /kikoiiVh-

sis \ar. Cauilicliautlii and Siraussia

hillebranJii. In this "island," or ki-

puka, surrounde<t by lava flows of

rather rcirnt vintage, chance has |>er-

mitled ihe ^u^vival of a fragment of

forest ill which more than forty diller-

ent floral species occur, all endemic to

Hawaii, and several to this enclave.

.-Vrouiul the \asl and desolate crater

of llalr.ikala. the mmlerii botanist can

successfully seek nut the famous siUei •

swords, Arfiyro\i\>hium santlitieensr.

The rosette of swordlike leaves and

the thick, erect shoot with its llinii.

sands of flo«ers brings to mind a

yucca, but there is only the fainlcsl nf

botanical relationships. Rather, the

true cousins of the silversword an-

California's daisy-like tarwecds. A less

known relative, the greensword t/frgv

roxiphium tirescens\, may be fouml

in the summit swamps of west Maui.

ONI-; of the intangible elements of

a trip into the Hawaiian forest i>

a feeling of remoteness. When no tinMi

is in \irw. and one sees nothing but

the (iircsl and the sea. and thinks id

the thousands of miles of ocean streldi-

ing away in every direction, then this

sense of isolation is strong. The bot-

anist's puzzle then becomes almost

spiritual in its force. How. one asks

one.self. did Hawaii's myriad plants

and animals arrive? The distances

seem staggering. And for the Polyne-

sians in their sailing canoes, voyaging

from Tahiti or the Marquesas, navi-

gating by the sun and stars, to have

come and returned and come again—

this. too. seems almost unimaginable.

Yet the floras are here. If only because

the floral evidence has not yet all been

collected and reconstructed the record

must be preserved in order that a solu-

tion may one day be found.

Carl Skotlsberg. the Swedish natur-

alist, who knovts and loves Hawaii and

its plants, has ispoken eloquently of

man's responsibility to these islands;

"No child," emphasized Skottsberg in

1939 in the proceedings of the Sixth

Pacific Science Congress, "should leave

school ignorant of the fact thai the

Hawaiian Islands are looked upon by

all the outside world as the most im-

portant refuge for the original living

world in Polynesia, that it is full of

problems unsolved, that we are the

managers of a property the value of

which cannot be expressed in figures,

belonging to all mankind. . .
." This

verity, of course, the botanist knows.



Fruiting br.aa'ches of Tetraplasandra haivaiiensis

were collected in Hawaii National Park. Species

is in ginseng family of shrubs, vines, and trees.

Skyward view of a large Tetraplasandra, or 'ohe,

is show-n below. Many more endemic members of

the family Araliaceae thrive in the island chain.
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SKY
REPORTER

Meteorites are unique source

of extraterrestrial substances

SiMONE DaRO GoSSNER

T!IK rL\SIIINC OF A MKTEOK TRAIL acroSS llic sIc)' IS SUCll

.1 familiar si;:!)! tluit il lias becomr part of our folklore

aiiJ of our superstitions. YoungsttTs wish upon the "falling

star," anil in some parts of the world old people cross them-

selves when they sec one. I5ut in the world of science such

an event is insignificunt—no more than a speck of matter

from interplanetary space heated to incandescence and

eventually vaporized hy friction with the earth's atmos-

phere. Statistics have shown that at least 'X) per cent of

these specks stem from the disintegration of comets.

Not to he confusetl with meteors are the meteorites, or

"stones from heaven" as they were calle<l in past centuries.

Whereas meteors are fully consumed during their fiery trip

through the atmosphere, meteorites are larger chunks,

fragments of which strike the earth's surface. The biggest

ones, called lirehalls. often explode in mid-air.

It has been estimated that some .I.SO.OOO meteorites, most

of ihcm of small size, pell the earth <luring one century.

An average of twenty-live meteorites per year reach ground

in the United States. Owing to the vast area over which

the falls are distributed, the odds are, fortunately, much
against anyone being struck by a meteorite. In the past

four and a half centuries, only fifteen cases have been

recorded involving a direct hit on a person or a domestic

animal. In none of lliese cases, except perhaps the most

recent one (Alabama, I'J.Sl) could it be fully ascertained

that the stone was actually of extraterrestrial origin.

There have been, however, a few spectiicular near misses.

One of these was commemorated in the "Madonna di

Foligno" by Raphael [reproduced afcorel. Early in the

sixteenth century lea. 1.512 1 a meteorite fell on the house

of the Conti family in Foligno, Italy. The stone did little

damage and hurt no one. Sigismondo Conti, a papal sec-

retary at the lime, commissione<l the painting as a votive

offering. It has been argued recently that the Conti house

may have been hit by a ball of lightning rather than a

meteorite, but contemporary records of a "shower of stones

from heaven" in the general vicinity of Foligno lend cre-

dence to the traditional interpretation of the painting. The
falling meteorite [detail, ri^hl) was incorporated in the

composition—probably the only classical painting of such

an event depicted from an eyewitness account.

The astronomical interest in meteorites is prompted

by the fact that they are as yet the only extraterrestrial

substances available for analysis in the laboratory. They
are classified generally into two broad categories: stony

ones containing silicates of iron, magnesium, calcium, alu-

minum, and traces of other substances; and metallic ones

containing alloys of iron, nickel, and occasionally cobalt.
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Some specimens, found in lesser numlxTs, exhihil a mix-

ture of both the stony and metallic compositions.

When a meteorite penetrates the earth's atmosphere, the

enormous amount of heat generated by friction (as in ihc

re-entry of a space capsule) causes a fusion of the outer

layers. The meteorite may explode with a noise like thun-

der, and its fragments may scatter over several square

miles. The heavier pieces occasionally bury themselves in

the earth with great violence, but usually most of the frag-

ments arc small enough to be cushioned in their fall by
the surrounding air and thus make a relatively soft landing.

At the other extreme of the size scale are micromelcor-
ites—particles so small that they can travel without harm
through the atmosphere and float to the ground. Smaller
than grains of sand, they are nevertheless so numerous
that the total amount of microincleorites falling on the

earth has been estimated al two million tons per year.

WliKiiKAS shooting stars are mostly the debris of comets,

mrlcorites are believed to be related to the asteroids,

the countless small planets of the solar system. The first

one of these was discovered by the Italian astronomer

Giuseppe Piazzi on January 1, 1801. Before then, astrono-

mers had noted a seeming gap in the arrangement of

planets at increasing distances from the sun. If there were

an orderly progression to this arrangement, a planet was
missing somewhere between Mars and Jupiter, at about

three times the distance of the earth from the sun. Piazzi's

new object—later named Ceres—was indeed at the required

distance, but its size was disappointingly small.



If the discovery of Ceres restored a semblance of order

to the solar system, the satisfaction experienced by Piazzi's

contemporaries was of only brief duration. Juno, Pallas,

and Vesta followed Ceres within a few years. By mid-

century dozens of asteroids had been found. Once celestial

photography entered the scene, the tempo of discoveries

increased beyond all estimates. Now over two thousand

asteroids are catalogued and so many more are on Palomar

photographs that observers have stopped counting.

CERES turned out to be the largest asteroid of all, with

a diameter of 480 miles. The others range in size

down to a one-mile diameter, but it should be noted that

any object smaller than that would be too faint for detec-

tion. There is probably no natural distinction between the

smallest asteroids and the largest meteorites.

Most asteroids are concentrated in a broad belt between

Mars and Jupiter, with orbital periods ranging from three

to eight years. There are conspicuous gaps in the belt at

distances where the period would be respectively one-half

or one-third that of Jupiter. If an asteroid were found at

either of these distances, its period would be commensu-

On these pages Mrs. Gossner presents the ninth in her
1963 series—a co-ordinated review of the solar system.

rable w illi Jupiler"s. The laller would cause a strong gravi-

tational perturbation on the asteroid twice (or three times,

as the case may be) during each of the giant planet's

revolutions. The cumulative effect of these perturbations

would gradually shift the asteroid into a different orbit.

Outside the belt between Mars and Jupiter are found a

number of asteroids with highly elongated orbits. One of

them has an orbit so eccentric that it penetrates Mercury's

orbit once in every revolution. It was named Icarus, for

the Greek hero who tried to fly to the sun.

Most asteroids reflect the sun's light irregularly. From
brightness measurements it has been found that they must

be misshapen bodies. Quite j^robably they are fragments

of larger asteroids that collided in the past. Although the

probability of collisions is extremely small at present—only

one such collision is expected in a billion years—it will

increase gradually as fragments become more numerous,

until the entire belt eventually grinds itself into dust.

P.4INTINC BY Raphael, "Madonna di Foligno," left, depicts

fall of meteorite on Conii house, right in detail, beloiv.

Nobody was hurt, and painting Avas commissioned for Conli

family chapel in gratitude for tlieir "miraculous escape."



THE SKY
IN NOVEMBER

tMONITUDC SCAU
A —0.1 and briglitar

* 0.0 to -f 0.9
* fl.Ote +1.9
• +2.0 to +8.9

+3.0 to +3.9
• +4.0 and talnlw
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FuirMoon Novambar 1. 8:55 *.m.. EST
Last Quartar Novamliar 8. 1J7 a.m.. EST
NawMoon Novamlwr 16. 1:50 *•.. EST
FInt Quartar Novambar 24. 2:56 a.h.. EST
Full Moon Novambar 30. 6:54 r.-.. EST

TIMETABLE
/. 1 10:00 P.I

Nov. 15 9:00 P

Nov. 30 8:00 p
(Uical Standard Tima)

Mercury will be In superior conjunction during the night of

Novemtwr 4-5 and will be too near the sun to be observable
In the first half of the month. Even by month's end it will be
very low in the evening sky, setting only twenty minutes after

sunset and still difficult to see.

Venus (—3.3 magnitude) will be very low in the southwest
setting forty-five minutes after the sun November 1, seventy-
five minutes after November 15, and one hour and forty-five

minutes after on November 30.
Mars (-1-1.5 magnitude) will also be very low in the eariy

evening sky. setting about an hour after the sun all month.
Jupiter (—2.4 magnitude), in Pisces, will be the planet

most suitable for observation this month. Up in the east at

dusk, it will remain visible the better part of the night, setting

at about 4:30 a.m., local time, on November 1, 3:15 a.m. on
November 15. and 2:00 a.m. on November 30.

Saturn (-(-0.9 magnitude), in Capricomus, will be over the
southern horizon after sunset and will set in the southwest
round midnight on November 1, 11:00 p.m. on November 15,
and 10:00 p.m. on November 30.
Two meteor showers may be expected this month: the

Taurids on November 5 and the Leonids on November 16.

Under the best viewing conditions, both have a maximum rate

of approximately fifteen meteors per hour (as seen by a single

observer), but the presence of a gibbous moon on November
5 will probably reduce the visibility of the Taurids.

As the winter constellations return to our evening skies, the

visual observer will be treated once again to the familiar dis-

play of the group known as the Royal Family. Named for the

protagonists of a Greek myth, members of the group Include

(^pheus. Cassiopeia. Andromeda, Perseus, Pegasus, and
Cetus. The first two are circumpolar at our latitudes, but the

others are best seen at this time of the year.

In addition to being among the most attractive constella-

tions, the following contain a notable variety of interesting

objects: Andromeda harbors the Great Nebula, a near twin of

our own galaxy: Perseus has Algol, the prototype of eclipsing

variables, and a beautiful double cluster; Cetus has Mira, the
"wonderful" irregular variable: Cepheus Is best known for

Delta Cephei. prototype of Cepheid variables; and Cassiopeia,

which Is neariy overhead in the eariy evening, sits squarely
on a narrow section of the winter Milky Way.
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NEPTUNE Mk II

provides a new experience

in magnified viewing

Light, (21.5 oz.) compact and
powerful. The Neptune's unique
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wide field (425 ft.) Barium
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A fine nature-study binocular. Extra power is

matched by extra brilliance to reveal details when
object is in deep shadow. Wide field facilitates

tracking of birds in flight. Barium crown prisms,

coated lenses and moisture sealed. Light weight

magnesium body. Gift boxed. S85.00 plus tax.
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Part II

Gra\ifational

Forces and Effects
throughout the solar system, gravitation is the dominant force

By Kenneth L. Franklin Drawings by Helmut Wimmer

is WE DISCUSSED LAST MONTH, there

^\ can be serious misunderstandings

^f everyday experiences. We all have

leard the squeal of tires as a car cor-

lers too rapidly. The passengers tend

slide toward the outside during the

urn, and the usual explanation for

hese effects is that "centrifugal force

jushes the passengers to the outside

)f the car." Not true.

Consider a passenger who is sitting

,n a car that is moving rapidly down

the road. When the car begins to turn,

the passenger, obeying Newton's first

law of motion, has a tendency to con-

tinue in a straight line. Friction with

the seat cushions transfers the car's

change in motion to the seated pas-

senger, who now follows the curvilin-

ear path of the car. If the car's turn

is rapid enough, the friction may not

be sulTicient to transfer the change to

the passenger. He then slides to the

side of the car "because he experiences

a force pushing him out of the car." In

reality, the car slides out from under

him, until the side of the car pushes

him into the turn.

The push of the side of the car on

the passenger is a force directed to the

center of the curvature of the turn.

This is a real force, named the cen-

tripetal force. The apparent motion of

the passenger with respect to the car

is obviously not caused by a force

acting on him at all, but is simply due



1\n>k.m>.k ill it liiriiiiifE rur niuvrii in

a Klruiflil liiu- until door of vrliirlr

forrc» her to fnllo^v rur\ilinfjr pulh.

to a lack of communication, or "cou-

|ilinp." belween the car and the pas-

M-n^cr. Since ramifications of this

aspect of acceleration are generally un-

familiar, it is easy to ascribe the eflect

to a force operating aivay from the

I enter of curvature of the turn, the so-

1 ailed centrifugal "force." This is a

I'ompletely fictitious force, and the

phenomenon should always be labeled

.1 rentrifugal effecl.

TIIK points of confusion seem to be

in the turning, and in the relation

between force and inertia. If the car

traveling a straight road were brought

III a sudden stop without turning, the

passenger would tend to be thrown

forward. Most people would not say

that a force from the rear pushed

them to the front of the car when it

sliipped. but they might say iror-

reclly I that their inertia carried tbrni

forward. On the other hand, when the

car turned tbey would probably think

rif a force thrusting them away from

the center of the turn. In both cases,

inertia and .Newton's first law are re-

sponsible for their apparent motion.

Newton's third law is operating also.

Suppose a second person were in-

Milvnl, lie, loo, Would slide toward

ihr outside of llie car. lie wouUI be

pusbtnl urouiid the turn b> the force

of the car door transmitted through

the first person. The first person, liow.

ever, would feel the side of the car

pushing from one side and the secmul

person pushing on him from ihr other

>ide. This second "force" is due to the

r(|ual and opposite reaction of the

seconil |)erson to the action of being

pusheil arouiul the turn by the first

passi-iiger. The reaction could not exist

if there were no action. This resistance

of a muss to the action of a force is

the inertia of the mass.

Since the person next to the siile

of the car has the impression ibal llie

second person is "forcing" bini into

the side of the car, it is easy to under-

stan<l how people have the idea that

the centrifugal eflect is a force. This

inerliul force is actually used in de-

vices like the centrifuge that separates

milk and cream. Milk is denser than

cream: that is. it has more mass con-

lenlralerl in a cubic inch than has

(ream. If left ali>ne. the cream would

ultimately rise to the top of the bottle.

Arlually. the acceleration of gravity

pulls the milk to the bottom and

squeezes the cream to the lop. An ac-

celeration from any cause acting on

ihc masses involved will achieve the

same results (Newton's second law),

and the acceleration toward the center

of a centrifuge may be made much
larger than the acceleration solely be-

cause of gravitation. The inertia of the

denser milk (proportional to the

mass I is greater than that of the

cream, so milk resists the centripetal

acceleration more.

.\t the earth's Equator, a body is

accelerated toward the center of the

earth by the force of gravitatimi ow-

ing to the masses of the earth and the

body. In addition, the earth is rotating

so that the body is allowed a certain

free fall toward the center along with

its motion sideways. The eflect of the

lateral motion on the body is the same

as the incrtial tendency (Newton's

first law) to continue moving in a

straight line tangent to the earth's

Equator. The combination of gravi-

tation and inerlial reaction to the ro-

tation results in an apparent decrease

in the total acceleration. Since New-

ton's second law allows a net acceler-

ation to be produced from unspecified

sources, the eflect is an apparent de-

crease in ihe force attracting a body

toward the earth's center. The "force

of cravitalion" is the force altribuli-d

to mass only, while the "force of gia\

ily" is llie combination of the nKi»

force and the inertial reaction {I'nil I

October. I'Xai. The force, and conv
quently the acceleration, of gra\il\

dianges with lalituile, being gread"-

at the pides and least at the l''i|ii.i(<ii

iJinpnim, /«ige.< W-W/.

Tin: inertial reaction can be suli

slituled for the gravitational .i<

lion in order to produce arli(ii i.il

gravity in an otherwise weiglilli".

situation. If the inerlial reaction i

equal in magnitude to the gravilalioii.d

action, it is said that "a force of mu
g is operating." Ten "g's" is a rr.n

tion equal to ten times that nornialU

caused by gravitation at Ihe earlli >

surface. /.<-ro g is weightlessness. I lii;

condition encountered in orbit iii.iv

bean annoyance if endured over a looj.

period of time. For this reason, tin

large space stations described in popu

lar literature often are suppo.sed l<

rotate at a speed sullicient to causi' ai

arlifiiial gravity of nearly one g al

their uuler edge ^/xige.i 'l-t-tS).

If the inertial reaction coubl bi'

made e<|ual and opposite to the gravi-

tational acceleration in .some arliliiial

way. one could achieve the elTeiis ut

weightlessness without leaving tin

earth. One would really he in an orbil

for a few momenls. This has aciualU

been done on an experimental ba^i-

by flying an airplane along such a pi»ll

that al each point its speed and direi--

tion of (light were what tbey would In

in a natural orbit at that altitude.

There are times when the inerlial

reaction, or resistance to change of

motion, seems undesirable. When a

car is stalled and the driver must push

it. he first must "overcome its inertia"

to gel it rolling. He must continue to

push it after it is moving in or<ler to

counter the eflecis of friction, but in-

ertia will allow the pusher to rest while

the car coasts a few feet. He docs not

like inertia at the beginning, but lie is

quite happy about it later. Vi'bcri lin-

ear must be stoppe<l. be can pull bac k

on it, again overcoming its inertia.

He would probably say that pushing

the car was a lot of work, and physi-

cally speaking, he would be correct.

Work is performed when a forci- is

applied to a mechanical system and

the system conse<|uenlIy changi-s il-

position. The driver applied a forir l<i

the car when he pushed it. The amoiiol

of work he did is calculated by nnilli-

plying the force he used by the ili'--

tance he and the car moved wliilr- Iw
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pu-hed. This is work done on the car.

N\ lien he pulled the car to a stop, the

car \\orked on him.

All this is very tiring, and he might

sa\ that he had no energy left to push

the car again. Again he would be cor-

rect, because energy is the capability

to do work. The stalled automobile

cannot work. The man expends energy

"overcoming inertia" to get the car

rolling. The car is now capable of per-

forming some ^^'ork on the man when

he wants to stop its motion. If he ap-

I

plied the brakes to stop the car and

then felt the brake drums, he would

find them very hot. The energy of

heat came from the energy stored in

j'the motion of the car. Inertia, then,

shows up when there is a change in tlie

energy of motion of a mechanical sys-

cem of masses ; that is, when an applied

force results in an acceleration.

IN
a mechanical system two fonns of

energy are considered: energy of

motion, and energy of position. These

are called kinetic, and potential, en-

ergy, respectively. The wrecker's ball

uses potential energy in breaking up

pavement. The winch lifts the ball at a

constant rate of speed by applying a

force to the cable. When the ball has

been raised to a sufficient height above

the pavement, it has stored up potential

energy. So long as it hangs suspended,

it is able to do work, but has not done

it yet. When the brake is released and

the ball falls, the potential energy is

converted into more and more kinetic

energy as it accelerates. Just as the ball

strikes the pavement all of its potential

energy has been converted into kinetic

energy and the kinetic energy is used

to break the pavement. In the final

fraction of a second the pavement

brought the ball to a halt. "It isn't the

fall that hurts; it is the sudden stop."

The winch worked to raise the mas-

sive ball by applying a force equal to

the weight of the ball multiplied by

the height to which the ball was lifted.

The work done on the ball in this case

is equal to the potential energy

'pumped" into the system. Except for

starting and stopping the ball in its

rise, there were no accelerations of the

Dall by the force that was applied to it.

Bodies in orbit follow trajectories

hat are conic sections, mathematical
mrves formed by planes intersecting

1 cone. Closed curves permit periodic
eturns; open curves are escape paths.
3val (not a conic section) is no orbit.



MiM and rolalion effeeu at mid-IadtndM
ramill in a moderate to low Bravity Toelor.

Roudon at high latitude ha* Htde effect,

-I gravity vector ia greater than at Equator.

MASS EFFECT
(Forca of QravlUtlon)

If llie iiliolf crane anil lull uiie

mounlfd on a balance, one could uei^li

the apparatus during various parts of

its operation. Only llie crane would

afTccI the scale while the ball was rest-

ing on the ground. Vi hilc the ball was

being raised, the scale would steadily

indicate the weight of the ball added

to that of the crane. When the hall is

released, the weight of the crane alone

would he indicated and no effect of

the ball would be obser^'ed during the

drop, or while in contact with the

ground. The force used to raise the

ball is consumed in supplying the ball

with potential energy, not with sup-

porting it against the earth's pull.

Abody in orbit has considerable

energ). In the case of artificial

satellites, this energy must he injected

into the orbiting body by the rocket

motors. M lift-off. the vehicle rises

from the ground. As its altitude

changes, its potential energy increases.

Since the altitude increases ever faster,
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the vehicle is also experiencing an ac-

celeration, hence its kinetic energy is

being increased. An astronaut aboard

the craft is exiieriencing "g-forces"

( inertial reactions I because of the

change of kinetic energy. As the ve-

hicle tills over and begins to go down
range, the thrust of the rocket motors

is more dedicated to increasing the

kinetic energy while the increase of

potential I altitude I energy is slowed.

When the total energy is suflicient and

is properly distributed between poten-

tial and kinetic forms, and the vehicle

is headed in the correct direction, the

motor is turned off. The vehicle has

been injected into an orbit. All inerlini

reaction ceases and the astronaut ex-

periences zero g—he is weightlejis.

In general, his orbit will not he a

circle hut an ellipse. In such an orbit

it moves from a point closest to earth,

the perigee, to a point farthest from

earth, the apogee, in just half the time

required for a complete revolution. If

the distance from earth changes, the

polLMilial energy changes. Itci.ill 1...

that Keplers second law of oiMl

motion notes that the orbiting IkhI

must travel fastest at perigee an

slowest at apogee. Along w ith a cluing

in potential, there is obviously

change in motion between the tw

points. Throughout the activity of

satellite, the total energy remains n
stant uliilr IimIIi kinetic and potenliii

energies llucluale. What one form

energy loses it yields to the other fmi

so that their total remains u conslanl

THE amounts of energy apportinnri

between the kinetic and potent ia

forms strongly influence the shape o

the actual orbit. When only twi) bodie

are considered, such as the earth

a satellite, the satellite orbit will be ;

clos<:d lurve if the kinetic energy i:

less than the potential energy. For in

stance, if. over a complete revolution

the kinetic and potential energies eail

remain constant, the orbit is a circle

If they vary, the path is an ellipse



When the kinetic energy exceeds the

potential energy, a hyperbolic orbit

results. When the two forms of energy

are equal at every point in the path,

the path is a parabola. Both of these

shapes are open-ended, so the satellite

would not turn back to approach the

earth. These are "'escape" orbits, but

even so, the satellite is always influ-

enced by the earth's gravitation.

The orbiting satellite is freely re-

acting to the force of gravitation; it is

continually falling, continually accel-

erating by changing direction and

speed, continually altering its amount
of kinetic energy, yet never is there an

inertia! reaction to all this change-
never is there a centrifugal effect ! Con-

sidering all that has been said, this is

surely a paradox, or a failure of the

laws of motion that work in all other

situations. Paradoxes usually indicate

the existence of a flaw in the fabric of

scientific knowledge and dictate a

careful survey of the interlocking

threads of reason.

Since no natural thing is allowed

to violate a law of nature, something

may be wrong with man's understand-

ing of the law, or it is expressed in-

correctly. One approach to the present

paradoxical situation is to examine the

way gravitation affects bodies to see

if it acts differently from any other

force. In the turning automobile e.x-

periment the vehicle actually slid out

from under the passenger. The passen-

ger did not participate in the turn

until the car door pushed him. Actual

contact was necessary. Gravitation acts

at a distance with no mechanical con-

tact required. Obviously, then, gravi-

tational force is different from me-

chanical force.

The astronaut and his capsule are

falling freely together. The operation

of the retro-rockets is a mechanical

force applied to the capsule. The astro-

naut and any "floating" objects are

not accelerated until they make con-

tact with the capsule walls. If it were

possible to accelerate the vehicle by a

sudden change of gravitational force,

the capsule and all its contents, float-

ing or not, would change direction

and speed together with no change of

relative motions. There would be no

inertial reaction, because this reaction

depends on the operation of a mechani-

cal force. If the astronaut were to close

his eyes when this hypothetical pulse

of gravitational force were applied, he

would not sense when it worked nor

for how long a period of time. "Every

pound does its own falling."

THERE are, however, certain effects

of gravitation that masquerade as

results of application of mechanical

forces. These arise when freedom to

react to the gravitational force is re-

stricted. This leads to an alternative

point of view that has very far-reach-

ing consequences. Consider a physicist

who was born and educated in an un-

derground laboratory, with absolutely

no knowledge of the outside world.

He could learn all of the mechanical

laws described here. He might be led

to believe that his weight were in

reality an inertial reaction to a con-

slant upward acceleration. This con-

clusion might result if there were no

gravitation in the universe. In this

sense, a man in a chair would feel the

jjressure of the springs holding him
up {see Part I) and could think that

all such pressures, including the cen-

trifugal effect, were the results of ac-

celerations. Indeed, the physicist

might conclude that he was really on

the inside of a great wheel that was

rotating (like the large space station

generating artificial gravity), and he

could successfully demonstrate the ro-

tation of his underground laboratory.

(There are a handful of people in the

world who staunchly believe this situa-

tion to be correct.)

If now the physicist were exposed to

the solar system and the galaxy, his

notion about a constant upward ac-

celeration producing an inertial effect

would require change. It is clear that

a real mechanical acceleration must

result in a velocity (a change of posi-

tion), but the physicist is always the

same distance from people at the anti-

podes who are constantly accelerated

in the opposite direction and on the

outside of the earth, at that! In pon-

dering the weightless astronaut, the

physicist in desperation might decide

that a body in orbit is really experi-

encing no forces at all.

Something like that conclusion may
be drawn from a study of relativity
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and a more general concept of geom-

etry. One may start by defining a line

as the liluirlcst lUslanic bclwrrn l«o

points dnil parallrl lines un a surfacr

as linrs that » ill nirft only if rxtrnclctl

to infinity. On a surface, a line lluit

is the shortest distance bcl«een two

points is culle<l a geodesic. The nature

of the surface will be dictated by the

results of modifications to some basic

propositions of high school geometry.

A. Given a point and a geodesic;

there is only one geodesic pa.ssing

through the given point parallel to the

given geodesic. This results in a planar

surface and Euclidean geometry.

B. Given a point and a geodesic:

there are an infinite number of gco.

desics pu.ssing through the given point

parallel to the given geodesic. This i>

n surface of negative curvature, sue h

as a Siiildle and its projK-rlies const i.

tute Riemannian geometry.

C. Given a point and a geodesic:

there arc no geodesies passing tlirou;jli

the given point parallel to the •/i\"

geodesic. This is a positively curv

surface, shaped like a ball, the geon

etry of which is the result of the woi

!

of Lobachevsky.

EACH of the three statements has

resulted in a formidable geom-

elrv of surfaces. Each, and others, may

be expaiide<l into a third or a fourth

dimension. Algebra already exists fur

a space of any number of dimensions.

In Euclidean geometry one is accus.

tomcd to think of tlie shortest distance

between two points as a straight line.

On a sphere, such a line is part of u

great circle. In higher dimensional

space, the laws governing "shortest

distance" may result in a geodesic

that is not fully recognized as such in

everyday thinking.

Now Newton's first law may be gen-

eralized to state that a body will con-

tinue to move along a geodesic with

constant energy unless acted upon by

a force. Some of the results of relativ-

ity theory indicate that a mass may
locally alter the "curvature" of space

so that geodesies appear to be the

familiar conic sections of Euclidean

geometry: circles, ellipses, parabolas,

and hyperbolas. The modified form of

Newton's law is much more gener.il

and in many ways much more satisf\

ing. An astronaut in orbit actually ex-

periences no forces until his retro-

rockets alter the direction of motion

and change the total energy of the

satellite in orbit. Then the whole satel-

lite experiences all inerlial reactions

SO

in die situation. For a few seconds a

force other than gravitation acletl.

What is this peculiar property of

mass in the universe? Obviously,

gravitation is the iloininant force in

the solar system and belweeii the stars.

It cannot be altereil, diret-tetl, shielded,

or re»ersed by any known methods.

It is one of the forces, such as mag.
netism or electrostatic charge, that can

act at distances, without bodies ac-

tually contacting each other. The.se

field forces are fundamental in nature

and have thus received a tiemeiiiloii:

amount of attention.

Electricity and magnetism were nc
ogniiced by Michael Faraday as beiiij

mutually interconvertible. About ;

hundred years ago, J. C. Maxwell .x

pressed this relation in a mallii-m.ilii .1

form. The solution o( Ma\wrir> <i|ii.i

tions predicted that eleclroina^nrli.

waves could be propagated at the \c

locity of light, which was verifnii

twenty years later by lleinrich lleiU

The results of pondering Maxwell'.

Gkopksics in plane surfure (A) are the slrainht linen nf

Newton's first law of nintinn. They ai^Kunie olher form- in



quations of the electromagnetic field

re manifest in the radio and television

idustrieS; in optics and raasers and

asers. Albert Einstein spent the last

ecades of his life attempting to formu-

ite a theory that would unify the

lectromagnetic field with the gravi-

itional field. Others have tried, but

11 have failed so far. The clue that

; is possible is in a disarmingly

imple expression that has been uni-

ersally known to ne^vspaper readers

Lnce the end of World War 11:

E^mc", energy equals mass multiplied

by the square of the velocity of light.

This little equation states that mass

and energy are equivalent. The tre-

mendous radiant energy of the sun

results from a transformation of mass

into energy. It is the principle that is

in operation in the energy production

of a hydrogen bomb. It also operates

when an antiproton is produced or

when a proton is annihilated.

Stated a little differently, this ex-

pression becomes extremely tantaliz-

ing: E/c-=m. On the left of the

equal sign may be found all the rami-

fications of electromagnetic energy,

and the applicability of Maxwell's field

equations. On the right is mass, with

its attendant properties of inertia and

attractive force. This statement implies

that a conversion is possible, and in-

deed it has been performed in the

laboratory on an atomic scale. How-
ever, thus far, the rest of the mathe-

matics has managed to elude the best

minds that have attempted the task.

eometry of surfaces that are curved negatively (saddle— B)

r positively t sphere—C). In space near massive bodies,

geodes:

probe
s will take the shapes of conic sections. A space

ill follow the curve that requires the least action.
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SMALL WHITE BUTTERFLY

.-J.?

A
COMMON BUTTERFLY with some

unusual characteristics, the

small white, Pieris rapae, belongs to

the Pieridae family. The pierids are

worldwide, have more than a thousand

members, and include some of the most

familiar butterflies.

The small white is found in Europe,

where it originated, in most parts of

Canada, where it made its first appear-

ance at Quebec in 1860, and through-

out the United States, where it was

first noticed in New York in 1868. The
butterfly's introduction into the New
World is assumed to have been acci-

dental, since its larvae are extremely

destructive to cultivated cruciferous

plants—the cabbages and mustards.

In the northern United States, the

small white generally breeds three

times a season, and in the south as

many as six times. To mate, several

males fly in ascending pursuit of a

single female, which is ready to lay

eggs immediately after mating.

The undersides of cabbage, broc-

coli, and mustard leaves are customary

places for the deposition of eggs. These

require approximately a week to hatch

into green larvae. The larvae have

three stripes along the length of their

cylindrical bodies, which have a scant

covering of hair.

The caterpillar normally feeds for

two to three weeks, and it is consid-

ered voracious. The larvae of the small

white are often known to eat their

way right into the heads of cabbage.

The larvae molt several times, attain-

ing a full length of one inch with the

last molt. They finally stop feeding

before entering the pupal stage.

The caterpillar of the small white

is often the victim of parasitism by
Apanteles, a hymenopterous fly. An
adult fly stings the young caterpillar,

within which several grubs develop

and feed. The grubs do not interfere

with the normal growth of the cater-

pillar, but they do deplete the food

reserved for the caterpillar's meta-

morphosis, using it for their own
development. A result is that the para-

site-ridden caterpillar eats more than

an unaffected one and thus is more
destructive of crops. (The parasites

finally kill the caterpillar not long be-

fore the tiine of pupation.)

The pupa fastens itself to a twig

with a loop of silky-textured thread.

Small white butterfly raises its front

legs, lejt, when presented with food

on tip of match. Single black spot on
forewing, above, shows insect is male.
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Si CKix; Ti BE of liullerfly lli.k> lurk uiiil fnrlli I <ifcoic

.iiul hrlotf 1 ill ilrop of honi'V. wjlcr. uiid Scotch. Tube ends

in a ca\ilv iIkiI c\|i;m<l« ami roniriiclr. liv niii^ciilur aclion.

and may slay quiesteiil (or ten days

or as long as a wholr wiiilrr if llir eg*;

»as ill tlir lusl liruod of llir season. In

llir liiller rvriiltiality. tlie small while

emerges from ils « inter i.i>iim >uine-

time early in the spiin.-.

As the butterfly's name iiii|ilit-s. ils

iivrr-ull coloration is «hile, ex-

I c|il for a hiack spot on earli fore« ing

of the male and two black spots on

each forehing of the female, uliich is

otherwise similar in appearance. An
unusual characteristic that /'. rnpoe

shares with other pierids is that iU

colors are pigments based on uric acid

excretory products. This feature, pecu-

liar to the pierids, makes it )>ossible

for a researcher to place a butterfly in

this family sight unseen, simply by

subjecting some of ils scales to chemi-

cal analysis.

The hardiness and adaptability of

the small white, also kmiuii as the

Kuropeun cabbage bultcrlly. are under-

scored by ils success in North Amer-
ica. In the United States there are two

native cabbage bullerflies— the check-

ered while tP. prolodicc) and the

mustard while (/'. napit. Neither is as

numerous now as in the past, and it

seems that /'. rapne may have driven

them from their former grounds, areas

where garden plants are cultivated.

The two native cabbage butterflies are

imw found in uncultivated areas.

The small white shown on these

pages also Icslilies to this butterfly's

adaptability. Lars Holmhcrg, a Swed-

ish journalist and naturalist, found it

ill his home one w inter day. Since the

iMil>icle temperature was about 1.5° F.,

Mr. Ilolmberg assumed that the small

while had just emerged from a chrysa-

lis somewhere in his kitchen. .'Vltempts

to feed the hutlerny with a mixture i>f

honey and water failed until a drop of

Scotch was added, on the advice of

an entomologist.

Close-up photographs by Dan Seper-

fcldt show clearly how the small white

imbibes fluids with its sucking tube.

The tube is coiled in a light spiral

when at rest, but it is straightened

and extended for use. Mr. Holmberg
noted that the butterfly would some-

times extend the tube even when food

was not present and would cat rapidly

if food was then made available to it.

h

.\FTEB EATING, (.mall while riirU and

uncurlo proboscis rapidly, perhaps \'<

spiral.clean it, then coils il into
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Moroccan Berbers cl

By Colin

WillM.K I AMI. Till. nKiiiiiiis':' Nllllinlv

kiiMW- exactly. They art- priilmbly

till- iil(li-.t inhaliitant> nf Ni'rth .Africa,

the dc«ccndant- i>( the Libyans of an-

tiquity. Today they inhabit all tilt- mnun-

lainniis region-- <i( Morocco, c.-pecially

the .Middle and High Atlas .Mountains;

the Kabylcs of .\lpcria and tin- Tiiarcps

of the Saliaran mountains are of the

same stock. They arc a different race

from the .Arabs, who. after conquering

North .Africa in the seventh century,

drove the Berbers into the bills. The few-

plains tribes who did not flee were even-

tually "Arabianlzcd" and assimilated

into .Arab society.

Historically, the Berbers have bad

four different religions. One was a nam-

ralistic paganism, to judge by some

traces remaining: two of the others were

Christianity, acquired from the Romans,

and Judaism. Today the Berbers arc

Mip-lems. The Atlas Berbers speak their

own very distinctive language, which

belongs to the Hamilic group, but they

have innumerable dialects and have

never possessed a written language. Thus

a knowledge of Arabic became an essen-

tial for the cultivated Berber.

Today some 40 per cent of .Moroccans

speak Berber and siill live a life that ap-

proximates that of their forebears. Their

communities are distinguished by the ab-

sence o( civil law. Observance of Nlamir

law. the Cliran. is the basis of their

moral and civil life. Kven though tlic

Almohade dynasty of the Berbers at one

time held sway over an empire cinbrac-

ing to feudal ways
Wyatt

iiig all North Africa and Moslem Siiain

there has never been a sovereign Ber

ber nation. Today these mountain pi-o-

pic think of themselves only as Moror

cans, for they recogniw that they iir<

a geographical and ethnic unit rathei

than a political one.

In physique. Berbers vary consider

ably. Some are blond with blue eyes

while others are brunet; some iin

sqiiure-headcd. straight-nosed, and stork

ily built: yet others are (lat-foccd. will

almond-shaped eyes almost like tliosi- ol

the ancient Kgyptians. These tribesniin

have always been a pastoral people

often wanili-ring with their ffocks. miiiI

this has helped to keep them disiinileil

from the Arab ciiltiire and way of lili-

The Berbers have preserved u basiinlh

feudal society, somewhat similar to tlui

which still prevails in much of ]M:iiV

.Africa, where loose lines tif (ealty run

nect many widely different tribes. V,\ri

today they retain their tribal grou|

names, as proudly as do the Black AIri

cans and the old .Scottish elans.

Moroccan Camelot

ALTIIOIT.II much of Berber social life

is still almost wh(dly feudal in it-

static set of tribal relationships, in sonic

ways the- Berbers seem quite mc)dc-fn

Women are full equals of men and plj>

a powerful role in society: they ha\c

never worn the veil. The Berber seems |(

be more gregarious, more industrious

and less fanatical than the Arab.

The family is the primary social unit
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and after it the village; if the latter is

large, it will be under the control of a

5heik, who presides over a village coun-

cil, or djemaa, elected from the heads

of the principal families. But often, in an

area where the land is poor, there will

be several scattered villages that belong

to a kaid, whose baronial keep is perched

high on some prominent rock, perhaps

commanding a valley. From this van-

tage point he surveys his domains, ex-

acting tribute from his people and prob-

ably longing for the good old days when

he could raid his neighbor, whose great

red redoubt may stand out against the

skyUne ten miles away.

Within recent memory there were

perpetual, petty wars between the rival

clans and kaids; they were finally paci-

fied by the French barely thirty years

ago. However, the kaid is usually a very

benevolent overlord, ruling his people

kindly and administering justice with

the benefit of close knowledge of the

lives of those concerned. He is also re-

sponsible for organizing the agriculture

and grazing in his valley, and for mak-

ing amicable agreements with neighbor-

ing kaids for the use and distribution of

common, water supplies for irrigation,

the common use of mountain summer
grazing land, and so on. Before the

French protectorate came into being in

1912, the Berbers paid no taxes to the

sultan and governed themselves. In 1934,

they came under the rule of the sultan's

government. Yet even now the Moroc-

can government leaves local tribal mat-

ters very much in the hands of the kaids,

who still cling to their independence and

oppose most outside authority.

Although the days of armed quarrels

are past, the kaids and villages maintain

their walls and fortifications, as much
out of ancestral pride as anything else,

and the importance of any feudal lord
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may be juiigeti by ihr »i«e aiiil dn-ora-

III nf liU Ka»biili. Tlir \illii|:r raiii|iarl->

:
<• ill any ca*r iirrdcti to proleft the

^\A- al iiiiilil (nun iirowliii;; jackals ur

ilir uccasiiiiial liyrna, anil in tlir crral

K'llar (orr«ls of llir Miiliile .\tla» tlitr

I'.iiilhrr i> still a prrsrnl dancer.

Law and Water

Aliiuiikll llirrr is a cnncrntratrd

acriciillnrr wlirrcvcr a water sup-

It can br iitili/cd fur irrigaliun. Ilic

lii-rlifrs rrniain mainly a pastoral peo-

ple Tlirir Hocks arc llicir chief source

lit wealth, and uhul little lra<le tliey

. .irry on is mostly in wool and hides.

lAcrythini; necessary to life can be found

>>illiin the villattr and its surroundini;

.lira, and with a true spirit of com-

nuinily the rich assist the poor or

-iricken, so that no one is ever truly in

want. Their hard-won terraces of pains-

takiniily manured soil on llie siony

niounlainsides yield cnuut:li barley for

lircad, as well as a second crop of c<irn

iir broad beans. Their (locks provide

milk. (oihI, and clolhini;. Those families

fnrtunate enough to possess a handmill,

a water mill, or a loom make them avail-

able to their less richly endowed neipli-

liors against a small percentage of the

law material. .As in many other parts of

Ihe worhl, the (locks are always en-

closed at night, bntli in the villages and

in the walled aiibi^ of the high mountain

--iinimi-r pastures, so that the valuable

manure can easily be collected, bagged,

and transported down to the fields. Wa-
ter is the essential commodity; a highly

organized system o( dams and irrigation

channels has been developed, subject to

a rigorous code of lows for their use.

The whole community works at main-

taining them, each man furnishing his

lal)or in proportion to the amount of

land he owns.

Through Sesame's Doors

IN
many ways, llieirs is a fairy talc

country. Part of it consists of rich

I forests of vast cedars and oaks or, in a

few areas, of pines. Part is brilliant des-

ert with green oases and great rivers

that (low down from the snows of the

,-\tlas, bordered with green ribbons of

dale palms and checkerboards of alfalfa

that are hedged with roses and figs.

These rivers run on t<i lose themselves in

I

the sands of the Sahara.

South of the High Atlas one travels

I

through a seductive land where the [link

I

ramparts of castles and fortified villages

rise above sinuous belts of cultivation

beside the rivers. Every few miles the

tapering red towers of a baronial keep,

which crowns some rocky spur, pierce

the blue sky. All these fanta.s|ic strong-

holds are pink or red, built in the bibli-

cal manner of huge miid-and-straw

blocks of pise or sun-baked bricks. They

arc timeless, for whenever a part crum-

bles it is promptly rebuilt. Only raicly

does »uie see ruins, remiiulers of the

warring days scarcely thirty years past.

llerbers lake a great pride in decoration,

and incise geiunetrical designs dec|it

into the walls during construction. Ollcii

a sheik or kaid will have earth speci;ill

imported (loin some distant localitv t

(ace the lop section of his towers with a

brighter color.

The whole countryside is red iiiul

purple and yellow, with silver streak

of dry watercourses, and dee|i purpl

shadows. The days are hot but the night

are cotil. for in the evening the brcc/r

come down from Ihe High .\tlas, whns

snowy peaks gleam lantali/ingly along

the hori/.on. The air is fresh and dr\'.

In the morning ihe palms rustle gciitl

around the village and the air is sceiiinl

with the perfume of roses. Sharp ciirv

and the occasional rattle of siones lui-

ald the approach of a (lock o( goats lie-

ing driven (rom the town walls to tlnir

rocky pastures, and from somcwlnie
comes the querulous, bubbling bellow

of a camel. This is the hour to move, mi

fool or jogging cuniforlably along.

sealed sideways on a donkey. Ily llie

lime the day gets hot tine will have

reached the next village to relax in llie

shade of a spreading fig tree, perhaps

resting against the coid bank of an irri-

gation channel.

ScheherazaiJe Remembered

OM.'sappriiach i- . erlain |o hate hren

observed, and sooner or later an

emissary of the sheik will appear to hid

the visitor lo drink mint leu with hi

silling cross. legged on palm mats in a

shady corner beneath the (lal, earthen

roof. While u henchman blows the char-

coal brazier, the sheik carefully shreiU a

bunch of fresh mint, chips some big

lumps (rom a sugar loaf, and carefiilly

puls it all with some green tea into the

pewter teapot. .After a mumcnt a cup is

poured, and is then jioiired back and
forth between cup anil pot a few limes

until the brew is ready; then the thne
ceremonial cupfuN are drunk with miicli

appreciative sucking and smacking of

lips and murmurs of Hismillah.

If it is too late in the afternoon to

travel on, a spotlessly ilean room willi

rugs spread on the smooth earthen (lour,

is put at one's disposal. Later the visitor

descends to the living room where tin

hostess produces a wonderfully steamed

chicken and a great dish of "couscous,

a sort of semulina-ricc, with flat cake

of delicious barley bread and a big crock

of fresh butter. And after, if a guest is

lucky, a few neighbors will come in, may-

be with a lute and a drum, to entertain

the company with strange oriental songs.

It is no exaggeration to say that tin'

present has slipped away-nne is trans-

ported back into Thr TliniisnntI and Onr

Nighls and time is no lunger relevant.
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About the Authors
Mr. Karl Kenyon, of the Wildlife Re-

search Branch of the Fish and Wildlife

Service, U.S. Department of the Interior,

describes the precarious life of the sea

otter in "Recovery of a Fur Bearer." Mr.
Kenyon is both a mammalogist and an

ornithologist; he has studied distribu-

tion, population change, and migrations

in birds and mammals of the North

Pacific and the Berin.g Sea. An experi-

enced photographer, the author took the

picture that appears on our cover as well

as those that accompany his article.

Decisive steps in the "detective work"
leading up to his decipherment of Mino-

an Linear A are set forth in the article

by Dr. Cyrus H. Gordon. Professor of

Near Eastern Studies and Chairman of

the Department of Mediterranean

Studies at Brandeis University. Dr. Gor-

don has spent six years in the Near East,

four as a working archeologist and two

in the Army as an adviser to the com-

manding general of the Persian Gulf

Command. Many of the far-reaching im-

plications of his decipherment of Linear

A have been spelled out in detail by the

author in his book Before the Bible: The

Common Background of Greek and He-

brew Civilizations, published in 1963 by

Harper and Row.

In "Archipelagic Refuge."' Dr. Ben-
jamin C. Stone, Associate Professor and

Chairman of the Department of Botany

at the College of Guam, discusses the

unique nature of much of the flora of

the Hawaiian Islands. Dr. Stone received

his doctorate at the University of Ha-

waii, taught there, and was consultant

to the Bishop Museum in Honolulu be-

fore going to Guam. His current post has

allowed him to concentrate further on

the taxonomy and plant geography of

islands in the Pacific Ocean.

Dr. Kenneth L. Franklin, Associate

Astronomer at The American Museum-
Hayden Planetarium, concludes a two-

part discussion of gravitational forces

and effects in this issue. The author has

served as a scientific consultant to vari-

ous institutions, including Republic

Aviation Corporation, the Bendix Cor-

poration, and The New York Times. He
is a member of many scientific societies,

among them the Radio Astronomy Com-

mittee of the International Scientific Ra-

dio Union.

Feudal ways and a castled land be-

longing to the Berbers of the High Atlas

Mountains are depicted in "Far and

Near" by British journalist Colin Wy-
ATT. The author operates from a home
base in Farnham, Surrey, and his lyrical

travel sketches are frequently published

in the British magazine Country Life.
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NATURE and thd

ICROSCOPE
Methods of metallography

By Julian D. Corrington

Aiii\M. ut Mli.iiuM.ui'\ llial ^llun|;ly

inlcrcst.< many dcvotct-s of llic craft

i> iIk' >ludy u( metaU, which wr preface

wiih u brief dii«u»sian of mirrors.

The world's 6r»l and slill finest mirror

ii. a perfectly calm and clear pool of

water, ^ucll os the one in which the

mytliolnpical 1'i.yclic sur\'cyc<i her re-

llcclion while kneeling on a rock. Next

in historical sequence comes the liur-

nislied metallic shield, celebrated of old

in the myth of Perseus, who slew the

Oiirgon Medusa while obsening her re-

llection in his shield because a direct

I'liik at her would turn him to stone.

The third form of mirror is the one we
employ today, a sheet of glass backed

with a metallic deposit, usually silver.

This. loo. is actually a mirror of metal.

The mirror of polished metal is some-

times termed a speculum to distinguish

it from the one of glass.

When .\licc went Through the Look-

ing-Glass she found everyday things re-

versed in space and time. The law of the

mirror is a simple one: the angle of inci-

dence cipials the angle of reflection. This

means that the angle made by the enter-

ing (incident) ray of light to a normal

( perpendicular) drawn to the surface of

a plane mirror, will be equal to the ongic

made to this normal by the rellected ray.

So a ray incident frtmi the left side of the

normal will reflect t<i the right side to the

same degree. If we make a right-band

salute in front of a mirror, our image

will make a left-band salute.

In curved mirrors the normal changes

rontinuously as we progress across the

V
- „

ii^r
lllllllll 1

TTIlimTTiii

Cover class fixed at 45° anjile above a

racial specimen bounces part of horizontal

i'ui\ed surface. A convex mirror ni.ikr

the rellected rays diverge, spreailm

ihcni out so that the rellcelcd imuur 1 .0

crs a much greater area than thiit nf ili

mirror. Thus we can see our vshidr lici

plus much of the surniundings when w
Intik into a small, cttnvrx mirror.

Cuncuve mirrors make the rellei ir

rays converge und provide un enhiii;!-

image. If a concave mirror is a sei li.>r

of a sphere, the rellected rays may be ^il

directed toward a common center. lli>

locus, and thus it is possible to ciin-.Iriii'

a relleding microscope as well a*, u le

Heeling telescope. The former has iii\ei

met with success; the latter is the fa\<>i

ile lelescojie today. The 200-incli r.tl.r

tor of Mount Palomar is an example.

If the curved surface of a concave mir

ror is a sector of a parabola rather lliun 1

sphere, it is possible to place a strung

illuminant in the center and have all <

its rays reflected in a parallel beam, a

in a searchlight. This is reflection with

focus at inhnily, and it has many <i>u

mercial applications.

Mirrors and Microscopy

SINc K mirrosciipes are eipiipped will

mirrors thai have one surface plan-

and the other concave, the proper w
these reflectors is important. The 1

cave mirror is to be employed only will

instruments that are not equipped wiiii 1

condenser. This mirror brings rays o( in

cident light to a focus upon the objrcl

concentrating the light to yielil .'

brighter picture. The condenser, wliei

liuhl h
but m<

am down for vcnicol illumination

cli lots of light occurs in pro



present, is an accessory microscope that

also brings parallel incident light rays

to a focus on the specimen by refrac-

tion. Use of a concave mirror with a con-

denser would defeat this design. Always

use only the plane mirror when a con-

denser is a part of the optical system.

We have all observed our reflection

when looking at and through the plate

glass of a store front. Some of the inci-

dent light rays are reflected back from

the front surface of this thick, polished

glass, while others pass through and al-

low us to see the contents of the show-

case. In this instance, the glass acts

partly as a first-surface mirror, and we

use this principle when we turn to the

microscopic study of metals. The same

effect may be obtained with a half-sil-

vered mirror, in which the applied film

of metal is so thin that some of the inci-

dent light rays pass through while others

are reflected back toward the source.

Metals are opaque to light and may

not he observed microscopically by the

customary method of transmitted light,

which comes from below the object and

passes through it. Instead, incident light

must be reflected from the object through

the optical system of the microscope. In

order to prevent light rays of this sort

from striking the object obliquely, there

are available a number of devices that

direct the light downward at a normal to

the specimen, which means that the light

must come through the microscope it-

self, since the objective is directly over

the specimen. One device for achieving

this vertical illumination consists of a

horizontal, tubular housing that is in-

serted between the microscope body and

the objective. The housing contains a

strong Ught source, with the beam di-

rected into the microscope tube and

downward by a reflector in the housing.

The reflector is inclined at a 45° angle.

The principle is most easily explained

by describing a homemade device often

used by beginners in the microscopy of

metal structure—metallography.

Lighting IVletal Specimens

A
cover glass tilted at a 45° angle is

held by a lump of Plasticine along-

side a polished and etched metal speci-

men (shown in illustration at left). A
strong beam of light is directed upon the

underside of the glass from one side, and

some of the rays pass through and are

lost while others are reflected downward
onto the specimen. The polished metal

specimen then reflects upward the rays

that reach it. Some will be reflected back

into the light source by the cover glass,

but others will pass through, up the

microscope tube, to the eye. The efii-

ciency is low and only about 25 per cent

of the original light reaches the eye, so

the source must be powerful.

Another method is to arrange a collar

FOR YOUNG NATURALISTS
AND THEIR SISTERS...

DINOSAUR SKELETON KITS
for the young paleontologist...

Easily assembled kits designed from
original museum bone structures. Com-
plete with stand and descriptive leaflet.

Please specify choice.

Brontosaurus-20" x 6V2" high
Tvrannnc;;itirus— 12" X 9^"^" hTot

-12" X 5" h

SHELL COLLECTION
for the conchologist...

25 sea life specimens in-

cluding a sea horse and a
starfish plus an excellent
95 page booklet, "The
Adventure Book of
Shells," makes this kit a
most appropriate gift for
the shell enthusiast.
$3.45 ppd.

PRIMROSE BRACELET
to charm a little girl...

White enamel on gold plated sterling
silver. Made in Norway. Approximately
6" long. $6.25 ppd., tax included.

ROCK COLLECTION
for the rock hound...

24 colorful specimens of metamorphic,
sedimentary and igneous rocks. Each is

identified and place of origin is shown.
$2.00 ppd.

SHOT-KEE-DON DOLL

(Tlingit for "pretty little girl") will delight any little

girl on your list. Soft body, cloth face, fur costume.
61/2" high. $4.25 ppd.

The American Museum of Natural History New York 24, New York
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SPEND CHRISTMAS
In eETHLEHEM, wliere CArlslmjs beian . . .

Under cinvii ti me loot ol mlthty KILIMANJARO,
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SANTIAGO.
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You avoid tne crontds, and tne reiuti Is better

service all around! Tne weatner Is usually bad
at home . . . ntiereas In the Orient, tne Holy

land. Soutn America and Africa mere Is sunsnine

and wrmtn. For teacheri it is the perfect Um«
since tne scnool holidays make a winter vacation

possible Hitnoul loss of carninis.

Tills year ive offer four different Christmas lours:

all of which you will find described In our
folder pictured above and which will be unl
to you on request. The lours are different, but

they all offer a Christmas and New Year's

Holidai in the company of small (roups with

similir Interests.

IINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC,
One Lilt iUt SIrecl New York 23, N.Y.

Pitut send your special Christmas folder toi

AUrtu ...

I liny light bull>&, liouiMrct in a rircular

: lleclor, aruund the sirrvc of llir objcf-

inr. The Silvrrmisii itluiniiialur, a pro-

!r.>ional device o( lhi> lyjie, uses a

. irrular lhiorr»cenl liibr. Thi* is not

"trlrlly vertical illuniinalion, hill the re-

•nil- isre excellent. Least eflicienl. but

ttill u^eflll in this work, i* the ordinarv'

gooseneck student lain|i. with the bulb

in its rellecUir as close as iins^iblr to th<

microscope, al the level of llie nosepii

In collecting specimens of metal i

microscopic )*ludy we need only mi

bits. Try to secure samples of copper. :

brast. zinc, bronie, nickel, and iron.

well as steels containing nickel, chrmn'

tungsten, vanadium, and carbon \

widely used sample size among prui'

>ional metallographers is Vb inch 6i|u:ii'

by -'s inch thick. Such pieces .11.

roughed out with a hacksaw or snips .ml

placed in a vise for preliminary snim r

ing with flics.

Preparing Metal for Study

To polish the specimens, first use files

of decreasing coarseness, then abra-

sive papers such as emery, sand, and car-

borundum, and finally polishing agents

such as powdered rouge or levigated

alumina, always using finer materials as

the work progresses. The motions used

in these polishing steps must always be

in one axis only, never rotary or irregu-

lar. Each successive operation must be

performed at right angles to ihc preced-

ing one. until ihe scratches made by the

first arc completely removed by the sec-

ond. Thus, if the first filing is done in a

direction that we may. for convenience,

call north-south, then the second should

be performed easl-wcst. the third norlli-

soutli again, and so on. Bevel ihc cdgi".

of the piece lo a 4.5° angle.

After each stage of polishing, flush

and dry the metal. .Abrasive popers are

best handled by fastening them to a per-

fectly flat hardwood block; the rouges

or alumina arc most ea.-.ily applied with

a small piece of clean, damp chamois
stretched tightly over a hardwood block

and secured by thumbtacks. After each
polishing operation wash the metal and
the chamois thoroughly so that no parti-

cles of a coarse material will contami-

nate a finer agent. Al the end of the

polishing series the specimen should be

absolutely smooth and bright, like a fine

mirror. Handle the metal with forceps,

grasping it only by the sides. Do not

touch the shining surface with the fingers

or any implement.

Reagents Etch Sample

Now the specimen is ready for etching

with weak acids or alkalies. The
reagents attack some of the metallic crys-

tals more than others, thus bringing their

boundaries into relief. Light rays falling

MAGNIFIERS
make fun gifts

for Christmas

. / ^.^.\M- \j^^

B«L Magnifiers mnko ideal Chhelinna
stocking presents. You can choose from
a voricty ofpocket models, readers, pre-

cision types ... all arc invaluable for

nature study indoors or out. For in-

formation on over 70 high quality mng-
nificr-s. write for Catalog 1-103. Bausch
& Lomb, Lomb Park, Rochester 2, N.Y.

BAUSCH & LOMB

colon of j-'iur <'»n
Milljr anJ tt lllllr

I iperlal looli r«qulrr<|. Ju>i

THREE GRACIOUS ANGELS
You Can Make Yourself

with Clear, SpnrklinK CastoKlas
Pours Like Honey— Sets Like Glass
For Ihr urr. fwr Itx- uIiIf. tn Itw «lnikm. do lt>r ukiillr.

or ai a tat,hHf . . . «hrrri«r jou U>« Ihrn. )ou will \m*
ilrllraU i

rholcv. You ran mako tbcw lourirlf i

rofl. No hn\ or prriiurr, rw) iperlal I ,

follow ttw >lnplc itfp'br-itrp <llrwlloni. \\»'\\ Itll
:

all about It In our nrw llluiiratcd "U«raralli« On
inrtii. tv^lH PlMt*- mtlt ?•.« I*> nn>1 M-«l-

THECASTOLITE COMPANY • Woodstock,

CATCH THEM ALIVE AND UNHURT!

CdlUici (uorc! l^ii lo UMt

pnuUrr rflraif-

Amirlnc IIAVAIIAUT
nulrrrU, Uunki. plrr<m.. ipir
dlthout Injurr. Hlratilnc prli

•princt lo brrak. OalranlUHl
I fonfldMW*. No Jaw "r

ft for all n«»wl». FHKK

HAVAHART, 1SS-N Water Street, Ossinlne, N.Y.

Please send me FREE new 4e-p3Re guide and price list.

Name .
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upon the object from above will then not

all be reflected in parallel, as from an

unetched metal surface, but will be scat-

tered and hence reveal outlines of

components that would otherwise be con-

cealed. The etching is somewhat like de-

veloping a photographic negative.

The metal block, held in forceps, is

dipped into the etching fluid for fifteen

to twenty seconds, then is washed im-

mediately in water. The specimen should

be swirled about to remove all traces of

the etching agent, then examined micro-

scopically to see if it is sufficiently

etched. If not, repeat the process until

the result is satisfactory.

For iron and steel, use 10 per cent

solutions in water of hydrochloric, nitric,

chromic, or picric acids, as well as nita]

or ammonium persulphate. For copper

and its alloys use 50 per cent ammonia in

water or 10 per cent caustic potash. Heat
treatment during the manufacturing proc-

ess will often make etching unnecessary.

The cast irons are examined unetched.

To prepare a specimen for examina-

tion, place the metal piece face down on

a perfectly clean slide, then surround the

inverted sample with a metal or glass

ring that is a trifle higher than the ob-

ject. Alternatively, use two wooden
blocks of identical height cut from the

same piece of polished hardwood, and

put one block on each side of the sample.

Place a small lump of Plasticine in the

center of a second slide and invert this

over the metal block, pressing down
firmly. The Plasticine now holds the

metal block to the slide with the polished

metal surface parallel to the glass. Lift

the slide up, carrying the metal block

with it. Store the prepared slide in a

glass jar in which a small container of

calcium oxide has been placed to pre-

vent rust. Filings, wire, and other small

metal objects may be ground, polished,

and etched by arranging them in a small

mold, using a magnet to orient them if

necessary. Then fill the mold with molten

Wood's metal. When cold, the entire

block is processed as previously de-

scribed. Electric grinding and polishing

machines are available for those who
wish to pursue metallography exten-

sively enough to warrant the expense.

Uses of Metallography

THE j)urpose of studying metals micro-

scopically is to determine the miner-

als present and the size and distribution

of their crystals. This procedure is so

important that all large companies in

the metal industries employ microsco-

pists who have had training or experi-

ence in this specialized field. One of the

ends sought is control in the manufactur-

ing process, an outstanding example be-

ing the heat treatment applied to various

steels, on which depend many of the

desired qualities. The problem of adul-

teration is another fertile area for metal-

lographers; even very small amounts of

foreign elements radically alter the be-

havior of a given metal when subjected

to stress. And then there is the micro-

scopic study of fractures in metals, with

the aim of preventing similar failures.

Microscopic ex.\mination shows crack in

cutting tool made of Carboloy, steel alloy

that contains tungsten, carbon, and cobalt.

The best example of the importance

of metallography is steel, which is an

alloy and not a metallic element. The

basic ingredient of steel is iron, which

in pure form is a silvery-white and re-

latively soft element. Iron has the desir-

able properties of malleability (can be

shaped by hammering or rolling) and

ductility (can be drawn out into a wire)

.

But iron also has the undesirable charac-

teristics of being very easily oxidized

(rusted) and attacked by numerous cor-

rosive agents. Besides iron, simple steel

contains small percentages of carbon, by

intent, and impurities such as silicon,

sulphur, manganese, and phosphorus.

Alloy steels are made by adding to

simple steel varying amounts of such

metallic minerals as nickel, chromium,

vanadium, manganese, molybdenum, and

others. Seemingly insignificant quantities

of these alloying substances impart re-

markable differences to the finished

product. Most steels have less than 1 per

cent carbon, and none has more than 2.2

per cent. Carbon confers hardness and

tempering qualities. Addition of 3.25 per

cent nickel to 0.5 per cent carbon steel

makes the resulting metal very fine-

grained, elastic, and ductile; adding

chromium produces an exceedingly hard

steel. Chrome-nickel steel is at once hard,

tough, and elastic. Manganese steel is

hard and either brittle (5 per cent man-
ganese, cooled slowly) or tough (12 per

cent manganese, cooled rapidly), while

tungsten steel retains its properties even

at a dull red heat, and is much in demand
for high-speed tools.

Such manufacturing processes as cast-

ing and rolling affect the properties of

steel, and the heat treatment is especially

An historically iiitei-estiiig,

fine hotel o?i

NANTUCKET
ISLAND

JamlCo^niTfoiise

Far at sea on this wonderfullv pre-
served island you will find a world all

its own. This gracious liotei has long
been a part of that world, its great whal-
ing days, and the enchanting spirit of
Nantucket, its people, and its "ways.
Now completely restored to its original

1845 character, with authentic interiors

and furnishings, the hotel offers superb
accommodations, fine dining, tap room,
lounge, open the year 'round. For infor-
mation and brochure, please write:

Jared Coffin House
Nantucket Island, Massachusetts

RESTORED BY
NANTUCKET HISTORICAL TRUST

^•^:r

f

Share the mis
01 Exploring

outer Space
All DYNASCQPES. including thi:

superb RV-6, 6-inct) available
on easy terms!

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs. who have discovered the excitement
of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the

challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES^ 4

" Starting at $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your
pocketbook is simple when you select a

DYNASCOPE - the same instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-
atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and
your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail
coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.

331 Church St., Hartford 1, Conn.

® TM Registered U.S. Pat. Office

CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. NH-39, 331 Church St., Hartford 1, Conn.

Please send your free Telescope Guide.

Address-

City
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in the World?

...you Mill Imd il in Folkinaiis' ciUlof

of av«r 600 lonj Playinc lullitntic Folk

retoidi from almost every country, cul-

ture 01 ethnic (roup m the wofld. Alio

Science, Jan. Literature and Children!

seriej. Write tor complete tree catalo(.

FOLKWAYS RECORDS

f nj.r-itoUy lit

|jatilt«i) SUnpt OrpI ntlN

I t

'¥
"BIRDS, YES; SQUIRRELS, NO!"
Photo on loft shows bird, perched on
rpm. (eedmg from hopper. Photo on
right »how» how the squirrel's weight
causes mcMl cone to close down on
hopper, so thai the squirrel can't get at

feed Shcrtcrmg Hood is IS inches
"• lbs. of feed

$9.95

MALCOLM'S
&311 Rsittcrtfown Rood
BollimQr« IS, Morylond

Twtniv E>c«plionol Mineral SpKimcnt
SIO 00 priDoid. S<nd (or our lf<«

catolog of minvrolt, crytfoti, lopidory

MTij'Pm«nt, books, ond ullrovlol«t Dghlt.

Green's
iiSl Vroin Slr««l • Ar.odo 5. Colo.odo 110002

imiMrlanl. The leniprraluiv tu uliicli tl '

mass it raisrd, huw long the trm|>ri.>

' rr i>> maiiitainrd. anil the nicthixl »i

liiij;— whether slowly, as ill a molten

>>! Iiaih ur in a lurnaee. or nioie ra|i'

lU. a^ in a current of air. or very

:i>-kly by quenching in water, lirine. or

I all lia\e much to do with the final

|.i.i|>ertie4. The nhject o( such trealmenU

is to control the grain -i/e of the metal

and the character and dispersion of the

rarbun, which inftueme the bardiieu

and toughness of the rinished steel.

Determination of Structure

PI III: iron grainis. »ecn when examining

a polished and etched section of steel

lulcr the tnicrosco|>e. are called ferrile,

.ind are white and hninngeneous. In a

cast iron that lucks heut treatment and

that has a very high carbon content (.3.5

III I.2.S per cent I. the carbon separate-

"111 ciimplelcly as large flukes of graph-

lie. which appear as black bars uiwl

sireoks. Such flukes greatly lower ih.

strength of the iron, making easy plum -

of ch'avagc in this brittle metal. When
heat treatment is used with cast iron,

some of the carbon may form graphiti-

flukes, hut the remainder will prccipilulr

as carbide, in the form of cemcntitc cry--

tals. These occur in plates or luminut-

( layers I, alternating with clear areas of

ferrile, a pcarlitic type of structure.

Brass, an alloy of copper and line, has

much larger crystals than steel, and the

grain size is important. Often the crystals

are too large, which indicates unsucccss*

ful annealing caused by too high a tem-

perature. Throughuul the manufacturing

;.rnccss, reports arc made by the firm's

'lallographer, the technician who takes

hntomicrographs of polished and
I'lihed plates at various stages of treat-

ment. Most examinations are now made
with the metallograph. a pholomicrn-

grapliic camera that can reproduce

photographically what can be seen

microscopically. These pictures arc

made into projection slides, which can

he enlarged to a huge si/.c before an

audience of company experts who can

then discuss what may or may not need

to be done to improve the alloying, the

purily. or the grain size of the product.

The inescapable conclusion is that metal-

lography is not only an extremely in-

teresting science, but that it is also an

indispensable adjunct to industry.

This li-l drialls the |iliotopraplier. arlisl.

or oilier *<iiircc of illustrations, by i>agc.
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WILD
BIRDS
our lust

line ol

defense

lor our

whole

outdoofs

SUET FEEDERS from MAINE
T>M dvlioKl o* ttte Oownvv ond Hairy Woodpvtivt
Cr»«p«r. CK.ckod»«. NulhoKh ond olh»t> Hoo.l
netted of itrong fithermon't twin*. Ofl*r» lifr

glwing food, wormih, to owf foothervd frl«ndi dw
InO th« 'or*0 winfof monlht lood wilh row wh.l>
bo«f »u«l and hcno up Mverol outtlde wlrtdowt
or from tree Urnbt, lo< rewo'dino bird o()i*ity

800 each, Postpaid, 3 for $2.25

ORDER TODAY ond r«<«.»e rout FREE 1963 Chr.»i

AUTHENTIC ARROWHEAD, probably hundreds

o( years old, pormanontl/ mounted on a hc&vy,

Ootd plated he clip. Noi an imitation, not made
on a feicfvaiion, theve warpotntj wcfo lound on
ancient Indian campsites deep m Mokico A col-

IcciOfS Item modernized lor diH>ta^. You'll wear

it pfoudl^. Atttaciivoly gift boxod S3. 75. THE
ROCKHOUSE, H. Bo^ 3005A, Avondalo Station.

Birmingham 12, Alabama.

ANCIENT BUDDHA
HEADS
From 15lhI7th Cent. SIAM.
Mounted on mahogany stained

bases, these cxottcaliy fash-

ioned bronze monuments of

BUDDHA exhibit a soft green
patina that only age can cre-

ate. Centuries old. these
Siamese sculptured Buddha
Heads make unique additions

to alt relic collodions. As ex-

cttmg CHRISTMAS GIFTS they
are porlcct for display m
home or office! They lake up
very little room (head approx.
15/4" to 2Vb h'gh. excluding

base) but certainly will attract

everyone's attention! Here is

a rare opportunity to possess a GENUINE
ANTIQUITY from Buddha's contemplative
Far East!

Average Bronze Buddha Head $25. ppd.
Select Bronze Buddha Head 35. ppd.

A parchment certificate of authenticity accom-
panies each Buddhd Hf-ici (.'.ontv bock guar-

antee.

Annotoled illui. of antiquit'iei: coini, romon gtott.

coffin moiitt, weopon*. I»jitilvt, figurinmt, A morvl
Plui o color cord of oncpnl Eoyption Jewelry. A
mult for the cwriCMi collector & gift giver. Write

' ALADDIN HOUSE, Ltd.
D.pl. AN-11 • 520 f.llh Av.nu. • N. T. 36, N. Y.
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(SPANISH FOR "MERRY CHRISTMAS")

Whether we say it in Spanish or English, "Merry
Christmas" means the warmth and happiness of the

most festive season of the year. We could wish you a

erry Christmas" in Italian, Japanese, Hindustani,

or Eskimo because this year our gift selections come
from around the world. But the best way we can think

of to wish you a joyous Christmas is to offer this fine

selection of quality gifts. Take pride and joy in giving

the fine and distinctive gift from the Museum Shop.

FROM MEXICO AND BRAZIL. FROM AFRICA.

Colorful agates from Mexico and
Brazil, cut and polished in the
U.S.A. and fashioned into a dis-

tinctive desk set. Paperweight
$2.75 ppd. Pen Stand $7.75 ppd.

This decorative and func-
tional ebony turtle vias

hand carved by the na-

tives of Tanganyika. A
most unusual paper-
weight. Approximately 6"

long. $4.50 ppd.

Italy gives us these colorful

hand-tooled ash trays with
amusing cat and fish designs.
Prominent colors are red, blue

and yellow.

i>ijl5fi»j. Cat Tray-4V2"
-

, -"^.."ij.%,1 square. Fish Tray—
''--

, « approximately 5"
i ."i diameter. Please

B -^"'"'V ,'A specify first choice.

FROM MEXICO AND U.S.A....

Strips of abalone shell and black
enamel inlaid in sterling silver make
this handmade pin a most attractive

ft Approximately 2" wide. $7.85
ppd tax inci

This bracelet, handmade
by the Navajo Indian,

displays one handsomely
cut oval turquoise set in

sterhngsilver. $8.50
ppd , tax incl.

FROM INDIA.. These handsomely carved rose-

wood elephant book ends will

add oriental flavor to any li-

brary. 61/2" high. $18.50 ppd.

' ^--4

iROMJAPAN ..i So appealing that you will want
•^'"ollect these charming hand

ed birds. Each is hand col-

li reflecting the skill and
iiacy of the Japanese arti-

sNo two are alike. 2" long.

10 each ppd.

Members oF the Mu 1 are entitled to a 10% discount. Please send your check or money order to .

The American Muse \ of Natural History New York 24, New York



To th«»« pfMntlivTt, )K« kle«l body it com-

pJcMv KouUtt. e>c«pi fof (K« Kot( of ih« heod.

MhMh it Kotwod hlgklr- Thit Uruku mother U
removing Ker K>n'» ev*^o^*n by linotti«%g o
ihfrod o«*f coch Koir ond qwkkly pulling on it.

Cvfvfnontol coitumei tu« on ettenltol atpe<l

of r«ltgiout filet. Ihey ore mode ond donned
in Ihe "motktng hewte." rviefwed to* men only.

Women mKo otiempt to penvlrote Ihe mytlef itt

of lh« motking tvowte ore brutollir pwnithed.

hinOut Ititxtfnon fithet by poUonIng Ihe wxiic

w!lh o tpeciol polion mode of fermented leo«ei 1^

poiioned water quickly killi (he fiih. bul leovei it.i"

enltrely edible. A tucceitful ftthing eHpedltion it tdi

brattd with o doiiling donee by vllloger*.

A newly found PRE-CIVILIZATION

of unbelievable savagery and beauty!

pronpt r^lynd If i

Hidden deep in the shadows of the

Brazilian primeval forest ... incredible

patterns of daily life and tribal ritual among
human beings who — at this very moment-

are still living 10,000 years behind the times!

<<TT(1MBU." in Ihp lonKiio of IIip priinnrcli;il

^^
I riht's <if Iho Brnzilian jiinKlf*. means

l.iKik a( iisl" Now. fur llic vrrv first lime,

MithniiKilocist Hiirnid Sihiillz i-niililcs vim In

>li) just th.it — through tlii> slimiilatinu text and
ma;:nifii't'nt photo^irnphy thnt he prpHi'nts in

this rxtraorrhniiry ni-w IxHik.

Hi-rt- is Ihi- story of :i civillzalion no primilivo

that it has nut shown .1 ;jlinimer of clianKi*

proRrcss sincr thp (lays hpfori- men hetan
reeorrlinj,' history. It is the stor.v of an envirun-

Miint of iniri'ilihli- natural hostility. ..of rituals

.mil lusloni'. that wiiiild areli many an evehruw
in the eivili.:id world, hut whieh are redardi d
.IS perfei'lly natural to thes<-ehild'likerreaturi'>

fn vivid Rravure photo-reproduetions. you
.ire an eyewitness to these pnitomorphir eiis

trims: the virgin initiation, the cure of sickness

the douhle funeral, the fertility ritual . . . tin

fantastic manner in whieh these primitive

compete with Nature, merely to stay alivr

Few. if any. of these practices have ever hefiT.

hei'n revealwl to the outside world -for. until

recently, the triU-s have lii-en so hostile that it

has been imiin'-ilii.- to make .1 study of lliim.

10 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION

HOMBU IS a huge Ixxik. over 9" x 11" in size,

with I'tO pa^es and 127 breathtakini; photo-

;:raphs in full color and monochrome. Send no

money — ju.st the cou|>on. to examine Ihe IxKik

entirely Irpp. After 10 days, you may return it

if not well plea.sed. and pay nothinK- Other-

wise we will hill .vou just S.3..50 plus shipi>ini;.

then S-1.50 monthly lor two months to <Tim|)lcle

vour payment. Mail couixin to The Marmillan
(ompany. Dcpl. •fOO-OI". Kiv.rsiile. N J.
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PI' UFOKMVXd] l-.\AirATOR
This test engineer is one of n team nt GM's Michigan Proving ('.round wiiich iii»s devcio]ied

a new Performani-e-Ei-onomy Coiu!»>ie, the latest in a long line of siKvially-dcsigned test

equipment. It registers car performani-e precisely— pickup, hill dinihing. i)iL'i>;ing— under all

sorts of driving situatioiu!. Fast, slow or in-between si)ee<ls. Long runs or short ho|xs. City

or i-ountry roads. Rainy, snowy or sunny days. Sizzling heat or extreme cold. Fuel c-onsump-

tion is also meiisured down to the nearest cubic I'enlimeter. All year long, the exacting tests

go on and on. In fact, a total of more than 50,000 test miles are logged every day at tlie three

GM Proving Ground facilities— in Michigan, at Pikes Peak and in .•\ri/.ona.

But testing doesn't begin or end on the track. In the GM Proving Grounds and other GM
laboratories are ultra-mixlern instruments, machines and computers— s|XH'i(ically built to

test for nob*, vibration, stress and durability in engine, body and chiLssis. In fad. practically

everything that goes into a GM car is thoroughly tested and reiested. These constant labora-

tory checks make the data collected on the road more meaningful, more useful every year.

The goal can be wrapjxjd up in one word— quality!

Tlie test engineer wears three, .sometimes even four hats. He plans tests, [jerforms tests,

evaluates test results— and even designs the equipment use<i for testing. He makes a big

contribution to your comfort, safety and pleasure.

Product quality is paramount at General Motors. That's why the test engineer is a key

man on the GM team.

GEM:PL\[.M()T()RSIsri-OPI.E...
.Makiiii: 1 'x'tlci- I'liiiiLis |'l)l^'^lu



Outstanding titles selected especially for Christmas giving

INDIAN AND ESKIMO ARTIFACTS OF NORTH
AMERICA by Charles Miles

Primarily a pictorial guide with explanatory cap-
tions, this excellent publication contains photo-
graphs of over two thousand examples of North
American native-made and -used artifacts. This
beautiful volume will be welcomed by the pro-

fessional and the layman interested in the Indian

and Eskimo . . . $25.30 ppd.

HOMBU by Harald Schultz

A dramatic portrayal in words and pictures of

the daily life of some of the least known primitive

tribes of the Brazilian jungle. Sixteen striking

color plates in addition to one hundred and
twenty-seven black and white photographs
makes this a visual journey through an area
inaccessible to the white man only a short time

ago . . . $12.75 ppd.

INDIAN ART OF MEXICO AND CENTRAL
AMERICA by Miguel Covarrubias

This exceptional book presenting the art of the

aboriginal inhabitants of Mexico is the last writ-

ten and illustrated by Covarrubias. It contains

twelve pages in full color and one hundred and
forty-nine line drawings with an album of sixty-

four pages of photographs. . .$17.80 ppd.

THE ART OF THE HITTITES by Ekrem Akurgal

A colorful and exciting account of the art, society,

language and religion of the Hittites from 2300
to 800 B.C. An important publishing achieve-
ment! 174 plates in color and monochrome...
$25.30 ppd.

Please send your check or money order to .

Members of the Museum are entitled to a 10% discount.

tke/HuseuHpAcp
The American Museum of Natural History New York 24, N. Y.
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COVER: The falconer pursuing treed pheasants is one of a wealth of vignettes

in a l.Sth-cenlury herbal, recently acquired by the Spencer Collerlion of Tlii'

New York Public Library, that describes and portrays plants and simple",

food and diet, and social mores of Italy in the .Middle Ages. Its imporluiin-

lies in the way illustrations are used, the variety iil genre scenes, and ihi-

nature of the text. Unlike most manuscripts of the perioil. which were made-

for the very wealthy, this one relates to the average man. and is written in u

northern dialect. A discussion of this most unusual work begins on page 30.
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African adventure with a celebrated
naturalist!

An intimate personal memoir ot a strange and fascinating recluse -who

brought to liis cliosen task of capturing and studying venomous snakes

tile same driving passion tlial moves poets, artists, and men of action.

JVliss Lane, wlio spent thiree montiis witii lonides in East Africa, lakes

in pxotic and dangerous world in her completely cap-

She is one of our most accomplished
reade _ _--

rivaling new book
. sharp eye for hun
pellucid style."— RAi

.„, „nd of narrative, and a cool,

[QRTlMER, Loudon Tiincs
llhislralediSM

LIFE WITH lONIDES
by Margaret Lane

"No ornithologist or

bird-watcher should overlook

EXOTIC BIRDS
...A portfolio, superbly printed in Germany, of 16 color plates of exotic

birds—parrots, birds of paradise, toucans—done in the late 18th century

by two French artists . . . The colors arc so rich, the detail

birds appear almost alive."

—

john barkham, Saturday Ri
that the

i' Syndicate
12" $12.50

by Jacques Barrabaud and Augusie

An exciting nature walk
in 280 pictures!

Photographs of extraordinary beauty—24 in full color—por-
tray sea and land animals, birds, insects and reptiles in their

natural surroundings, going about such pursuits as feeding

their young, hunting, making war. etc. A section of particular

beauty reveals the incredible forms of undersea life. The text

and captions of this handsome book, tell all about each

creature, his habits, and scientific name. 8V4"x9V4" 58.50

THE WONDERS
OF WILDLIFE

by F. A. Roedelberger, Vera I. Groschoff,

Mary Phillips, and Peter Whiteliead

Historian and prophet of the space age,

WILLY LEY
now wr/tes an informal history of

astronomy from Babylon to the present

WATCHERS OF THE SKIES
The best—and most entertaining—popular history of astronomy ever written. Not^ only

is it the human story of the men who increased our knowledge of the skies, but also it is a

ilating history of our increasing understanding of the heavens, even including what

Manner II learned from its encounter with Venus. Willi drawinss and photos, appendix,

and bibliography. $7.50

THE VIKING PRESS 625 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York



Reviews
A survey of young people's science books published in 1963

TIIL I'.VM 1LAK llJ> MTllI J llUlubirr of

fnruuraginK Jrvrlupniriiis in long-

term cdurls lo improve cliildrrn's science

bookit. Allliougli »li>p|iily cdilcd books

wild ron(u<-inK and inappropriate illu«-

Iralionii and other symptoms of medio-

erily are still being widely publicized.

Ihe demand (or (winted criticism ap-

pears to lie on llie increase.

.\n example of sucli a demand was the

rcque-t from N.B.C television for a spe-

cial liulf-liotir projiram. fcaliirini; three

of NvTiiiii. IlisTOKv's children's hook

reviewTr*. It was designed to treat the

problems inherent for librarians and

teachers in judging the vast output of

science books today. The program, pro-

duced in co-operation with New York

University, reached a large audience,

aroused a great deal of interest, and was

rerun during the summer.

As this issue goes lo press, our re-

viewers and consultants arc scheduled to

play leading roles in an unusual one-day

seminar for teachers, librarians, and pub-

lishers to lie held at Hulgcrs I'nivcrsity.

devoted to an evaluation of books and

reference materials intended for secon-

dary school science students. The de-

mand for such a discussion, sponsored

by Rutgers and Nati n^L History maga-

zine, is indicative of the current prob-

lems and growing interest in this area.

The 1963 coverage of books for young

people, like the ones in past years, ot-

tempts lo accentuate the positive, al-

though our reviewers occasionally find it

necessary lo dissect flagrantly inferior

products. Their reactions appear below

under the usual departmental headings.

This introduction briefly considers a few

nf the books that do not fit into their

specialized areas.

To start with the physical sciences.

Thr Story of Cosmic Rays, by Ccrmainc

and Arthur Beiser (Dutlonl. is a model

of the way to present one of the most

complex areas of research in an absorb-

ing and direct manner. The emphasis

throughout is on basic studies, on science

as exploration—an approach that should

certainly encourage further reading. The
Imok is s<i stimulating that the lack of a

liliography is particularly unfortunate.

\ccurate information almul progress

III chemistry may be found in The Srarch

for the EIrmrnls. by Isaac ,\simov ( Basic

Books I . and Thr Fabulous Isoloprs, by

Robin McKown (Holiday House). (Do

not be put off by the gaudy adjective

in the latter title.)

.\s scientific discovery accelerates,

there is a corresponding increase in de-

mand for books that deal with recent

advances. .Margaret O. Hyde helps meet
this demand with Molrcuirs Toiiay and
Tomunou ( .McGraw-Hill I . Her theme is

broad enough to include new work on
masers. viruses, the hereditary material

DN.\. and the possibility of life on other

worlds. These diverse subjects are re-

lated at the molecular level, and it is a

mark of the author's experience and
talent that she brings out the relation-

ships clearly, .\nolher good IxMik that

covers contemporary ideas in biology,

astronomy, physics, and other areas is

The Riddle of Time, by Tlielma and
Corydon Bell (Viking).

In recent research, many of the most

significant and fruitful studies involve

thinking processes—the workings of the

brain in health and disease. Some psy-

chological contributions arc described in

The Seirnce oj Ourselves, by William

McUain and Honald Johnson (Harper

& How). .\s professional psychologists,

the authors write with authority on what

experiments on human subjects can leach

Us about illusions, the senses, individual

differences, learning, and memory. They
are enthusiastic about their branch of

science—too enthusiastic in one respect,

as they fail to indicate that investiga-

tors in neurophysiology, psychiatry, and

other fields also do a great deal to pro-

mote understanding of such matters.

A Short History of Science, by .\rthur

S. Crcgor ( .Macmillan ), reflccis the in-

creasing interest in the evolution of the

experimental approach. .\i\ elementary-

introduction to work of the past, it is

clearly based on considerable teaching

experience, and il combines fact and

anecdote to outline problems that have

confronted scientists from ancient times

to the present— problems of freedom for

research and /rom inquisition, as well

as problems of technical understanding.

Recent investigations in the history of

science provide a rich and largely un-

tapped source of material for future

books that would deal with specific pe-

riods and developments.

Authors often deserve as much credit

for the mistakes they avoid as for their

specific achievements. The main point is

to inform audiences. To cite only one

aspect of this commendable, direct ap-

proach, the books above are notably and

refreshingly free of the common ten-

dency to write down.

IVtliap- the major and most pievuU nt

failing of book- on modern science i~ ;i

certain remoteness from the laboraloiy,

and from other places where exciliiij;

developments actually occur. In fact, ai

counts based on visits to research ceiileis

or firsthand research experiences of iiny

sort are so rare that few cases in |ii>ini

come to mind. ^et. the desirability of

such an approach venis obvious, becuu
writers ulm work closely with ucli'

investigators make (ewer mistakes in Irvt

and illustrations. I ntil such co-operuiLm
is the rule, rather than the exception, u
shall have to put up with edorts llwit fail

utterly to convey the spirit of research

.At present, progress is so slow that I hi

need for positive action as well as ciiii

cism becomes increasingly evident. ()

course, protests have helped and will

continue to liel|>. .\s a result of our l'((c'

survey, for instance, at least one sub-

standard book failed to go into a planned
second edition, and a large publi'-hini:

house established a new panel of sc

tific consultants to check outlines and
manuscripts in detail.

An interesting and useful example of

the positive approach would be to jiro.

duce several "showcase" books, each pre.

jiared jointly by an experienced writer

and a scientist engaged in rcsear. h.

These volumes wiuihl demonstrate to an

eager public what can really be done in

science book production. In any cu-e,

ideas that can be translated into aclinn

are desperately needed by publishers as

well as by consumers.

John Pnii ii.ii

Anthropology

IN reading this year's selection of an-

thropology books I have tried to con-

sider only how well they serve os an

introduction to the various branches of

anthropology, regardless of the intcndi'd

purpose. Indeed, it sometimes s<'ems

more merciful to omit the question of

intent, for in several cases the only di---

cernible intent on the part of publislur

or author was to gel a Iwok on the stands

as fast as possible without thought lo

quality, make a quick sale, then let il

slide inl<i oblivion.

It is diflicult not to be impatient wiili

publishers and authors in the field ol

books for children. Adults deserve what

they read, but it is little short of criminal

lo consider the children's market as fair

game for churning out commercial tra'-h



under the guise of educational material.

Happily, the situation this year is better

than in the past in this respect: I found

no really bad books, a few that are

merely useless but otherwise harmless,

and several that are excellent.

In evaluating a book as an introduction

to anthropolo2v^ we may be considering

a book dealing with either the inner

workings of the discipline or its sub-

ject matter. Technically, the first book

reviewed here, Exploration of Africa

(American Heritage), does neither, but

I include it because it is an example of

how well a non-scientific but professional

wTiter can collaborate with a scientific

consultant. This Horizon Caravel book

was produced by George H. T. Kimble

as consultant and Thomas Sterling as

author. It sets out to show nineteenth-

century Africa as the explorers saw and

recorded it for a public that was more
than disinclined to have its pet illusions

shattered. I would prefer to have seen

included in this volume more material

from earlier centuries, dating from Hero-

dotus and the early Egyptians, but per-

haps this would have enlarged the book

beyond practical bounds.

This work adds nothing new in terms

of fact, but because of its elaborate and

highly attractive presentation it does ful-

fill a useful function. Any youngster's

imagination is apt to be captured by the

colorful reproductions of early maps,

prints, and paintings. Each illustration

adds to the text rather than duplicating

it. and the text tells the gripping story

of exploration in a straightforward, if

perhaps too uncritical, way. Although

the book is about explorers and explora-

tion rather than about Africa and Afri-

cans, it can hardly fail to arouse interest

in that country and its people.

The other eleven books reviewed adopt

a more outwardly academic form. Four

deal with archeology and seven are con-

cerned with living peoples. Of the ar-

cheological books. America's Buried

Past, by Gordon C. Baldwin (Putnam)

is outstanding. It is hardly surprising

that this should be superior, considering

the qualifications of the author. And Dr.

Baldwin certainly disproves the myth
that scientists are invariably poor writ-

ers. He arranges his subject matter

simply^ alternating scientific fact and

explanation with descriptive sections

based on sound research rather than the

commoner, lurid flights of imagination.

Dr. Baldwin disposes of some of the

wilder theories about America's past,

and as he tells the reader of how much
and how little science can say on a given

point, he does not hesitate to postulate

alternative theories as to where the early

Americans came from, how they lived,

and why they might have done so. As he

does this he explains the scientific tech-

niques used to acquire this knowledge,

and gives us a feeling that the scientist's

insistence on absolute accuracy is no dull

quibble over trivia, but rather an excit-

ing, stimulating challenge.

The other three archeological books

are much more general, and might be

classified as "useless but harmless." The
Caves of the Great Hunters, by Hans
Baumann (Pantheon), is perhaps the

best of the three. It is certainly the best

illustrated. It deals with cave paintings

and attempts a difficult technique involv-

ing a series of "flashbacks" through

which the reader is meant to participate

in the discovery of some of the famous
caves containing prehistoric paintings.

This device grows tiresome if the book
is read through, but if sampled at ran-

dom it does, in places, create a vivid pic-

ture and conveys the thrill of discovery.

For this it is to be recommended.

THE remaining archeology books near-

ly duplicate each other in content

and banality, and have little to recom-

mend them. Portals to the Past, by

Katherine B. Shippen (Viking ) , is a pre-

tentious book that attempts a history of

archeology and archeologists. It succeeds

only in giving brief sketches of the least

important aspects of the subject. The
author frequently evades the conse-

quences of her apparently limited in-

formation by claiming that "little is

known." although she suggests at one

point that archeologists at the time of the

discovery of Tutankhamen's tomb "had

known all there was to know of Egypt

and her past." She seems to assume that

her readers will, like herself, display no

interest in the hidden meaning and sig-

nificance of such discoveries, but will be

content with the superficialities she pre-

sents, sometimes with gross inaccuracy.

An example is her statement that early

Saharan men "left no traces."

Charles Daugherty's The Great Ar-

chaeologists (Crowell) is better in that

it confines itself to the archeologists

rather than their discoveries. But even

so. it seems to dwell on the least sig-

nificant aspects of their lives and works.

Natural History presents on these pages its fourth annual survey of current

science books for junior and senior high school students. The reviewers are

on The American Museum's scientific staff, and John Pfeiffer, who wrote the

introduction, is a free-lance science writer of wide experience. Their reviews

cover a total of sixty-eight volumes and are designed to present librarians and
teachers with a guide through the thicket of available books. The reviewers and
editors also hope that these appraisals will prove useful to anyone who is faced

with the problem of choosing a good gift book on some facet of natural history.

when there is so much of greater im-

portance that the author could have said,

and just as attractively. Considering the

competition for a child's time, children's

science books, to fulfill their obligations,

must be more than just attractive. Every
word must count.

An example of completely wasted time

and energy on the part of the producers
and anyone so rash as to read the book
is the Encyclopaedia Britannica's Sioux
Buffalo Hunters. It consists of gaudy re-

productions of scenes from an "edu-
cational motion picture," and a text,

adapted by Don Russell, that gives the

impression that Sioux life went its happy
way without any need for organization.

A happy contrast are Robert Hof-
sinde's Indian Fishing and Camping
(Morrow), and Once Upon a Totem, by
Christie Harris (Atheneum). Hofsinde,

as always, is clear, factual, and practical.

His book tells about Indian fishing and
also gives some pointers as to how his

readers can learn a few tricks. Although
no fisherman. I would be tempted to take
a fishing and camping vacation just to

try out some of the ideas in this delight-

ful and well-illustrated book.

The author of Once Upon a Totem is

to be congratulated for having attempted
to convey, through several American
Indian legends, thoughts and beliefs that

must at first seem very strange. In other
contexts this would be a mere collection

of fairy tales, but as presented by Mr.
Harris these legends bring the whole
Northwest coast into startling relief.

Above all, unobtrusively but pertinently,

the basic elements of social organization
emerge, particularly as related to the
Indian's concepts of life and death. Each
carefully selected traditional tale is in-

troduced by a page of explanation that

gives more than adequate guidance. Tliis

book is a delight to read.

Two books on European peoples are

published by World: Horsemen of
the Steppes, by 'Walter A. Fairservis, Jr.,

and Slavic Peoples, by Thomas Caldecot
Chubb. The latter is disappointing be-

cause Chubb consistently displays nar-

rowness of vision that is at variance with
the nature of the book. His language be-

trays this when he talks of the social

customs of the pre-Christian Slavs as

being "backward" and refers to them as

being "close to our savage ancestors."

He is even unwilling to accept polygamy
as "marriage ... in the sense which we
understand it." Cliches such as "an eye
for an eye and a tooth for a tooth" are
used to describe the working of Slav

justice, which "was swift and ruthless."

Customs of the Slavs are described only

superficially, without any success in un-

derstanding them or in trying to present

them as an efficient system that worked
and led in a consistent way to the emer-

gence of a distinctive culture.



The Great Auk

1
The traged\ of

the great auk
In lliis unusual novel, Allan W.
Kckcrt (Immatizrs the final .vlaRcs in

the anniliiLition of this singular, IliRlit-

Icss bird of the North AtLnntic, the

KriMt auk. Tlu- novel's hero (a bird

of whom you will find yourself Rrow-
inR vcr>- fond ) is the Lust leader of the

species who guides the remaininR
small flock of great auks on their last

miRration to the Cirolina coast and
biick to Eldey Island off the coast of
Iceland.

A book with a mission

"There are many creatures," Mr.
Eckert says, "which are now in

roughly the same precarious state as

the great auks were during that last

migration to the south. If some type
of protection — and more than merely
restrictive hunting laws — is not af-

forded them immediately, they will,

as the great auks did, p.iss into ob-
livion."

Thornton W. Burgess says, "The
Cheat Mtk is a powerful presenta-
tion of a situation that confronts an
.ipp.illing number of species of wild
life t.xhiy. Mr. Eckert knows his sea
birds. His description of their nest-

ing habitat and environment paints
a colorful,authentic picture of condi-
tions as they must have Ix'en in the
lime of the great auk tragedy, and
^till are. This is a book with a mission
far greater than mere entertainment."

A fascinating endpaper map
enables the reader to follow
the last flock of great auks
through their final migration
to their disastrous end.

The Great Auk
A NOVKI.

by Allan W. Eckert

At all bookstores • $4.75

Dr. Fairsersi». happily, knows his ji'l'

bciirr and launches into Horirmen >•

ihr .s'fe/ipej vtiih enthu>iasm. Personal^

1 rebelled againai ihr invitation lu p.ii

licipate and fiKbl side by side with ll>'

author in »«mr bl>HKlthirsly balilc, di«

guised ds "Koman soldiers nlaliitned far

from Italy." .\nU 1 found it dinieull i-ud-

denly lu -Ntop being a ^dilier and In 1k--

lonie a Chinese princess on the ^anll

page. .\- a Cossack I wu* a liopelc--

lailure: I just dun't like horse". Iluu

ever, if you can put up with the vrtii

ginuus changes of scene and the "wrll

springs of bliHid that gush hidcuu"l\

everywhere" this i> an excellent bo4>k—

an example of how much belter it is when
publishers choose qualified authors.

A painful cnnlrast is Africa— Anal,

riling Ciani, by Sidney Lens (I'm

nam I. It presumes, first off. that .\fri>.i

was asleep until the intrepid ICuro]>eans

"discovered" it. \\ one point .\lr. Lens

cxprc.<scs sur|)rise at how c|uickly .Afri-

cans have moved from "u tribal way of

life to forming o nation." Whol is really

surprising is the author's abysmal ig-

norance and his nerve in |>erpelualing

so many old mi'^understandings while

fostering new ones.

-According to .Mr. Lens, striking a note

of paternalistic condescension: "You
could not really speak of |.Africa | a^

backward. .After all. it was here (hat the

first man was probably born."

He reiterates old claims about the

Sahara as a barrier and the unnaviga-

bilily of .Africa's rivers as being respon-

sible for the "fact" that ".Africans were

isolated not only from .Asia and Europe
but from each nlhcr." This is balderdash.

The Congo River, which he says "can be

navigated only for short distances," has

some 1.900 navigable miles, and as for

the desert, it has never presented an

obstacle either to mass movements of

populations or to the movements of in-

dividual trading groups. But "isolation"

is indispensable to Mr. Lens's argument,

so he creates it. contrary lo the facts.

It is a pity that Mr. Lens did not con-

fine himself lo conlemporory Africa, be-

cause the chapters on that subject arc

better, although still superficial. As it

is. the first part of the hook completely

destroys whatever value the rest of it

might have had. and there is a need for

a good juvenile book on this subject.

To end on a happy not<'. Aboriginal

Australians, by Norman Tindalc and II.

A. Lindsay (Jacaranda Press I. is good,

solid, reliable fare, and perhaps closer

to a textbook than anything considered

obove except Baldwin's volume. Tindale

and Lindsay give a good historic intro-

duction to the area, going back to the

ice ages. But they quickly narrow their

field and devote the bulk of the book to

describing the daily life of the contempo-

rary aborigines, their economy, notions

A scicnfist's

personal account

of life in the

"fL wilderness

pjj$\^i

nil:
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BY HELEN HOOVER
Willi Ihp tyr 01 I natutjilsl jnd Ihi pen
ol I port. Mis Hoovci nillci ol Kel
yiat'iound UK in i Noilticin Mlnnstola
cjbin. Slie driCfibet Ihe lichen irowlni
on • rollini loc. or Ice lorminf on Ihe
lake. Kilh Ihe ume lyrical preclilon Ihal
the devolet lo Ihe aniici ol chlckadeei,
or Ihe paitini ol a woll.

"Thlt 11

en
•Here U nalure-wrllini at III beil."

-OlIN SEWAll PEniKCILl, )R

With dilwlnf) by Adrian Hoon-i 5115

sr-t"'--^"'

Hi

Here's
a rare

gift book
for all

animal
lovers

!

rROM ihc firsl herds of reindeer domes*
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of morality and law and order, their

family relationships, and their beliefs.

Art and literature are also dealt with as

vital and essential parts of a dynamic

and living social system, not as isolated

facets of an exotic culture.

The illustrations—photographs and

drawings—serve a useful purpose. This

book, published in Brisbane. Australia,

stimulates interest and presents authen-

tic facts. I wish there were more like it.

Co LIN' M. TURNBULL

Astronomy
FRo:\i sundials to rocket ships and from

constellations to stellar evolution, the

reader interested in the field of astron-

omy can choose what he will this year.

Although books devoted wholly to as-

tronomy are fewer than in past years,

they are somewhat better than the previ-

ous offerings. Predictably, books about

space exploration are more numerous.

There are so many facets to this subject

that many books can be written with dif-

ferent angles, a welcome situation for

publishers. However, since space explor-

ation has much more future than past,

most of these books are repetitive in the

sections that *iay a foundation" for later

chapters. Most then continue on safe

ground by outlining immediate plans for

exploring the moon. One of the books

hits home with a good discussion of the

needs of man himself in space, but one

shoots off in all directions of speculation.

In my review last year I proposed a

rule for selecting a good book on the

space effort from the large number avail-

able: in lieu of personal knowledge or

having read a review, buy a book by an

author who is also an authority. This

year we encountered the exception to

prove the rule.

Many engineers will recognize the

senior author of Conquering the Sun's

Empire, by Frederick I. Ordway. III. and

Ronald C. Wakeford (Dutton). Mr. Ord-

way is a writer of technical works in

space technology and is an editor of

other serious publications. The engineers

may hope that this book will authorita-

tively answer their children's questions

about what they are doing. Unfortu-

nately, the book presents few answers.

The authors set the stage for their

ideas of man's conquest of the solar sys-

tem, discuss such new fields as astro-

chemistry and astrogeoiogy, and state

reasons for establishing observatories in

space and bases on other worlds.

The nearer worlds in space would be

the first to bow, followed by the more
distant ones. Tliose bodies that pose such

technical problems as dense atmosphere

or high surface gravity would be the last

to be "conquered." The authors first dis-

cuss past history and future plans for the

conquest of the moon. But, iUogically.

they discuss the planets, satellites, and
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j-ieroids in uidcr of llicir iiiiTrasing dU-
ijiicr from ihr i>un instead u( in the order

i>f Inrlinical clmllenj:r« they prrsent.

Prublrms of landinc on and oodpinj;

from a planrl are cun>idrrrd, liiil the

aulliorii ncj:l<^t°l anutlirr fundamriilal

IHiini— juuritrying to and from var>'ing

disiancet from the mu>. I'rojiulsion and
furl nrrdrd lo cope U'illi llie >\\n't, ^ravi-

tnlliinal attraction are icnnrrd.

.Manned rxploralionii would naturally

follow probe*. orbiler«. iiofl-lander». and
robot rovers. Perhaps, but llie authors

do not slate what known prnblemn will

have to lie solved—or how. They do say:

"Biolofiical sensini: devices will deter-

mine if any very primitive life, or prelite.

forms exist. . .
." What are hiolocicul

sensing devices? Can they be logically

foreseen today? Is knowledge of life

itself sullicienlly general thai principles

of iiperalion of such devices can be «ui;-

;:ested.' Uiscussin;: manned landings on

I'ranus: "lor the purposes of our narra-

tive, we shall assume that broad scienlific

advuncemcnls will make the feat pos.

sible." It is precisely this fundamental

assumption thai ;:ives this book the char-

acter of poor science hclion. .Ml is laid

so far in the future that logical explana-

tions arc bypassed. In the absence of

scientific transitions to events beyond

current understanding, the authors may
as well attribute the results to magic.

UNFOfiTlJNATF.LV. much thol is within

grasp today is treated with a dis-

regard for fact.s. Exploration of the aster-

oid belt will be extremely dangerous

because of a high probability of col-

lisions. Perha|is one or two osleroids may
be investigated out of curiosity, hut that

".selected asteroids might serve as base

sites for comnninications relays, naviga-

tional aids, supply depots, and emer-

gency rescue stations" is preiioslerous.

There arc fifty illustrations in this

125-pagc book. Only five convey scien-

tific informatiim. although many are

beautiful— the artist. Harry II-K Langc.

is u fine technician. My over-all impres-

sion is that Conqurring ihr Sun's Knipirc

would make an excellent illustrated talk

at a service club luncheon.

Man anil the Space Frontier, by G.

Harry .Sline (Knopf), is an cxcellcnl

hook: it is unusual thai it deaU solely

with the problems of handling the "soft-

ware" for space exploration—man.

In an interesting and readable slylc,

Mr. Sline discusses the physical, physio-

logical, and psychological problems

faced by man al the space frontier and

by the designers of his equipment. Tcm-
jierature. fresh air. radiation, isolation,

even comiianions. are a few of the topics

considered. In most instances the aullior

gives a little of the background of ihc

studies lo place ihem in a modern con-

text. Drawing a parallel with ihc history

of the design of automobiles and aircraft.

lie predicts ihat ultimately (his Iwriily.

year estimate seems a bit sliorl ) spacr

travel will be a* inexpensive and com.

forlable as air travel, and that "frail liiilc

old ladies" will visit the moon and .NLii~

.linrricans Into Orhil, by Gene f.ui my
(liandom House), is one of the Land
mark series and is a generally acceplahli

account of Project Mercury and llic

seven astronauts involved. This would h

a fine liook but for one thing— it »a
written in 1962. long before llie projc i

ended. .Vnotlier problem involves il

author's repeated "explanation" of

orbital physics as "a balance beiwccn

gravitation and eenlrifugul forces'

rN*TiHAL IlisTtuiv. Odolier aiul \o
vcniher. 196.'» I . Next year might In- a

good lime for a final edition of this ollin

wise good lumk.

.Martin ('aidin's By Apollo lo llie Mum
iDuttoni is a limely book by an exprri-

enced author. It is easy to read and cmi.

tains a wealth of information ahoiii the

Mercury. (>emini. and .\pollo projois

anil their dependence on each other, ,\lt.

Caidin also relates the I'niled .Stall".

space program to us much as can In-

learned of the Hussian effort. Inimeiliary

and aiitlienti>'ily are achieved by ipioiiiig

the public utterances of various oflicials

in the Nalionbl .\eronaulics and S|ia< c

.Administration regarding our goals. Al-

though the text shows signs of husly iilil.

iiig (no distinction is made lielwccii In

damp and lo itiiinpen\. il is well worlh

reading now. for il will probably be out

of dale in two or three years.

Planet X is the prediscovery nanu-

given to I'liito by Percival L<iwell. wlm
tvus the leading proponent of ihe exi-.|.

enceof such a trans-Neptunian planet. In

The Search jar I'lanel X, by Tony Sinii.n

(Basic Books I. the author reviews willi

clarity the historical and scientific bai k-

ground for Lowell's ideas. The book oiil-

lines the deviations of Uranus from a

calculable orbit. Adams' and I^- \cr-

rier's mathematical search for a disiiirli-

ing body, the actual sighting of Nepliiiii'

and the controversy over credit for ii»

discoverery. The tiirlher wanderings of

Uranus and Neptune, and. finally, llie

actual search for Planet X. Mr. .Simmi

dramati/x-s the iimlilems involved liy

sketching the biographies of the partici.

|ianls in the work, and by introducing as

the real hero of the story (.'lydc Toin-

baugli. He is the man who actually

located Pluto and thus became the lliinl

person in history lo know he was looking

upon a newly discovered major jilanet

for the first lime. This book is a fine re-

counting of these events.

The young reader will be able to cnn-

struct a sundial and know how and why
il works after finishing SitruUals. bv Itov

K. .Marshall (Macmiilanl. A brief his-

tory of sundials and early timekeeping

devices is inlereslingly presented and

should lead many readers to further in-



vestigation of the subject. Although the

geometry of earth-and-sun relations is

somewhat complicated, the author suc-

ceeds in presenting it simply. There is an

error in the labeling of a diagram that

shows the sun's diurnal path in the

Southern Hemisphere, but the other il-

lustrations are informative and include

some good pictures of early timekeeping

instruments. The book closes with com-

plete instructions and cutouts for mak-

ing a small sundial.

Johannes Kepler, a contemporary of

Galileo, lived during troubled times in a

turbulent country. All scientists know
that Kepler's contributions to astronomy

were the basis for much of Newton's

work, but few know about his life. This

gap can be remedied by turning to

Johannes Kepler and Planetary Motion,

by David C. Knight (Watts). Without

resorting to imaginary conversations

and guessed-at thoughts, the author suc-

ceeds in making Kepler come alive; a

person who was often ill, often frus-

trated, and sometimes elated. In matters

of astronomy, however, the author is

quite weak. Kepler's important "Ru-

dolphine Tables" are never described,

although allusions are made to their

signi6cance. A knowledgeable reader

will understand the section dealing with

relative distances to planets, but others

may be greatly confused. And Kepler's

greatest law, which relates the distances

and periods of the planets, is never

shown to be the powerful tool it became
(after modification by Newton) for de-

riving the masses of celestial bodies in

orbits. It is surprising that so little as-

tronomy figures in this book, but Mr.

Knight's account is a highly readable

biography of Johannes Kepler.

IT is a simple task to teach beginners

the outlines of constellations in a

planetarium dome; one can use a spe-

cially designed flashlight to point to the

stars. Out of doors at night it is more
dif&cult, and, in book form, the task is

immense, for it is necessary to convey the

concepts of scale and relative directions

by words and diagrams alone. Joseph M.
Joseph and Sarah L. Lippincott, the

authors of Point to the Stars (McGraw-
Hill), successfully use simple, effective

illustrations, and introduce a "little

man" who points to the stars in realistic

diagrams. The information they have in-

corporated is considerable, and is not

confined solely to the locations of the

more than two dozen constellations they

discuss. The necessary technical infor-

mation about the earth-sky geometry

and time are adequately presented; in

the discussion of each constellation a bit

of mythology is presented to satisfy the

whimsical, and some interesting astron-

omical features are mentioned. To probe

more deeply than the naked eye allows,

the authors have included special objects

of interest to be found with binoculars

and with telescopes. The reader is told

bow to discover and identify planets, and
even to "point to earth satellites." How-
ever, the reader must pay close attention

to directions for using the authors'

method for locating celestial objects if

they wish to find a particular constella-

tion at a specific time of year or from an

unfamiliar point on the earth.

This is an admirable work, clean in

design and presentation. It should be

exactly right for the interested person

with no one to help "point to the stars."

In purpose. Stars and Outer Space
Made Easy, by Carlos S. Mundt (Nature-

graph), introduces the reader to the con-

stellations and then discusses what as-

tronomers know about some individual

stars, certain types of stars, the galactic

system of stars, and the system of gal-

axies. The author, a professor of astron-

omy for more than thirty years, presents

the material in a practiced manner.

The book does have two shortcomings.

Although Professor Mundt has kept up
in certain of bis fields of interest, he is

a bit out of date in others—as evidenced
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LAND
YACHTING

. . . the fun way
to travel

•owns and

villages? Roam invilmg mountain ranges

or )ust bask on some warm sunny beach?

Perhaps you know a road somewhere
you'd like lo follow to the end. It's all the

'j.Tme with an Airstream Land Yacht — a

personal highway cruiser outfitted down
to the smallest luxurious detail for limit'

less road voyaging . . . good beds, bath-

room, hot and cold water, refrigeration,

»eat and light independent of outside

sources wherever you go — for a night, a

.veek. or a month. Airstream Land Yacht-

ing means real travel independence — no

timetables, tickets, packing. You lust tow

your Airstream lightly behind your car and

follow your travel whims wherever they

urge you to go. Yes. it's the exciting, bel-

ter way to travel here in North America or

anywhere in the world.

wrltt for Interesting fret booklet

World At Your Doontep"

AIRSTREAM INC.

HI lii« dii'CUi'sian of sirllar evoluliun and

. olur-iiiai;i>>t»dr diatsraniii. KnA llir XkwV

irddri ar. ii it wrrr irankcribnl (rum a

serif* of |>u|iiilar Ici-lurrs— rlirturiial

quMtiuns and all. Inacrurarieii of minor

fact are lolrrablr in a Irrlurr. but in a

book lliry are not. Perhaps a new edition

will cunlnin ihrsr r5iirn«i>r rp\ii>ionii.

K 1 KlUNKIlN-

Botany and Ecology

i->

:hi[lr.-nli.iok...lil»ilaii\ .iii.l -A-o-

lul rculocy included in tlii> year's

:r\icw vary widely in subjecl nialirr,

orienlaliun, and accuracy. These books

reveal no distinct trend toward sicnifi-

rani changes in scientific iiualily of nat-

ural history books for children, .As in the

|iasl, some books are cvcellcnl while

others are extraordinarily poor, and, in

iieneral. those that are best illusiruled

are the worst written.

.\ personal experience may reveal, at

least in part, puliries that rcMill in in-

accurate popular natural history ptihii-

ration-. Hecently, a major publisher

a'-ked me to review the manuscript of an

adult book on forest ecology that had

been rewritten for children by a pro-

fes>ii:inal writer with little training in

biology. I submitted about three hundred

critiiisnis. each citing an error and sug-

gesting a correction. Finally, after work-

ing thriiugh four mure drafts of the man-

uscript. I received a telephone call fnun

the chief of the publisher's research staff.

.She told me of a meeting at which the

editor iif the series bad said that the sci-

inlific criticisms had "ruined the bonk"

and made it "unreadable."

.\n outstanding example of a book that

refutes the upiniiin that on accurately

written book on forest ecology is conse-

quently uninteresting is John and Jane

Perry's Exploring thr Forest (Whittlesey

House I. Usually, I do not read through

a book for this review at one sitting.

However. Exploring thr Forest is so ac-

curate and sn well written that I found

myself at the last page almost before I

realized it. The reader learns interesting

ways of the forest biota, many camping
and hiking aids, and some enlightening

facts about the work of professional for-

esters and the wood utili7.ation indus-

tries. The material is presented through

fictional but realistic stories of hikes and
adventures, and nothing is overdrama-

tized. The authors and the publisher may
take pride in this extensively researched,

lucidly written, carefully edited honk.

The most beautifully illustrated books

in this year's selection are a young read-

er's edition of Thr Continent We Live

On, by Ivan T. Sanderson (Random
House I, and a four-volume scries on Our
National Parks, by Frances Wood ( Fol-

Icttl. In the latter, seventeen national

parks and eighteen national monuments

of the western I'nited Slates (iiicluiliiiJi

Hawaii I are described and pictured ii

cohir. The texts of Wooil's book- are al

most entirely descriptive and list puini

of scenic interest, plants, aniinaU. am
historic sites with little or no expbinatioi

of origins, habits, nr significance. Thi

qualily of the illusiralionn is variable-

-nine are exceptionally lifelike, but iithi'i<

.ire s(i piKir they are almo-t surieali-lii

l)\er-all, however, the four toluinr- pri

-cut a stunning array of the scenery i

several of our most beautiful parks.

In the new edition of Mr. .Sandrrsnu'

The Continent tt r Lite On-subtitleil ".

-Special FAlilion Fur fining Headers"-

Anne Terry White has rewritten an

greatly shortened the original text, whid)

was riddled with factual errors and arli-

ficial dramatizations of natural pheuimi

ena. Must ii( .Sanderson's fabulous tali-,

have been eliminated, as have many nl

the erroneous inlcrpretalinns and olhii

errors of the first cdilion. However, a

number of errors persist and greatly n-

dure whatever value the text might lia\i

had as an introduction to the physical

geography and natural history of North

,\merica. For example, the entire C.reat

Central Valley of California is called

".Sacramento Valley"; the geology of thr

North Dakota Badlands is misrcpre-

sented and a weird explanation is giver

for their coloring: and the .\rclic fox i>

said lo he a "foxlike dog." This list could

Ik' extended, hut let these exainpl

warn the potential reader.

The illustrations in this edition are

poorly reproduced compared lo those of

the original version—the color plal

look dull and the black-and-white pic-

lures ore of poor tonal range. Neverthe-

less, the collection of illustrolions inak

the book a good buy: just leahng

through it should imbue the reader with

new appreciation of the variety and

beauty of the continent we live on.

Two books intended os introduction

to the structure, functions, and varieiie

of flowers could serve instead os giiiilcs

to poor nature writing. Both brim with

teleology and anthro])omorphisms: hulli

shore the pbiloso|ihy of predetermina-

tion ond describe "ultimate purpose"

ond cvolutionol "aim." The more dis.

appointing book, because it was written

hv a professional biologist, is Dr. Hoss F.,

Hutcbins' This Is A Flower (Uo.lcl.

Mead I. It is a study in personifirulion

ond contains recurrent factual errors

concerning (lower ports and the sexual

process in flowering plants. The scciind

book, by .\nnr Ophelio Todd Dowden.

on occomiilishi'd botanical illustrator. Is

entitled Look At A Floiver (Crowell I. If

the scverol biologists she mentioned in

the ocknowledgmcnis did review the

manuscri|it "with a discerning eye," it Is

difhcull to understand how so many Il-

logical interpretations and Lamorckian-

isms survived in the final draft.



The texts differ in orientation. Look

At A Floioer is primarily concerned with

what you can see in a flower. This Is A
Flower, by Dr. Hutchins. is a less inten-

sive description of structural features,

but presents more information on flower

physiology, including photoperiodic in-

duction of flowering, and evolution. It

contains eighty superb photographs,

taken by the author, of flowering plants,

flower parts, and enlarged views of pollen

grains. Look At A Floiver presents Mrs.

Dowden"s attractive sketches and clear

diagrams of floral structure and variety.

Unfortunately, despite the fine illus-

trations in these two books, their per-

petuation of teleological philosophy

makes it impossible to recommend them

to anyone seeking an accurate introduc-

tion to the study of flowering plants.

Elizabeth S. Helfman's Land, People,

and History (McKay) is a historical

study of soil erosion produced by agricul-

tural activities from prehistoric to mod-

ern times, with a commentary on land

ownership patterns and considerations of

urban and other non-agricultural land

uses. After a clumsy opening marred by

several anthropomorphisms, the author

reaches the firmer (and obviously more

familiar) ground of history. She then

presents a well-integrated, easily fol-

lowed story of the almost unavoidable

waste of the soil that was a consequence

of man's efforts to control his food supply

by cultivating plants. The development

of modern erosion control in the United

States and the growth of the Soil Con-

servation Service are covered in a bio-

graphical account of Hugh Bennett's ef-

forts to alert America to the wastefulness

of its agricultural methods, and a de-

scription of the rapid growth of federal

erosion control research and ensuing rec-

ommendations. A timely chapter on wil-

derness areas presents a plausible and

unemotional view of the great value of

such lands now and their still greater

potential value to generations yet un-

born. This book tells a vital story well.

ANOTHER book with a historical view

. of natural history is Will Barker's

Wildlije In America's History (Robert

B. Luce), a miscellaneous collection of

anecdotes about mammals, birds, fish,

reptiles, and insects. The book empha-

sizes man's use and abuse of animals,

rather than the animals themselves. The

organization is poor and the reader will

find it hard to detect any unifying con-

cept or consistent approach from one sec-

tion to the next. The few chapters that

do convey pertinent and substantial in-

formation may or may not be judged of

enough value to justify buying the book.

Exploring with the Bartrams, by Ann
and Myron Sutton (Rand McNally), is a

biography of John Bartram and his son

William, two of colonial America's most

widely traveled and scientifically pro-
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present day.

Prentice-Hall Inc. ENQLEWOOD CLIFFS, NEW JERSEY

For inquiring young minds,

new books from '^dJ^^jX

MORE INDIAN
FRIENDS AND FOES

By Dorothy HEmERSTADT. Illustrated

by David Humphreys Miller. A fas-

cinating companion to the author's

popular Indian Friends and Foes.

Ages 8-12. J3.50. Hercules Library

Binding: S3.24 net

WANTED:
AMATEUR SCIENTISTS

By Robert Froman-. Illustrated with

photographs. How amateurs can make

important contributions to science.

Ages 12 up. S3.25

WAVES:
PATHWAYS OF ENERGY
By William Bixiiv. Illustrated with

diagrams and photographs. Explains

all kinds of waves-water, earth,

sound, light, radio and others. Ages

14 up. .S3.50

AMERICAN
LIONS AND CATS

By B. F. Beebe. Illustrated by James

Ralph Johnson. Authentic descrip-

tions of jaguars, bobcats, lynx, eyras

and cougars. Ages 12 up. J3.95. Her-

cules Library Binding: $3.59 net

LAND, PEOPLE
AND HISTORY

By Elizabeth S. IIelfiian. Illus-

trated with photographs. Explains the

importance of land and the effect of

its use and misuse on man throughout

history. Ages 12-16. S3.75. Hercules

Library Binding: «3.29 net

DAVID McKAY COMPANY, Inc.

119 West 40lh Street

New York 18



t^w_
Sportsman, traveler, photographer . . .

wherever you go, whatever you need In

optia you'll find a Buihnell that will

provide the quality and timeleu perform-

ance you demand A Bushnell auurej you
pleajant eiperiences in sijht for year?

come.

^
CUSTOM 7x35 BINOCULAR
Check rated in consumer tests. Only in

Custom hinocular will you find the exclu-

sive* optical system with retractable eye-

cups that give even eyeglass and sunglass

wearers a lull field ol view; ultra violet

filters protect against glare from snow,

sand and water; ZO-year guarantee $89.50

CUSTOM COMPACT 6x25 BINOCUUIR
Brand new this year. Smartly styled lor

sports or theatre: 3 inches high; also with

retractable' eyecups: ZO-year guarantee

$59.50
,

Other binoculars $14.50 to J13S.00

'Falenis Pendina

TELEVAR VARIABLE

TELEPHOTO
Now. the fun of telephoto lor every SLR

' camera fan. TeleVar attaches easily; zooms
Irom 350mm-650mm on focal plane shut-

ter cameras. Crisp, sharp results. 12 feet

lo infinity; 20year guarantee $59.50
(Adapters available lor all SLR's)

For extra high power ask for the Bushnell

Spacemaster, 750mm-3000mm telephoto,

'ram $110.00

Also, sunglasses, microscopes, riflescopes.

For complete detaih on any Bushnell
product, plus Free Folder "How lo

I Select Binoculars," see your dealer, or

OOB^shnell
Deot. Hi7 Bushnell Blig.. Pasadena, Cililornia

In Canada: 1310 West Sixth Ave., Vancouver, B.C.

duclivc botanists. The Sutton»' informa-

lion was drawn largrly from Francis

Harper's siliolarly writings on the lives

.111(1 travels u( llie Itarlrains, but ibe

inure adventurous aspeets of explora-

tions are bigbliglited in ibis book. Tliere

is little explanation of llie less exriting

cataloguing and description that cunitti.

luted the lasting \alue ol tlie llarlranis'

Work. However, llie Sutlon>' book is ap-

pealing in its exposition of the personal

difficulties and adxentures involved in

early scientiiic exploration in eastern

Norlli .-Xnierica. Clear maps and interest-

ing pen sketches coinplenu-iit the text.

Conserialionists Anil B lull Tliry Do,
by C. William lliirrisun (Walts I, is an
up-to-date career guide. Il introduces

the reader lo the problems created by

centuries of unwise use of the world's

resources (empliusiiting North American
problems), and then describes the work
•if soil, range, and fishery specialists,

foresters, and wildlife managers. Each
profession is dramutined by a brief story

of a "man on the job," and ihe varied

educational rc(|uirenicnts of each profes-

sion are describe<l. Universities offering

career training are listed, or sources of

more detailed information are given.

This aulliorilative, encompassing book
will be a welcome guide to the high
school student who would like to pursue

some aspect of conservation as a career.

The book has even broader value, how-
ever, for il presents many of the conser-

vation problems facing our civilizalion.

relates many principles thai must guide
us in finding solutions, and sunimuri/cs

the main currents of contemporary work
in basic and applied research on conser-

vation problems.

The trees of North America, from the

loconut palm of balmy seashores lo the

-aguaro cactus of our bol. arid Soiitli-

Kcsl, arc the subject of The .S'.'ui/y 0/
Trees Made Simple, by Solveig P. Rus-
sell (Doublcday). This paper-hound
book is illustrated with more than a hun-
Ired pen outline sketches of leaves, fruit,

ir.-e shapes, and other subjects. Not all

'f the trees discussed in the text are illus-

trated, and not all of the illuslralions arc
sufficiently detailed or accurate lor posi-

tive identification of a tree, particularly

the pictures of tree shapes. The text is

iiuile variable in quality. The dcicrip-

tions arc standardized and agree with
similar ones published in many other

identification manuals. Geographical
ranges are given, but for many species

the ranges indicated ore incomplete or

inaccurate. The poor introductory and
concluding chapters arc particularly ob-

jectionable because of a lack of compre-
hension and several serious factual

errors. This book is not as useful, not as

complete, and certainly not as accurate

as several other recently published pa-

perback books on trees.

Jack McCormick

Geography, Geologv

and Paleontology

BH.IK~ .Ml -..-l.-ll.f, «ll,-|||<-r .11 II.. I ih

are written for children, ran

placed in one of two categories: lli.i

that tell "All About" a siibjccl. .ii

tbuse that tell of "(.".real l.i\e> in .<

ence." Clearly, both types are iiii|..

lant. The younger child usually pi.-l.

books in the former category; be \»..iil

rather revel in a catalogue of nahn
wonders than follow the personal ml
lations of some long-dead savant.

Hooks of the "Great Lives" tvp.-.

which the progress of one man gallnii

and interpreting scientific data i> I-

lowed bisiurically, have seveiul \iiiiii

Interest can be sustained with piilin.-

anecdotes, and the reader can (.iH.im il

[lalli of logical development trace.! I

ihe scientist. Il.iwcver. the primary a.

vantage of this approach is thai tli

nature of science as a cultural phcii.iiii.

non is conveyed in an unconscious an

effective way. Science, after all, is nut

static body of fact and italicized luv.-

is a dynamic search for an improvcil in

derslanding of natural phenomena, . .n

ducted by real |ie<iple. Its only con^lai

character is change. But these biniiri

pbies also have shortcomings: their pn
spective is often limited, and their fornu

is often unappealing.

Hooks reviewed hclnw include c!

amples of the /Ml About and the Gni
Lives categories, as well as some tlij

combine the two approaches.

The Quesl of Caplain Cook, by Mill

cent E, Selsam (Doublcday), i.< an .ml

standing biography of an inipnrlan

occanograplier. Captain James (^..ll,

The subject of the story is ideally i-iiili-

for |ire>entalion lo young readers. liisin

from the ranks of the British .Navy, Cool

won fame and fortune, made great cm
Iributions lo our knowledge of ih.

oceans, lived a lite of high advcniiir.

in remote and romantic places, and lr(

his mark on a variety of disciplines frnn

public health lo anlbropnlngy.

The slory of James Cook's "three grca

voyages around the worhl" is "the great

est single rpiesl any man ever made ii

explore uncharted waters, . ,
." Thrsi

voyages "mark the dividing line belwi-ii

the dauntless ocean adventurers of iIk

preceding centuries and the systemali.

exploration of the earth . .
," The book

is highly recommended.
Another fine biography of an impor

tant oceanographcr and marine hiolofiivi

is Pioneer Oceanographer Alexander
Agnssiz, by Beryl Williams and Sam-
uel Epstein (Messner). Louis Agassiz,

father of Alexonder, had such a remark-

able career as a scientist that the son's

reputation has, to a considerable extent,

been overshadowed. Although this book

focuses on Alexander's life and work,



A Gift

For Someone

Special?

Give a subscription to

ARCHAEOLOGY
a beautifully illustrated quarterly

in which experts report and inter-

pret the latest discoveries in both

the Old and the New World.

Articles are written in non-techni-

cal language, especially for the

layman.

For your own enjoyment, for a Christmas

gift of lasting pleasure, may we suggest

ARCHAEOLOGY. An attractive gift card

will be sent in your name.

$5.00 a year,

mailing. Make
ARCHAEOLOGY

San-

payable

ARCHAEOLOGY, Dept. N14

100 Washington Sq. East,

New York, N.Y. 10003

Send ARCHAEOLOGY for year(s) to;

I enclose check/money order for $

the authors make good use of the con-

trasts between father and son in bringing

alive their controversy about the merits

of Danvin's theory of evolution.

Like Cook, Alexander Agassiz pro-

vides good copy. Owing to financial dif-

ficulties he interrupted his career as a

scientist to become a millionaire. Re-

turning to his scientific career, Agassiz

brought with him not only money to

finance his work (and that of others)

but also engineering skill that enabled

him to make important advances in

equipment for exploring the ocean

depths. Agassiz' career thus illustrates

the important point that science is an

activity requiring not only intellectual

skills but also adequate financial re-

sources and proper equipment.

DESPITE its title. The Case of the Miss-

ing Link, by Eleanor Clymer (Basic

Books ) , is an outstanding book on the

evolution of man. It combines the best

features of the All About and Great

"Lives presentations. Human interest is

achieved by telling parts of the stories

of men who contributed substantially to

our understanding of the origins of man-

kind: Darwin, Fuhlrott, Dubois, Black,

von Koenigswald, Broom, and others.

The reader ivill derive a sense of excite-

ment from following an intellectual ad-

venture. The author explains the con-

tribution of stratigraphic geology to the

study of evolution by describing the

pioneer work of Hutton and Smith. The

age of the earth is treated in similar

fashion, and the reader learns of the long

intellectual struggle that has marked

man's efforts to comprehend the vastness

of geologic time.

In Prehistoric Seas, by Carroll Lane

Fenton and Mildred Adams Fenton

(Doubleday ) , is a good book for younger

readers. It describes most of the im-

portant types of fossils that record the

nature of life of ancient seas. The book

is organized systematically by type of

fossil, with the recurrent pattern of one

or two simple pages of text accompany-

ing excellent drawings and photographs

of each major animal category. Although

little attempt is made to interpret the

facts that are presented, the volume

achieves its purpose by providing in-

formation about, and stimulating interest

in, the relicts of ancient marine life.

Walter Sullivan's Polar Regions

(Golden Press) is a very brief but very

competent survey of the geography, cli-

mate, and life of the polar regions. It

includes an abbreviated, accurate review

of the adventurous story of polar ex-

ploration and has informative maps and

illustrations, many of which are in color.

Heroes of Polar Exploration, by Ralph

K. Andrist (American Heritage), is an

excellent, rather detailed study of the

liistory of polar adventures. Staff work

by the editors of Horizon is clearly evi-

must
a cactus
watch
the birdie?

Yes, if it's a cloudy, windy day as
it was when this mountain succulent*s
portrait was made by a Honeywell
Pentax at 1/60 sec, f/16.

You ordinarily don't think of a
flower as a moving target—until you
catch one wavering in your view find-

er. Then you increase shutter speed,
open up the lens, and—oops, there
goes your depth of field! Pretty petal,

poor pistil.

Use a Honeywell Prox-O-Lite on
your camera and you do two things:

(1) stop motion, and (2) permit small-
er apertures for maximum depth of
field. The Prox-O-Lite is an electronic

flash unit which fits right on your lens
mount to surround your subject with,

shadowless light.

Sec the Prox-O-Lite at your Honey-
welt dealer's today. Or write for UluS'
trated brochure to Herb Willis (209),

Honeywell
PHOTOORAPHIC PRODUCTS
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OUR NEW

ARCHEOLOGY TOUR

OF

GREECE AND EGYPT
will depjit 3 weeks earlier thjn announced last

month. This exciting 29day tour personally con-

ducted by Or. Cyrus Gordon will leave New York

via Lufthansa jet on Marcti 18, 1964.

Among the important sites of Greek and Egyp-

tian antiquity you will visit are: ATHENS-boom-
ing modern city and rich repository ol a glorious

past, still present everywhere. MYCENAE and

TIRYNS -Cyclopean walled citadels renowned in

history and legend. CORINTH-once the epitome

ol luxurious living and its antithesis. SPARTA

the austere. OLYMPIA and DELPHI - sacred to the

gods, games, and oracle. THE ISLES OF GREECE
-Crete. Hydra. Oelos. Mykonos. Santorin-

sparkling jewels ol the Aegean. CAIRO-Moslem
metropolis with its incomparable museum, a

panoply of Pharaonic splendors, and nearby

MEMPHIS. SAKKARA. GIZA. the FAYUM. CRUISIN(5

THE NILE-to ASWAN and the soontobe sub-

merged great temple at ABU SIMBEL. to KAR-

NAK, LUXOR, THE VALLEY OF THE KINGS, and

OENDERAH This will be an unforgettable journey

through time and space to the wellsprings ol

Western civilization. $1920.00 all-inclusive. The

limited size ol the group makes early reserva-

tions advisable. We will be pleased to send you
without obligation a detailed itinerary and com-

plete information.

Dr. Cyrus Gordon has served

as an archeologist on many
_ expeditions in the Near East." ^» He participated in unearthing

^^SA| the royal tombs at Ur. in dis-

^^^^^^E covering the mines ol King

^B]^^^^ Solomon, and deciphering the^^^^H Tell el'Amarna tablets found^^^ in

He is the author ol many
books and articles on the ancient East Medi-

terranean. Among the books are Adventures in

the Nearest East. The World ol the Old Testa-

ment, and Belore the Bible: The Common Back-

ground of Greek am) Hebrew Civilization.

For many years he ''a; laugh" ihe languages.

history, and archeology ol Egypt, Greece, and
many other Near Eastern lands.

He is also an experienced public lecturer on
the subject of this tour.

LINDBUD TRAVEL. Inc.. 1 E. 53 St.. N.Y. 22. N.Y.

Please send me details and itinerary of your
forthcoming tour to Greece and Egypt.

NAME

«D0RESS

CITY STATE

o

drill in llir high c|ualily uf illiisirativr

nmlrrial. Striking hut laniiliar (lular

phuiugraphis are »ii|i|ilfnii?nl<'il by re-

liruiluiliuns uf many lilllr-known iminl-

ings, wotxjculs, and drawings, all »*

nihlrd with Ihr |.c.ifr>>iiinal >kill

.miliar to rpadc-r« of Horizon and

: firiiion Hrriiiif-r. lirgiiining with the

:i-i-iivcry and senlrinrnl ol lircfnland

» Krii- ihf Ked. ihr slor>' i> larrird

:'>rward to llir Novagr of ihr .\nulilui

undrr llir Nurlh I'olr. Si-irnlific a^|lm)l

uf polar t-xploralion arc glinipiird only

in pas-ing. Thr book was apparently

prudiu-rd with all agr groiipn in mind

and i^ -o well done that youngster*

lwel\e and up will enjoy prrusing il.

I'alrii'ia l^ubrr Ua- atlrinpled In pre-

sent the "big pielure" of the earth, the

oceans, and the ainiospliere. as now un-

derstood by grophysii-isis. in All About

ihr PInnri ICarlh ( lUnduni House I . De-

uiils such as the origin of local land-

-apes are left out. and space is devoted

instead to isoslasy (gravitational e<pii-

libriuni of earth's crust i, heal How. earth-

ipiakes. volcanulogy. gravity studies,

sunspols. ocean currents. »ul>marine

topography, wind sysicms. geomagne-

tism, cosmic rays, and the Van .Mien

radiation bull-all in approximalrly

eighty page^ of large-prinl text. The re-

sult is of mixed (piulily. On some topics,

such as Mibmarine landscape features,

the text give> inlercsling inlormalion and

a good statement of scienlihc opinions

regarding origins. In other areas, such

as isoslasy, the information is badly

garbled. Far loo much is altcniplcd. and

lacking the discipline and outline struc-

ture of a texlbuiik. this pre^enlalion is

often confusing.

Av entirely inadequate [ircscntalion ol

scientific material on the study of

caves is presented in The Complrlr

Book of Catr Exploration, by Roy Pin-

ncy (Coward-McCann I. Half the book

is devoted to ihc lore of caves— including

descriptions of famous caves, discussions

of cave animals, and the use of caves as

homes by ancient man. Tin- last half is

devoted to methods and equipment used

in cave exploration.

Presumably, the book is intended for

anyone old enough and adventurous

enough to plan a caving ex|)cdilion. Al-

though most of the information is taken

from reliable sources and is accurate,

some parents may question the author's

wisdom in giving young readers certain

types of advice. For example, if difficulty

is encountered in extricating an injured

person from a light spol. the reader is

advised that he "may find il helpful to

break one or both |of the injured per-

son's) collar bones with a piton hammer
or sharp rock."

Stars Mosquitoes and CrocodUes,

edited by .Milliccnt E. Sclsam (Harper
& Row), is an account of the .American

travels of the great German naturalist

.Mexander von lluinboldl. The story is

presented almost rnlirrly in the Kcicii

list's own words, with short inlroduotoi\

and transitional passages provided l>\

the editor. Humholdl conlribuird iniii h

lo scientific hehU ol knowledge in tin-

late eiglilrentli and early nineteenth i cii-

lury and hi- lile was an adventurous unr

rnfurlunalely. the scientist's personal-

ily is unlovable, and his writing s|\lr

|>edantic, mi ihnl. through no luull o(

Mrs. SeUani. the bonk drags. A volume

reviewed last year in these columns. Tlir

Dragon Trrr, by Val Gendron, uses (.n

fewer of lluinliidill's own words uimI

provides the young reader with a rciilK

interesting ami comprehensible accounl

of the lile and work of this great man
All About Mountains and Mttuntoiii-

rrring, by .Viiiie Terry While ( Runilnin

House), is a good accounl ol mounlain

lore and of mountaineering as u spurt.

However, mountains as objects of scien-

tific study are almost ignored.

lolIN Imiuiik

Zoology

A fine silui lion ol zuulogy books awaits

the young reader this year. Tluic

are books with magnificent photogru|ilis

and delightful storicD ronccrning inli-r-

esting animal groups. Some will fire iin-

aginalions while answering ipii'siions;

others will charm, enlertain. and. with

great subllcty. inform. But there arc al-o

books that are dull, pedestrian, anil |»'.

danlic. However, this is by far llii- lir-i

collection I have seen since the inceplinii

of this children's book survey. Il emout
ages one lo believe that authors and piili

lishers are heeding earlier criticisms.

I have always decried anecdotal tale

as being unscientific and too antliropn

morpbic: many are. But I think lln- lu<

books reviewed below, although high I

personal accounts, arc informative and

stimulating. They do more lo encourag

young naturalists than the sometimes dry

hooks on zoological subjects.

The Otlrrs Talr. by Gavin Maxw.-ll

(l)ullon). is his King of lirighl II nlrr

adapted for children. The adult lionk is

the widely acclaimed story of Ihe otters

.Mr. Maxwell kept as pets. In this re-

vision the writing is unforlunalely com-

plex although il is simplified when coin-

pared with the original. But if the yoiin;:

reader is willing to read slowly and can--

fully the end result is worlli the effort.

The story still relains its sense of sus.

pense. and readers will meet three cap-

tivating animals cuvorling through the

pages, iheir many moods marvclously

recorded by (ihotographs.

The other book. Silrnl Visitor, by

Theodore Brainier ( Alheneum ). is a tale

of twelve nights filled with mystery. The
author retraces, nigbt-by-nighl in diary

form, the excitement and challenge cre-

ated by an unknown visitor that was eat-

ing bananas in bis kitchen. Mr. Braum-r,



The loneliness

of a little girl

Her name is Patricia Bright Eagle, a forgotten

child with a proud tradition. Patricia's home is

made of mud and sticks; her food consists mainly

of fried bread and corn.

Like other six-year-old children, Patricia

started school this year. It was a frightening

experience for her. Unable to speak but a few

words of English, Patricia suddenly found her-

self in a world where she became self-con-

scious and ashamed of her clothes, of her name,

of her appearance ... of herself. She stays apart,

bewildered and lonely.

Patricia will soon learn to speak English, but

there are some things school cannot give her,

things that the other children have. She needs

new shoes, decent clothes, money for school

activities and school supplies—and for an oc-

casional luxury such as a bracelet or a small

toy.She needs the help of someone who cares...

someone to give her the confidence and assur-

ance she needs so desperately to participate in

voluntary school and community services.

If not you...who?
You—or your club or office group—can give

these things to Patricia or another needy Indian

child through SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION.

Your contribution of just $10.00 a month,

$120.00 a year, will provide a child with funds

to buy suitable clothing, books and a cash al-

lowance for school activities.

You will receive a photograph, a case history,

and progress reports on the child you sponsor.

You may also correspond with the child, so that

your generous material aid becomes part of a

larger gift of understanding and friendship.

Won't you please help?

save the children!

j
Serving Children for 31 Years I

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION I

}
Norwalk, Connecticut I

j 1 wish to contribute $120.00 annually to help an I

I American Indian Girl D Boy D j

I
Enclosed is my first payment; i

$10.00 a month $60.00 semi-annually D i

i I cannot sponsi

jtio,

I Address.

I
City

I
Contribut ! tax deductible.

a photographer, rigged up a camera sys-

tem whereby his nocturnal visitor would
trip a release and take its own picture.

And thus Mr. Brauner discovered that

a bat, carrying a baby bat, fed on the

bananas in his fruit bowl. This led the

author into a search for bats in their

natural habitats and to an inquiry about

their biology. It is a wonderful book,

filled with unusual, revealing photo-

graphs, and written in an easy, smooth

style, with delightful touches of humor.

Other books that deal specifically with

mammals are about weasels, whales, and
dolphins. C. B. Colliy's Fur and Fury
(Duell. Sloan and Pearce) concerns the

family Mustelidae—the weasels, ferrets,

minks, martens, fishers, otters, and
skunks. Each chapter describes a sepa-

rate species, giving its life history, habi-

tat preferences, hunting behavior, ma-
ternal behavior, and behavior of the

young. Photographs show members of

each genus. Although the book has no

inde.x and I found tlie writing occasion-

ally trite and anthropomorphic, it is a

competent work and should appeal to

the child interested in this family.

The Remarkable Dolphin, by Henry
Chapin (Scott), is also a competent
work. This is a standard report with an
index, list of references, and an impres-

sive roster of scientists whom the author

consulted about dolphins. It is illustrated

with good pen-and-ink drawings. Mr.
Chapin opens with a general description

of dolphins, and points out that he will

be describing Tursiops, the Atlantic

coast dolphin. The first chapter is an in-

troduction to the subjects covered in the

book, such as anatomy, physiology, be-

havior, and mythology. Then the family

life of the dolphin is charmingly de-

scribed. A long chapter on dolphins in

captivity at various marine showplaces
and laboratories mentions the vast num-
ber of tricks dolphins learn to perform in

captivity. The information is up to date

and includes studies by Kellogg on the

echo-sounding of dolphins, and recent

work on the dolphin skin, which is now
known to increase swimming efficiency.

Mr. Chapin should be congratulated

on his caution when discussing the abil-

ity of dolphins to talk with humanoid
speech. However, he does recognize their

ability to learn quickly.

My favorite of these three books is

Killer Whale!, by Joseph J. Cook and
William L. Wisner (Dodd, Mead), a

fine book written in a clear, exciting, and
informative style. An excellent selection

of photographs and drawings enhances
and extends the text. Whales are intro-

duced in the first chapter and the re-

mainder of the book is devoted to the

killer. The killer whale is well designed

for its destructive life. These whales
travel in packs, and can destroy other

whales many times their size. The killer

whale's biology and behavior, feeding

habits, and methods of attacking prey

NEW FIELD GUIDES
To BIRDS

hy Ernest S. Booth

BIRDS OF THE EAST

about bird photograptiy, nesting studit
feeding babies, bird clubs. The finest field
guide on the market.

386 pages; 1962 $7.95 postpaid

EASTERN BIRD GUIDE FOR YOUTH
Only field guide written just for youth (ages
5 to 12). 175 birds in full color—43 pages
in color. Large page size—7x10 inches.
Concise descriptions of birds. Designed to
make bird watchers of our children.

1963 $3.99 postpaid

WESTERN BIRD GUIDE FOR YOUTH
Like the Easte

and shown in the color plates.
in full color—43 pages in color.

1963 $3.95 postpaid

Guide in design ex-
jcies are described

175 birds

BIRDS OF THE WEST
The ideal field guide for the West. IWore
than 1000 illustrations; 275 birds in full

color. Keys to all groups of birds. Uses the
new A O U names and ranges. Like Birds

LIFE LIST FOR BIRDS
An ideal record book for keeping o

$1.00 paper; $2.50 cfoth

FIELD RECORD FOR BIRDS

OUTDOOR PICTURES
BOX 1326, ESCONDIDO, CALIFORNIA
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Still 111 a quandary
over Aunt Susie's

Slit . Let her choose her own.

Give a gift certificate from the Mu-

seum Shop. Available in denomina-

tions of five—from S5.00 up. We
will send the certificate with your

name appearing as donor, and a copy

of our most recent catalog.

.Vri'/"""'

The American Museum ofNatural History

79th and Central Park West N.Y. 24. N.Y.
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are describrd. It is a truly ferocious and

friglilenine bcasl. The book make* fas-

cinating rradin;; and includes an index.

.\Ilhoueli il i« delighllillly lirre/y. How
Small Arr Animal^y !•> Helen Kay
(Oasic Hooks I. lias a niisleatlint; lille.

Thi> reader a»»uined thai il would lie

about iiilellii;ence in aniinaU. Instead, il

i> a b<.M>k alhiul animal belia\ior and in-

> hides studies on im|irinlini; in animals,

< unimuniealion. conditioning. |>ara>ilic

behavior in birds, and l.t^. in animals.

The subjects are well handled, albeit

stiperiicially. There is an index and a list

'>f books (or further rending (some are

..liege level lexis), and many iiiclure-.

1 he book is well done and accurate.

ANOTiirn animal liehavinr book. How
. Animali l.iir Togrlher, by Milli-

cent K. Sel-am (Morrow I. i« a survey of

various groups of animal- thai live in

great an<l small groups. The book de-

scribes ihe many way animals live in

harmony: some live in groups only Icni-

porarily. when they migrate, reproduce,

nr hibernale. while ollicrs live in groups

all their live-. The striking (eoturc oboul

social or group behavior is thai il is dis-

Iribuled ihroughoul the animal kingdom.

Many iliverse groups are discussed, rang-

ing (roni insecis lo chimpanzees. There

are descriptions of ihe moling behavior

iif gulls and penguins, and of the peck

iirdcr of chickens, a seemingly cruel sys-

tem that is necessary to ihe social sta-

bility of ihe group.

I'p-to-dalc reports on the social life of

mammals and family groups of primates

are included, as arc the well-known so-

cial orders of ants and l>ces. The bonk is

accurate and informative—there i« a good

reference lisl and index—but I found the

writing dull. I also had an uneasy feeling

thai .Mrs. Sclsam was implying thai ani-

mals direct their action with knowledge
iif ihcir goals, rather than responding

to immediate cues and past experiences.

Two soft-covered. Icxtbook-likc publi-

cations nn birds and fishes arc new addi-

tions In Doubleday's "Made Simple"

series. Of the two. The Study of Fishes

Mailr Simple, by Eugene V. Mohr. is ihc

belter one. Il is concerned with approxi-

mately 1.50 (airly common species of fish

found in rivers, lakes, and the sea. The
author is clever to restrict the number o(

fi-hes he wishes |o describe, and he docs

nni altcmpi In generalize from one lo

many species. The common fishes of

lakes and rivers. o( coral reefs, of Ihe

open sea. and the abyssal fishes are dis-

I'lis-ed in terms i>( their feeding and their

general habitat. The anatomy of a fish

i- illustrated, but the function of the

lateral line is incorrectly listed as a tem-

perature receptor. The writing is neither

ino technical nor too simple. Llnforlu-

nately. the illustrations are very poor and

are rendered in diagrammatic fashion.

In contrast to this largely adequate

book, The Study of Birds Made Simple,

by Hilda Simon, is mediocre. Il sullei

from an extremely uneven writing stvl

.\t one point the author tells stories to

six year old; at anniher -he i- talkiii;

about bird- In an nriiithologi-l. The »

ing il. dull and the de-criptiiuis of I

liehavinr are unlhropoinorphic.

chapter on migraliiui implies thai

unilerstand all the factors ihal give

to migraliiin-. There i« also wide-pi

u»e of the ipie-lionable concept o( "in

stinel." The book i- so dull that il w.i- .

real eflorl lo read il. and I fear thai ih<

contents will not matter to ihe readri

The Giuni (.olden Hook of /(i;./.«. 1.

Itobert Porter .Mien, designed and illii-

Iraled by .\rlhur Singer (Golden I'lc-

is a handsomely illnslraled survey

birils of the world. The common nan

geographic location, and siic of a b

are listed with each illnslration in cnl

Many picture- -how the birds in acii<

thus reducing the amount of de-cripi

material in Ihe concise text. Drain. ii

looking tropical birds, penguin-, -hi

birds, frigatebirds and storks, thru-h

finches, warblers, and starlings. |o n;i

but a few. are covered. Thi- pre«<Milaii

should help chiblren lo discover im'

about birds by watching them.

\aniifip Liiitifi Things, by Surali K

Hiedmaii ( Kami McNally I . aspire- I" I"

a book on nicihii<ls of taxonomy ^<ni

classification. 1 thought lhal. at la-l. ;

young rea<ler would have a source of in

formation about classification and -\-

lemalics and about how scientists dn icl>

a group o( animals is a separate -pei i<^

Il is a dilficult subject, and one thai i

not loo well understood by youthful -In

dents of biology. However, the aulli"

soon loses sight of her mighty goal aii<

slips Into a rather pedestrian survey <i

the plant and animal world. .She li-l- tin

major groups of animals and their gen

crol characlerislics. In some place- -h>

uses simple language, in others, complin

language. For example, she tells of li-lo'

"bony and cartilaginous." Why not ii-i

the proper scientific names here in-li.ii

of the so-called simple names? Also, how

is one lo know what a class is, or ar

order, or a family y These points arc not

clarified in the text, although Ihc anil

does discuss genera and species. The il-

liislralion- are sketches in a fairly cojn

nion style. There is an index.

Animnli in Srienre ( Mcljraw-llill I ii

Margaret 0. Hyde's answer to aniivivl

seclionisls. She presents, in direct and

lucid fashion, the role that animal- |>l

in scientific research and the signifir.i

advance- in medicine, particularly, thai

have been made through sludie- on ai

mals. Although the book is mcani (<

children, many adults who have i|u<

tioned this a«pecl of research will lind

the biKik very informolive. The aulhi

de-cribes -Indies on germ-free animal

on animal a-lronauls. on animal- ih^

can regenerate new limbs, on anim.tls

and mental drugs, on animals and poll



on sound and light production, and on

genetics and behavior. It is a good work,

accurate and up to date. Margaret Hyde
should be congratulated for tackling

areas of study that most children's au-

thors shy from. The illustrations are ade-

quate, and a bibliography, an index, and

a list of biological supply houses where

one can obtain animals are provided.

Our World Undenvater, by WiUiam
M. Stephens (Lantern Press), is a very

good book on skin diving. Mr. Stephens'

attitude is positive: Skin diving can be

great fun but one should be sensible

about it and know how to handle oneself

underwater. He points out that trying to

hold one's breath longest or attempting

depth records is a sure form of suicide

The first three chapters deal with the

history of diving, the development

self-contained underwater breathing

paratus (scuba), and how to become a

scuba diver. Mr. Stephens then tells o

hair-raising shark hunts, of ways to pho
tograph underwater and what equipment

to use, of cave explorations, of treasure

hunting, and of wreck explorations. The
photographs are very good and there are

some amusing sketches. The book ends

T\'ith an excellent, long bibliography.

In brief, here are three insect books.

Wonders of the Beetle W'orld by Sig-

mund A. Lavine (Dodd. Mead i . is about

beetles and the role they have played in

the culture of man throughout history.

The Egyptians made sacred scarabs in

the form of beetles to signify everlasting

life. Ladybug beetles are a popular ele-

ment in folklore. The author describes,

in an interesting and pleasant style, mat-

ing behavior, beetle development, and
the various beetle specializations.

Insects and Plants, by Elizabeth K.

Cooper (Harcourt. Brace & World), out-

lines the relationships between insects

and plants, including nectar-gathering,

pollination, the use of plants as homes
for developing insects, plants that eat

insects, and insects that eat plants. The
book has a good index and is well writ-

ten, although the author has a tendency

to imply purposefulness in the behavior

of both insects and plants.

The most attractive of the insect books

is A Bee is Born (Sterling). The photo-

graphs by the author. Harald Doering.

are excellent in all respects. They are

informative, clear, aesthetically appeal-

ing, and numerous. Each appears with a

fully explanatory caption, Mr. Doering
has organized his book into various chap-

ters, and he lucidly describes the birth of

a new colony, the worker bees, the queen,

the hive, and the many specialized activi-

ties of the colony. There is a spectacular

photograph of a bee in the process of

stinging the author's finger, and an

equally superb series of photographs of

the queen as she emerges from her cell.

Exploring Biology, by Tad Harvey
(Doubleday), left me somewhat con-

fused because the text is appropriate for

students in high school or beyond, but

the magnificent and profuse illustrations

by Lee J. Ames are largely designed for

children. The author opens with a gen-

eral story on ecology, morphology, and
cell physiology. Ultimately, and I think

that this is the point Mr. Harvey was try-

ing to make, he explores the work of bio-

chemists and biophysicists as the final

goal in the study of biology. Many biolo-

gists will disagree with that view.

The material presented is what one
finds in a standard biological text. 1 be-

lieve that Mr. Harvey's noble intent was
to show that the entire field of biology

is related, from a single amino acid to

the evolution of man. However. I do not

think that his attempt was successful.

Evelyn Shaw

Free reprints of the 1963 Christmas book
survey are available to librarians and
teachers who write us on their official

letterhead. Sorry, but we must request

stamped and self-addressed envelopes.

Address: Reviews. Natural History.
79th Street and Central Park West. New
York 24. N.Y. Others who wish copies

may obtain them at cost— 20(S apiece.

SOUTH IFIIC.
...see ifyourself!
Vast, magnificent Kruger National Park is one of several

great wild-animal sanctuaries you'll see for yourself on your

natural history tour to South Africa. Be sure to include

Kalahari Gemsbok National Park, Hluhluwe Game Re-

serve, and Umfolosi, home of the rare White Rhino,

Tour all South Africa in carefree comfort, and at surpris-

ingly low cost —"Less cost per day the longer you stay." See

your Travel Agent; send coupon for colorful literature.

SOUTH AFRiCAIM
TOURIST CORPDRATIDN

NAME .

STREET
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Digs Expose Aiu ioiit

Lydiaii Capilal
Rise and fall of urban patterns seen in once-wealthy Sardis

Oi'iMM.s In iiiiiiu-lh iniihlnii'lfil liy

Surilin rii|{iiii-rri>, in rtrnlcr, /</(, wrro

revculcd us ruiirruliiiK rork fell u>viiy.

Mlcinv WM.i, 111 ^oiilli »li)|ii' of S.irili

.-ll:l.l.'l^^a^hllill in llir Kiirlv lly/.iKli

|iiTiii<l rnlin-lv from curlier liuililiMi:^



By George M. A. Hanfmann

THE PENINSULA of Asia Minor,

ivhich is modern Turkey, is a

bridge between two continents and

has played an important part in the

bjstorv of civilization. Recent dis-

coveries show that already in the sixth

millennium B.C. early agriculturists

were building villages in Central Tur-

kev I Catal Hiiyiik near Konya I . The

mineral riches of eastern Turkey were

responsible for important technologi-

cal advances during the Bronze Age
and subsequently the great culture

of the Hittites arose in the mountain-

rimmed highlands of the interior ( see

NatuR-AI. History, June-July, 1959).

Slashed from east to west by drainage

basins of several big rivers that run

to the sea, the western part of Turkey

has been at all times the meeting

ground for Mediterraneans and Near

Easterners, for sailors coming across

the seas, and for caravans descending

through the river valleys from the

interior. Systematic work on the his-

tory of this zone of contact began with

H. Schliemann's sensational discover-

ies at Troy, but despite numerous
excavations much remains to be
learned, especially about the early cul-

tures of the area. High on the list of

promising objectives is Sardis, which

at one time in its history was the

richest city in the world and the capital

of a great kingdom.

Some sixty miles inland from the

west coast of Turkey, the picturesque

red crags of the citadel of Sardis rise

against the backdrop of mighty Mount
Tmolus (ca. 7,000 feet high) . The city

lay at the southern edge of a broad,

fertile plain formed by the river

Hermus (Gediz), after it breaks out

of the volcanic region to the east, the

so-called Burned Lydia. At the north

edge of the plain is a large lake that

abounds in fish and fowl. A limestone

ridge alongside is dotted with the

"Thousand Mounds" (Bin Tepej of

the royal cemetery. Hot sulphur
springs attest continued volcanic ac-

tivity, and earthquakes are frequent.

Because the Tmolus keeps its snowcap
well into the summer, the region is

well watered and is famous for its

vineyards and fruit orchards.

Such an environment would be a

logical place for early farmers to

settle. Flint tools and polished celts

were picked up when the railroad from
the coast to the interior was built in

the 1880's and may be implements of

Copper or Early Bronze Age farmers.

In the second millennium before

Christ, Hittite kings speak in their

annals of a great kingdom named
Assuva in western Asia Minor. Some
scholars believe that the word Assuva
is the same as the name of the conti-

nent, Asia. The Greek historian Herod-
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nuted in llie vicinity of Surdis.

Various Greek legends concern

tliemsclves with the region. Thus, llic

Greek liero Pelops was suppoM-d Ioj

have come from Sardis to Olyni|)ia im

Greece, where he instituted thechiiriot.

races of the Olympic games. Sons »!

the Greek hero Ilerakles were said lo

have seized rule over Sardis in the

Iwelfth century hefore Christ. ¥,\

more controversial is a story that part

of the population sailed to Italy, where

lliey railed ihi^niselvcs Etruscans and

founded a numher of city-states.

One tiling is clear from classical

Creek writings. At some time during

ihe Early Iron Ape ica. 1 100-800 l>.<
.

)

I lie people of the region came lo

Lriown as Lydians and their country

.1- Lydia. Although as yet imperfeclly

known, the Lydian language was Iniln

liuropean and, according to many
linguists, may he related to Ilitlile.

In the seventh century before Chris

l.)idia emerged into the limelight of

liistory. King Gyges, founder of ll

-real dynasty of the Mcrmnadae ((>''>'

')17 D.C.), seized various Creek cilii

^ilong the coast and interfered in tl

-Iruggle between the Egyptians and

\ssyrians in Egypt. Assyrian chron

I les relate that an embassy from Gygi-s

c .ime to Assur, one thousand miles

Gymnasium— Byzantine Stiops

HouM of Sroruu
Roman Basilica

Byzantine Churcti

Roman Batti

Roman Civic Center

Roman Stadium

Theater of Sardis

Byzantine City Wall

Temple of Artemia

Acropolis

Pyramid Tomb
Syiugoguc
Tunnels

1, 2, 3. Lydian Qrsvcs



Splendid floor of Roman period is in an amazing state of

preservation. At the center of the design is an eagle; a lion

chases a stag and a leopard pursues an il)ex in the four large

medallions that dominate the remainder of the ornate design.

from Sardis. Under his successors,

Alyattes and Croesus, Lydia became a

world power. Lydians fought the Ira-

nian Medes in the interior of Anatolia

and extended their grip to the Dar-

danelles. Profiting by the low marsh-

lands of the river valleys, the Lydians

bred fine horses, and their cavalry

became famous. They supplemented

their armies with mercenaries hired

Ifrom mountaineer tribes to the south.

Agold strike and the invention of

coinage made possible this mete-

oric rise of Lydia. During the reign of

King Gyges (687-652 B.C.) gold was

discovered near Sardis, according to

ancient writers, in the sands of the

torrent Pactolus, which flows west of

the citadel. This has been denied by

some contemporary scholars, but a

recent study by a Turkish geologist

has proved that traces of gold occur

in the alluvium.

The original yield must have been

very rich. King Croesus (565-547

B.C.), whose name became proverbial

as that of the richest man in the world,

gave to the Greek oracle of Apollo in

Delphi four ingots of gold, 113 ingots

of electrum (an alloy of gold and
silver), a golden lion, a statue of a

woman, an enormous gold bowl, and

many other gold vessels, and he made

similar presents to other sanctuaries.

Although these bonanzas may have

served to induce the gods to make the

oracles favorable to the Lydian kings,

they also illustrate a dilemma of an-

cient gold owners—there was no way
to use gold except as ornamentation

or treasure. An unknown genius at

the court of the Lydian kings found

a brilliant solution for the surplus of

precious metals, tvhich included silver

as well as gold, by inventing coins.

The earliest Lydian coins were

lumps of electrum struck with the

royal coat of arms—the fore parts of

a bull and a lion. They belong to the

late seventh century before Christ.

Croesus improved upon the invention

by minting several different sizes of

gold coins and a series of silver coins.

A system of definite fractions of a gold

piece and a definite ratio between gold

and silver pieces enabled the mer-

chants to rely on this portable, guaran-

teed medium, and to '"make change"

much more readily than in barter

transactions. Some scholars think

that the Lydian kings invented coins

to find an easy way of paying their

foreign mercenaries. In any case, an

immediate result was an enormous
quickening of trade, and Lydians be-

came the leading businessmen of the

Mediterranean world. As that world

increasingly accepted and imitated

their coinage, they splurged in a man-

ner that was to be remembered for

centuries. Lydian luxury, Lydian fash-

ions, Lydian perfumes, and Lydian

cooking were envied and admired by

their Greek neighbors. Although grave

robbers have been emptying Lydian

graves for two and a half thousand

years, enough was found by the First

Sardis Expedition (Princeton Univer-

sity, 1910-1914 and 1922) in two

graves to show that the dead were

buried clothed in garments hung with

little gold plaques and laden with gold

pins, bracelets, and necklaces.

Perhaps pardonably, the Lydian

kings imagined that gold could buy
everything

;
yet when the Persian King

Cyrus attacked, Lydian power col-

lapsed like a house of cards. Defeated

in a battle in the interior. King Croe-

sus fled to his citadel at Sardis. Some-

how the Persians found a weak spot

in the defenses. One story has it that

they saw a Lydian soldier climb over

the wall and retrieve his helmet at a

place that they subsequently man-

aged to scale; another that the king's

daughter betrayed the castle. Croesus

died (547 B.C.) ; his treasure and his

capital fell to the Persians, ivho were

establishing themselves as sovereigns

of an empire from India to Egypt.



Tlif Persian king* were well aware

of (lie inipurtanre uf Sardis. Kiii^

Darius made it llie western terminal

o( the famuiLs Royal Koad from tin-

Persian capitals ofSusiiand I'erM'puJi-,

tlirou^-li Mesopotamia and Asia Minor

to the Me<lilerranean littoral. The (;o\ -

crnor^liip i satrapy I of ."»/<if</ « as our

of the must important, and wiis some-

linie« held by a relati\e of the Icin^. In

4W U.t., the Creeks made a surprix-

allark on Sardis and luirned do»n iIk'

rity. but could not capture the citadel.

This was the lie;:innin^ of the ^reat

wars between Greeks and Persian-.

Here at Sardis, King Xerxes musterd

a great army, which embarked on an

abortive attempt to conquer Greei

.

(tSO DX.I. Initially, the Persian

kings carried I.ydian cr;iftsmen I"

work on their palaces in Iran. Purpl'

rugs from Sardis adorned the roy.il

audience halls. The province had In

pay a large tribute, anil the royal mint

was taken over to strike Persian royal

coinage. Jewelry and gems identical

with those found in Iran have come

from graves of Sardis. Evidently the

satraps maintained local workshops,

but had them work in Persian style.

Gold was apparently still abundant,

and many of the bribes the Persians

used to set the Greeks against each

other may have come from Sardis.

ON the other hand, the Persians

did not seek to destroy the native

traditions: Lydian language continued

to be used and the Lydian sanctuaries

were respected. The most important

document for our knowledge of the

Lydian language comes from this time

—a stone burial slab that is inscribed

both in Lydian and in Aramaic, a Se-

mitic tongue used by the Persians as

the olTicial language of administration

in the western part of the empire.

The scales of history were lipping

toward the West. After some two hun-

dred years of Persian rule l.SlT-'i.SV

B.C. t Sardis fell to Alexander the Great

and his .Macedonians, and Creek sol-

diers were encamped on the same plain

from which Xerxes had launched his

attempted conquest of Greece. The
Greek kings, descendants of .Mexan-

der's generals, fought for Sardis, only

to relinquish the city to the rising

power of Rome I 1.3.'? n.c). \( ithin a

century of Alexander's conquest, the

Lydian capital had become a com-

pletely Creek city with a Greek con-

stitution and such typically Creek

facilities as a gymnasium, a stadium,

E\ni.iKsT EVIDENCE of a settlement at

Sardis was found in this Bronze Age

and a theater. The marble quarries

were used on a vast scale. One of the

largest Creek temples known was built

tliere to the goddess Artemis. It was

excavated between 1910 and 1914 by

the Princeton expedition.

Sardis continued as a center for pro-

duction of textiles, which came to in-

clude gold-woven fabrics: but eventu-

ally the gold gave out and the memory
of the gold sands of Paclolus is men-

tioned as a thing of the past in the lime

of the Roman Emperor Augustus.

.Much information about life and the

constitution of Sardis comes from

Creek inscriptions on marble collected

by scholars over the past several cen-

turies. Lydian. on the other hand, dis-

appeared as a w rillen language.

Numerous events in the life of a

great city were known from writings

of ancient Greek and Roman authors,

and yet almost nothing was known of

the city of Sardis itself until the be-

jar containing a rreniiilion burial. It

was buried 35 feet below the tiurfuce.

ginning of the twentieth century. It

cannot be said that .Sardis was lost, be-

cause the Turki.sh name Sari remaineil

attached to a village and thus clearly

indicated the general location: bul vi-

olent runolTs. landslides, and carlli-

quakes had thoroughly covered alninsl

everything except some ruins nf Ro-

man and Ryzantinc limes. Only llie

vast mounds of the royal ceniclcry

bore witness to Lydian greatness.

The.se were investigated in IfW.'i by llir

German consul in Izmir, who lumirlcil

into the huge mound of Alyallrs. tin-

father of Croesus, and first brought lo

light some Lydian pottery. Not until

Howard Crosby Hullcr of Princclon

mounted an expi'dilion in 1910 was

anything coherent known about the

Lydian culture or Lydian language,

liutlcr concentratcil on the huge temple

of Artemis, of which two columns wen-

rising out of a landslide that had

buried the temple some forty feet deep,
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Industrial building of the Hellenistic Age (3rd or 2nd
century B.C.) had central row of supports, probably wood on

marble blocks, three of which are seen above. Foundations

alone remain of structure, which measured 25 by 65 feet.

and his workmen opened 1,100 graves,

all but 70 of which were empty. Out of

the graves came much Lydian and

Greek pottery, and a number of in-

scribed grave slabs were found. More
Lydian inscriptions and some sculp-

tures came from the vicinity of the

Artemis temple, and the first colorful

painted terra-cotta reliefs of the time

of Croesus. In 1922 Butler's assistant

Theodore Leslie Shear had the good
fortune to find a "pot of gold" with

thirty-six gold coins of Croesus. What
remained unknown was the ancient

city itself; even the age and purpose of

ruins visible aboveground could not

be interpreted with any confidence.

To study the development of Sardis

as a human community from the earli-

est to modern times is the purpose of

the joint Harvard-Cornell expedition,

which has been working at the site

since 1958 under the sponsorship of

the American Schools of Oriental Re-

search. The task turns out to be vast

and complicated. At the lime of its

greatest expansion Sardis covered well

over five hundred acres. In five sum-

mer campaigns the Harvard-Cornell

team has dug up a little more than

Seventh-century e.c. cup with a motif

of swimming fish might verify a legend

of fish-shaped god in Lydian pantheon.

-jssBTjjciarjrfi-

Al-i ^1 1 II I (H '. I \ ill, 111 pol scls, ri 'hi

ami single one. tibtnc^ conlaiiied Ihmics

of pupjjies, perhaps eaten ceremonially.
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Nir.li- i_. one of juvcn Llmrchc= which
arc in Asia" referred to hy St. John.

fiiur. Gradually, vital knowledge is lie-

in;;: gained in showing how civilizatiun

ili-veloped und what material remains

" ire left by the various 8uccc»8ive cul-

1 iires. Two deep probes along the mod-
crn east-west highway have eslahlislied

thai in llu- I.ale Dronze Age, at least

in one ])arl of Sardis, people lived in

small wattle and dauh huts and buried

llu-ir dead right under the houses. Hits

of pottery indicate that the .Sardians

were in contact with the famous My-
cenaean civilization of Hronze .Age

Greece, but whether that contact was a

peaceful or a hostile one uc arc not

as yet able to say.

ALTllouCil flooded out time and

again, people kept coming bark

III liiis area close to the ford over the

I'aclolus torrent, liy careful examina-

tion of pottery from the deeper strata,

we can prove that Ly<lian i:ullure ex-

i-led in the Karly Iron Age, jiossibly

.IS early as the eleventh <entury It.i .

In the time of the l.ydian kings (rri.

680-5.50 U.C.I this low-lying ground

served as a market and shoj>ping dis-

trict. Mere, and in two digs along the

eastern bank rif the torrent I'actolus.

l.ydian buildings have been excavated

and recorded for the first time. The
small structures in the bazaar area

arc shops of potters, lampmakers, and

perhaps coppersmiths. They are very



simply built with mud brick or mud
(pise) walls on foundations of irreg-

ular river stones. Remembering the

splendor of Croesus, one could wonder

at this contrast: but the ancient his-

torian Herodotus noted that despite

its riches, the city of Sardis consisted

largely of thatch-covered huts.

YET the Lydians could build mag-

nificently in monumental marble

masonry. The mounds of the royal

cemetery contain regular apartments,

usually a corridor, a hall (antecham-

ber), and a chamber built entirely of

regular stone blocks beautifully fitted.

These chambers are spanned with

stone beams that weigh several tons.

One of these beams measures 12 by 9

by .3 feet. The engineers of 600 B.C.

must have used considerable man or

animal power to bring such loads

down from the quarries in the moun-

tains and several miles across the plain.

If the archeological finds thus pro-

vide a better appreciation of the great

differences between the modest daily

life of the artisans of Sardis and the

fabulous riches of the Lydian kings

and nobles, they also confirm that the

traffic and trade of the Lydians was

widespread. Seals and vessels of faV-

ence and alabaster from Syria. Egypt,

and Mesopotamia, and pottery from

the Greek mainland ports of Corinth

and Athens are eloquent witnesses to

the travels of people and goods.

There is reason to believe that when

the so-called Seleucid kings, descend-

ants of one of Alexander's generals,

Seleucus, established themselves in

Sardis about 280 B.C., they may have

replanned the city. The method of lay-

ing out new towns on a grid plan or

replanning old ones was used on a

great scale by Alexander during his

conquests, and his successors followed

suit. From historical writers it is

known that the Seleucid kings fortified

the lower town of Sardis. In 1960 we
discovered a marble tower on a cita-

del, which proves that there, too. the

defenses were brought up to a new
strength. Metal-working continued in

the bazaar area; a large building with

internal supports that may have been

a workshed. Unfortunately, a tremen-

dous earthquake in A.D. 17 had so de-

stroyed the Hellenistic-Greek town of

Sardis that the Romans buried much
of it quite deeply by fallen buildings

and earth when they rebuilt the city.

Last summer three marble steps of a

Greek building were discovered ten

Corinthian column capital with head

of laughing faun came from entrance

feet underneath the level of the princi-

pal Roman avenue.

ALTHOUGH the Roman emperors

were prompt to help after the

great earthquake, probably nearly a

century passed before the city was re-

built completely. It flourished then as

never before. It was in the time of Ro-

man peace and in the early centuries

of the Eastern Roman (ca. A.D. 100-

600) so-called Early Byzantine

Empire that Sardis covered the largest

area and had the largest population,

perhaps over one hundred thousand.

It certainly reached the highest stand-

ard of living in its history. An aque-

duct brought from the mountains

abundant water, which was distributed

through an amazingly elaborate sys-

tem of terra-cotta pipelines to public

fountains, public buildings, and prob-

ably to many private houses. Baths

with hot-air heating were constructed

in various parts of the city. Rich

houses with mosaic floors were built in

terraces on the hillsides. A marble ave-

nue fifty feet wide, flanked by colon-

nades, carried the east-west traffic

through the town past shops where

jewelers plied their trade. The Romans
planned on an imperial scale. The

gymnasium, an institution that was

not only a place for athletics, but also

a civic center for social and cultural

activities, took up more than seven

acres. Its major unit, a hall four hun-

dred feet long, was masonry and ce-

mented rubble, but every wall was

court to the huge Roman gymnasium.
It was built in the second century B.C.

clothed with slabs of many-colored

marbles. Magnificent architectural and

sculptural decoration was applied to

most of the interiors and facades.

This prosperity was made possible

by the great development of overland

and overseas trade within the Roman
Empire. One of the specialties of Sar-

dis may have been the marble trade.

Works of sculpture, especially luxuri-

ously decorated marble caskets, were

widely exported. We hear of an arma-

ment workshop. The textile industry

probably continued if only for local

consumption. Otherwise, the tradi-

tional productivity of vineyards, or-

chards, and grain fields must have

been a mainstay of the economy. The
leading families became Roman citi-

zens and rose to the highest offices of

the empire. The wife or daughter of a

Roman consul was buried in a mauso-

Lydian dice of baked clay are later

than those of India and Mesopotamia.
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iruill .li -•.iull^. \\ lirll lllc ^lil|.T..l.-

.Marblr Court of llit? ^yiiinasium ».<-

inaU(:uratFtl in a.i>. 211, anioiij: It:'

benefactors namrt) in thr builtliii;; ii:

MTiptiun uas a lady »ho srvrral \r.ii-

before appeared near the liead uf llw

''court-list" in Rome.

YET. Sarilis also helil a \erv ilifT. i

ent kiiul of proplr. the liuinblr ii,

.-.pirit to uhum St. John adtlrev-eil him
self in the Revelation. "Thou hast .1

few name« even in Sardi-t which hM\

not ilrfdeil their garments and ihi

.shall walk with nu- in while. . .
." Oih

of thr earliest Christian comniunitii ~

must have grown up in the city: by tli<

second century Sardis already had .1

famou.s bishop. Melito. The Jcv»i-li

community at Sardis. amon^ whmn
the first Christians were perhaps to !.

found, was already numerous undii

Julius Caesar. He and the Empercn
.Augustus intervened to guarantee frci-

dom of worship. I^st summer a monu-
mental synagogue of the third century

\.n. was discovered within the gvni-

nasium complex. Much interesting in-

formation about the Jewish commu-
nity has come from fragments of some
inscriptions in Hebrew and perhaps ,1

hundrr<l in Greek. Shops, which seem
lo have belonged to Jewish merchants,

have been found next to the temple.

The last great phase of the old

l.ydian capital came at the lime when
the Roman Empire divided into cast

and west (a.d. ^93\. Althouch such



pagan institutions as gymnasiums

were abandoned, residential and com-

mercial construction still flourished.

In fact, the main avenue of the city and

the shopping center along this thor-

oughfare seem to have been either laid

out or rebuilt at the time. Rich dwell-

ings with colorful mosaic or marble

floors were still being constructed ; one

of these yielded Christian liturgical

implements and may have belonged to

a high-placed churchman. Some emer-

gency or anticipated emergency (per-

haps an invasion by the German

tribes) made the citizens build a new

city wall in a great hurry, but the city

continued to spread outside it. A
highlv productive glass industry now

joined the other crafts to supply the

shops with hundreds of drinking cups

and plates and with glass panes for the

public buildings.

THEN, with one blow, Sardis was

nearly wiped out. Almost every

building so far excavated shows traces

of fire and forcible destruction. The

blow was more devastating than the

terrible earthquake of A.D. 17; this

time nobody tried to rebuild. The most

probable guess is that the invading

army of the Persian King Khosroe 11

( A.D. 615-17? ) inflicted the disaster al-

though natural catastrophes may have

followed. The millennial continuity of

Sardis as an urban center is broken:

but for several centuries Sardis re-

mained a metropolitan see and at least

one of its churches was rebuilt around

.A..D. 1300. There are traces in various

areas of squatters settling in the ruins,

of limekilns burning the gorgeous

marbles from the mighty Roman build-

ings. Then the citadel was occupied by

the Turks. Our excavations have un-

covered a small hoard of silver coins

that seem to show they held the citadel

against dread Tamerlane when he

swept across Turkey in 1405. Little

village houses and workshops clus-

tered here and there in the ruins.

Around A.D. 1500 Sardis was probably

smaller than the modern villages of

Sart Mustafa and Sart Mahmut.

Thus Sardis is significant for two

reasons: it illuminates the unique role

of the Lydian kingdom in the eco-

nomic history of mankind and is also

an almost classical test case for the rise

and fall of the urban pattern of life.

Symbolic candlestick, or Menorah, the palm branch, or

Lulab, and the ram's horn, or Shofar, incised on stone slab.

helped identify Srd-century A.D. synagogue discovered in

1962. Many Jews lived in Sardis at time of Julius Caesar.



Naturalists' Notebook

BEAUTY IN SNOW
Ice crystals tell of own formation

Onow crystals form at freenng
temperatures through the deposit of a

film of water molecules around a nu-

cleus such as a dust, soot, or ice par-

ticle. Further cooling freeiea the fibn,

then more water molecules from the

atmosphere condense on it The diame-

ters of natural snowflakes range from
infinitesimally small to about '/j inch.

If the temperature suddenly drops be-

low freezing or the region of formation

is overcrowded with water molecules,

then snow crystal growth occurs main-

ly at the comers, and hexagonal stars.

or dendrites, form. Most of the crys-

tals shown here, in photomicrographs

courtesy of Carl Zeiss, Inc., New York,
are dendritic specimens.

In falling to earth, snowflakes gen-

erally pass through various develop-

menUl states that are determined by
such variables as temperature and
water vapor pressure. Consequently,

there is an almost endless diversity of

snowflake patterns. However, few crys-

tals reach the earth undamaged, since

even minor atmospheric turbulence

makes the fragile structures collide.'
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AisiNTHE is warm in the first and dry in the

second degree; when eaten it brings down

choleric humors; the stem prohibits drunken-

ness; when mixed with wine and taken through

the nostrils it will calm down anger, and it will

purge you." Thus begins, enchantingly, some-

what unscientifically, but not entirely unsuit-

ably, a manuscript of the Tacuinum Sanitatis,

now the property of the Spencer Collection of

the New York Public Library. It was written

in a north Italian dialect and illustrated during

the latter part of the fifteenth century.

Tacuinum Sanitatis means "tables of health,"

and is a translation, adaptation, and latinization

of an Arabic title. Its compiler was a Christian

physician living in Baghdad in the second

half of the eleventh century, whose full name

was: Abu-1-Hasan al-Mukhtar ibn al-Hasan ibn

Abdun ibn Sa'dun ibn Butlan. Taqwim alsihha

he had named his compilation of flowers,

plants, and simples, their properties and heal-

ing qualities. Taqwim means "straightening,"

"rectification," or, perhaps most meaningful

here, "tabulation." Ibn Butlan's text of synoptic

tables of dietetics, hygiene, and domestic medi-

cine is a far cry from the medieval lore of herbs

and plants, potions and superstitions, and the

strange behavior of man. It is also removed

from its classical Greek and Byzantine ancestry.

In fact, Ibn Butlan's Tacuinum Sanitatis is a

milestone in the history and development of

man's knowledge.

In the earliest civilizations, animal represen-

tation almost invariably preceded plant draw-

ing, and not until plants had become cultivated

do we find them drawn on wall and artifact. The

prehistoric caves of Spain and France abound

with proud and prancing animals-the god-

A yVledieval Codex

OfJtaly
,,

Plants, simples, food,

and diet are outlined

in Cfacuinum Sanitatis

By Karl Kup

JSAonkeys, held by weights, dance to

music of flute and drum. Jester is

wearing typical medieval headgear.

\N omen pick spinach and transport

it in baskets on their heads, just as

it is done today in northern Italy.
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animal with supcrnalural power; the sacrificial

animal, awc-inspirint; and fabulous, surrounds
the surface of Shang D>na>ty bron/es. Not until

the time of Egypt's Thutmos'e 111 of the fifteenth

century n.c. are we shown realistic plants.

The Pharaoh, having conquered Syria and
Palestine, had brought back with him specimens
of unknown fruits and herbs. To immortali/e
his conquest and. perhaps, to teach liis people
the produce of desirable lands, he had the plants
cut into limestone relief on a small temple in

Karnak. known to this day as "Pharaohs Gar-
den." .-\nd he had added in writing: "here are
all the plants that grow, all the goodly flowers
that are in the Divine Land; as 1 live, all these
plants exist in ver\ truth."

How different the classical world! Little at-

tempt seems to have been made to render factual

representations of the plant, although there were
stylixations of the lotus and of field flowers on
Cretan and Greek pottery. Aristotle. Plato's

pupil, occupied himself with the science in the
broadest sense, philosophically, aesthetically,

morally. His influence, especially during Eu-
rope's Middle Ages, was profound. He left his

library to Theophrastus. his pupil and successor
as the head of the school of the Peripatetics.

Theophrastus' lectures on the nature of plants
were taken down by a contemporary scholar.

'-^^

Ivy-leaved toadflax and honeysuckle adorn page of
herbal, which is highly unorthodox in its design.

and copies of this Emiuiry into Plants are re-
corded to have existed. They were chiefly con-
cerned with the flora of Mediterranean Greece.
What was written down 'on oiher lands,"
scholars tell us, was taken from .Alexander the
Great, himself a pupil of Aristotle, and one who
had taken scientific and scholarly observers with
him to the East.

It seems unlikely that Theophrastus' books
were not illustrated; yet we have no proof except
for a comment by Pliny the llder. who said
later that he condemned all colorfully illustrated

hcrbals as deceitful. One of the artists men-
tioned by Pliny is one Krataeus. physician and
court painter for Miihridates 111 (.Sfi-S.S ii.c).
His drawings have perished, but their design
was taken over into the manuscript herbals of
the early Christian Era.

An the first century of this era. a humble Greek
scholar named Pedanius Dioscorides. a native
of Ana/arba in Cilicia. was a surgeon with the
Roman army, and in his extensive travels col-
lected information on plant and herb remedies.
Quoting Greek and I-gypiian sources, he com-
piled a materia medica. the Western world's
first pharmacopoeia. A splendidly illuminated
manuscript of this treatise, with hundreds of
drawings of plants and simples, copied in the
sixth century, is now in the Vienna National-
bibliothek. and is known as the Codex Vindo-
honvnsis. In direct line, yet watered down, as is

often the case, it is the ancestor, textually
and illustratively, of the Tociiinum Sanitatis.

This manuscript is a large book with illus-

trations and captions. One illustration is set

into the upper right and another in the lower
left corner of each page. The descriptive matter
ranges from four to about twenty lines for each
subject, according to the significance and com-
plexity of the healing and medical properties
and qualifications it contains-or. perhaps, ac-
cording to the compiler's or author's knowledge
and his access to outside sources. The text is

placed horizontally next to its pertinent picture,
in a refreshingly simple checkerboard pattern.

There are 408 colored drawings of plants,

trees, fruit, flowers, animals, meats, poultry,

eggs. fish, and cheese. Their texts speak of their

coinplexio. or nature, such as caldo, jredo,
humido, and ,vfrcr»-warm, cold, moist, and dry
—and also of their juvainentuin, or usefulness,
their nocumcnium. or danger, and of their remc-
dio nocumcnii. or means of preventing danger.

Listed in alphabetical order, the more than
two hundred plants and simples of the first part
of the Tacuinum Sanitatis. in the order of their

arrangement and with but few exceptions, arc



based on earlier prototypes of herbal and flower

books. From absintio, or absinthe, to volubile,

or bindweed, we are taught how to use the best

of each. Does not volubile cure intestinal trouble

or, in the language of our manuscript, "cocto

con oleo de amandanole cura lo dolore de li

intestine"? But not all of the plants and herbs

and their "properties" derive from classical or

scientifically sober sources. Much medieval

superstition has crept in. Cauda porcina has a

small black pig for its roots, diagontea a small

dragon, and the roots of mandragora, of course,

are shown in the shape of a little bearded man!

y^rapevine groirs between trees, in age-old fashion,

and fruit is picked, sorted, and trodden for wine.

Perhaps the most interesting part of the man-
uscript to us today is a wealth of small and in-

geniously rendered genre scenes of daily life

such as a camera might have caught in northern

Italy in the fifteenth century. It is the time of

the Renaissance in the larger and cultural cen-

ters of the country, to be sure. Magnificently

illuminated manuscripts that project the new
learning for the lord of the manor, for the edu-

cated merchant, for the princes of the church.
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r\ Hilling is porlrayed on facing pages. Bear and hoar Mill c.xisi in Italy.



Elephant and ostrich quite oinioiisly had never been seen In- the artist.
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\vliiie bread is placed in wall oven on long-handkd
paddle in bakery much like contemporary versions.

arc being turned out in great numbers. But the

manuscript, although written or copied at about

the same time, deals with subject matter close

to the average person. While it is true that its

derivation was from classical sources and classi-

cal learning, it became interwoven with medie-

val lore, practice, habit, and tradition, because

it had Id bcconic iiiid rciiuiii close to people

who upheld superstition, habii. and tradition.

They did not wish to be taught "better."

These genre scenes are crudely drawn yet

direct and realistic. They arc the best possible

proof of the lives and occupations of the Italian

citiadino and peasant of the fifteenth century

and of life in a small northern community. They
show us how people lived, and people did not

live badly. The farmers are well dressed and go



happily about their task of planting and harvest-

ing; the shopkeepers have an air of dignity only

to'be matched by the aloofness and security of

the customer. The furnishings are solid and

simple. Merchandise is abundant. Here is the

apothecary in his laboratory or office, dispens-

ing pill and potion. The merchant of grain and

flour stands behind the counter of his arcaded

wooden stall. The "outgoing order" cook is so

busy with her chickens and soups that her head

is bent over her task and her back is turned

toward the spectator. The harvesters seem to be

singing as Italians do when they gather vegeta-

bles or grain, olives or fruit. The scenes of the

preparation of the many foodstuffs, such as

bread, macaroni, wine, meat pies, tripe, and

salted fish are a treasure-trove for the student

of economics and sociology.

TJ-HHERE is also subject matter for the psy-

chologist, and these scenes may have origi-

nated with Ibn Butlan, who, let us not forget,

was a physician, not a botanist. They are de-

scriptions, prescriptions, and illustrations of the

physical effects of sleep and waking, "uno

che non po dormire," showing a man lying in

bed. staring up at the ceiling, while two youths

play viols to soothe him to sleep. There are

renderings of ira. or wrath; of shame and sheer

happiness. In these the illustrator was given free

rein to draw his subject as realistically as his

conscience permitted or as esoterically as his

imagination led him. There are also illustrations

of wind and rain, of spring and autumn, even of

ice and snow, so rarely rendered in Italian art;

and these scenes are drawn hauntingly, mysteri-

ously, almost surrealistically. Then we are con-

fronted with scenes of the hunt: hunting the

boar, the bear, the elephant, the ostrich, to

mention the less familiar game of Italian soil

first! These are followed by the stag, the deer,

the badger, the hare, and the rabbit. Porcupine

and beaver come next, the latter stalked in the

river's bed. There are quail, there are duck and

other waterfowl, and many other migrating

birds, such as the ortolan and stork. The manu-

script ends with a few full-page illustrations,

based on other sources, of medicinal baths and

spas: people swim and bathe, are massaged,

wine and dine, play games, and are bored.

A last and final chapter, which possibly was

taken from Emperor Frederick II's treatise on

falconry, De Arte Venandi cum Avibus, so pop-

ular throughout the Middle Ages, explains this

[
chivalrous pastime of the upper class to a less

exalted reader. The text moralizes on the pur-

suit of such activity. It admonishes the reader

that time for play and frivolity is reserved only

JSAerchant sells both linseed oil and olive oil, and

his customer carries her purchase in a faience jug.

for the few and it specifies that falconry is a

sport practiced only by the wealthy and great.

The drawings are powerful for a manuscript

of this nature. At first sight, they look like the

woodcuts of the incunabulum period of print-

ing. These were colored by hand, and the sharp

outline served as guide for the color to be ap-

plied, often in imitation—although not fraudu-

lently—of illuminated manuscripts. On second

look it can be seen that, faintly and delicately,

an artist or designer drew a preparatory and

guiding sketch for the finisher, who, in turn,

firmly and boldly covered the outline of the

composition. He then applied the solid colors

where solids were needed, added shading and

pattern, ofiiset many solid parts with lighter

strokes of the brush and in lighter color, and

thus rendered a "miniature" of almost three-

dimensional perspective and quality. In some

cases, we can still find traces of manuscript

instructions to the finisher. Below a lightly

tinted border of a butcher's shop, we find vitello

(veal) written in an infinitesimal hand. The

whole is set in the interior of the butcher's shop

with parts of earlier victims still hanging from

the rafters. Cervello, written faintly beneath

the now-colored portion of the foreground of

another miniature, and legible only with a mag-

nifying glass, gives instructions or brings to the

imagination of the draftsman the scene in the

arcade-stall where an owner examines a tub of

brains. He gesticulates toward an apprentice

who carries another filled tub.

By far the best portion, artistically, is the

herbal and plant part of the Tacuinum Sanitatis.
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Traditionally drawing on Dioscorides, Ibn

Builan's medieval illuslrators added observa-

tions of their o«n and. in contrast to earlier

periods and in keeping with the new learning

of the time, actually drew from nature itself.

That is why some of the botanical illustrations

appear so fresh, spontaneous, unstudied, and

unarranged. In outline and in two-dimensional

drawings, these plant illustrations are airy and

free; their colors are somber, with greens of

many shades and intensities predominating.

Yellow or red fruits add gaiety to a page other-

wise simple and dignified.

T,ms is not so with the second part of the

manuscript, which contains the scenes from

daily life. Here our eye is amused by incon-

gruities in represenlalion and rendering, and

wc are enchanted by their abandon. Again, the

outlines are firmly draw n. the colors solid, with

deep red and deep green predominating. Red is

for the many and simple costumes worn by the

peasantry of the time. Women are shown in

low-cut, heavily pleated dresses; young men
wear short surcoats, leotards, and pointed shoes;

the more sedate and advanced in position arc

seen in pleated and girded knee-length coats and

round flat hats. The hair styles show nets and
kerchiefs for the women ;ind girls and deep,

hanging locks for the men, both of which are

familiar from much of ihe porir.iii p.iiiiiing of

the time. But in addition there are many ciiar-

acterisiics specifically of northern Italy and of

the period: the basket of fruit carried on the

head, the crocks of milk at each end of a stick

carried across the shoulders, the waiile basket,

the large Italian caldron before the open lire

with chimney above, the faience beakers of

wine, the large grapes culti\;iled and grown on
trellis or espalier hung between trees.

Foriiuigfiio fresco is a striking "still" of the

making of cheese. In his shop, the owner is

working over the last wheel of a provolonc; a

dog laps up the remnants that liave fallen from

the table; cheese is ci>oked oxer ;in open lire.

This little miniature is set within an archilcc-

tural frame like a small stage. It is a perfect

interpretation of the character of both the man
and his profession. In another, spiiuiclu. good

for /(/ {ligcstionc . is gathered in the garden and

carried into the house. I'onc azinio. unleavened

bread, is cut and catcn-picnic style on a garden

bench and in the shade of two stately trees—by
two gentlemen. But above all. live, or grapes,

are cut from a trellis, heaped in a tub, and

r ood-galhering acliviliei range from the mundane

to the fanciful. In first picture a hoe is used to dig

for trufjles; in tlw so. onil, niusliiuuim arc galhcred

in a mountain meadow. The influence of mythology
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trodden by bare feet. Soberly and medicinally,

the northern Venetian dialectal text instructs

the reader that "le migliore sono le grande a

cura li tossicchi"—the larger grapes are good for

whooping cough!

VVHERE do this text and illustrations come
from? What are their ancestors, their prototype,

their connection with the world? It has been

said that Ibn Butlan's eleventh-century text had

been written and, perhaps, illustrated during

the author's time. It must have existed in Ara-

bic or Eastern manuscript versions, because we
know that a southern French physician, whose

name has not come down to us, made a transla-

tion into Latin from an Arabic text sometime

during the middle of the twelfth century. Can
we assume that the crusaders had brought this

version with them? Can we assume that an Ara-

bic text found its way into the French physi-

cian's hand through the Spanish Moors? No
matter how it came to the Western world, the

Western world was ready for it. It gave the

reader more than did the already existing flori-

legia, herbaria, and horticidtura, because it had
added textually something extremely important

—the medicinal, dietetic, and therapeutic prop-

erties of plants. Also added were Ibn Butlan's

descriptions and interpretations of man's reac-

tion to such phenomena as sleep and awakening,

love and hatred, wind and rain, work and play.

Here, the searching medieval or early Renais-

sance mind could add matter to its heart's con-

tent and, surely, must have done so, because we
have proof that the medieval Tacuinum merged
in time with a much abbreviated version of the

alphabetically arranged herbal compilation.

How much of the basic text of the first trans-

lation was rewritten, added to, or padded, I do
not know. However, I do know that it appears,

and splendidly, for the first time in a number
of illustrated manuscripts that seem to have been

made to order in a scriptorium near Verona, in

the later half of the fourteenth century. Three
of these illustrated manuscripts of the Tacuinum
Sanitatis have become famous in the literature

on dietetic, medical, herbal, and art history.

Each has been examined and described by schol-

ars; one has been facsimiled, the others ap-

pear time and again in literature. They are the

tacuina of Rome's Biblioteca Casanatense, of

Paris' Bibliotheque Nationale, and of Vienna's

Nationalbibliothek. The latter is better known
because it has been the subject of a special

monograph. It is known as the Hausbuch of the

is clearly visible in the portrayal of a unicorn, a

deer, and a panther, and odd creatures, two of them
dragon-like, in the water. In the last panel, a hunter

kneels as he takes aim at cranes with his crossbow.
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Cerruti, a N'cronese family, for whom it was

written and illustrated about the year 1385.

The immediate ancestor of the illustration

cycle of the Ttictiiniim under consideration can

and must be found in the N'ienna Hiiiiihiich. In

choice of text and illustration it is almost a copy.

But it!i text was translated from the formal Latin

to a most infomial northern Italian dialect,

either from V'enezia Tridentina or from Loni-

bardy. Its illustrations, drawn not by an artist

but by a worthy craftsman, have become ab-

breviated, simplilied. contracted versions of the

greater and almost elegant miniatures of its

In a highly stylized scene, fishermen seine their

catch from tiirbtileni waters of a hillside stream.

model. There are directness, crudencss, and

simplicity about them that put our manuscript

into another category of medieval bookmaking
—that of the book for the people, the book to be

used, read, and reread. Vellum had given way
to paper; elegant Latin to popular dialect: splen-

didly executed gouaches to pen-and-ink draw-

ings. Courtly ladies and proud knights became
citizens and townsfolk; richly dressed shop-

keepers and their groomed apprentices became
portrait-like figures of the village or the small

town; Gothicized architectural settings and

frames for individual scenes became wooden
openings or, when the scene was laid in the

country, roughly hewn, rocky foregrounds.

Is it p«.issible that our manuscript was copied

for a special client, a patron? And if so. who
was he that he would want or could alTord only

a facsimile on paper with i>eiiaiKi-iuk drawings

sodilTerent in quality and style that only subject

matter relates copy to model? This populariza-

tion must have had a reason.

In Vienna's library there is another abbre-

viated, rtuigh version like our own Taciiintim,

this one ascribed to one Giovanni C'adaniosto.

about whom very lillle is known other than lh.it

he was a "gentleman from Venice." It has an
owner's entry: Bartolommvo tie' Bonsigiiorc ci

amiconim—1472. Bartolommeo lived in Arculi

near Verona, but his home was Lodi. close to

the German border. Is Cadamosto the translaltir

into the vernacular, the dialect? He has gi\cn

his Tacuiiiiim a raihcr popular title: Trtiiiato

circa Ic nature tic llicrhc, tic cihi ct tic vcncni,

CI tie loro juvamcnti ci iiocumcnii el ad rc-

inovere li nocumcnii soi. All of it is in the title:

the herbs and plants and potions, their useful-

ness, their danger, and the healing qualities they

contain. It reads like a ci>ncise table of contents,

like an invitation to dietetics, which the wurd
taciiinum could not have conveyed to the con-

temporary man in the street.

wI might assume that our Tacuinum was
drawn in simplilied outline manner in prepara-

tion for a printed edition with woodcuts. We
do not know, because no such printed version

exists. In fact. Ibn Bulian's Tacuinum SanilaliK

in dignified Latin does not appear in print until

the year 1531. when the Augsburg publisher

Johannes Schott issued an edition with wood-
cut borders designed by Hans Weiditz, without

any connection w hatsoevcr in subject matter or

style with any of the previous illustrated manu-
script versions. Is it more reasonable to assume
that there was such demand for a book on die-

tetics that people ordered copies and that the

Verona workshop made them according to a

patron's ability to pay: a splendid copy for the

Count of Wijrttembcrg. a simple copy for .Sig-

nor Bartolommeo de' Bonsignore?

Dioscorides-lbn Builan—Cadamosto! Text

and illustration have come a long way. What
lies before us is part and parcel of our heritage,

whether we are interested in science, sociology,

psychology, the daily life of people, art, or book

production problems at a time when that in-

dustry turned from hand to machine, and when
man's mind increased a thousand fold and man
stood between two worlds as he does today.

Workers stop for their midday meal. Here, as in

other scenes, the grain of the wood is emphasized.
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Kangaroo Cave Life
Cool daytime havens often obviate tine euro's need for water

By E. H. Ealey

To THE MODERN sheep rancher or

government scientific team in

Australia, ecology is a workaday con-

cept that must be brought to bear upon

problems of an arid land where the

balance of nature, and hence the pro-

ductivity of much of the country, has

been too easily upset time and again

over the years. And in the experience

of Australia s sheepmen, the flocks and

the conditions in which they thrive

have often seemed to be inversely

linked to kangaroos. In the Pilbara

district of northwestern Australia, for

example, sheep numbers have dwin-

dled by more than half over the past

quarter-century, and more than a

dozen immense sheep stations or

ranches, totaling about eight million

acres of land, have had to be aban-

doned. In contrast, the so-called hill

kangaroos, Macropus robustus, or

euros, have never been more plentiful.

From the beginning, the sheep farm-

ers blamed the euros, which eat grasses

similar to or the same as those eaten

by sheep, for the degeneration of the

pastures; to learn more, the Agri-

cultural Department of the Western

Australian Government purchased two

adjoining properties. Abydos and
Woodstock, to conduct studies of sheep

pastures. To handle the problem of

the euros, the government called in

the Wild Life Survey Section of the

C.S.I.R.O. (Commonwealth Scientific

and Industrial Research Organiza-

tion). 1 was among this group of

scientists. In 1955, we set up our head-

quarters in the deserted homestead of

Woodstock station, a ranch that had
once known prosperity. We lived and
worked among the euros for nearly five

years, and it is on this experience that

my paper about the euro and the prob-

lematic relationship between kangaroo
and sheep populations is based.

SHEEP and euro populations were

competing for the same grasses;

we knew that sheep had the potential

for producing larger numbers of young
than did the euro, yet we saw immedi-
ately that in contrast to the perform-

ance of the euro the sheep was a

comparatively unsuccessful breeder.

Even though the sheep gave birth to

twins more frequently and reached

sexual maturity earlier than the euro,

it was nevertheless losing the competi-

tive struggle for the grasslands, despite

the aid it received from man. We set

out to discover why, and in the course

of the investigations in the field, we
found we also had to have at our dis-

posal knowledge of the more recent

history of this arid grassland, and of

fluctuations in both the sheep and euro

populations there, together with proxi-

mate causes. I would like to summarize
this material before setting forth the

details of our procedures and findings.

There is a great deal of confusion,

even among Australians, as to how
many sorts of kangaroos there are.

Various color phases and local names
help to complicate the situation. The
hill kangaroo is one of the three large

species (and probably several sub-

species) of kangaroos; the other two
are the red. Macropus rujus, and the

great gray, Macropus cangurzt. Aborig-

ines once called hill kangaroos euros

or biggadas. Europeans now use both

of these names and, in the eastern

states of Australia, the word wallaroo.
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""•mp euros arc pnle gray in color ami

tiers are a beautiful dark re<l or even

li.ick. The colors vary from one popu-

lation lo another, but tlic niale$ are

usually darker than the females in any

one locality. M. rohuslus is found

sparsely distribuled over most of Aus-

tralia, but in actual fact it is generally

ri~itriclcd lo hilly country nilhin this

broad range. Males may weigh as

nmch as one hundred pounds, but fe-

males never exceed forty-five pounds.

Incidentally, it is interesting to note

that males of all the species are larger

than females and can be aggressive and

dangerous when wounded or trapped.

When the red and the gray kangaroos

are fighting among themselves, they

will balance on their bent tails and

kick each other viciously in the abdo-

men, sometimes inflicting severe cuts

with the claws of their hind legs. Men
have occasionally been disemboweled

by a wounded red or gray kangaroo.

I^uros, however, do not fight in this

way, but bite savagely while gripping

each other (or an unfortunate biolo-

gist ) w ith their powerful forearms.

WHILE most indigenous Australian

mammals have been reduced in

number or exterminated since the com-

ing of the European settlers, llie north-

west euro is one of the few animals

whose lot has been improved. For this

reason especially, the history of the

settlement of northwest Australia was

of interest to our study.

The era of the big sheep ranch began

in this land during the last half of the

nineteenth century. After a colony had
been established at Perth in south-

western Australia, explorers began

probing the northwest, Tlley found,

north of the Haniersley Range, an

iMcient land called the I'ilbara, chnr-

..ilrriied by low, rugged hills com-

'sed of sediments more tliun six

'uindred million \ears old. Great grun-

>it- magma that erupted through these

-idimenls have ueulheretl and eroded,

leaving plains of granite rubble doited

\vith heaps of boulders or skeletal hills

luine) combed with caves and Iran-

-ected by wall-like dolerile tlikes. The
"scul" is so leached out that it is defi-

< ieiit in all the nutrients that familiar

\ chelation normally reipiires. Dniy the

» ell-adapted plants can exist there, as

iliey must also tolerate extremes in

temperature and desiccation.

I should add that summer shade

lemiH-ratures in the northwest may
exceed 120'^ F., and that only nine to

twelve inches of rain fall erratically

each year. This occurs principally in

summer and is generally the result of

cyclones sweeping in from the sea.

."Stunted acacia trees arc scattered

across the landscape, and the ground is

covered with a spiky grass locally

called "spinifex," of the genius Tri-

odia. There arc several species, but

only two proved to be palatable to the

settlers' stock and even these were not

nutritious. Sheep could subsist on such

a diet, but were able to breed success-

fully only on pastures where grasses

and other plants with a higher protein

content grew among the spinifex.

Among the early Australian ex-

plorers were the Gregory brothers,

who. in 1861. undaunted by the in-

hospitable country, settled with their

sheep in the De Grey River area, and
were followed within a short period bv

groups of settlers. At first, .sheep were

herded around natural water holes.

There were enough high-protein plants

to enable these early grazers to breed,

and the flocks increased rapidly.

Eventually water was pumped from

underground supplies and large areas

ranging from 200,000 to 1.000.000

acres were leased and opened up for

grazing. Sheep populations continued

to ri.se. The rale of actual increase

slowed after about 1910, when signifi-

cant numbers of wethers began to be

exported to Perth and Singapore.

Most of the virgin country was

fenced by 1920. Between 192.S and

19.3.5. sheep numbers were allowed to

rise more sharply as a device to aug-

ment the total wool clip and thus oflset

low wool prices; however, this only

helped to keep prices down. During

this period there were upproximalcK
URMHH) sheep in the district. Mm
l">;t5-36 saw quite spectacular ilr-

creases following a serious drought

the sheep |>opulation fell pre<-ipitou>l\

lo about atKUHKK Mthoiigh recovcn
came after the terrible 1<>21 drouglil-

it was followol |i\ a<le<|uale rain am!
rapid rises in sheep numbers — llir

drought of the mill-thirties left a la>l

iiig aftermath. liiTause of a change in

pasture composition, there were loil

enough high-prolein plant species lifl

to enable sheep to produce and n
the lambs necessary to olTset naliiial

morlalit). Land that once bore hi^li

protein plants was invaded by un-

palatable spe<ies. There were lliice

principal causes of this ilegeneration:

the practice of burning idd, rank spini-

fex while rounding up sheep for shear-

ing was efleited during the periml

when nutritious plants were carrying

seed; sheep had been run in the same
pad<locks for nian\ years; heavv oxer-

stocking between 1925 and I9;ir, had
inevitably taken its toll.

YKT as the sheep were facing nutri-

tion problems, euro density was
increasing. Artificial water points pro-

vided for sheep had allowed euros lo

(K-cupy areas where they could not

have survived olheruise, and in soon-

areas to increase In numbers. It is said

by settlers thai when leases were fii^l

taken up In the nineteenth century, euro

density was rpiile low throughout the

area; the former presence of a much
larger aboriginal hunting population is

the cau,se usually cited for the com.
parativc rarity of the animals in those

I'arlier days. Large nundiers of abori;;-

ines. however, were sold lo pearl ships

or killed, and today only 1,.300 full-

blooded aborigines are left of the orig-

inal .5.000 that once resided in the

Pilbara district. These are now usuallv

concenlrate<l in permanent camps anil

do not lead the nomadic life of ihcii

forebears. However, the euros in tin-

vicinity of these camps often suffer a

much heavier predation from aborig-

ines than thi-v woulil have when the

native population was divided into

smaller nomadic tribes. For instance,

on Limestone ."springs station, in an

area of 80.000 acres. 600 natives killed

and ale some 10.000 euros in seven

years- from 1919 lo 19.56.

Still another event with an cflcrl

upon euro populaticms was the turn-

of-lhe-cenlury gold rush. Before World

War I large numbers of prospectors
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P\w -LICKING serves in

lieu of perspiring; the

evaporation of saliva

acts as cooling process.

Plastic collar is put

on euro to identify it

and permit observation

of individual behavior.

Recaptured pair, below,

are atypical of species

in that they came back
to camp for well water.

depended on kangaroos for food. At

the height of the 1880-1910 gold rush

there were 3,000-odd prospectors in

the Tamborah Hills, where now there

are probably fewer than a dozen, and
about 7,000 persons were then in the

Cossack-Roebourne area, which now
is worked by a mere 120.

REVIEWING this history, it appeared

to us that a considerable increase

in the euro population, which began

before 1930, could possibly be cor-

related with the decline in the pros-

pecting activity mentioned above.

Certainly the euros were present in

great numbers during this period, a

fact that is apparent in estimates of the

number of euros poisoned by sheep

farmers. For example, on Bonnie

Downs, a station of 3.59,000 acres,

90,000 euros are reported to have been

poisoned between 1930 and 1935.

The dry seasons of 1935-36, which

caused a sudden decline in sheep num-
bers, also resulted in some mortality

among euros. There are reliable eye-

witness accounts of euros "dying

around water holes" on Corrunna
Downs, and of a "high mortality" of

euros and red kangaroos, but the evi-

dence indicates that these mortalities

were related to starvation during

drought because the only available

plants were low in protein. Either euro

density became higher after the big

decline in sheep numbers or more no-

tice was thereafter taken of the ani-

mals. High densities occurred on most

stations until the early forties, no

doubt due to favorable seasons. Ac-

counts by local residents indicate that

euro numbers again were drastically

reduced in the summer of 1944-45.

By 1952, the euros on Woodstock

had increased to an average of about

one per four acres, but heavy mortality

again occurred during the extended

dry summer of 1953-54. Euros died by

thousands in caves and around dry

water holes on Abydos, Woodstock,

and far out on the abandoned leases of

White Springs and Yandiyarra. Counts

at Abydos and at Woodstock showed

the density to have been reduced to

about one euro per thirty acres.

Today, there are few sheep and
many euros. One of the smaller sheep

stations at which we carried out some
of our research is typical of much of

the district. Mt. Edgar station com-

prises 250,000 acres. Here, there are

4,000 sheep — about one per sixty

acres — and, according to our census
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figures, approximately 30,000 euros —
about one per eight acres. The pastures

are so degenerated that only lo«-pro-

tcin spinifex can be found, and sheep

feeding upon this arc unable to suckle

the few lambs that are born. In con-

trast, the euros are reproducing so suc-

cessfully that they can maintain a high

density despite the considerable mor-

tality lliat we have shown to occur

(MTiodically among them.

Here was a fascinating problem. We
decided to carry out an academic study

of the euro and compare our results

with what was known about the sheep.

We knew the sheep was a ruminant

and required about 6.5 per cent (dry

weight I of crude protein in its food

merely to subsist, and much more to

permit successful breeding. Protein

analysis of hundreds of plant samples

indicated that sheep could rarely find

adequate forage for breeding, yet the

euro bred and thrived in areas where

sheep could not even exist. The euro

abo has a "ruminant-like" digestion

similar to but simpler than the sheep's.

Although it docs not actually chew its

cud, the euro may regurgitate a little

food and chew il once or twice a day.

The important part of protein is

nitrogen. Herbivorous animals that de-

pend on bacteria to digest the plant

fiber for them must obtain an cfleclive

quantity of nitrogen per day. Although

much is wasted in the urine, sheep are

able to retain a small portion and re-

cycle it via the saliva. Our suspicions

that the euro could also do this were
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recently confirmed by a team working

in the Department of Zoology of the

University of Western Australia. .Mso,

we observed the plants on which the

animals grazed, then analyzed the cell

structure of mouth, stomach, and feres

content. We found that euros eat the

same species of plants as sheep; there-

fore, where euro.s were dense they ac-

tively competed with sheep for the few

high-protein plants remaining in these

degenerated pastures.

THE reproductive potential of sheep

is relatively high. While only one

euro in fi\e hundred has twins, sheep

frequently do. In addition, sheep have

a fairly short gestation |)eriod of five

months; lambs may be weaned eight

months after conception, then wean

young themselves within two years of

their own conception. The euro is not

sexually adult until two years after con-

ception. The gestation period of the

euro is only thirty-eight days, but dur-

ing the eight months in the pouch the

young are mainly in a fetal condition.

H the sheep has the potential to pro-

duce more young more quickly ihiin

the euro, why is the sheep's breeding

relatively unsuccessful? Wedi.scovered

several contributing factors. Under the

restrictive conditions of low -protein

pastures, the slower growth rate of the

euro can be maintained at compara-

tively less expense in energy on the

part of the euro mother, so there is a

higher survival rate among the young

of the euro than among sheep because

of the mother's better condition. Euros

also display the phenomenon of de-

layed implantation, as do some other

marsupials and higher mammals.
Shortly after the tiny fetus is born

and crawls unaided into the pouch, the

mother again comes into season and is

fertilized. However, the im|)lantation

and development of the newly ferti-

lized ovum is delayed until the young

already in the pouch has Icfl. Whether

it is removed immediately after birth,

is lost by misadventure during devel-

opment, or naturally leaves the pouch

after eight months, the quiescent blas-

tocyst does not develop past the Iwip-

day stage until the sucking stimulus of

the pouch young is reduced or stops.

Then, after thirty-six days (not thirty-

eight I another young is born.

If the sheep are mated at such a time

that the lambs are horn bejnrc the rain

has made the grass grow, they die be-

cause the ewes cannot produce milk. It

is months or. more usually, a year

before more lambs are produced. Al-

though many developing euros also (lie-

in the pouch from malnutrition during

drought another euro is born within .1

few weeks (in contrast to the sheep 1

and another ovum is fertilized an<l

stored away. By the time this latter i-

born, rain may have fallen; if drouglil

still prevails the jirocedure can be re-

peated. Only in the more extended

droughts, do female euros go into

an anoestrous, or non-breeding, con-

dition. Even then many females even-

tually come back into breeding



Restrained animal's plastic collar is

marked in reflector tape visible later

condition. Although emaciated by star-

vation, they produce young before the

summer rain is due. Young produced

at that time have a good chance of

survival, because if rain comes ihe

mother will have achieved good health

again by the crucial time when the

young are five to six months old and

require considerable milk. Given ade-

quate summer and winter rains, the

breeding pattern is not interrupted.

Sheep, we know, are well adapted to

the hot, arid climate. Their thick

fleece is good insulation against both

heat and cold. They can withstand a

high body temperature (110°F.) and

can regulate that temperature by pant-

to the scientists using binoculars and
spotlights in nighttime observations.

ing like a dog. Sheep can keep cool far

more efficiently than man, and use

much less water in the process. If de-

prived of water, a sheep can tolerate

dehydration of up to 25 per cent of its

body weight, while, by way of com-

parison, a man dies if he loses 12 per

cent of his weight by dehydration.

Yet, we suspected that even in the

physiological adjustment to dehydra-

tion the euro might hold still another

decided advantage over sheep. Exter-

nally, the euro also has a thick pelage,

which acts as an insulation against

heat. Another protection is its ability

to pant as fast as three hundred respi-

rations a minute when it is very hot.

We noted that when the ambient tem-

perature reached 89°F. euros licked

their forepaws and hind legs; the evap-

oration undoubtedly cooled them.

WE found out by experiments in

our enclosures that euros on a

dry diet need water to the equivalent of

5 per cent of their body weight each

day in summer. After five days without

water they appeared healthy (although

they stopped eating) despite a weight

loss of 25 per cent. Hundreds of food

plants we analyzed contained 30 to 50

per cent water. However, euros that

survived more than seventy days with-

out free water but with abundant nat-

ural vegetation still lost over 30 per

cent body weight when kept in our en-

closures. Blood and urine tests con-

ducted for us by the University of

Western Australia showed consider-

able dehydration, while similar tests of

animals in the wild showed no dehy-

dration during the same period. This

surprised us, and we decided to make

further detailed observations of euro

drinking behavior.

We knew that kangaroos are able

to dig for water, and that they make
holes nearly three feet deep in dry,

sandy creek beds. Locals call these

holes "soaks," and many animals de-

pend on soaks for water. Pigeons,

cockatoos, marsupial cats, and even

emus probably could not inhabit some
regions if kangaroos did not dig down
to water for them. We surveyed every

creek in the study area, marked each

soak, and checked them every month

for more than two years.

We also knew exactly what natural

water was available to the euros, and

Two-week-old fetus shown above has a gestation period of

38 days. At birth, fetus crawls to mother's pouch to stay

31 weeks. Young in pouch, above, is six weeks old . Growth
of next fertilized egg begins only when young leaves pouch.
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contrulini ihr four welU ihal had »U|>-

plir«l waler to shrep in (he area l«?(orr

ihc properly had l)ecn abaiidunnl.

Walfriiij; places were fenceil, and tic-

vices were iiislalled so thai each euro

was auloinatieall) counted and sprayed

with brightly colored dye as it eanie in

from the wild and passed through ti

gale on its way to drink. When soaks

dried up in a drj summer we were sure

that no euro could obtain a drink w ith-

out being marknl and recorded. Our
results showed that many euros were

not drinking, although shade tem|)era-

lures were in excess of 1 13 F.

To explore this astonishing finding

we trap|>ed several hundred euros at

the most central well and individualiv

marke<l each one with a plastic collar

bearing a combination of symbols

made from reflectixe la|>e. At night we
mounted a high tower near the central

water point, and by using powerful

spotlights and 15 x .SO binwulars, wc
could identify individual animals as

far as .'UK) meters awa\. We walciied

continuously for a fortnight at the

height of summer in the years l^>56

and 1957. Very few animals used more
than one well, judging by dye marks.

Most marked animals seldom drank,

although a few drank as often as once

every two days. Nighttime u.sc of spot-

lights from four-wheel drive vehicles in

which we transected the surrounding

land gave us information on honiL-

ranges of the marked animals: some
ranges were only 5tH) meters wide.

Tilt: interesting fad was that ani-

mals whose home range held a

heap of granite boulders drank rjiiel\.

while those whos<* home ranges did not

include surli an oulcmp drank niore

often. Inslrumenls placnl in ca\cs in

the rocky district indicated thai tcm-

(>eratures there never exceeded 'M'F.

despite ambient shade temperatures of

115 K. outside. Euros do not begin to

lick themselves until the ambient tem-

perature exceeds IW'F. Helow this

temperature, they do not waste water

for cooling purposes. Thus their low

bo<lilv needs could be met from vc^e-

- ^•-^_->*^^v^^
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tation alone if they remained in the

caves during the heat of day.

Although cave-dwelling euros man-

aged ivithout water, why did they do

so when abundant «ater \vas available

at wells? (Our fences did not impede

them. ) One answer seems to be that of

nitrogen utilization. It has recently

been discovered by scientists of the

East African Agricuhural and For-

estry Research Organization, in Kenya,

that local stock can do well on pastures

very low in nitrogen content if the

animals' water intake is restricted.

Analysis of urine from euros showed

that those creatures that had drunk re-

cently excreted considerably more ni-

trogen than those that had not. Thus,

as it is an advantage to retain and re-

use this nitrogen rather than to excrete

it, it is a distinct advantage for the ani-

mals not to drink often. Experiments at

the University of Western Australia

early in 1963, in which euros were

kept on a tightly restricted water ra-

tion, have further supported this view.

Nevertheless, hundreds of wells dug

by man in the Piibara insure that dur-

ing severe drought the euro can have

a saving drink. This has allowed the

animals to increase in density in some

areas and has permitted them to extend

even into locations where there are no

granite outcrops to provide them with

heat refuges. These kangaroos have

also moved into regions where there

w'ere once thousands of red kangaroos,

which dominate pastures that contain

high-protein plants. With the degener-

ation of pastures, the red kangaroos

have disappeared and the hardy euro

has settled in permanently.

To date, everything the white man
has done has made the situation worse

for sheep and better for euros. There

are approximately two million euros in

the Piibara district. In some areas

where regeneration of pastures is be-

ing attempted euros pose a problem,

and here they will be controlled. Nev-

ertheless, their highly efficient pattern

of breeding and their ability to thrive

on poor quality food and virtually no

water seem to insure their survival.

Mounds of granite boulders, left,

located on euro's home ranges, afford

them niMilatcd daMinie (a\e shellers.

Sheep's rival poses on its field of

conquest. Dehydration adaptation and
tave shelters have tipped the balance.



SKY REPORTER
Past and present theories on the origin of our solar system

By SiMONE Daro Gossner

Mw's UNENDING QUEST lo underslaiid ihe workings of

the univrnsv were symlxilitrd. |>erlin|is unwillingly,

li> llie anonymous nrtisi hIio doignnl the inedieMil wood-
rul reproduo«l al riglil. I'lifortunulely, llie liuk of llic

modern scienlisl is nol as simple us tlial of llic lone traveler

shown in ihe woodcul, who simply lifls llic veil of the

heavens and peers in awe at the rclrslial macliinery.

The motions of planets were fairly well un<lerstoo<l by
the lieginning of the seventeenth ccnlury, when Kepler

vindlealetl Ciipernicus" views that the sun is the tenter of

motion and showetl that planets travel in elliptical orbits.

A few detadrs later. Newton gave Ki-j)lcr's results a mathe-

nmlii-al furmulalion that— with onl\ minor modifications-

has remained valid to the present day.

The problem of the origin and formation of the solar

system, on the other hand, has remained unsolved for cen-

turies. There are, lo he sure, a number of modern theories

that seem to account for observeil phenomena, and some of

them have gained fairly wide acceptance among scientists.

Hut for the pres<-iit. they can only be theories, because they

deal with events of such an extremely remote past, which

occurre<l during such a long jwriod of time, that they can-

not be veririe<l by direct observation.

E^rly attempts to explain the formation of die sun and its

family of planets were inextricably bound to the myth-
ologies and religions of ancient civilizations. It was only

in the latter part of the eighteenth century that philosophers

and natural scientists began to discuss the cosmic processes

by which the solar system might have come into being and
might have evolved into its present state.

In a monumental opus of forly-four quarto volumes

called Histoire nriturellc, publication of which extended

from 1719 to llSCVl. the French naturalist George Louis

I-cclerc. Comic dc Ituflon. suggested that the planets were

create<l by a comet's collision with the sun. According to his

theory, the impact caused expulsion of some solar material

that eventually cooled to form planets. We know now that

comets are far too tenuous to register a significant impact

on the sun. so BufFon's idea remains mostly as a curiosity.

More worthy of note was the theory proposed in 1755
by the German philos<ipher Immanucl Kant. He supposed
that interplanetary space was filled originally with particles

capable of moving in a common direction. In regions where
the particles were numerous, Kant assumed, ihev would
have formed planets and even the sun itself, under the influ-

ence of their mutual gravitation. As will be .seen, Kant's

views were very close to modern ideas on this subject.

The most famous of all early theories on the birth of

the solar system was the "nebular hypothesis " propos<Kl in

1796 by the French mathematician Pierre Simon, Marquis
de l^placc. In the appendix of his astronomical treatise.

Exposition du sysleme du monde, Laplace carefully refuted

KufTon's views—with no mention of Kant's—and proceeded
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lo outline his own, A» seen through contemporary tele-

8CO|)es. remote galaxies seemed to be starlike conileiisations

in the center of a nebulous ring. Thus misled, l^place as-

sumed that the nebulae were solar systems taking shape.

According to his description, the nebular mass would grad-

ually condense into concentric rings, forming a sun at the

center and a planet in each of the rings. This novel theory

enjoyecl brief popularity, but il led to a number of erroiie.

ous conclusions—particularly about the rotation perioil of

planets—and was completely discredited h\ the end of llii-

nineteenth century.

A number of conflicting theories were prop<isf<l in the

first few deca<les of the twenlielh cenlur\ . The most famous
of these was the so-calliil tidal llirory originated in 1920

by Sir James Jeans and later expanded by Sir Harold Jef-

freys. Its proponents suggeste<l that at .Mime remote dale

a passing star had raised such a tidal force in the sun that

it hud drawn from it a cigar-shaped liiaineni of hot gas.

.•\s the star continued in its course, the filament remaiiieil

behind, its far end dissipating into space and its innennost
section falling back into the sun. The gases in the central

parts of the filament cooled rapidly unci condensed into

planets. This hypothesis, unfortunately, failed to account

for a number of the known features of the solar svstem and
was eventually abandoned.

CUHllENT ideas about the formation of the solar system

indicate a return to the nebular hypothesis, although

Laplace would hardly recognize it in any of its modern
forms. Although there is general agreement on broad prin-

ciples, current theories diverge from each other in matters

of detail. The conflict of opinions urLses primarily becau.se

none of the proposed theories accounts satisfactorily for

all the observed data. The greatest dilliculty encountered

is that all such theories must Ik; guesses in relation to

events that arc unverifiable in our own solar system. As tlie

American astronomer G. P. Kuiper expressed it: "It is not

a foregone conclusion . . . that the problem has a scientific

solution. For instance, an enclosure in which the air has

been stirred gives, after some delay, no clue on the nature

or the time of the stirring. All memory of the eveiil within

the system has been lost." In other words, it is not certain

that scientists could retrace Ihe development of the solar

system, even with all the mathematical methods and mod-
ern computers at their disposal.

Kuiper himself has proposed one of the most widely

accepted theories of the present era. It is carefully worked
out mathematically and involves a highly complex treat-

ment of the subject, much beyond the scope of this article.

But in substance, KiiipiT .csunii"- iH.tI iIv [in.'.-s. wIhti-Iiv

On ihcp pii(!r. Mil-. (
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a solar system similar to ours is formed, resembles in many
ways the formation of double and multiple stars.

Stars are believed to form in vast clouds of gas and dust

in interstellar space. Depending on the density of the cloud,

it may. under certain circumstances, collapse into a flat-

tened pancake shape. As a result of the mutual gravitation

of the cloud particles, the "pancake"' acquires a fairly rapid

movement of rotation and divides into a number of con-

centric rings, while a sun begins to take shape in the center.

Irregularities in the density of the rings lead to the gradual

formation of one or more planets in each of the rings.

Early in their development, the planets are large globes

of mostly gaseous matter, with a small solid core formed

by sedimentation. As the sun begins to shine, it gradually

evaporates the planets' gaseous envelopes. Thus, planets

as seen now would be mainly cores of their ancestors.

Comets and asteroids are believed to develop in rings

where the density and distribution of matter are insufficient

to sustain the condensation of a major planet. The earth-

moon system, on the other hand, presents an unresolved

problem. The earth and the moon differ so little in size

that they could have been formed in one of two ways:

either they condensed as two separate planets within the

same ring and eventually captured each other by their

mutual gravitation, or else they developed together as one

planet with a double core that separated after the evapora-

tion of the gaseous envelope.

THE formation of stars is a continuous process that

started at least twelve billion years ago. Some of the

oldest stars have already run through their complete life

cycle and, in their cataclysmic demise, have returned their

material to the interstellar medium. There is observational

evidence that our own sun, which is only about five billion

years old, is indeed a "second generation" star, born from

the debris of older ones. It, too, will some day return its

substance to the interstellar voids. Even now, astronomers

believe that stars are being born in the spiral arms of the

Milky Way Galaxy, and they believe that they may even be

observing some of the stars in the process of formation.

SI
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Last Quarter December 7, 4:34 p.m., EST
New Moon December 15, 9:06 p.m.. EST
First Quarter December 23, 2:54 p.m., EST
Full Moon December 30, 6:04 A.M.. EST

All planets that can be seen with the naked eye will be in

the evening sky during December. Mercury will reach its

greatest eastern elongation December 18, but will be poorly

placed (or observation throughout the month. It will set one
hour after the sun on December 1, ninety minutes after on
December 15, and forty-five minutes after on December 31.

Its magnitude will fade during the month from —0.5 to +1.5.

Venus (—3.4 magnitude) will be very low in the southwest-

ern sky after sunset. It will set only ninety minutes after the

sun on December 1, but its position will improve as the month
progresses, and it will set two hours after sunset on Decern-

t>er 15, and two and a half hours after on December 31.

Mars (+1.5 magnitude), in Sagittarius, will be very low in

the southwestern sky, too close to the sun for viewing. It will

set one hour after the sun throughout December.

Jupiter (-2.1 magnitude), in Pisces, will be the best-placed

planet for observation. High in the east at dusk, it will cross

the meridian in early evening and will set in the west at

2:00 A.M., local standard time, on December 1, 1:15 a.m. on
December 15, and 12:30 a.m. on December 31.

Saturn (+1.0 magnitude), in Capricornus. will be low in the

TIMETABLE
December 1 11:00 P.M.

December 15 10:00 P.

December 31 9:00 p.m.

south at dusk, setting in the soutnwest about 10:00 p.m. De-

cember 1, 9:15 P.M. December 15, and 8:15 p.m. December 31.

The winter solstice will occur on December 22 at 9:02 a.m.,

EST, and winter will begin in the Northern Hemisphere.

Two meteor showers may be expected during the month.

The Geminids (December 13) have, in past years, attained a

maximum rate (for a single observer) of fifty meteors per

hour. The Ursids. on December 22, have a less spectacular

rate of about fifteen meteors per hour at maximum.
A total eclipse of the moon will take place in the early morn-

ing hours of December 30. The moon will enter the earth's

shadow at 4:24 a.m., EST, and will be totally eclipsed from

5:27 A.M. to 6:46 a.m. The moon will emerge completely from

the shadow at 7:49 a.m. Before entering the earths shadow

and after leaving it, the moon will be immersed in the earth's

penumbra for approximately one hour. No sharp shadows will

be seen during the penumbral eclipse, which will be marked

only by a slight dimming of the moon's brightness. The phe-

nomenon will be visible throughout the United States, except

to observers situated on the east coast where the moon will

set while it is still emerging from the shadow of the earth.



BRING

WILD BIRD SONG

INTO YOUR HOME

An Armstrong Inter-Corn placed near

your bird-feeder will bring bird songs

into your home as clear as a bell.

You con now hear, as well as see

the ild birds rden.

Battery operated - portable.

Fully transistorized.

4 Unbreakable metal cases.

Hi-fidelity tonal quality.

f Anyone can set up in 10 minutes.

Battery charger and 50 ft. of extra

wire included.

$49 .50
POSTPAID in

Continental U.S.

Use indoors, this 2-way Inter-Com

will bring family activities into a

sick room or allow you to baby-sit

from any room - or from next door.

MAIL THIS

COUPON TODAY FOR

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

ARMSTRONG INTER-COM
DEPARTMENT - 1

2421 CALUMET
FLINT, MICHIGAN
GENTLEMEN:
Please send one complete Armstrong

Inter-Com, postpaid, to the address

below, complete with battery charger

and extra wire.

No

Address-

City

EUEH DOCTORS
BUIID THESE
"UISIBLE"
mODELS...

because they're so incredibly accurate ... and such fun to build

Thanks to Renwal's famous "Visible" construction, you can actually see

all superbly accurate details of bone structure, muscles, organs, nerve and

respiratory systems.

Assembling a challenging Renwal Hobby Kit leaves you with a real feeling

of accomplishment. You can take your impressive display apart and re-

assemble it again to show your friends the complexities of anatomy. After

all, by that time, you'll be an expert.

GOOD HABITS COME FROM GOOD HOBBIES [^^(J^Qy^g

SEND FOR RENWAL'S FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET-

Renwal, Mineola, New York—Dept. NH-12

Please send me "Getting a Jump on the Future with

a Renwal Hobby."

Name ——-^

Address —
City State
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By John J. Lee

and Hugo Freudenthal

ONLY WITHIN the last decade or so

have we begun to learn about the

microorganisms that play such an im-

portant part in the marine food chain.

New techniques in laboratory culture

provide an unprecedented opportunity

to study the morphology, life cycles,

and nutrition of these hitherto over-

looked microorganisms. Large groups

of important marine protists (one-

celled animals and plants ) remain to

be studied under the microscope.

Among the marine protists that we

have recently learned how to raise in

the laboratory are some foraminifera

—a group of abundant, shell-bearing

protozoa that e.xist in marine to brack-

ish waters. Paradoxically, they are per-

haps better known to geologists and

paleontologists than to biologists. The
shells of foraminifera may be com-

posed of the organic substance called

"tectin," of agglutinated sand grains,

or of crystalline calcite. The fossil

record left by the calcareous foraminif-

era is impressive. The great pyramids

of Egypt were built of limestone that

was formed from compacted remains

of countless foraminifera of the species

Nummidites gizehensis. The white

cliffs of Dover are the remains of

ancient foraminifera. radiolaria, and

diatoms. The latter two are also shell-

bearing protists, and therefore left a

fossil record. They have a wall con-

taining silica, which, like sand, resists

chemical change.

Our knowledge of the ancient past is

largely dependent on the discovery of

fossils. The abundance and small size

of foraminifera in sedimentary rock

facilitate the collecting of complete

specimens, and at the same time make
them excellent diagnostic tools for

micropaleontologists. As part of an

oil exploration team, the micropaleon-

tologist examines surface samples and

drills cores for foraminiferal tests

(shells) . In each stage of each geologic

period different species and assem-

blages of foraminifera flourished. If

the micropaleontologist can identify

the species, he can determine the age

and sequence of the rock strata he is

studying. With such data he is able to

plot the stratigraphy of subsurface

rocks, and map structures where petro-

leum may be trapped in porous layers.

Because of their economic impor-

tance in oil exploration, the literature

on fossil foraminifera is vast. As an aid

to the identification of foraminifera,

Dr. Brooks Ellis and Miss Angelina

Messina of The American Museum of

Natural History have catalogued orig-

inal descriptions and figures, forma-

tions in which each has been found,

pertinent references and synonyms for

individual genera, subgenera, species,

subspecies, and varieties of foraminif-

era. All told, some .30,000 species of

foraminifera have been described, and

26,82.5 have been catalogued.

Since the turn of the century, how-

ever, fewer than a score of scientists

have done research on living foraminif-

era—except for ecological distribu-

tion studies. This in itself is hard to

understand, since living foraminifera

are fascinating creatures. Microscopic

observation reveals their strange pseu-

dopodial network—the delicate proto-

plasmic extensions with which they

gather food and move about. This

feature separates them from all other

Sarcodina (amoeboid protozoans).

Through various openings in the test,

the protoplasm flows out over the sur-

face and from there, in most species,

spreads out in an elaborate network

that often extends to from five to

twenty times the diameter of the test

itself. At high magnifications (X400-

XIOOO), each pseudopodial filament

is revealed as an intensely active

arterial highway of moving granules,

whose composition and purpose are

still unknown. Unlike the thicker

pseudopods of familiar amoebae, such

as Amoeba proleus, a pseudopod of a

foraminifer seems to be streaming in

opposite directions at the same time.

The finest pseudopods, which are

about 0.5 microns in diameter, contain

granules that may even collide as they

flow by in opposite directions.

BIOLOGISTS cannot agree on how
these dynamic pseudopods work.

One school favors the "fountain zone

theory," which places the motive force

at the front end of the pseudopod.

Another school leans to the "Mast
theory," and places the motive force

inside the body of the animal at the

rear end. Both theories are now being

tested in laboratories at U.C.L.A. and

at Princeton. Some areas of agreement

have already been reached. Most
^vorkers feel that the pseudopods of

foraminifera are composed of slender

internal microfilaments that slide past

each other carrying attached granules.

Most foraminifera have a special

kind of beauty. The cytoplasm is often

richly pigmented blood-red, orange,

yellow, or green. The tests vary from

simple spheroids to elaborate, multi-

chambered, rectilinear, and coiled

shapes. Although most foraminifera

build calcareous tests, a number have

uncalcified organic or arenaceous

tests. The latter are formed by the

agglutination of materials from the

animal's environment. This agglutina-

tion is made possible by secretions to

which particles adhere. Some arena-

ceous foraminifera will cement almost

anything on the sea bottom to the test,

ivhile others use particular types of

sand grains, sponge spicules, or mica

flakes. How the organism discrimi.

nates between such similar materials is

one of the questions to be answered.

As a group, foraminifera are widely

distributed throughout the seas, both

laterally and bathymetrically. Some
species are typically found in salt

marshes; others are indigenous to

shaflow or to deep water; others are

planktonic, which is to say they float

on or near the surface.
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ili^tribution and abundance. Among
llio most interesting in this respect arc

the planktonic foraminifera. Recent

information, obtained by a group

from the Lamont Geological Obscrt-

alory of Columbia University, has

shown that certain species typically

live in the cold waters of the Arctic or

Antarctic, others in temperate seas,

and still others in warm waters. Some
species of the temperate seas are most

abundant in the winter and spring,

when the water is about 18-2.3 "C,

while others arc most numerous in the

summer and fall, when the surface

temperatures are about 23-27°C. Pre-

liminary results with deep-collecting

devices, including a new pressure-

activated plankton net that was de-

veloped by Dr. Be of the Lamont
group, indicate that the "winter and

S6

spring species' sink to deeper, cooler

waters during the summer. The tests

of two species, C/ofci'gcri/ia pacliy-

derma and Globorolalia Iriincalu-

linoidcs, change the direction of their

coil as the temperature of the water

changes. They coil to the right (in a

clockw ise spiral I in warmer water and

in summer, and coil to the left (in a

counterclockwise spiral I in colder

water and in winter (Nati'(ui. His-

tory, February, 1963).

FOR reasons that are not yet clear,

foraminifera are not found uni-

formly distributed in the environment,

even in the seasons when they should

be most abundant. Thousands have

been discovered in some spots and

practically none in nearby areas.

Some of the planktonic foraminifera

are floating food factories. Within the

test of some species live minuscule,

unicellular, symbiotic algae called

zooxanlhellae, which arc probably re-

lated to the dinoflagellates. liy photo-

synthesis the algae produce food

materials that are used by the forami-

nifera: the latter provide "housing"

for the algal cells, and waste products

that act as "fertilizer"" for algal growth.

If the relationship between ihe zoo-

xanthellac and the planktonic forami-

nifera is comparable to other dino-

flageilate-host relationships, such as

those with corals, it is a prolilable one

for both organisms. Although either

organism is capable of indeprnilent

existence, each is apparently able to

thrive belter under the mutually bene-

ficial system that unites them.

Foraminifera trap a wide variety

of algae, other protozoa, and bacteria,

and on occasion have been observed



Regular cycle of R. floridana Cushnian, diagramed below,

is comprised of alternate sexual (1-6) and asexual (7-11)

generations. The gamonts ( 1 ) of the sexual generation are

uninucleate until they undergo mitosis (2-4) and produce

internally many gametes. Gamonts pair (5). Their gametes

produce zygotes (6), step shown enlarged, upper left. After

meiosis (8), reproduction by multinucleate agamont (10),

photo above, produces the gamonts (11) magnified below.
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trying to trap small multicellular ani-

ma\i. Prnnatc diatoms arc (he most

rommonly reported food. Preliminary

laboratory studies, in uhicli the cxperi-

nienlal animals were restrictc<l to a

iiumlier of difTerenl food organisms,

indicated that foruminifera may have

very specifu- food requirements. .\

species of Bolivina grew very well

when fed with the pcnnate diatom

.\itz.icliia ariciilaris. hut was inhibited

in grow ih w hen fed w ilh anollicr spec-

ies of the same diatom genus. Bacteria

are also good food organisms for some
species, and for over a year a species

of the foruminifcral genus AUojiromia

has been grown in our laboratory in

monobacterial culture.

Two years ago. while we were test-

ing potential food organisms, we
placed several foraminifcra in a cul-

ture of a small flagellate alga, Duna-
liella jmrva, and observed a strange

phenomenon. Flagellates at several

millimeters distance altered their ran-

dom courses and headed for the foram-

inifcra. where they become trapped

as food. I'urtlier study with ullier

foraminifcra in culture leads us to

believe that the animals have a fairly

general attraction ability. I)iiiicili<llii

shows varied responses to the (lifTcri'iil

species of foraminifera we have teslecl.

Those parlirular algae are attracted lo

the pseudopodial nets of lliilivina and

QniiKjiii-liHiilinii: on the other hand,

they inoNc directly to the tests of

Millinmmiita juscn anil Ammonia lice-

rarii. Many foraminifcra trap and

cram as many llagellatcs as possible

into the aperture, or principal opening,

of the lest, until the outer chainliers

are green with flagellates being di-

gested in food vacuoles. Others "stock-

pile" trapped flagellates outside their

aperture, and may even surround

themselves with flagellates, which ap-

pear as green halos around the animal.

Vie have not yet found the mechanism
of this phenomenon, which, with

tongue in cheek, we have christened

the "Circcan effect."

Perhaps the most interesting aspects

iif foraminifcra are their life cycles.

I ntil a few years ago we had no idea

of their rc|)roductivc variations. Most

foraminifera that have been studied

go through an alternation of genera-

tions, from haploid ( one set of chro-

mosomes I. sexually reproducing inili-

viduals called gamnnls. to diploid ( two

-sets of chromosomes I, ascxually re-

producing individuals called either

agamonts or .schizonts. Meiosis. or the

Anastomosing fcedinf: net traps some
bacteria in AUogromius environment.



anel. Completion of cytotomy occurs when head separates,

ist panel, into a new organism. Note, in second photo, the

interconnection of filaments between oral areas. Filaments
comprise anastomosing (intercommunicating) feeding net.

reduction in chromosome number from

diploid to haploid, takes place in the

asexual generation—this is common in

plants but rare in animals.

THE "classicar' life cycle of forami-

nifera was worked out with a

beautiful animal, Elphidium crispum,

which, when it was studied sixty years

ago, bloomed in almost pure popula-

tions in the English Channel near

Plymouth. In this species the gamont
and agamont generations are not

morphologically identical. The aga-

mont is roughly one and one-half

times larger than the gamont. Its initial

chamber, the proloculum, is about 10

microns in diameter. In contrast, the

initial chamber of the gamonts is

about 60 to 100 microns in diameter.

Gamonts with this large type of pro-

loculum are called megalospheric;

agamonts, with the small type of pro-

loculum, are called microspheric.

Gamonts of Elphidium, for instance,

are uninucleate for most of their lives,

while their agamonts are characteristi-

cally multinucleate.

In winter collections made in the

English Channel, the megalospheric

foraminifera outnumber the micro-

spheric by more than thirty to one.

From January onward the proportion

begins to decrease, until by March and
April the ratio may be one to one or

less. Schizogony, the multiple asexual

division of the agamont that produces

gamonts, begins in February and is at

its peak by the end of April. Gamonts
grow all summer and reach maturity

in one year in warmer East Indian

seas and in two years in the English

Channel. They release flagellated

gametes that pair and form a zygote,

which secretes the first chamber
around itself. By chamber addition

and nuclear division this young fora-

minifer gradually develops into the

mature agamont. Another foraminifer,

Palellina corrugata, which looks super-

ficially like a transparent Chinese

coolie hat, has a similar type of life

cycle, except that its gametes are

amoeboid and creep toward one an-

other to form zygotes.

One of the most notable life cycles

is that of Tretomphalus bulloides. Here

schizogony takes place on coralline

algae. The gamonts that are formed
gradually migrate to the tip of the

alga, where each builds a large final

chamber that acts as a float. Floating

gamonts somehow find each other,

intertwine pseudopods, and release

CiRCEAN EFFECT causes large alga to

be trapped by a predator's filaments.



Iiinagcllalc gamete* dial fuse to form
.vgotes. These sink to the substrate

irid begin the cycle again.

Tho gnmonts of some foraminifera

arc so unlike their rc9|>ective ogamonts
ihiit they huve been mistakenly classi-

lii-<l as belonging to separate species

.mil sometimes even to different

genera! In a recent, as yet uncon-
finiied, study on Cihicitles lohaliiliis.

a foraminifcr that lives attached to

ascidians (sea squirts), a tentative

life cycle has been proposed that in-

cludes four or more different types of

agamont.s that resemble no fewer than

ten distinctive morphological forms.

which, until now, have been classified

as separate genera. The different varie-

ties of agamonts develop, apparently,

as a result of their position on the

ascidian. the texture of the ascidian's

lunic, or body wall, the lime of the

>oar. and the stage of their life cycle.

Some species of foraminifera have
hetcrokaryotic agamonts. This means
that the organisms have two different

kinds of nuclei in the same cell—

a

condition common among the ciliates

such as Paramecium, which have a

variety of combinations of macro-
nuclear and micronuclear types, but

which is rare in amoeboid protozoa.

^'cry soon after the zygote in RotalicUa

spp. is formed it undergoes two nu-

clear divisions to produce four nuclei.

One of these, the vegetative nucleus,

enlarges and migrates from the pro-

loculum into one of the newer cham-
bers. The other three—the generative

nuclei-remain in the proloculum until

schizogony begins. These three form
the nuclei of the gamont generation,

and the vegetative nucleus eventually

degenerates. There is evidence to sug-

gest, however, that the vegetative nu-
cleus is important in the life of the

organism. In recent experiments in

Tiibingen, Germany, an investigator

performed microsurgery on vt(;.laii\c

nuclei with a very fine X-ray beam. In

such organisms, one of the generative

nuclei of RolaliMa enlarges anil dif-

ferentiates into a new somatic nucleus,

which may control metabolic activi-

ties. The life cycles of liolaliella and
a few other genera of foraminifera

huve still another interesting tw ist ; the

gamont is autogamous—gametes from
the same organism fuse with each
other. In RotalicUa they do so without
even leaving the parent lest.

TIIK variable reproductive capaci-

ties of Allogromia. a simple, prim-

itive genus with two well-known spe-

cies, are amazing. In addition to being
able to produce successive schizogonic

generations and sexual reproduction

(demonstrated thus far in only one of

the two species), they also reproduce
by budding and by a special type of

division called plasmolomy, in which
nuclear division as in schizogony pre-

cedes cytoplasmic division. Plasmo-
lomy differs from schizogony in that

the former offspring contain more
cytoplasm and are produced asyn-

chronously by the parent. Experi-

mentally, when the species we have
studied is placed in fresh media it

reproduces mainly by binary fission:

as the culture ages, the other forms of

reproduction become more prominent.

The nutrition, physiology, and his-

lochcmislry of foraminifera is an un-

derdeveloped research area. Prelimin-

ary cylological work suggests that the

animals have some unusual organelles

-the "organs" of a unicellular animal.

Planktonic foraminifera have a most
complicated system of internal banded
vesicles, or tubules; ils function is

unknown. We might speculate that it

has a hydrostatic function, but any
proof is lacking. Certain arenaceous

salt marsh foraminifera, in an cxperi-

imiil »illi a graded series of galiiiilirs<

as the variable, were found, curiously
enough, to rejiroduce more often and
earlier in water with a salinity ihrcc
or four limes the average salinity of

the water in which ihey were collected.

'In explain ihi!.. we have gone back to

the lielil lo make more observations.

The foraminifera in question had a

much narrower distribution than we
had previously observed. Most of the

animals were collected in a zone be-

tween the mean high tide an<l mean low-

tide. The life cycle is apparently

a<lap(e(l to llieir native environment
in the inlerlidal region of the marshes,

where the inevitable evaporation of

water from the algal mat growing Ix

tween the roots uf the marsh grar

leaves a heavy salt deposit. The main
clue to a gooil collect ing spot is an
area with plants and sediments pro-

tected from the violent action of wind,

waves, or current. If we are collectii

in a marine marsh we usually use a

plaslic pail lo gather some of the

filamentous algal mat. We shake and
scrub the algae vigorously to separate

the foraminifera from the debris, sieve

the large particles out. and let the

animals settle lo the bottom. A haml
lens or a dissecting microscope is in-

dispensable in the field for ascertain-

ing what has been found. If care is

taken in the separation process, crude

cultures of some foraminifera, given a

moderate amount of light and protected

from excessive heat and evaporaliiwi,

con be established.

We have just begun to study and

understand foraminifera. These ami

other animals, including the radiip-

laria, acantharia. siliconagellates. tin-

tinnids, coccolithophorids, and olliir

poorly known, strangely named iniin/.

organisms must be understood if the

resources of the seas are ever to contrib-

ute to the growing needs of mankind.
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Primitive and generalized, the genus Allogromia is

capable of sohizogonic and of sexual reproduction, as

well as cytotomy. It also forms the internal and the

external buds shown in animal, jar left. Two-mouthed,
multinucleate form appears, center. Monoral prolist

attracts Dunaliella prey, right, by the Circean effect.

o Dispersal of the myriad new schizonts is a climactic

moment in cycle of five-chambered Quinqueloculina^

below left. Two large masses are unassimilated food.
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WASHINGTON NEWSLETTER
By Paul Mason Tilden

CONSERVATIONIST groups are often

criticized by the press and in legis-

lative halls for unreasonable idealism

and a disinclination to compromise.

There have been numerous instances in

which such criticism has been merited.

Most conservationists, however, are

possessed of a strong streak of practi-

cality, submerged though it may be on

occasion, and are as aware of modern

life's necessary demands upon resources

as anybody else. Conservationists do not

have to be lectured that trees must be

cut to build their houses, nor that coal

and iron must be mined to furnish them

with automobiles. They are certainly

aware that, in the present state of tech-

nology, a wormless and unblemished

apple means the use of pesticides.

Perhaps a major part of the conserva-

tionist's job is to help lay out guidelines

for the production of life's essentials

with a minimum disfiguration to the nat-

ural scene and a minimum interference

with the processes of nature.

In respect to the first of these two

broad aims there has been considerable

recent conservation activity on a front

that has for a long time groaned for cor-

rective measures.

Strip mining of coal (often but incor-

rectly called a mineral) is practiced in

localities where a seam or seams of the

fossil fuel are close enough to the earth's

surface to allow either direct recovery by

power shovel, or the removal of soil and

rock overburden and then stripping of

the coal by mechanized shovel. In either

case the effect on the landscape is hardly

less devastating than that of a low-level

nuclear explosion. This is especially true

where the "dip" of the coal seam (the

angle it makes with the horizontal) is

either nil or very low and the seam is

extensive, allowing stripping to proceed

unchecked over a wide area.

Not only is the ecology of the immedi-

ate terrain drastically altered— if suffi-

cient plant and animal life remains to

warrant the use of the term "ecology"—
but also, especially in mountainous dis-

tricts, halos of further and more subtle

damage surround the stripping opera-

tion. Raw earth of spoil banks slumps

and slides down mountainsides with

winter rains and spring thaws. Silt

chokes the drainage of the surrounding

terrain. Sulphur, largely in the form of

metallic sulphides, is a common con-

taminant of coal, and the steady release

of sulphuric acid, created through chem-

ical reaction between the sulphides and

water, leaves creeks and rivers veritable

biological wastelands, devoid of aquatic

vegetation and animal life.

It is becoming obvious that the nation

can no longer afford such gross abuses

of its lands and waters, and coal strip

mining, as presently practiced, has come
under Congressional scrutiny during the

past session of Congress. Several pieces

of legislation have been proposed. Most
important of these would probably be

House and Senate bills, identical in lan-

guage, providing for a study by the Sec-

retary of the Interior of all strip and
surface mining operations in the United

States, whether for coal or minerals.

The bills would provide for inquiries

into the nature and extent of strip min-

ing operations in the nation; hazards to

public health; effect on the natural

scenery; effect on the fish and wildlife

and other natural resources of the

United States. Another bill would forbid

strip mining of coal on national forest

lands. Even coal mines of conventional

sorts—drift type and shaft type mines-
came in for attention. Thus, bills were
introduced into the House to amend the

Federal Water Pollution Control Act to

provide for the sealing of abandoned
mines to prevent pollution of waterways
through runoff of acid-charged waters.

The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,

parts of which have long agonized under
the impact of uncontrolled coal strip-

ping, has chosen not to wait for the

wheels of Congress to grind out correc-

tive national legislation. During the past

summer its Governor signed a tough

strip mine control bill that, in one form
or another, has been brewing for the past

twenty years. Under the ceaseless prod-
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responsible for prevention of stream pol-

liilion hy arid or silt, under penally of

heavy fine or imprisonment, and contin-

ued or ilagrani disregard for the pruvi
sions of the new act will lead lo

revocation of operating licenaes.

California Afotn Controversy

Willi iConcrr-s was taking under ad-

vi-rmenl possihie legislation allrrt-

ing rnergy-prodiiring coal, a West ("na't

conservation hatllc continued lo rage
over another kind of energy-producing
material—uranium fuel.

Sperifirally. il r<mrerncd the lociili.m

of a proposed puhlic utilities coin|>iiii

.325thousanrl-kilowalt boiling-water nu-
clear reactor near the tip of Hod.jia

Mead in .Sonoma County, "omc fifty miles

north of San Francisco. Ilodega Head, a

i^ranilic peninsula ahout two miles j.mg
jnd a half-mile wide, juts south from lli<

California mainland just north of tin

newly rrcalcd Point Reyes National .Sea-

shore in Marin County, and is separated
from Point lleycs hy Bodega Day.

The Head itself has heen rerommrnilcd
at one time or another for parkland
acquisition at the state level—indeed, in

IMf). the California Stale l^-gishiture

appropriated $3.50.000 to add lloijega

Head to existing Sonoma Coast Slate

Park land to prevent its future use (or

residential development. Il is on isolated

and gemlike peninsula, adjacent walrrii

of which teem with all manner of marine
life-one of the "significant biologic

.ireas on tlic Pacific coasi," according to

National Park Service rcftearchers. Prior

lo the nuclear reactor invasion, the Head
had been viewed by the University of

California as an admirable site for a

marine biological laboratory.

The people of .Sonoma County have

been notably unenlhusiaslic about the

prospect of playing bedfellow to 7.S tons

of 2V2 per cent enriched uranium fuel-

equivalent to about .37.5 pounds of pure

uranium. Nor are they encouraged to

know that the great .San Andreas Fault,

which has been active since at least early

Tertiary time, passes within 1.000 feet

of the proposed atomic power plant. Il
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ivas ttis fault, mth a total length of more
than 650 miles, that destroyed San Fran-

cisco in April. 1906. Its two opposing

fault blocks, which move horizontally,

still slide along each other at a rate of

approximately half an inch per year in

the vicinity of Bodega; the total slip

along the San Andreas Fault in the great

earthquake of 1906 was from five to ten

feet at this locality.

In spite of the efforts of conservation-

ists at both local and national levels, the

California Public Utilities Commission

has given the green light to construction

of the power plant at Bodega Head. Cali-

fornia conser\'ationists. in particular,

have been vociferous against the plant

and have banded together under the

formidable title of the Northern Califor-

nia Association to Preserve Bodega Head
and Harbor. As this was written, the As-

sociation was contemplating an appeal

to the California State Supreme Court in

regard to the CPUCs decision, wliich

was, incidentally, not unanimous. Dis-

senting. Commissioner W. M. Bennett

commented: ''Obviously there is a high-

est and best use of land. A myopic busi-

ness judgment has missed it here." The
Commissioner's views coincided closely

with those of the conservationists—the

isolation and beauty of Bodega Head,
and its proximity to state and federal

parklands should rule out the location

there of a nuclear power generator and

its associated machinery.

Right Hand and Left

CONSERVATIONISTS, and especially

those who are bird enthusiasts, are

deeply disturbed about a Department of

the Interior policy that goes to great

lengths to protect certain endangered

species of birds, and at the same time

sanctions the shooting of others. In the

protected category might be cited the

whooping crane, with its Aransas Refuge
on the coast of Texas; the huge
trumpeter swan, with its Red Rock Lakes

Refuge in Montana; Kirtland's warbler

(of which there may be a thousand re-

maining individuals ) and its recently

established Kirtland's Warbler Manage-
ment Area in the Huron National Forest

of Michigan's Lower Peninsula.

In the unprotected group might be

listed the whistling swan, a bird whose
total numbers have hovered around the

100.000 mark during the past eight

years, and whose future can certainly be

called highly questionable because of

the possibility of mass disaster in nesting

or migration. Nonetheless, an open sea-

son on the whistling swan was held in

Utah last year, in the course of which
313 of the big birds were killed and

JtaJuL alimq, cl nsiw
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* BINOCULAR
For use with or without spectacles

Convenience features never before

offered, such as retractable eyecups,

tripod adapter and vee-slotted case for

quick binocular removal. High power is

matched by extra brilliance (RLE 41.2)

for dawn or dusk viewing. Extra-wide

field (425 ft.). Barium crown prisms

and special hard lens coating. Light

(22 oz.) compact and powerful. Write

for folder and name of nearest dealer.

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Dept N-8' Boston 25, Mass -San Jose 12 Calif

This happy-loukint: serpent has mighty good reason for
that contented look, because nobody is crowding him, chasing
him, or in any way fnglitening him by getting too near
The family who used its Questar to study him closely

did so from 32 feet away They were just as relaxed as he
while they took his picture in several leisurely poses from
that comfortable distance Great stuff that distance
The book said he was a Yellow Rat Snake, Elaphe Quad-

nvittata It said he was harmless, though almost 7 feet
long Not being experts, our Questar owners were relieved
not to have to get much closer to this big fellow And that,
of course, is why they enjoy their Questar so much — they
can study the wildlife minutely without alarming it

They can also, of course, enjoy their Questar on the
heavens at night, since it is basically a superb astronomical
telescope with all controls of great observatory instruments
We deliver only those which are of truly superfine quahty

Priced from $995 Our 32-page booklet on request

QUESTAR
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For rvMrvotiont and brochura contact

U S Ag«nl: Swonl HclUnic Crului.
— Nile ~ Hellenic
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Butterflies

Kxotically-colored specimens,
E.ACH processed lo lie llal with

winps outspread. Fifty different

"pecimcns. E.\CH mounted in
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front and back. Order .50 for S2.

Worlds <!iant Atlas moth. SI
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'ij|-[irfad. List free with order.

WILLIAM HARDY
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anolhrr 82 crippled. Unlns there U a

radical chantic in policy belurr lhi«

column *<T- prim, anolhrr open M-ason
un ihr hird will huNr brrn lirld in the

same slair, killinc hundrriU mure.

It lia^ been >um;eslcd that there was a

conno-lion between ihe o|ien va^n on
whi>llini; swans and the apparrni reduc-

tion in numbers iif the rrmaininn few

whuoping cranes during their \9(>2

southward nii|;raliun. Open seasuns on
ihe sandhill crane, which also can rea-

6<mably be considered an endumtrred
bird. ha\e hern aulhori/:«l in certain

soulhwrslrrn stales >incr l<»60 un the

Cruunds of crop damages.
Ill aiisurr to ihe urgrnl protest of one

tiins<T>aiioii orcani/alion. .Xssi.ianl S<'c-

rclary of ihe Interior Frank I)ri|:i:s wrole
ill the l>est tradition of Washiniilon
"flicialese: "Please lie assured of our in-

tention to manage migratory birds so as

to maintain llinn in perpriuily and pro.

vide everyone an oppurtunily to enjoy
this resource to ihe fullest." Replies of

this nature are somelinies known in

^'ashinglon cimsi-rvaliiui circles as

.Standard Governmental l!espon>e ".\."

Bird enthusiasts were confused.

Building the Bigger Dam

IF
ours is the age of ihe atom, it is also

the era of ihe bigger dam. The re-

cently proposed Rampart Dam <Mi the

Yukon River in Alaska, about 90 miles

northwest of Fairbanks, will be a .i2.i-

foot-high structure that will impound a

body of water some 10 per cent larger

than Lake Eric. Propunenls of the huge
impoundment, which would be con-

strucled by the U.S. .Army Corps of En-
gineers, point to Ihe immense source bir

bydroeleclric power that will be avail-

able at Rampart. No one has specified

how this vasi volume of power might be

used in the present stale of .Alaska's de-

velopment. The possibililics of flood con-

trol for the Yukon River arc also cited,

although the urgent need for this has yet

lo l)c convincingly demonsiratid. .\n

enthusiastic Congressional supporter of

the Rampart Project has urged the

dam's construction on the grounds thai

it would he larger than anything the

Russians have ever built.

Against a background of such misty

riiMiivcs a number of national conserva-

tion organizations have slreniinusly

I>rotested the suggested inundation of

some 11.000 sipiare miles of interior

Alaska. 8.000 of which are valued as

(irime waterfowl producing habitat. One
such organization has cbaraclcrized the

Rampart Canytin Power Project as "an

extravagant plan that appears tii make
little if any provision for the invaluable

natural and scenic resources that would
be . . . destroyed by drawdowns."

When the project first began lo sim-

mer, the Fish and Wildlife .Senice re-

quested nine years and a million dollars

lo assess the biological wealth that might
lie wiped out. The request was scaled

down lo a bare iniiiimum. so that liiile

has actually been leanied about the

biota of the terrain that would hi

Hooded. No plans have been made (or

prevention of (ish losses on the Yukon.
(Fish runs past the dam site nundii-ir.l

22.000 king salnxui and 11 l.tKHI ilinni

salmon in I'Hil ; no count has been ii\.u|.

able lo indicate the vast horde of inlin

salmon llial als4i pa>s iipriver at ibis

point I. It has Ix-eii esliiuated ihul llie

area lo he inundalrd |iroduces 1..') mil-

lioii ducks, gee^e. and cranes every year,

and thai there w.iuld be an immense,
and as yel unussesseil loss of mouse, caii-

liou. fur-bearing mammals, and small

game. .Mineral, timlier. and oil and g;is

studies have never lieen included in any
evaluation program of the area.

The whidc ciuuepl of "the big dam."
with its concomilani liydropower. water
supply. Hood coiilrid, and m> on, is begin-

ning lo appear archaic, as well a> loo

deslruclive of natural resources, many
conservalionisis believe. Big-dam phi-

losophy is in need of re-examinalion,

preferably by Ihc scientist and the con-

servationist, certainly not by ihe poijii-

cian or the professional engineer alone.

For the present, however, the emplmsii.

is certain lo remain on bigger and big-

ger and bigger dams.

One More Look at Poisons

Foil M-\cral years prior to IWi.'J there

had been strong pressure on the Na-

tional Park -Service and the Ueparlment
of ihe Interior lo open the national jiarks

and nature monuments lo public burn-

ing. The pressure, generated by certain

stale game deparlmenl olTicialH and some
sjiorlsmen's groups, had been exerled

under the rather ihin pretext of assist-

ance to ihe Park Service in controlling

certain ungulate mammals whose num-
bers in some areas were greater than

the carrying capacity of their ranges.

.Among such troubled areas were ^ ellow-

stone. Rocky Mountain, and (>rand

Tettm National Parks, with considerable

excesses of elk ; Acadia and Sequoia

Parks, with modest excesses of deer;

/ion National Park in Utah and Dino-

saur National Monument in Colorado

and L'tuh. with o\erabundanl mule deer

populations. The Park .Service and con-

servationists in general had contended

that Ihe problem was one thai could, and

should, lie solved by Park Service per-

sonnel without public "assistance."

As a result of Ihe pressure for (lublic

hunting in the parks, a commission was

appointed in 1962 by ibc .Secretary of the

Interior to study the entire question of

wildlife management in ihe national

parks and monuments. Its report lo the

.Secretary, delivered in April of this

year and reported in this column (Nat-

IBAL HisTOitY, June-July, 196.3), effcc-
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lively silenced—at least for the present-

all commotion over the matter. Essen-

tially, the report of the commission,

headed by Dr. A. Starker Leopold of the

University of California, reaffirmed the

position of the National Park Service

that public hunting in the parks and

monuments was neither necessary nor

desirable. The report was eloquent in the

simplicity and forthrightness of its lan-

guage; anything less would, under the

circumstances, have brought forth a

storm of criticism from conservationists,

hunters, and game commissioners.

Having issued the report. Dr. Leo-

pold's committeemen might well have

taken long breaths and returned to their

professional pursuits. But during the

summer another potentially explosive

conservation issue was handed to the

commission by Secretary of the Interior

Stewart L. Udall.

The subject to be investigated is the

government's role in the control of ro-

dents and predators, an activity that has

been carried on by the Branch of Pred-

ator and Rodent Control in the Depart-

ment of the Interior. The job is one that

in times past has provoked criticism on

grounds both aesthetic and ecological.

Predator and rodent control means, in

plain language, the shooting, trapping.

or poisoning of various animals con-

sidered detrimental to the interests of

farmers and ranchers: the mountain

lion, the coyote, the prairie dog, certain

birds, rats, mice, and other creatures.

Into the control program go nearly $2

million a year in federal money, and S3.5

million in state and local funds.

The use of poison, especially, has come

under strong critical fire from preserva-

tionists and conservationists, and from

offended laymen; powerful poisons have

not, on occasion, stopped with dead pred-

ators or rodents, but have passed along

the links of the biological chain to strike

again far from their original targets. It

has often been claimed that predator and

rodent control is leading to drastic re-

duction or even extermination of some

species of desirable animals. Such ef-

fects, in the long run, merely compound

the problems of the farmer and rancher.

For example, the wholesale slaughter of

the coyote often leads to an explosion

in the rabbit and mouse populations. If

the poisoners concentrate on the rabbits

and mice, they are likely also to kill

eagles, hawks, owls, and foxes, not to

mention an occasional domestic pet.

Is the government doing too much of

this kind of work or not enough? Are

certain desirable species of animals

really being threatened with extermina-

tion? These and several other related

questions will be canvassed by Dr. Leo-

pold's hardy commission. Its answer, as

was its report on wildlife management
in the parks, will very likely become a

"best seller" in the conservation world.
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EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO..barrington, new jersey



1Johnny isn't watching the late show tonight

The shadows that shiver and shake on the TV screen are shivering and shaking in

somebody else's living room tonight. Johnny has discovered something new.

He's traded the fleeting, flickering "thrills" of the 24 inch screen for the

timeless excitement and majesty of the night sky.

He's traded the nervous rattle of the private eye's gun for a ringside seat at

the stupendous nightly fireworks in the heavens.

He has. in short, discovered astronomy.

Nothing better could happen than what happened to Johnny. And it happened simply

because someone took the trouble to awaken, nourish and satisfy a lifetime of curiosity

in Johnny by making him the gift of a fine telescope.

Someone, not so long ago. gave Johnny a Unitron.

S-nrf for Unilron'i Irco. SO-pogi
^"^ -vt,-. Guide ond Catalog 2).R UN/Tf^ON^^^^

Johnny abandonnj hii 74' ici

lor Ihit 2 4' Unilton lefticlor,

complete with ill handr Mn;

willy portable catf^if,: '

ONLY $125.00

Thtt It A dou-up of the Unihci

Johnny it ubn|. It's 6 oycpiccct

in one. »n eicluttve with Umlion

One ol » complete line ol Kcetui

to multiply yout tnrwing pleatute.














